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THE OPEN AND CLOSED SHOP CONTROVERSY IN LOS ANGELES

(For exhibits under this subject, see pages 5881 to 5999)

COMMISSION ON INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS.
10 a. m.
Los ANGELES. CAL., Tuesday, September S, I91Chairman Walsh, Commissioners Commons, Garretson. Weinslock,
and O'Connell. William O. Thompson, counsel.
lirman WALSH. You may proceed, Mr. Thompson. Mr. Garretson will
be here in a few moments.
Mr. THOMPSON. Gen. Otis, please take the stand.
f

{

Present

:

TESTIMONY OF GEN. HARRISON GRAY
Mr. THOMPSON. Please

OTIS.

give us your name, business addivss, and your

bu.si-

Gen. OTIS. IT. G. Otis: business address-. Times Building.
Mr. THOMPSON. You arc the publisher of the Los Angeles Times?
(Jen. OTIS.

Yes,

sir.

Mr. THOMPSON. Are you the sole owner of the paper?
Gen. OTIS. No; I am not.
Mr. THOMPSON. You arc interested ;is a stockholder?
Gen. OTIS. I am a majority owner.
Mr. THOMPSON. Majority owner?
(Jen.

OTIS. Yes.

Mr. THOMPSON. How long have you been publisher of the Los An-eles Times?
Gen. OTIS. Nearly a third of a century.
Mr. THOMPSON. And during that time have you had any agreements with

workingmen?
we have had agreements.
Mr. THOMPSON. When first did you have agreements with the labor organi/atiims. and what organizal ions were they with?
came into the establishment in the year 1RS2. Tt was a very
Gen. OTIS.
small affair then a very small newspaper and it was a small town. We employed union men. We had not any very distinct agreements, or at least no
agreements, written agreements, with any local, but we had union men and
lixations of

:i.

OTIS. Yes:

I

paid the rates then prevailing.
Chairman WAI.SH. What date was that, please?
Gen. OTIS. That was in 1882.
Mr. THOMPSON. Well, at any time after that, General, did you have eiti
written or verbal agreement with any labor organization?
Gen. OTIS. Yes; we ha-1 a verbal airrc.Mnent and we had a written agree'
We had first a strike in the year 1890, and the union men walked out of the
establishment. We refused to yield to their demands, and after the strike we

employed nonunion men and have employed them since.
Mr. THOMPSON. But prior to that time, from 1882 to 1890
Gen. OTIS. Yes.
Mr. THOMPSON. You dealt with the organizations?
Gen. OTIS. Yes; we dealt with the organizations.
Mr. THOMPSON. How long did the strike of isix) last, about?
Gen. OTIS. Well, in a sense, it lasted one day.
Mr. THOMPSON. Well, what crafts then went out on strike?
Gen. OTIS. Pardon me; I didn't quite hear.
Mr. THOMPSON. What crafts, the compositors and the pressmen?
Gen. OTIS. The strike was defeated, and a boycott was instantly instituted.
Mr. THOMPSON. Well. I mean what workingmeii went out on strike, the type-

and the pressmen?
Gen. OTIS. No: the compositors

setters

hand compositors.

There were no machines

at that time.
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Mr. THOMPSON. Aval did the other men continue to work at their employnient; that is, the pressmen, sterootypors, and others?
Gen. OTIS. There were no stereotypers. Yes; the pressmen continued to

work.
Mr. THOMPSON. And you employed then other men to take their places, and
the paper went on?
Gen. OTIS. Yes.
Mr. THOMPSON. Issuing its editions?
Gen. OTIS. We never lost an issue.
Mr. THOMPSON. From that time, from isoo you have had no dealings with
organized labor as such?
(Jen. OTIS. No; not in the composing room.
Mr. THOMPSON. The scale of waives which existed and ihe hours which existed on your paper prior to 1890 were the union scale, were they?
Gen. OTIS. Yes, sir; they were.
Mr. THOMPSON. Since that time what have been the hours and what lias been
the scale as compared to the union hours and the union scale, if you can tell us?
Gen. OTIS. Well, of course, in a long period of time like that there have been
some variations and changes. The rate for hand composition paid at the time
of the strike was 45 cents per thousand cms.
After the strike- f raised the rate
a little, to 46 cents.
I will have to look back at the record to find out the day
rates for men employed by the day, hour, or week.
Subsequently, in 1896, there
was an agreement aside from the piece scale; there was an agreement with certain day workmen a graduated scale. There wore three scales for those workthat some of the men had been in our service a long rime
ing, for this reason
MHl were old. They were efficient they were capable and competent, but not
efh'cient in the highest degree by reason of their age.
We were adverse to dismissing these faithful men and accordingly offered them employment at a certain
rate per hour, day, and week, which they accepted willingly and signed an
agreement.
Mr. THOMPSON. You say there were three scales you put into effect then?
(Jen. OTIS. Yes, sir; three scales at that time.

Mr. THOMPSON. Who were the other two with?
Gen. OTIS. Well, the three scales were with the same class of

men

com-

positors.

Mr. THOMPSON. That was a written agreement, if I understand you correctly?
Gen. OTIS. Yes, sir.
ni/af ion of labor, but just
Mr. THOMPSON. But it was not made with an 01
with these workmen, as workmen, in your plant?
Gen. OTIS. Yes, sir.
Mr. THOMPSON. Have you any agreement of that kind existing to-day with
the workmen in your plant as such?
Gen. OTIS. Y<*s, sir we have.
Mr. THOMPSON. Is the agreement in writing?
Gen. OTIS. Yes, sir.
Mr. THOMPSON. Will you be willing to furnish us with a copy of it?
Gen. OTIS. I will.
Mr. THOMPSON. Be very much pleased to have it.
Gen. OTIS. If you will give me a little time I will furnish it this afternoon.
(The data requested were later submitted and are printed as " Otis exhibit.")
Mr. THOMPSON. The first agreement was made in 1896?
Gen. OTIS. Yes, sir; in 1896.
Mr. THOMPSON. That was the first written agreement with your own men.
How many agreements have you made since that time?
Gen. OTIS. That was a specific agreement as to a limited class of men, as I
have explained. They were old men and were not capable of the highest
speed, consequently a special agreement was made with that class of men,
a small number comparatively small number.
Mr. THOMPSON. About how many of them?
Gen. OTIS. I think about 20. I can furnish the exact list. 1 fortunately
found the list yesterday, or my foreman did.
Mr. THOMPSON. Be pleased to have it.
(See Otis exhibit.)
Mr. THOMPSON. How long did that agreement exist, or did it have a term?
(Jen. OTIS. It did not have any term.
It existed some years, and then was
renewed.
;>;.

;
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Chairman WALSH. Kim] out from Gen. Otis if there was any agreement with
the other employees, ami how many altogether.
Mr. THOMPSON. General, did you have agreements with any of the other
employees I mean written agreements now first?
This specific
(Jen. OTIS. I think not, hut I will ascertain and let you know.
agreement I have in mind, and following on your question, answering your
question this agreement was made in 1896, which involved reduction of hours
from nine to eight, and an advance in rates, a very material advance in rates,
and that agreement exists to-day, so far as I am speaking now of hours and
days.
Mr. THOMPSON. How many men does that agreement take in, and include?
Gen. OTIS. It takes in practically all the men who work by the hour and
day. The great body of our men are piece compositors, operate linotype machines.

Mr. THOMPSON. Well, about

how many men were engaged, you may

state

that
(Jen.

the

OTIS. Fifteen

or

twenty

meaning the second and third classes

in

list.

Mr. THOMPSON. Fifteen or twenty.
(Jen. oris. I would like to say with regard to these specific facts, if you will
anxious to give
permit me. I would like to refer 1> the record, because I

am

you the exact information.
Chairman WAI.SH. We would be much obliged if you would.
Mr. THOMPSON. How many men have you working for you that are not
working under any written or verbal agreements other than an understanding
of what the wages and hours shall be?
(Jen. OTIS. Well, the main body of skilled and unskilled labor
some of the
former wo have written agreements with.
Mr. Tno.\! i-sox. How many people would they include?
Gen. OTIS. Well, we had last year altogether in our service 660 men, first and
last.
It would take a little inquiry and a little figuring to give you the number that we work on an unskilled basis and without contract.
Mr. THOMPSON. Let me ask you then. General, specifically, are the pressmen
under any agreement with you of any kind?
Gen. OTIS. Yes; they are.
Mr. THOMPSON. Is it a written agreement?
(Jen. OTIS. I think not.
No written agreement.
Mr. THOMPSON. Could you slate, in a general way, the verbal agreement as
you understand it, with the permission, of course, to correct it later, if you
find you desire to make any correction.
Gen. OTIS. Yes. In employing men we come face to face, and the man says
we lind out what lie is and what he can do. and lie finds out whether he wants
to work for us, and we get together a good deal like two men trading horses.
And we say to him, "What wages do you want?" Well, he wants so and so.
Well, we dicker with him. and we finally get together.
We may yield to him and
he may yield to us. but finally \vo get together, the rate is fixed, and we pay the

rate.

Mr. THOMPSON. P.ut this is an individual agreement, General, and not an
agreement with the body of pressmen?
(Jen. OTIS. No; not as a body.
No. no; we don't do that.
Mr. THOMPSON. Have you any agreements with any other of the skilled men
in your plant as a body and not as individuals?
(Jen. OTIS. I will answer that in this way, in order to make it as fairly inAfter the strike of 1890 we employed a body of organized
telligent as I can.
labor known as the Printers' Protective Fraternity, and with them we made an
agreement. We got the original men from Kansas City, and there was an agreement in regard to rates and hours, and so forth. And those men are still
is still in our employ.
Mr. THOMPSON. Have you a written agreement with them, General?
(Jen. OTIS. Xot as a body.
Mr. THOMPSON. Not as a body?
Gen. OTIS. No.
Mr. THOMPSON. Have you any verbal agreement with them as a body and not

that organization

as individuals?
(Jen. OTIS. No: we. deal with men individually.
And we assured them in the
outset of protection. If a man luis a grievance he comes to us direct.
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What rates of wages, General, do you now pay
men who work for you?

Mr. THOMPSON.
classes of skilled
Gen. OTIS. We

to the various

pay the linotype operators at the rate of 11* and 13 cents
per thousand ems, according to the size of the type. At that rate they make
in seven hours' work of a night an average of five and a half to seven and a half
dollars a nigiit. To week \vorkers or day workers hour workers properly, because I believe the hour should be the unit, not the day we pay 53, 5G, 62, and
75 cents per hour, respectively. Now, I will figure that out for the day by you.
Mr. THOMPSON. General, could you give us
Gen. OTIS. The day is eight hours.
Mr. THOMPSON. The day is eight hours?
Gen. OTIS. Yes.
Mr. THOMPSON. All through?
Gen. OTIS. It is eight hours for week men that do the hand composition
the linotype composition is seven hours as a rule, except in the later days of
the week, when the hours are increased.
Mr. THOMPSON. What hours and what scale of wages do you have for the
pressmen, General?
Gen. OTIS. I will give you that, because there are different grades of }>
men.
Mr. THOMPSON. That varies with the men?
Gen. OTIS. Yes, sir.
Mr. THOMPSON. Now, General, could you furnish us with a pay roll covering
the different classes of skilled men working for you, and giving us the hours
of work?
Gen. OTIS. Yes I will.
( See Otis exhibit. )
;

Mr. THOMPSON. You mentioned the fact that when the strike of 1890 was on
the union indulged in a boycott?
Gen. OTIS. Yes.
Mr. THOMPSON. Will you tell us
Gen. OTIS. Yes.
Mr. THOMPSON (continuing). What they did in pursuit of that boycott?
Gen. OTIS. Well, they instituted a boycott immediately after the strike failed,
which was the day they attempted it; that is, it failed as to the Times ottlee.
three others. But the boycott
It succeeded as to the other offices in the city
was instituted forthwith upon our advertisers, and as far as they could upon
our subscribers, and it was carried on for a very considerable time. It did
some damage, at first a good deal of damage but little by little the merchants
recovered their nerve, asserted their manhood, and they recommenced to advertise in the Times, and that class of patronage increased steadily, year after
;

year, until

it is

now what

it is.

Mr. THOMPSON. General, could you tell us what means were used to carry
out the boycott?
Gen. OTIS. All the means that it was possible to invent to terrorize the merchant. They boycotted his store and put tickets before it, circulated offensive
literature, threatening literature, and sent persons into the store, women particularly, to buy goods, have the goods wrapped up, and when the package was
ready for delivery the woman would say, "By the w ay, do you advertise in the
Times?" "Yes." "Well, I don't want the goods," and she would then throw
them back on the merchant. Things like that those are only a few of the
r

incidents.

Mr. THOMPSON. To go back for a moment, General, to your relations with
the men. When any of your men have a grievance, how do they bring it up do
they take it up with you personally?
Gen. OTIS. They have a right to come to me personally, or to the manager
of their department. They come as individuals, if they choose, and sometimes
they come as committees.
Mr. THOMPSON. There is no organization of your men of any kind that you
;

know

of?

Gen. OTIS. Oh, yes.
Mr. THOMPSON. Among themselves.
Gen. OTIS. I have already testified that it is the Printers' Protective Fraternity in full bloom.
Mr. THOMPSON. But that only relates to the compositors?
Gen. OTIS. Yes.
Mr. THOMPSON. Is there any organization of the rest of the men?
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Gen. OTIS. No; there is not.
Mr. THOMPSON. Now. when the compositors have a grievance to bring up.
does this organization that you have spoken of send a committee to you, or
does the individual man who has the grievance come to you or your foreman
himself?
(Jen. OTIS. He comes individually, he himself, or his associates, it: there are
a number of them, they appoint u committee.
Mr. THOMPSON. And when they appoint a committee, do you deal \\ith the
committee as such?
Gen. OTIS. Yes; we do.
Mr. THOMPSON. You recognize it?
Gen. OTIS. Yes, sir.
Mr. THOMPSON. When the committee brings a grievance up to you for adjustment, who finally determines whether or not there is a grievance and what
shall be done in the matter?
Gen. OTIS. We discuss it pro and con. If the men make out a fairly good
<-a*e and have a real grievance, we try to redress it; we do redress it.
If the
men haven't a good ease, we try to talk them oil their feet, and if they yield,
as they do instead of striking, they go back to their work. That is the end
of it.
Mr. THOMPSON. Well, General, who decides as to whether they have a g
I
or whether they have no grievance at all how is that decided?
Cen. OTIS. Well, if we are sure they have not a good case, we decide it.
Mr. THOMPSON. You decide it?
(Jen. OTIS. And we deny the application.
[Laughter.]
Chairman WALSH. One minute. Say, ladies and gentlemen, one minute; we
must have perfect order, and if there is any demonstration of feeling of any
kind, why, we will have to ask ih^ lady or gentleman that expresses it to retire.
You can readily see that there will be varying opinions expressed here, some
popular and some unpopular with certain portions of the audience, and we have
discovered that we must have perfect order; please, no expression of feeling
one way or the other with the witnesses.
(Jen. OTIS. Mr. Chairman, will you permit me to say that I am not seeking
;

any popularity.

Chairman WALSH.
(Jen. OTIS.

I understand.
Pursuing that subject a

little

further to

make

it

clear:

You asked

me

what we do if we can't get toWo
demands and pay the rate, if it
If it is not a good
is a question of rate or hours or whatever comes along.
If a workman ihinks he is wronged and does not
case. v,t> do not yield.
choose, lo remain in our service, he quits.
He don't strike and don't boycott;
don't try to reate a disturbance to our injury or engage in a conspiracy for
our injury. lie quietly leaves our service to seek a better place. That thing
a pertinent <niestion
a pointed question,
gether.
yield, if it is a good case, to the

very rarely occurs, very rarely.
Mr. TH-..\IPSO.\. Without impugning your wisdom, General, take a body of
men working for the one employer, do you believe that the presentation of
mention safeguards the interest of the
grievances singly or in the way
worker where me decision finally must be left to the employer as to whether
or
is
his grievance
not?
good
(Jen. OTIS. You mean thai his merest s may not be safeguarded?
Mr. THOMPSON. Yes; where the decision is finally left to the employer in each
case?
In other words,
(Jen. OTIS. Well, the decision is left to each side, isn't it?
if the workman feels that he can not accept the wages, the treatment, the
in
our employ. Of his own volition he leaves our
hours, he does not continue
employ.
Mr. THOMPSON. General, take that case which you first mentioned in your
Is the workman better off there in the matter of the adjustestablishment.
ment of grievances than the workman in an establishment where there is M
board of arbitration or a board to adjust the grievances, where the decision
is left to a third party, for instance?
(Jen. OTIS. Our workmen are unquestionably better off than in any rival
can demonstrate that out of their own mouths, if needs be.
establishment.
Mr. THOMPSON. You think your system is better than any system of arbitration?
(Jen. OTIS. Unquestionably.
(JOO

yu

i

We

Mr. THOMPSON. Or any committee adjustment?
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Gen. OTIS. Unquestionably, because it is based upon mutual confidence and
toleration and understandings, and the individual negotiations with
the men.
Chairman WALSH. Just a little louder, please. It is very difficult to hear

respect,

here.

Mr. THOMPSON. General, in the present running of a manufacturing establishment, \ve will say a printing office, they generally run them for profit, do
they not, that is, profit is the idea back of the business enterprise?
Gen. OTIS. It certainly should be, if the business is to be kept up.
Mr. THOMPSON. And the manufacturer would seek to buy his raw material
and purchase his labor as cheaply as he could?
Gen. OTIS. He should. Not only has he a right, but he should do it, if a
sensible business man, because the great object is to make the business pay out
of its own resources, in order that the business may be successful, in order that
the workmen may be paid, in order that the best possible wages that the business will permit shall be paid. A losing business is a delusion.
Mr. THOMPSON. General, if that is true of business, do you think that the
workman working and handling his own case individually has the same opportunity to make a fair bargain with the employer that he would have if he
were to join himself with an organization and work collectively?
Chairman WALSH. It was suggested here by some of the commissioners
that Gen. Otis state the facts before the commission, the things that have occurred in his establishment, and which, as he think^, work better than the
situation in other establishments. So we do not care for any further information. He has stated the facts as to how he is conducting his business.
Gen. OTIS. I will prove it clearly beyond peradventure, Mr. Chairman, and
will give you the specific figures.
Mr. THOMPSON. I have no desire to pursue it any further. General, I understand you have a statement in reference to the questions submitted to you in
writing by the commission.
Gen. OTIS. Yes. I will have a statement. It is not finished, but it probably
will be to-day.

Mr. THOMPSON.
the commission.

I

understood you had a statement you wanted to present to

Chairman WALSH. May I say a word to Gen. Otis, Mr. Thompson? GenI w ish that you would give us a statement as specifically as possible
within the next day or two, beginning with the year 1890; what your wage
scale was, the number of employees, and how your business either progressed
or retrograded down to the present day. Any organizations that you have
had in your office during that time, and your general specific industrial situation.
Now, then, if you will kindly go to the questions that were asked you, because
we have a desire to get your general opinions upon these matters, especially as
you gather from the whole local situation what you consider industrial freedom.
r

eral,

Gen. OTIS. I do not think I have the copy of the
I have seen it.

list

of questions, although

Mr. THOMPSON. I may be misinformed.
Chairman W ALSH. It was intended that you should have one.
Mr. THOMPSON. If you will allow me we w ill see that you get a copy of
T

r

it.

Gen. OTIS. I have my statement, but it is not quite finished. It covers, I beI can add to it the answers to the questions accordlieve, all those questions.
ing to the instructions of the chairman just given me.
Chairman WALSH. General, I will give you a list of these questions. Will
you follow them through and elaborate on them? Give us your full information, freely expressed.
Gen. OTIS. You mean now?
Chairman WALSH. Now; yes, sir. It was intended you should have had a
copy of that. I will say to the staff I wish that they w ould see that these
have
questions are in the hands of all the witnesses beyond any question
two of them.
Mr. THOMPSON. I have understood these were all circulated among all the
witnesses. It has been so reported to me.
Gen. OTIS. Mr. Chairman, how does the San Fernando Valley figure in this
inquiry?
Chairman WALSH. If there is anything there that you do not think figures
in the inquiry, you may just omit it.
Gen. OTIS. There is nothing I want to conceal about it, Mr. Chairman.
I Jim acquainted with what is known as the Suburban Homes Co. project in
the San Fernando Valley, but it is very remote from this inquiry.
r

;
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Chairman WALSH. Very good you may omit that then.
Mr. THOMPSON. I understand that Gen. Otis has a written statement
regard to certain questions put to him by the commission. I understand
:

in
lie

simply hasn't got it typed yet.
Gen. OTIS. It is nearly finished, and I think I will have it this afternoon.
Then I will pass on. "First. What is industrial freedom?" 1 have elaborated
that under my own understanding of the question.
"
A brief account of your general relations with the labor unions and fight
for the open shop." Yes; I will answer that.
"
In what industries and locations are industrial conditions considered to require improvement?" Yes, sir; I will answer that by saying that organized
labor, the closed shop, coupled with violence and restriction, needs improvement, needs a change.
Mr. THOMPSON. General, could you talk just a little louder? The commissioners can't hear you.
Gen. OTIS. Certainly I will.
Mr. THOMPSON. It is a noisy hall, and we have to speak a little loud on
that account.
"In what industries and
Gen. OTIS. I have just read ihe third question.
I
localities are industrial conditions considered to require improvement?"

answer that.
"Fourth. By what moans can those conditions he improved?" I will answer
that by saying the open shop, nonunion conditions.
"Fourth. In what conditions and localities are industrial conditions considered to be most satisfactory?" I don't know whether I can give a very clearcut answer to that.
I can answer it very specifically as to our case.
"Fifth. What is the proper relationship that should exist between employer
will answer that very clearly.
iiiul employee?"
Yes;
"
Sixth. Industrial conditions and public welfare and the right and power of
I have very clear
the community to deal therewith." Yes; I can answer that.
and well-fixed ideas on that subject.
Mr. THOMPSON. Mr. Chairman, that is all I have to ask (he witness.
o'clock sharp, can
Chairman WAI. sir. Will you please return, Gen. Otis, at
>ou. with your written statement, so that we can defer asking you questions
until that time?
Gen. OTIS. 1 think I can
--pi possibly an answer to one or
two of these questions, and may be able to get them.
Chairman WAI.SH. Very good. then. Then we will expect you at 2 o'clock, so
that we may do it all at om-e.
'all your next.
Mr. THOMPSON. Mr. Zeehand* laar.
will

I

'_'

1

1

<

TESTIMONY OF MR.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

F. J.

ZEEHANDELAAR.

THOMPSON. Will you give us your name?
/EKIIANDKI AAK. My name is F. J. Zrohand'Iaar.
THOMPSON. Your business and addres^v
ZKEITANDEJ.AAK.
2S Wilcox Building.
THOMPSON. And your business?
ZEEIIANDEI.AAH. Secretary of the merchants and manufacturers'

asso-

ciation.

Mr. THOMPSON. Of what territory or district does that association have jurisdiction?
Mr. ZEEiiANDELAAit. Purely local.
Mr. THOMPSON. The city of Los Angeles?
T

Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. Y es, sir.
Mr. THOMPSON. How long has it been formed?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. Up to 1894 there were two distinct organizations, the
merchants' association and the manufacturers' association, and at that time
both organizations were consolidated as the merchants and manufacturers' association and as such incorporated.
Mr. THOMPSON. Has your association any relation with other associations in
this State and elsewhere?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. The only organization that we are a member of is the
California Employers' Federation that was organized two years ago prior to the
meeting of the legislature.
Mr. THOMPSON. What sort of organization is the latter?
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Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. It has, I believe, a membership of some twenty-four or five
organizations with headquarters in San Francisco, purely for the purpo
watching State legislation in the interest of the employing classes.
Mr. THOMPSON. Has that latter association got a constitution and by-laws?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAK. Yes, sir.
Air. THOMPSON. Have you a copy of them?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. No, sir.
Mr. THOMPSON. Who are the officers, can you tell us?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. I could not tell you.
Mr. THOMPSON. Could you iind out and let: us know later on?
Mr. ZEE HA.\DKLAAR. I could; yes, sir.
Mr. THOMPSON. Pleased to have you do it.
(A pamphlet entitled "California Employers' Federtaion, Constitution, and
By-Laws, Revised September 3, 1914," in printed form, was later submitted.)
Mr. THOMPSON. What relations, if any, have you got with Hie Merchants ua<i
Manufacturers' Association of San Francisco?
Mr. ZEEHA.NDELAAR. None at all,
Mr. THOMPSON. How about the association at Stockton?

Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR, None at all.
Mr. THOMPSON. When you say you haven't any relations, you moan you
haven't any agreement of any kind or character?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. No, sir; I mean just what I say no relations.
Mr. THOMPSON. Do you ever work in harmony with any of these associations,
or have you in the past?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. We haven't been asked to work in harmony with any
organization except when the Stockton organization wired me to come up there
and assist them in their fight, and I declined to go, and they asked to have a
number of mechanics sent there, which I declined to do. In other words, we
have been absolutely free from any entanglement of any character with the
conditions in Stockton.

Mr. THOMPSON. You sent no funds there?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. No, sir; none at all; haven't been asked to send funds.
Mr. THOMPSON. Do you know whether any of your members sent funds us
individuals?

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
to

ZEEHA.XDELAAR. That

I don't

know.

THOMPSON. How large an organization is your organization to-day?
ZEEHANDELAAR. Between 700 and 750 or 760; something like that.
THOMPSON. What proportion of the business men, if you know, eligible
membership in your association, belong? In round numbers, the per cent,

you can give it?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. You mean how many eligible*?
Mr. THOMPSON. Do 50 per cent of the business men who are eligible to membership belong?
Our association is purely what the
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. More than that.
name implies, merchants and manufacturers, and our membership consists of
firms and not individuals, unless the man does business as an individual.
Mr. THOMPSON. About what proportion of the merchants and manufacturers
of this city belong to your organization?
Mr. ZEEHAXDELAAR. I should say 80 per cent So per cent.
T
hat dues do they pay?
Mr. THOMPSON.
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. One dollar a month.
Mr. THOMPSON. Any initiation fee?
Mr. ZEEITANDELAAB. No, sir.
Mr. THOMPSON. Has your organization a constitution and by-laws?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. Yes, sir.
Mr. THOMPSON. Would you furnish the commission with a copy?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. Yes, sir I have it here.
Zeehandelaar Kx(The constitution and by-laws referred to is printed as
hibit No. 1.")
Mr. THOMPSON. How long have you been connected with the association?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAB. Seventeen years on the 1st of August this year.
Mr. THOMPSON. What was the first labor matter that the association took a
stand in, if you can remember?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. You mean during my incumbency, or prior t<> that?
Mr. THOMPSON. Prior, if you know. The first labor problems.
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. I could not give you full information prior to my connection with the association, but to the best of my knowledge during my inif

W

;
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the labor condition was forced upon us
it was brought about by
through circumstances. If you will read our constitution and by-laws, they <!<>
not provide for the work in connection with the industrial conditions. This
was forced upon us by the strike, or boycott, rather, in 1899 or 1900, when the
American Federation of Labor sent to Los Angeles Arthur A. Hay, as their
representative to conduct a boycott against the advertisers of the Times. Out*
members had at that time realized they had no fight no controversy with
either organized labor or with the Times, and they decided they would remain
neutral, and under those conditions an industrial controversy was forced

cumbency

upon

us.

Mr. THOMPSON. What specific action did your organization take at that time?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. We had a meeting of all the advertisers, and they signed
a statement that was presented to the county council of labor, as well as to the
Times, in which they declared they did not have any controversy with either
party and that they decided to remain neutral.
Mr. THOMPSON. What was the next industrial or labor matter in which your
asMiciation took a hand?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. The next was the labor council then declared a boycott
on A. Hamburger & Sons, as the result of their refusal to withdraw advertising
from the Times.
Mr. THOMPSON. That is a dry-goods house?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. Yes. sir a department store. And we assisted them
morally and every way we possibly could to maintain their freedom and independence.
Mr. THOMPSON. Can you give us any of the ways in which you gave assistance?
Mr. ZKEHANDELAAR. Well, I could not enumerate.
We created a feeling
among our people that a boycott of that character, 'where the third party was
absolutely innocent, was contrary to the law and every principle of justice and
right, to place a boycott on a store simply because they did not want to become
a party to the controversy between the employer and employee, or organized
;

labor.

Mr. THOMPSON. I mean what moans did you take? Were there any specific
means other than general moral support?
Mr. ZEKIIANDKI.AAR. I can better tell you what means were taken by the
unions to inllict injury on their business than the means we took to offset it.
Mr. THOMPSON. Tell us what the unions did at that time in pursuance of
their boycott.

Mr. ZKEHANDEI.AAR. There were inflammatory and false statements circulated
by handbills, by publication in the labor press, by picketing. I remember one
instance where balloons were sent up, and flyleaves were distributed, caricatures made, and matters of that kind. Of course our efforts to negative the
assaults that were made by the labor unions were simply in a lawful and
peaceful way by telling the truth and creating a feeling among the public at
large that any attempt of that kind was un-American and unjust.
Mr. THOMPSON. How long did the boycott of that store exist, if you know?
Mr. ZKKITANDELAAR. Pretty nearly a year.
Mr. THOMPSON. What was the next matter in which your association took

part?
Mr. /KKHANm.r.AAK.

I think the next one was the teamsters' strike.
Chairman WALSH. One minute. I wish you would have the witness detail
the means that they took to overcome this.
Mr. THOMPSON. I have asked him twice.
Chairman WALSH. You have stated what the unions did, and now please
state what you did to overcome that.
Mr. ZEEHANDELLAR. We took no measures except an educational campaign.
Chairman WALSH. In what way?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. Through the independent newspapers and through circulars addressed to our members.
Chairman WALSH. By word of mouth also? Did you have committees call at
the various places and do work of that sort?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. No, sir. This was a retail store that depended on the
general public for its business. We tried to reach the public and not so much
our members. Our members realized the motives.
Chairman WALSH. Did you do it anyway except by printed propaganda?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. No, sir.
Chairman WALSH. Did you contribute funds to the Hamburger store?
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Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. No. sir.
Chairman WALSH. Have you stated all the means you took?
Mr. ZEKHANHELAAR. Yes, sir;
general educational campaign; that

ti
is the
only way I can describe it.
Mr. THOMPSON. You may go on and state the next matter in which
you took

Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. I believe it was the teamsters' strike.
Mr. THOMPSON, Tel) us what you did in that strike.
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. In that strike we had several conferences
Chairman WALSH. While we are on that point let's see how

came

Mr.

out.

What was

the result?

ZEEIIANDELAAR. The result

is

that

they

occupy now

largest store in the city.

Hamburger

practically

the

Chairman WALSH. The boycott was ineffective?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. Ineffective in every possible way.
Chairman WALSH. Were any legal proceedings instituted at that time?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. No, sir.
Chairman WALSH. No injunction or anything of that kind?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. We never applied for an injunction no. sir.
Chairman WALSH. Any arrests made?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. I think not; that was before we hart an aniipicketing
;

ordinance.

Mr. THOMPSON. You may go ahead, and tell us about the teamsters' strike
now.
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. If I remember correctly we had several conferences with

the representatives of the teamsters' union. We demand open-shop condiI will say here that
tions.
Mr. THOMPSON. Tell us first about the teamsters' strike. Were all the teamsters of the city on strike?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. No, sir.
Mr. THOMPSON. In all classes of business?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. No, sir; only the truck drivers.
Mr. THOMPSON. The truck drivers?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. Yes, sir. I believe they were largely unionized not so
much the teamsters in the retail business or the ordinary 'wagon drivers, and
we simply carried out the policy of demanding the open shop. After 10 days,
I believe
shortly after the strike was declared it was called off.
Mr. THOMPSON. What was the cause of the strike? What demand was made
by the union, or were demands made by the union?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. Yes, sir; for a closed shop. I don't believe any working
conditions were at all a factor in the controversy.
Mr. THOMPSON. Was this closed-shop demand the only demand made at the
time?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. As I say, I think it was.
Mr. THOMPSON. Was that demand made in writing?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. Yes, sir it was made in writing. Not to us, but to the
individual employers that the agreement was presented to them.
Mr. THOMPSON. What employers, if you remember, at that time were engaged in that strike?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. They were the Pioneer Truck Co,, the Citizens' Truck
I can't remember all of them.
There
Co., I think the Merchants' Truck Co.
were only three or four firms.
Mr. THOMPSON. When the strike was called by the union for a closed shop,
what specifically did your association do? Was it called upon by the truck
firms for assistance?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. Yes. sir.
Mr. THOMPSON. Then what kind of assistance did they ask for, and what kind
of assistance did you give?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. They asked for the protection of the lives and of their
employees and their property, and that we gave them.
Mr. THOMPSON. In what form did you give them protection for the lives
of their employees and their property?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. We called upon the police to do their duty, to see that
men were protected who were driving the teams, and that their wagons that
were engaged in delivering goods were not interfered with.
Mr. THOMPSON. You sent a committee to the mayor, did you?
;
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Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. Xo. sir; wo did not have to appoint a committee for
We simply called up the chief of police and told him personally of the
conditions or called up the mayor.
Mr. THOMPSON. And asked for protection and he gave it, and you got it in
that case?
Mr. ZKEHANDELAAR. Yes, sir; and we employed also some deputy sheriffs to
follow the teams so that no obstruction could be made in the delivery of goods.
Mr. THOMPSON. What was the reason for calling in yourn own or rather
paying deputy sheriffs, who, I take it, were additional men put on for that
purpose?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. Yes, sir.
Mr. THOMPSON. What was the reason for employing them, if the police were
doing their duty?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. I will answer that questiotn with an illustration, in one
case where a truck was proceeding on the public street and an obstruction was
place in front of that truck, and while efforts were being made to continue
the truck on its way, an attempt was made to take out the bolts of the wheels.
1>ur special deputy sheriffs were following the team, and, of course, stopped
That can not be done by policemen, of course, as the police can not
chat.
follow each individual truck or vehicle.
Mr. THOMPSON. Did you ask' that the police follow each individual truck?
We asked them in a general way, but left the proMi-. ZEEHANDELAAR. Xo.
tection to the judgment of the police department.
Mr. THOMPSON. Since that time, have you had any strike here in which the
policemen did give protection to specific trucks or places?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAB. Yes, sir.
Mr. THOMPSON. IHit you did not ask for it at that time?
Mr. ZEKHAXDKI.AAR. Rut that was in the metal strike that commenced, I
believe, on the first of June, 1910.
Mr. THOMPSON. You say that strike ended in June that is, the teamsters*
that.

strike?

Mr. ZEEHANPELAAR. Oh, yes; it was just two weeks.
Mr. THOMPSON. What further action, if any, did your organization take In
that strike than what you have named?
Mr. ZEEHANDEI.AAK. We tried to show the representatives of organized labor
that their attitude in that case, as well as in others, was neither to their
interest nor to the interest of the general public, or the welfare of this community.
Mr. THOMPSON. Did you do that by means of conferences with the union
leaders?
Mr. ZEEITANDELAAR. Yes, sir.
Mr. THOMPSON. Well, just tho loaders of the teamsters or the leaders of
unions generally here in the city?
Mr. Zi:i.HAM>i:i.AAH. Xo; that was a specific committee of the teamsters*
union in that case.
Mr. THOMPSON. Did you assist the firms in getting nonunion men at that

time?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAB. No; they got them on their own hook.
Mr. THOMPSON. Did you assist the firms by any funds of any character during that strike;
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. Not for their own personal use; no. We did pay
Mr. THOMPSON. Well, for what use did you furnish funds?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAB. We did pay for the protection, extra protection.
Mr. THOMPSON. Was that the beginning of the open-shop policy of your association here?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. I can noly answer that in this way: There is a strong
sentiment in this community that the open shop is the greatest asset we have
in our prosperity and our development.
The open shop
Mr. THOMPSON. I will give you a chance on that later on. Just now I
would like to ask you about the specific facts.
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAB. Yes.
Mr. THOMPSON. Then you will have an opportunity to make a statement
later on.
When was the next trouble?
Chairman WALSH. Was that the beginning of the contest over the open shop,
Mr. Zeehandelaar?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. The sentiment for the open shop, Mr. Chairman, manifest i-d itself at the time of the attempted boycott.
38819
S. Doc. 415, 64-1
vol 6
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Mr. THOMPSON. When was the next trouble of an industrial character that
you took part in?
Mr. UEEHANDKLAAR. I think it was the teamsters' strike in 10.10.
Mr. THOMPSON. 1910. What was the nature of that strike?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. The metal strike, I guess, not the teamsters.
Mr. THOMPSON. The metal strike and did you take part in any journeymen
tailors' strike at that time?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. What?
Mr. THOMPSON. The journeymen tailors?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAB. Yes.
Mr. THOMPSON. What was that strike?
Mr. ZKKHANDKI.AAR. That was a demand for the closed shop and a scale of
wages on piecework.
Mr. THOMPSON. Well, ho\v many people did it include; how many firms,
about?
Mr. ZEKHANDKLAAR. Oh, I don't know.
Mr. THOMPSON. About how many men?
Mr. ZEKHANDKI.AAR. Probably practically involved every first-class merchant
tailor in the city.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
other
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

THOMPSON. When was that

strike;

what year?

think that was prior to 1910.
THOMPSON. Well, what did your association do at that time?
ZKKHANDKI.AAR. We went along the same lines that we conducted the

ZEEHANDELAAR.

I

strikes.

THOMPSON. I see. You employed special deputy sheriffs?
ZEEHANDELAAR. Yes in some cases.
THOMPSON. Did yu have any trouble in getting them?
ZEEHANDELAAR. In cases where the rights of the individual were
;

inter-

fered with.

Mr. THOMPSON. But during that strike you employed special deputy sheriffs;
did you or did you not?

Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR.-! think in some cases, yes.
Mr. THOMPSON. And your association paid for them?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. Yes, sir.
Mr. THOMPSON. Did you have any trouble at that time in getting the sheriff
to employ these special men?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAB. No; none at all.
Mr. THOMPSON. Did your association make any demand on the chief of police
or the

mayor

for protection?

Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. I think so.
Mr. THOMPSON. Was that protection granted?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. It is always granted yes, sir.
Mr. THOMPSON. Well, what was the reason then for employing special men
and paying them out of the funds of your association?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. Because the rights of the individuals were interfered
with pickets standing in front, not only preventing the workmen free egress
from the shops, but even insulting the public who went to the shops to transact
;

;

their business.

Mr. THOMPSON. Well, did you call the attention of the chief of police to that
condition ?

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

ZEEHANDELAAR. Most decidedly.
THOMPSON. And did he give you the protection then?
ZEEHANDELAAR. Yes,

THOMPSON. Well,

sir.

why did you employ these special men?
ZEEHANDELAAR. Because when you have a policeman in uniform, the
pickets are generally very careful not to make any overt act, and when you
have deputy sheriffs in citizens' clothes, they don't know that they are peace
then,

officers.

Mr.
not?
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
time?

THOMPSON. Well, there
ZEEHANDELAAR. Yes

;

is

but that

THOMPSON. And they are
ZEEHANDELAAR. Yes,

a detective department of the city,
is

is

there

limited.

plain-clothes

men?

sir.

THOMPSON. And they could do the same work identically?
ZEEHANDELAAR. But they can't be spared. They are limited in number.
THOMPSON. What other help did you give the merchant tailors at that
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Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. They sent one of their members to the East to get tailors
and we paid that expense.
Mr. THOMPSON. The expense of sending those people East and bringing the
people West?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. Yes, sir.
Mr. THOMPSON. I low many people did you bring into the city at that time?
Mr. ZEEIIANDKI.AAR. I am not sure. I could not tell you probably 40 or 50.
Mr. THOMPSON. Do you know whether the men that were brought to the
city at that time were notified that they were going to take the places of
to take the places of the strikers,

;

strikers?

Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. Yes, sir.
Mr. THOMPSON. They were?
Mr. ZKKH ANDELAAR. Yes, sir.
Mr. THOMPSON. What was the next labor matter that your association took
an interest in a part in?
Mr. ZEEH ANDELAAR. I think the brewery strike.
Mr. THOMPSON-. Was that prior to the metal trades Strike?
Mr. ZKKHANDFI.AAI;. Sir?
Mr. THOMPSON. Was that prior to the metal trades strike?
Mr. ZKKHANUELAAR. I think it was. 1 think that started on the 18th of May,
1910.

Yes.

Mr. THOMPSON. Well, what was the brewery strike, who went out on strike
in the breweries, all of the men?
Mr. ZKKHANDKLAAK. I iliink practically all of the

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
beiier

men; yes.
THOMPSON. And what did your association do at that time?
/KKH A.\DKLAAK. >n the same lines as 1 have outlined in previous
THOMPSON. Well, then, tell us about the metal trades strike.
ZEEHANDELAAR. Well, now, the details of that strike can be related much
by Mr. Fred L. IJaker, president of the Baker Iron Works, because he is
<

more familiar with the details of that than I am.
Mr. THOMPSON. Did your association at that time give the same assistance
and in the same way as you have mentioned in regard to the other strikes?
Mr. ZKKIIANDKI.AAK. Not by furnishing money to bring men here.
And I
do not think I am satisfied we have not been asked to give any financial
assistance to any of the individuals.
Mr. THOMPSON. What other labor matter has your association taken part in
since 1910?
Mr. /KKIIANDKI AAR. I think we only bad one more strike. Well, we had the
That was the last
printers' strike, and we had the building trades strike.
we had. I believe, two years ago, and that was declared off in 10 days.
Mr. THOMPSON. Has your association taken the same part in that strike as
it has taken in the others?
Mr. ZKKHANDKI.AAR. No. We had practically very little to do in the building
trades strike. I do not think we took any part in it at all.
Mr. THOMPSON. How are the members of your association brought in; what
methods are used in order to get merchants and manufacturers here to become
members of your association?

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

ZKKHANDKI.AAK. Simply ask them to join.
if they do not join?

THOMPSON. And

ZEKHANDELAAR. That

is

their personal privilege.

THOMPSON. No other action taken?
ZEEHANDKLAAK. Absolutely

not.

THOMPSON. There Is no pressure brought of any kind?
ZEEHANDELAAR. None whatever. If a man does not want

to

become a

member

of the association, he does not have to.
Mr. THOMPSON. Are banks members of your association?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. Yes, sir.

Mr. THOMPSON. Has pressure ever been iised through banks to cause merchants or manufacturers to join your association?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. None whatever. We depend on our membership for
the benefit that we do them, in a general way, in the interest of this community. We are not, in the sense that this commission has been made to understand, an employers' association. As I testified, our association was in active
We are,
operation long before the industrial question was forced upon us.
broadly speaking our association is endeavoring to promote the welfare and
development of the commercial and industrial interests and of the city in general.
We undertake a great many things that have absolutely no connection
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with labor matters.

At the present time, for instance, we are engaged

in

a

campaign in this county against the prohibition menace. We have inaugurated
a fiesta. We have made them famous throughout this country. We have been
champions for home industry have held expositions in connection with it, and
those general lines for the promotion of the city have been our main work. This
industrial proposition is simply a side issue, and we only take hold of it when
occasion demands.
Mr. THOMPSON. How large a force does your association employ in its office?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAK. A stenographer, besides myself.
Mr. THOMPSON. Are there any other employers' associations in the city?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. I think so; yes, sir.
Mr. THOMPSON. Could you name them?
;

Mr. ZEEIIANDELAAB. Yes; the founders employers' association, the mill owners'
I think those three are the
association, and, I think, the builders' exchange.
only ones that come to my mind now.
Mr. THOMPSON. Are those associations in any way affiliated with your body?

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
I

ZEEHANDELAAR. No.

THOMPSON. Do they work

in

harmony with you on these labor matters?

ZEEHANDELAAR. Yes.

THOMPSON. Do they work

cep any

list

in

harmony with you?

Does your association

of employees of any kind?

Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. No, sir.
Mr. THOMPSON. Do you have any names of men who can be hired either as
deputy sheriffs or as men to put in factories and places to work in cases of
strike?

Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. No, sir. I have no list of any employees in my office and
never have had.
Mr. THOMPSON. Do you know whether any of these other associations are
you connected with them, you yourself, personally?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. No; they act independently.
Mr. THOMPSON. Do you know of your own knowledge whether they have any
such lists or not?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. No, sir not of my own knowledge.
Mr. THOMPSON. When your association wants men in case of a strike to take
the places of deputy sheriffs where do you employ them and how do you get
.

;

them?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. Employment offices.
Mr. THOMPSON. Take any man that comes along and hire him as a special
officer?

Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. No; I don't hire them. I thought that I made that plain.
Mr. THOMPSON. No.
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. I don't hire a single man. If the teamster wants work,
if they have a strike, and he goes to the Pioneer Truck Co.
Mr. THOMPSON. I wasn't asking that question. I was asking this question:
You have stated that during the strikes which have occurred here
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. Yes.
Mr. THOMPSON (continuing). You have employed and paid for special deputy
sheriffs?

Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. Yes.
Mr. THOMPSON. Who have assisted the police?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. Yes.
Mr. THOMPSON. From where do you draw the supply of men to be used as
deputy sheriffs?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. From the sheriff's office.
Mr. THOMPSON. The sheriff indicates the men?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. Yes.
Mr. THOMPSON. You have nothing to do with that?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. No, sir; except that he sends them up and swears them
in as deputy sheriffs, and we pay him.
Mr. THOMPSON. You pay him?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. Yes.
Mr. THOMPSON. Does your association or does any association here, so far
as you know, give any supervision to the selection of such deputy sheriffs,
special deputy sheriffs?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. No I have troubles of my own enough to keep me from
interfering with the workings of any other organization, Mr. Thompson. I
;

stick to

my

last.
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Mr. THOMPSON. In one of your reports this language occurs. speaking of your
-An Minimization thus composed of merchants, manufacturers,
Association
and business men will most fully represent the interests of the community at
:

large."

Mr. ZKEHANDEI.AAK. Yes.
Mr. THOMPSON. Upon what basis do you make that statement?
'Mr. ZEEHANPELAAK. Do you mean to imply in that question that

we omit

the

working classes?
Mr. THOMPSON. I simply want to understand it, because it is apparent that
the working classes are omitted, specifically as such, and I am simply asking
you to give your statement of that.
Mr. ZEEHANDEI.AAK. I want to say this, that the open shop in Los Angeles is
neither an experiment nor a theory. Our faith in the open shop in this community is so strong that we absolutely are sure that our prosperity, our development for the last 10 or 15 years is based upon th<it one factor. So that whatever is of benefit to the employer classes must be a direct benefit to the employees or the working classes.
And if you will permit me, I am prepared to substantiate that statement by
figures.

Mr. THOMPSON-. I would like to have you make your statement on that point.
Mr. /J:]:IIAM)KI.AAI:. Yes. If you desire. I will do it now.
Mr. THOMPSON. Co right ahead.
Mr. ZKKH ANDEI .AAii. 1 want to submit to the commission first a book of views
of different sections of the city, showing the homes owned by the working
I believe we are unique in this city and that a majority of the wage
classes.
earners, or at least a vast proportion, own their own homes; and that is a
condition typical i<> Los Angeles. I do not want to say that all are owned by
>n behalf of our association I would
the wage earners, but the majority.
strongly urge the commission to take a ride in the auto we will furnish, or as
many as you want, to look for yourself at the character of Hie homes that are
occupied 't the present time, and have been for years past, by the wage
earners who own their homes. Shall I pass it up?
Chairman WAI.MI. Hand it to the stenographer.
(The views are not printed.)
Mr. ZEEIIANDKI.AAK. In addition I want to submit, to further substantiate the
fad of our prosperity, the savings banks' statement showing that from July
1, 1914, the total amount of deposits were .$105.229,867.41 deposited in the savThat the number of depositors was 257. 7(59. Eighty per cent of
ings banks.
those deposiiors belong to the wage earners, making an average, amount of
deposits of sins. ;ni(l inasmuch as our population men, women, and children
is estimated at the present time at 500,000, we make the remarkable showing
of over one-half of the population as depositors in our savings banks, and that
ea-h depositor has an average of $408, in addition to the home that they own.
Our bank clearings- I give you a comparative statement from 1904 to 1913.
In 1904 the amount of Hearings <>f banks showed that year $345,343,956.
In
<

:

1913, $1.211.1i;s,989.

Our building permits: In 1904 there were issued 7,064 permits to the value
In 101.->. HJ.-142 permits, aggregating $31,641.921.
of $13,409,062.
Our post ollice receipts: In 1004 they were $600,444. In 1913. $2.114,049.
Lastly, our population in 1<><)4, was 175,000 in the city, and 275,000 in the
county. Now it is 550,000 in the city, and 780,000 in the county.
That in a general way. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, shows the conditions
existing at the present time in Los Angeles. The enormous growth in wealth
and in population you will see.
Now, we maintain that a showing as we have made here, and that can be
verified as far as figures are concerned, can not be made at the expense of or
to the exclusion of one class.
That if the growth and development of Los
Angeles has been as it is, then all classes must participate in it. That has been

brought about, as we contend and we show you, through open-shop conditions.
Mr. THOMPSON. Referring again to that statement, Mr. Zeehandelaar.
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. Yes.
Mr. THOMPSON. It would appear from that and from your statements that
the interests of the working class as such must and can be well represented
and properly represented by just the merchants, manufacturers, and business
men.
Mr. XKi:irAM>KLAA]i. Yes,

sir.

Mr. THOMPSON. And the exhibit shows

it?
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Mr. ZEEHANDELAAB. Yes.
Mr. THOMPSON. You have said that: the open shop, in your opinion, is the
leading cause of the growth and development: of this community?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAB. Yes.
Mr. THOMPSON. I would like to ask you to what extent you place the climatic
conditions, what has been the effect in your opinion of the climaiic conditions
with reference to the growth and development of this community V
Mr. ZEEII A.NDKI.AAB. Well, that, of course, is a factor, but they are almost
For example, the man who can not work in the Mast, on account
identical.
of the extreme climatic conditions comes to Los Angeles and to southern
California, where lie lias more even temperature, where he knows that he can
work !he year around; he is not laid off during the extreme cold weather
that we haven't lien', and neither is he laid off during the extreme hot weather.
When you have the frost and snow in the East, why, he works along year
after year, day after day, month after month without any interference, except
probably during our rainy season two or three days at a time, and then he
works right straight along with those few interruptions. So that has advantages that he as a wage earner is able to double his work more than he
can probably do in any other section of the United States.
Mr. THOMPSON. But more specifically what I wanted to get from you is
what effect has the weather of California, the climate of California, and of
this city, not only from the standpoint of the, workingmen, but from all the
people that come here? What effect has that on the growth of California?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAB. The effect of it is this: That we get here during the
winter months some of the wealthier classes from the East, who escape the
extreme climatic conditions of the East, and come here and spend the winter
months. Some of them come every year. After they come once they become
charmed with our climate, with our surroundings, with the advantages thai
our city and surroundings bring them, and ultimately they become permanent
residents, but that proportion is extremely small.
Mr. THOMPSON. Do any of the firms that are members of your association
have closed-shop agreements with their men; do you know?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. Yes, sir.
Mr. THOMPSON. Is there anything in your organization that prevents an
employer from having closed-shop agreements?
Mr/ZEEiiAXDELAAR. When a man becomes a member of our association he
is never asked whether he has closed or open shop.
Mr. THOMPSON. And so far as your constitution and by-laws are concerned,
so far as your policies are concerned, any man can have an agreement with
his employees?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAB. Sure.
Mr. THOMPSON. Of any kind or character that suits him?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAB. Yes.
Mr. THOMPSON. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman WALSH. Mr. Weinstock wants to ask you some questions.
Commissioner WEIXSTOCK. Can you tell us, Mr. Zeehandelaar. what was
the 'volume of the citrus shipments in 1904 from this
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAB. No, Mr. Weinstock: I can not give you that,
that is not in my department at all. That belongs to the chamber of commerce.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Could you give an approximate estimate?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAB. I haven't the remotest idea.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Do you know what the citrus shipments were
for 1913?
Mr ZEEHANDELAAR. No. As far as the products of the soil are concerned,
That belongs to the chamber of commerce.
I have no information whatever.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. I see. Could you get that information?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAB. Sure; certainly.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Showing the growth of the citrus shipments?
Mr. ZEEHANDKLAAB. Yes. sir.
as "Zee(The information requested was later furnished, and appears
handelaar Exhibit No. 2.")
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. I take it that in a general way the citrus shipments have very largely increased, have they not, in the last eight or nine
years?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAB. Yes, sir.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. How do the wages here, Mr. Zeehandelaar, coinof the State and in.
pare with the wages in industrial lines in other parts
other parts of the country?
1
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.Mr. ZEEIIAMJELAAI;. Wiih the exception of San Francisco I believe they compare very favorably. In some eases I believe they are higher, anil, in this connection, I am very thankful that you bring up this question, because I have
nad some ailidavits prepared by an employee or two of our largest retail
concerns here that show a wage of the female employees alone.
Exclusive of the benelits that the employees derive in the way of humane
treatment and other things, the wages run from *'J.~> pvr month for cash
girls to .$3.~> per month for stock girls, and they range from $40 to $200 per
month. In addition they receive a week's vacation during the summer with
full pay; they receive at Christmas the full wage as a present; they receive 1 per cent every month on the total amount of their sales; they are
never the wages are never deducted when they have to go out on personal
business; when they become sick they are taken care of in a department where
there are cots and nurses, and when it becomes necessary to send them home
they are sent home in an automobile with proper attendants. I have two of
ailidavits to show you that the employer is not the heartless tyrant that
he is sometimes pictured to be; that he has a heart, and that he gives Immune
treatment to his employees. I have two ailidavits from employees one lady
who has been employed for ]J> years, and the other for 18 years where they
have expressed their appreciation and satisfaction with the treatment that they
have received at all times at the hands of their employers.
Commissioner WKI.\STO<K. 1 >o these advantages that you speak of, Mr. 7eehamlelaar, in the department stores, apply to some particular department
store, or is ihat the common condition?
Mr. /EMHA.NHKLAAK. No. sir; 1 think that is a general condition that preWe believe, and I have not been asked the question, but,
vails in all lines.
if yon will pardon me, 1 will just give you an outline of our idea of the open
\Ve believe that the open shop the closed shop, rather is an injustice
shop.
to the worker, the wage Darner, and an injury to the employers, for this
reason: That the establishment has a uniform standard of wages withoui
establishing a standard of elliciency.
Therefore, you compel the employer
to pay incompetent workmen the same wages that he does the competent workmen. You take a\\ay from the incompetent man the incentive to perfect himself in the different lines, and thereby become a better workman capable of
earning a better wage than even the union prescribes.
Now. take that as a fundamental principle, our employers are paying a
higher wage in some cases than the scale- prescribed by the unions. You take
the retail clerks' union as it exists in San Francisco to-day, and you take
the unions of the dnm clerks or any other union, and you don't tind that here.
.se the man who has the energy and th.- elliciency to demand a wage,
Hi^
gets that without the necessity of belonging to any organized movement.
employers reali/e that. The employer is not going to discharge a man who
is earning
who is able to earn and is of the value of $35 a week to him $25
und wants more. He is willing to pay him according to his energy. That incentive is tiikeii away by the unions as they are conducted at the present time.
Commissioner Wi;i \s TO: K. >igivssing for a moment. Mr. /eehandelaar
Mr. /KEHAMIEI.AAH. Yes. sir.
Commissioner WHINS n,, K. You point out that the population of Los Angeles
County has increased from L'T.'.OOO in 1904 to 780,000.
Commissioner \Vi:i.\STOCK. In 1!H:J.
Mr. ZEEHANUELAAR. Yes, sir.
Commissioner WKIXSTOCK. That is an increase of very nearly 200 per cent.
Mr. XKKIIANDKI.AAK. Yes. sir.
Commissioner WKI.XSTOC K. Isn't it?
Mr. ZEKHANDKI.AAK. Yes, sir.
Commissioner WKINSTOCK. Now. what proportion, so far as you can estimate
of over r>oo.OOO people are employed industrially
it, of that increase of nearly
and what proportion, do you think, are employed agriculturally or horticulI

tural ly?

Mr. ZF.KHANDELAAB.

When you

say industrially, do you mean that commer-

cially or purely industrially?

Commissioner WKIXSTOCK. Primarily industrially

in shops and factories.
Mr. ZKKHAXDKI.AAR. There, unfortunately, Mr. Weinstock, we have been
unable to obtain actual data regarding the growth of our industries since 1910,
since the Federal census.
P>ut I can say in a general way that the growth of
the industries has kept p.;ce with the growth of the city and the county. Now,
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what extent the number of employees have increased industrially I am
I have got some statement that is based on general condistate.
I have omitted to introduce that because it is not in the form of an
"affidavit, and is mainly results obtained from hearsay.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Yes. Perhaps this would get us a line, a rough
Your city has increased from 175,000 to 550,000.
line, on that point.
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. Yes.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. During that intervening period?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. Yes.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Which would indicate a growth of 37.1.000?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. Yes, sir that is, in the 10 years.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Yes. Then your comity lias increased 505,000?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. Yes, sir.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. That would indicate an increase outside of the
county of about 130,000?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. Yes.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. I mean outside of the city.
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. Outside of the city; yes. sir.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. About 130,000?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR, Yes, sir.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Now, of this 375,000 increase in the city, roughly
speaking, about what proportion do you think are engaged in industrial work?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. Of the increase?
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Yes of the 375,000.
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. I should think between 50 and 05 per cent.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Between 50 and 65 per cent?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. Between 50 and 65 per cent.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Well, in round figures, that would be about
to

unable to
tions, but

;

;

240,000 or 250,000?

Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. Yes, sir.
Commissioner AVEINSTOCK. Engaged industrially?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. Yes, sir.

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Out of a gross increase of over 500,000. Well,
now, I wish you would explain for the information of the commission, Mr.
Zeehandelaar, how the open or closed shop in any way affects the nonindustrial
workers, how it affects the agricultural worker, how it affects the horticultural
worker, and how it affects any man that is not employed in a shop or in a
factory.

Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. Of course, our association does not deal directly with
those industries that you mention, but I believe that the same conditions prevail in those branches that prevail in the commercial and industrial branches.
In other words, that the man who does not belong to a union can get just as
much work at just as good wages and at just as good working conditions as
the union man. In fact, I believe that there is no such union, or no organized
movement in regard to either the horticultural or the agricultural labor.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Yes; that is true; the horticultural and agricultural workers, as a rule, are not organized.
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. They are not organized.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Therefore, how could they be affected one way or
the other by the problem of the open or the closed shop?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. I don't think they are.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Well, then, the growth along horticultural and
agricultural lines has no relation whatever to the question of the open and
the closed shop, has it?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. No; only the knowledge that when a man comes from
the East and seeks work here he knows that he is absolutely free from interHe can come
ference by organized labor. That is the fundamental thought.
here and work. He can prosper. He can be happy, lie can raise his family,
and has all the advantages.
Commissioner WEJNSTOCK. In the city of Los Angeles, is it known, has any
effort been made to tabulate the number of so-called open shops and the number of so-called closed shops?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAIR. No, sir.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Are there any industries in Los Angeles that are
closed shops, that are known as closed shops, where only union men will be

employed ?
Mr. ZEEHANDELA\R. Yes, sir.
Commissioner WHIN STOCK. Can you name them?
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Mr, ZEEHANDELAAR.

I think the overall and garment factories.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. They are closed?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. They are closed. Shirt factories.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. How about the building trades; are they open or

closed ?

Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. They are all open. What I mean to say by open, of
course, I believe that according to the best of my information, you take the
But the
bricklayers, they are pretty near a hundred per cent organized.
happy condition prevails here that a union man works side by side with a

nonunion man.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. How about the metal trades?
Mr. ZKEHANDKLAAU. I prefer to have that part taken up through Mr. Baker,
is more thoroughly familiar.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. I see you are not familiar with those conditions.
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. No, sir.
Commissioner WKIXSTOCK. Now, you have handled this problem here for
many years, have you not, Mr. Zeehandlelaar.

vJ:o

Mr. ZEKIIANDELAAI:. Yes.

Commissioner WKIXSTOCK. Will you give this commission the benefit of your
judgment as to whether unionism is u good or bad thing for the worker and
for the State?

Mr. ZKKHAXDI I.AAI:. 1 believe that I have answered that partly when I
stated that it does not provide for a standard of efficiency and therefore does
not create a desire on the part of the laboring man of the union man, to
perfect himself in his particular line, because there is one scale of wages.
That does an injustice to the competent man because his wage is absolutely
ilie same as the incompetent.
Commissioner WKIXSTOCK. Do you moan that unionism as you know unionism makes for the dead level on the part of the worker?
Mr. ZKEHA.NDEI.AAI:. 1 mean that when you have conditions as they have
xisted in this city win re tho union man works harmoniously alongside of
the nonunion man, where he is not interfered with by the walking delegate,
when he has no dues: and assessments to pay, when the tends strictly to his
own business, raises his family, puts his savings in the savings bank, and
puts bis little money in his own home, that then he becomes more directly
Associated with the welfare of the community, with the progress and development of the community than if he were subject t<> a call that may throw him
out of employment for a sympathetic strike in which he is not involved or
Interested.
KIN" STOCK. Well, yon
Commissioner
think, then, Mr. Zeehandelaar, that
the worker and the State would be better or worse off if unionism was wiped

W

out?
Mr. /EEHANFtEi.AAR. No, sir; I won't go that far. We are in an age of organization and fed 'ration. I believe that the union has a right to exist just
ihe same as the merchants and manufacturers' association, provided it is
on the right lines for the uplift of its members, one such as they have in the
railroads, the brotherhood of railroad engineers and conductors, where they
iiave a standard of efficiency. The way they are conducted at the present time,
Before a man must go to work, he must have if you have got the closed shop
sn force, be must have a card that ho belongs to such and such a union whether
!.e lias the qualifications to belong to that union and able to earn the wage

by that union.
ho unrest, the strike, the boycott, and do
if you desire to eliminate
absolute justice between the employer and employee, between labor organizations and the public, then the only solution that I have been ever able to
iliink of would be a compulsory arbitration, giving the commission absolute
power to enforce its findings. We have tried to get a bill through the State
legislature three years ago, but it was defeated through the efforts of organset

Now,

l

i/.ed labor.

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Well. I take it. Mr. Zeehandelaar, that you
are pretty well familiar with all of the weaknesses and all the failings and all
the shortcomings of what is known as unionism. Now, taking unionism as we
find it to-day, in your judgment would the worker and the State be better
or worse off if that was wiped out?
Mr. ZEKHANDELAAR. I would not go that far; no, Mr, Weinstock.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. You would not wipe it out?
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I
Mr. ZEEHAM>KLAAK. Xo
would not go that far t< wipe out the unions,
They are here to stay. We might us well make up our miiuls; they
have a right to stay if they are conducted on proper lines. If they, instead of
creating dissatisfaction, if instead of referring to the employer as
big busi"
in every case, if an educational campaign could he started whereby it
ness
was shown that the employer was not a cold-blooded tyrant who is after them
like slaves, to got out of them all he wants to, and the last drop of blood, but
that their interests are mutual: if they are shown that the employer is just
as much interested in the Financial, moral, and physical welfare of his men
that would l>e to my mind a step in the right direction to bring the employees
and employers closer together. There must be a bond there thai cements them,
and that bond instead of existing there is a part of the press that seems to he
engaged in making the breach wider and wider and creating unrest all the
;

either.

time.

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Well, I take it, then, from your answer. Mr.
Zeehandelaar, that you would regard it as bad if the unions were wiped out?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. Yes, sir; to a certain extent I believe it would. I don't
believe it could be done if it was tried, and I think it would be very foolish
to try it because they are here to stay.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. I take it also, Mr. Zeehandelaar, that you regard
the closed shop as an evil?
Mr. ZKKHANDELAAR. YCS, Sir.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Well, now, if you believed that the open shop
would wipe o^it unionism, would be fatal to unionism, and you had to choose
between these two alleged evils of wiping out all the unions on the one hand,
which you would regard as an evil, and the open shop on the other hand
which would you regard as the lesser evil?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. I don't regard the open shop as an evil.
Commissioner WEINSTOC-K. Xo. no no; I mean the closed shop.
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. I regard that as a blessing.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK.

mean

I

the closed shop.

Mr. ZEEHANDELAAU. The closed shop?

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. If you had to choose between having unionism
wiped out and having the closed* shop on the other hand, both of which you
regard as evils, which of those two would you regard as the lesser evil?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAK. Well, one is in consequence of the other. You can't demand closed shop unless you have got unionism.
Commissioner WETNSTOCK. Exactly.
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. So one is the consequence of the other. I can't conceive
of conditions whereby we have to choose between the one and the other. The
choice must lay between the closed shop and the open shop. Xow, we have
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Suppose it was demonstrated or supposing you
were satisfied that the open shop meant the deatli knell of unionism; that the
open shop and unionism could not coexist with one another; that one or the
other would have to prevail, which of the two would you regard as the lesser
injury to the worker and to the State?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. Well, I am opposed to killing anybody or anything. I
would say simply in answer to that, Mr. Weinstock, I would say this, that
we have on one side the closed shop with the unions, on the other side the open
shop.
Xow, we have proven to you by our development, by our general condithe union shop and the union both can exist
tions here that the closed shop
satisfactorily to the workingman, to the wage earner himself, and to the community at large, that both can prosper under those conditions.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. In other words, your point is that the open shop
can coexist with unionism?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. Absolutely the open shop, absolutely.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Can coexist with unionism?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. Yes, sir we have given you
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Well, now, would that mean that the employer*
should recognize and deal with unions, or should refuse to recognize and deal
;

;

with unions?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. No; they should take and they do take a broader view

I know from personal knowledge that if a man applies
of the entire situation.
for a certain position, either in the wholesale, retail, or manufacturing concerns, the first question is not "Do you belong ro a union?" or "Don't you
belong to a union?" The first question is one of elliciency, "Where have you

worked?

Can you do the work?"

"Yes."

"All

right.

ll-w much do you
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want?'' If he is able to earn that amount of money he is engaged irrespective
of his affiliation or nonaftiliation with organized labor.
Commissioner WEIXSTOCK. I evidently have not made my question clear, Mr.
Zeehandelaar. That was not the point. My point was, do you think that it i.s
In the interests of the employers and the workers and the State for the employers to recognize unions, to deal with them aside from establishing the
closed shop?
Mr. ZEEHAXDELAAH. Yes. sir.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Which means collective bargaining; or do you
believe it is in the interest of the \vorker and the employer and the State that
there should be no collective bargaining, despite the existence of the union, and
that all bargaining shall be individual V
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR, Yes, sir; I don't believe collective bargaining is in the
interest of either the employee or the employer.
Commissioner WEIXSTOCK. Will you point out the weak spot in collective
bargaining? Its point of failure, as you see it.
Mr. ZEEIIANDEI.AAU. The weak spot is again I have to go back to my original
and oft-repeated statement that when you have collective bargaining, you do
not take into consideration the personal efforts, the personal efficiency, of every
man in the bargaining. In other words, you treat for a large number of wage
earners without any knowledge as to their ability and efficiency, or their capacity
to give a fair day's work for a fair day'- wage.
Now, collective bargaining
ignores absolutely these points.
K
WEINSIO,
!>,,
Commissioner
you understand unionism forces a minimum
wage for the worker, or a maximum wage for the worker?
Mr. ZEEIIAXDEI.AAK. They force a uniform wage.
Commissioner WKI \si>< K. Isn't that what is known as a minimum wage?
Mr. ZEEHAXDKI.AAK. Natural ly it is a minimum wage.
Commissioner WKIXSTOCK. Is there anything to prevent the employer under
such arrangement from payimr the worker more than the minimum, if lie is
.

worth

it?

Mr. ZEKHAXDEI.AAU. None whatever, but if the employer should pay a member
of organized labor in any manufacturing industry a higher wage than the men
who ;nv side by side and under the same conditions and under the same agreement, naturally the man who don't gM so much has a grievance and you start
trouble. The moment the grievance is brought to the attention of the union, that
Mr. Jones pays Mr. r.rown a higher wu-o. and is able to pay that man a higher
then as a natural result they r.-arh the conclusion that if Brown can get
50 cents a day more, the others are entitled to the same consideration.
Commissioner WEIXSTOCK. You mean if the employer does differentiate beworkers and pa.v
ore, that higher price becomes the minimum?
Mr. ZEEHAXDELAAB, Yes, sir; it creates dissatisfaction among the other
employees.
Commissioner WKIXSTOCK. That is all.
Chairman WALSH. Commissioner Garret >on would like to ask a few questions.
Was the dead level in general. really created by the
Commissioner
union or by the employer in the first instance?
Mr. ZKEHAM>I:I.AAK. Well, I don't know what you mean by the dead level.
That is the phrase you used, I think.
Commissioner GAI;
Commissioner WEIXSTOCK. I used it.
Commissioner GAUKETSOX. Thai the union established the dead level for all
classes of men. I took I undertook to copy your own phrase in the question.
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAB. I believe that the employers' and employees' interests are
identical. I can not conceive of a condition whereby the employer is prosperous
through the efforts of his employees, that when the opportunity comes and he
sees that the efforts of his employees were such as to bring him better financial
results and put him in a belter financial position, that he would turn a deaf
ear for an increase of wages if it was just and fair and equitable.
Commissioner GARRETSOX. But the question is, before the existence of unionism
as a power, didn't the employer do exactly the same thing you now hold tlio
union has done. In other words, didn't the union take its card out of the
employer's book, if it has done this thing. Bear in mind, I am speaking from
the standpoint of a man who was an employee in one of the largest employing
lines on the continent, and with 40 years of experience in it.
Mr. ZEEHAXDEI.AAR. You refer to the railroads?
Commissioner GARRETSON. How is that?
Mr. /KEIIAXDELAAR. You refer to the railroads?
.

(', .\
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Commissioner GAKKKTSON. Yes, sir.
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR, I can't answer that question better than to say that during the last controversy with the railroads, that the employees had with the
eastern roads, a representative ol' yours called on me. and asked what assistance
I could give them, that I sent to the railroads the initial telegram asking for a
square deal and to prevent if possible a strike that would be disastrous.
Commissioner GARRETSON. You mean the western railroads?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. Yes, sir.
Commissioner GARRETSON. I understood you eastern.
Mr. ZEEIIANDELAAR. No,

sir

;

western.

I did

say eastern.

Commissioner GARRETSON. The engineers and firemen here recently?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. Yes, sir. Our association was the lirst to send that telegram to Chicago, asking for a square deal, and in every possible way tried to
prevent a strike that would be disastrous to the employees and the railroads and
the country at large.

Commissioner GARRETSON. Take those same railroads, as many of them as
then existed prior to 1885. I am throwing it back of where the union had influence on the railroads. Are you aware of the fact that every man employed,
^ve will say, as a freight conductor, or freight brakeman, or engineer, or fireman got exactly the same money per month on every given division?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. Yes, sir but now let me answer that. I don't consider
that your brotherhood of railroad conductors or railway engineers or railway
trainmen comes in the same category with the labor unions, for this reason, if
I understand right, that the labor union demands a card before a man is put
to work, and in your organization he must show efficiency before he can get
a card, and that is one of the factors in your organization.
Commissioner GARRETSON. That is true.
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. So that therefore you have not the same conditions.
Commissioner GARRETSON. Well, I know some people that call us a labor
union, and some people that don't.
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. Well, you are not a labor union as the term is used at
the present time.
Commissioner GARRETSON. But this fact remains, that before we exercised
nny influence, the pay for the same class of men, no matter how many there
was, was at a dead level, was it not?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. Yes, sir.
Commissioner GARRETSON. Therefore, if we now insist that if a man can perform the services he shall be paid at least the standard wage, we have only
applied then exactly what our employers employed before our existence as a
power. Would that not be true?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. Always taking into consideration that when you make a
demand, you make a demand of employees who have a standard of efficiency,
therefore they can make a just demand. That is not the case in labor unions
in controversies of labor unions. You take a strike for hours, for a change in
;

working conditions, where an increase in wages is demanded, that increase
must apply to the competent and incompetent. In your organization you haven't
got that factor.

Commissioner GARRETSON. I believe I would have to insist on the right to
define for myself and my own organization whether or not it is a labor union,
just as you define for your association what it is.
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. Well, if you want me to look at it as a labor union, all
do so.
Commissioner GARRETSON. Sure.
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. Go ahead.
Commissioner GARRETSON. In the last analysis, that is what it is.
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. All right.
Commissioner GARRETSON. Because it puts forth its efforts to get that which

right, I will

believes best for its

it

members?

Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. Yes, sir.
Commissioner GARRETSON. Now,

in regard to this condition that has grown
Los Angeles, which you described the increase of population and the
proportional number thereof which are wage earners that is one point I
would like more information on. Now, do you assume that the manufacturers,
we will say, of San Francisco association men like yourself are as fully
aware of conditions that surround their business as your association is of conditions that surround yours here?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAK. Yes, sir.

up

in
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Commissioner GAKKKTSOX. As; intelligent men, and as competent to interpret.
Now, the unfailing testimony that was given before this commission by representatives was largely to the effect
Mr. ZEEHAXDELAAR. Was what?
Commissioner GARRETSON. Largely to the effect that in disputed territory or
in certalnnamed territory, Los Angeles could invariably undersell San Francisco, and it was largely stated that the cause thereof was the lower wage
Assume for a moment that that is true, and that you
condition prevailing.
have been able to take disputed territory from them you bear in mind that
testimony came in many lines, as, for instance, the lumber trade. There men
who were conducting a lumber business on an open-shop basis testified that
they could sell no goods in the San Francisco territory, but they had a good
market south of the Tehachapi. That they could sell their goods, finished in
their own mills, cheaper than the same goods could be sold if finished in the
San Francisco union -mills.
Now, if Los Angeles can sell cheaper in competitive markets and there is a
large surplus of unemployed men on the coast, would that furnish any soluyour population by the increase of your trade on account
of lower prices and unemployed men drifting here and accepting a wage, that
increases your working population?
Mr. ZKLIIAXDEI.AAK. You are putting a hypothetical question there, that I

tion of the addition to

have to answer in my own way.
Commissioner (5 \I;I;I:TSON. Good.

will

Mr. ZKKHANDET.AAR. The question

is much a matter of supply and demand.
San Francisco, that applies to lab.r as well as to merchandise. San
Francisco has been, as you know, dominated in every respect by organized
A man who desired to work there as a free American citizen could not
labor.
find employment unless l;e would first procure a card in the union.
Therefore,
i.or unions there used their power to force upon the employers a scale
of wages irrespective of whether the employer could do business at a profit
under those conditions.
Now. what do we find here? Just the reverse. We are not underpaying our
labor, but we control the market to that degree that the price of our production
is lower under those conditions. ;md I come back again to the fundamental
principle, the efliciency. That the man who is able to earn only $4 a day gets
$4 a day with the incentive of perfecting himself in his respective trade; so
that later on he may g-t sl..~n or *."*. Tin- good man gels si..~>o and *.">, but
in San Francisco you have a uniform wage that must be paid whether the man
can give an honest day's labor or not. That is where* you have the solution

No\v. in

httwci-n i!,e costs of production.
Y.minissioner GARRETSON. Then your theory holds good as long as there is
a sin-pins of labor?
Mr. ZKKHAXDEI.AAK. Not necessarily so.
Commissioner GARRETSON. What would happen when tin-re are more jobs
than men? Then wouldn't he go where the highest pay obtained?
Mr. V.\ :MH AMIKI.A \i{. Weli. when there an- more jobs than there are men, then
employers would get their full quota and all the men would get employment; and where an employer is unable to get his full quota he would have
<

without it.
Commissioner G.unnrrsox. And naturally the man who pays the higher wage

to go

get what men there are?
Mr. ZEEIIAXDELAAR. Yes, sir; but no employer is fool enough when he has
good man who can earn $5 to allow him to go because lie ran get 25 cents

will
a

more somewhere else.
Commissioner GARRETSON. Then one of two things would happen in every
instance where yon were not dominated by union establishments: you would
be confronted with one of two things let the man go or raise the price to
what the other is paying?
Mr. ZEEHA NDELAAR. He comes to his employer as man to man. and he would
"
Mr. Brown, I have an offer with Mr. Smith at 50 cents a day more."
say
Brown would say: "All right, Jones; if you can get it. and you are worth that
to me, I will meet it."
Commissioner GARRETSOX. If a committee representing a body of those men
ante to you then, it would be man to man, and would the men be in better
position, or would they not?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. Not necessarily.
Commissioner GAKIIKTSOX. Why is your association in existence?

or no rents a day

:
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Mi /EEHAXDELAAK. Our association is not in existence to urge anything in
the line of labor, as I have stated to you, and as I have pointed out to you.
We are not in the same category as the merchants and manufacturers you
spoke of in San Francisco.
Commissioner GARRETSON. Leaving that out altogether. .lust to accomplish
a purpose, isn't it?
\Ye are in existence t<>
Mr. ZEEHAM>EI.AAR. We are on broader principles.
promote the general welfare of the community.
believe
the general welfare can better
Commissioner C.AKIIKTSON. And you
b<> acconi])!ish(Ml by a combination of men than by a single man or a combination
of firms than by a single firm or corporation?
Mr. ZEEIIA.\I>KI.AAK. In a general way for the development of the city itself,
1

.

we

do.

Commissioner GARRETSON.

Is

of your section and city a
your membership, than the development of

the development

more general question, as applied

to

a number of workingmen?
general feeling, the general attitude
as high a standard, probably higher,
That our merchants and our
States.
manufacturers and our employers stand together, first, for the upbuilding of
this community, and have stood for that, and their concerted action has shown
the results that I have testified to to-day iu regard to our material welfare
and moral welfare.
Commissioner GARRETSON. But take the interpretation of the other association, not anybody else's interpretation, but the other manufacturers' associaDon't they differ from your conclusion as to the reasons of the uption.
building?
Mr. ZKKHANDELAAR. They may, of course, I am not familiar with that.
Commissioner GARRETSON. You would recognize their right to so differ?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. Well, I don't know. I have no expression as to any
other organization. They are organized on different lines than ours. I can
only speak for Los Angeles. We have here, Mr. Garretson, a community in which
everybody takes a pride. We have a feeling here of uniform interest. We
are mutually interested. It does not make any difference whether you go
among the working classes, the wage earners, or whether you go among the
employers, or whether you go among the capitalists, this idea always prevails
in Los Angeles, first, the welfare of the community.
There is a sentiment here
that has been established through years, and probably on close investigation
you \von't find that anywhere else.
Commissioner GARRETSON. Yes; but assume an organization of this kind;
for instance, you take the railroad men of the country.
As a rule, they are
proud of the railroad, both employers and employees, but they will get together
and fight like thunder over the division of the spoils.
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. But you have shown your division of the spoils in general.
I have shown you out of 257,000 depositors in the savings banks we have
200,000 wage earners with average deposits of $408 each, so that we all have
an interest in the spoils.
Commissioner GARRETSON. Could not that condition equally apply to unionlabor conditions generally, where those closed-shop conditions do obtain?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. But I don't believe that the city of San Francisco has
been able to give you a picture as we show you here.
Commissioner GARRETSON. I don't know that they followed that line. If the
union was abolished bear in mind I am bearing in mind your statement that
it could not be abolished.
their individual good, as they see it, is to
Mr. ZKEHANDELAAR. I believe that the
of the employing classes are as high, of
than any other community in the United

Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. Yes, sir.
Commissioner GARRETSON. That is, that in the ordinary course of events that
it was here to stay.
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. Yes, sir.
Commissioner GARRETSON. But does the existence of a large body of unionism
population both in your midst and around you have any effect on your wage
conditions, or does it?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. That depends on whether they make a demand.
Commissioner GARRETSON. How is that?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. That depends on whether they make a concerted demand
upon the employing classes.
Commissioner GARRETSON. If they maintained union conditions all around

you?
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Mr. /KKH AXDKI.AAR. Yes. sii'.
Commissioner GAUKKTNOX. I>oes not that

reflect in

your own wage conditions

necessarily?
It must to a certain extent; yes, sir.
Commissioner GARRETSOX. Only one more question. Since the establishment
of the oi>en-shop idea in Los Angeles has there been a general increase in any
wage of any craft in the city?

Mr. ZKKHANDKI.AAR.

Mr. /KEHAXDKl.AAR. Certainly.

Commissioner GAUKE-I -SON. What one?
Mr. ZKKHAXDKI.AAR. That I can not say, positively. I can not testify to that,
but we have provided for witnesses in the different lines of trade and industry,
and those witnesses will be able to testify in the respective lines that there has
been a definite increase from time to time in the principal crafts.
Commissioner GARRETSOX. There has been a definite increase in the whole
craft?

Mr. ZEEHAXDELAAR. Most decidedly. We have realized the cost of living has
advanced, and therefore the wages have advanced.
Commissioner GAKKETSON. That is all.
Chairman WALSH. Any other questions? Mr. o'Connell would like to ask
a few further questions.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Does your association declare in its constitution
for the open-shop policy?
In our constitution and by-law*
Mr. /KKIIA.XDKI AAI:. No. sir: we have not.
those are not mentioned, for the
the word organized labor, union, or nonunion
reason, as I explained at the outset of my testimony, that this class of work
was forced upon us by existing conditions in 1900 or prior to that I don't know
exactly iheye.-ir. The fundamental principle upon which our organization was
established did not contemplate the taking up of this class of work.
Commissioner o'CoxxKi. i. I>o.-s he constitution
by-laws mention the closed
simp or open shop in any way?
Mr. /KKHA.\m:i AAI:. No. sir.
Commissioner >'Coxx!-:u.. The reason 1 asked you the question is because you
hold, if it is a fad. that the success of I.os Angelas has been based on the opeitshop idea. I lake it you are speaking for the association and not personally?
Mr. ZEKIIANDELAAR. I go beyond that, Professor.
Commissioner <>'Coxxi;u.
bog your pardon on the "professor."
Mr. ZKKMAXDKI \AK. Well, Mi'. Commissioner, then.
'

i

1

<

1

Commissioner COMMONS. Agitator.
Commissioner O'CONNKI.I.. I have been called everything but that.
I
want to say this: T will
Mr. Xi-.KMAMiKi AAI:. All right: I will apologize.
go further, and I believe you take the population of this city and if you
propound that question to anyone outside of probably a few organizers even
with the rank and tile of organized labor you will tind opinions, the sentiment
that Los Angeles owes its present prosperous condition, and has for the last
I believe you will find a great many in the
year, to the open-shop condition.
rank and lile of organized labor holding that position, just "as well as manufacturers and merchants.
Commissioner OVoxxi.ii.. What I want to get at is whether the position you
occupy is the position of your association.
Mr. ZKKIIAXIJKI.AAU. It is somewhat: yes, sir.
Commissioner O'CoxxKi.i.. Have they taken formal action?
Mr. ZKKIIAXDKI.AAK. In what way? Passing a resolution that the open shop
is

a succ

Commissioner O'CONNELL. Yes, sir.
Mr. ZKKHA. \UKI.A Ait. 1 can't exactly remember that, but
based on that score, and the facts show it.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Then your association is, in

all

our operations are

fact, for the so-called

open-shop policy?
Mr. /KKHAXDKI.AAR. Yes. sir with this proviso, that when a firm becomes a
member of our association, he is not asked this question: "Do you believe in
the open or closed shop?" But, knowing the policy, knowing the sentiment of
the community, he becomes a member under the constitution and by-laws, which
do not provide for either an open or a closed shop.
Commissioner O'COXXKI.I.. He isn't informed that the policy of the association is in the direction of the open shop?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAK. No, sir. I said he is not informed.
i
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Commissioner O'CONNELL. Then, if he is in favor of the closed-shop idea, he
would be going into the association under a misapprehension of the purposes,
would he not?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAB. He actually knows the matter of his own initiative. He is
not bound in any way by the policy that might be adopted or by a principle.
He acts in that condition absolutely on his ow n initiative and own pleasure.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Would he not be occupying an anomalous position
on joining an association that stood for the open shop when he was operating a
r

closed shop?

Mr. ZEEHANDELAAB. He may disagree on that point always, but he realizes
and appreciates the good that the association does in so many other lines that
benefits the community that he might be able to disregard some other point.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Are you an employer or manufacturer?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAB. No, sir; I am only a plain secretary of the merchants
j'ud

manufacturers' association.

Commissioner O'CONNELL. You are not in business in any way in the city?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. No, sir.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. You have been some 14 years or more acting as
secretary of this association?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAB. Yes, sir; 17 years.

Commissioner O'CONNELL. What were you doing before that?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAB. I was in newspaper work.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. In newspaper work in what way reporter?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAB. Yes, sir.
Cmmissioner O'CONNELL. In Los Angeles?
Mr ZEEHANDELAAR. San Francisco for 10 years with the Examiner. I was
legislative correspondent in the early days.

Commission O'CONNELL. And what before that?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAB. Let me see. That is so long ago I almost forget it. I
found employment in different lines. I had at one time a cigar store in San
Francisco. I was connected for a number of years with the Fiesta here before I
became financial secretary. Two or three years in publicity work.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. In this statement you presented from the secretary
of J. B. Robinson Co.
Mr. ZEEHANDELAB. Yes, sir.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. You stated the salaries paid by that company
were from $25 a month to $200 a month.
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAB. Yes, sir.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. I suppose you noted a vast difference between the
number getting $25 and the number getting $200?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAB. Naturally. 1 explained to you, and it is explained there,
that the cash girls get $25 a month. You can't expect a firm to pay cash girls
.

$200 a month.

Commissioner O'CONNELL. No.
this firm gets $200 a

Mr. ZEEHANDELAAB. Yes.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. And
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAB. Certainly.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. And
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. Yes, sir.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. And
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAB. Yes, sir.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. And
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAB. Yes, sir.
ciency will do.

Just for the record.

There

is

one person in

month?
25 get $25

a

month?

4 get $150 a month?
52 get $45 a month?
1 gets

$130 a month, and 34 get $50 a month?
Mr. Commissioner, what effi-

It just proves,

Commissioner O'CONNELL. Yes; that is just one reason I was figuring on.
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAB. Yes, sir.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. That the efficiency, or the possibility of one out
of a very great number reaching the high mark or anywhere near the high
mark there is only one all the way down getting the $200 a month that the
limited?
possibility, taking the efficiency, of working up would be extremely
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAB. If you understand the inner workings of a large drygoods store, as the Boston Store is, you will realize that a girl who is 14 or
15 years old and simply has had a common-school education, is unacquainted
with business methods or anything else, a wage of $25 a month as a cash girl,
with the opportunities of perfecting herself of becoming a saleslady and ultimately a departmental manager has, u future before her and is given an in-
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You can

centive to perfect herself.
old,

who has no

not export a cash girl 14 years old or
knows nothing of the business, TO Y>e

responsibility,
as well paid as the saleslady.
3.1

years

Commissioner O'CONXELL. You do not need to argue that with me.
Mr. ZEEIIAXDELAAK. Xo but you make the point.
Commissioner O'COXXELL. I am making the point that there is only one at
the top, just one out of several hundred, and that there is only another one at
the $25 and that all the way through there are only a small number out of
the many.
Mr. ZEKTTAXDEr.AAK. And there is only one president o"f a railroad company
;

or railroad corporation, there are not a dozen.
Commissioner < >'< 'OXXELL. That is true, but there are thousands of other
positions.
Mr. ZEETTAXDELAAR. YeS, Sir.
Commissioner O'COXXELL. Does your association take any part in State or

municipal legislation?
Mr. ZEEHAXDELAAU. Yes.

sir.

What part?
Mr. ZKEHAXDEI.AAR. Simply urging our representatives in Congress, in the
State legislature, or in the city council, to advise them as to the effects that
certain legislation will have on the general prospecity of the city or of the
Commissioner

O'Coxxi:i.r..

State.

Commissioner O'CoxxEi.i.. Has your association in its history supported any
measures organized labor was interested in. in the State legislature?
Mr. ZEEHAXI>J:I.AAI:. Well. I do not know that I can testify as to its entire
There is a pretty long ways before I become connected with it.
history.
Commissioner O'COXXEI.I.. A<. for instance, child legislation and the hours of
labor, and compensation.
Mr. ZEETIAXDKI.AAR. Yes: they have had the subject of child legislation, they
have given it their support most decidedly.
Commissioner >'< 'ox XEI.I.. Do you maintain a committee or lobby at the Statehouse during the sessions?
Mr. ZEKIIAXDKI AAK. No, sir: never have.
Commissioner O'CoxxKi.i.. Make appropriations for legislative purposes in
any way?
Sir. ZEEHAITOELAAB. None whatever.
Commissioner O'CoxxEi.r.. Any dinners or celebrations of any kind to which
(

representatives of the State are invited?
Mr. ZEEIIAXI>E!.AAI:. Not that I know of; no. But T suppose if we had a
dinner we would not hesitate to invite the governor or the lieutenant
Commissioner O'COXXKI.I.. T don't mean that; I mean functions at which repivsontatives of the senate and house are taking part as such?
Mr. ZKEIIAXIH:! \ MI. No, sir; to influence legislation no, sir. at no time.
Commissioner O'CoxxEi.L. I didn't say to influence legislation. But when
legislation comes up that may appear objectionable to your organization, what
:

method

is adopted by you to prevent its passage?
Mr. ZEKIIAXDEI.AAK. Lawful legitimate methods.
Commissioner O'COXXKI.I.. What are they?
Mr. ZEEITAXDELAAK. Well, for example the workmen's compensation act, .we
thought that was too drastic, and on several occasions I have met with a member of your commission. Mr. Weinstock. who represented the retail dry goods
association, and tried to formulate amendments that would give the commission less power and would make the measure less objectionable and less

drastic in its general application.

Commissioner O'COXXELL. And then what?
Mr. ZEEHAXDELAAR. Then we appeal, by letter or telegram,
legislators, either in the assembly or in the senate.
Commissioner O'COXXELL. Simply setting forth you believe

to the individual
it

is

for the best

interests of legislation?

Mr. ZEEHAXDELAAR. Yes, sir: and give the reasons why.
Commissioner O'COXXEI.L. I understand your position as representing your
assm -iatiott, the position of the association, that the best interests of this community and in that you include the working people is served by the complete
inauguration of the so-called open shop or private employment.
Mr. ZEEHAXDELAAR. We believe that the open shop has been and is an asset
to this community and lias been probably one of the greatest factors in our
development and in our prosperity.

38S19
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Commissioner >'< "ON x KIT.. Therefore you are nol in favor of collective bargaining, because collective bargaining can not take place where men are nol:
organized.
Mr. ZKKHANDELAAR. No and therefore, because as I explained to another
commissioner, that direct bargaining takes away from the individual the power
to assert his efficiency, his ability to earn more wages than he would get
through collective bargaining.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Will you explain to this commission you have
thought lhat matter out, and have shown a great deal of interest how it
would be possible for Hie workman in Los Angeles, the individual, without some
method of collective bargaining or dealing with their employers as such to
bring about a reduction in the hours of labor V Supposing it is conceded that
eight hours was a day, or seven hours was a legitimate day's work, how would
lie individual employee in Los Angeles proceed to bring about a reduction of
the hours of labor?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. Well, I do not think that the proposition, as you stale,
T admit that.
the individual going there, would bring about a result.
But if
the same employees would appoint a committee of three and go to the employer
and point out to him whereby the conditions, that the interests of the employer
and employee are mutual to the interests of both sides, a reduction in hours
would be beneficial to both, without risking the interests of the manufacturing
industry, I think that something could be accomplished without calling a strike.
Chairman WALSH. Just a minute. At this point the commission will stand
adjourned until 2 o'clock. Mr. Zeelmndehiar, will you resume the stand at
that time?
(Whereupon, at 12.30 o'clock p. in., an adjournment was taken until 2
o'clock p. m. of the same day, Tuesday, September 8, 1914.)
<

;

I

AFTERNOON SESSION
Met pursuant

to

2

P.

M.

adjournment. Present Vis before.
let us have complete order, ladies and gentlemen.

Chairman WALSH. Please

TESTIMONY OF MR.

F. J.

ZEEHANDELAAR

Continued.

Commissioner O'CONNELL. Mr. Zeehandelaar, you were explaining when we
took a recess the method the individual employer would pursue to secure a
reduction in the hours of labor. And you explain that by selecting two or
three men to wait upon the employer, and that was brought about by that
method.
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. Yes, sir.
Commissioner O'CONNEI.I That appealed to me as rather a method of collective bargaining, while it might appear small in number, yet it didn't strike
me that it was the individual dealing for himself.
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. What I mean by that is this, if you in that case no
matter what the number may be, the employer treats directly with his employees, instead of through the organizers or the representatives of organi/ed
In other words, if a
labor, who sometimes don't belong to the craft affected.
man, if a committee of his own employees were to come to a man, to an employer, and state their grievances, their objections, or what they want to
accomplish, the mutuality of interests again appears upon the surface.
Whereas if a dispute arises, for instance, among the carpenters, you may
find on that committee that the employer is called upon by, you may find an
organizer of the bricklayers or the hod carriers, or a craft that is not directly
or indirectly affected by the desires of the employees.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Then, I understand from you that there is no
objection on the part of the employer to dealing collectively with his employees?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. I should say, as a rule, no. Of course there are individual cases I can not answer.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Does your association require or has it required
any member, or an individual association, or an organization affiliated with
you, to put up a bond at any time for any purpose?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. Never emphatically not.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. For the purpose of fulfilling any required obliga.

;

tion as to

Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. No,

sir

;

emphatically not at any time.
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Commissioner O'COXNF.LL. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman WALSH. Did you want to ask some questions, Mr. Weinstoek?
Commissioner WKINSTOCK. Yes.
Chairman WALSH. Commissioner Weinstock wants to ask some questions.
Commissioner WKIXSTOCK. In the matter of efficiency. Mr. /oohandolaar.
Mr. /EEHANDELAAI:. Yes.

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Ts the statement that you mad*' concerning the
difference in efficiency between union and nonunion workers a matter of opinion,
pure and simple, or are (here records that accurately determine the difference
between the oflicieiicy of the union and nonunion worker?
Mr. /EEHAM>ELAAK. That can he determined in a very short time, the matter
under open-shop conditions whore an
of efficiency, everything being equal
employer does not inquire as to the affiliation or nonalliliation of an employee,
the matter of efficiency is determined within perhaps '24 hours. That is, a man
who claims that he is efficient and is ah!e to earn from his employer the maxiwage, he can demonstrate that in a very short time.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Perhaps I didn't understand your statement correct ly this morning Mr. /echandelaar.
got the notion from the explanation
that you made that substantially, if you take a union shop on one hand and a
nonunion shop on the other hand, working on the same production under the.
saint- working conditions, that tin- output of ihe nonunion shop would he greater
per man than the output in the union shop per man.
didn't discuss ihe nonunion shop at all.
Mr. /KKHAMIEI.AAK. No. sir;
My
testimony is all directed to the open shop where we don't discriminate between
:

mum

I

1

union and nonunion.

Commissioner WI:I\STO< K. Possibly I misunderstood you, but I understood
you to claim ihaf the output of the nonunion was higher than that of the union,
because the cHicieiicy is higher.
n-ro-ni/e the fact that in the ranks of organized
Mr. ZKKHANDKI.AAK. No. sir:
labor there are just as efficient men as there are in the nonunion, absolutely/
Commissioner WKI.NSHK K. Say. there are two men of equal elliciency, one a
union man working in a union shop and the other man a nonunion man working
in a nonunion shop of equal capacity, will the output be the same?
Mr. /i;i:iiAM)Ki.AAi:. If the eliicieiicy is the same, naturally it would fee.
Commissioner WKI.NTOCK. You think it would beV
Mr. /ELII \\DKi.A AU. Yes. sir: provided, however
Commissioner WKLXSTO K. There are those, Mr. /oi-handclaar, that maintain
I want to tind out if that
that organized labor stands for diminished output.
was your judgment as well.
Mr. /KKHAM>Ki.\ AK. That is a matter 1 '-an not testify to, because we have
no agreements. If \ou compare this condition here as it exists in San Frai!cisco where an employer is required to siini an agreement, my understanding
1

Is

that the output of the individual

have no condition of that kind here.
that

is,

is

We

limited by the rule of the union.
are absolutely free from agreements;

We

to a general extent.

Commissioner WEI.NSTOCK. Then, with the explanation you now make T am
left in this frame of mind
and let's see if
What
get your idea correctly.
you had in mind when you spoke of efficiency was this: Tnder the unionized
is
certain
a
man
a
whether
he
wairo
is
worth
or not; under
getting
system
the nonunion condition a man .uets all he is worth, whatever he may he worth?
I

it.

Mr. XEEIIANDEI.AAK. Yes,

sir.

Commissioner WKI.XSHH K. Thai is all.
Chairman WALSH. Any other questions?

Mr. /eehandelaar, you mentioned

an antipickcting ordinance.
Mr. /KKHA.MiKi.AAis. Yes.

sir.

Chairman WALSH. What was the approximate dale

of the passage of that

ordinance?
Ml'. /KEHA.\I>KI.AAU.

T.tl).

Chairman WALSH.

P.riofly

does

it

state

what are the general terms

of it?

What

forbid?

Mr. /I.LIIAMJKI.AAU.

forbids the picketing, as the term is generally understood. Any interference with the worker who desires to work.
We agree and
we --rant any worker, whether organized or unorganized, the right to work
or refuse to work as his conscience dictate.
Chairman WALSH. Was your association instrumental in having the ordinance passed
Mr. /KKIIA.XDEI.AAK. Yes, sir.
Chairman WALSH. In what did their activity consist?
':

It
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Mr. ZEEHANBELAAU. Their activity consisted
free worker, or the

in molesting the net ions of the
took their places.
I meant what did the activities of your association

men who

Chairman WALSH. No;
consist?

Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. Oh.
Chairman WALSH. In endeavoring to have the ordinance passed?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAIL <>h, 1 thought you wanted to know the reasons why we

wanted it passed.
Chairman WALSH. No.
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAB. Simply
council to pass

to

have the ordinance prepared and asked the

it.

Chairman WALSH. Did you appear before a council committee by a committee
own?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. Yes, sir.
Chairman WALSH. Was there personal solicitation on the part of individual
members of your association with members of the city council ?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAK. Well, the members of the city council were approached
of your

on the subject.

Chairman WALSH. They were approached individually?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAB. Yes,

sir; or collectively.

Chairman WALSH. Was there an

issue raised in any political

campaign

in

respect to it?

Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. Not from our

side.

Chairman WALSH. Well, was it from the other side?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. I think it was.
Chairman W ALSH. And with the result that it made no differene in the
opposition; were the men elected anyway?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. Well, that was not immediately prior to any political
campaign, and I can not testify as to the effect.
Chairman WALSH. Was it a direct issue in any campaign?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. No, no; not a direct issue. And while on that subject,
I want to explain the political activity of the organizations here.
Now, we had
a primary election last month at which one of the high judicial officers was
T

running for the appellate bench. Certain organizations, labor organizations,
issued an appeal to the individual members to vote and work against that
man, because that man while in the discharge of his legal duties as a judge
In other
of a court had sustained a permanent injunction in a labor case.
words, the effect would have been to intimidate our judiciary to decide against
law and against facts and law in favor of one part of the community, instead
of enforcing the law.

Chairman WALSH. After the antipicketing ordinance was passed was there
a protest made against it by any of the labor bodies?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. I think it was; I think that the legality of the act was
tested in court and a decision rendered sustaining it.
Chairman WALSH. Sustaining it?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. Yes.
Chairman WALSH. Was there a referendum applied for?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. No, sir. And if you will pardon me, Mr. Chairman, I
would like to explain just how and why that picketing ordinance was called
into existence.

Chairman WALSH. Very good, proceed.
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR, Mr. Baker, who will be a witness here, will probably
describe to you the annoyance and the violence that followed the metal trades
strike.
We are a peaceful community. W7 e believe in law and order. We
will protect the lives and the property of anyone involved, just as much organized labor as nonorganized in every instance. The men who were working
were harassed, abused, villified, maligned in every way possible, and something
had to be done to prevent violence, and the only way to do it was to call into
existence an antipicketing ordinance, because any act that interferes with the
rights and liberties of the citizens at large is unlawful per se.
Chairman WALSH. Is that all the statement that you wish to make in that
respect ?

Mr. ZEEHANDELAAK. Yes.

Chairman WALSH. Well, now, in what court was the ordinance tested did it
go to the court of last resort?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. No,, sir. No; I am not sure of that. I don't know but
what an appeal, was taken to the supreme court.
;
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Chairman WALSH. Was it tested in the trial of an alleged violator of the
ordinance?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. Yes.
Chairman WALSH. Just glance at that, will yon please, Mr. Zeehamlelaar,
and see if that is the ordinance. Some one has handed it up here, and it
seems to be copied into something else [handing paper to the witness].
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. I suppose generally speaking that is correct. I have not
compared it, thereforeChairman WALSH. I see. But I suppose that can be assumed to be the one?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. Yes, sir.
(The ordinance referred to was submitted in printed form.)
Chairman WALSH. You mentioned something about a dispute about the brewers and their employees.
Mr. ZEKHANDELAAR. Yes, sir.
Chairman WALSH. What was approximately tin- date of that?
Mr. ZKKHANDELAAK. 1 testified to that
Chairman WALSH. I didn't hear it.
Mr. ZKKHANDELAAR. About May IS, 1910.
Chairman WALSH. 1010?
Mr. ZKKHANDELAAH. Yes, sir.
Chairman WAI. sir. In that dispute, did your association take part?
Mr. /KKHANUHI.AAK. YeS.
Chairman WALSH. In what res-, ret?
Mr. ZEEHA.NDELAAII. We had conferences with the national organizers who
were here at that time to conduct the boycott at our ollice time and time again.
Chairman WALSH. And what was the general nature of the demands made
by the union that mused the boycott?
Mr. ZKKHANDKI.AAK. First, organization; second, a change in working conditions, scales of wages, and so on.
Chairman WALSH. Wages and hours?
Mr. /!.;: A:NDKI.A AH. Yes. sir. I do not know about hours, but wages.
Chairman WAI sii. lenerally, what was the result of the controversy?
.Mr. /'!:-! \\DKLAAR. The result of the controversy was that the boycott continued for pretty nearly a year, and through the influence that was brought to
upon the San Francisco bn-\\vrs ami they have a State organization,
and I might say the losses sustained by the brewers here resulted in a surrender to the demand.
Chairman WALSH. They entered into contracts with them?
Mr. /'KKIIANDKI.AAK. Yes .sir. They are in effect now.
1

1

(

Chairman WALSH. That

is all.

Thank

you.

leave the stand I testified this
Mr. ZEI:HAMEI.A.\H. Mr. 'hairman, Jx-l'ore
morning as to the intemperate and violent publications that lead to unrest and
dissatisfaction. And I desire to submit to the commission photographic copies
"
The
of a publication that was issued here from room 203, Labor Temple, called
Armed Citizen," in which the people were told that the ballot without the bullet
is ineffective, that what can not be accomplished by the ballot must be accomplished by the bullet.
But I want to say, in justice to the labor unions in this city, that after four
issues of this were published, this man Murray, who appeared on the scene here
as a labor leader, was told to get out and leave. He did leave for Colorado.
But, at the same time, I think it will be of interest to the commission to read
these pamphlets and see what harm can be done by intemperate language
<

i

distributed.

Chairman WALSH. Who did Mr. Murray represent?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. I believe he was an organizer of the machinists' union.
He was here for some time, a so-called labor leader. And the tenor of all the
publications was in that line, to create violence. He, for instance, wanted clubs
organized to buy a certain style of Winchester that could be taken apart and
carried in a suit case, and organize clubs where he says that while the constitution and by-laws allow a man to arm himself the intent of the constitution was
misleading to create an impression in the minds of the reading public that it was
more for the protection and to induce violence than anything else.
Commissioner GARRETSON. Mr. Zeehandelaar, would you hold bear in mind
I haven't read the document and never heard of Murray before.
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. No.

sir.

Commissioner (JARRETSON. But for a laboring
phrase

so-called labor leader.

man

I

will

use your

own
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Mr. ZEEHANDKI.AAU. Yes.
Commissioner GAIJKETSOX. If ho preached this doctrine of the IwMel,
ballot did not get there.
Mr. ZEEHANDKI.AAH. Yes,

if

the

sir.

Commissioner (.AKUETSON. I low would yon look at it if a so-called leader of
employers preached exactly the same doctrine? Would it he equally iniquitous?
Mr. ZEEHANDEI.AAI:. Absolutely.
Commissioner GAKKETSON. (rood.
Mr. ZKKHAXDKLAAU. Absolutely; yes: there is equality in that respect. Violation of law is not justified on one side any more than on the other.
Commissioner GAREETSON. That is good doctrine.
Mi-. ZK.EMAM>ELAAK. We preach it and practice it.
Chairman U'AI.SH. Now. is there any other subject that has not been elicited
by the questions that have been asked you by counsel or commission that you
would like to volunteer testimony upon? If so, you may.
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. I would like to reserve the right, if the commission will
permit, later on if something comes to my mind, if I might put it in documentary form or oral testimony.
Chairman WALSH. Very good. We will be glad, if you have any documentary
testimony. We try to hear the witnesses on important subjects in rebuttal. So
that will be all for the present. You may stand aside.
(Mr. Zeehandelaar later submitted a map of the city of Los Angeles and a
pamphlet entitled "Annual Report of Officers and Membership List of the Merchants and Manufacturers' Association of Los Angeles, Cal.. 1908-1900." The
foregoing were in printed form. He also submitted various affidavits and other
data which appear among the exhibits at the end of this subject.)
Gen. Otis, if you will resume the stand, please.

TESTIMONY OF GEN. HARRISON GRAY OTIS

Recalled.

Chairman WALSH.

If you are prepared with your statement, General, you
proceed with it.
Gen. OTIS. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the commission, here are certain statements that I have prepared on invitation of the committee, made on
behalf of the publishers of the Las Angeles Times, relative to conditions in
the local industries and traversing the system of unionism and nonunionism.
respectively, in their bearing upon the question of industrial unrest; also the
material conditions of Los Angeles workmen and the general prosperity of
the city.

may

OFFICE OF THE TIMES,

NEW TIMES
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To the United States Commission on Industrial Relations.
GENTLEMEN: The principal statistics and other data embraced in the statements here presented for your official consideration have been drawn almost
exclusively from the details and annual reports of the Times- Mirror Co., covering the period involved. The Times Mirror Co. is the official name of the
corporation publishing the Times.
Proprietors and business managers are generally and naturally reluctant to
disclose inside information concerning the details of their business operations,
and I myself share in that reluctance. Nevertheless, in this instance I a HI
taking the opposite course to a large extent for the sake of illuminating the
industrial situation, which neither I nor my coowners and coworkers should
keep you in ignorance of.

OPERATING FACTS.

Payments to labor. During the year ended September 30, 191.,, the close of
our last fiscal year, the Times paid for labor in the form of wages and salaries
the aggregate sum of $639,152, being an increase of $27,342.15 over the preFor the 11 months ended August 31, 1914, the aggregate payceding year.
ments to labor in the composing room alone were $117,19(5.90, being an average
of $2,510.50 for each of the 47 pay days embraced within the period covered,
which will be divided into three classes, to wit: First, skilled mechanical
labor; second, other skilled labor; and third, unskilled labor, the latter bearing
only a trifling proportion in numbers, and the rest belongs to the other classes
named. This is illustrated by the following actual figures applicable to a
previous year, In 1912 the payment as to the first class named was $185,847.86;
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and to the third class only $23,1200.47. The
in the second class, $402.701..~2
relative payments since 191*2 have been substantially on the same ratio.
During the 23 years preceding the end of our last fiscal year our payments*
for wages and salaries aggregated $5.X07. 93-1.50.
The individual earnings of linoIndiridiidl earnings of skilled irorkincn.
type operators who work on piecework, which is the rule in the Timos office.
run from $5.50 to $7.50 per day of seven hours' work at the established piece
rate of 11* and 13 cents per thousand ems, respectively-.
Workmen by the day are guaranteed eight hours' employment. The rates are
given further on. The workday for the piece men varies necessarily somewhat
from time to time owing to the necessities of the office. Their working hours
go up as high as 9 to 11 on the later days and nights of the week owing to
the exigencies of the demand of the large Sunday issue. These earnings by
the piece are substantially higher than the average earnings paid by the day
or week for similar work in union newspaper offices throughout the country.
It has been demonstrated by years of experience in my office that the piece
system for compositors on the daily newspaper is far the best for all concerned. It is better for the workmen, because they earn higher wages in the
;

same number of hours than do union employers working on an hour, day, or
week basis, which is the cast-iron rule in newspaper otlices dominated by the
It is bolter also because it stimulates the number he
typographical, union.
could operate by a special effort and pel-mils him to rush, which practice is
forbidden him

in union oilier*
and is also better for the employer, because
th- pj.'ce system produces moiv satisfactory results in less time by reason of
greaier speed, celerity, and efficiency achieved.
The pie'-e system is the thing for a rush job like the production of a daily
newspaper on time every morning in the year. Any member of a nonunion
daily newspaper thus properly directed and manned by free, independent, loyal
rnd zealous workmen, is able to demonstrate beyond question these important
truths, to wit, that higher wages paid i< fewer workmen and coupled with
pi-eater efficiency and economy in the long run are practicable and possible.
Resides there is the distinct advantage in the case of nonunion establishments
that the employer and the maker of the pay roll and the man responsible for
the wage payments is left free, as he ought to be, to conduct his own office and
its affairs within his clear legal rights, within his own proper control, which
can not be successfully disputed, and also with that self-respect and confident
which should be the owner's own undisputed possessions. lie has a free man's
right to stand up to his full height in his stalwart manhood, face the world
and his workmen, making no apology for his presence upon earth as an em;

ployer.

In the composing room of the Times we
Different rate* puiiJ io x];illl Inhm:
established many years ago three different wage scales, created to compensate
time work with the special object of paying hand compositors and other skilled
workmen according to efficiency and merit. These* different scales were originally agreed upon in the year 189C, after mutual negotiations between the office
and the men concerned, and the several rates here first named were willingly
accepted by the different classes working under them. This first arrangement
\\as in operation without friction for several years before undergoing changes.
The rates paid for the particular classes of skilled labor here indicated were
originally fixed as follows: Lowest rate 42 cents per hour, equivalent to $3.78
per day of 9 hours. Next higeher rate 45 cents per hour, equivalent to *4.u:>
per day. Next higher rate 47 cents per hour, equivalent to $4.23 per day of
9 hours. Subsequently there was a reduction in hours and considerable increases in the hour rates from time to time until they were finally brought up
the present figures, to wit: For daywork, 53 cents per hour, or $4.25 for 8
t(
hours. For night workmen, 56, G2. and 75 cents per hour, respectively, according to classification, thus raising the night rates to $4.50, $5, and $6, respectively, per day of 8 hours.
In establishing these different scales for hour, day, and week work, the aim
was, as I have already said, to pay according to merit and efficiency. It happens that the Times had in its employ for a long time several very faithful
skilled workmen who were advanced in years, and while altogether competent
for their respective tasks, they were necessarily less efficient than younger men.
The office was averse to dismissing these veteran workmen because of lack of
full speed caused by age, and therefore offered to retain them at wages which
they themselves willingly accepted, wages paid on one or the other of the three
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different bases first given herein.
These veterans, however, then constituted
only a small proportion of the entire force employed in the composing room of
the Times. They were engaged on day work mostly.
Other pertinent facts. Collateral statements have been prepared, and it is
proper that I should make here a series of collateral statements relating exclusively to the business and conduct of the establishment during nearly a
quarter of a century past. These several statements are therefore made to
intentionally cover a wide range with the object of showing the operations of
the different departments of our publishing business, and especially including
payments for labor, which, as I understand, is one of the subjects that the commission is investigating.
Other figures are given for the purpose of showing pertinent and important
collateral facts bearing upon the situation, and necessarily to be included in
the work of supplying full information as a basis for making up a just judgment upon present conditions, as well as upon those which earlier prevailed in
this office, with some necessary exceptions, but always under the nonunion
system.
Substantially among the pertinent facts and circumstances may be included
the strike of 1890. This was a strike against the Times by its then union employees on the 5th of August, 1890. Only a very brief recital of the facts, however, and the circumstances leading up to the present status is required at
this late date.
The strike was suddenly precipitated

by our union workmen acting in conjunction with the other members of the local typographical union not in our
employ. The strike was ostensibly undertaken because of the refusal of the
owners and managers of the Times to yield to a demand of the local union
that its members, or those of them in our employ, should be given the right
to practically displace the management in their composing room.
They were
required in the ultimatum issued by the union to submit to arbitrary, unwarranted, unjust, and humiliating rules and keep all nonunion men out of the
establishment and advance forthwith to a fixed rate of wages and a guaranty
of continued control of the union in the composing room, with a chapel atThe strike came after a single day's warning and on the very eve
tached.
before a publication day, with the hope and expectation that the managers
would yield rather than miss an issue. The other daily newspapers in the
three yielded to the strikers two at the end of a day, the other at
city
the end of a month. The Times alone refused to yield. It stood gast and defied
and defeated the strikers. It has been a nonunion office ever since, or, more
strictly speaking, a Printers' Protective Fraternity office.
This is a body of organized labor of the better sort, which has no affiliation
with either the international or the local typographical union. Members of
this reasonable and dependable organization have been chiefly employed by us,
together with other nonunion workmen during the entire period since the
unwise and unjustifiable strike of that long-ago period a strike that was conJVssedly regretted by the strikers themselves.
A serious boycott promptly followed the strike, causing loss and annoyance
Merchants and other
to the office and some disturbance to general business.
advertisers were systematically and viciously pursued and proscribed for
patronizing the Times. Some of them suffered themselves to become temporarily
Others yielded to the industrial terrorists. This condition went
frightened.
on for a considerable time, but gradually the merchants recovered their nerve,
and one by one took their stand against organized labor and industrial despotism, the increase of which w as then seriously undertaken in Los Angeles.
Fear of an enraged and proscripted unionism largely passed away. Trade
resumed its normal frame, and for years past Los Angeles has been free from
the domination of lawless unionism, the only sort of unionism that has been
assailed by us. The employer, like us of the Times, never resents or assails
law-abiding and fair-acting unionism, and very many unfortunate union men,
deserving men who have been displaced, losing good positions, who might now
be at work, possibly earning good wages had the folly of 1880, the indefensible
strike, never been committed.
Earnings and operating expenses During the 23 years for which exact statistics are available the gross earnings aggregated $18,445,519.41. and operating expenses during the same period, the same years, were, all told, thirteen
r

million

Chairman WALSH. What were those years?
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Gen. OTIS. The 23 years last past, up to September 30, 1913. The operating
expenses were in which last set. of figures are, of course, included payments
of wages and salary amounting to the gross aggregate sum of $5,807,934.50, as
already stated.

During our

last

preceding

fiscal

year

the

gross

earnings

amounted

to

$1,937,353.62 and operating expenses $1,671,900.60.

Advertising. In the nine years preceding September 30, 1913, the Times
printed 496.613 columns of paid advertising matter, with a gross income of
These figures are given for the purpose of
.Slo.oi'.o.ri.V.).'.") from that source.
showing whether the business men of Los Angles have been backward in supporting a pronounced, bold-speaking, nonunion newspaper, and shows whether
they have been afraid to patronize the Times because of its upstanding position on the labor question.
Coming down to the present, these figures are
given: During the 10 months ending July 31, 1914, the advertising earnings

aggregated $1,068,757.51.
Circ Hint ion. Aggregate number of copies

circulated in the year ending
September 30, 1913, 23,314,624; daily net average, 53,700; net Sunday average,
86770. Income from circulation during the same period. $-120,654.29; cost,

Daily circulation (August, 1914), 50.UX2: Sunday circulation,
$323,152.38.
91,038; average daily decrease over the same month in the preceding year, 220
copies; average Sunday decrease, 6,411 copies.
As in the case of the advertising earnings referred to, these facts concerning
circulation are cited to prove the claim that the Times is fairly popular in the
eonmmnity and fairly acceptable to a population, a vast majority of whom are
men and women who work witli their beads or hands, or with both. The
circulation of the Times is substantially net and paid for, the "free copy
habit" not being encouraged.
White i>n i><>-. (quantity consumed in the last preceding fiscal year, 18,507.604
pounds: cost, $492,084.24.
jtiri.i, ,,<ls.\n the 2.-, years ending September 30, 1913, the dividend paid by
This piece of inside
the Times to its stockholders jiggrogated $1,599,970.50.
information is not given boastfully or with any desire to parade the comfortable
fact, but is disclosed "merely as an evidence of good faith," and for the purof showing that the establishment has been moderately successful in
repelling the raven.. us vulpine from the threshhold. During all these years the
Times has re.vived nothing in the way of Drifts, subsidies or "windfalls." but
has legitimately earned all the moneys shown in this statement, out of which
it

has paid

its

way

in

every particular

and "then some."

This tragic disaster, which occurred on
Ih-Ntrnclion of (lie Thin* Hiiil'lhitf.
the morning of October 1. 191O. resulted in a total money loss, as nearly as could
be calculated and estimated after the disaster, of a litilo less than $509,000,
There was
insurance (all promptly paid) aggregating $264.069.
ofi"<et by
The
sal va ire in the way of presses, etc., rescued, to the amount of $49,000.
total cost of the restoration of the equipment destroyed in the mechanical
department w:i< *lvj.i 18.82, r side from the building. This is a sensitive subject,

and

I

made

it

very brief.

Time* linilrfiiitr. Besides paying a modest dividend each year, as
already shown, and paying the highest wages to skilled labor, we had managed
to save up something for a vniny day. and th-se savings were put away under
the head of "reserve fund." The rainy day. or more properly the fiery day,
came, as already related, when the first Times Building was destroyed through
the combined and wicked agencies of union labor conspiracy, dynamite and
tire, with an aggregate gross loss of more than half a million dollars, and,
saddest of all, the wiping out of 20 precious human lives the lives of loyal
and brave nonunion workmen who manfully stood fast at their posts during the
perilous hours of death and destruction.
More inx'ule facts The mailer of effieioieu ami eronomii. As bearing upon
Tin- ncir

important matter. I offer the following pertinent statements:
sets from 15 to 20 per cent more display and classified advertising, news, and other reading matter every month in the year than does any
other Los Angeles paper.
2. It employs a less number of workmen by 10 to 15 per cent, thereby proving greater efficiency on the part of its nonunion workmen.
3. It uses 32 linotype machines in its composing room, and our linotype
operators, working on piece basis at the rate of 11* and 13 cents per thousand
ems, respectively, earned an average last year of from $5.50 to $7.50 per night

this very
1.

The Times
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of 7 hours, while the union scale for he same class of work in Los A navies,
fixed on a time basis, is *r>.r>< per night of 8 hours. Thus it will be seen that
the nonunion man earns more money in shorter hours of employment, ami that
the employer gets more work done with less equipment and a less number of
workmen than does the union concern which facts prove that conditions are
better for the employee and belter for the employer in the Times shop than in
the closed shop.
4. The Times pays nothing for work not done; that is to say, nothing for composition covering space occupied by picture cuts, maps, matrices of advertisement set elsewhere, etc. The rule expressed in the following won Is has boon
in operation for years: "No payments to any class of workmen for time not
worked or service not rendered."
I

;

The average pay

received by our operators would be considerably greater
not for the fact that we are retaining many old men who
are not capable of turning out anything near the result that they formerly produced.
6. Our nonunion system has been so attractive to outside printers that we
receive very many applications from exi>ert hand compositors and linotype
operators from far and near, who, being exceptionally efficient, seek to secure
employment where efficiency and loyalty are rewarded; they preferring to have
employment on a piece basis rather than be held down to a flat hour or day
w age in closed-shop offices, where they must banish all hope of higher compensaTo illustrate:
tion, no matter how strenuously they may apply themselves.
7. Not a few union printers employed in union or closed-shop offices in
Los Angeles have from time to time applied to the Times for employment during
the last 20 years.
Recently two young linotype operators employed by another
local newspaper applied to the Times for employment, stating that they wanted
to surrender their union cards and become permanent, employees of the Times
linotype operating room. When asked for their reasons for wanting to make
a change, the spokesman for the two young men replied that he was a fast
operator, declaring that at the Times piece scale he could average from $7.50 to
$8 per night of seven hours that he had been located in the union office where
he had been working between two slow operators, who, even on the Times piece
scale, would not be able to make over $3 per night of seven hours, and that
he was tired of bringing up their average (indirectly) ami earning their money
"
slow ones." In other words, he declared, that he and his companion
for the
were ambitious young men, and that it was rather repulsive for them to be
held down to the level of inferior working, with no hope of anything better in
the future, or any opportunity to receive compensation in proportion to the
amount of work that they were able to turn off.
8. The Times workmen are prosperous and contented
cheerful, loyal, hopeMany of them live in their own houses, and our relaful, and dependable.
tion with them are good theirs with their employers likewise.
"
"Organized" Inltor The rloxcrt .sftop." Do I dispute the right of labor to
organize? No; I do not, and never have I disputed it, all allegations to the
contrary notwithstanding. In all these years of dispute, contention, ignorance,
delusion, and bad blood on the part of its antagonists, since the year 1.S90 the
Times has never editorially attacked organized labor as such, or because it
was or is organized. It has steadily opposed and attacked the lawlessness and
despotism of organized labor when it has shown itself to be guilty of these
grave offenses, which, unfortunately, has been all too frequently, as the entire
country knows. It is the offenses, the crimes, the despotism, and the monstrous
and inherent spirit of monopoly which possesses and obsesses unruly organized
labor so largely that I have assailed day in and day out.
It is the systematic
proscription by the unions by many branches of organized labor generally the
iirce antagonism to free, independent, nonunion labor that constitutes the widespread and dangerous menace to personal rights and industrial freedom, and
to the principal industries of the I'nited States, that have alarmed thinking
and patriotic citizens. Herein lie the great offenses to liberty and law. and to
the true welfare of the country, committed with the amazing effrontery by
"
"
labor so called.
organized
So, when asked whether I dispute the right of
labor or of workmen of any class to organize, I say "No; provided the
organization be on strictly legitimate lines that is to say, within the limitations of law; and, provided furthermore, thai the policies and practices of organized labor be consistently conducted within those necessary legal lines."
But when asked my opinion of the wisdom, the expediency and the actual
"
benefits of " organization
in the long run 1 answer in the negative not
5.

than

it

is

were

it

r

;

;

4
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believing in these affirmations. I think that free labor that is to say, independent, unshackled, nonunion labor is the true condition, and that it results
to more good to the workman and his family, to his employer, to the trades
and industries, and to the country itself than does union labor, even when lawUnion labor demands a monopoly in each and all of the
fully conducted.
and this demand is neither fair,
trades wherein it may secure a foothold
lawful, practicable, expedient, nor beneticial when we take into consideration
the true interests of all the people, including the workmen themselves, the
employers. the capitalists, and the industrial operators upon whom labor must
it is steadiness of employdepend for steady employment at fair wages for
ment work the year around that the workman " needs in his business."
NY/-/AT.S- and
The evil of frequent strikes confronts all too freboycott*.
quently the employer, the workman, the manager, and the capitalist. It is a
It retards progress: it disturbs the industries; it interferes with the
great evil.
carrying out of contracts: it fetters and restricts production; it results in forfeitures and loss of money by contractors and employers; it begets needless
idleness; but, worse than all, it harmfully affects the workman himself by
throwing him out of employment, frequently against his will, annihilating his
pay envelope, and driving him and his family in too many cases to undeserving
;

;

poverty and distress.
All of these evils are avoidable, and it should nover be within the power of
"organized labor" to bring such evils upon other workmen as well as upon
themselves through the baleful device of the strike.
Any individual workman has the individual right to strike peacefully if he
does not like his employment or his employer. I have never disputed that right
whenever the striker f\vls moved to "move on." But when the strike is undertaken by masses of workmen acting in conspiracy and accompanied by violence,
coercion, picketing, assaults, and the l>oyc.>tt. ii becomes organized crime. The
boycott itself is absolutely indefensible, and both in its primary and secondary
forms, has been declared illegal by the Tinted Slates Supreme Court as well as
by minor Federal and Stale courts. There is not, and can not be, any such
thing as a "peaceful boycoit." In the very nature of the case, a boycott is and
must be lawless and unjust denial of the legal and personal rights of the person
or thing boycotted
one or both.
Question, "lint is labor not justified in organizing for its own protection?"
If the organization be lawful and not monopolistic, despotic, or prescriptive, I
answer "Yes." But it is so often devoid of these saving qualities that littlft
or no real or permanent good conies out of present-day organizat ion in the long

The conflicts, the strikes, the bad blood, (he assaults, the violence and
run.
sure idleness and nonearning results which are the bad achievements of the
strike, make the wisdom, the expediency and practical good tlowing from the
present-day organization of labor, when coupled with the "closed shop" extremely doubtful, if viewed courageously, broadly, and judiciously. The losses
in a general and protracted strike 1 undertake to declare will when fairly
footed u]) more than offset the gains through any advance in wages, or any reduction in hours, even when these results are achieved, which by no means
follow every labor battle. So thai the striker is a sure loser ill the end.
1 boldly challenge the narrow and selfish labor77/r rr/7 of luhor wom>/;o///.
union policy of undertaking to monopolize the industries and gather them into
the hands of the organized few ;;s against the unorganized many. This policy,
besides being unlawful and unfair, is a demonstrated detriment to the whole
body of American industries. It is not limited industry and restricted production that labor as a whole needs; but it is expanded, enlarged industries, and
unfettered activities, coupled with increased production in all legitimate lines,
that the whole country and all its people, workmen of all shades included, an?
most in need of. The solidarity of the industries and the best interests of the
country go hand in hand, they demand the same policy, producing the same
results; that is to say, the utmost possible production, yielding the utmost:
Can industrial production be forcibly restricted without a
possible wealth.
corresponding restriction in wealth production and the comforts of good living
which all worthy workers alike are entitled to? The broad policy of sound
industrial economy demands freedom of action, unfettered activities, and unrestricted production in all industrial lines.
The beftrr /'//.// lmlu*tri<il jwilotn. As T contend and have successfully
maintained, free, independent, nonunion, unfettered labor is the true condition
He has th*
for the free-born, unenslaved American workman to live under.
right to be free under the Constitution and the laws of his country free t
1-
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work where and when

in his own trade and pursuit, when engaged to
and at such wages as the two, standing face to
Such a contract has the full force of law
face, may mutually agree upon.
whether written or unwritten. "Collective bargaining" is not legally necesThe independent workman
sary, though practically convenient at times.
acknowledges allegiance to no union or labor combine whatever, and bows down
"
"
walk up to him in an auto and undertake to
to no walking delegate who may
He is not a "joiner," and pays no dues unwillingly, and
give him orders.
stands no dread of being brought up with a jerk by the walking delegate or
the union for exercising his indefensible right under the laws of his country
lo pursue any honest avocation of his choice in a lawful way, fearing only
God and the laws of his country. AVhen protected by that authority, as he is
entitled to be, he is able to secure abundant employment at fair wages, to satisfy his employer, to avert idleness, want, and distress, to win his pay check
when the day and the month are done, and to support his family and himself in
comfort and self-respect. And thus he has no fear for his future, and no need
"
an elusive thing, which is more or
of the so-called " protection of the union
less of a delusion. He is a free workman, a free citizen, and a worthy son of

any employer of

lie will,

his choice,

the Republic.

The union card. If any narrow-browed and hidebound unionist sends
hurtling back at me this chronic question: "How can the workman be sure
"
of employment unless he carries a union card ? I answer that he has the guaranteed right, personal, legal, and natural, to seek employment as a free man,
card or no card; and if the despotism, proscription, and monopolistic practices
of so many of the unions were prohibited by law, as they should be, then the
nonunion workman would have not only an equal chance with the union workman, but he would have a better chance and more favorable opportunities, because employers have become immeasurably tired of being dictated to, opposed,
and controlled in the lawful management of their business and their establishments, and therefore they welcome the coming of dependable nonunion
workmen to take the places of unreliable, dictatorial, shirking, and striking
union laborers.

Once let the law-abiding employer be assured of the protection of the law
against the violent strike and the indefensible boycott, which protection should
be his always, and may be counted upon to become a steady champion of the
open shop, even if he goes no further in that direction.
But more important than the strike, the boycott, or the rate of wages and
their effects upon the employer is the sure result of freedom in the industries
The independent, nonunion workman does not
to the workm'en themselves.
strike, he does not boycott, and he does not denounce, proscribe, and fetter
his own employer by recalcitrant conduct. Having no strikes to contend with,
no boycotts to carry on, and no idle days to confront because of these evils,
he goes on as a busy employee instead of tin idle one; he loses no time unwill"
ordered out." He gets in more days of work
ingly or because of having been
in a month or in a year, on the average, than does the uncertain, belligerent,
mobilizing, and striking union workman and at the end of a year he finds he
lias earned a greater volume of money during the preceding 12 months than
does the man who takes orders from the union's walking delegate and strikes,
loses timte and his job, and disobeys the commands of the law even if he
escapes its custody. Moreover, he has saved money in other particulars. He
has paid out nothing for dues, fines, assessments, contributions, or " bitter
beer." He has a home of his own, either paid for or in the process of liquidahe has contributed nothing to the pocket of the leeching walking deletion
gate. In brief, he is better off because of his robust, steadfast, stalwart, nonunionism, and is vastly more self-respecting.
The folly of industrial fetters. I also openly challenge the wisdom, the expediency, the legality, and the rightfulness of organized labor when coupled
with its demand for the closed shop. No citizen seeking to earn his living by his labor can lawfully be deprived of that right by the edict or the
action of any private labor combination by any authority less than the law
When such an attempt has been submitted to the test of the courts it
itself.
has gone down in defeat and dismay. Union men in'ay strike to their hearts'
content, if the striking be peacefully done, but they can not deprive nonunion
or independent workmen of the right to seek, receive, and carry on any legitimate employment under agreement with the employer. Can a union workman secure wages, make money, or dispel idleness through the preposterous
process of voluntarily stopping work and getting his name off the pay roll?
;

;
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The strike inevitably ends in enforced and needless idleness, din.'inished production, wealth destruction, and the deliberate throwing away by tbe workman of wages not earned, but which he might have received had he only held
onto his Job. What folly this is.
It is industrial warfare that directly produces these deplorable and unjust
And I declare unhesitatingly that they are almost without exconditions.
ception needless. The employer must be free and his workmen must be free.
The employer must thrive if his workmen are to thrive, all working hand in
hand in the creation of industrial activity and production.
Industrial unrest what is the chief producing cause of it? Not those peaceful, rational conditions in the industries which I have here depicted, but the
very opposite, the conditions so largely growing out of militant trade-unionism,
which, if it were able, would m'ake the closed shop universal throughout the
land, thus monopolizing, or attempting to monopolize, American industries in
the hands of a few workers less than 15 per cent of the whole body of labor
a thing impossible.
But these llagrant wrongs and undeniable evils are not all. The closed shop,
the strike, the boycott, and the bludgeon, when summoned to the aid of desperate mid militant unionism, as has been done in countless cases, are notoriously lawless (1. -vices, inevitably producing that industrial unrest which is now
ilie subject of official inquiry.
It is the law-defying minority undertaking to
It could not be otherwise.
dominate, coerce, proscribe, and persecuting the law-observing majority, which
restrains itself because of its respect for liberty and law. These practices here
condemned could do nothing less than produce industrial unrest. Moreover,
such conditions result in no good to the disturbing unionists themselves. They
put an end to employment during long periods of time, paralyze the pay roll,
create needless idlenesss, disturb and disorganize the industries, vastly diminishing production and profits, also so essential to the property of employer and
workman alike, to the business and to the country.
The true >< in< 'hi. The obvious remedy is industrial freedom that free, lawprotocted right of all laborers and other workmen, without distinction, to lawfully seel: and secure, without tax or toll, any employment of their choice upon
even terms, and without restriction or interference by any private labor combine, or by any power whatever lower than the laws of the country or the
authority of its judicial and executive officers.
Anything short of this is a species of industrial despotism, repugnant to the
Constitution and the law, to the Declaration and to the natural rights of man.
These great bulwarks of individual guarantee and defense must be maintained
by our free working citizens by all citizens in fact in the face of private and
irresponsible labor leagues, orders and organizations, acting contrawise, unless
we are actually prepared to suffer still more steps in. the direction of industrial
anarchy, misrule, and unrest to be taken in these United States.
Abolish union-labor monopoly, discrimination, and violence, the denials of
employment to all nonunion workers, and other llagrant evils of the dictatorial
closed shop, and there will result work for all at fair wages; accelerated production and increased personal comfort will speedily follow, succeeded by the
disappearance of the public soup kitchen and the elimination of industrial unThe objection may possibly be advanced that, there are not enough nonrest.
union workmen in the entire country to carry on its industries. No fears need
lie harbored on this score.
When nonunion workmen are given the protection
to which they are clearly entitled under the rule of law and justice, there will
come a mighty accession to their ranks from the closed-shop camps, which are
,

literally honeycombed with members who will break away when they once
find that they can better their condition under the sound system of freedom
in the industries.
There will be work for all workers. The great industries, the mighty fields

and supply, the measureless channels of trade, the busy hives of
manufacturing and commerce and trade all will need to be manned by willing,
eager, free, and unfettered American workmen, because the United States of
America has work to do. Her workmen, tradesmen, producers, and people are
surely destined to receive a loud call to work for the world henceforth. Shall
we not prepare to answer the coining call?
Conclusion. These matured convictions of mine, based upon close observation and long experience, make me doubt the necessity, the efficiency and pracof production

tical benefits of

with

its

it exists in this country to-day when coupled.
for the closed shop.
Until both shall have been radically

trade-unionism as

demand
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to be a menace more or less serious, to the gr".-it
industries and to the country. As a broad proposition, neither can be defended
on national, just, and true economic grounds by either workmen or employers.
Organized labor is not essential to the industries and could not make headway
against free unorganized labor were it not bolstered up by monopoly, force,
and proscription, frequently accompanied by violence and outright lawlessness.
Though anything like a sudden change of the two systems might be accompanied
by some embarrassment to Ihe large industries at the outset, the busine^
tern and industrial population would speedily adjust themselves to the new
order of things, because it would surely prove to be a better order and a better
system.
I am submitting these statements in writing by permission and
upon invitation of the commission, through one of its proper ollicials, and I have aimed to
make them as practical, direct, authoritative, and compact as is compatible
with the nature and importance of the subjects traversed.

reformed they will continue

HARRISON GRAY OTIS,
President and General Ma)ui</cr Tin- Tinted-Mirror Co.,
find l-;<Utor Lo* Anf/dns Time*.

Chairman WALSH. Mr. Garretson would

like to ask some questions.
Commissioner GAKKKTSON. I -want to preface my two or three questions, General, with the statement that my organization is an organization composed of
pieceworkers wholly. That there is not an instance on record where that
organization has ever requested an employer to discriminate against a nonunion
man. Therefore, it is from that standpoint
Gen. OTIS. That organization is exceptional, and I am glad to know it.
Commissioner GARRETSON. It may be exceptional in that direction, but those
are the facts and they are easily proved. You speak of the respect to which an
employer is entitled as a free and independent man.

Gen. OTIS.

He

is.

Commissioner GAERETSON. Is he entitled to any respect as an employer unless
he measures up to the standard of what an employer should be if unjust employer, is he entitled to any respect?
Gen. OTIS. Certainly not.

No

unjust

man

is entitled to

respect.

I

am

as-

suming employers with good motives and good actions, and they are entitled to
respect and are not slaves in the presence of their workmen. They are not
compelled to yield everything that is demanded of them.
Commissioner GARRETSON. Then, in reality, they are entitled to respect because of the fair treatment they accord and not simply because they are employers ?
Gen. OTIS. Well, they are entitled to respect as employers because they
occupy an important place in industry and because they perform an important
work and perform an important service to the men under them.
Commissioner GAKRKTSOX. And it is in proportion to how well they measure
up in that important respect, that you hold they are entitled to the respect not
only of their own class but every other?
Gen. OTIS. Yes, sir; no dispute about that. I have not disputed it.
Commissioner GARRETSON. What has been the history of pieceworking in the
past as between employee and employer?
Gen. OTIS. Well, the piece system is not applicable to a great number of employments. In fact, it is applicable only, 1 think, to a minor number of employments.
Commissioner G AURKTSON. Isn't piecework hasn'nt the attempt been made to
partially establish piecework almost exclusively in the metal trades, for
instance?
Gen. OTIS. I am not acquainted with that.
Commissioner GAKKKTSOX. F.ut where it has been established, what has been
its history in regard to establishing the amount of efficiency that could be secured from the faster man and then making that the standard or minimum for
all. in fixing the price?
Gen. OTIS. I have endeavored to show that that isn't fair. A man should be
paid according to his earnings.
Commissioner GARRETSON. Hasn't that been the history of piecework in the
various crafts whero it has been established?
(Jen. OTIS. I am not prepared to answer that.
Commissioner GARRETSON. Now. to show you the tendency in that direction:
T
Y ou heard the witness who preceded you oil the stand refer to a little threatened
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trouble between the engineers and firemen of the whole western territory in
dealing with their management, in which the employers' association here, or
manufacturers' and merchants' association, was applied to exercise its friendly
Do you know what was the impelling
offices by the sending of a telegram.
cause of trouble in that disagreement, bearing in mind the disagreement is
passed by now, we have signed an agreement to arbitrate.
Gen. OTIS. I didn't get that question.
Commissioner GARRETSON. You know there was trouble threatened in the railroads in the western part of the country three or four weeks ago?
Gen. OTIS. Yes, sir.
Commissioner GAKRETSON. Do yon know what was the basic cause of the
trouble?
Gen. OTIS. Well. I know it was the usual disagreement that occurs between
employer and employee, the employee making demands that the employers were
not willing to concede.
Commissioner GARKETSON. Are you a \vare of the fact that there was an attempt to substitute the day system for the piecework system that has operated
on the railroads of this continent for 20 years; that this was the real stumbling-

block?
Gen. OTIS.

I

did not

know

that.

Commissioner GAKIIMTSON. Are you aware that the whole trainmen, the engineering force, of the continent, is paid on what is known as the time-bonus
system?
Gen. OTIS. Yes, sir; I know in a general way."
Commissioner GAKKKTSON. And it was the effort to abolish that time-bonus
system that brought about the disagreement between those crafts. Could you
Interpret that any other way than just along the line I have named? Twenty
years of efliciency under the bonus system is now to be used to establish a
day wage which would bring the men less earnings.
Gen. OTIS. Possibly the hours are reduced.
Commissioner GARRETSON. How is that?
Gen. OTIS. Possibly the hours are reduced in the proposed new system, and
that would affect the question directly.
Commissioner GAKRETSON. Is what?
Gen. OTIS. Possibly the hours \vere to be reduced under the new system.
Commissioner GARRETSON. I'nder the time-bonus system hours necessarily
enter into it. He is given a bonus of time if he performs a certain stunt in
less than the ordinary time that will be required, and it was the effort on the
part of the company to abolish that that brought about this deadlock that

was referred to.
Now, are not the railroads

possibly the largest single employer on the
continent, the railways and it' that is the case, would not the attitude of that,
the largest employing body, dealing collectively, be a general example of the
consensus of opinion of the average employer V
Gen. OTIS. It would hardly apply to other employments, because the conditions are different in other employments ami the views of the managers are
different and their processes and methods are different
necessarily so.
Commissioner GAKKKTSON. I judge you are an absolute believer in the
supremacy of the law?
(Jen. OTIS. Yes, sir; I am.
Commissioner GAKRKTSON. Providing the laboring men, organized or unorganized, cause or enact laws, because in the enaetni'. at of laws they have usually
acted as a unit, whether they have in industrial matters or not if following
up the policy of the ballot and not of the bullet, should enact laws that brought
about the domination of those things that the laboring men think is good for
them, at least, what would your attitude be toward those laws?
Will you state that once more? I am sorry to ask
(Jen. OTIS. Pardon me.
you to do it.
Commissioner GARRETSOX. If using the ballot the men who labor
Gen. OTIS. Yes, sir.
Commissioner GARRETSON. It don't matter whether union or nonunion brought
;

about the very condition which you criticize as having been brought about by
union labor, or tried to be brought about by union labor, do secure the enactment of laws which made all these things you complain of, legal, what would
be your attitude toward that law?
(Jen. OTIS. I would suffer along with the rest until the law was repealed.
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Commissioner GAREETSON. And if it was repealed, your subjection to it
would be final?
(Jen. OTIS. I would continue to suffer.
Commissioner GARRETSON. Now, this is a question of opinion. You take the
laws of the world that were enacted covering the relations between master and
servant, the laws of the world we will draw the line 50 years ago
Gen. OTIS. Isn't that rather remote?
Commissioner GAIJKKTSO.V. How is that?
Gen. OTIS. Don't you think your questions are rather remote? We are dealing with the present.
Commissioner GAKKETSON. I have heard we are dealing with both the present
and the future, and I have seen it inscribed by some men other than in the
labor union, that say you judge the future by the past. That is what makes
me base the question there. The laws of the world governing the relation of
master and servant have been in the past enacted by the influence of the employers, have they not?
Gen. OTIS. I think so. We are advancing as rapidly as we can from the
T
e are working at it.
darkness of the past.
Commissioner GARRETSON. I am going to get where we have advanced in a
minute. What I want to get you to do is this Isn't it possible that the thinking
laboring man now feels toward existing laws, just as you have expressed yourself you would feel toward the law that you would suffer under, that he is
suffering under it until he could amend it?
Gen. OTIS. That is the duty of every law-abiding man.

W

:

Commissioner GARRETSON. It is their right.
Gen. OTIS. It is his duty to stand fast and stand under a law until it is
repealed; and there is no special virtue in a workingman doing that, or no
.special

virtue in a capitalist doing that.

Commissioner GARRETSON. Not any special virtue, but it is his undoubted and
inherent right to do it if he can, isn't it?
Gen. OTIS. His inherent right to do what?
Commissioner GARRETSON. To secure legislation along the line ho desires?
Gen. OTIS. No question about that. You don't need to question me on that.
Commissioner GARRETSON. The present social legislation, so called, or unionism legislation, that has been passed by the various States or the Nation
Avithin the past 15 or 20 years, has it been secured by the united action of the
laboring man largely or by the united action of the employers largely ?
Gen. OTIS. Neither.

Commissioner GARRETSON. Neither.
Gen. OTIS. It has been secured by the average good motives and good principles of the community at large. Fair men throughout the country embracing

men

of both classes.

Commissioner GARRETSON. Who is to blame for the enactment I am going
to take the most glaring instance who is to blame for the enactment of what
is described very often by its opponents as the class legislation of the Clayton
Act? Who has either the condemnation of having secured it or the glory of
having secured it, according to the viewpoint of the criticizer? Isn't it labor?
Gen. OTIS. I believe

so.

Commissioner GARRETSON. Isn't that fairly representative of many of the
so-called enactments? The compensation law, for instance, like the one in your

own

State.

Gen. OTIS. I will say generally on that point, so as to save you from asking
me too many questions

Commissioner GARRETSON. Yes,

,

sir.

Gen. OTIS. I will say generally any law procured by any class which is in
itself unjust and discriminatory and unjust to another class is not to be
justified.

Commissioner GARRETSON. But

,

I
;

f

Gen. OTIS. Is

it

to be

if it is in

existence

is it

to be

bowed

to?

what?

Commissioner GARRETSON. Bowed

to

and lived up

to

by

all?

Gen. OTIS. Yes, sir. I believe in the sentiment of Gen. Grant who said if a
law is odious let it stand until it is repealed, and repeal it as soon as possible.
Commissioner GARRETSON. But conform until you do repeal it?
Gen. OTIS. Yes, sir; no doubt about that.
Commissioner GAKKETSOX. Just one other question, that is in regard to what
labor has done in the matter of the betterment what labor organizations have
done for wages. I am going to ask you in your own craft. In the past 25
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years or so the composing-room men and those allied therewith have been
organized generally, have they not? What is known as the allied printing
trades. What have they done in the betterment of wages in L'5 years for their
men? Increase of the sum paid and shortening of hours?
(Jen. OTIS. I can't answer for the allied printing trades or the union side of
the question. I can answer for ourselves.
Commissioner JAKKKTSOX. Then for yourselves.
<J-n. OTIS. 1 have already answered.
Commissioner GAKUK-I SON. What is the per cent of increase to the individual
man in any one of those trades? The compositor, what is the comparison between What he wa earning 25 years ago, or what he was paid :M years ago,
and what ho is paid to-day?
(Jen. OTIS. T \\enty-five per cent.
Commissioner GAJIKKTSOX. Twenty-five per cent?
I can figure it out for you.
c.en. OTIS. Somewhere in that vicinity.
Commissioner GAUKKTSOX. Now, in regard to another craft where there has
been no organization, also connected with a paper. How much increase in the
s.-'.mo period has the'v been in the pay of newspaper reporters, who are not
in this country. I think, organized? I only know one or two places where they
<

are. or a

l'e\v

(Jen. OTIS.

pi;:;

My

answer to that would be very general, and

I

am

not

I

could

nof pretend to

Commission."-

-<ox.

Well,

what

is

the genera! going pay for

them then

and now?
should say l.~> to
<;<!). Ons.
per cent in the IT. years of my experience.
Commissioner JAKKKTSOX. You think they have advanced as fast as the
~>

1

<

organi/cd trades?
(ifii. OTIS. I should say very nearly.
commissioner GAISKKTSOX. From your experience is that true of organized
and unorganized labor in general?
<;-ii. OTIS. Well, as 1 have stated generally and repeat, high wages on a nonunion basis are entirely possible. They are paid to efficient workmen under
conditions win-re the proprietor and his nien coin*' together with a good mutual
understanding, and where there is no restriction on the proprietor paying no
rcsii-idioM on the efficient workman demanding extra pay, and no restriction on
the proprietor paying it.
In other words, the classifications are more distinct and more pronounced in nonunion labor than they can be under union
labor.

Commissioner CAKKKTSO.N. Well, are those
or

classifications as a rule

downward

upward?

Ceii. OTIS. Well.
they are upward.

I

think they are upward.

1

can answer for ourselves that

Commissioner GAI:KI:TSMV. Then- 1 would ask as to the generality of
for your own establishment.
..
OTIS. In the nature of the case. sir. I could not answer that.

it,

not

Commissioner GAu;;Krsox. Well, wouldn't any other plan be a little like an
answer a gentleman gave in Frisco the other day, a very large employer and a
strong well, I will call him an open-shop man. That will describe him to you.
1 asked him the question, in regard to another matter, if organized employers
had ever done a certain thing, and he said it was not human nature that they
should.
Now, isn't it human nature that if the limitations are not on the
employer, that are placed there in greater or less degree by organized labor,
the average man. because the workman and the employer is
that he would
usually made of the same clay isn't it human nature that he would take the
opposite view of the man himself and naturally classify downward instead of

upward?
Gen. OTIS. Well, the best answer to that, sir, is that the great law of supply
and di-maiid governs and should govern.
Commissioner GARRETSOX. Don't supply and demand always fail to govern
when there is an oversupply of one of the factors? The testimony shows that
there is a hundred thousand men here
Gen. Ons. Well, if there is an oversupply, wages go down. No use to dispute that.

Commissioner GARRETSOX. What?
Gen. OTIS. If there is an oversupply, wages go down.
supply, wages go up.
S.

noc

41 n fM-1

vnl

P,

<>f>

If there is

an under-
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Commissioner GAKI;KTSO.\. There you have it. And there has been a great
instances where the influences of labor have kept it from going down
beyond a certain mark when there happened to be an oversupply of labor, have

many

there not?
(Jen. OTIS.

I

think

so.

Commissioner GARRETSON. That

is really the very object of one form of labor,
not organized labor?
Gen. OTIS. What you want to get at Mr. (iarrefson, 1 can see, is a quest iort
which I have already answered candidly. 1 said I didn't oppose the organizaI
tion of labor.
oppose its violence. I oppose the closed shop. They can
organize as much as they please, but if they use violent methods, restrictive
methods, prescriptive methods, and keep the oilier man from working, then it
is wrong, grossly wrong.
Commissioner GAKRETSON. It resolves itself into this
Gen. OTIS. For instance, I have an equal right with you
Commissioner GARRETSON. How is that?
Gen. OTIS. I have an equal right with you to go into the railroad business.
Commissioner GARBETSON. Sure.
Gen. OTIS. And try to get a job.
Commissioner GAKRETSON. Yes.
Gen. OTIS. If I got the job, I would lose it and you would keep yours.

is it

Commissioner GARRETSON. Why?
Gen. OTIS. Because I would not be competent for it. You would keep your
job because you have been at it so long.
Commissioner GARRETSON. You would probably be even higher up if you had
started when I did.
Gen. OTIS. How?

Commissioner GARRETSON. You would probably be even higher up
started

if

you had

when

I did.
Gen. OTIS. I could make the
I did get the job, I would lose

attempt now.

I

would not get the

did, let me tell you this,
I did uiider the railway system

Commissioner GARRETSON. But while you
for just as much
T
ell
Gen. OTIS.

work

W

job.

And

if

it.

money as

you would

Commissioner GARRETSON.. If you could do it at all.
Gen. OTIS. That might be the best system. I think the railroad company
would be a great fool for paying me as much as they paid you.
Commissioner GARRETSON. As a pieceworker, if you could do it at all, you
would get the same money I did.
Gen. OTIS. These questions are very useless. They don't lead anywhere.
Commissioner GARRETSON. Well, this one may get somewhere. [Laughter.1
Chairman WALSH. Let us have order.
Commissioner GARRETSON. Isn't organization, or hasn't organization been the
law of man since they first found out that two men could roll a stone that one
could not?
Gen. OTIS.

Why,

I think so; yes.

That is all.
Chairman WALSH. Commission!* Weinstock wants to ask a question.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. I wanted to make sure, General, that I understood
Commissioner GARRETSON. Good.

your attitude in the matter of labor. What I gathered from the reading of
your statement was this: That you believe that labor has the right the moral
and the legal right to organize.
Gen. OTIS.

I said so.

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. That you
Gen. OTIS. After

it is

organized

it

should stay legal.

Commissioner W^EINSTOCK. Yes.
Gen. OTIS. Stay law-abiding.

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Yes.
Gen. OTIS. Continue law-abiding in
Commission WEINSTOCK. Exactly.
Gen. OTIS.

And

unless

it

does then

its

it is

practices.

objectionable.
is not to unionism, but to unlaw-

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Your opposition
ful unionism?
Gen. OTIS. Certainly.

Yes,

sir.

Has been

always.

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. And yet I further gathered from your statement,
General, that you think labor is unwise in organizing; that organization has
not accomplished anything for it.
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Gen. <)ns. It is unwise when the organization is coupled with restrictions
and with the closed shop, because the great thing is to have everybody at work.
Everybody that wants to work ill this country should have a chance to work
under fair conditions and under equal conditions in order that all may thrive,
in order that production should be very great, maybe immense, and wealth be
produced on a large scale.
Commissioner 11'EiN.sTorK. And is it, then, as the result of your experience
and observation, General, that the organization that is a successful organization can go hand in hand with the open shop?
Gen. OTIS. I doubt it.
Commissioner WKIXSTOCK. You think not?
Gen. OTIS. No. For the reason that if organization is not accompanied by
the closed shop and by violence and proscription, it goes to pieces sure to go
to piece*. If all men work on the same basis and receive the same wages, thousands of union men would not stay in the union. They would give up their
cards, and they would stop paying dues, and they would stop paying as
menis, ami they would stand up in their manhood and say: "1 am an independent American citizen, and 1 have a" right to work, and I will take a chance
with my employer."
Commissioner WKI.N.-HK K. Then, it is your opinion that (lie union can only
exist where the closed shop exists'.'
Cen. OTIS. Thar is substantially my opinion.
Commissioner WKI.NSTOCK. ?e&
(Jen.

01

is.

think that

I

Commissioner \VKI.\STOCK. of course, by the closed shop
In order to make myself understood, I
think this, however.
the union had none of these evils attached to it that it would
have a chance to exist, because necessarily there are some employers that
would say: " Well, we will .stick to the union. We will stick to the old union,
especially as it has reformed." And in that way. there being no proscription of
the union, eiiher by empoyers or by the nonunion men, the union would have
its chance, iis opportunity, and. if it could demonstrate it could do better work
at the same wages, many union men would be employed, and many nonunion
(Jen.

ons.

think that

1

if

men would me employed.

Commissioner WKIN.VHK K. I want to make sure, General, that you and I
words "closed shop" in th. same way. Uy a closed shop I understand a shop where only union men are employed.
Gen. OTIS. That is it; exactly.
Commissioner Win NSKK K. When- a nonunion man is not retained?
define the

Gen. Ons. No.

He

is

kept out

;

denied his rights to that extent.

K

Commissioner WKINSTOCK. Well. now. would you call the railroads that
the employment where they employ conductors and engineers and firemen and
brakemen arc they operated under the closed shop or the open shop'.' In other
words, so far as you know, do the railroad managers n-edve to themselves the
right to employ any man that applies, union or nonunion, or must they employ
1

only union men?
Gen. OTIS. Well, both practices prevail.

railway

Right here in this city there

i>

a

line

1 am speaking of steam railways now.
Gen. OTIS. Well, 1 am speaking of the local, which won't have a union man
on account of trouble that they had heretofore, and they seem to get along

Commissioner WKI \STOCK.

beautifully.

Commissioner WEIXSTOCK. I may be misinformed, but I have been under the
impression that in the railway in the steam railways all over the country the
managers reserve the right and are practically given the right by the unions
to employ whomsoever they plese, union or nonunion.

Then it is open shop.
Commissioner WKINSTOCK. And yet Mr. Garretson has told us, and we all
know, of course, that the railway unions are very powerful, that their organizations are pronounced successful.
(Jen. OTIS.

(Jen. OTIS. If that is true,

wouldn't

it,

then?

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. That the open shop and unionism can prevail, can
go hand in hand?
Gen. OTIS. I want to answer this way: They are practicable; their existence
together is practicable, provided there is no proscription on the part of the
union. If any man wants to belong to a union, remain Ui a union, permit them
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to remain there; they get employment from such employers as are
Milling to
employ both classes.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. That is, where the employer has not reserved xhe
option to employ either union or nonunion men?

Gen. OTIS. Yes.

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. And where he does not attempt to employ nonmen just simply for the purpose of displacing union men, you believe it is
possible, then, for the union and the open shop to coexist?
union

Gen. OTIS. Yes.

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. You say you are opposed to unlawful unions?
How would you regard the unionist that insists for organization in Los Angeles
to-day to say that is, lawful unionists that is unlawful unionism V
Gen. OTIS. It

is

generally lawful, because their strikes are rarely

the

men

have struck unsuccessfully, as a rule, for many years past.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Have there been any recent acts of violence committed by unionism?
Gen. OTIS. Yes.

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. There has been?
Gen. OTIS. Yes.

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. How recently?
Gen. OTIS. I would say three or four years. Do you want flagrant instances?
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. That is your own case?
Gen. OTIS. Yes; the destruction of the Times Building by an "organized"

bomb thrower.

He was

"

organized,"

all right.

He was

not unorganized.

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. What frame of mind are we to be left in by that
opinion? Would you say organized labor say, for the past quarter of a century has done anything toward bettering the condition of the workers or not?
In other words, would they have been better off to-day, in your judgment, if
there had been no organization of labor in this country ?
Gen. OTIS. That is a matter of doubt, because the good done has been offset
so largely by injurious strikes, by losses of wages, by violence and suffering
that is, to themselves and their families. That is a tremendous offset to the
good done.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. You believe if it was possible to strike a balance,
put the gain on one side of the ledger and the losses on the other side of the
ledger, that they would substantially offset each other?
Gen. OTIS. No I would think that the union man would be under.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. He would be worse off?
Gen. OTIS. I think it w ould be a showing against him. I do not think that
the ledger would balance.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. That the red-letter figures would be on the debit
;

r

side?

Gen. OTIS. Yes sure.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Among the things that we are investigating
Gen. OTIS. If you will allow me. I do not want to answer any questions that
are not asked, but let me suggest, if you deliberately count up the tremendous
loss that has taken place in 1, 3, 5, or 10 years through strikes, through boycotts, through idleness, prolonged idleness, months, even years of idleness, that
it would make an immense volume of money loss.
I would avoid all that.
I
would avoid all that, so I would not have the union man suffering. If he still
wants to stay in the union, let him stay. But the condition ought to be such
that he would be relieved from tremendous losses there. Now, then, take the
man, who, when the walking delegate comes around and tells him he must
strike, he strikes against his will. That is what the man pays.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Among the things that this commission is inquiring into is the matter of the workmen's compensation act. What is your judgment of the workmen's compensation act, General? Do you think is it a good
thing or a bad thing?
Gen. OTIS. Well, it is very difficult to regulate wages by law.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Not wages; workmen's compensation.
Gen. OTIS. Oh, the compensation act?
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. That is, to cover the injuries by accident in in;

dustry.

Gen. OTIS. If the act is right and fair in its operation, I would favor it.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. How has the California workmen's compensation
act worked out, so far as your own information is concerned, during the time of
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Has it been a success or a failure,
its operation, the last six or seven months?
US VMM sec ii
(Jen. OTIS. It has worked out very radically for The benefit of the injured
workman; there is no doubt about that.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Well, has it been a serious burden on the in':

dustry?
(Jen. OTIS. Well, necessarily, if it
enforcement, the employer suiters.

is

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Of course,

carried too far.
I

am

If

it

is

unjust in the

speaking of the hnv as

it

is

to-

day.
(Ion. OTIS. Yes.

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. In your own experience have you found
ous burden?

it

a seri-

We are re(Jen. OTIS. Well, no; there are not very many cases occurring.
sponsible to pay the bill and let it go at that.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Have yon taken the trouble or have you sufficient
interest in that to compare the cost for accidents in your industry, say, this
year, and the corresponding period last year?
(Jrn. OTIS. No; I have not.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. You, then, don't know whether it has cost more
or less?
Gen. OTIS. No.

Commissioner WEINSTOCK.
your own insurance?

!>'

yui carry accident insurance, or do you carry

C.en. OTIS. Well, we carry insurance, you know.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Carry insurance with some insurance
presume?

den. OTIS. We
claim damages.
assessed.

carrier, I

that workmen injured in our service are entitled to
recognize the fact, and we pay them money when it is

know

We

W

KIN STOCK. Well, under the compensation act, General, they
Commissioner
are not entitled to claim damages by law; that is. they can not bring suit
against you unless you personally had been grossly negligent; but they are
entitled to a certain compensation equal to. I think, (J5 per cent of their earning power if you <-arry your own insurance, which you say yon don't; of course,
you would pay that. If you carry insurance in an insurance carrier they are
liable to pay it. and the only burden that would be put upon you would be the
premium you pay to the insurance carrier. If the matter was put to a referendum against the continuing of compensation workmen's compensation
would you favor it. or would you be opposed to it?
Gen. OTIS. I would look into it carefully, and if it vas fair I would favor
it. and if it was an unjust act 1 would oppose it.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. At this moment you don't know whether it is
a fair or unfair act?
Cen. Ons. T really haven't looked at it very closely. As I say, if anybody
has been injured in our service we have paid the bill and let it go at that.
Commissioner WK.INSTOCK. That is, you did not before the compensation
act?
Mr. Chairman, you requested from me certain facts
(Jen. OTIS. Certainly.
I correct?
about the wages, skilled labor, in certain departments.
Chairman WALSH. Sir?
(Jen. OTIS. You asked me for figures in regard to the payment of skilled labor
in certain departments.

Am

Chairman WALSH. Yes;

in all

departments.

(Jen. OTIS.

Well, in all departments.
We have a stereotypers' room, 7 employees, averaging weekly wage of $22.80.
In the pressroom we have 18 men earning an average weekly wage of $20.70.
In the general mechanical department, over which there is a foreman, w e
have 7 men earning an average weekly wage of $22.05.
Here it is
I will give you in somewhat more detail the composing room.
in somewhat more detail: In the stereotyping room we have 1 man at $38.45
a week; 1 at $27.50 a week: 1 at *24 a week; 1 at $19.50 a week; 1 at $18 a
week; 2 at $10 a week; making an average, as I have before given, of $22.80.
In the pressroom we have 1 man at $35 a week; 1 at $30 a week; 2 at
si's.no u week; 1 at $25.">0 a week; 1 at $24 a week; 1 at $22.50 a week; 1
at s~l a week: 2 at $18 a week; 1 at $16.50 a week; 7 at $15 a week; total
number listed, 18; average, $20.70.
r
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Number of men employed at a weekly rate by the
1 at $24 a week
2 at $21 a week 3 at $15 a week, and
the total number in thai department is 7, averaging $22.05.
Shall I leave this with the commission V
Chairman WALSH. Prof. Commons would like to ask you some questions.
General mechanicians:

week

is

1 at $43.35

;

;

;

Commissioner COMMONS. These are for eight hours a day; how many days
a week?
Gen. OTIS. They are for eight hours a day; extra pay lor extra time.
Commissioner COMMONS, llow many hours a weekV
Gen. OTIS. Forty-eight. We have a six-day basis.
Commissioner COMMONS. Do they make much overtime?
Gen. OTIS. Yes; frequently.
Commissioner COMMONS. Do they work more than six days a week, take
the piecework?
Gen. OTIS. Unless there is an emergency.
Commissioner COMMONS. Is there anything to prevent a man working as many
days a week as he wishes?
Gen. OTIS. We don't like to have him work seven days.
Commissioner COMMONS. Do you have any rule on that subject?
Gen. OTIS. Yes; we issued an order a great many years ago to reduce, except
And that reduction w as accompanied
in cases of emergency, the days to six.
with no reduction of pay, so that it was an advance at that time.
Commissioner COMMONS. What form was the order issued in that no one shall
work more than six days?
Gen. OTIS. As you are particular about it, I will say it was an order I wrote
or telegraphed from Washington the day Ma.j. McKinley was inaugurated.
Commissioner COMMONS. How was it framed no man shall work more than
six days?
Gen. OTIS. Certainly; the rule to be six days' work, not more.
Commissioner COMMONS. Are there any considerable number that work over
six days now?
Gen. OTIS. No.
Commissioner COMMONS. What was the linotype price when you first installed
the linotypes; in 1896, wasn't it?
Gen. OTIS. Eighteen hundred and ninety-three, the time of the first.
Commissioner COMMONS. What was the piece rate; about?
Gen. OTIS. I think it was 12, 14, and 15 cents.
Commissioner COMMONS. When you started it was 12 and 14 cents?
Gen. OTIS. Yes and 15 cents for a certain class of type.
Commissioner COMMONS. It is about that now?
Gen OTIS. Less than that.
Commissioner COMMONS. Eleven and a half and
Gen. OTIS. Thirteen,
Commissioner COMMONS. Do you know how much the men, comparing the
output of the men, how much it has increased? What could they earn at that:
r

;

early rate or those early rates?
Gen. OTIS. Well, I have answered from five dollars and a half to seven dollars
and a half, seven hours, at the existing rates.
Commissioner COMMONS. At the present time?
Gen. OTIS. Yes.
Commissioner COMMONS. Ten years ago, did they earn the same?
Gen. OTIS. No. Well, I would have to look at the figures to see, I would
have to go back and see what they earned at the rates then paid. But they
earned higher wages in a nine-hour day.
Commissioner COMMONS. Give us the figures, say, for 1900, 1901, 1905, and
the present time, what they would earn.
Gen. OTIS. 1 can get the figures.
Commissioner COMMONS. Give us the figures, please.
Gen. OTIS. Yes.
Mr. Chairman, I will demonstrate a little more precisely than I did in my
written statement the measure of efficiency readied by our workmen on the
machines, on the linotype machine, as compared with union offices employing
workmen by the week, and our ride, which is invariably the piece rate, and
some union offices who have been under that rule universally, as I understand it.
I have some means of ascertaining very closely what the difference is in the production of our 32 machines, with a less number of men, and the production of
a union office, so as to discover the truth of the claim that we have greater
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efficiency, more output,
in jr on the other basis.

less number of machines than union offices workIn brief, showing the higher rate for men and greater

with a

economy for the office.
Chairman WALSH. Mr. O'Connell says he

lias

some questions he would

like

to ask.

Commissioner O'COXXELL. Do you employ union men

in

your plant, members

of the typographical union?
Gen. OTIS. No we do not.
;

Commissioner O'COXXELL. Do you employ any union men do you put any
union men there, if you know they are union men as such?
Gen. OTIS. Sometimes there are union men in our art room and in the pressroom.
Commissioner O'COXXELL. Are they asked the question when seeking employment whether they are members of the pressmen's union or the typographical
union, as the case may be?
Gen. OTIS. Yes asked the question flatly.
Commissioner O'CONXELL. If they admit that they are?
Gen. OTIS. We don't employ them.
Commissioner O'COXXKLL. Then, you are not running jn open shop: you are
i mining a
nonunion shop?
(Jen. OTIS. We are riming a nonunion shop.
Commissioner O'COXXELL. You are a printer by occupation, or were at one
time?
Gen. OTIS. Yes, sir.
Commissioner O'COXNELL. Are you a member of the union?
Gen. OTIS. No I am not.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Were you at any time?
Gen. OTIS. A long time ago I was. I was a member in Washington City.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. What purpose led you to join the union at that
time; under compulsion, or was it of choice?
Gen. OTIS. 1 guess it was the folly of youth, as near as I can recall.
Commissioner O'COXXELL. What is this Printers' Protective Fraternity that
yon employ?
(Jen. OTIS. It is an organization of printers formed perhaps about 20 years
ago 2.~ years ago, originally in Kansas City, formed with the declared object
of departing from the union.
They have never struck and never boycotted.
Commissioner OVOXNKLL. Did you have an understanding, written or oral,
with this organization as such?
Gen. OTIS. We had an understanding when they first entered our service
immediately after the strike of ISDO.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Is this organization organized of ex-members, of
suspended and expelled members of the International Typographical Union?
Gen. OTIS. Although I don't know, I think they were mostly union printers
!*: one time.
Mimnissioner O'COXXELL. And their purpose is to not strike when they are
employed, but take the place of strikers who may quit work?
Cen. OTIS. Their purpose is to be free.
Commissioner O'COXXKLL. With that organization you have an understanding'?
Gen. OTIS. Yes; we employ them.
Commissioner O'COXXKLL. But none with the regular?
Gen. OTIS. No; not the
Commissioner O'COXXELL. Recognized organization?
Gen. OTIS. None whatever.
Commissioner O'COXXELL. That is all.
;

;

;

(

Chairman WALSH. That is all. Thank you, General, unless there is some
statement you have or some point you have not covered in your statement or
hy these questions.
Gen. OTIS. One statement that is not important, but in order to make my
statement about the strike of 1890 complete, there are two or three facts in
regard to that matter I will state, if you desire. After the strike, 18 months
after the strike took place, there were some overtures on the part of the union
effect a reconciliation, and the outcome was that we took back, under probation, so to speak, five men. with the distinct understanding that they brought
with them no unionism, no demand for any observance of union rules, and they
conformed to our rules and accepted our pay, which was equal to the union
rate.
That went on for 18 months, and at the end of 18 months these men
were drawn out by the union, and since then there have been no other union
1

.
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men

my

in the establishment if we knew it.
I
make those statements to qualify
written statement.
Since then the Times office has been a nonunion office.

Chairman WALSH. That

is all.

Call your next.
.Mr.

MANLY. Charles

T. Scott.

TESTIMONY OF MR. CHARLES

T.

SCOTT.

Chairman WALSH. What

is your name, please?
Mr. SCOTT. Charles T. Scott.
Chairman WALSH. Pitch your voice up high. The auditors would like to
Lear what the witnesses say. Where do you live?
Mr. SCOTT. Ill South Fourth Street, Alhambra.
Chairman WALSH. What is your business address?
Mr. SCOTT. 608 Hibernian Building, Los Angeles.
Chairman WALSH. What is your business?
Mr. SCOTT. At the present time representative of the International Typographical Union.
Chairman WALSH. Are you an organizer for that union?
Mr. SCOTT. Organizer, representative, and various phases of UIMI- business I

look after.

How long have you been a member of that union?
joined the international union in February, 1888.
WALSH. You are a printer?

Chairman WALSH.
Mr. SCOTT.

Chairman

I

Mr. SCOTT. Primer; yes,

sir.

Chairman WALSH. How long have you been in Los Angeles?
Mr. SCOTT. One year, permanently.
Chairman WALSH. Where did you live prior to that time?
Mr. SCOTT. About four years in Cleveland.
Chairman WALSH. Before that?
Mr. SCOTT. About five years in Boston.
Chairman WALSH. Have you held any official position in your organization
except organizer?
Mr. SCOTT. I have been an
land union for several terms.

officer of local unions,

such as president of Cleve-

Chairman WALSH. Have you held any positions with the international?
Mr. SCOTT. I worked for the International Typographical Union almost five
years in New England, between 1904 and 1909.
Chairman WALSH. Now, have you made a study of the typographical union
dispute with the Los Angeles Times?
Mr. SCOTT. I have, to the extent that I have gone over the situation from its
inception, as it has been handed to me by members of the union who were here,
and from such information as I could gather. That is a part of my business.
Chairman WALSH. Well, I wish that you would, as concisely as possible, Mr.
Scott, give us the story of the typographical union's dispute with the Los
Angeles Times from the beginning down to the present time.
Mr. SCOTT. That is, Mr. Chairman, you desire the history of the dispute of the
organization, without discussing these other three questions that were put
to

me?

I will ask you those after we see how much comes out by
your recital then possibly I will ask you some other questions.
Mr. SCOTT. The trouble with the Los Angeles Times occurred in 1890. There
were four papers in the city of Los Angeles at that time, and those four papers
put up a proposition to Los Angeles Typographical Union, No. 174, for a reduction of wages. The organization passed upon those points that were put up to
them and at the same time heard discussions on the floor of the union from the
employers of the various or representatives of the various newspapers. The
organization, after the representatives of the various newspapers had ret rod
from the room, voted that they would not accept a reduction at that time and
served a notice on the employers that the next day, the business day, they were
While this trouble with the Los Angeles
to renew the present agreement.
Times has been styled the strike of the Los Angeles Times, it is a matter of
record that it was a lockout on the Los Angeles Times, the Herald, Tribune, and
the Express. When the men went to work the next day there were men who
were not members of the union at work, showing that this had been expected,
anticipated, because it developed that word had been sent to Kansas City by

Chairman WALSH.
;

i
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wire asking for the importation of

"

men who were members

Printers' Protective Fraternity."
To my knowledge since I have been a

of the so-called

member

of the International Typographical Union there has been an organization of the Printers' Protective Fraternity in the city of Cleveland, and later in Kansas City, in Milwaukee, in
Montgomery, and in the city of Los Angeles. At the present time there is no
organization known as the Printers' Protective Fraternity outside of the city of
Los Angeles. These men came on here and took the places of the men who were
In a few days the matter was settled on
locked out of those respective offices.
the Tribune, and in a question of about three weeks the matter was settled on
the Express, and at the expiration of 10 weeks an agreement was reached with
Los Angeles Typographical Union by the Evening Herald whereby that office
also became a union office. That made in the city of Los Angeles three union newspapers and one nonunion newspaper. The Tribune of that time was not the
Tribune of the present day. The matter went on for some period of time. The
union used its endeavors to induce the Los Angeles Times to agree to some workThe usual methods were engaged in by tho
ing basis, as the other papers had.
oiganizjition, and I suppose the usual methods were engaged in by the Times to
combat the effort of the organization to unionize their plant.
Kfi'orts were made by circularizing the public through the local organization
to make the members of the trades organizations and the citizens of Los
Angeles aware of the fact that there was trouble between the typographical
union and the Los Angeles Times. I think, as near as I can obtain from some
of the older men who came out of the Times and are at present in the city of
Lo< Angeles, hat after about a year the Los Angeles Times and the organization concluded that it was about time to settle the difficulty.
These men
claimed to me that an arrangement was made whereby the difficulty was to
be settled. The peace feast was held between the officials of the Times and
members of the organization were induced to withdraw the boycott from the
Los Angeles Times, and that the organization did do it with the understanding,
that the office was to become a union institution. That proposition was carried our by the International Typographical Union, but not by the Times. That
takes the ma (tor up to along in the early nineties, when, as I believe was stated
here, there was a business depression at that time, and naturally the organization as well as other organizations had a hard time for existence. Now, we
will pass over the fe\v years.
And the statement was made on the stand this
morning that Mr. Arthur Hay was imported into the city of Los Angeles
by the American Federation of Labor to conduct a boycott in connection with
i

the Times.

Mr. Arthur Hay was sent to the city of Los Angeles by the International
Typographical Union. The L<s Angeles Typographical Union desired that the
proposition be placed in the hands of the international to see if something could
not be done to make that office a union institution, bearing i?i mind all the time
that No. 174
Typographical Union No. 174 desired to settle its contest with
the Times ami operate that establishment, if they were so willing, on the same
basis as were the other newspapers of the city of Los Angeles, who seemed
to be satisfied to operate their composing rooms under union conditions and
under a union agreement made with the typographical union. But as to the
statement that Mr. Hay came here suffice it to say, Mr. Hay came here, and
the contest against the Times was probably resumed with a little more vigor
and energy on the part of the local organization. There developed during
this contest with the Times, of course, certain bitterness.
While on that
point, as was stated from this seat earlier in the day, that in connection with
the labor troubles in Los Angeles certain inflammatory literature had been
published by certain people, and it was asked that that be made a part of
the record.
I desire to read a few lines for the record
I desire to read to
the commission a few lines taken from an editorial from the Los Angeles
Times. This editorial was published at a time when labor organizations were
under considerable discussion in the city of Los Angeles. Certain heads of the
labor movement were being denounced almost daily in the Los Angeles Times,
and it was at that time there was something like 35 feet a week published
condemning labor organizations and those connected with labor organizations.
I believe this will serve to show that all the inflammatory literature was not
published by the trade-unions [reading]:
"
The unselfish purpose of Gompers in including himself in the three or four
who will consent to be hanged for the good of the cause can not be too greatly
commended. If he will allow the Times to designate those who will adorn
;
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the pillows with him, it will promise them all obsequies where Ihey will have
the time of their lives during the hanging, and it will further promise that
their carrion shall either be converted into ashes for the fertilization of
prison weeds or else buried witli chloride of lime or other -disinfectant at such
place as. they may select anywhere, anywhere out of the way."
I merely introduce this to show that all of the literature which was published
to lead the public to heated argument was not published by the trades-union isis
alone.
Now, it must be remembered that all this time that this trouble was going
on the local typographical union was desirous of settling the controversy. For
the past dozen years the International Typographical Union has been signing
up most all the newspaper establishments of this country to union agreements.
Agreements entered into between the employers' organization and the typographical union, which agreement does away with strikes, lockouts, and so
have only to point to the
forth, ami series everything by arbitration.
long period of industrial peace in the newspaper field to show that it is a good
agreement. Of course, it is a human document, and is therefore not perfect.
But I desire to say that if the warring nations of Europe had an agreement at
the present time one-half as good as the working agreement of the International TyiH>graphical Union and the American Newspaper Publishers' Association the workmen of the Continent to-day would not be clutching at each other's
I am satisfied that we would have as great industrial peace as we
throats.
liave had in the newspaper field for the last dozen years or more.
Now, this agreement provides that any member of the American Newspaper
Publishers' Association who operates a union shop can make agreements with
the local organization under the jurisdiction of the International Typographical
Union. It says that that agreement during the life of it shall be lived up to
in its entirety.
Neither side can break that agreement; no matter what is
done by either side, the men stay at work. If one side would openly violate
that agreement there would be no cessation of work in the oilice, and if there
was, their places would be filled by members of the International Typographical
Union. Even at the expiration of a signed agreement there can be no strike
while another agreement is pending between the two contracting parties. It
is just about as good an agreement as it is possible for a human document
to be at this time.
If there can not be any settlement eached between the local organization and
the newspaper that is vitally interested, then the matter goes to national arbitration. That National Arbitration Board consists of three members of the International Typographical Union and three members of the American Newspaper Publishers' Association. It is a progressive document in this way that
no outsider is called in to reach a final adjustment. The adjustment of the
whole matter must be made by the six, and it must be made within a certain
length of time. There has been only one or two instances in the last 13 years
where agreements were not reached within the regulation time. So much for

We

the union agreement.
Now, considerable was said here on the stand with regard to the union shop,
the closed shop, and the nonunion shop. I want to submit to the commission
that, as far as the newspaper industry in the city of Los Angeles is concerned,
it is conducted on the union-shop basis, and on the union-shop basis only, and
there are no open shops in the newspaper industry in this city of Los Angeles.
There are six daily papers in this city, and five of them are conducted along
the plan of collective bargaining with the local typographical union, and the
other shop is conducted on a strictly nonunion basis. The open-shop proposition that is, the so-called open-shop proposition does not enter into it at all.
The Los Angeles Times is strictly a nonunion newspaper, for various reasons.
Members of the typographical union could not work there without first destroying their union cards. And very few members of the International Typographical Union are ready to tear up their union cards for the privilege of
working on the Los Angeles Times, where the wages don't begin to compare to
the other five union newspapers in the city of Los Angeles.
The union newspaper scale in the city of Los Angeles calls for a seven and
one-half-hour workday. The wages are $82 a week for morning newspaper
employees that is a minimum wage and the minimum wage for evening newspapers is $29 a week for seven and one-half hours work. So an office that
works eight hours and operates its machine room on a piece basis and pays
4>
its advertising men all the way from -4.
cents up to (r> cents can not be compared in any way with a shop operating on the union basis. And for that
;

>
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reason the Los Angles Times 1ms H strictly union composing room.
The
other five newspapers in the city of Los Angeles are strictly union composing
rooms.
Chairman WALSH. You meant nonunion in the first instance, the Times. You
said that the Times \vas strictly union. You meant strictly a nonunion institution?
Mr. SCOTT. Strictly a nonunion institution, and the other five papers are

union institutions.
many people have been led to believe by reading editorials in the
Times from time to time that that paper advocated what is known in Los
Angeles as the so-called open shop. The paper in itself is a strictly nonunion
composing room. And taken from the report of Gen. Otis to the Times-Mirror
Co., written in October, 1903, defending the labor policy of its office, it says:
"
So far as we are concerned, the Times stands unalterably upon the strictly
nonunion basis that it assumed years ago. As far back as the year 1890 we
refused in the face of a printers' strike and a boycott to yield to the industrial
marplots, despots, and labor monopolists, and we still refuse. We raised the
standard of revolt then, and that standard is still living, the emblem of industrial freedom and a menace to industrial tyrants."
And regarding its attitude toward organized labor, in the same pamphlet a
little later on it states to the effect that the Times had taken organized labor
by the throat.
Leading down to the early nineteen hundreds, when the situation regarding
the Times and the typographical union in this city became the most acute, it
probably would be well to have something to say regarding the manner that
the typographical union conduced that contest.
Now, I want to submit at this time that this contest, while one party has
declared the cast' closed, as far as the International Typographical Union is
concerned, it covers a period of almost a quarter of a century, and is still on.
It has been stated here this morning by Mr. Zoelmndelaar. I believe, that to hi*
knowledge or by Mr. Otis. I don't know which to his knowledge there had
been no acts of violence on the part of the typographical union in its contest
with the Times. I want to state that I know of no instance, I haven't been
informed of any instance covering a period of a quarter of a century where
any member of the international union has been brought before the bar of
jusiicc- for doing an overt ad in connection with the contest against the Times.
Now, remember, I am confining this to the membership of the International
Typographical Union and its particular contest with the Tim.es. So much for
strictly

A

great

that part of it.
Now. that leads down to where the organizations, the Central Labor Council
of which the typographical union was a part, took up the contest against the
Times and decided to come to the front and make the fight a little more open
than it had been. Various means were used, such as circularizing the public.
Labor meetings were held. Members of labor organizations were informed as
And on account of the interference on the part
to the attitude of the Times.
of the merchants and manufacturers' association, it was decided to try to
induce some of the advertisers in the Los Angeles Times to withdraw their
patronage from that newspaper. That was done by publicity propositions,
mentioning the fact before labor meetings and circularizing in different ways.
I am sure there was nothing attempted at that time except in a peaceful way
to bring our case and our position before the public of Los Angeles and vicinity.
There was one store, the Hamburger store, that was considered by the organization the most vulnerable point of attack.
I will say that a boycott was instituted against that institution whereby it was endeavored to induce that company to withdraw its patronage from the Times, for the simple reason that
the working people of the city of Los Angeles were of the opinion that through
their past patronage they had made the Hamburger store what it really was,
and that the least the Hamburger store could do was to help them in* their
contest with the Times.
Now, regarding the effect of that boycott, I am sure all will agree at the
time that the boycott was withdrawn by the Central Labor Council, that the
boycott against the Hamburger store was most effective. The time came when
the trade unionists of this city, members of the International Typographical
Tnion, went before the Central Trades Council, and the boycott on the Hamburger store was withdrawn. It was taken off with the ho'pe that possibly ;i
settlement could be reached. But as developments proved, no such condition
turned out. And just the minute that the labor council of the city of Loa
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Angeles took the boycott off the Hamburger store, then the mere-hums and
manufacturers' association, in conjunction with the Times, got exceedingly
Imsy talking about an open-shop town in Los Angeles and paving the way to

make

the tight against other organizations. How they figured out in tiny wav
that the International Typographical Union was anything less than a
prosperous organization in the city of Los Angeles certainly can not be figured out by
those who know its history.
The organization to-day has a membership of over 550 and is steadily growing, and controls all but one newspaper composing room in the city of Los
Angeles. Agreements have been made with those papers and they will shortly
he up for renewal, and I dare say that the publishers of those papers will again
sit down and talk over the questions in dispute with representatives of the
local typographical union, and again renew contracts with the organization,
simply because it has insured industrial peace in the printing industry to the
live union newspapers in this locality.
And the same thing holds good with
the local typographical union in connection with the Los Angeles Times.
Although the fight has been of a duration of 25 years, all kinds of bitterness
has been brought into the struggle, yet the typographical union stands ready
at any time to sit down and talk over with "representatives of the Los Angeles
Times anything that they care to, looking to a settlement of the long-standingcontroversy, and doing away with all disputes of like nature in the future. The
typographical union stands ready to do that at any time.
Regarding some of the other questions that were brought up and submitted
to me, in connection with the Los Angeles Times proposition, was the question
of sympathetic strikes. Now, there is no record of any sympathetic strike
in connection with the typographical union's contest with the Times.
We
made that our fight. We financed it as our fight, and we have kept it up as
our fight ever since. We asked, at no time did we ask the other trade organizations doing business either with the Times or working with the Times
establishment to go out on strike to support the contention of the typographical
No sympathetic strikes were asked for by the International Typounion.
graphical Union.
There was one other question which came up in connection with the
contest
the
I
desire
the
commission to know
against
Times, and
why the typographical union kept up this contest for so great a length of
time, and that was that the Los Angeles Times instituted a school for the
teaching of machine operators. And for what purpose? For the purpose of
filling places that would be vacated by union men in various localities in time
of trouble. Not only did the typographical union consider that an unfair
proposition, but it also considered it an unfair proposition from this point,
that the Times used that matter that was set up by these learners on machines
and sold it, according to advertisements in their own newspaper, to printing
plants in the trade at a reduced cost of composition, thereby barring out the
printers in the local field here from getting the local composition work because
it was done cheaper in a learners' school operated by the Los Angeles Times
jind advertised in that paper.
The Chamber of Commerce of the City of El Paso, Tex., found it convenient
find so much cheaper to have its annual report set up in the Los Angeles Times
composition school that it sent that job here from El Paso to the Times composition school, where the composition was done, in preference to having it done
in the city of El Paso, either in a nonunion shop or in a union establishment.
For a considerable length of time the advertising of this school stated that
rates would be furnished on application at the school for learners on machines.
Machine operators were to be taught during the period of three months, so
the advertisement claimed.
Now, there were other features entering; into th& contest against the Los
Angeles Times which were put down on the slip that was sent to me by Mr.
"
Manly. One of them was, What was the attitude of the merchants and manufacturers' association during this contest against the Times?"
Now, to define in one instance all the attitude of the merchants and manufacturers' association, of course, would be hard to do without connecting the
attitude of the Times or the attitude of the merchants and manufacturers'
association and the policy of the Los Angeles Times. And so that there can be
no differences of opinion regarding the attitude of the merchants and manufacturers' association during this long-standing controversy
and the same attitude applies to other controversies which happened later I will read this from
the annual report of the merchants and manufacturers' association.
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Chairman WALSH. Say, Mr. Scott, we have adopted a rule that unless the
document to be read is shorter than the explanation would make it, that all
documentary evidence must be submitted without reading.
Mr. SCOTT. Well,

this, I

should judge

it, and it will be put into the record, and then
the commission will read it.
Mr. SCOTT. This was taken from the annual report of the merchants and
manufacturers' association, and was an exposition of their nine years' attitude
toward labor conditions in the city of Los Angeles. Shall I turn it over to

Chairman WALSH. Just describe

the clerk?

Commissioner O'CONNELL. How long will it take you to read it?
Mr. SCOTT. Why, about two minutes.
Chairman WALSH. Go ahead and read it.
Mr. SCOTT (reading)
"The association has for nine years protected the employers from the arrogant and unjust demands of the labor unions and labor agitators. It has given
to the employers its moral and linancial support whenever strikes have been
declared, and it has successfully conducted the struggle for freedom and independence. It is pledged to the principle of the open shop and will tolerate
no discrimination against honest American workmen who desire to receive
fair wages for an Inmost day's work, and it will always demand equal rights
It will tolerate no interference of agitators and strike breakers, and
for all.
will protect the employers in their rights to conduct and manage their own
:

tlicy see fit."
their open-shop policy has

business as

And

been

all

through that struggle the closed shop

to union men.

Chairman WAI sir. We will pause here now, and the commission will stand
adjourned until To-morrow morning at 10 o'clock.
Will you please resume the stand?
Mr. Scon-.

Thank

(Whereupon,
until

]()

o'clock

at
a.

you.
the hour of 4.30 o'clock p. in., an adjournment was taken
in. of the following day, Wednesday, September 9, 1914.)

Los ANGELES, CAL., Wednesday, September 9, 1914 10 a. m.
Chairman Walsh, Commissioners Weinstock, Garretson, O'Connell,
and Commons. W.
Thompson, counsel.
Chairman WALSH. The commission will be in order.
Present

:

(

>.

Is Mr. Scott present
Mr. SCOTT. Yes, sir.

?

TESTIMONY OF MR. CHARLES

T.

SCOTT

Continued.

Chairman WAI.SH. You may resume. I think when you left off you were
telling us about the parr played by the M. and M. disputes.
Mr. SCOTT. I desire to offer a clipping which states the position that the
merchants and manufacturers' association played in the labor dispute in this
city.

Chairman

WA'.SII. Is it a short one?
I will turn it over to the stenographer.

I would like to say a
word
Chairman WAF.SH. You had better read it if it is short, otherwise we will
have a description of it. Use your judgment. If it is short, you can save
tin"- by reading it
always do so. Our rule is this, that we are \villing to let

Mr. SCOTT.

;

you read such things if they are short.
Mr. SCOTT. Yes. During the M. and M. dispute here one Los Angeles paper,
iho Los AngHes livening Record, espoused to a considerable extent the cause
that is, they asked for a suspension of
of the working people of this city
judgment until such time as matters could be cleared away. For that reaThis was the answer of the editor of the
son the paper was boycotted.
Record
"Gentlemen of the Market Place: You are fighting with the weapons you
have been trained to believe most effective. You have declared that unless
the Record betray the cause of organized labor, you will cancel your adverSome of you have already cut out
tising contracts and ruin us financially.
your business; others of you have cut down your space; still others have
declared their intention of cutting out as soon as opportunity offers.
;

:
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"Very

well, gentlemen, this may be your idea of 'business/ hut the Record
not controlled by business, thank God! and this is our answer to your
threats: We are going to carry the banner of 'Human rights' right up to the
*
ramparts of Indus! risil greed,' if need be. We are not going to be intimidated or scared or put out of business."
And I will stale that their advertising patronage to a large extent wua
withdrawn from that paper.
Mr. MANLY. What was the date of that, Mr. Scott?
Mr. SCOTT. That was I haven't got the date right now, Mr. Manly, but I
can get it.
Mr. MANLY. I thought it was on that clipping.
Mr. SCOTT. The statement is frequently claimed from time to time that the
wages paid in nonunion shops, or in so-called open shops, are equal to or
I desire to bring before the commissuperior to those paid in union shops.
sion a striking example of this phase of the question.
Using the figures
given by Gen. Otis, of the nonunion Times, and taking those paid in the five
union newspapers of Los Angeles, we find this condition: The Times' schedule
as read by Gen. Otis was on a graduated basis of 53 cents, GO cents, 02 cents,
and 75 cents an hour. That, of course, would not include machine composition,
which in the Los Angeles Times office is done on the piece basis.
Taking the low rate the 53-cent rate working for seven and a half hours,
which is the union scale of Los Angeles which is the rate paid by the Times
office
the amount would be $3.98. The rate in the union daily newspapers
is

Los Angeles is $5.33.
Taking the second rate of 60 cents, working on the seven-and-a-half-hour
basis, a man would earn $4.50 in the Times office and $5.33 in a union newspaper office in Los Angeles.
Taking the third rate, 62 cents, an employee working seven and a half
hours in the Los Angeles Times office would earn $4.65 and in a union newspaper office he would earn $5.33.
Taking the 75-cent rate, which I deem is the rate paid the foreman of the
In
institution, the pay would be $5.63 on the seven-and-one-half-hour basis.
a union composing room in Los Angeles the pay would be $8.33.
The Times schedule for the four different rates of wages, working the same
numebr of hours as the union establishment works, would be as follows: Times
schedule, $3.98, $4.50, $4.65,' $5.63. The union schedule paid on the other five
Los Angeles newspapers $5.33, $5.33, $5.33. $8.33.
Now, something was also stated on the stand here regarding the efficiency of
the employees in the different offices Now, while it is true that in the union
newspaper offices a strictly time scale prevails, that is, linotype operators, hand
compositors, floor men, make-up men, bank men, all employees of the composing
in

:

room work on a time

basis; therefore the local organizations, in conjunction
with the employers of these five union newspapers, made an agreement which
stated that the minimum rate of wages should be $5.33.
Remember, I stated minimum. In the union newspaper offices an agreement
was also reached as to what constituted a man's competency. Now, to say all
men in the newspaper office would be put on a dead level is an absolute imposIt is impossible for men working on a newspaper to do the same
sibility.
amount of work. It is impossible for anyone to say that you could restrict the
output on a newspaper of this man or that man. It can't be done. There are all
kinds of work to be done. Each man has his work to do, and he goes to it and
does it and turns it out. The only thing is that the unions and the employers
have agreed that if a man reaches a certain state of competency, then he
shall not be discharged for being an incompetent workman, although he does not
do as great amount of work as some other man in the composing room. That is

the minimum scale was established.
Now, while it is a fact that the operators are being paid on the piece basis in
the Times office, the scale was claimed or rate of wages received would run
from five and a half to seven dollars and a half a night for a seven-hour day.
I want to submit that if all the members of the commission were linotype
operators they would find out how difficult it would be to attain an aver,

why

nine or ten thousand an hour.
Machines at the present time are not keyed up to that amount of output. It
"
"
handed
is possible, of course, for a man to reach that by having certain
phats
him as special favors and things of that nature. But the union scale is a time,
I believe
scale, while the linotype scale in the Times office is on a piece basis.
that covers the difference of wages paid in the nonunion Times and in the five
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union daily newspapers. That is a point that I wanted to make clear to the
commission, as I find that it is generally touched upon by almost all those who
appear, the difference in wages under union conditions and under nonunion
conditions.
In one of the questions that was or one of the topics that was submitted to
me for a going over was one covering conditions in union institutions and in institutions conducted as open shops.
As I stated earlier in my testimony before the commission yesterday afternoon, as far as the International Typographical Union is concerned, we do not
uize in any way the open shop. A shop must either be a union shop or a
nonunion shop, and consequently our dealings are with those publishers and I
am glad to admit that they constitute almost all the publishers of the United
Stntes who conduct their business on a union-shop basis. Consequently, I am
only familiar with those conditions that prevail in the union shop anil in the

nonunion shop.
I will state that conditions in the union shops in the ciiy of Los Angeles are
considered very favorable by the employees of those institutions. We get along
h;irmoniousfy with the employers. We have collective bargaining, which insures
industrial peace from year to year. And it is very little friction that ever comes
up over 1he renewal of wage scales or change in working conditions. We sit
down with the employers, talk the matter over, and adjust it among ourselves,
and there can be no strike or lockout in our trade where the arbitration agreement is used by both the American Newspaper Publishers' Association and by
ypographical union. Those are the conditions that prevail in the union

shop.

Chairman WAI.SH. I think that was intended to compare a shop such as the
Times with the union shops, and that you have already done with respect to
Now. anything else, any other conditions that are different that might
3.
make for satisfaction or dissatisfaction, it' you have any in mind, just state
them, please, outside of wages and hours.
Mr. SCOTT. I can readily see how the employees in working in a nonunion
shop, provided they did have a grievance, would have a hard matter in presentI have in 'mind
ing that grievance without working a hardship on themselves.
something that was said before this commission yesterday on the way an agreeor
otherwise, with an
ment had been made in the Times office, either verbally
would like to say
fixation known as the Printers' Protective Fraternity.
I

that the only organization of that character in the United States at the presentThe organiis located in Los Angela, if it can be styled such at this hue.
xaion is composed of men
airman WAI.SH. 1 do not want to interrupt you, but I think you have.
staled that that is, that it started in Kansas Cii\. Kirmingham, Cleveland, and
other places
Mr. SCOTT. Montgomery.
chairman WAI.SH. Montgomery, I mean; and it now conn-s down to this time,
ami now comes down to Los Angeles. Go ahead, if you have anything
Mr. SCOTT. I would like to state, with the permission of the chairman, something of the personnel of that organization.
Chairman WALSH. Very good. Anything you have not gone over we will be
glad to hear yon on.
Mr. SCOTT. The members of that organization are members almost exclusively,
those who have gone into the business since the original lockout on the
\ngcles Times, who were members of the typographical union. They were
men who for various reasons were either expelled from the organization, or on
account of other reasons were refused admission to the organization. They
were men who took a special delight in traveling around the country whenever
an opportunity afforded, especially where there was labor trouble on, and receiving temporary additional benefits that are paid by most institutions that look
for the aid of the strike breaker in time of trouble.
The organization is composed almost exclusively of that class of people.
Many of them I knew personally in the eastern section of the counttry. In Los
Angeles, I am free to admit, I am not acquainted with many, but I am with
some, and as this trouble here has lasted over such a long period of time, it is
only fair to say that a great many of the men now working in the Times were
not in at the birth of this organization, but have gone to work there since this
trouble started and have become affiliated with it since that time.
I believe that covers what I desire to say on that point of union-shop conditions and nonunion-shop conditions.
;

i
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While on the stand I am very thankful for the statement that the printers
have not been guilty of violence during our controversy with the Times. The
feeling against the Times on the part of our membership is just the same as
si gainst any other publication that we as an organization, deem had dealt with
KS unfairly, and to prove this statement we have only to point to the attitude of
the members of the Los Angeles Typographical I'nion who through their organization volunteered our services at the time of the destruction of the Times
Building to get out the Times as a newspaper until such time as that paper
could organize its own force and secure proper equipment. That offer was
That was
officially recognized by the management of the Times at that time.
the attitude of the typographical union toward the Los Angeles Times at the
time of its destruction.
As was stated on the stand here by Gen. Otis, his principal objection to labor
organizations was the strike and the boycott. Now, the International Typographical Union has pointed out a way whereby peace could be settled between
the Times and the local typographical union, through a document which does
away entirely with strikes, and consequently is not followed by a boycott.
"Where there is no strike there consequently can not be a boycott. Now, we have
such an agreement, and we are perfectly willing to take up that agreement with
1

the Times.
As a representative of the International Typographical Union officially I will
state that we are prepared at any time to get together with the Times on a basis
of settlement on the union agreement which does away with the very things that
have been found as objectionable.
It is only fair to say that during our 25 years' controversy with the Times that
both sides probably have been guilty of things that were not possible according
to proper ethics. We have, both sides, made mistakes but I believe we have
perfected the organization up to the point whereby we can get together with
any newspaper and settle any differences that we have without resorting to the
old-time method of strikes or lockouts, and that is the position of the International Typographical Union, for just as long as there is printing done there
will be organizations of printers known as typographical union organizations,
and in reaching any kind of an agreement that organization will have to be
reckoned with of necessity.
I believe, Mr. Chairman, that concludes what I have to say before the com;

mission.

WT ALSH. Mr. W einstock would like to ask you a few questions.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. In looking over your testimony as given before the
commission yesterday, among other things, Mr. Scott, I notice this statement,
which you emphasize this morning; and you say there was no case of violence
on the part of the typographical union in its contest with the Times " I want to
state that I know of no instance I haven't been informed of any instance covering a period of a quarter of a century where any member of the international
union has been brought before the bar of justice for doing an overt act in connection with the contest against the Times."
So much for that part of it. Was that correct?
Mr. SCOTT. That is as correct as I can gather.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. I have a note addressed by Gen. Otis to Mr.
T

Chairman

:

Walsh reading as follows:
"The bomb that destroyed the Times Building was
Namara, a union printer."
T

set

W

by James B. Mc-

Mr. SCOTT. Absolutely not true, Mr.
einstock, to my knowledge.
T
Commissioner W EINSTOCK. What are the facts, Mr. Scott, as you know them?
Mr. SCOTT. I am not familiar with the instance of the destruction of the
Times, but as regards to the membership of the man, only that I know that at
that time it was claimed he was a member of the typographical union, which
was denied by the officials at Indianapolis.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. And your answer to that is Mr. McXamara was
not a union printer?
as not a member of the typographical union yes, sir.
Mr. SCOTT.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. May we ask, Mr. Scott, what are the talking
points that you present for a nonunion employer to induce him to unionize his
plant; that is, what inducements can you offer, what advantages can you point
out to the employer, would he be permitted to enjoy that he does not enjoy as
a nonunion employer, if he unionize his organization?
Mr. SCOTT. I believe that is general, and if there was no particular strong
point iu. it I believe that the International Typographical Union has demon-

W

T

;
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strated. Mr. Weinstock, that within the ranks of that organization are to he
found the competent printers of this country, and that as a newspaper is required to be produced every day and is required to have a certain efficient
at least I would endeavor to show to an employer that
force, I believe that I
he would be better qualified, would be secure against any labor trouble by making his office a union office. He would avoid the opportunity of having a strike
in the office, providing he conformed to the arbitration agreement, as well as
would the union, and that from time to time when grievances arose, he would
be in a position to settle them with a responsible organization; that the typo-

graphical union has demonstrated that even where its membership on a few
occasions, which is not unnatural, have seemed determined to violate a contract, the organization has stepped in and prevented that taking effect and
seeing that the man was protected in getting out his paper.
Now, there might be several things that would come up that could be talked
about with an employer, and I should judge a great many of those would be
covered by local conditions.
Commissioner WKINSTOCK. Now. you were present yesterday. Mr. Scott, when
(Jen.

Otis testified?

Mr. SCOTT. Yes.

sir.

Commissioner WKIXSTOCK. Among other statements submitted was one that
the union scale of wages was, I think. 5.50?
Mr. SCOIT. Five dollars and thirty-three cents is the minimum union scale.
KIN STOCK. And that his men were earning from $5.50 to
Commissioner
Have you any reason to dispute that statement?
ST. 50 a day.
Mi-. SCOTT. No. sir; I haven't any reason to dispute it, and I have no desire
What I do know is this, and I had slightly explained it in my
to dispute it.
testimony, that the way they earn *5.5o to $7.50 a day was that they were working on a piece basis. They were setting a very large amount of type for this
money, which I believe I could easily explain to a linotype operator, who would
know about how high a machine could be speeded up. Now, if working seven
hours a man should earn ST. 50 and setting type for 111 cents a thousand ems,
he would consequently have to sot between nine and ten thousand ems of type
per hour. Now, I want to say to this commission that that is almost a physical
know there are no set of men doing that anywhere in the
I
impossibility.

W

world.

I

am

a linotype operator myself.

Commissioner Wi: IN STOCK. Well, you may also recall (Jen. Otis's statement
that he had in his employ. I don't remember how many, but a per cent of his
organization had been with him for a great many years.
Mr. SCOTT. Yes,

sir.

Commissioner WKINSTOCK. Fifteen or twenty or twenty-five years.
Mr. SCOTT. Yes,

sir.

Commissioner WKI.NSKH
those

men

last

that

K.

Now,

if

this so-called

speeding up prevailed, could

many years?

want to say that I don't
Mr. SCOTT. In answer to that, Mr. Weinstock,
the personnel of the composing room of the Los Angeles Times, but I am
satisfied that there are no oju-rators on the Los Angeles Times who have been
working on machines for 15 or l^o years and are setting nine or ten nearer live
or six thousand ems an hour.
Very few, there might be exceptional cases.
Commissioner WKINMOCK. Do yon know of any instances on the Times where
men were earning less than the minimum of $5.33 a day?
Mr. SCOTT. Oh, yes the men that are receiving 53 cents an hour are receiving
less than the minimum, and the men receiving 62 cents an hour are receiving
There is only a small proportion of the Times comless than the minimum.
posing room who are linotype operators.
Commissioner WHIN STOCK. I presume when Gen. Otis said his men were
earning from $5.50 to $7 a day
Mr. SCOTT. He meant linotype operators.
I

know

;

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Do you know of any instances where linotype
operators on the Times earn less than the minimum?
Mr. SCOTT. I have no knowledge or means of knowing that, except as I have
been told from time to time by men working for the Times, men who came to
my ofli.-e and have spoken about conditions at the Times office and have inquired
about joining the typographical union, and in getting into a discussion with
them, of course they have made all kinds of statements, statements that I don't
want to be responsible for repeating.
Commissioner WKINSTOCK. If this commission should ask Gen. Otis to submit
under oath a statement of his actual earnings of his linotype operators for the
last year or two, that of course would be sufficient proof of the exact earnings?
30
38819
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Mr. SCOTT.

I

should think so; yes,

sir.

WKINSTOCK. Xo\v, if we are to accept Clen. Otis's statement, as
presented here yesterday, were he to unionize, the following results would
'

<

>r.unissio!ier

follow: First, the claim is that his operators are earning on an average 15 per
cent more than the operators in the union shops; second, his claim is that he
is handling his work with from 1.1 per cent; that is, he has 15 or 20 per cent
more advertising matter than any other newspaper in the community, and
handles that 15 or 20 per cent more advertising matter with 10 or 15 per cent
less help.
Is'ow, for him, for example, to make a change and to accept tlie
union conditions, would mean the candle burning at both ends, unless his statements are in error. It would mean he would have to cut down the earnings
of his workers 15 per cent, and would have to increase his pay roll 10 or 15
per cent, and have to decrease his output from 10 to 15 per cent.
Mr. SCOTT. I see.
Commissioner WKINSTOCK. Would you or I as good business men do that?
Mr. SCOTT. Well, I will tell you, Mr. Weinstock, that I would have to be
governed entirely by the conditions which surrounded me at th-e time a proposition of that kind was put up.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. If these were actual facts, would you want to do
that.
Would you wanj; to cut down the earnings of your men 15 per cent, and
would you want to cut down your own profits 15 per cent and decrease your
output 15 or 20 per cent?
Mr. SCOTT. Well, in the first place I would know that I didn't cut down the
pay of my men, but by unionizing the establishment I was virtually increasing
the pay of the men in the office.
Simply because a few men in that institution
are enabled through a system in vogue there to earn a little more than a man
delivers in a union office, is not conclusive to me that the wages are anywhere
near equal.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Well, then, it is a direct challenge, Mr. Scott, between you and Gen. Otis. He says they do earn 15 per cent more, and you

say you doubt it.
Mr. SCOTT. I beg your pardon, Mr. Weinstock, I think you misunderstand, I
don't say that the machine operators don't earn what Mr. Otis says they earn,
because I don't know. But I tliink that the linotype machine operators are only
a small proportion of the force of the Times composing room.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. How many linotype machines are there?
Mr. SCOTT. There are 32 linotypes.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. And that is 32 men operating those machines?
Mr. SCOTT. Providing they were all running, which they don't.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. What percentage of the total employees are the 32?
Mr. SCOTT. I should judge that there are over a hundred employees in the
Times composing room.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Well, the total.
Chairman WALSH. Sis: hundred, he said.
Mr. SOOTT. Six hundred and two, I believe he said.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Thirty-two out of that 600 are probably earning
the union scale.
Mr. SCOTT. That is according to the testimony given by Mr. Otis himself.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK-. At this stage of the game, Mr. Chairman, I would
ask, if it is in order, that the newspaper publishers of Los Angeles be required
to bring to this commission under oath a statement of their pay rolls for
the past year for purposes of comparison, so that we can get at the facts.
Chairman WALSH. I will say that we have made the rule not to put anybody
under oath, and I don't know any reason why we should, if it is left to me.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Well, in any event

Chairman WALSH.
Commissioner
Commissioner
Commissioner
Commissioner

We

will call for the statement.

GARRETSON.
WEINSTOCK.
GARRETSON.
O'CONNELL.

Yes: with the number of their employees.

And

their earnings.
it will give the average.
Have it show the division of each,

So that

statement.

Commissioner WEIXSTOCK.

A

classified statement, yes.

Now.

in

a

classified

the matter

of industrial peace, Mr. Scott
Mr. SCOTT. Yes.

Commissioner WKINSTOCK. You point out that one of your talking points,
with a prospect, with a view, of having him unionize his plant, is that under
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tiif agreements that prevail between the International Typographical Union
and the publishers lie could be insured in industrial peace. There would
be no danger of a strike, no danger of a boycott. You recall that Gen. Otis's
testimony, as I remember it, was to the effect that since he had that great
strike with the typographical union he has had industrial peace in his plant.
Mr. SCOTT. So he stated.
Commissioner WEI:N STOCK. So that would be no inducement in a case of
would it
that sort in a case such as that
Mr. SCOTT. That is, he made that statement?
Commissioner WKIXSTOCK. Yes.
':

Mr. SCOTT. Yes,

sir.

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Now, do you know of any industrial disputes
that have arisen in the Times in that intervening period V
Mr. SCOTT. Why, yes

I do.

;

Coimni-sinnei- WKIXSTOCK. That
Mr. SCOTT. Oh

is,

disputes that led to

war'.'

!

Commissioner WKIXSTOCK. There may have been discussions.
Mr. SCOTT. Xo I don't know of any disputes that have led to a walkout of
the employees of the Times, with the exception of the original time I men;

tioned.

Commissioner WKIXSTOCK. \<MI see that
His contention is.
ondly, that his

men

are earning

has made out a very
he has had industrial
per cent more, or thereabouts.
Otis

(Jen.

strong rase for himself.

1.1

tirst.

thai

Mr. SCOTT. Well, Mr. Weinstock

Commissioner WKIXSTOCK. Pardon me.
Mr. SCOTT,

Let

me

finish.

'i

Commissioner WKIXSTOCK. Third, that his earning power, that his cost, has
been from 10 to 15 per cent
Mr. SCOTT. Yes sir; y.-s, sir. But I want to put it as plainly as possible
to the commission that 1 don't admit that labor cost at all on that 1-1 per
I

cent proposition; that

I

can't see that at

all.

Commissioner WKIXSTOCK. Yon dispute that?

Chairman WALSH. Mr. Weinstock, lie disputes it. We have already provided for a uniform schedule prepared by Prof. Cross for each newspaper in
the city of Los Angeles.
Mr. SCOIT. Mr. Weinstock. I have here
Chairman WAI.SH. Mr. Scott has presented his forcibly and (Jen. Otis has
Now we will compare it ourselves. Go ahead.
also.
Commissioner WKIXSTOCK. (Jo riirht ahead.
}.Ir. SCOTT. I was just goim: to say that I had presented our scale of wages
here and the scale as introduced in the testimony of Mr. (His.
I
took it from
the record this morning.
Commissioner WKI.NSTOCK. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
missioner GARBETSOX. Mr. Scott
Chairman WALSH. Mr. (Jarretson wants to ask you some questions.
Commix-i.mcr JAKIIKTSOX. You heard the statement made yesterday that in
>tis's printing house had advanced
a certain period the employees in (Jen.
LM per cent in wages and that the newspaper reporters had advanced from
1.1 KI L'l per ceni.
Does your business bring you in rather direct contact with
newspaper reporters?
Mr. SCOTT. Yes.
Commissioner CAUKKTSOX. Have you information, or have you not, of any
instance where the staff or reporters have been advanced any such degree?
Mr. SCOTT. No, sir.
Commissioner GARRETSOX. Has there or has there not been an advance, or
has there or has there not been a decrease in the pay of reporters in general in
the last 20 years?
Mr. SCOTT. Mr. Garretson, might I answer that in my own way?
Commissioner GARRETSOX. Sure.
Mr. SCOTT. It would take me a few
Commissioner GARHKTSOX. If you don't go afield.
Mr. SCOTT. I will try not to. While in the East, acting as an organizer for
the International Typographical Union, I came in contact at various tini.-s
with newspaper reporters. I talked with them in various cities, and almost
invariably their argument was that they had no great opportunity for advancement in their field, and that they were continually bt-ing crowded out of employment by newspapers reducing the price they were paying for the repor(

<
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rooms by securing young men who were just out of the high school, and
one tiling and another, and breaking them into the business. And repeatedly
they have asked the International Typographical Union to organize them into
organizations to see if they could do something for them. But it has not
been the policy of the International Union to organize newspaper writers of
late years, although there are three or four of those organizations in existence.
Commissioner GARRETSON. But at widely separated points.
Mr. SCOTT. Yes, sir.
Commissioner GARRETSON. That is all.
Chairman WALSH. Mr. O'connell, any questions?
Commissioner O'CONNELL. No.
Chairman WALSH. Prof. Commons, have you anything?
Commissioner COMMONS. No.
Chairman WALSH. Thank you, Mr. Scott.
Mr. MANLY. Mr. Scott, you stated yesterday that about 1900, I believe, there
was a meeting between the representatives of the International Typographical
Union and the representatives of the Times, a love feast, I believe you detorial

scribed it.
Mr. SCOTT.

What year did you say?
Mr. MANLY. Wasn't it about 1000?
Mr. SCOTT. No. I stated that I was under the impression, as near as I
could gather from the men who were very familiar with the proposition, and are
in Los Angeles at the time, that this was about a year after the trouble with
the Times. That would make it about 1891.
Mr. MANLY. About 1891.
Mr. SCOTT. Yes.
Mr. MANLY. Can you furnish this commission either now or later the names
of the representatives of the International Typographical Union who attended
that conference?
Mr. SCOTT. I don't remember of saying representatives of the International
Typographical Union. I said of the typographical union.
Mr. MANLY. Of the typographical union.
Mr. SCOTT. Yes. I don't think there was any representative of the International Typographical Union in Los Angeles at that time.
Mr. MANLY. Well, the representatives of the local union, could you get the
names of the men who were present?
Mr. SCOTT. If they are alive, and if not I will endeavor to get those who
were here at the time and went through that period and are familiar with that
proposition

;

yes, sir.

Mr. MANLY.

And

also the

names

of the representatives of the Times,

if

possible.

Mr. SCOTT. Yes.
Mr. MANLY. Thank you.
Chairman WT ALSH. That is all. Thank you, Mr. Scott.
Mr. SCOTT. Thank you.
(The following communication was subsequently received from Mr. Scott:)
Mr. MANLY: I promised you to furnish the name of a man who could throw
some light on statement I made before the Industrial Relations Commission.
This statement covered a tentative agreement arrived at with Times about 1891.
I give you the name of Mr. W. J. Buckingham, 4051 South Vermont, Los
Angeles, Cal.

Phone number Vermont

637.

Sincerely,

CHAS. T. SCOTT.
(See Scott exhibit.)

TESTIMONY OF MR.

C.

F.

GROW.

Chairman WALSH. Your name, please?
Mr. GROW. C. F. Grow.
Chairman WALSH. Now, if you can copy the methods of the
the stand with reference to pitching your voice high,
.satisfactory.

Mr. Guow. All right, sir; I will try to do it.
Chairman WALSH. Your name is C. F. Grow?
Mr. GROW. Yes, sir.
Chairman WALSH. And what is your business?

it

last witness on
will be exceedingly
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Mr. GROW. Why, at the present moment I am representing the International
Association of Machinists as business agent.
Chairman WALSH. How long have you been business agent for the International Association of .Machinists?
Mr. GKOW. Since November, 1909.
Chairman WALSH. And prior to that time what was your business?
Mr. GKOW. I worked in one of the machine shops, or several of the machine
s of this city.
Chairman WALSH. As a machinist?
Mr. GKOW. As a machinist.
Chairman WALSH. Now. the particular tiling, first, that we would like you
to state would lie as concisely as possible the story of the dispute in 'the
metal trades in Los Angeles.
Mr. GKOW. I will do so. I arrived in this city in November, 1906. I secured
a position in the Southern Pacific shops and worked for that company until
February 21, 1908, when, because of reduction of force, I with others was
laid otr.

From that position I went to Pasadena. I secured a position in Pasadena
with the Reliance Machine Works, working there s<>\vr;;l months. The difference, at least it appear*-.! a great difference to me, between the wages paid
in the Southern Pacilic Co. shop and that paid in the Reliance shop in PasaThere was a difference of 10 cents an hour. The wages
i-i-iia was startling.
\\vre 4o cents in the Southern Pacific shops.
At that time they were working
under a union contract, and the Pasadena shop, working a so-called open or
cents an hour. I was discharged from the shop in
a nonunion shop, paid
Pasadena because I had tried to influence men to join the organization of
which I was a member. And from that place I secured a position in an automobile shop in the basement of the Pacific Electric Building. Mr. Woodell, I
believe, was the manauer of that place.
They paid from 35 to 40 cents an
hour in that shop, men starting to work received .T> cents per hour, and if
they were satisfactory !< the t'oivman they received 40 cents per hour. And
from that shop 1 changed and secured a position with another automobile
That was about 1909.
shop. Mr. I>onald O'Hare, on West Washington Street.
and -!() cents per hour. The automobile machinists at that
And he paid
time in the city were receiving all the way from :',0 to 40 cents per hour, with
cents per hour.
the most of the men receiving :\0 and
While working in the simps at Mr. o'Hare's shop in West Washington
I was reqii S j..d to accept a position with the International Association
Street
There was much dissatisfaction exof Machinists by many of the members.
pressed as to ihe working conditions in the city of Los Angeles because of the
low scale of wages being paid. In fact, there was no scale in the nonunion
shops; the foremen paid men whatever he deemed advisable. The men in the
shop had no opportunity to present any request as individuals. As Mr. Zeehandelaar testified yesterday, and as Mr. Otis testified yesterday, collective
bargaining was impossible, and union men men to work in the establishment,
."..'>

."."

.">.">

.

And these conditions were unsatisit were known, were also impossible.
factory to men who were employed as machinists in this city, because at that
lime there were union machinists and nonunion machinists, and the union
And the sad part of
machinists, many of them, worked in nonunion shops.
and maintain a job.
it. Mr. Commissioners, is this, that men had to lie to get
And they are doing that very thing to-day, and have done it for years in this
If it is known at this time and had it been known at that time in many
city.
instances, nor all, that men were members of the machinists' union, they were
summarily dismissed or discharged.
They had no redress of grievance. There was no opportunity, because the
foreman of the establishment, he was the one who dominated the conditions in
the shops, and if he was dissatisfied witli a man, if he didn't like him, if he
didn't think his work was proper, or anything other that appeared to him in
his own mind that the man was unsatisfactory, or he didn't want him in the
shop, he was discharged. This condition was growing from bad to worse. And
since the inception, or you might say the calling off; of the molders' strike in
There
11)04. why conditions in the molding foundry were also getting worse.
was dissatisfaction in all the metal trades unions and among the members of
the unions in the city of Los Angeles for many years, because of the arbitrary
attitude of the employers who did not recognize committees, who did not recognize the individual, who did not recognize any one or thing except their arbitrary power to determine and dominate the industries of the city. And, therefore, as a natural result of this oppression, the men who were members of the
if
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different organizations ami men who were not members of labor organization-;
tried to better tbe conditions through the only method that appealed to them
possible by becoming members of labor organizations, increasing their power
and strength, and presenting an agreement such as they had presented in every
city almost in this country, and in large manufacturing establishments, that
they might have collective bargaining, that they may agree or confer upon
future proposed conditions of labor, and try to remedy the evils that existed
at that time in Los Angeles.
Ami, therefore, I think it was about some- time
in April, about April, 1910, there were committees from the different lo<\-il
organizations in the city that met jointly in what is known as the local metal
trades council, which is affiliated with the metal trades department of the
American Federation of Labor. That provides that there shall be in the local
metal trades representatives from every local union in every city where metal
work organizations exist, and that all grievances, all differences, and that any
proposed condition that they desire should be taken up from the several unions
into the local metal trades council, and they formulate plans for economic
betterment in the community in which they are established.
And these committees met. They formulated an agreement. The first consideration in the formulation of the proposed agreement was a shorter work
day, because in Los Angeles, for many years, especially during the fall and
winter months, there have been thousands and thousands of men who are
find in our office the men coming here from all over the
unemployed.
United States and all over the world, many of them unfortunate fellows that

We

.

.

had been lured here by misstatements, by glaring misstatements, through the
pi-ess and by the railroad corporations, by the chamber of commerce, by the
merchants and manufacturers' association and perhaps other civic bodies; at
least they were allied or associated with the merchants and manufacturers'
association. And I have some documents here that will show the kind of literature sent out. Going back to the agreement, the agreement
Chairman WALSH. Literature sent out by what by your organization?
Mr. GROW. No the chamber of commerce, the Southern Pacific Railroad Co.,
they sent out circulars and postal cards and advertising matter all throughout
;

the United States, advertising matter appeared in the press of other cities
showing that Los Angeles had an ideal climate, saying that the working conditions in Los Angeles were splendid, saying that their opportunities for employment among the different trades, callings, among the agricultural, horticultural,
mechanical, and other vocations were many. And having glowing statements
made that way, and yet we have had the first time to find committees of any
organization, of any of these organizations that have sent out this glowing
literature appear at the Southern Pacific, Salt Lake, Santa Fe, or any other
railroad station and taking in hand the men that they have lured here and
finding permanent work with good wages and decent conditions.
They were thrown upon their own resources. These men came to the Labor
Temple, thousands of them, in recent years and appealed to us to assist them
in every possible way in securing employment and in securing food, clothing,
and shelter. Even last year in the city of Los Angeles the chief of police of
this city made the statement that 35,000 men and women were unemployed
and the city council, on action taken by several civic bodies, and when they
requested the several civic bodies of this city who had to deal with conditions
of this kind to appear before the city council and assist them in taking care
of the great army of the unemployed, we found that the only organizations
almost that were conspicuous by their absence were the merchants and manufacturers' association and the railroad corporations, who had brought these
people to the city. Labor was there, the German Society was there, and the
Women's Club was there, and the chamber of commerce was there, and many
other organizations came to the city council to advise with the city council,
upon invitation, and done everything we possibly could to advise them as
best how to take care of the great number of unemployed in this city, and
some plans were formulated by the city council. Men were to be given employment in the parks, and Mr. Lissner recommended that they should plant trees.
Mr. Mulholland was there, and he suggested that they build a boulevard,
and many other suggestions were made; but finally, I believe, the city council
donated some thousands of dollars to take care of the unemployed as i>e<t they
;

could.

We

we had a mass meeting in this very hall between ChristYears, if I am right; I may be wrong as to the date and we
requested the city council to carry on certain necessary work that was necesiii'as

recommended

and

New
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to this city's development and improvement; that that work should he
in this city, and requested that they should make arrangements to secure
It could not be done.
to carry on that necessary improvement.
$.~>. 000.000
f-ary

done

Why it could not he done I have my own doubts. I believe there were certain
interests in this city that would oppose the spending of $5,000,000 at that time
fr certain public improvements, ami while I could not prove this, I know certain moneys were spent, which was not sufficient, but perhaps it was the best
th.' i-ity council could do at that time, and I merely mention this fact to show
you the condition of unemployment existing in this city from time to time.
have had your unemployment problem in 1900; we had your unemployment problem in 1912; we had your unemployment problem in 1913; and all
the years I have been in this city, Los Angeles certainly has been cursed every
yea.r with large numbers of unemployed, and it is because of these awful conditions that labor, being conscious of the needs of the workers who are hen-,
we have tried to establish in this city some method whereby these men could
re employment; and the thing that appealed to us most was the reduction
<.r the working time, giving opportunity to all men to secure employment and
bring industrial peace of tiie proper kind to this city.
Now. we formulated this agreement, and I will show you a letter. I wish
t<
submit this to the commission. First, to prove the literature sent out, we
he photograph, I believe, of West Lake Park. The park is there, with the
"
The balmy, palmy winter days find
alms, the swans, and the idlers. They say:
hundreds of happy idlers in the public parks of Los Angeles feeding the water
fowl which, unmolested, have taken refuge in the lakes." Here are the occupaAnd below, on the other
tions that are open, and they say. "What kind?"
t-li\(\ below the words "Sign return postal card," and it says: "Aren't you
coming to California this spring? The Golden Stale was never more beautiful,
prosperous, attractive in every way, than it is this year. Big agricultural and
industrial opportunities are awaiting the arrival of folks like you. The Southern Pacific is offering special low rates from March 1 to April 15, 1912, in
rnlor that you may see our glorious western country.
put off the trip
any longer? Tome out into the sunshine while the coming is good and inGive us a suggestion of what
You'll never regret it. that's sure.
expensive.
you ,-ire interested in on the attached card, please."
(The postal card referred to was submitted in printed form.1
Mr. MAM.Y. P>\ whom was that sent out?
Mr. GKOW. The Southern Pacific Railway Co. 4,000,000 of them in the
State of California; a strike on at that time.

We

i
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Why

Chairman WALSH. Ladies and gentlemen, we must have perfect order; you
must restrain yourselves, otherwise you will have to retire.
Mr. Gi;o\v. Now, the circular letter, and I wish to present this documentary
ence before this commission showing
Chairman WALSH. Please don't make any open e<>nmieiii. I don't know who
you are. but you started this. We have to maintain order. Experience has
shown that we must do that, bemuse contrary opinions are expressed, in which
are deeply interested here.
Mr. G::ow. I will submit this without comment.
Chairman WALSH. Just give the date and by whom signed, and hand it to
Iho stenographer.
Mr. GKOW. Los Angeles, May 18, 1910; signed by Mr. George Gurney,
Mr. Godfrey I>awson, E. H. Misner. Gurney was secretary-treasurer of the
metal trades council of this city. Mr. Misner represented the International
We have here attached
ialion of Machinists of this city and county.
an agreement, called an agreement, entered into between the Metal Trades
Council of the City of Los Angeles, Cal., composed of the following crafts
Machinists, molders, pattern makers, blacksmiths, boiler makers, brass workThe first clause, section 1, contains the eighters, and sheet-metal workers.
hotir day.
The second clause gives the minimum rate of wages for mechanics
find helpers, and leaving a space below for the signing of the metal trades
council and the employers. I will read one paragraph, with your permission.
chairman WALSH. Just read that part which contains your request.
Mr. GROW (reading)
"
We, the undersigned committee, representing the Metal Trades Council of
Los Angeles, Cal., are desirous of entering into a working agreement with
your firm, and have herein inclosed a copy of the proposed agreement which
we have submitted to every employer in this city for their consideration.
:

:
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"
Our purpose in wishing to enter into this agreement with you is to keep
pace with the constant change in industrial conditions throughout the country.

As workingmen we desire recognition and

protection.

We

d'.-sire

to

increase

our pay in accordance with the increased cost of living. We desire to give
our employers as much of our time in the shops as justice to our family and
our health will permit, keeping for ourselves a sufficient amount of time to
travel to and from our work and for recreation and rest.
"
We trust that you appreciate the position that we are taking in this matter, and that you will not feel that we, as workingmen, are antagonistic to
your rights and interests as employers, as it is our earnest desire to agree
and cooperate with you, to give to you the best service that we have, and to
work to that end that both the employer and employee shall be mutually
benefited."
The result of that letter, I am sorry to say, that we did not receive one reply.
also sent a communication to the foundry men's employers'^ association,
which is a local organization affiliated with the national organization and
also to the merchants and manufacturers' association; the official mouthpiece
of the employers, as we understood, at least we were supposed to understand, the Los Angeles Times, stated that our request had been relegated to

We

;

the wastebasket.
Now, we had not heard anything, no reply to our letters to all the firms that
we had written to. I believe it was May 29, or the 28th, I am not positive
as to the date, at night, at Willard & Wilson shop, at Fifteenth and Saute Fe
Avenue, where about 34 of our men were employed, they were locked out that
They came to the Labor Temple and told me that they had been disnight.
charged because they were union men, that Mr. Willard, who was there at the
time, stated that he did not want to have any trouble and that he had been
authorized by the organization of which he was a member to discharge these
men. I went to Mr. Godfrey Dawson, who I think is here, and told him that
we wanted to interview the firm. I was asked to do everything within my
power to avoid a strike, because we knew that industrial strife is not the
best method in our city, or in the State, or in the Nation, when men who are
intelligent, when men who claim that they have that intelligence to operate
business, to men w ho are employed, who have the common intelligence to know
that if we can get better conditions through conferences that is the best way,
and that strife is the last resort.
So I went to Mr. Wilson and requested him to put the men back to work, lie
refused. He said he could not do it, even though he would like to do so; he
said it was impossible for him to do so. He said if these men were union
men, he don't want any trouble, we better let it go at that and perhaps it
would blow over after a while. I stayed there about one hour and a half with
Mr. Godfrey Dawson. \Ve used every persuasive argument within our power.
We asked him whether the men were good workmen. He said they were good
workmen, they were splendid workmen, he had nothing against their workmanship; they were efficient, they turned out the work, lots of work, and it was
only because they were union men he had been ordered by the association of
which he was a member to discharge these men because they carried a union
r

card.

The next day the Western Gas Engine Co., on North Main Street, locked out
number of men. I have the names of the men in the shop. This book that
I present also as evidence to the commission contains the names of machinists
who came out of the several shops at the time of the lockout. But it is a
a

.strange coincidence that our opponents who claim that they believe in industrial peace, in industrial justice, in industrial freedom, that they believe in
the protection of a workman, and yet if you go back into their shops, at least
with very few exceptions in the same shop the men that came out who left the

shop and did not return.
An agreement was later entered into in the latter part of February with the
secretary of the foundrymeu's employers' association. Mr. Hosell I believe
he is sitting here was down in the Labor Temple and requested a conference
so that industrial strife in Los Angeles might be stopped and a settlement of
industrial peace endure, and Mr. Little, at that time, 1 believe, and is still the
owner of the LT nion Iron Works, and Mr. Hoswell made an arrangement with
a committee who was composed of Mr. O'Leary, Mr. Barnett, Mr. Misner, Mr.
Gunsey, and Mr. Kay, to meet in Mr. Hoswell's office. They had agreed upon

a tentative proposition
the strike that the

And they .stated in calling off
the establishments would be put back to

to call off the strike.

men who had

left
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work as quickly as possible, and that many men perhaps would be put. back
at once; that there should be no further discrimination against men because
of their affiliation with the labor unions, and that in the future that they
called the
hoped Hint industrial peace in Los Angeles would endure.
On Saturday the last conference was held on Saturday afternoon,
strike off.
I believe
and on Saturday evening the local union met in the Labor Temple
in good faith and declared that the metal trades' strike was at an end.
The result of that is this, that Mr. linker, Mr. Fred Baker I believe he is
repudiated the settlement made, and as published in
sitting here at this time
he press a few days later or the next day, stated that so far as he was concerned that he would operate his own business; that he would determine the
conditions in his own shop regardless of any settlement that might have been
made at that time. And therefore we were up against a bad proposition. Our
strike was declared oil', in good faith, the men were willing to return to
work they were willing to cooperate with the employers in the machine shop,
the foundries, the blacksmith, and all the various shops in this city, but they
were not permitted to do so. and. as 1 state, this book will prove who are
working in the shops at this time in the city.
Now I have contended at all times in the city to do as we do elsewhere, to
negotiate agreements witli employers, to cooperate in so doing in the production of work, the distribution of product, that these people, the people of this
country who are toiling, who are interested in this country, who are producing
and help creating the wealth shall have some say in the distribution of the
wealth and in tin* wages and hours in the community and in the establishments
in which they work.
Therefore we know that because of this condition we desire and our organization is based on this condition of collective bargaining and economic
betterment, and it is only because when men in establishments are not free to
run a union shop, where they won't permit men who are union men to work
in this community if they know it. in many instances, it is because of this
condition that the real disturbance of industrial peace lies; it is not with the
labor union; and the men who have been so bitter and vitriolic and hostile
against labor are the men that are responsible for industrial disturbances because we are always willing to enter into agreements with employees, and our
organixation is based on that particular thing.
1
will show you a book, I will also present, this to this commission, an agree-

We

i

;

ment signed. I must have this back, because it is signed by employers and
Jt shows
myself.
Chaii-man WAI. MI. May we keep that InxikV
Mr. (Juow. J would like to have this ai -o. because it is the only record I
I
made an agreement with the International Association of Machinists,
have.
that is signed with the brewery owners
Chairman \\AI.SII. one minute. Have you linished now entirely the metal
trades before you go to the brewery V
Mr. (Juow. Yes. sir.
'bail-man WAI.SH. liecause we are trying to concentrate.
Mr. <Ji:ow. Yes. We keep a standing committee.
Chairman WAI.SH. You are now up to the state of the trade to-day?
Mr. Guow. The state of the trade to-day.
Chairman WAI.SH. The state of he industry to-day V
Mr. GROW. The state of the industry to-day. It is very bad in the city of
Los Angeles. I wish to submit something to prove that the conditions are very
bad. 1 will take the automobile shops.
In the Chalmers shop, wages 40 cents per hour; working time, irregular
from 5) to 16 hours a day. Also have men employed who wait for jobs to come
When jobs are in the shop, men are put on the jobs, but if they
in without pay.
accomplish their work and there is no other job in the shop, the men wait until
other jobs come in the shop, sometimes an hour, sometimes two hours, somerimes three hours, sometimes four hours, and sometimes as many as five and
This does not only exist in the Chalmers, but it also
six hours, without pay.
exists in the Packard and the Cadillac, and, I think, in the Pierce- Arrow, and
many other shops. To prove that these conditions exist they have a card
<

I

system and set time to work set time on work to be done; must be done in
that time. Occasionally they charge employees for work spoiled. They have
If mistake is made
a card system, a name, a number, and the owner of job.
4n job. if mistake is made on number, no pay is allowed employee. The Packard, also, and the Fierce-Arrow have men who wait for jobs without pay.
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The Chalmers pay on^
The average hours,
rk.
or the regular hours, we might say. is t) hours i\,r rluit work, and for 16 hours
they get 16 hours' pay.
They got no overt hue,' no pay for overtime work,
anil men who refuse to work overtime when requested are laid off or discharged,
The party's name is on there that gave me that information.
Here is something glaring. 1 have here an exhibit from the Keystone Iron
Works. Mr. F. Livingstone was the president. There is a young man that
secured a position in the Keystone Iron Works. His name was David Jerome.
He was employed as a machinist. They put him to work as a machinist's
He worked theie several days and he was paid off at the rate of 10
helper.
cents an hour 5)0 cents a day for a machinist. Here is the letter from Mr.
Livingstone himself
:

Mr. DAVID JEROME, 902 Xorth Brood ic<ui, Citii.
IM:AI; Sin: As per my promise, I am mailing you a check, $7.20, as payment
in full for your services while at the Keystone Iron Works.
It is based on no
cents per hour, which I feel is giving you the better end of it. You hired out
to me personally as a machinist, and in your letter of March f. you make a
demand on the Keystone Iron Works for wages as machinist's helper. It looks
as if you misrepresented yourself to me and endeavored to obtain machinist
wages from our firm, when in reality you are only a poor helper.
Trusting this amount will be satisfactory, I am,
Respectfully,
x

FRANK LIVINGSTONE.

In order to get this $7.20, or 20 cents an hour, I had to go before the State
I told him not to accept 10 cents an hour as a malabor commissioner.
I said: "Great God, have they gone so far?
This is certainly not a
chinist.
And I went to the labor
test of the so-called open-shop industrial justice."
commissioner to interest him in behalf of Mr. Jerome his only being a greenhorn; he came here from England; the boy was honest and ambitious; he \vas
a frail sort of a fellow, and to-day is in the hospital they took advantage of
that condition, at least I took it so, and paid him 10 cents an hour, 90 cents
F.
day the commissioner of labor got him 20 cents, which was the best he
could do, and I advised Jerome to take 20 cents an hour.
"
Wilson & Willard Manufacturing Co., Los Angeles.
I have another one here:
Cal., July 9, 1913."
They wrote a letter to the International Association of Machinists. I went
down there at the dinner hour. I go around among the men at the dinner
hour, and get men that way try to get them to join the union.
I went in the shop, passed out the cards that I had, spoke a few words
Mr. Wilson saw me and
to the men in the shop who were eating their dinner.
he asked me what I was doing. I told him that I was passing literature
through the shop at dinner time on the men's own time. He said: "Let me
I gave him an application blank of the machinists' union.
see what you have."
He wrote a letter to the international
;

:

"

The INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF MACHINISTS,
"Labor Temple, Los Angeles, Cal.
"

On May 30, 1910, your representative, C. F. Grow, visited our
and proceeded to make his presence as disagreeable for us as he could.

GENTLEMEN

plant

:

"We

have always believed that it was well for Mr. Grow's health that the
happened to be out of the city at the time.
I wish to say that I was there on May 29, 1910, to try and interest him in
not discharging to take these men back to work.
"
We believe that individual has not favored us with a visit from that time
until to-day. We did not recognize him, and did not know who he was until
some time after he was gone.
"
Of course, his mission wa.s along the same old line, which means trouble
for the employer, the employee, and revenue for the labor boss.
"Will you inform Mr. Grow that the next time he plans to visit our shop,
it might be better for him to visit our office first, tell him it might be better
latter
"

for him.
"

Yours, very truly,
"

"WILSON & WiLi.AK!) MAMTACTI'IJING
By E. WILLARD, Prcsidi-itl."

Co.,
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have here a
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Boy m on

letter,

Co.,

dated September

general
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and

Spring

1

"J.
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store.

from the

irlioi:)

Display room C'l

1

CAS...

>ay

September

was discharged was because he
and did not have a good reason.
"

"By
I have here something that transpired to show
merchants and manufacturers' association or the
ciation, either one. during the strike.
As Mr. Zeohandelaar testified yesterday that
deputies and did pay sometimes for men strike
tins city to take the placi-s of men on strike.
This is dated at th" Burnett House. Cincinnati,

;>,

II.
(>.

failed to

WfO.

come

BoYXTON

li.

to

Co.,

K. LYON."

that money was paid by the
foundrymen employers' asso-

they did pay sometimes for
breakers to be brought, into

nhio;

"AUGUST
"Mr. WILLIAM
"

South

('.4(5

nunj concern:

It

-ason Mr. Harris

work Labor

Boynton Co.:

U.

St

"Los ANGELES,

"To

II.

18, 1910.

B. HASWKI.T..

PICA u Sin: This will introduce to

you Mr. John o'lirien. machinist.

Yours, truly.

"P.

K. KLKIX.

"Instructions: Take Washington Street car in front of depot, go to HollenIntel. Second and Spring, and immediately ring up Mr. llaswcll.
* Home
phone A5i:N.
"
Sunset phone Broadway .'{."_'."
Here is the contract: "This agreement
i

Chairman WM.SH. Submit that, please.
Mr. CJuow. They tried to violate the State law, and it was
law. I will submit it, as you say, though, without comment.
Chairman WAI sir. I think you had better do that.

a

violation of

Mr. <Ii;ow. This, in other words, a man pledges himself to go in the employ
of the founders and employers' association, that they will not become affiliated
with a labor union; that they will not be identified with nor influenced by any
labor union; that he will preserve his independence, permitting no outside
influence to interfere with or dictate in his affairs wilh his employers; not In;
influenced by any labor union or their agents or walking delegates; that they
will work six months for M.~> cents an hour.
I have another aflidavii in regard to the molders, the molders had to sign an
aflidavit, or make an ailidavit. and give it to the secretary who at that time,
I think, was named Anthony.
This affidavit stated that as long as he was
employed in the shop that he would not become afliliated with a labor union.
There is a State law in California that makes it a misdemeanor for anyone
to force, coerce, intimidate, or in any manner stop a man from joining a labor
union, and any employer this is what they have done.
Now. the strike was called off, and since that time we have been doing everything within our power to organize the men, the machinists, the boiler makers,
the blacksmiths, the molders, the pattern makers, the ornamental workers, on
account of the awful conditions existing here.
There has practically been no scale in the city. They pay any scale that they
Some shops pay better than others, but the highest wage that
desire to pay.
I know of is about 25 per cent below the union scale.
The boiler makers have no union shop at this time; the molders have no
union shop at this time; the pattern makers have no union shop at this time;
the machinists have one or two.
The minimum wage paid machinists at this time is 50 cents per hour.
The minimum, according to the agreement we made, called for fifty-six and a
quarter, but that is in the breweries, and the maximum, about the maximum
paid in the shops in this city is about 42 or 45 cents in nonunion shops. But
the average wages paid in this city this is not signed, but we can give you the
date is about 35 cents an hour on the average.
So that shows a difference between the minimum scale of the union and the
minimum scale of the open shop is about 15 cents per hour, and showing a.
maximum difference in wages or hours of one hour in favor of the union
shop, eight hours, and nine hours, the hours of the nonunion shop.
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Now, the conditions in the shop " at this time. Mr. Zeelumdelaar slated the
We have no further argument to make
truth yesterday when lie said
that he opposes collective bargaining, that the foundrymen employers' association opposes collective bargaining, that they oppose collective bargaining,
but just so long as the open-shop conditions exist in Los Angeles just so long
will wages in Los Angeles, just so long will hours in Los Angeles for the.
worker he less than that of any other city on the Pacific coast or in the
western country, due to the open shop."
Chairman WALSH. If you are going to the brewery dispute, maybe I had
better ask you a few questions on that. What was the point of the dispute?
Mr. GROW. Submitting a proposed agreement to take the place of the agreinent we had that was about to expire.
Chairman WALSH. Were all the breweries organized at that time?
Mr. GROW. They were.
Chairman WALSH. In what crafts now, drivers and bottlers?
Mr. GKOW. Brewers, drivers, bottlers, engineers, foremen, machinists, coopers.
Chairman WALSH. And how long had they been organized and how long had
they had agreements prior to that time?
:

Mr. GROW. A good many years.
Chairman WALSH. A number of years?
Mr. GKOW. A number of years.
Chairman WALSH. They disagreed with the terms

of the agreement at that
time?
Mr. GROW. There was a disagreement from the terms in May, 1910.

Chairman WALSH. What was the result of that?
Mr. GKOW. The result of it was that failing to reach an agreement between
the local unions and the at that time Southern California I5re\vers' Association Mr. Cramer was their secretary.
Chairman WALSH. They were fully organized, were they, the employers?
Mr. GROW. Yes, sir.
Chairman WALSH. And the brewers?
Mr. GROW. About a hundred per cent.
Chairman WALSH. About a hundred per cent?
Mr. GROW. Yes, sir.
Chairman WALSH. And the men were fully organized?
Mr. GROW. The men were fully organized.
Chairman WALSH. And they refused the agreement?
Mr. GROW. They failed to agree.
Chairman WALSH. They failed to agree?
Mr. GROW. Then the agreement had already expired.
Chairman WALSH. Yes.
Mr. GROW. They were working without an agreement.
Chairman WALSH. Yes. What was the result?
Mr. GROW. They sent Mr. Probstel. Mr. Probstel was the international secretary of the brewery workers' union, and he was on this coast, he was in
Seattle, and had come south, and they requested before any action of any kind
be taken, that Mr. Probstel should come here and advise with them.
Chairman WALSH. Did Mr. Probstel come?
Mr. GROW. He did.
Chairman WALSH. Did it result in anything?
Mr. GROW. No.
Chairman WALSH. What was done? Was there a strike or lockout or what
took place?
Mr. GROW.

A disagreement arose over the proposed agreement. They wanted
them to sign the agreement as it had previously existed without any change.
Chairman WALSH. Who did, the men?
Mr. GROW. No.
Chairman WALSH. The employers?
Mr. GROW. The employers.
Chairman WALSH. What propositions were the men demanding? Were they
demanding an increase of wage?
?>fr. GKOW. Increased wage scale; about all.
Chairman WALSH. About all?
Mr. GROW. That was in the main. And they based it upon the increased cost
rf living.

Chairman WALSH. Now,
out?

then,

what resulted?

Was

there a strike or lock-
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Mv. GROW. The men, after doing everything that they possibly could to get
the employers to consider a proposed increase of wages, I believe it was May
19 at dinner time
Chairman WALSH. What is that year?
Mr. GROW. The men quit the shop 1910.
Chairman WALSH. 1910?
Mr. GROW. Yes, sir.
Chairman WALSH. The men quit the job. Did that affect every brewer in

Los Angeles?
Mr. GKOW.

It affected

every brewer in the city

yes,

every brewery in the

city.

Chairman WALSH. How long did that strike last?
Mr. GKOW. That strike lasted, I think, about 11 months.
Chairman WALSH. About 11 months?
Mi-. GROW. Yes.
Chairman WALSH. Were there persons brought

in to take the places of the

strikers?

Mr. GROW. Yes
in the breweries

there were. In
than previously.
;

fact, I think they might have had more
I
merely saying so. I think so.

men

am

Chairman WALSH. Was a boycott declared by the labor organizations?
Mr. Guow. There was.
Chairman WALSH. What assistance was given the brewers, so far as you
know, by the employers' association or the M. and M.?
Mr. GROW. If I may be able to produce some evidence from the Times

WALSH.

Yes, refer us to it.
if I am not mistaken, it was June 1 or 2, 1910, when the
merchants and manufacturers' association, the brewery owners, and I think
the foundrymeii, I am not positive about that Mr. Palmer was president at
that time, 'and Henry Huntington was there at the time, and he made a response to this effect, he believed the proper thing to do was to maintain indusIf a general strike was to come, let it come now,
trial freedom at any cost.
now is as good a time as any to sustain the open-shop policy in Los Angeles.
And they had a resolution that they passed at that meeting, promising them support morally, and iinancial .support if necessary.
Chairman WALSH. Did the men go out on a strike or did they remain largely?
Mr. Guo\v. Most of them did perhaps 10 or !"> might have left the city.
Chairman WALSH. And they lived on strike benelits, I suppose?
Mr. Guow. The International Brewery Workers' organization paid strike
benefits each week.
Chairman WALSH. What assistance, if any, was given by the other labor
i/ations?
Mr. Gizow. All the moral support we possibly could.
Chairman WAXSH.
general boycott declared against all saloons?
Mr. GKOW. Members were generally acquainted with the general conditions
existing in the breweries at that time. Therefore, they naturally were requested
to not use any of the products, because of the strike. And there were pickets
on the streets acquainting the public, with the condition existing.
innan WALSH. Did the pickets remain on the streets for the whole 11
1

(

h airman

Mr. GKOW.

think,

1

;

A

months?
Mr. GKOW. Yes.
Chairman WALSH. The strike, then, was in active operation for the whole
11 months?
Mr. GROW. Yes.
Chairman WALSH. The men were paid strike benelits? And they largely
stayed here?
Mr. GROW. Yes, sir.
ALSH. And what action was taken by the organization?
Chairman
Mr. GROW. All the general ramifications, that is, all means that were feasible at all times.
They held their meetings regularly, and they done everything that they could. They had a standing committee always trying to meet
the brewery owners. Labor in this city always has, to my knowledge, had a
standing committee standing ready at every and all times to negotiate for the

W

T

possible solution of its troubles.
Chairman WAI.SIIH. Describe, please, how that strike was brought to an end.
Mr. GROW. The strike was brought to an end after negotiations between the
men Mr. Maier, Edward Maier, at that time president of the company, the
Maier Co., and several others were fair, and we were told that if it had
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not been that if it had not been at that time for certain conditions existing
that they might have called the strike off; they had previously promised that
they would stand loyal to their guns and fight the unions and to inaugurate
and to maintain the open shop. And an editorial in the Times di state that
because the brewery owers agreed to the same conditions to negotiate an
agreement with their employees that it was cowardice.
Chairman WALSH. Describe the formation of the committee how it was
finally got together and how it was set led.
Mr. GROW. Mr. Muri, who was representing the brewery workers of the Stain
of California, and myself, and Mr. Mooney.
Chairman WALSH. Who is Mr. Mooney?
Mr. GROW. Mr. Mooney was at that time secretary of the Los Angeles building trades.
Chairman WALSH. Did Mr. Probstel or any member of the organization take
part in the proceedings?
Mr. GROW. Mr. Muri, the international organizer, who had charge of the
State of California and certain western districts.
Chairman WALSH. What did you do with reference to the agreement that
you had departed from and that had come to an end 11 months prior to that
i

time?
Mri GROW. We took up the agreement that we had disagreed on, and we
conferred over it.
Chairman WALSH. How long did the conference last?
Mr. GROW. The conference, when we got together, lasted, I think, about two
hours.

Chairman WALSH. After you

got together,

what was the

feeling in the con-

ference?

Mr. GROW. The feeling was good.

Chairman WALSH. What was the outcome of that agreement that had expired 11 months prior to that time?
Mr. GROW. That we had \vorked under?
Mr. WALSH. Yes.
Mr. GROW. The new agreement superseded it. They worked under the new
agreement.

Chairman WALSH. What I am trying to get at is, did you agree upon that
agreement that you had disagreed on which caused the strike?
Mr. GROW. We worked under that agreement between the brewery owners
and our committee
Chairman WALSH. How long did that agreement last? What Avas the outcome of it?
Mr. GROW. That agreement lasted from 1910 up to 1913.
Chairman WALSH. Three-year agreement they make with the employees?
Mr. GROW. Yes, sir has been renewed again.
Chairman WALSH. Was it substantially the same or was there any in<
;

;

in the last

agreement?

Mr. GROW.

An

increase in pay.

Chairman WALSH. Increase in pay?
Mr. GROW. Yes.
Chairman WALSH. Any other material change in the agreement?
Mr. GROW. No; nothing material, because the working conditions in the
brewery remained the same for many years.
Chairman WALSH. I would like you to state as concisely as possible what
your observation was of the conduct of the local government during the disputes.

Mr. GROW. I will say this I found they got the picket ordinance passed
Chairman WALSH. Yes; we have that in evidence.
Mr. GROW. Well, the attitude of the local city government was not friendly
The employers, whether the merchants and manufacturers' associato us.
tion or whether it was the foundrymens employers' association, I don't know.
But I think that Mr. Baker was interested very much in having the antipicket
ordnance inaugurated to become effective at once under the emergency clause.
This was sometime in July. The strike took place on the 1st of June. And up
to the time that the antipicketing ordinance was passed there had not been any
Men were advised every day. I advised them and
violence of any nature.
others to do every thintr within their power to get the men out to acquaint
the men who were working in the shop with the true status of affairs; to persuade them to stand loyally to their shop men who were locked out and do
:
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everything possible to bring the strike to a certainly harmonious end. which
can only happen in cases of strike through the withholding of labor power.
Chairman WALSH. Afcer the passage of the picket ordinance, do I understand
you to say that there was violence?
Mr. GROW. No. I will tell you what violence there was, if I possibly can.
I think that the most of the violence was done through the agitation of the emI think there were 467
ployers, to see how many men they could put in jail.
men arrested. I was arrested myself in front of the Lacy Manufacturing Co.
establishment.
I wanted to make a test case with Mr. O'Leary of the picket ordinance, and
I brought the case before Judge Rose, and he set my bond at that time at $25.
I never came to trial on that case.
They had a test case; they took it up to
the court, and the court held it was legal the antipicketing ordinance. OrganWe apizer labor selected a committee and Mr. Spring was their attorney.
peared before the city council opposing the passage of this antipicketing ordinance which we considered at that time and do still a crime of the city of Los
Angeles, and it was more sweeping and far-reaching in effect than any Federal
injunction I ever saw. We requested the city council not to pass it, because
it was practically opposed to every fundamental principle of democratic institutions.

Chairman WALSH. Was the ordinance tested in the courts?
Mr. GKOW. Y'-s, sir: it was.
Chairman WALSH. Was it appealed to the court of last resort?
Mr. GKONV.

I

am

not positive.

Chairman WALSH. Prior to the passage of the ordinance had the law recogni>.ed the right of what is known as peaceful picketing and the use of persuasion?
Mr. GKOW. Yes. sir; nobody was arrested prior to that time for picketing.
At the meeting of the city council Mr. Hewett, city attorney, was there, and
Mr. Kddy, city attorney, was there, and when he was asked the question, "Is
there not a sulliciont amount of laws now on the statute books of the city to pro"
"
there were suffihe business inien-si- of ihe ciiyV Mr. Kddy said.
Yes;
cient laws at that time, and "the antipicketing ordinance is not necessary.'
Chairman WALSH. Now. have you anything else to say regarding the prac.f
violence in labor disputes here? Now, there wore A(')7 men arrested
during what strike?
Mi-. GKOW. During the metal trades and brewery workers' strike.
Chairman WALSH. Do you know how many convictions there were?
Mr. GKONV. I ;!on'r think there was more than three convictions under that
antipicketing ordinance.
Chairman WALSH. What were they charged with principally?
Mr. GKOW. Charged with violating the antipicketing ordinance.
Chairman WALSH. About how many cases would you say out of the 4(57 that
there were that did not refer to the antipicketing ordinance?
Mr. GKOW. Hardly any.
1

Chairman WALSH. Hardly any?
Mr. GKOW. Very few.
Chairman WALSH. Can you recall any at all?
Mr. GKOW. There was several arrests made for disturbing of the peace. I
At the Mills Iron Works there was a disturbance one
will cite an instance.
morning, a man working in the Mills Iron Works by the name of McLaughlin,
he had some words with one of the pickets. His name was Mr. Wright. There
was an iron chain that run across the front door. Mr. McLaughlin picked up
an iron wrench in the shop, jumped over the iron chain, and attempted to
Mr. Wright ran. Mr.
strike this picket, Mr. Wright, with an iron wrench.
McLaughlin ran after him. Mr. Wright picked up a stone and threw the
I believe that they got together.
I think Mr.
stone and kept backing away.

Wright struck him in self-defense.
Chairman WALSH. Well, there was an arrest for that violence?
Mr. Wright was arrested, he was a
Mr. GROW. There was an arrest.
striker, charged under a felony charge, and the case came up in Judge Rose's
found Mr. McLaughlin guilty of the
court, and Judge Rose heard the case
offense instead of Mr. Wright, who was arrested on the felony charge.
I think he was fined either $10 or $25.
I will cite you another instance, I will say

And

Chairman WALSH. One minute. Could you submit to us. have you in your
records any place, the entire record of the number that were arrested?
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Mr. GROW. Yes.

sir.

Chairman WALSH. And the offenses with which they were charged?
Mr. GROW. Yes; Mr. Harriman
Chairman WALSH. Will you kindly submit that, and will you add to that,
if you please, the title of any person, whether a union official?
Mr. GROW. Yes.
Chairman WALSH. If he was just a member, why you don't need to add
Well, the charge would show for itself if
that, but if he was an an olliciul.
it was outside of picketing.
(The following statement was subsequently submitted by Mr. Grow:)
Cases in Judge Rose's court dismissed or on bond*.
Croat, G. H.
Grow, E. F.

Hudson,

Rose, $50.
Rose, $25.
Rose, $25.

E.

Machinist. Bondsmen A. Cox, G. H. Robinson.
Machinist. Bondsmen: J. A. Gray, J. W. Brooks.
Structural-iron worker. Bondsmen: J. Oswaldd, Leo
:

Englander.

Howes, W. A. Rose, $25. Machinist. Bondsmen Josua D. Millard, S. Montieth.
Lynch, Edward. Rose, $50. Blacksmith. Bondsmen: Mrs. H. D. De Lara,
Mrs. Laura M. Doughdy.
Noan, Ed. Rose, $25. Machinist. Bondsmen: Josua D. Millard, S. Montieth".
O'Leary, P. J. Rose, $25. Boiler maker. Bondsmen: J. A. Gray, J. AV. Brooks.
Schoenberg, A. Rose, $50. Machinist. Bondsmen: A. Cox, G. H. Robinson.
Structural-iron worker.
Bondsmen: J. D.
Schacht, William.
Rose, $50.
Hunter, Mary Rubben.
Tor r ell o M. Rose, $50. Molder. Bondsmen J. A. Gray, A. Cox.
:

:

CASH BONDS.
Rose, $25. November 14.
Kraleick, J. Rose, $25.
Vilanger, A. J. Rose, $25. Own money.
Stopple, H. C. Rose, $25. B. C. Local 212.
Price, J. P. Rose, $25.
Hudson, E. Rose, $100. Own money. November 25.
Preston, H. Rose, $20.
Grow. $375 bonds $245 cash bonds.

Kolak, T.

;

Metal-trade arrests dismissed in Judge Rose's court, December 12, 1910.

Armstrong,

11.

M.

Miller. N.

W.

Meridith, John
Noldan, Ed.

Adams.
Bass, A.

John

Fieder, C. F.

Price, J. P.
Podegil.

Furhman.

Pennie.

P.oyd,

Gavahn, A.
Grow, C. F.
Groat, G. H.
Grimus, Fred
Kingston, G. H.

Hudson, E.
Hari, George
Hunter, C.

W.

Hult, E.

Preston (2).
Peterson.

Baznik, John
Roberts, C. F.
Ramirez, John

Rumm.
Russell. R. F.

Sehoenberg.
Smith, H.

Hughes, W. A.
Hunt, E.
Johnson, Ed.

Schocht,

Kolack, T.

Swarnberg.

Kroleich, J.
Kritchiner, Thomas
Karlson.
Kruse, F. B.
Lynch, E. B.
Lovey, L. A.
Lamberk, D.

Lynch, Thomas
McCarty, Tim.

Staffan.
Stopple, H. C.

Seffick,

Wm.

Wm.

Tobbie, Carl
Torrella,

Mike

Tracy, John
Villinger, A.
Westphalen.
AVestguard.

J.
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(Letter of Ira B. Cross. received January IS, 1913, states as follows: "About
472 men arrested under the antipicketing ordinance.")
Mr. GKOW. 1 wish to say this in conclusion so that you will understand that
Mr. Harriman, who later became the attorney for our side
Chairman WALSH. Mr. Job Harrimann?
Mr. GKOW. Mr. Job Harrimann. He has the cases, and he defended the
rases.

There is only another one in particular that I would like to get before this
commission, and that is the case of 35 men arrested near the Baker Iron
Works. They were arrested for conspiracy, for conspiring to violate the antiIt was about the
picket injr ordinance, and the case was tried in court here.
only charge that they could formulate in their own opinion, I think, at that
time from my viewpoint, that they could cinch those men on. And so they
arrested 35 <>r them and tried them all together, so that if there were any innocent or guilty, if there happened to be any guilty or any innocent, why, they
would have all been either acquitted or convicted together. But Mr. Harrimann, why luckily he won the case, and that was practically the last of the
arrests in the city.

Chairman WALSH. Was it tried in an inferior court, a police court?
Mr. GROW. Tried in police court.
o you have the right of trial by jury in the police court?
'hail-man WALSH.
Mr. GKOW. >h, yes. What they done was this, when they first arrested our
boys, some (hey left go on their own recognizances, and others and if they
were married. Some of the judges, one or two of them was pretty fair, and
one or two of them was pretty hostile. And they had a bond of $25 to $50
after
liut when the men demanded jury trials, then the bond
established.
men were arrested we would ghv bonds when we could, and the men got out
again and immediately went out on the line organizing and picketing they
would be arrested again. And so they put the bond up from S5o to $:><M), and
Tiny kept men in jail from live days to as much as lift y-sonie days without
<>no old man here i want to submit to the
trial.
Chairman WALSH. Were the defendants insisting on trial through their attor1

(

<

neys at thai time?
Mr. GROW. <>h, yes.
Chaii-man WALSH. Was Mr. Harrimann representing them at that time?
Mr. GKOW. A part of the time.
Chairman WALSH. But they had counsel all the time?
Mr. GKOW. They had counsel all the time. I will submit here to you a number of men who were arrested. I will leave this with you as documentary
evidence,

Chairman WALSH. Will you please take that and hand it to the stenographer?
I
also want to say that here was a man spent 54 days in jail.
Mr. (iKow. Yes.
This was a touching incident. This man, his name is old Tom Lynch, veteran
He was working as a casting
of the Civil War and Spanish-American War.
chipper in the Llewellyns Iron Works, and came- out on strike. They picked
old Tom up several times and they put him over in the jail on the east side.
We went over there
think, between 40 and .~o days.
They kept him there,
to visit him and take him food, ami the man was getting pretty old and he
needed attention. We done everything we possibly could for the comfort of
the men in jail, and, by the way, the Los Angeles Times caricatured me because
I

of that.

Old Tom, after he got out, was arrested, I think, again. And I told Tom the
thing for him to do was to leave the city, I thought. I gave him the
money to go to San Francisco. I paid his passageway and gave him a few
We didn't have; much to spare at that time. And Tom went
dollars to spend.
and left the city. Now, Tom, since that time I have saw him once. He
came through here on the tramp, and I didn't think that anyone in the city
would give old Tom a job. Now, the last I saw of him. Job Harrimann give
"
he said,
him an overcoat and I gave him a dollar or so. and he said, Boys,"
"
"
I will rough
if you will only help me on my way to Santa Anna," he says,
best

it

from there on."

"
Mr.
photograph here, with a notation at the time,
Veteran Civil War. Worked at
in city jails.
Llewellys (blacklisted). This man has since become a tramp."
Now, there is one other thing I wish to say. I want to get this point in. I
want to say to this commission, if you are asking about the policing in relation
to the strikes, there were several orders went out in this city to clean up the
city, and men were arrested on the street and vagged.
I

want

to leave this

Thomas Lynch served CO days

38810
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One man in particular, he was a machinist. He was arrested by, I think,
Officer O'Brien.
He was taken before Judge Chambers, and he told his story.
He said he caine, I think, from Riverside to this city. lie had been out of a
He had worked in a butcher shop. He could not get any work. Judge
job.
Chambers, lie asked Mr. OT.rien, the ollicer That arrested him, to go out and
ascertain if the story was true. He did, and he came back and corroborated
Uio statement made by the man that was arrested, but he said, "I know that
the Ornamental Iron Work* want a good machinist," and the judge forced the
to serve involuntary servitude in that shop for six months, and I pulled
him out of that shop and sent him to San Francisco.
Another thing, I was told that they had paroled some men from San Quentin, and they were working at the Lacey Manufacturing Co., and also at the
Llewellyn Iron Works. There was a negro and two men working at the
Llewellyn Iron Works, and two men, I think, working at the Lacey Manufacturing Co.
Mr. Yancey. he told me he had learned that was a fact. I went with Mr.
Yancey that night to a rooming house down here over some stores, where there
was quite a number of men who worked in the metal trades that roomed there.
I went there and found those men and asked him whether he would make a
statement to me. He says. " Yes; but I hope you won't let it be known so that
I will have to be sent back to San Quentin."
I said this, "Far be it from me
that I shall be the means of sending you to San Quentin." I says. " You are an
unfortunate fellow now, and I shall not make you more miserable, but I want
a statement of the facts in this case, to see just exactly what we might exHe told me there was about seven that had been paroled at San
pect."
Quentin and had been brought down and placed in the shops, and he said if
he had known before he was paroled that he was to come to work in a struck
"
I don't think I would have taken the parole."
Mr. Yancey was
shop, he said,
with me, and I can produce Mr. Yancey to testify or affirm before this commission that he went with me and got the statement from the man. and I took
that matter over to the metal trades council and requested the metal trades
council to take the matter up with the union at San Francisco and investigate
as to whether the State of California was going to furnish strike breakers
to break down the condition of men who were striving to build up their con-

man

dition.

Chairman WALSH. Anything else?
Mr. GROW. There are so many things, but I have to cover them briefly.
Chairman WALSH. Yes.
Mr. GROW. There is one instance I want to relate during the Bishop strike.
There were two girls, one of the name of Lillian Higgins, and the other one's
name I have forgotten. I will get it to-day for you. The girl was 16 years of
age, and they were living somewhere over in the north part of the city, at least I
think in that section of the city. I was in jail at the time, but I remember this,
and it was part of our record of the strike. Lillian Higgins, two men approached
her supposed to be plain-clothes men entered her room and offered her money.
The girl refused to take the money. Then she was told she would be arrested
and proven worthless. The girl said, " I have done no wrong." she says. " I
I have only been a poor girl striker, and I have wont out with
invite arrest.
other girls to try and upbuild conditions." And they let it go at that. But a
woman came around, supposed to represent some charitable organization. The
woman told the girl she would have to go before a physician for a physical
"
I will go, I have done no wrong." "The woman
examination. The girl says,
need
to
But the girl says. "I will go. When there is a
"You
don't
go."
says,
question of my honor at stake I will go." And she went. A 16-year-old girl
forced to a condition of that kind in civilized Los Angeles.
Chairman WALSH. Say, there is just one thing. You made mention of the
fact that you were arrested in order to test the antipicketing ordinance.
Mr. GROW. Yes, sir.
Chairman WALSH. What was the result of the test, briefly?
Mr. GROW. The result of the test briefly was that the ordinance was declared
to be valid.

Chairman WALSH. By whom?
Mr. GROW.

By

the courts.

Commissioner COMMONS. Were you convicted?
Mr. GROW. No, sir; they didn't bring me to trial.
Chairman WALSH. In whose case was it declared valid?
Mr. GROW. Mr. Harrimaim has all the data.
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Chairman WALSH. He has that
guess that

data,

and we are going

to

have him

later.

I

is all.

Commissioner Weinstock would like to ask you some questions.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. May I ask what was the cause of your arrest?
Mr. Gi;ow. I was arrested the lirst time I served a sentence in jail throe
months later. The first arrest was in front of the Lacey Manufacturing Co.
with Mr. O'Leary. I spoke to men employed in that shop. They told me to
move on. I said I was acting within my legal rights on the public streets of Los
Angeles to speak to any man at any time, that that was my privilege, and [
would do so regardless of any antipicketing ordinance that might be passed to
the contrary.
Commissioner WKINSTOCK. That case was not brought to trial?
Mr. GHOW. No, sir.
Commissioner WEI.\STOCK. What case was it that was brought to trial?
Mr. GKOW. My case?
Commissioner WKI .\ STOCK. Yes. sir.
Mr. GROW. I was arrested near the Labor Temple on the 28th of September,
I was arrested by Officer Browning.
He approached me on the street
1Q10.
while I was out trying to secure bail money for some of the men in jail. He says
"
"
I says,
Is your name Grow?"
It is."
He says. " Well, I want you."
to me,
Have you got a warrant for my arrest?" He says, "*No."
8, "All right.
"
Have you got anything to show why I am arrested?" He says, "No."
I says
He says, "The captain wants to see you."
Commissioner \Vi.i.\srorK. Just tell us the charge.
Mr. GKOW. Oh. there \\.is no charge tir>f, except I was arrested on suspicion.
I could not ascertain what it was.
Commissioner \Vi \> TO< K. What was the conviction V
Mr. GKOW. The conviction?
Commissioner WKINSHH K. Your were convicted for what?
Mr. GKOW. .hist a moment. They aivsted me. charged me with assault with
a deadly weapon with intent to murder.
Commissioner WKINSTOI K. Was that in some labor trouble?
Mr. Guow. Yes. sir.
Commissioner WKINSTOCK. Assault with intent to murder who?
Mr. Gi;ow. A man by the name of Hoffman, at a station out here Oat in
:i

Station.

Commissioner WKINSTO< K. A nonunion worker?
Mr. GKOW. A nonunion molder.
Commissioner WKINSTOIK. What was the result?
Mr. Gnow. The result was that the jury found me guilty of simple assault,
and I was incarcerated in the Los Angeles County Jail 1M days, and the peculiar
thing and the most educational thing I have ever had in all my life is that I
of a crime I had never committed and at a place I had never
should be
.

:

been.

Commissioner WKINSTOCK.
oke of you called the attention of the
commission in the early part of your statement to the large number of the
unemployed in Los Angelas last winter.

GKOW. Yes, sir.
Commissioner WJ:INSTOCK. I>o you hold the open shop responsible for that?
Mr. GROW. I do. I do for this reason: Not alt .get her. I will say that I have
heard it said at least rumored through this city that the best way to break
down the economic conditions or break down the union is to have three men
.

for every job.

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. So that

to a degree

you hold the open shop

re-

sponsible V

Mr. GROW. In a degree, yes, sir; because of this reason
Commissioner WKINSTOCK". How great a degree?
Mr. Gno\v. I would say in so far as the industrial situation

I am not much
acquainted with the agricultural because my experience or my work has been
altogether industrial. I should judge taking into consideration the number of
hours worked and the efforts made to bring men here from all over this country,
which appears to be one of the big things that

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. That isn't answering my question, if you will
pardon the interruption. To what degree do you hold the open shop responWould you say 20 per cent,
sible for the unemployment of last winter here?
."<>

j.er cent,

or

T.">

per cent

''.

Mr. GKOW. In this particular

city,

do you mean?
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Commissioner WKIN STOCK. Yes. You can only give your opinion, of course.
Mr. GKOW. Yes, sir. I would judge in passing my opinion I would want just
a little time to make a specific statement, but I will say an approximation, I
would judge it, yes, sir that it is 20 or 25 per cent.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. How do you explain the fact, then, that the condition of the unemployed was far more acute in San Francisco than in Los Angeles, in spite of the fact that San Francisco is looked upon as a closed town?
Mr. GROW. I will say this, that the labor conditions on this coast last year
were general, but the unemployed question in Los Angeles is always with us
and there is no permanency of employment.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. We heard the same story in San Francisco. As I
understand it, Mr. Grow, union men reserve the moral and legal right, which
of course is guaranteed them, to refuse to work alongside of nonunion men.
Mr. GROW. Yes, sir.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Well, now, I take it that the unionist docs not
demand for himself rights and privileges he is not prepared to accord to the
;

;J

other fellow.

Mr. GROW. Certainly not.

Cmmissioner WEINSTOCK. Is that correct?
Mr. GROW. Yes, sir.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Now, if a union

man has a moral and legal right,
which is undisputed, to refuse to work alongside of nonunion men, has not the
employer then the nonunion employer an equal moral and legal right to decline to have union men work alongside of nonunion men?
Mr. GROW As far as the moral and legal right is concerned, I believe Mr.
Otis answered that question yesterday on the stand when he stated he was
operating a strictly nonunion shop. Now, the moral and legal right of every
T

.

individual in this city, according to the dictates of his conscience, is to act in
such a manner as will conserve to the public a better economic condition, and
that is impossible under the open shop. The workers of this country must
cooperate and through that human cooperation they have got to bring about
economic betterment; I believe this commission is formed for the specific purpose of inquiring into labor disputes and the unequal distribution of wealth,
which makes for unemployment and every other evil under the system.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Your contention is that while the nonunion employer has the moral and legal right to refuse to employ union men, you think
he ought not to refuse to do it?
Mr. GROW. I think if he had the business sagacity if the business men of this
country in the main had sufficient business sagacity, that they realize what the
purchasing power of the great mass of the people was and that when they have
no work their purchasing power falls below a certain level, then we have industrial depression, but if the working classes and men of the whole population of the country were generally employed under decent conditions with
higher wages and shorter hours, then I claim that the industrial conditions in
this State and this country would be far superior to what it is at the present

moment.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Were you present yesterday when Mr. Zeehandelaar and Gen. Otis testified?
Mr. GROW. Yes, sir.
Commissioner \VEINSTOCK. You heard both of those witnesses make the statement that in their opinion they first made the claim, as I now recall it, that
Los Angeles was one of the most, if not the most, prosperous city in America,
if

not in the world.

Mr. GROW. Yes, sir.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. And they claimed that most of this prosperity
was due to the open shop. What is the answer to that?
Mr. GROW. The answer to that is I don't think there is any foundation to
the statement.

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Well, what answer would you make

to that spe-

statement?
Mr. GROW. I would say that the prosperous condition in this city is not enjoyed by those who toil, but that we have men in this city and combinations of
men who are very, very, prosperous who have tremendous wealth who dominate all the civic and social life, and industrial life own everything, running
just like you might say a spider's legs that they extend out into all avenues
in every section of this city. They control and dominate all the railroad lines
and every other thing comes under their domination and power, and they are
cific

;

;

;
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very prosperous, and if labor was only half so prosperous as these gentlemen I
think we would bo very well satisfied.
Commissioner WKINSTOCK. Is it your contention, then, that while capital may
prosper in Los Angeles, that labor is not prosperous?
Mr. GROW. Absolutely.

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. That
Mr. GKOW. Yes. sir.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. That

is

your point,

is it?

is all.

Chairman WALSH. Anything, Professor? That is nil.
Commissioner O 'Cox NELL. I want to ask one question.
Chairman WALSH. Commissioner O'Connell wishes to ask some questions.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. The secretary of the merchants and manufacturers'
association was on the stand yesterday.
Mr. GROW. Yes. sir.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. And put in evidence several books something

like

this.

Mr. GROW. I have one here.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. And mentioned the name of a man named Murray.
Mr. GROW. Yes, sir.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. And I find in tins book his full name is John
Murray.
Mr. GROW. Yes. sir.
Commissioner O'CoxxKr.r. So that he intimated upon the filing of these here
that they wore issued by authority of the Los Angeles Labor Council in some
way and that Mr. Murray was a machinist. I>oing-a machinist myself, I have
1 want to ask, is Mr. Murray a machinist, do you
s'.ino regard for the trade.

know?
Mr. GROW. No, sir; Mr. Murray is not a machinist. Mr. Murray is a newspaper man.
Commissioner O'CONNELL, You do not r.eed to volunteer. I will ask the questions.

Mr. GROW. All right.

Commissioner O'COXXKLI.. Was lie in the employ of the central labor organi/ation or the metal Trades council, or any other organization in San Francisco?
Mr. GKO\V. To the best of my knowledge Mr. Murray has no official connection with any labor organization, national. State, county, or local.
Commissioner >'< VX.XEI.I.. Nov.-, answer me. Was he in the employ was he
employed by any organization of labor in San Francisco to conie here and issue
these pamphlets?
Mr. Gi:o\v. No. sir.
Commissioner O'CONMM.I.. Was there any money appropriated by any organization of labor in San Fram-isco to pay for the issuance of these booklets?
Mr. GROW. Not that I know of.
missioner O'CONXEI.L. Was he under salary in any way of the labor
organizations of Los Angeles during the time he was issuing these booklets?
<

Mr. Guow. He v.as not.
Commissioner O'Cox \KI.L. Since or before that time?
Mr. GROW. Years ago he was associated with the labor paper here, but not in
recent years has he had any connection that he drew a salary or received
money in any manner from labor unions.
Commissioner O'CO.XNKI.L. Was he brought here by any organization of labor
for the purpose of issuing these books or any other books in regard to strikes
that were going on at that time?
Mr. GROW. No, sir.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Was he encouraged to stay or encouraged to

leave by organized labor?
Mr. GROW. I do not know whether he was encouraged to stay or encouraged
10 leave.
In fact, labor is very careful as to whom they encourage and whom
they discourage. There has been too much of that by the M. and M.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Then these booklets, placed on file by the secretary of the merchants and manufacturers' association as a record being issued
by organized labor were not issued by authority or at the expense or instigation of organized labor in any way in Los Angeles?

Mr. GROW. Not at all.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. That

Chairman WALSH. That
other documents

is

all.

is all,

Mr. Chairman.
you, Mr. Grow.

Thank

If

you have any
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Mr. GROW. I want to ask one question, if I might, be-fore the commission
adjourns, submit to yon in written form some documentary evidence, if I have
it or can get it, in my possession relative to bearing on this case.
Chairman WALSH. We would be very glad, indeed, to have any document,
and if you have anything else that lias not been submitted that you would like
to submit, we would be glad to have that.
Mr. GROW. All right thank you.
(See Grow exhibit.)
Chairman WALSH. Call Mr. Baker.
Mr. MANLY. Mr. Baker.
Mr. Guow. I would like to make one statement before I leave the stand. [
don't want to be misunderstood or misconstrued:
It has been said about me
in this city many times that I arn opposed to peace and peaceful measures.
[
deny the allegation, and I say this, that so far as the unions are concerned, all
the unions that I am connected with, and myself personally I as much us any
man or woman in this community desire peace, real industrial peace and justice, and I will stand ready at all thnes to negotiate agreements that will stand
;

for peace

and justice between employers and employees

TESTIMONY OF MR. FRED
Chairman WALSH. What

is

L.

in this

community.

BAKER.

your name?

Mr. BAKER. Fred L. Baker.

Chairman WALSH. What is your business address?
Mr. BAKER. 942 North Broadway.
Chairman WALSH. What is your business?
Mr. BAKER. Iron works.
Chairman WALSH. What is the name of your concern?
Mr. BAKER. Baker Iron Works.
Chairman WALSH. Is your concern confined to Los Angeles? Have you any
branch any place else?
Mr. BAKER. No, sir.
Chairman WALSH. Your entire business is in Los Angeles?
Mr. BAKER. We have another plant we own. It is not a branch at all.
Chairman WT ALSH. \Vhere is that?
Mr. BAKER. San Diego.

Chairman WALSH. The same corporation?
Mr. BAKER. No, sir.
Chairman WALSH. Why do you say you own it? I don't understand exactly.
Mr. BAKER. Because the Baker Iron Works owns the stock in the company.
Chairman WALSH. What is the name of that company?
Mr. BAKER. California Iron Works.
Chairman WALSH. How long have you lived in Los Angeles?
Mr. BAKER. I came here in 1874, I believe.
Chairman WALSH. And your position with the Baker Iron Works, I believe,
is president and general manager?
Mr. BAKER. Yes,

sir.

Chairman WALSH. And what
Works?

position do

you hold

in

the California Iron

Mr. BAKER. President.
Chairman WALSH. Vice president?
Mr. BAKER. President.
Chairman WALSH. First the commission would like for you to make a stalement of general labor conditions in the metal trade, and particularly in your
Is that specific enough?
iron works here in Los Angeles.
Mr. BAKER. I hardly know how to answer that.
Chairman WALSH. It is rather general. Now, I assume that your concern
was largely interested in the metal trades strike that took place.
Mr. BAKER. There w as a strike, and some of our men went out in the strike
r

of 1910.

Chairman WALSH. How many of your men went out?
Mr. BAKER. I haven't the number; I should judge all but about KM).
Chairman WALSH. How many have you employed there?
Mr. BAKER. At that time?
Chairman WALSH. Yes. sir.
Mr. BAKER. Oh, I think there was somewhere over oiw> or ;}.~>o, maybe.
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Chairman WALSH. Normally is that the number you have employed in your
works ?
Mr. BAKER. About that many.
Chairman WALSH. How many of them went out on strike?
Mr. BAKER. I think there was about 100 left, as I remember.'
Chairman WALSH. You were here when the last gentleman testified as to
the duration of that contest?
Mr. BAKER. Yes, sir.
Chairman WALSH. When the men went out on strike, will you please state
what were the hours lirst of your employees?
Mr. BAKER. Nine hours.
Chairman WALSH. Nine hours all the way through?

Mr. BAKER. Yes,

sir.

Chairman WALSH. Was that true of other concerns engaged

in the industry

Los Angeles?
Mr. BAKKK. As far as I know. There were some firms, I believe, though,
I think one or two shops
I am not certain.
at that time working lo hours.
Chairman WALSH. Were there any working less than nine hours?
Mr. BAKER. Not to my knowledge.
in

Chairman WALSH. Now. as to wages generally:
the machinists?
Mr. BAKER. I would have to refer to my pay roll.

What were
I

the wages of

would be glad to submit

that.

Chairman WALSH. Will you be kind enough

to submit a copy of your pay
covering the employees at the time of the strike and at the close of the
strike and also at the present time?
Mr. BAKKK. I will give you a complete copy of the pay roll at any date
roll

you may

desire.

Chairman WALSH. All
rated, at the dose nf the

right.
strike,

Let

it

be at the time the strike was inaugu-

and at the present

time.

Mr. BAKKK. All right.
See Baker exhibit.
I

1

Chairman WALSH. Have there been any changes

in the hours since the strike?
Mr. BAKES:. No, sir.
Chairman WAI.MI. Have there been any changes in the wa-

Mi-. BVKKK. I don't know as to that.
The pay roll would show that. I don't
think any perceptible change, except in some instances there may be some
v; rial ions.

Chairman WALSH. Has there been any Hianue in your policy with reference
so, what is it?
employment f union men since the strike, and
Mr. BAKEK. Yes, sir. Ami in my case as to thai 1 may state I would have to

to the

it'

go hack to 1886

Chairman WALSH. One minute.

Mr. Baker, T believe I will just
yourself to the conditions in your own shop and not generally.
Mr. BAKER. Thar is what I was going to do.

let

you con-

fine

Chairman WALSH. Do it in your own wa>.
Mr. BAKER. Back in 1886 we had at that time about 17.~> men working for us,
and we knew little about unions in those days, and we were all pretty well
familiar and aiuainted with our men. very close to them and worked with
them, of course. We noticed some dilliculty brewing in our foundry when we
put on one or two men, by those men congregating around and suggesting to the
men thai they make fewer number of grate bars for a day's work and all that
class of stuff cutting down.
We were told a demand was going to be made
on us. There was a demand made on us for a 9-hour day instead of the 10-hour
day we were running at that time. As I remember, the molders were getting
about .So.~>0 for a day of 10 hours. And the committee waited on us and stated
that they had decided that they wanted the same scale of wages for 9 hours
that they were getting for 1". and that they could and would do just the same
amount of work, so that we would be on a fair plane. I told them I didn't think
that was possible. At any rate, we met with our men, several of our employers,
made a sort of a compromise agreement with them. I think we met in the
Fulton iron Works and agreed to it, and the molders went hack. This pertains
particularly to the molders, but the rest of the men were with them. I think
most of them. And it lasted about two or three weeks, and they commenced
breaking their agreement. They didn't *eem to have a very good head; one
would want to do this way and another would want to do another way, and so
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simply could not get along, because we could not tell what
and they went out again.
Well, that time when they went out I made a statement to them that from this
date on, and I so put a notice in the shop, any of them wanting to come back in
our employ could do so at the same rate of pay that they went out on, namely,
$3.50 for 10 hours, which would be 35 cents an hour, and we would run the shop
if they could show me that they could do as much work
i) hours, and that they
in 9 hours as they had been doing in 10, I would be very glad indeed to put their
forth, until
could do,

we

v/ages back.
All of the men went out on that strike and stayed out with the exception of
run right along and built right up from that
iibout 17 in our entire plant.
on, and the men didn't come back, and we continued that way.
That taught me that I could not deal under union conditions as existed at that
I am glad to say I think they are better now.
time.
They are better regulated
and better handled, and an agreement reached at this time no doubt would
results.
At
we
a
made
declaration
at that time that from
any rate,
bring better
then on I intended to run my own business in my own way so long as there were
in
I
could
were
not
the market that
members of a trade organimen
get that
I thought that was my right to do that, as the labor unions demanded
zation.
that they should run the closed shop and their men should not mix or mingle
with other men. And I think if the conditions in the unions were so good as
they all talk about, why don't every man join it, and then there would not be
Then we would submit, of course, to the inevitable. That is
jiny controversy.
all there is to it; we would have to employ such men as we could get.
But as
long as there is a supply and demand, and I wanted to run my own business,
I made that vow that day that I would do so, and I have been continuing along
that line ever since.
Chairman WALSH. Are you a member of the founders employers' association?
Mr. BAKER. Yes, sir; I ani.
Chairman WALSH. Please state all of the employers' associations with which
you are connected, Mr. Baker.
Mr. BAKER. What sort of associations?
Chairman WALSH. Any industrial associations, any associations that you are
connected with in your trade.
Mr. BAKER. Well, I am a member of the foundrymen's association. I am
a member of the at least our firm is a member of the merchants and manufacturers' association, and I think I belong to the chamber of commerce, and
I guess most of the other organizations in the city.
Chairman WALSH. Do you hold any official positions in any of these organizations; if so, what ones?
Mr. BAKER. No I think not. I don't know of any.
Chairman WALSH. Could you state the attitude of the merchants and manufacturers' association toward labor unions and toward agreements?
Mr. BAKER. The merchants and manufacturers' association as an association,
in all of the meetings that I have ever attended, have always advocated the
open shop pure and simple.
Chairman WALSH. Well, now, \vhat do they understand by the open shop?
Mr. BAKER. They mean by that that they will not discriminate against any
class of help that apply for work.
Now, that is the policy of the merchants
and manufacturers' association, but
Chairman WALSH. That is, whether they belong to unions or not.
Mr. BAKER. Whether they belong to unions or not, that has been, and Mr.
Zeehandelaar made that statement, and made it truthfully. It has been denied
by several on the stand here, stating that so and so was the case. They only
assume so, and their assumption is brought about by actions of corporations
like ourselves, for instance, that belong to the merchants and manufacturers'
association and belong to the founders employers' association. But we do, and
have during our own experience, handled our own business in our own way.
The merchants and manufacturers' association does not take up those details,
nor do they direct us how we shall or shall not conduct our business. But they
have been working to encourage the open-shop sentiment. But that don't
necessarily follow that we should follow that course if we don't want to, and
that is what has given rise to Mr. Grow and Mr. Scott stating that the
M. and M. stood for a closed shop against unions.
Chairman WALSH. What is the attitude of the founders employers' association toward unions?

We

;
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Mr. BAKER. The founders employers association, us far as I know their
same as my own in reference to that. They have found from
experience that it was early, back in 1886, I think it was, that they could
not deal, and as far as I know never had any dealings with a union, entered
into anv agreements or negotiated in any way, shape, or form with them.
Chairman WALSH. Do you refuse now to employ men that are affiliated
with unions?
Mr. BAKER. I don't know that we do. I give preference, however, to men
that are nonunion men. I am free to say that I prefer them for this reason:
Just the moment that you try to mix the two agitation starts and friction
And I maintain that I have the same right to employ nonunion men
arises.
iss the union say they shall not and will not work with nonunion men, and
Therefore I haven't dealt with
I must run a closed shop if I deal with them.
them because I don't care to under the present methods. I think they will
improve them so that we can. When they get them so that we want them
because they are better and make it an inducement for us to keep peace and
harmony in the community, why, we will be glad to deal with them as far as
'laker Iron Works is concerned.
Chairman WALSH. Is your concern allied with the Pacific Coast Employers
attitude, is the

1

iaiion?

Mr. BAKKR.

How

p]oy.

Mr. BAKKK.

Is there an association

iation?
I don't

Chairman WALSH.
I

that?

is

Chairman WAI. sir.

iv

think the president of

Mr. BAKKR.

I

low

Chairman WAI

sir.

is

I

all

as the Pacific Coast V.m-

it.

bHieve

I

known

it

is

called the Stale federation of employers.
in Seattle.

was before us

ii

that?
believe

I think the president of

it

is

called the State federation of employers.

was before us in Seattle.
s\i< h an organization of that
it

kind, and I think our
Mr. BAKKR. There is
founders employers' association is associated with ihem. I think Mr. Lilly
made the arrangement through the executive comniiHee some two or three
\eai-s M::O at their request, but I don't know that ni\s.-!f.
Chairman WALSH. Do you have in mind the aims and objects of that asso-

ciation?

Mr. BAKKR. X<, sir:

I

don't.

Chairman WALSH. And you have had no

sporilic connection with it, or no
so far as y..u now re.-all?
Mr. BAKKR. Not so far as the Baker Iron Works is concerned, and so far
:'s my own knowledge, further than I said I know they are members of it.
Chairman WALSH. I wish now that you would state the comparative results
which you have obtained un!r conditions such as you have established in
your shop, as compared with union conditions. First, the quality of the work

business with

it.

done.

Mr. BAKKR. Well, the Duality of work

would

<;

i>.

no

bejii-r

than the union

men can do

do.

chairman WALSH. In what resj
Mr. BAKKK. In any capacity. I see no difTen-ii.v in that.
Chairman WALSH. You don't see any difference in it?
Mr. BAKKR. No.
to the quantity of the work.
Mr. BAKKK. Well, the quantity of the work is regulated by us. We hire a
man. if we begin anything that we can manufacture where we are running
along making the same thing over and over, they very soon get used to about
But under
so much as a day's work, and we gem-rally get that regularly.
union conditions, when they see n't, without our knowledge, notwithstanding
what our costs were, or what our contracts were ahead, if they see fit to reduce
say from nine to six, why she won't be but six, and there was no way of chang-

Chairman WALSH. Xow, as

;

ing

it.

Chairman WALSH. So you did
your product was limited?

find,

did you, under union conditions, that

Mr. BAKKR. Very limited in anything that was made over and over again.
course, where we are doing job work or manufacturing special machinery,
isad nothing to go by to guide them.
chairman WALSH. What has been your observation with reference to the
cost of work under the two systems?

Of
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Mr. BAKER. Why, as far as we arc able to compare, it is about the same; if
anything a little bit bolter.
Chairman WALSH. What do you mean, sir?
Mr. BAKER. A little better, because we can depend upon it. We know what
we can do.
Chairman WALSH. Well, the cost of your product ion is not so great, you think,
as under union conditions?
Mr. BAKER. I don't know. I never had very much chance to compare, because
our union conditions, as I say. existed a way hack in 1886, and since that time
and our business was very small at that lime.
Chairman WAI.SH. Anil you have had no opportunity for comparing it with
shops in which they have union conditions?
Mr. BAKKK. No; the only chance I have, of course, is to Compare with compel hive prices we have to go up against from other sections.
Chairman WALSH. Now, are you a member of the National Erectors* Association?

Mr. BAKER. No,

sir.

Chairman WALSH. Now,

in the founders' association, do yon keep
employees, of prospective employees?
Mr. BAKKK. How do you mean, a list of them?
Chairman WALSH. Well, I will ask you the direct question: is
limitation upon the men changing their positions from one place to
Mr. BAKER. Not that I know of.
Chairman WALSH. Do you keep' a list of the names of employees
exchange with other employers, showing that men
Mr. BAKER. Well, we have our pay roll.

any

list

of

there any
the other?

which you

Chairman WALSH. Sir?
Mr. BAKER. We have our pay roll that is the only list that we have.
Chairman WALSH. Well, do you furnish that to any other employers in your
;

association ?

Mr. BAKER.

We

to the association, the molders here only.
is, it goes to the officers of the association, but
does that contain a statement as to the resignation and discharge of employees?
Mr. BAKER. No, sir. I might make that clear to you in this way The

furnish

it

Chairman WALSH. Yes; that

:

founders employers' association maintains through its secretary an employment
bureau, and, for his benefit, he gets from our foreman or timekeeper at our place
a list of the molders in that department.
Chairman WALSH. Well, is there any other exchange of that kind of any
others except the molders?
Mr. BAKER. Only the molders. as far as I know. And if we are a little hit
slack, as foundries do, they are busy and slack, and we are going to lay off a
man or two, why our foreman would so notify the secretary: "In a couple of
days we are going to lay off Bill Jones." "All right, here is one of the other
shops have been asking for men. I can place him to-morrow." He gets In
touch with Bill Jones and says, " Mr. So-and-so can place you," and he goes
right down there. Instead of walking around the streets, he knows to-morrow
morning, two days before he is laid off, that he can continue there if he wants
If he don't want to, he don't have to.
to.
Chairman WALSH. Do you send a list to any others than the city of Los
Angeles?
Mr. BAKER. No, sir.
Chairman WALSH. That is all confined to Los Angeles?
Mr. BAKER. So far as I know.
Chairman WALSH. When a man is discharged, is the reason given to the
association for his discharge?
Mr. BAKER. No, sir; not that I know of.
Chairman WALSH. Just the mere fact that he is laid off or that he is discharged ?
Mr. BAKER. Why. I don't know of any complaint of that kind being made
that we got.
I just want to
I don't know that it is a complaint.
the character and extent of the information that you give about the emIs there anything other than what you have mentioned?
ployees.
Mr. BAKER. It has been very rare the time that a molder has been discharged. I don't recall any time. There is work enough here in one shop or
the other to keep them busy all the time.
Chairman WALSH. Is there anything

Chairman WALSH. Well,

know
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Mr. BAKER. I do remember now a case in our place; one of our men was discharged for drunkenness. He didn't seem to be able to overcome that habit.
Chairman WALSH. Was that information given to the association?
Mr. BAKER. Yes, sir that was given.
Chairman WALSH. Do you recall any other case in which the reason for the
discharge was given; for instance, if a man was known to be an advocate of
union labor, would that fact be given so that he might perhaps be discriminated
against by another shop?
Mr. UAKER. Well, I have stated that clearly, that I think all members of our
association try all the means they can to find out whether a man is a union or
a nonunion man. That is very evident as soon as a man goes to work in the
shop, for he starts right in to worm right into the rest of them there.
Chairman WALSH. When you find a man is starting to worm into the others,
what do you do with him?
Mr. BAKER. When we are laying off men. he would be the first man. We
give piviVivnce to the other men.
Chairman WALSH. When you do that, do you notify the association that that
man is an agitator, a man that is trying to worm into the workers and perfect
;

an organization?
Mr. BAKKI;. Why. the secretary might a>k our foreman why he was laid
that, but not to my knowledge.
in writing?

off,

and he probably would tell him
Chairman WAI.SH. ^Is it done
.

BAKKI:. Xo.

sir!

Chairman WAI.MJ. Are any of the reasons given in writing?
Mr. r>AKi;i;. Not that
know of.
Chairman WALSH. Do you know it to be a fact that your foreman does
notify the secretary by word of mouth that such is the reason for this man
I

being laid off?
Mr. BAKKI:. I know that our foreman is in constant touch with the secntary of the association.
Chairman WAI.SH. And keeps him in touch with cases of that kind?

Mr. BAKER. Yes,

sir.

Chairman WALSH. About the men that are agitators and
Mr. BAKKI;.

1

likely to

become so?

don't think they go that far.

Chairman WALSH. They don't go as far a< likely to become so?
Mr. BAKER. No; we are avoiding the union, we simply want them

to let us

They are trying to worm into us all the time.
Chairman WAI SH. They are organizing all the time?

alone.

We have four or I'm* mohlers and some pipe
Mr. BAKE!!. All the time.
structural men which are in there now that I know they are
union men.
Chairman WAI.^PT. Is there anything that ha- not 1,,-rii specifically asked you
that you would like to mention, thai you. think would be of value to us? You
understand the scope of our investigation. If so, we would be glad to have you
men and some

state

it.

Xo

Mr. BAKKI:.

:

I

can't think of anything.
this point, then, the

Chairman WALSH. At

hearing will stand adjourned

until 2 o'clock.
Tf you will, kindly come back at 2 o'clock and resume the stand.
Mr. BAKKI:. All right.
(Whereupon at 12.30 o'do.-k p. m. on this. Wednesday, the 9th day of
September, 1914, an adjournment was taken until 2 o'clock p. in. of the same
day.)
AFTKK RKfKSS 2 P. M.

Met pursuant to adjournment.
Chairman WALSH. Mr. Baker,

Present, as before.
you take the stand?

will

TESTIMONY OF MR. FRED

L.

BAKER

Continued.

Chairman WALSH. Mr. Garretson would like to ask you some questions.
Commissioner GARRETSON. Mr. Baker, from the declaration that you made
in regard to the hiring of men, I assume that you do not hold any of this idea
that a good many have testified to, that the boycott
unholy, or criminal?
Mr. BAKER. I did not hear one word.

Commissioner GARRETSON. The boycott.

is

either un-American,
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Mr. BAKER. The boycott? Why, I had not given that part very much thought.
Commissioner GARRETSON. Well, that has been a loudly proclaimed article
of faith with a good many men who opposed the union shop. But I assume
from your statement with regard to your own attitude that you do not share in
that.

Mr. BAKER. I do not object
and can succeed.

to

them trying

to boycott

me

if

they want to

Commissioner GARRETSON. You boycott them?
Mr. BAKER. Why, I am doing just as they are doing.
Commissioner GAHHETSON. That is
Mr. BAKER. I have a policy that I want to run my own business, and I
can't run it with hired union men because
Commissioner GARRETSON. And you recognize their right to do just what
you do?
Mr.- BAKER. Absolutely. We differ only as to their methods if they will let
me alone but they want to force me, force my men that don't see fit to join
their organization alone, and that is the reason the antipicketing ordinance
;

was

passed.

Commissioner GARRETSON. That has no bearing on the real question of the
boycott, though.

Mr. BAKER. No, sir.
Commissioner GAERETSON. That

is

the question of policy followed by the

union.

Mr. BAKER. Yes, sir.
Commissioner GARRETSON. Now, the objection of your organizations, either
one of them, it don't matter which, the molders what is it, the inolders and
employers?
Mr. BAKER. Founders and employers' associations.
Commissioner GARRETSON. The object of that association is to carry forward
and make effective the beliefs you have announced?
Mr. BAKER. Well, I could not say to that. I don't know that their policy
Commissioner GARRETSON. What is the object of the organization?
Mr. BAKER. The organization, as I understand it I have not read the bylaws for a number of years, but it is to foster the foundry industry and well,
follow it along successful lines to success in that line of business.
Commissioner GARRETSON. To attain its object?
Mr. BAKER. Yes, sir.
Commissioner GARRETSON. Do you question the right of your employees, then,
to organize for the purpose of attaining any legitimate object which they believe
they have in view?
Mr. BAKER. Not a bit. I rather think it is a good thing.
Commissioner GARRETSON. What is your attitude, then, toward are we to
understand your objection to unionism lies not in the existence of the union,
but in the method \vhich it has in your opinion employed is that the real
;

objection ?

Mr. BAKER. That is what I said this morning.
Commissioner GARRETSON. Then, aside from that, what would be your attitude toward collective bargaining?
Mr. BAKER. I have never tried that I don't know. I do not believe I would
;

like

it.

Commissioner GARRETSON. You have seen it carried on elsewhere?
Mr. BAKER. I don't believe I would like it.
Commissioner GARRETSON. Either give it its broadest sense, with the employers organized as well as the employees and dealing for a craft or for a
section of the country.
Mr. BAKER. But the employers I have ever been associated with in any organization are not organized along the same lines as the workmen are in their
so-called unions.
Commissioner GARRETSON. I will cite you to where it has been carried probably to its greatest perfection. All the railroads on this continent the steam
railroads are dealt for by three associations.
Mr. BAKER. Yes, sir.
Commissioner GARRETSON. That is, Canada and the States?
Mr. BAKER. Yes, sir.
Commissioner GARRETSON. In that type, which is the most far-reaching of
any that I know of the coal industry of course only being for a limited sc<>
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does it occur to you that it has advantages that the single railroad would
not have in dealing with its own men?
Mr. BAKER. I believe that is a good thing for both employer and employee.
Commissioner GARRETSON. And do you not believe that in such well, put it
in the phrase of the man who has been there
that it gets around the hard
corners that arise in negotiations and takes personalities out of it.
Mr. BAKER. That is correct. I can see very clearly where that can be
applied to that class of employment because it is of such a general nature and
so many employees all on a par.
Commissioner GARRETSOX. And you take your foundry association, all men
and trades engaged in that craft, couldn't it be made reasonably applicable on
precisely the same basis, we will say? Does your industry here embrace the
county or only the town?
Mr. BAKER. We take in the city, and there are a few little towns close by.
Commissioner GARRETSON. What made me ask this is in San Francisco they
seem to embrace the county also and trans-bay points. Here if it only embraces the territory of the city all the employers acting as a unit in that one
craft, wouldn't it be perfectly feasible to act on that common basis?
Mr. BAKER. It would, I presume, if the condition imposed on us was the same
as on our competitors in the Far Kast. thos< we have to compete with where
the rates for labor are le-s and when; the raw material and the linished product
Takes tin? same rate. Therefore the eastern manufacturers can come into this
market and go into the San Francisco market and compete, and if we are tied
up in such agreements as that we would not be on a par with our competitors,
and then -fore we would have to go out of business as far as the foundry was
tion

concerned
Commissioner GAKUKTSON. Take all classes of the trade. Isn't it true that
now, it was. testified In-fore us in ihe metal trade the manager of the Union
Iron Works gave testimony?
Mr. BAKKI:. Yes,

Commissioner
cisco in that era

Mr.

B

\KEIS.

1

<

sir.

;.\I:KI:-I

if.

and

That with the wages that were paid in San Franassume they are as hi-rli as yours, if not higher.

snx.
1

think they arc higher.

Commissioner GABMTSON. That he had no difficulty, was placed at no disadvantage as against eastern bidders. If that statement is correct, is there
any evidence that the San Francisco competitor could act injuriously upon
you if you dealt under the same conditions that they deal under?
Mr. BAKKK. But we don't look (.> San Fran-js-o territory for the output of
our material

our product.

Commissioner JAKKKTSOX. If you \vire at an advantage over San Francisco
you would drive them out of the competitive territory, would you not?
Mr. I'.AKKi:. Why, we would
Commissioner JAKKF.TSOX. Largely.
Mr. BAKKK. We would cope in there; yes. sir.
Commissioner d AKKKTSOX. And if they had an advantage they would drive
you from the competitive territory.
Mr. BAKKK. Yes, sir; exactly: that, is it.
Commissioner C,AI;RKTSOX. The question, of course, between yourself as a Pacitic coast proposition, and !ho Kast, is largely a question of transportation and
<

<

is it not?
Mr. BAKEII. And labor.

pi-ices,

Commissioner GARKKTSOX. Putting labor on a parity,
tation question that would stand between?
Mr. BAKER. Yes. sir.

it is

purely a transpor-

Commissioner GAKKETSOX. I am only assuming this. The testimony in San
Francisco was to the effect that only two trades paid higher than the eastern
s<-ale.
I think I am quoting it correctly.
There were two trades in San Francisco That paid less than the East. The others nearly on a parity.
Then you
have no prejudice against collective bargaining?
Mr. BAKER. Oh, no; not at all.
Commissioner GARRETSOX. If conducted on a closely organized basis on both
sides?

Mr. BAKER. I have no objection to anything that- treats all alike all fair.
Commissioner GARKETSON. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
chairman WALSH. Anything else?
Commissioner WEIXSTOCK. Yes.
Chairman WALSH. Commissioner Weinstock would like to ask some questions.
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Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Will you again please tell us how many men you
have in your employ now? You mentioned it, but I have forgotten/
Mr. BAKER. To-day I think we have only about 260.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Do you know what the proportion of those employees is that are married, and what proportion is not?
Mr. BAKER. I could only tell by looking over our rate cards.
Commissioner WEI A STOCK. Could you approximate it?
Mr. BAKER. I could not; no, Mr. Weinstock.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Do you know what proportion of those are owners
of homes?

Mr. BAKEK. I don't know that, either.
Commissioner WKLNSTOCK. Do you know what proportion of those are
what the average length of time of your people are?
Mr. BAKER. No. A great many of the faces I know have been then- a long
time, but I haven't any condensed records.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Could you tabulate that for the information of
the commission, the number of married and unmarried men, the number that
own their homes, and the average length of service of your men?
Mr. BAKER. I believe that we could get such a statement up.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. If you could, would you hand it in?
Mr. BAKEU. Yes; I will have one of the clerks go at that.
(The following statement was subsequently submitted by Mr. Baker:)
Many of our men are working on outside jobs, away from the city. We have
checked up with those present, and find that we have: 34 who own their
homes outright, 26 paying for their homes on the installment plan, 1 owning
a lot and contemplates building, and 9 buying lots on the installment plan, preparing to build later. To-day we have only 190 on our pay roll lowest mark
for years. We presume many of those who are laying off also own their homes,
or are paying for them.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. In answer to a question of Mr. Garretson. Mr.
Baker, you said that you had no objections to unionism, but you did criticixe
some of the union methods?
Mr. BAKER. Yes.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Now, may we ask you to point out what, in your
judgment, are the weak spots in unionism, as you see them?
Mr. BAKER. Of course I can only talk about the points that affected us in
our little trouble. As I stated this morning, way back in 1886, with my little
experience with them then, it taught me I could not get along with them as
they seemed to operate
Chairman WALSH. I can not catch that. Speak a little louder, please.
Mr. BAKEK. As they operated at that time. And in 1910, when the strike
took place, prior to the strike we, like others, received a communication. I
presume to be the one Mr. Grow set forth this morning, setting forth what the
unions wanted, like to. make arrangements with us for that class of employment. I think I was the one that made the statement that it was relegated
The reason we do that was this: We had not any
to the waste-paper basket.
communication in the past or any business dealings with the union of any kind
therefore the inducements that they held out to us in that circular were not
attractive, I did not see where we could benefit by adopting them
they were
not along the lines that had been that we had been used to working on and
were entirely unsatisfactory, were not given any consideration further than
to check up and find out that they would not suit our purposes.
So time went on and I met, I think in front of our place one day, I met
a member of the union who wanted to know if a committee could have a talk
with me. "Why," I says, "certainly; I will talk with anybody. What do you
want to talk on?" He said, "I want to talk about that circular." I said.
"
I don't care to discuss it because we are not in the market for union labor."
And he says, "Then would you object to discussing it with a committee of your
men?" I says, "No; a committee of our workmen are always welcome at our
;

;

office."

The next morning a committee of some 12, I think it was, asked to have a
conference with me.
It was granted.
They came into my office and they
started in to discuss the matter and wanted to know if we could get together
on that circular. I stated my position as plainly as I knew how, covering a
period of about 30 minutes, and then one or two spoke up and said something,
and I went further into it and answered their questions and told them of our
position, just as I am telling you, that I could not and I did not care to deal
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they had any grievance as our employees I would bo
up with them on that basis.
Then one of the men turned around and said, "What will we tell the men?"
"
I says.
Have I sat hero for 30 minutes and made our position clear and you
haven't gathered what you can tell the men?" I says, "I can't make it any
"

with the unions, but

glad, indeed, to take

if

it

On the other hand, wo are sending out circular letters every
plainer." I said.
day setting forth our product to different prospective consumers, and it goes
in 'the waste-paper basket when it is not attractive."
"Well," he says, "you
want to answer that letter." I says, " I don't know why. it comes to me in the
form of a circular lot lor. asking if they can't contract with us. It is not addressed to us. only on the envelope. It is a circular letter sent to everybody."
And that ended that. And a few days after that there was about 250 men,
a prearranged
I should judge, appeared in front of our place about 9 o'clock
arrangement from the appearance of it and then about 5 or 6 men started
out from the front door, and a big roar and clapping of hands and shouting
took place.
Then pretty soon four or five more men walked out. They kept that up
Then they
there until they had taken out a hundred or two hundred men.
marched down the street. I was curious to soe. whore they went. They marched
over to tb' Wostorn I'ipo & Stool Co.
Then they walked over to the Lacy Manufacturing Co., the Llewllyn Iron
Works, and so on. They kept that up daily, getting every man they could
induce to come out by that pi-ore**, of course a timid man would not stay at
work with men in bodies of that kind walking around, not knowing what is
going to happen to them.
Commissioner WKIX.STOCK. That occurred in 1910, you say?
Mr. BAKKK. 1010.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. That is called the metal trades' strike?
Mr. P>\KKI:. That is called the metal trades' strike. That is the great objection I have to the union men. is that they will not let those that are satisfied
If they want to induce them to join the union, ami can hold
to work, alone.
out some advantages that the men can see. I have no objection to the men
And 1 don't: see why they don't all join. From what I have heard
joining.
this morning it would appear that that was the only place for a man to go for

employment

Commissioner WMNBTOCK. One of the ph;ises of the industrial problem that
commission is called upon to investigate is that of violence in labor troubles.
Will you toll this commission. Mr. P>aker, whether any violence followed that,
strike, and with whom the responsibility for such violence rested, so far as
you know?
Mr. BAKER. Well, I can't tell unless I would not lay it to the jeweler-*,
I should jud^o
or the barbers, or the hotel keepers, or the bankers in town.
must conie from the friends of the labor unions. They wore the only ones
that seemed to bo marching around endeavoring to intimidate the men by their
this

it-

presence.

Commissioner WKINVPH K. Wore there any acts of violence committed against
any of your employees?
Mr. BAKER. Well, I can't remember now. There was a good deal of that
going on. a good many men were got into srrtip*.
Commissioner WKIXSTOCK. Do you recall of any arrests that wore made for
violence against any of your employees?
Mr. BAKER. No; I can't say that there was any arrests against any of our
employees. There wore a good many arrests made because of the picketing
ordnance. And I might say. Mr. Grow spoke this morning about going before

the city council in reference to the picketing ordinance. He was representing,
as I understand, the labor unions on the one side, while I had a hand in representing our association on the other. And one of his statements was that the
unions were law-abiding citizens, which we admitted, and the council accepted
as such. And my statement was, if they was law-abiding citizens, that law
wouldn't hurt them. Why should they object to it? After the picketing
ordinance was then passed, against all the warnings of the authorities, they
insisted and persisted in continuing to picket, to picket, and continue picketing, and that was why the authorities took up 35 in front of our place one
day because they had warned them on several occasions not to persist in breaking the law.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. You don't know then from your own knowledge,
Mr. Baker, whether acts of violence were committed against nonunion men,
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whether there were arrests made or whether there were any convictions

Iliat

followed ?
Mr. BAKER. Oh, yes I know of there was only two that I can recall.
Mr. Grow told of those this morning, with the exception of one that, I think,
was down to the Ornamental Iron Works. The young man admitted his guilt
and was fined, I think, 30 or 60 dayssomething of that kind for beating up
a man in front of his place of employment as lie went in.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Mr. Grow told us of his experience.
Mr. BAKER. Yes, sir.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Of his arrest?
Mr. BAKER. I know nothing of that, only indirectly.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Was that in connection with one of your men?
Mr. BAKER. No; I think that w aS a man from the Keystone Iron Works, Mr.
;

r

Grow

said.

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. I see. So you are not
Mr. BAKER. I am not familiar only what I saw
details of

familial-?
in the newspapers

not the

it.

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. As an employer you understand, of course, that
one of the functions of this commission that it is expected to perform a responsibility put upon it by Congress is to find out, if possible, what are the
underlying causes in this country for industrial unrest. Now, with your broad
experience, Mr. Baker, as an employer, and with your knowledge of conditions
generally, what in your opinion are the underlying causes for industrial unrest?
Mr. BAKER. Well, that is a pretty hard statement for me to make. I have
ideas that there are employers, like employees, that abuse their privileges.
And I have always been a believer that if we could have some national law that
treated us all alike to regulate many of these abuses which I hope this commission will find before it terminates its work good can come of it.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Well, among the suggestions that have been made
to the commission you understand, of course, Mr. Baker, that the members of
this commission can not hope within their inner consciousness to solve all these
problems; that we must depend upon men like yourself and members of labor
to help point out the way to us and to aid us by their suggestions and by their
advice and by their experience.
Now, one of the suggestions that have been made to this commission and that
the commission has under serious consideration is recommending to Congress
the formation or the creation of a permanent industrial commission who shall
be to private industries what the present mediation board is to the transportation undertakings that is, a commission that shall be in a position to tender
its good offices in the event of any industrial disputes, to both sides, and to act
as mediators, conciliators, and, if requested by both sides, to possibly act as
;

arbitrators.

In your judgment, would a commission of that sort be of any value?
Mr. BAKER. I think so, if it had powers to enforce their
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. No without compulsory powers.
Mr. BAKER. Without compulsory powers? I could not say as to that.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. The board of mediation has no compulsory powers
to-day the board that is dealing with the railroad labor disputes.
Mr. BAKER. Well, they could not help but do good, Mr. Weinstock. They
could not help but do good.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. So far as you can see, you think that would be a
;

helpful situation?

Mr. BAKER. I think so.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. We are also investigating into the matter of
workmen's compensation, Mr. Baker.
Mr. BAKER. Yes.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. The so-called Boynton Act has been in operation
now for eight months. It is a compulsory workmen's compensation act. Will
you give this commission the benefit of your opinion on workmen's compensation as it has worked out in the State of California, whether you regard it as
good or as bad for the worker and the employer?
Mr. BAKER. Generally, I consider it a very good law for both the employee
find the employer.
It is a law that I

have been in favor of something of that kind for a very
long time, because of the fact that in the past for a long period of years we
carried our own insurance and settled with our own employees as best we
could, eliminating wherever it was possible the attorney that gets bold of
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them immediately after an accident takes place and gets the biggest portion of
But the
the returns; and we have carried it through insurance companies.
action for the past eight months of that law has been very pleasing to us, because of the fact that we come pretty near knowing now what we have to pay
and the injured person knows what he is going to get: and there has been
not kept from paying where
\vhere we have been by the law permitted
we know the situation. We have taken an opportunity on our side without
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. That is, you have augmented the legal compen-

<

sation?
Mr. BAKER. Yes; we have advanced the money and we have given money.
In other words, some of the employees we have paid them the first two weeks'
salary that the law provides we don't have to pay, carrying out the policy
that we have always carried out.
On the whole, I think the law a very good one, and I think, after the commission has had a year's run of that law, with the experiences of their reports
that they get. they will bo able to suggest many remedies that will carry it
And I hope that this commission will in some way get it to
still further.
not a national law, but have the different Siates adopt it.
Commissioner \VKIXSTOCK. J see. Now, what advanlage have you found, as
an employer and manufacturer, tin safety end of the law. the law that provides for a safely department. th:'t authorizes the commission to make inHas that
spections in shops and factories and to aid the snfet-y -first idea?
been any advantage in your industry, so far as you can see?
Mr. BAKES. Yes. yes; we have in our plant a safety committee consisting
mo of the nn -is. our superintendent, and one of the officials of our corporation, and we receive suggestions from all of our men where they can safeguard any of our machines. And in 80 per cent of the cases we have adopted
Some of lay men have advanced some pretty good ideas, to the
their ideas.
extent that the commission, so our secretary says, 1ms given us something like
UO points.
Commission
-TOOK. In your insurance rate?
.Mr. BAKI:H. NO; credits tor the improvements made above the average.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. One criticism that was launched against the
workmen's compensation ad was that it was putting a heavy burden upon industry. Have you found that to be so. ihat the burden has been a heavy one?
Mr. I'.AKi.K. No; we have not. The changes we have made in some instances
have been fairly expensive, but when you consider that they are done for the
inn-pose of saving life and limb, and it has in a small degree accomplished that,
1

we have been

rep:''*!

for

it.

Commissioner NY KIN STOCK. That is all.
Commissioner <JAKI:KTSO\. The fact is. Mr. Bak-r. that the man now gets
what you formerly paid out instead of over 60 per cent of it being lost between
you and him?
don't know how much, but I imagine a good deal.
Mr. I'.AKKK.
Commissioner IAKI.KI sov. The testimony before all the commissions was
cents of every dollar that the employer paid
that it has run from IVJ to
under the old system only reached the man.
Mr. HAKI.K. Something like tl.;
Commissioner )'CONNKI.I.. 1 want to get a little information. Mr. Baker.
The founders' employment office, that is carried on by a secretary of the
1

(

.",<;

(

association?

Mr. BAKKR. They have an executive committee and a secretary.
Commissioner O'CO.N.\KI.I.. And there are kept the records of the various
molders who make application for employment?
Mi\ BAKEK. Yes. sir.
Commissioner )'CONNEI.I.. Do all the mo!ders employed by the founders in
Los Angeles make application through that office?
Mr. BAKKR. They don't have to. Once they go to work if we hire a molder,
have done many times, his name is sent in the next week with the list
that they make of changes, so that they have a complete record there once
u week.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. If a molder is employed direct by the employer,
then they furnish the office with the information that they have employed
such a man?
Mr. BAKER. The secretary gets the list from, as I testified this morning,
the foreman or the timekeeper, once a week, I think it is; something of
(

that kind.
3-SS19
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Commissioner O'CONNELL. I don't
that bureau subpoenaed here or not.
Mr. BAKKK. How i* that?

know whether we have

Do you

the secretary of
knoxv whether they keep

Commissioner O'CONNELL. Do you know whether they keep an index-card
system of the molders in that oiliceV
Mr. BAKKK. How is that?
Commissioner >'('O\.\KI.I.. Do they keep a card system, index-card system, of
the various employees of the foundries in that general office?
Mr. BAKER. 1 have never investigated that fact; I don't know whether
ihey have or not they have a record of some kind there.
Commissioner ()'( ONNI:I.I.. Well, one founder might hire an employee of
another who desires to make a change?
Air. BAKER. Certainly.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Any objection to his making a cham
Mr. BAKEK. No, sir.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. If an employee is discharged at one foundr.-.
cause sufficient to the employer and that cause made a record at the o!Ii;-e
of the agency, the employing agency, that reason is supplied to the other
founders, if that makes an application to another plant?
Mr. BAKEB. I think that is a fact yes, sir.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. I suppose that cause would be sufficient from
(

;

I

;

securing employment at .another plant?
Mr. BAKEB. No not by any means. I can cite several cases where men
might have a little personal difference with the foreman at one shop and
known to the rest to be a good workman, couldn't get along that doesn't
make it so that he could not work other places the other places
We have several instances in mind of that character.
to got him.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Does the record show that he was discharged for
lack of turning out a sufficient amount of work ?
Mr. BAKER. There is no record kept of anything of that kind what a man
should do for a day's work. We have no knowledge of that. That is a matter of the individual shop foreman to handle, that feature of his business.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Do you know whether that office furnishes information to similar offices located in other towns?
Mr. BAKER. I never heard of it.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Your office is associated, I suppose, with the
National Founders' Association, directly or indirectly?
Mr. BAKER. I don't think they are.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. This morning you said you were going to furnish
a list, but can you approximately give us the wages paid molders in your
;

;

;

foundry ?
Mr. BAKEB. Yes,

We had
sir; I have a memorandum here that I made.
a holiday to-day, or I could have gotten the list for you. I just copied this
from our pay roll. The highest, outside of our foreman, is 44 cents an
hour and the lowest paid helper is 2.~i cents ;m hour.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. What do you pay core makers?
Mr. BAKER. I haven't got that segregated. I have just taken the minimum
and maximum on the pay roll.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Just this last question: I understood you to refer
several times to the fact you had no objection to the men organ! zing, that they
had the legal right and all that kind of thing to organize, and that they
might be dealt with under certain circumstances if organized along certain
I would be glad if you would give this commission your idea of what
lines.
kind of organization you believe the wageworkers ought to have.
Mr. BAKEB. Well, I have an idea the wageworkers should be stockholders
in certain corporations just as you might be in our corporation, and when our
corporation fails in its contract our corporation is liable on its bond for the
faithful performance of the contract and we can be reached, and the laborunion contract is not along that same line.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. You think, then, they ought to be incorporated so
they would be legally liable?
Mr. BAKER. I think that they ought to be incorporated.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. So that they might be sued for damages or loss?
Mr. BAKER. So that they could be held to the strict letter of their contract.
Commissioner O'COXNELL. That is all.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Just one question May I ask, Mr. Baker, how is
the wage scale determined upon in your industry here? Does each employer
:
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scale or does your association lix ;t common wage scale by
employers abide?
Mr. BAKKK. Wo have no association that deals with the help in any HMO along
that line or tixos any salary, except the founders employers' association fixed
minimum and maximum wage some years ago. The different foundries
have deviated from that as they have seen fit and at times when they had n
man that they wanted to pay more they have paid him, ami the record will
show that when it goes in. There is no set and fast rule about it as I understand ir. To-morrow if 1 saw lit to pay one of my men 4 or 5 cents a pommore and I thought I was justified in doing it, I would not take it up with
his

fix

which

own wage

all

;i

1

the association.

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. If your competitor saw tit to pay him loss than
you were paying him, would there be any issue raised?
Mr. HAKKK. The man would prabably raise an issue.
Commissioner WKINSTOOK. If the man was willing to accept it?
Mr. BAN. That would ho his privilege.
Commissioner WKINSTOCK. Then, there is really individual bargaining between each employer and each worker?
Mr. UAKKIJ. That is it, exactly.
Commissioner \V KIN STOCK. And no uniformity among ontpl"
Mr. BAKKK. Kxeopt in a general way.
Commissioner WKINSTOCK. They surest, I suppose, that the minimum should
not be below a certain figure and the maximum should not ho above a certain
figure, but it is left to oarh employer to use his own judgment and his own
'ion?
-. sir: and thar brings to my mind a suggestion, if I may be
now, what this commission might do. i think a great deal
of trouble rould be eliminated, as I said before, by the employer that endeavors
10 take, advantage of the workman under circumstances as an individual or
in a locality by paying him smelly in accordance with the law of supply and
demand if liie Government should fix a minimum wage for each craft, and lot
them pay as much more as they -an earn, and that should )>e a fair living wag
Commissioner WKINSTOCK. That is, your idea would be that in order to
protect the fair employer against unfair competition
Mr. BAKU:. i:\a<tiy, and at the same time protect the workman, whether
union or nonunion man, who may be in a position where he can't help himself

Mr.

I*>AK!

Itted

:/;.

Y-

10 stall'

i

.

and ho has to take it.
Commissioner Wi.
your people tlie maximum
Mr.

B.\,.

.

w

In other words, as

it

is

to-day, you

may be paying

sir.

Commissioner WKINSTOCK. And your competitor across the street, who
-wants to take advantage of the unemployment of men, may oqueezo them?
Mr. I'AKKI:. Yes. sir.
Commissioner WKI.\SK.< K. And get them at a much lower rate than you are
paying your men and that would make competition bet \veen von almost prohibit

i

Mr. BAKKK.

make much

I

wasn't looking at

it

in that sense.

I don't think that

would

difference.

Commissioner WKINSTOCK. If your competitor could got his labor 10 or 15
per cent cheaper, couldn't he underbid you?
Mr. BAKKI;.

Me

could.

Commissioner WKI.N.STOCK. And wouldn't that be unfair competition?
Mi. BAKKI:. It would in a locality; yes, sir.
(Vnnmissioner WKINSTOCK. In the matter of efficiency, has there been any
attempt made to determine the efficiency of the average worker in San Francisco with the efficiency of the average workman in Los Angeles?
Mr. BAKEU. Not that T know of.
Commissioner WKINSTOCK. The only thing that there is then is merely individual opinions as to whether the San Francisco worker is more or less efficient than the Los Angeles worker?
Mr. BAKER. I don't know anything about that feature of it.
Commissioner WKINSTOCK. That is all.
Chairman WALSH. Mr. (larrotson would like to ask you some questions.
In the opinion you gave a moment ago in regard
Commissioner <;
the

legal responsibility of unions, Mr. Baker.
originally formed on what is known, or based
Taft-Vail decision in England?

to

was

I

suppose that opinion
is known, as the

on what

1

'
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Mr. BAKER. No, sir that is simply just my own idea of it.
Commissioner I!AKKI:TSO.\. You know in one instance the employers collected
100,000 cash against the Amalgamated Railway service?
Mr. BAKER. I hadn't heard of that.
Commissioner GARRETSO.X. They did. Do you know what took place immedi;

ately after that?

Mr. BAKER. No, sir.
Commissioner GAKKKTSON. That collection took place under the common-law
process, and there was immediately a statin*' exacted making that impossible
'in the future.
That was the English process. Do you know any place where
bear in mind the labor movement is older in some places than it is here. Do
you know of any place where there has been a statute that made such recovery possible?
Mr. BAKER. We have here in California, do we not, a slatulo that you can't
pay less than $2 a day for eight hours?
Commissioner GARRETSON. I spoke in regard to the recovery- of damages for
breach of contract by unions.
Mr. BAKER. No, sir I have never thought along that line.
;

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. The hatters' case.
Commissioner GARRETSON. That wasn't founded on the Taft-Vail decision.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. That hasn't been collected yet.
Commissioner GARRETSON. That hasn't been collected yet. In regard to the
question that Mr. Weinstock asked you in regard to unrest, that brought to my
mind this it is evident you looked this situation over pretty broadly this
testimony was given before this commission First, that one of the primal
causes of unrest was the widespread impression bear in mind that came not
from a trade union or employer the bald statement that one of the most
prolific sources of unrest was the distrust of the courts and the courts' application of the law. Do you believe that that is an agency that would enter into
:

the creation of unrest largely or not?
Mr. BAKER. I could not say as to that.

Commissioner GARRETSON. Would it in your opinion?
Mr. BAKER. I have always been taught to uphold the law and abide by its
decision, and I don't care to express myself.
Commissioner GARRETSON. It was testified by an officer, he is now a prosecuting attorney, in answer to he direct question whether the rich man and
poor man had any equality before the law, what was the outgrowth of his
experience, both as prosecutor, which he is now in one of the counties of this
country, and as a defender in his general law practice, whether they had any
"
If that condition does
No."
equality, and his answer was unqualifiedly,
or would it not?
of
a
the
would
it
large
unrest,
part
exist,
explain
Mr. BAKER. I could not say. I think he would be the one to answer that.
That is out of my line entirely. My training is not that way.
Commissioner GARRETSON. Do you believe that the enactment of unfair laws
would be anything of a factor?
Mr. BAKER. I think so. I sometimes think we have too much law.
Commissioner GARRETSON. That is all. Thank you.
Chairman WALSH. That is all. Thank you.
Mr. BAKER. May I correct a statement that was made this morning? Mr.
Grow stated, and in my mind it left the founders and employers' association

of repudiating its act. He said that the strike was called off at
Now, what took place was this and that I came forth and reacts of the officers. Well, Mr. Haswell was passing Labor Temple
knowing some. of "the men that worked in the shop and had since
Why can't we talk with you, Mr. Haswell?"
.ioined the union, they says,
"
" I
am not authorized to act." And finally he agreed to go
Well," he says,
in and sit down and listen to them. He did that, and then reported that immediately, of course, to Mr. Little, chairman of the executive committee, and Mr.
Little said, "Why, no; we have no objection to a committee coming up and
talking with us." And the committee did come up and talked, and Mr. Little
listened to what they had to say. They said they were going to call the strike
from Mr. Little's statement, and they wanted to see if there was
off anyway
not some way we might get together. Mr. Little said he would take it up with
the association. Upon that they went down and called the strike off and gave
us credit for making an arrangement with them, which I never did, and I
simply came out in the papers, and made a counter statement of the facts
which existed, which are all of record.

in a position
our request.
pudiated the
one day, and
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Chairman WALSH.
.Air.

BAKKI;. Yes,

Is that

all,

Mr. Baker?

sir.

Chairman WALSH. Thank you.
Mr. Buzzell.

TESTIMONY OF MR.

J.

W. BUZZELL.

Chairman WALSH. State your name.
Mr. BUZZELL. J. W. Buzzell.
Chairman WALSH. What is your residence?
Mr. BUZZELL.

My

residence or business?

My

mail address?

Chairman WALSH. Your Imsiness address.
Mr. BUZ/KI.L. Room 106, Labor Temple.
Chairman WALSH. What is your business?
Mr. BUZZELL. At present secretary and business agent

of the metal trades

Los Angeles.
Chairman WALSH. How long have you lived in Los Angeles?
Mr. BUZZELL. About four and a half <r live years; somewhere there.
Chairman WALSH. How long have you occupied your present position?
Mr. BUZZELL. About six months.
Chairman WALSH. Will you please try and pitch your voice higher"? It is very
difficult to hear up here, and I know the audience would like to hear you.
Try
and pitch it higher.
council,

Mr. BUZZELL.

Thank

you.

Chairman WALSH. How long have yon occupied your present position?
Mr. BUZZELL. Taking all my time, about six months. I have been secretary of
the council for approximately a year.
Chairman WALSH. Prior to that time did you have any official position with
c.rirani/.ed labor?
Mr. BUZZELL. Recording secretary of the pattern makers' association.

Chairman WALSH. Local?
.Air.
(

lir/xKi.L. Yes, sir.

'haii-man

Mr.

WALSH. Any other

\\\-'/.y.v.\.\..

No,

official

position?

sir.

Chairman WALSH. You are a pattern maker by trade?
Mr.

Br/zi-.'.L.

Yes,

sir.

Chairman WALSH. And have worked
Mr.

I'.U/.ZKI

!..

at your trade at what places?
over the country.
have been around a great deal?

Pretty nearly

Chairman WALSH. You
Mr. BUZZKLL. Yes,

all

sir.

Chairman WALSH. You are

a native of

what State?

Mr. BUZZKI.L. Minnesota.

Chairman WALSH. You have worked as

a journeyman in what States?
Mr. BUZZKLL. 1 served an apprenticeship in Alabama, and 1 have been through
the South and Mexico and the Eastern Slates and Middle States, and Southwest,
and as far north as Redding, Cal., but not through Colorado, Wyoming, and
Montana.
("naii-man WALSH. A list of questions, I believe, was submitted to you.
Mr. BUZZELL. I believe so.
Chairman WALSH. And what we want you to direct your attention to particularly is a comparative exposition of the working conditions under union and
so-called open-shop conditions, or under union and nonunion conditions.
First,
as to wages and hours, and, of course, that is confined to Los Angeles.
Mr. BUZZELL. That is confined to Los Angeles entirely?

Chairman WALSH.

First

it is.

Mr. BUZZELL. I see. You want me to go ahead now?
'hairman WALSH. You may proceed in your own way as briefly as possible.
Mr. BUZZELL. In the metal trades in Los Angeles, in which I am more familiar
than I am in other lines, the so-called open shop there are no open shops, union
or nonunion, but in the so-called open shops the conditions under which the men
work are comparatively, in my own language, rotten.
Mr. BUZZELL. In the first place, in the nonunion shop a man starts out to
a journeyman starts out to hunt work, and in this city ever since the strike
in 1904 of the molders was called off, particularly the molders and pattern
makers, the pattern makers not as bad as the molders, they have been told
when they go into a shop, if they are strangers in the town, about the first
question that is asked, "Where are you from? Do you belong to the union?
(
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"
to see Mr. ?
it used to be Mr. Anthony, and now it is HasThey will give you a card to Mr. Haswell, with the name and address
on and you are told to proceed to that office, which is in the Bryson Building,
on the corner of Second and Spring Streets.
My experience on two or three different occasions going up there I have been

Have you been
well.

there at different lapses of time has been always about the same.
I have
dressed differently I have gone up there, I will admit, to find out if there
I have given different names at different
is any difference in the tactics used
The tactics are always the" same. You are asked " "Where are you
times.
On one occasion I asked him if that made
from? Do you belong to the union?
any difference. I said, "I have belonged to the union; I have been down in
Mexico for the last couple of years; been suspended since I was down there;
I always carried a curd when I was around when there was a local, and I
I was
naturally expected when I got back on the coast to get reinstated."
advised by Mr. Haswell if I wanted work in the city of Los Angeles I should
forget that, but when I got to San Francisco San Francisco was the union
town why, it would probably be to my advantage to get reinstated, but not to
do it until I got there.
Now, the molders up until recently, more recently where there have been a
few small shops that have made competition rather keen among the owners for
the small-shop work, have maintained what was practically a maximum rate
for molders.
They maintained that maximum rate through the method that
they used, and, by the way, they have got the business-agent system down
fine in the foundrymen's association.
They have a business agent, what we
call a business agent, they have a secretary, and when a mokler goes there he
gives his personal record. That is the first thing, and if my observation has
been correct I have tried my best to see they have different colored cards
that they have different men's names on, and my observation has been that
the molders who have been at all active in the labor movement, whether it was
coincident or intentional, have been the ones that loafed. It has been noticed that
the men with families loafed just about so long and then they are given a little
work. Then they loaf again. And men have come on different occasions I
can't prove that, but in one instance in Mr. Baker's shop a man came down
to the temple, and he made a kick by the way, the man was not in good standing in the molders' union at the time, either that he had been offered I
believe he was getting 37 cents an hour in the Baker foundry, and he had
been offered 40 cents in another shop, and he quit to go down and take that
job, and he took his tools into the shop one day figuring on starting the next,
or went to go in to work, when he was asked why he left the Baker shop.
That was the second time he went into the shop; whether he took his tools
or whether he went to work, I don't know. He was asked why he quit Baker's
shop, the ironworks, and he naturally told them that he was offered more.
He was not getting as much money as he was offered here. Well, they told
him that Mr. Baker objected to him going somewhere else, and he went back
to Baker, and he didn't want to go.
Now, through the metal trades' strike, or leading up to the metal trades'
strike, the foundry employers' association, they worked that business-agent
system down pretty nicely, with the result that the molders there were no
union shops for molders in the town, except probably a molder who was a
member of a molders' union, running a brass shop where he hired one man,
and to all intents and purposes he was working under union conditions.
The molders in Los Angeles work for 27 cents to 37 cents an hour, daywork, 9 and 10 hours a day. Some few might get as high as 40. Mr. Baker
said he had one now getting 44; perhaps there are a few, but not many instances of men getting near that except maybe those that keep their eyes and
ears open amongst the other molders. The molders and I want to talk quite a
the molders started to organize again, actively organize,
little on the molders
in about 1908 or 1909, and there are many men that left here because of the
Mr. Baker says he has several of there working
effects of that organization.
He may have but they won't
in his shop now that are trying to organize.
stay very long, I don't think. But. anyhow, the molders, when they went on
a strike here in 1910. when they had quite a large membership of 240, I think,
two hundred and some odd, there are not more than a dozen cases where
those molders have ever been able to get back to work in any of the shops that
were running at that time: probably a dozen somewhere in that neighborhood.
To-day the conditions are in some respects worse in ordinary times;
;

;
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the molders don't have

many

written agreements.

As

I

understand, they don't

have many agreements with the foundry men anywhere except in the stoveplate business. An then the agreements are more or less understandings.
In a union shop where the molders have a recognized shop committee to
handle the work and any petty grievances that may come up, all things are
settled between the boss of the foundry himself and the committee.
Wages are
generally established at a minimum rate, with a sliding scale, and it slides
upward and not downward. And the hours are recognized, being 8, 9, or 10,
as the case might be. The minimum wage is for the given hours per day that
All work that is in a foundry that they term
is customary in the given shop.
that is, in casting their work at night they get paid in
late in pouring off
some places; they take 15 minutes, and they get paid for that work; if they
are half an hour overtime, they get time and a half overtime. They quit
molding when the wind goes on in most cases. The blast goes on and they
clear up their floor to get ready to pour off, so that everything will be out of
the way when they get to carrying iron. In Los Angeles in a foundry there
the men mold until all day long in most instances and the helpers carry their
iron in some instances. In some instances the molders mold nine hours
and afterwards they got straight time for overtime unless they work an
hour and a half. I know several cases over here, although I can't prove it,
but I can bring the witnesses.
Now. Mr. Grow handled the machinists fairly well. The pattern makers up
until the strike, being small in number in the city and naturally small in proportion to other mechanics, they had a good deal, a little bit better handle on
the situation, and as the business has gradually developed into what we call
imp business insioad :f foundry shops here, we had the situation fairly
well in hand when the metal trades' strike came on. And during the metal
trades' strike we liguivii it would be poor policy to strike the foundry shops and
not the job shops, so that one struck and then the pattern shops, and to-day
are practically back to where they were before the strike.
The boiler makers and blacksmiths, the relative wages and hours here are
haul t< say what they claim for a scale, and what they get, are widely differThe boiler makers want 50 cents. They claim a scale of 50 cents an hour.
You will find boiler makers working in the city for any rate the boss can get
them for. r.lacksmiths a good deal the same way.
then, the conditions in the so-called open shop are these compared with
the conditions in the union shop. They have no wage scale; they have no
agreement or no understanding as to what the standard of efficiency shall be. In
Other words, when a mechanic, a journeyman, starts out to look for a job, after
"
Where do you work and do you belong
being asked the usual first two questions,
Then a few questions; sometimes "Why did you leave the last
to the union?"
"
"
Very often that is not asked. Then You can start in the morning." And
place?
ihvavs make the man ask the question first " What are you going to pay?"
then they pay what you are worth. Well, if a man is inclined to argue,
the answer is the foreman will do the judging, if the man asks him who is going
to be the judge of what he is worth.
If a man sets out for a scale, he probably
in some instances gets it, and in some instances he don't.
It depends a good
deal on, as Mr. Baker's superintendent told a pattern maker, Mr. Rowe. last:
winter, in .January: 1 heard that they wanted a pattern maker at Baker's, and
I wanted to get a man in there and sent Rowe down to apply for the job.
He
was asked the usual question by the superintendent in the office, and he was
he
could
to
work.
He
the
told
asked about
go
money. They offered him 40
cents an hour and he had been used to getting 55 to 62, and naturally objected
40
Mr.
rather
cents.
the superintendent I take it for granted the
to
Baker, or
superintendent; I wasn't along and I don't know whether Baker himself or not,
but he did not argue much about it. He simply told Rowe that if he would
come down there at 7 o'clock in the morning instead of 3 o'clock in the afternoon, and see the bunch of men who would be tickled to work for less than
40 cents, he would change his mind; he wouldn't argue about it if he wanted
the job very bad.
Now, those conditions are general. Generally speaking, that is about the
condition that prevails in the so-called open shop.
In the union shop we naturally have, even where there are no written
agreements, as is the case here, even in some of the foundries and pattern
shops, we have an understanding; we know what the bottom-price wage is.
A man when he goes in to get a job he is not asked, " Do you carry a card ;
;

,
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Written references in places of that kind are not much
good, because if the man is competent, a competent mechanic, it don't take the
foreman over a half a day to judge his capability. In the union shop a man
has to, as a rule, be given a reasonable excuse for being dischrged when he
is discharged.
In a nonunion shop he is simply handed his time and told they
"
don't need you any longer, Jimmie you can
don't need him any longer.
drop around some other time."
Now, to show some more methods, one that I overlooked here. There is
the machinist that came out of Lewellyn's, named Hilton. On several occasions,
after the strike was over, he applied at Lewellyn's for a job. The foreman
down there told him, " Of course, you will understand the situation, Wash "
his name was Washington, his first name, and everybody called him Wash
" You will understand the
It will be quite a while before I
situation, Wash.
can put you in, but come back again." And one day after he had been down
"
there on several occasions, he told him
Wash, you and I are pretty good
friends for a long time, and I don't like to fool you any longer. I was told in
the office to keep you and the rest coming just as often as we could get you to
run down, but you will never get a job. So, now, I don't want you to come any
more, because you are only wasting your time."
Now, I want to say a little on the policing here I overlooked a couple of
In the summer of 1910, I believe it was what I am getting at is this
things.
it has been stated here that they used the police to protect the property, and
we, or I do, at least, do not think that they were used to protect property, but
to picket shops for the employers during the strikes.
In the summer of 1910, this same man Hilton, who was rather an old man,
and a man named George Lockhead, were alone down near the Union Tool
on Palmetto Street. They spoke to a couple of men, and it happened that
they were alone, a couple of the bad ones in there that found it out, and they
came out after these two men, quite a number of strike breakers in the shop.
Mr. Grow, who was down there to kind of look over the pickets, heard of
some one that there was a riot going on down the street, and he run down the
street to where Hilton and Lockhead were to get them out of the corner
they were in, so that these fellows could not catch them, and merely I can't
explain it no other way by his personality he stopped that crowd by standing
and talking to them. While he was standing the crowd opened up and
a policeman with badge No. 219 ran through the crowd. Grow rather let
up in his attitude, because he thought the policeman had come to stop the
row, but the policeman he found out the policeman didn't come to protect
him, Hilton, and Lockhead, but he took Grow and beat him, hit him several
times, in fact, Grow went down for the count pretty near, with the ordinary
night stick. And in many instances policing was off during the time. I could
name instance after instance where the police
Chairman WALSH. Without giving particular instances or the details, just
sketch and show were there many of few.
Mr. BUZZELL. There were many instances just like that, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman WALSH. It is claimed, then, that the police sided with the other
side; is that correct?
Mr. BUZZELL. Yes, sir. I believe that the police were used for pickets for the
employers, and nothing else. That is my belief in the matter.
Chairman WALSH. You haven't finished yet?
Mr. BUZZELL. I just want that point under the first three questions. Safety
and sanitary conditions: I have only this to say, that in the ordinary manufacturing establishment there is a certain amount of hazard or dangerous occuIn the union shop my experience has been on two or three different
pation.
occasions that if there was something that apparently did not go for the safety
of the men, when a complaint was made to the management or to the foreman,
it was not made as a request that it be fixed, but it was made as man to man.
And it was usually attended to. If there were two or three screws loose, or
anything liable to come out, or the shaper used in the pattern shop, if the bearings were worn and needed babbeting or an iron belt over a slippery floor and
a man likely to slip and fall, go and get those things remedied.
Now, I have seen them in nonunion shops here in Los Angeles and in other
places where if a man made a complaint like that he was told in rather strenuous language to attend to his o\vn business. And in one case in the Up-to-Date

where do you work?"

We

;

:

Pattern Shop here last January they had some complaint from smoke and gas
that came up out of the Acme Brass Foundry underneath. They made a kick
about the gas over at the Fulton Engine Works. The gas floated over there.
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They raised the stacks, ami they then found the sparks descended from the
brass furnace and dropped into the pattern shop. And they was going to put a
screen onto it. Instead of putting a hood screen on it that would cost a couple
of dollars they made an ordinary screen and put it on top of the smokestack,
with the result that the gas comes out from the furnace up through the floor
into the pattern shop. That was about the time of the start of the enforcement of the compensation law. Mr. Mason, who was then proprietor now he is
only part owner of the Up-to-Date Pattern Shop, boxed up his machinery, and
ir cost him a little bit of money, and he was a little sore to say the least.
And then an argument over this gas where two or three men were made sick
and had to go home came up, and he called them up into the office one day at
"
Shut the door. I want to talk to you fellows." And he
noon. And he says,
j/ave them quite a lecture on what they should do, if there was anything wrong
in the shop, for perhaps three or four minutes. Then he wound up by saying
;

he says, " You people undoubtedly know who made this compensation law,
"
I want to tell you right now I don't know whether any of you
and," he says,
are lined up that way or not, but if there is any man amongst you that is not
satisfied with this shop, with that gas that comes up through the floor, with the
wages or anything else in this shop, you will do me a favor and you will be
letter off yourself if you will quietly pack your tools and come in the office and
In other words, through the individual barget your money and disappear."
gaining in that case, if they didn't like it they could beat it.
That is about all that I would like to say.
Chairman WALSH. Now, did you want to make some comparison bet\vecn
union and nonunion shops?
Mr. BUZZELL. Ye*. *>ir: just in Los Angeles.

Chairman WALSH.

I confined you to that to begin with.
should like to; yes, sir.
Chairman WALSH. Very good. Just proceed. Do it as concisely as possible,
but as exhaustively as you need.
Mr. BUHZLLL. I would do it more with figures than anything else.

Mr. Br/zELL.

I

Chairman WALSH.

All right.

Mr. JIT/BELL. The difference in Los Angeles and San Francisco, where railroad facilities, classes of work, and that like are a great deal alike, our stashow that in San Francisco the pattern makers are working an eighthour day for a $5 minimum rate. In Los Angeles they work nine hours, one
half, ami in a couple of shops eight hours for about whatsimp nine hours and
ever the boss can get them to work for. To go a little farther east In St. Louis
the pattern makers make in what we term foundry shops, where it is generally
understood a man does not have to work quite so hard, 48 to 50 cents an
hour, nine-hour day. In the job shops in St. Louis and vicinity they get from
54 to 58 cents for jm eight-hour day. The molders in St. Louis get $4 or $4.25
as a rate, and a great niuny men as high as $4.75 for a nine-hour day. I will
venture to say there are not a half dozen molders in this town that get over
4O cents. In Texas, along ihc same line of work, a good deal the same competition, molders and machinists and pattern makers will average from $3.75 to
$5 a day for an oight and nine hour day work. In an around Los Angeles wo
liml boiler makers and lank builders working all kinds of rates
$2.50 a day
In northern California, in Bakersfield,
to $4.50 for the same class of work.
from Bakersfield north and through Oklahoma, Arizona, Texas, and southwest,
the same class of work, they work eight hours for $4 and $5.50 a day.
I think that is all.
Chairman WALSH. Mr. Weinstock would like to ask a question or two.
Commissioner WEIN STOCK. Have you the San Francisco wage scale in the
metal trades; have you a copy of it here?
Mr. BUZZELL. Not entirely. Most of that some of that is from memory. I
was in San Francisco and in that strike when the wage scale was up.
Commissioner WEIN STOCK. Now, in the metal trades there are how many
I

:i

:

different crafts?

Mr. BUZZELL. Practically what is known as the metal trades machinists,
and sometimes metal polishers.
Commissioner WEIN STOCK. What is the minimum for machinists?
Mr. BUZZELL. Four dollars and twenty-five cents, I believe.

boiler makers, blacksmiths,

Commissioner WEIX STOCK. Is that the minimum?
Mr. BUZZELL. That is the minimum.
Commissioner WETNSTOCK. Has it been changed recently?
Mr. BUZZELL. Not that I know of.
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Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Well, I was a member of )!>;' conciliation b
that dealt with that two or three years ago in San Francisco; but my recollection is that the minimum for machinists was $3.50, so that there either has
been a change
Mr. BUZZELL. I understood in 1907 that the same scale was in effect, and then
I understood the machinists' scale was .$4.25.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. In 1910 it was $3.50.
Mr. BUZZELL. Perhaps it has been changed.
Commissioner \VKI\STOCK. Now, the boiler makers is what?
Mr. BUZZELL. I am not sure of the boiler makers. I have heart that the
boiler makers get as high as 75 cents an hour; the average scale is about 50
1

cents.

Commissioner
Mr. BUZZELL.
Commissioner
Mr. BUZZELL.
Commissioner
Mr. BUZZELL.
Commissioner
Mr. BUZZELL.
Commissioner
Mr. BUZZELL.
Commissioner
Mr. BUZZELL.
Commissioner
Mr. BUZZELL.

WEINSTOCK. About $4 a day?
Yes.

WEINSTOCK. They work eight hours?
Eight hours in San Francisco.
WEINSTOCK. Pattern makers?
Five dollars.
WEINSTOCK. And the molders?
Four and a half.
WEINSTOCK. And what are the other crafts?
The metal polishers I am not sure.
WEINSTOCK. Those are the four principal crafts?
Yes; the blacksmiths.
WEINSTOCK. Machinists and blacksmiths; yes.
I am not sure of their rate.
I wasn't familiar with them

so well.

Commissioner WEINSTOCK.
they not?
Mr. BUZ/ELL.
work.

I

suppose they get about what the molders do, do

The blacksmiths have

different rates for

dii'l'erent

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. They have a minimum, though, however

kinds of
;

I

kno\v

that.

Mr. BUZZELL. Well, it is about $4.50 a day, I think.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. About $4.50?
Mr. BUZZELL. I would not be sure.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Have you any means of knowing what the wage,
the average wage, for example, is in Los Angeles?
Mr. BUZZELL. The average wage?
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. In these different crafts; yes.
Mr. BUZZELL. The average for molders is about 33 cents an hour.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. And he works how many hours a day?
Mr. BUZZELL. Nine.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. That would be 9 times 33; about $3 in round
figures.

Mr. BUZZELL. About. That is for a nine-hour day, you understand.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. For a nine-hour day.
Mr. BUZZELL. Many times they work longer than that.
Commissioner WT EIN STOCK. How about blacksmiths?
Mr. BUZZELL. That is hard to gather.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Could you give those figures; how do you get
your information, anyhow?
Mr. BUZZELL. I have to get it.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Do you get it by quizzing the men?

it

men

Mr. BUZZELL.

By

Commissioner
Mr. BUZZELL.
Commissioner
Mr. BUZZELL.

WEINSTOCK. And compiling

quizzing the

And

compiling

in this town.
it?

it.

WEINSTOCK. Have you any record at all, any data?
I didn't think that would be used, so I didn't

Some.

brini?

up.

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Well, now, Mr. Baker has been asked to prepare
for the information of this commission a statement of his pay roll in the
different crafts.

Mr. BUZZELL. Yes.

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Now, will you do that from the union standpoint
and send it in to the commission at your con-

for the purposes of comparison,

venience?
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Mr. BUZZELL. I will. Roughly speaking, I have it here.
Commissioner WKINSTOCK. Well, you might state it roughly, and then verity
it

later.

(The following communication was subsequently received from Mr. Buzzell:)
Los ANGELES, GAL., September 10, 191-'f
COMMISSION ON INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS:
I hereby submit the following comparative wage scales of Los Angeles in the
.

nonunion, or so-called "open shop," except in a few instances in small shops
there are no union, or "closed shops," in this city, so I submit the scales
;

for:
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Mr. BUZZELL. Only in

really in one line; that is, pattern making, to be
general in the other cases. A pattern maker in Los Angeles lias to be
what we term " a star " to get away with it. He will do more in Los Angeles.
He don't do the class of work, understand. He does what we call band-saw and
sandpaper work, but lie does more of it in Los Angeles in 9 hours than they
will do in the average city in 15.
They do; in the other cities they do a
better class of work.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. You mean, then, that the worker in Los Angeles,
at the close of the day, his output in pattern making is greater than the output
of the worker in San Francisco?
specific

;

Mr. BUZZELL. No doubt about it.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. On corresponding work.
Mr. BUZZELL. No doubt about it.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Well, then, isn't the San Francisco employer's
candle burning at both ends? Isn't he paying a higher wage and getting less
return than the Los Angeles competitor?
Mr. BUZZELL. Well, I don't know. As a rule, in San Francisco the man that
pays for patterns that I happen to know of more particularly, the man that
keeps them, and in the end he gets more for his money. In Los Angeles you
will find that the foundry business, except in one or two instances, is not very
What I mean, the shops are not large, and it has developed in the
great.
pattern-making business a system of what we call job shops. In other words,
a fellow gets a few dollars saved up and buys a band saw and a hole in the wall
somewhere and starts a job shop.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Here in Los Angeles?
Mr. BUZZELL. Here in Los Angeles. And the foundry employers that don't
have work enough to keep what they claim to justify them in keeping a pattern shop going, that naturally go to these jobbers, and between them keep
the different ones of them alive. Now, then, the jobber, the competition is
so keen between them for the jobs, and they claim that the different foundrymen, or people having patterns made, will walk two blocks to save a dollar
on their blue prints in getting bids on small jobs. The jobs are all small, comparatively speaking, and they are compelled to figure it down right as close
as they possibly can, with the result that the journeyman pattern maker has
to be speedy to make it pay. And just as soon as the pattern is made and sold
the job pattern maker has nothing more to^do with it. And consequently in
the final analysis it is to his benefit if it don't last long, while if it was made
in a foundry they would get less output, but the work would last longer after
it was finished, and in the long run would be really cheaper to the foundry man.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Well, is that difference that you speak of as relating to the pattern makers a common difference and condition in the metal
trades here; that is, that the men get a smaller wage than they do in San
Francisco, and for that smaller wage they are expected to and do, as a matter
of fact, turn out a greater output than in San Francisco?
Mr. BUZZELL. Well, in some instances the men claim they do and in some
instances they don't. It is hard to get a line just on the output that it would
come out somehow. Now, I base my assertion about the pattern makers not
entirely on San Francisco but speaking generally of the country. Men who
are called first-class mechanics in New York City, in Chicago and Chicago
will come to Los Angeles, men who are called
is a stiff town to work in
"
stars," and they find when they get here that the first short while that they
are here, to use the terms we use, they get bumped, and they don't know what
on any kind of work they
And they are in the habit of holding a job
it is for.
" You don't do
enough your
are put at, and when they ask there is the answer,
"
work is all right, but there is not enough of it."
Well," the man will say,
"
" I worked
Well, the job
just as hard as I could, and I done a good job."
maybe was too good; you didn't get it done fast enough," with the result that
these same fellows become experts at that fast and rough stuff and they turn
out lots of it.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Well, then, how much truth is there in the claim
that is made by many San Francisco employers that by virtue of the fact -that
living as they do under unionism, living as they do under the so-called closed
shop, they find it more and more' difficult to compete with the Los Angeles
manufacturers by virtue of the fact that they pay a higher wage and get a
smaller output?
Mr. BUZZELL. Perhaps they do; perhaps they do.
;
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C.'i-.miissioner WETXSTOCK. Well, if that is true, tlitMi, then Los Angeles must
come more nearly being the employers' mecea than San Francisco?
Mr. BUZZELL. It sure is there is no question of doubt about that and there
is no question of doubt in the mind of anyone I don't think that ever studied
the question that all of those things that tend to make wages and the rates of
wages are all based, as Mr. Zeehandelaar, Mr. Otis, and Mr. Baker, too. they
In a nonunion town the law of supply
s-;y. on the law of supply and demand.
and demand is always in favor of the employer, my observation has been. In
Los Angeles it is always that way, and that is always apt to be. And a man
;

;

when he

is asked says that the employer don't need to bargain so closely, becan get all the men he wants. It is a matter of a process of elimination with him until he gets the man he wants at the rate of pay he wants

cause

lie

to pay.
if you were an employer who wanted
make a success of his business, who wanted to make a profit, and that is
the only way you can demonstrate success, by profit a business man who shows
a loss is a failure in business, and the business man who shows a profit is a
success if you were an employer, then, who wanted to establish a business and
wanted to make that business a success, I take it from what you say you would

Commissioner WETXSTOCK. Well, then,

to

in Los Angeles rather than San Francisco?
Mr. BrzzELL. Undoubtedly; that is, if I was that turn of mind.
Commissioner WEIN STOCK. How?
Mr. BrzzEi.L. If I was of that turn of mind yes.
Commissioner WEIXSTOCK. If you wanted to show a profit for your invest;

ment?
Mr. BrzzEi.L. Well, I want to say that the manufacturers of San Francisco
undoubtedly make a profit on their investment or they would have closed up
reles make greater profits out of their
long ag<>. The manufacturers of
That is the way
labor, because of the fact that they don't pay them, I think.
ha\v it figured out as they do in San Francisco because labor don't get as
1
That is the way I will answer that.
great a share of it as they do there.
Chairman WAI.SH. That is all, thank you.
Mr. BrzzELi.. When will I bring that stuff in?
Chairman WAI.SH. Bring it any time to-morrow or the next day.
Mr. BUZZELL. All right.
Chairman WALSH. Mr. Barker? Mr. Craig has been excused until to-morrow
Is Mr. Tom Barker in
morning. Is Mr. Barker in the room? [jN response.]
the room?

TESTIMONY OF MR. TOM BARKER.
Chairman WAI.SH. Please

state your name.

Mr. BAUKFK. Torn Barker.

Chairman WALSH. What is your business, Mr. Barker?
Mr. BAKKLK. The secretary of the Los Angeles Couniy Building Trades'
(

'oiincil.

Chairman WALSH. And how long have you held that position?
Mr. BARKER. Since the 1st of August, 1914.
Chairman WALSH. Do you hold any other official position in the labor organizations in Los Angeles?
Mr. BARKER. In 1900 I was given a commission as a representative of the
Amalgamated Society of Carpenters and Joiners in this city. I held that position for five months.
Chairman WALSH. Any other official position?
Mr. BARKER. In 1011, during the time of the carpenters' strike, when their
wages were raised from $3.50 a day to $4, I was again appointed a special representative oi the amalgamated carpenters during that trouble in this city.
Chairman WALSH. Are those all the official positions which you have held?
Mr. BARKER. Omitting just minor positions in the local unions.
Chairman WALSH. You are a carpenter by trade, are you?
Mr. BARKER. Carpenter by trade.
Chairman WALSH. How long have you lived in Los Angeles?
Mr. BARKER. Five years.
Chairman WALSH. Where did you live before you lived here?
Mr. BARKER. Birmingham, England.
Chairman WALSH. Did you come direct from Birmingham, England, to this
place ?

Mr. BARKER. Yes,

sir.
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Chairnuin WALSH. And you have been a journeyman carpenter for a long
time?
Mr. BARKER. Twenty years.

Chairman WALSH. Man
Mr. BARKER. No,

of family, are you?

sir.

Chairman WALSH.

Xo\v, there were a list of questions submitted t> you, Mr.
Barker. I believe, and I wish you would take them up in their order, please, and
tell us first the extent, to which the building trades in Los Angeles are organized.
Mr. BARKER. Take them in alphabetical order?

Chairman WALSH.

Yes.

Mr. liAKKKK. Now, this

Chairman WALSH.
Mr. BARKER.

It is

is

only an estimate.

Yes.

almost impossible to give a correct estimate.

Chairman WALSH. You give us the best estimate that can be

given.

Mr. BARKER. Yes. Bricklayers. 50 per cent.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Fifty per cent of what?
Mr. BARKER. Organized.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Oh.
Mr. BARKER. Plumbers, about 45 per cent sheet-metal workers, about, 45 per
cent carpenters, 25 per cent plasterers, about 60 per cent hod carriers will be
about 60 or 75 per cent lathers, about 40 per cent.
Chairman WALSH. Metal or wood or both?
Mr. BARKER. The lathers are in one organization, known as the International
Association of Wood and Metal Lathers. The ironworkers have scarcely any
organization. I would not put the ironworkers down above 25 per cent. I am
These figures might be
speaking entirely from I am just approximating.
;

;

;

;

;

That is, I think, the extent of the building trades organizations.
Chairman WALSH. What are the relations between the employers and their
workmen in Los Angeles in your industry; that is, in the building industry?
challenged.

Mr. BAEKER. Well, now, shall I just explain to you that while the building
trades as a whole can say that they work a union shop in this city, a number
of the crafts work a union shop in their own craft? I give you the bricklayers,
lathers, sheet-metal workers, plumbers, and laborers who all work a union shop
in their own craft. The carpenters work open shop.
The painters work open
shop. I forgot to tell you, I put down the painters' organization about 45 per
cent. I forgot to tell you.
Chairman WALSH. When you mean they work open shop
Mr. BARKER. The industry is worked on the open-shop plan; but the crafts I
have indicated, they work the closed-shop plan in their own particular craft.
Chairman WALSH. In their own particular craft?
Mr. BARKER. Yes.
Chairman WALSH. Now, these other crafts; do you mean by an open shop
that they really do employ both union and nonunion men without discrimination?
Mr. BARKER. Well, in some cases; yes. In other cases, no. You will rind
union bricklayers on a job where there are nonunion carpenters employed.
And you will find union carpenters employed where there are nonunion bricklayers, and so on right through the trade. Now, the way the crafts that operate
the union shop maintain their union shop is that the building industry in this
One of the most notorious nonunion
city is so cut up by means of subletting.
firms in this city is the F. O. Engstrum Co., and yet I believe almost invariably
And the Alta Planing Mill, too; they
their plumbing is done by union men.
are another very notorious unfair concern, the most of their brickwork is done
by union men, and that is done by subletting. And the master plumber
small firms, and the organization is thus able to get in with them and work in
accord with them.
Chairman WALSH. Proceed with the relations generally between the employers and employees that you deem to be significant in Los Angeles.
Mr. BARKER. That is a very difficult question, Mr. Walsh, because the relations existing between the organizations which operate the union shop in t lieuown craft and their employers is good undoubtedly, arid there is very little
trouble existing between those organizations and the employers who operate
under the union-shop agreement. The difficulty, the trouble, the discrimination
is all caused with the general contractor, usually caused with the general
And that is where the trouble with the organizations largely exi
tractor.
I could say that the relations existing between the organizations and the
employers that have agreements with them, we have a written agreement i'i
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the sheet-metal workers and the plumbers particularly, and tlie relations are
good. The most of the sheet-metal workers and the most of the plumbers find
that their relations in Los Angeles are good. Our difficulty is with the general
contractor, with the big men. It usually happens in the case of his construction work, on his carpenter work he hires the men direct, ami the same with
his laborers, but he sublets his plastering, his bricklaying work and his painting, and sometimes a union contractor gets that work, and then union men work
on the jobs. But, generally speaking, as I have said, there is no such thing
a union shop in the building industry in this city.
Chairman WALSH. How are the wages and hours of labor in the building
trades of Los Angeles as compared for instance with San Francisco and other
cities on the coast?
Mr. BARKER. The bricklayers in Los Angeles, union bricklayers, get $6 a day
in
in San Francisco they get $7; union carpenters in Los Angeles get $4 a day
San Francisco they get $5; union plasterers in Los Angeles get $5 a day; in
San Francisco I think it is $6 I am not sure; union sheet-metal workers in
et $4.r>0 a day: in San Francisco they get $5.50, I believe; union
plumbers in Los Angeles get $4.50 a day in San Francisco I think they get $5
union hod carriers in Los Angelas get from $3 to .S:;.75 a day: in San Francithey get *4 and $5 union painters in Los Angeles get $3.50 a day; in San
I think that is it; ironworkers in Los Angeles I
Fi-anciM-o they get $4.75
believe get $4 a day; I think in San Francisco it is $6.50 or $7 I think that
it.-,

;

;

;

;

;

Chairman WALSH. How as to hours?
Mr. BARKER. Union men in this city work 8 hours a day.
Chairman WALSH. How is that?
Mr. BARKER. Union men in this city work 8 hours a day. Nonunion men, of
course, work longer I) and 10.
Chairman WALSH. I wish, if you could, you would compare the quality of
work done in Los Angeles under the union and nonunion conditions; that would
to the question as to whether or not there is restriction of output on the
part of the unions, or a very largely increased output in the case of nonunion

Mr. BARKER. Well. I could say that in Los Angeles there can be no such thiivc
are constantly competing
as restriction of output among the union men.
with this cheaper labor, and employers who do hire union men, hire them on the
distinct understanding they are to deliver the goods and earn $4 a day, which
can only he expressed in quantity. I am speaking now as a carpenter. There
<uch thing as restriction of output in Los Anglo regard to the cost of work .since 1010 I have only worked on work
where the carpenters have had a chance to control their particular end of
the industry, and I could take you to the jobs where I have been engaged
the particular jobs
that is. of course, where my observation must be confined
I have worked on, and take you to jobs that have been done by nonunion
men. and I could ask any fair-minded man to compare the quality of work
done, and undoubtedly have the opinion expressed to me as I once had done
by a prominent architect here I worked on one of his jobs for five months,
a largo residence in this city.
He didn't know I was a union man when he
I said:
I was a stranger here from the old country.
d me the job.
He said to me,
7 I am a union man; what are labor conditions here?"
"
the labor unions have not the power In Los Angeles
Well, T will tell you
they have in other cities, but I find that the best of our work the best of our
carpenter work is being done by the union men." That is the opinion of that
architect.
He gave it to me without asking, but just simply talking with him.
And I would say I could affirm that the best work done in -this city is being
done and has been done by union men, speaking as a carpenter, and undoubtedly
that follows in the as far as bricklayers are concerned, because you know you
can get nonunion bricklayers from $3.50 up. A union bricklayer won't work
under 86. and he has not only to turn out quality but quantity, too.
Chairman WALSH. Is there any other statement you think would enlighten
the commission that has not been touched in the specific questions, or any
statement you would like to make on this or along these lines?
Mr. BARKER. Well, there is one phase of this which perhaps I might try and
make a statement on.
Chairman WALSH. Very good.
Mr. BARKER. That is the cost of the union and nonunion labor, and the com-

We

t

;

parison which has been attempted to be

made between Los Angeles and San
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Of course I am not a financier and don't understand how those
Francisco.
things are arrived at, but here are some facts: Eighteen months ago the State
armory building in Exposition Park, the contractor was one Robert Trost, in
San Francisco. He operated a union shop in San Francisco, and naturally he had
to here. His carpenters were paid $4 a day.
I myself was working on the job
11 months, and of course all crafts paid tiie union scale and union men were
employed, even right down to the common laborer. The highest scale of wages
was paid on that job. One Sunday afternoon I took a friend of mine down to
the job, and Mr. F. O. Engstrum came on the job, and my friend happened to
know him and entered into a conversation with him, and my friend came to me
afterwards and said: "Mr. Engstrum says, 'I am simply bowled over on this
job I can't understand this job. This man Trost cut my figures right in two,
'and his wage bill, I know, must be much heavier than mine would have been.' "
;

Mr. Trost manufactures all his interior finish in San Francisco under union
conditions at distinctly higher wages than the millmen in Los Angeles here, and
in addition to that his stuff had to be shipped to Los Angeles, and it was all set
up by union men. That is one of the mysteries of the cost of union and nonunion labor. I can't see how it can be approximated.
To take another case; the Alta Planing Mill had the contract to put up the
Examiner Building, and a union clause was inserted in the contract, and
they had to employ union carpenters and pay them $4 a day. Now, I don't
think that the building of the Examiner job broke the planing mill company,
but I think I am right in saying that that clause was inserted after the bid
So that I have always affirmed that
of the planing mill company was in.
the contractors in this city adopted a very good slogan, from the employers'
" Industrial
freedom " slogan, for I believe
standpoint, when they adopted the
the public would probably not have to pay any more if this city was operated
under union conditions what would happen would be this, that the men working
on the different jobs would obtain more money, and business conditions generif Mr. Engstrum's stateally would be better, whereas I think if you take
ment is worth anything, either he must be making an enormous pile of money
out of the jobs he does, or Mr. Trost must have lost an enormous amount on
that particular job. However, I have it from his superintendent, who is still
employed by Mr. Trost in San Francisco, that everything was lovely on that job.
If you ask nie to compare the expense of any particular building put up
under nonunion and union conditions, I say I don't know how to compare them
because these cases simply puzzled me, not being a financier.
Chairman WALSH. Mr. Weinstock would like to ask some questions.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. I gather from the figures you read off to-day
that in the building trades there are somewhere between 40 and 60 per cent
of the workers organized.
Mr. BARKER. That is the very highest figure.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Say 40 to 50 per cent?
Mr. BARKER. It is stretching it at 50.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Do the contracting builders in Los Angeles recognize and deal with the unions in the building trades?
Mr. BARKER. The general contractors no, sir.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. They do not?
Mr. BARKER. No. sir.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. When they employ union men they simply em;

;

;

ploy them as individuals?
Mr. BARKER. As individuals; yes,

Commissioner WEINSTOCK.

sir.

How

have these wages you have read off been
arrived at? Have they been fixed arbitrarily by the employer, or is it the
result of an understanding between the unions on the one hand and the employer on the other?
Mr. BARKER. Are you speaking of the union scale?
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Yes, sir.
Mr. BARKER. I stated the bricklayers operated on the union-shop basis. They
were enabled to do that by the subcontract system which is adopted in this
city.

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. What is the subcontract system?
Mr. BARKER. You take the job being put up at Seventh and Boadway; the
general contractor there sublet the brickwork. The outside brickwork is being
done by a man named Johnson, who contracted to put up the outside brickwork
with the general contractor.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Is Johnson a contractor?
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Mr. BARKER.

He

is

a brick contractor alone.

He

does nothing but brickwork.

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. This subcontractor goes out and hires bricklayers
:.nd pays them
Mr. BARKER. Six dollars a day.
Commissioner WEIN STOCK. Who lixes this $6. Did he?
Mr. BARKER. The bricklayers' union.
Commissioner WEIN STOCK. Then when he employs union men he must be
prepared to pay whatever wage the union may have lixed, but he don't recognizethe union and won't deal with them?
Mr. BARKER. I want you to to distinctly understand that is the general contractor, a man like Engstrum or the Alta Planing Mill or other general contractors.

Commissioner WEIN STOCK. But
with the union?
Mr. BARKER. Yes,

will

the subcontractor recognize

and deal

sir.

(.'an unionism coexist with what is known as the
open shop?
Mr. BARKER. No, .sir; I don't think so.
Commissioner WEI.NSTOCK. You think one or the other must pass uway?
Mr. BARKER. Yes, sir.
Commissioner WEI.NSTOCK. Well, now, point out why unionism can't coexist
with the open shop. That is. when 1 say open shop, it is perhaps important to
define what 1 mean by that, so that we don't have a misunderstanding as to the
meaning of the word. As 1 understand, a closed shop is only where union men
are employed.
Mr. BAIIKEH. Yes, sir.
Commissioner WEI.NSTOCK. An open shop is a shop where union and nonunion men work side by side. A nonunion shop is a shop where only nonunion
men are employed. 1 >o you understand it as 1 do?
Mr. BARKER. Yes, sir.
Commissioner WEI.NSTOCK. 1 am referring particularly to the open shop, a
shop where union and nonunion men work side by side.
Mr. BARKER. Yes, sir.
Commissioner WEIN STOCK. Point out why, in your opinion, unionism and
the open shop can not go hand in hand.
Mr. BARKER. Well, 1 think myself that you take the carpenter business in
the city here to-day; a man in Los Angeles who carries a union card as a carpenter must do so because he believes in the principles of unionism. This city
in the last five years has almost doubled in population, but the organization
Work has been plentiful. Durof carpenters has increased very. Aery little.
would say. Los Angeles has had its fair share. The last
ing the last five years,
two years it has not been so good, but the first three years everyone will admit
business was good in Los Angeles.
The only reason wo could arrive at for the carpenters' organization being
so weak is the faci that the organization has not the power to obtain for the
worker what the organization claims it ought to obtain. Then, on the other
hand, the fundamental principle of the labor movement is that it seeks to
obtain for the worker a better chance to live. You might admit it is a necessary evil, but it takes money to keep up the organization, and the organization
always establishes the maximum rate in wages in any locality. The only way
that can be obtained is by the fact that the employers know there are a number of men who are willing to stand as a unit for certain things. They could
take us one by one and defeat us, but when they come to a big body of men
banded together, the employer has to think twice before he throws down the
So that you will see the essential condition in the matter of the
gantlet.
labor movement is for the organization to control a particular shop or industry as far as the workingmen are concerned. All the rest will be followed
by agreement. Is that clear?
Commissioner WEI.NSTOCK. Yes: that is clear, and if your reasoning on the
matter is sound, it means then that this Nation, sooner or later, industrially
must become all nonunion or all closed shop?
Mr. BARKKK. Exactly, as I think; yes, sir. There are two forces striving
for power, one can only attain power by the defeat of the other. That is an
accepted axiom, no matter whether in the industrial- field, or the religious field,
or any other field. There are two forces contending.

Commissioner WEIN STOCK,

I

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. You approximate the workman's idea in the

building trades in San Francisco?
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Mr. BARKER. Yes,

sir.

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Where there is practically a closed shop and
wages higher and the hours no longer?
Mr. BARKER. Yes, sir.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. The hours are substantially the same, eight ami
eight?

Mr. BARKER. Yes,

sir.

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. From your theory it would seem that all union
in Los Angeles would drift to San Francisco?
Mr. BARKER. No, sir; I don't think so. The fact that San Francisco is a
union town does not prove that San Francisco controls the law of supply
and demand. Now, if you take, for instance, San Francisco immediately after
the iire; there was a big demand for men, but the inevitable slump came in
San Francisco, and for a number of years San Francisco has been overstocked
by workingmen men hunting for jobs.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. The mere fact of men going there does not create
employment for them?
Mr. BARKER. No, sir.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. What is the answer to the contention made on
this witness stand yesterday, and if you were here you doubtless heard the
statement made by Mr. Zeehandelaar, the secretary of the merchants and
manufacturers' association, and I think also by Gen. Otis, that in their opinion
one of the most important assets that Los Angeles had from a commercial
and industrial standpoint was its open shop; that that brought capital here;
that that developed industries here and brought people here.
What is the
answer, if there is any truth in that statement?
Mr. BARKER. I don't know, but I would say, though, that while that statement might have been made, the real cause for the great influx of capital, if
that has been the case, has been the fact that labor was cheap here, not that.

men

labor was or was not organized, but that labor was cheap. I think if it could
be possible to get a comparison of the cost of, say, the Examiner Building in
San Francisco and a building of the same size in Los Angeles, the amount
would be very small the difference would be very small.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. You think the cost per cubic foot would be substantially the

same?

Mr. BARKER. San Francisco might have a slightly higher rate, but not anywhere sufficient to explain the difference in wages paid the men working on
the job.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. You mean the San Francisco workers had a
higher efficiency?
Mr. BARKER. I would undoubtedly say so.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. You mean when the employer in San Francisco
pays $5 a day to his carpenters and the Los Angeles employer pays $4 that the
San Francisco contractor gets $5 worth of labor and the Los Angeles contractor gets $4 worth of labor; is that what you mean?
Mr. BARKER. I can only say this, I have never worked in San Francisco, but
I know a number of union men who have, and they say a man certainly has got
to deliver the goods in San Francisco to hold his job, both in efficiency and in
quantity of work.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. At that rate he would have to increase his efficiency over Los Angeles to the amount of 25 per cent?
Mr. BARKER. I should say so.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. And is it your opinion from your knowledge of
conditions that the San Francisco carpenter is 25 per cent more efficient than
the Los Angeles carpenter?
Mr. BARKER. I am unable to answer that question, because I have never
worked with men who have worked in San Francisco any length of time.
Commissioner W'EINSTOCK. They would have to do that for the San Francisco
employer to be as well off as the Los Angeles employer?
Mr. BARKER. I would not say so. Men that worked in San Francisco and
then came to Los Angeles said that they preferred San Francisco from the
standpoint of the workingman.
If I might refer back to the cost of construction. In 1910 during the time of
A
the metal-trades strike they were building the Alexandria Hotel Annex.
committee from the Los Angeles Building Trades Council went before the men

who were

financing the steel construction in the building and offered to erect
that steel and save the company who were erecting that hotel many thousands
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of dollars. They also offered to furnish a cash bond covering their responsibilThey submitted their figures in writing.
ity and their liability on the job.
They promised to erect the steel and save, as I said, the company these thousands of dollars. I think it was between fifty and sixty thousand dollars. But
they were going to pay their men four dollars and a half a day while the structural men on the job at that time were getting two dollars and a half a day,
and the company in charge of the erection admitted that the bid was perfectly fair that the bona fide was good and they did not doubt that the union
could do it and carry out that bid, but they said, " You are not on our side and
therefore we can't entertain it."
;

Commissioner WKINSTOCK. That is all.
Chairman WALSH. That is all thank you.
;

Mr. Bryson.

TESTIMONY OF MR.

H.

W. BRYS01T.

Chairman WALSH. Your nanu plea so.
Mr. BRYSON. H. W. Bryson.
Chairman WALSH. Your business. please.
Mr. BUY SON. General manager of the F.
Kngstrum Co., contractors.
Chairman WALSH. They arc building contractors, are they?
1

.

< >.

Mr. BRYSON. Yes.

sir.

Chairman WALSH. How long have you

lived in

Los Angele-?

Mr. BRYSON. About 14 years.

Chairman WALSH. And how long have you occupied your present position?
Mr. BKYSON. I have been connected with the Kngstrum Co. since I came to
Los Angeles.

same

position.

After the organization into a corporation. I have occupied the
They were incorporated ! think it has been about six or seven

years.

Chairman WALSH. You have
work ?
Mr. P.I;Y><\. Ye*,

a fixed

number of hours per day

that your

men

sir.

Chairman WALSH. What

is that, please?
Mr. HKYSON. Kight hours for some departments and nine hours for others.
Chairman WAI.SH. >o you deal in your construction work in any instances
with unions?
Mr. UKVSON. We have o|*>rated an open shop.
Chairman WALSH. In which you deal with union or nonunion alike, without
discrimination?
Mr. P.I: y SON. Yes. sir.
Chairman WAI.SH. There were a number of questions, I believe, submitted
to you. were here not ?
Mr. BUY SON. Yes. sir.
Chairman WALSH. We will follow tlmse. ;,< near as we can.
Mr. BKYSON. I would be glad to.
I

1

Chairman WALSH. Some will answer others. I noticed. First, which depart nVents are eight hours and which are nine hours per day?
Mr. BisYfsoN.
had heller explain the basis on which our organization is
based, so that you can perhaps get a better idea of the general run of Ihinus.
Chairman WALSH. Very good.
Mr. P.KVSON. We are building contractors. Our organization is based on the
construction of buildings only, and we manufacture most of the necessary
articles that go in construction, such as mill work, galvanized iron, ornamental
iron, and so forth.
Our force consists principally of foremen, siibforemen.
timekeepers, plasterers, carpenters, brick masons, electricians, steam fitters,
plumbers, painters, decorators, sheet-metal workers, machinists, ornamental
iron workers, cement finishers, lathers, tile setters, artificial stone workers,
stationary engineers, and so forth.
Chairman WALSH. Now, then, will you please answer my question, if you
can. at this point?
In what departments of those various Wafts or in what
crafts do you work eight hours a day and in what nine hours?
Mr. BKYSON. On all buildings we work eight hours. In our mill and teaming department and wherever we operate machinery it is operated on a nine1

hour

basis.

Chairman WALSH. On the building

is

crafts are organized or unorganized?
Mr. BRYSON. I don't quite understand.

the union referred

to,

whether the
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Chairman WALSH. On the buildings, in addition to the eight-hour day, is
that adopted regardless of whether the craft is organized or unorganized?
Mr. BKYSON. Yes, sir.
rimirm'an WALSH. As to question No. 1
The extent to which the unions are recognized in construction work in Los
:

A ngeles.
Mr. BKYSON.

I do not think they are recognized by the contractors in genan open shop.
Chairman WALSH. Well, take the plumbers, for instance. Do you deal with
them as an organization? Do you have any nonunion plumbers at all?
Mr. BRYSON. Our organization is based on nonunionism altogether.
Chairman WALSH. But you do employ union plumbers?
Mr. BBYSON. Not when we know it.
Chairman WALSH. Union carpenters?
Mr. BRYSON. No, sir.
Chairman WALSH. You don't employ, then, any union craftsmen if you

eral, only as

know

it?

Mr. BRYSON. Not

if

we know

it.

We

are a nonunion shop.

Chairman WALSH. I wish, now, you would give the wages in I>os Angeles
compared with the wages in San Francisco.
Mr. BRYSON. I can not speak definitely about San Francisco wages, only
what I have heard testified to here. The wages we pay in our operations are
based on the workings in San Jose, San Bernardino, Pasadena, Long Beach,
and San Digo. There is a slight variation, not enough to be taken into con*
sideration, on the Los Angeles scale.
Chairman WALSH. As to hours of labor?
Mr. BRYSON. The same eight hours.

Chairman WALSH. You have heard the comparison made here

of the

wages

in the building trades.
Were those
Mr. BRYSON. I don't think so.

approximately correct?
We recognize eight hours as the basis of all
of our competitors have nine hours, and we try to keep

work, except where all
in competition with our competitors.
Chairman WALSH. Now, with regard to the results in construction work
under union and nonunion conditions, I wish you would follow along these
questions. First, as to the quality of the work, what has been your experience?
Mr. BRYSON. Speaking from our standpoint, working nonunion, we find the
highest standard in our operations under nonunion conditions.
Chairman WALSH. The highest standard you have found to be in the nonunion conditions?
Mr. BRYSON. Yes, sir.
Chairman WALSH. That is the quality. Now, as to quantity?
T
e regard the quantity more on account of no delay, not interMr. BRYSON.
with
fering
overlapping of duties, such as a laborer assisting a carpenter, the
bricklayer and tender placing the brick at the most convenient place for the
bricklayer to work, apprenticeship more liberal, no restriction as to the amount
of work one man can perform.
Chairman WALSH. Now, as to 'the cost of construction. What do you find
the difference, if any, to be in union and nonunion?
Mr. BRYSON. The cost of construction naturally is less because of that efficiency I just mentioned.
Chairman WALSH. Is there any difference in it on account of the wages
paid? The hours, you say, are the same?
Mr. BRYSON. Yes, sir.
Chairman WALSH. In the nonunion job are the wages less than they are on
the union job?
Mr. BRYSON. I don't think so, generally speaking, if a man is rated accord-

W

ing to his efficiency, which

we

try to do.

Chairman WALSH. Have you observed

closely enough to give the per cent
of difference there will be in cost of construction on a large building under

nonunion and union conditions?
Mr. BRYSON. I don't know anything about the cost of construction of a union
building.

Chairman WALSH. You haven't paid any attention
Mr. BRYSON. No,

to that?

sir.

Chairman WALSH. You could not answer that
Mr. BRYSON. No, sir;

I

could not.

question, then?
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Chairman WALSH. What are the particular features you object to in condidemanded by trade unions in the trade industry?
Mr. BRYSON. The particular features objected to under conditions demanded

tions

by building trades unions?

Chairman WALSH. Yes,
Mr. BRYSON. Well,

sir.

we found them

dictatorial, domineering, selfish, not responsible for verbal agreements; in case we entered into contracts with them
they were broken.
Chairman WALSH. How many such cases have you had in your experience
of violation of contracts breaking of contracts?
had innumerable cases where we can't place any confidence
Mr. BRYSON.
in representations that were made while we were running an open shop.
Chairman WALSH. For instance, what unions have broken contracts?
Mr. BRYSON. Well, the galvanized iron department was an open shop at one
time, and we let the men know it was an open shop. As soon as they got to
work and got thoroughly ofganized they tried to unionize us, when they
promised that they wouldn't.
Chairman WALSH. But I mean where contracts have been entered into by
the union as to wages and hours, have you any instance where those contracts
were violated, where the union did not keep their part of the agreement?
Mr. BRYSON. No; we did not go into it on that line.
Chairman WALSH. Have you in mind any instance that came under your
observation where an agreement was made, either verbally or in writing, by
any organization as a whole, through its officers with your company, or any
association of employers, which was violated? That is, which was not carried
out by the union?
Mr. BRYSON. No, sir; we never bothered about that point.
Chairman WALSH. You never knew any such instance. You have no such
instance in your mind. What has the Engstrum Co. done to improve working
conditions? First, have you increased wages or reduced hours at any time?
Mr. BKYSON. Wages arc based entirely on efficiency at the mill and paid
accordingly. We recognize eight hours and nine hours as a fair standard.
Chairman WALSH. How long have you had the nine-hour standard you have

We

spoken of here?
Mr. BUY SON. In

tin- mill ing department we have always had it.
Chairman WALSH. Has there been any increase in wages, say, during the last
live years in your company
any general increase?
Mr. BRYSON. Yes, sir; when conditions are prosperous, such as lots of buildOf course, we are governed by suping, why, we increased wages sometimes.
ply and demand.
Chairman WALSH. When was the last increase?
Mr. BKYSON. C, over nod by supply and demand.
Chairman WALSH. It is governed by supply and demand?

Mr. BRYSON. Yes,

sir.

Chairman WALSH. And
more money?
Mr. BRYSON.

When

if

it

is

for

difficult

you

to get

workmen you pay

the other contractors do; yes.

Chairman WALSH. When the other contractors do?

We

Mr. BRYSON. Yes.

have to meet competition.

Chairman WALSH. Have you raised wages at any time, a general raise of
wages in any particular craft at any time that you want to call the attention
of the commission to?

Say, during the last five years.
Mr. BKYSON. Yes wages dropped considerably in 1907 on account of the
general financial depression also building depression.
chairman WALSH. Well, take one craft.
Mr. BRYSON. Labor went down a small percentage; carpenters to $3 to
When conditions got better we voluntarily raised
$3.25, something like that.
them.
Chairman WALSH. On all carpenters?
Mr. BRYSON. It speaks all the way down all the craftsmen. I gave that as
;

;

;

an

illustration.

Chairman WALSH. About hew many men do you have employed
times would you say?
Mr. BRYSON. Fifteen hundred to two thousand.
Chairman WALSH. Fifteen hundred to two thousand?
Mr. BRYSON. Yes.
T
Chairman WALSH. Y ou are president of this company, are you?

in

normal
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Mr. BKYSOX. Manager

Chairman WALSH. Manager of the company?
Mr. BBYSON. Yes,

sir.

Chairman WALSH.

Who

is

the president?

Mr. BBYSON. F. O. Engstrum.
Chairman WALSH. Where does he live?
Mr. BKYSON. He lives in Los Angeles.
Chairman WALSH. What means have you for adjusting individual griev
an ccs of these men?
Mr. BRYSON. Glad to take it up with them any time they have a grievancesome officer of our company.

Chairman WALSH. With some

officer?

And analyze it and try to treat them fair.
Chairman WALSH. Is there any organization among your men
Mr. BKYSON.

at all for pre-

senting grievances?

Mr. BRYSON. Not as I

know

of.

Chairman WALSH. What efforts have you made along the
and sanitation in your work?

lines of safety

Mr. BBYSON. We spent thousands of dollars for public safety, such as railings around openings, danger, and other signs of warning prominently disspecific instructions to superintendents, foremen, and timekeepers
played
general supervision by officers for them to use every means of protection for
safety first. Sanitation has equal consideration.
Chairman WALSH. Did you have any questions?
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Yes.
Mr. Bryson, is your company a corporation?
Mr. BRYSON. Yes, sir.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. What is its capitalization?
Mr. BRYSON. What is its capitalization?
;

;

Commissioner O'CONNELL. Yes; what is it?
Mr. BRYSON. We have records. I will refer you to the records on
Chairman WALSH. If you have it in mind kindly state it, because

that.
it

is diffi-

cult to go to the records.

Mr. BBYSON. One hundred and fifty-five thousand two hundred dollars.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. What are the shares issued at?
Mr. BBYSON. \Vhat?
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Par value?
Mr. BRYSON. Four dollars, par value, what they are worth now par value,
.$100 a share.

Commissioner O'CONNELL. How much?
Mr. BBYSON. One hundred dollars a share.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. They are now?
Mr. BBYSON. One hundred dollars a share.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. They are now worth four dollars, you say?
Mr. BRYSON. I think so.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Who ow ns the majority share of the stock?
Mr. BRYSON. It is owned equally between F. O. Engstrum, F. E. Engstrum,
r

and myself.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. You say your company doesn't employ union men
or contract with them. Do you subcontract your work?
Mr. BRYSON. On very rare occasions.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Well, on such occasions do you question whether
your subcontractor employs union or nonunion men?
Mr. BBYSON. Don't look into that. We look into the financial responsibility
of the

man we

give the subcontract

to.

Commissioner O'CONNELL. The question of the setting of wages You as
general manager say what the wages shall be?
Mr. BBYSON. Yes I have the last say in the matter.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Do you confer by method of conference with employees at all, whether the rate you say is satisfactory to them or not?
Mr. BRYSOX. Well, I know it is in general; it is satisfactory because it is
based on close observation of what others pay in general, and the men on our
pay roll have been with us a long time. If they could do better financially
they would be apt to take advantage of it, if we were not paying about the
same scale of wages that our competitors did.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. But you designate the wage to be paid, and if they
:

;

don't like

it

they leave

it,

I

suppose?
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we don't do it that way. The basis of wages is something
was started when we entered the contract business, and we have tried to
meet competition wherever it is necessary by paying the highest scale of wages
Mr. BKYSON. No;

that

consistent with efficiency, long service, etc.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Well, what I am trying to get at is whether the employees are taken into those at all in the matter of the regulation of their
wages, or whether your company simply reasons among yourselves, your officials, or you as general manager say that three or three dollars and a quarter
or three and a half shall be the rate for carpenters that you pay?
tell them what we pay before
Mr. BRYSON. They all understand that.
they are employed in case they ask the question.

We

Commissioner O'CONNELL. Having no organization among your employees,
seeing that they are not an organization, consequently they are not dealt with
en masse or either individually as to whether they like it or not.
Mr. BBYSON. Well, we will deal with them individually any time there is
any dissatisfaction among any of our men, or we deal with any number of

them

at any time.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Suppose a grievance arises on one of your jobs.
How is it adjusted? These men that have grievances of some kind.
Mr. BKYSON. We don't have them usually.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Never have grievance*?
Mr. BRYSON. They seem to be all thoroughly satisfied with general condiOf course you can find a man individually who says perhaps he has
tions.
not got all he wants, he can't get all he wants.
Commissioner O'CONNKI.L. In your mill, where you are operating nine hours.
if the employees there desire to have the hours reduced to eight, would it be
possible under the unorganized condition they have, individually, to bring about

that reduction of hours to eight there?
Mr. BRYSON. I would be glad to consult with any individual or any commit tee that they might appoint.
Commissioner O'CONNKI.L. Supposing one individual after another from your
comes to you one
1 don't know how many of them are employed there
mill
after another.
Mr. BKYSON. Yes.
Commissioner O'Cox NKI.I.. And say they would like to have the eight-hour
day.
Mr. BRYSON. Yes.
Commissioner O'CONNKLL. Would -those men coming in in that way. giving a
reason to you how and why you should grant an eight-hour day
Mr. BRYSON. Take each man's demand under consideration.
Commissioner O'CONNKI.L. What would be the result?
Mr. BKYSON. Well, if they could demonstrate wherein the claim was justified
consistent with general business conditions ami our meeting competition we
would be glad to accede to the demand: otherwise we would not. An example
like that happened in our mill, whore there w;is general dissatisfaction on
account of the nine-hour basis, and when 1 looked into it I found all the
other mills working nine hours, and then' were some of them working 10 a
lew of them, the smaller, working 10. I found out injustice was being done
our men on account of the scale of wages not being as high as what they
claimed other mills were getting, so I left it to them whether they wanted
to work on the eight-hour basis or nine-hour basis.
So T adjusted each
man's rate according to efficiency, long service, and we had a nine-hour basis,
which we are now operating under.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Did I understand you are operating absolutely

nonunion shop?
Mr. BKYSON. Absolutely nonunion.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Absolutely nonunion, open shop? Not the socalled open shop?
Mr. BKYSON. Not the open shop.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. That seems to be th<> general impression here,
that it is the open shop, is absolutely nonunion shop in Los Angeles, as near
as I can get it.
Mr. BRYSON. It is nonunion shop without any question, doubt, or argument.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. That is all.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Can you tell the commission, Mr. Bryson, about
what proportion of your workmen are married?

a
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Mr. BRYSON. Withut having any exact data, I should judge it would be
them.
Commissioner WKIX STOCK. Are married men?
Mr. BRYSON. Yes, sir.
BIN STOCK. Do you know what proportion of your workers
Commissioner
own their own homes, live in their own homes?
Mr. BKYSON. On the same basis, about 60 or 70 per cent.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Between 60 and 70 per cent?
Mr. BRYSON. Yes.
jil

tout 75 per cent of

W

Commissioner O'CONNELL. You mean, own their own homes
Chairman WALSH. One minute, please. Mr. Weinstock has not finished.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Have you any data to show the average duration
of employment on the part of your workers?
Mr. BBYSON. The average what?
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. The average time that your workers work for you,
or the average period of employment?
Mr. BKYSON. Well, we have no report of it; some work over five years, a
great many of them have been working 10 years, and some have worked 12
to 14 years.

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. You have never attempted to strike an average
what the average is?Mr. BRYSON. Never have. The whole foundation of our business now as it
exists is based on almost old employees.
It is on the rarest occasions that we
have to take on new men except for temporary purposes.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. How do you deal with the matter of overtime
and Sunday work; how is that handled?
Mr. BRYSON. Try to eliminate it altogether; but when it is necessary from
conditions which we can control that is, where it is to safeguard life or something like that, or when we run a floor of concrete to get to a certain point,
then we will work overtime half an hour or an hour or two hours we consider
to see

;

it

as part of the day's work.

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. And is there any compensation allowed for that?
Mr. BRYSON. Straight time.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Straight time?
Mr. BRYSON. Now and then in very unusual cases, which we don't encourage,
why there is sometimes we have to work Sundays on very rare occasions; and
and a half.
we have allowed time
Commissioner WT EINSTOCK. But you don't. make that a rule?
Mr. BRYSON. No we try to keep away from it as much as we can.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Were you present, Mr. Bryson, when Mr. Barker
;

testified?

Mr. BRYSON. Mr. who?
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Tom Barker.
Mr. BRYSON. The last man?
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Yes.
Mr. BRYSON. I was here part of the time yes.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. He. made a statement that you may have heard
giving it purely as his opinion he had no figures to go on that the efficiency, for example, of the San Francisco carpenter who gets $5 a day was
approximately more efficient than the Los Angeles carpenter who gets $4 a day.
Have you any means of determining that in any way?
Mr. BRYSON. Yes; very frequently not very frequently either, but sometimes. I have uppermost in mind our plasterers w hen we haven't work for
them they go to work for other contractors. I have known instances where
they have gone to San Francisco and worked up there for months and months
and then have come back and worked for us, and we operated much the
same men, and men came from San Francisco down here, or go from here
up there, and there couldn't possibly be any difference in the efficiency providing they are properly handled, in my judgment.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. You mean the output per day per man in Los
Angeles, in your opinion, is about the same as it is in San Francisco?
Mr. BRYSON. I don't think it is; no, sir. I think it is more than what it is
in San Francisco under the union domination.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. That is, the output here is more than it is in
San Francisco?
Mr. BRYSON. Yes.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. In that particular trade?
;

r
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Mr. P.KYSOX. Yes.
'ommissioner WEIXSTOCK. Have you any exact comparison that has ever
been made? For example, has it ever been determined what a day's work here
How many brick a day shall constitute a clay's work in
is in laying brick?
San Francisco?
Mr. BRYSON. No; it is not based upon that, because one man will lay more
brick than another. We have never operated in San Francisco; and I can only
speak f i-oin general observation of what I know of the several buildings going
I see bricklayers doing about half a day's work, it may be more than
up.
that but they lose a great deal of time by stopping to smoke on the job. They
(

;

talk.

rommissioner WEIXSTOCK. Here in Los Angeles or in San Francisco?
Mr. BKYSOX. San Francisco; yes. My observation from some of the buildings I have noted, is that they stop to smoke on the job, and they stop to
talk labor men come to visit them.
I have actually seen them walk out to
a saloon and spend 10 or ir> minutes and then go back to their work. In one
particular instance, why, I saw a gang of bricklayers in San Francisco, during working hours, stop and flip nickels, gamble, saw that with my own eyes.
And I verified it by the timekeeper there, he saying that it is a condition
which they can not control.
( ommissioner WEIXSTOCK.
Are those things permitted hen ?
Mr. BKYSOX. Absolutely not in our organization.
We try to instill into
every man that there is a better future ahead of him, depending upon his
loyally to the firm, his services, and his efficiency.
ommissioner WEIXSTOCK. I >id you hear Mr. barker's statement also to the
<-ft'ec|.
that the armory building here in Los Angeles had been construcecl by
a San Francisco union contractor?
1

1

1

<

Mr.

I'.KVSO.V.

I

didn't hear that statement; no,

sir.

Commissioner WEIXSTOCK. Well, he made the statement that the contract for
the armory building here had been awarded to the lowest bidder doubtless
because it was the lowest bid a San Francisco union contractor, and that.
l>e
Well, now, if the nonunion men are more
employed only union men.
efficient than the union men, and the wage scale is lower, how was it possible
for this San Francisco union contractor to have sucessfully and profitably
handled that contract as Mr. Marker said he thought he did?
Mr. F.KYSOX. Well, that is only one of many instances of the kind that,
I'nless you figure on the building, unless you know all the figures
happen.
that are put in. you can't tell. Now. there has h<>cn lots of building here in the
T>
or 10 years.
last
Very tVw outside contractors have come in. and they
have come in in the instances where they have heat us figuring. That does
!'ot
mean to say it is a profitable business or that they made any profit on
But they have come in and stayed for one, two,
that particular building.
You can't very easily tell whether they have made a
four, or five years.
success from a profit standpoint or not.
Commissioner WKINSTOCK. Are there any building contractors in Los Angeles
who confine themselves altogether to union labor?
Mr. BKYSOX. I don't know. I have my own business to attend to and I don't
try to look into the other fellow's except in a general way to protect our own
investments and interests.
Commissioner WEIXSTOCK. Is there a builders' association in Los Angeles?
Mr. BKYSOX. Master builders' association?

Commissioner WKINSTOCK. Master builders' association.
Mr. BRYSON. Yes.
Commissioner WEIXSTOCK. Contractors' association?
Mr. P>I;YSOX. I think its name is the master builders' association.
Commissioner WEIXSTOCK. That takes in all the general contractors?
Mr. BRYSOX. I think so.
Commissioner WEIXSTOCK. And not the subcontractors?
Mr. BRYSON. I don't know. I know very little about it.
Commissioner WEIXSTOCK. Is your company a member of that association?
Mr. BRYSON. Yes; we are a member of it.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Does that association deal with labor organizations in any way?
Mr. BKYSOX. I don't think they do, except well, they leave it to the individual members as far as I know.
I have never been to one of their meetings.
I am satisfied my business associates rarely ever attend, though they do sometimes go to them. I never heard any of them say that have attended whether
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they have discussed that particular point or not. I know they take up other
matters that should be adjusted in general for the welfare of the State and
town.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. What has been your experience, Mr. Bryson,
with the workmen's compensation act?
Mr. BRYSON. We are in favor of it. It only went into effect on the 1st of
last January, and since that time I have tried to keep closely in touch with it.
with
I think with modifications that it might show after it has been in effect
some of those things eliminated as they present themselves, I think it is much
better for the employer and employee than the old style and way.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. The charge was made in the beginning it would
prove a very serious, heavy burden upon industry. Have you found it so?
Mr. BRYSON. No. On the contrary, I favor it.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. If you had a vote upon the matter to either continue or drop it, how would you vote?
Mr. BRYSON. I \vould vote to adopt it with modifications, which would creep
into anything of that magnitude.
I think the rates are a little high based on
what they have been up to date, with a liberal protit, and so forth, less expenses
but I understand that will be adjusted just as soon as they can go through a
certain period to get the basis to work on.
;

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. That is all.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. About these homes, owning the homes. You say
that a certain per cent of the men, of the workmen here, own their own homes V
Mr. BRYSON. Yes, sir; we encourage that.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. No mortgage on them?
Mr. BRYSON. I don't know about that. I don't go to my. men to the extent
of asking any of their personal business. I encourage them to start bank
accounts, buy the lots, and encourage them to build their houses and furnish
them.

Commissioner O'CONNELL. Are there systems of home building here, like
building and loan associations that loan money out to build homes?
Mr. BRYSON. What is that?
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Are there building and loan associations that
loan money out
Mr. BRYSON. Yes we have all those facilities.
;

Commissioner O'CONNELL. Facilities?
Mr. BRYSON. Facilities.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Are there real-estate concerns here that erect
buildings on land, build homes on them, and sell them so much down and so

much

per week or month thereafter?
Mr. BRYSON. Yes. sir.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. To what extent do such things go on in the city?
Mr. BRYSON. We try to encourage that all we can as long as people come in
here and make a good demand.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Is it possible, therefore, that the statement made
by the secretary of the merchants and manufacturers' association the other
day, in which he said over 50 per cent in the city of Los Angeles owned their

own homes?

Mr. BRYSON. I should say
Commissioner O'CONNELL. If that is based largely on the fact that they own
their own homes through this method?
Mr. BRYSON. Not altogether.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Give me an idea of what per cent of the workmen's
homes are owned outright by the workmen of Los Angeles.
Mr. BRYSON. .No; I don't think I could get it unless I would go to the records
and find out what mortgages were against them.
Chairman WALSH. At this point the commission will stand adjourned until
10 o'clock to-morrow morning.
"
Mr. BRYSON. Shall I come back?
Chairman WALSH. No; you may be excused.
(Whereupon, at 4.30 o'clock p. m. on this Wednesday, the 9th day of September, 1914, an adjournment was taken until the following day, Thursday,
September 10, 1914, at 10 o'clock a. m.)
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Los ANGELES, CAL., Thursday, 8fittcmbvr 10, 1914 10 a. m.
Present: Chairman Walsh, Commissioners O'Connell, Garretson, Commons,
and Weinstock. Basil M. Manly.
Chairman WALSH. Is Mr. Craig in the room?

TESTIMONY OF ME. JOHN CRAIG.
Chairman WALSH. What is your name, please?
Mr. CRAIG. John F. Craig.
Chairman WALSH. What is your business address. Mr. Craig?
Mr. CRAIG. Long Beach.
Chairman WALSH. Mr. Craig, please pitch your voice a little
very difficult to hear in this room.
Mr. CRAIG. Long Beach.

Chairman WALSH. Your

What

is

higher.

It is

your address?

business, please?

Mr. CRAIG. Shipbuilder.

How

Chairman WALSH.

Mr. CRAIG. Ever since

long have you been engaged in that business?

I left school.

Chairman WALSH. A number

of years?

Mr. CRAIG. Thirty years.

How

long have you been in this locality?
years; going on seven.
Chairman WALSH. Where were you engaged in business prior to that time?
Mr. CKAIG. Toledo, Ohio.

Chairman WALSH.

Mr. CRAIG. About

six-

Chairman WALSH. Where?
Mr. CRAIG. Toledo. Ohio.

Chairman WALSH. How long at that point?
Mr. CRAIG. I was there in years.
Chairman WALSH. About 19 years?
Mr. CRAIG. Yes,

sir.

Chairman WALSH. Now. you were furnished with a
lieve,

were you

not.

Mr. CRAIG. Yes,

list

of questions, I be-

Mr. Craig?

sir.

Chairman WALSH.

I will direct your attention to those, and ask you first,
understand it do you run n nonunion concern?
Mr. CRAIG. No, sir; we run open shop.
Chairman WALSH. Von run what is called "open shop"?
Mr. CRAIG. Yes, sir.
Chairman WALSH. That is. do you or do you not employ men without question as to whether or not they belong to a union?
Mr. CKAIG. We employ them without question.
Chariman WALSH. Do you discriminate between union and nonunion men
in any way?

as

I

Mr. CKAIG. No: I can't say we do.
Chairman WALSH. >o you have a preference for either one or the other?
Mr. CRAIG. Not under ordinary conditions.
Chairman WALSH. Well, what are the conditions under which you might
have a preference?
Mr. CUAIG. Why. in case there was a strike on here or anything of that kind,
1

then

we might be

influenced.

Chairman WALSH. So far as you are concerned you are willing that men
should work side by side whether they belong to the unions or don't do so?
Mr. CRAIG.

We

insist they do that.
insist they

Chairman WALSH. You

do that?

Mr. CRAIG. Yes.

Chairman WALSH. Well, now, I wish you would please give us the wages of
the different classes of workmen you have in your industry.
Mr. CRAIG. Here is a list of them.
Chairman WALSH. Will you please read it, so that the commissioners may
hear it.
Mr. CKAIG. The foremen in the plant average from 4G

cents to 93 cents an

hour.

Chairman WALSH. Forty-six and a half
Mr. CRAIG. Yes,

to ninety-three cents

sir.

How many foremen are 'there?
suppose there are six or eight of them.
Chairman WALSH. How many get 93 cents an hour?
Chairman WALSH.

Mr. CRAIG. Oh,

I

an hour?
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Mr. CRAIG. I think there are three.

Chairman WALSH. And how many
Mr. CRAIG.

get 46,

was

it?

think there are only two.
Chairman WALSH. Very good.
Mr. CRAIG. Mold loft work, 27$ to 48 cents an hour.
Chairman WALSH. How many get 48 cents?
Mr. CRAIG. The boss of the shop.
Chairman WALSH. Just one,
Mr. CRAIG. There are only four or five in there.
Chairman WALSH. How many get the minimum?
Mr. CRAIG. It is only the helper gets the minimum.
Chairman WALSH. What do the others get?
Mr. CRAIG. They get about 35 to 40 cents.
Chairman WALSH. Proceed.
Mr. CRAIG. Ship fitters get 35 to 45 cents.
I

Chairman WALSH.

How many

have you?

think at the present time we have about 15 or 20 yes I guexs iM.
Chairman WALSH. How many get the higher rate?
Mr. CRAIG. I should think over 50 per cent of them get the higher rate.
Chairman WALSH. How many the lowest?
Mr. CRAIG. I think something like 20 per cent just a few of the younger on>s

Mr. CRAIG.

I

;

;

learning.

Chairman WAESH. Very good go to the next.
Mr. CRAIG. Blacksmiths, 27$ to 45 cents per hour.
Chairman WALSH. How many of them are there?
Mr. CRAIG. Well, I think there are six or eight gangs working there at the
;

present time.

Chairman WALSH. How many in a gang?
Mr. CRAIG. Three men.
Chairman W'ALSH. Proceed with the next.
Mr. CRAIG. Blacksmiths, 27$ to 45 cents per hour.
Chairman WALSH. How many blacksmiths do you employ?
Mr. CRAIG. I think we have at the present time seven or "eight fires.
Chairman WALSH. How many to a fire?
Mr. CRAIG. Well, there is only one blacksmith.
Chairman WALSH. Do they have helpers at each one?
Mr. CRAIG. Oh, yes; two or three helpers.
Chairman WALSH. How many of the blacksmiths get 45 cents?
Mr. CRAIG. There are three of them to my knowledge at the present time.
Chairman WALSH.
Mr. CRAIG.

How many

get the

minimum

figure?

I think only one.

Chairman WALSH. And how do they range in between?
Mr. CRAIG. These figures I am giving you are the average.
we are paying more than that right now.
Chairman WALSH. We like to get the average, but we also
highest and lowest and generally in between.
Mr. CRAIG.

Chairman

I

We

have some

like to get the

think only 20 per cent of them.
Well, the others of course range in between?

W ALSH.
T

Mr. CRAIG. Yes,

sir.

Chairman WALSH. Go

to the next.

Mr. CRAIG. Carpenters, 37$ to 45 cents.
Chairman WALSH. How many carpenters have you?
Mr. CRAIG. We haven't very many, I don't suppose over 8 or 10.
Chairman WALSH. How many of those get the highest, 45 cents?
Mr. CRAIG. I think there are only three that are getting the highest.
Chairman WT ALSH. Only three?
Mr. CRAIG. Yes, sir.
Chairman WALSH. Then go to the next.
Mr. CRAIG. Machinists, 35 to 40 cents per hour.
Chairman WALSH. How many machinists have you?
Mr. CRAIG. Only at the present time I think about 8 or 10.
Chairman WT ALSH. Go to the next.
Mr. CRAIG. Pipe fitters, 35 to 40 cents.
Chairman WALSH. How many have you?
Mr. CRAIG. Very few of them there now, probably a half a dozen.
Chairman WALSH. Approximately?
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Mr. CRAIG.
to

I

think about a half a do/on at the present time.

you that at the present time our works are pretty low.

We

I might explain
are not running

men we ordinarily do.
Chairman WALSH. I will ask you about that later.
Mr. CKAK;. Reamers and drillers, 30 to 32* cents an hour.
Chairman WALSH. How many of those do you employ?

near the

Mr. CRAIG.

I

suppose about a dozen there now.

Chairman WALSH. Go to the next.
Mr. CRAIG. The lowest we pay is 20 to 27* cents an hour for laborers.
Chairman WALSH. What is that?
Mr. CRAIG. Twenty to twenty-seven and one-half cents an hour for laborers.
Chairman WALSH. How many have you?
Mr. CRAIG. Oh,

I

suppose

Chairman WALSH.
Mr. CRAIG.

I

Fifty,

we have 50 laborers.
and how many of them get 27* cents?

think over 50 per cent of them.
is yqur present

Chairman WALSH. How much
upon the normal condition?
Mr. CRAIG. Oh,

force diminished, basing

it

only about half.

it is

Chairman WALSH. About half?
Mi\

(

'HA

ic.

Yes,

sir.

Chairman WALSH.

I wish you would briefly state the reasons you have for
maintaining open-shop conditions rather than a closed shop exclusively?
Mr. CKAK;. Well, it is just simply an economic condition economic problem,
economic reason.

Chairman WALSH. Well, I would like for you to give them yourself if you
without suggestion from me.
Mr. CKAH;. Well, we have tried the closed shop back in the old yard a number of years, and from our experience there we found that we could not get
the economy out of the yard.
Chairman WALSH. Could not get what?
Mr. CKAH;. Could not get the economy out of the yard we could with the
will,

open shop.

Chairman WALSH. Well, do
work more economically?
Mr.

(

'UAK;.

We

can

1

take

it

from

that, then, that

you can do your

yes.

;

Chairman WALSH. Well, now, from what, from the standpoint

of wages or
the standpoint of efficiency or one or both?
Mr. CKAK;. From the standpoint of efficiency in general.
Chairman WALSH. Well, now, what have you found with respect to the
conditions as between the open and the closed shop, so far as efficiency of

production is concerned?
Mr. CI;\K;. Well, in the closed shop there is not that loyalty of the men,
or interest taken in the work by the men that, there is in the open shop.
Chairman WALSH. >oes a carpenter do as much work approximately in
a closed shop as he does in an open shop?
Mr. CHAM;. I don't think he does in the conditions we run under.
Chairman WALSH. Well, could you give us the amount of that difference
comparatively?
Mr. CHAM;. No: I would not say that I could.
Chairman WALSH. You could not undertake to do that?
Mr. CKAK;. No.
Chairman WALSH. Is there any difference, any material difference in the
character of the work which you did under union conditions and under the
conditions that you have now?
Mr. CRAIG. No.
Chairman WALSH. It is about the same, is it?
Mr. CRAIG. Yes, sir.
Chairman WALSH. Now, as to wages, do you find that the men work cheaper
in an open shop than they do in a closed shop?
Mr. CRAIG. No, sir.
Chairman WALSH. You don't find any difference?
Mr. CRAIG. No, sir but we pay more wages ordinarily than the closed shops.
Chairman WALSH. You are paying higher wages now as a whole than are
paid in the union shops?
Mr. CRAIG. In lots of union shops, yes.
Chairman WALSH. In lots of union shops where. In Los Angeles?
Mr. CRAIG. No. In Toledo. I don't know anything about those here.
I

;
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Chairman WALSH. Well, just basing this rate of i>ay upon the rate of pay
same class of labor, we will say, on the Pacific coast, what do you
find, is your cost reduced on the wage part of it or not?
Mr. CRAIG. I am not conversant with the union scale and union wages here.
Chairman WALSH. Now, are there any other reasons that you would like
for the

to give us, Mr. Craig, that might illuminate this subject that we are studying here, particularly the maintenance of open shop conditions about which I

have been asking you?
Mr. CRAIG. Well, in our work there

is a great deal of work that can be done
piecework. It is much more economical to do piecework than it is daywork
the men take more interest in their work, they make more wages, and they
take more interest.
Chairman WALSH. What character of work?
Mr. CRAIG. Riveting, shipping, and calking.
Chairman WALSH. Will you give me the amount per hour the amount that
you gave was based upon the earnings of the men on piecework?
Mr. CRAIG. No; that is based upon what the men earn when they work on
;

daywork.

Chairman WALSH. When they are working daywork?
Mr. CRAIG. Yes.
Chairman W^ALSH. What is the difference when they are working piecework?
Mr. CRAIG. Oh, they will make, most of those men working piecework, will
make any where, from 25 to 50 per cent more.
Chairman WALSH. Do I understand that you work partially daywork and
partially piecework?
Mr. CRAIG. Sure.
Chairman WALSH. What determines that, please?
Mr. CRAIG. There is a certain proportion of that work you can not work on
piecework; where it is straight work, right straight ahead and a man has a
fair chance then he takes it and does it on piecework.
Chairman WALSH. Where the same character of labor works piecework, your
testimony is that it earns 25 to 50 per cent more?
Mr. CRAIG. They do regularly; yes.
Chairman WALSH. In the same number of hours?
Mr. CRAIG. Yes, sir.
Chairman WALSH. I wish you Mould state, please, what the hours of labor
are in your concern.
Mr. CRAIG. At the present time we work eight hours.
Chairman WALSH. Sir?
Mr. CRAIG. At the present time we work eight hours.
Chairman WT ALSH. Is that the number of hours that they work normally?
Mr. CRAIG. No.

Nine hours

is

normal.

is normal?
When you say you work eight
hours you do that as an economic measure?
Mr. CRAIG. When we work eight hours, we are working that because we have
a certain class of work that requires eight hours.
Chairman WALSH. That work requires eight hours?
Mr. CRAIG. Yes.

Chairman WALSH. Nine hours

Chairman WALSH. What wind of work

is

that?

Mr. CRAIG. Government work.

Chairman WALSH. You work eight hours on Government work alone?
Mr. CRAIG. Yes.

Chairman WALSH. And when your work
nine hours?
Mr. CRAIG.

Work

is

not

Government work you work

nine hours.

Chairman WALSH. What do you

find with respect to your ability to compete
with shipbuilding companies that employ union labor on the coast ? Do you do it

successfully or not?
Mr. CRAIG.
really are not in competition with most of the plants in the
north, because the work we have been doing is work they could not do.
Chairman WALSH. Do I understand you have no conditions upon which you
could base a reasonably fair comparison as to whether or not you could compete
with them successfully under these conditions?
Mr. CRAIG. Oh, I know from experience we can compete with them. In San
Francisco the Union Iron Works, for instance
Chairman WALSH. But, as a matter of fact, have you competed with them?
Mr. CRAIG. Yes, sir we have.

We

;
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Chairman WALSH. How much more economically? You say you can run it
more economically. How much more economically can you run your open shop
than a union shop can he run? That is, on the coast here now,* such as might
be a competitor with you?
Mi: CRAIG. Why, I would not feel competent to say what the difference would
But I am confident in niy own opinion, from my own
be, at the present time.
knowledge, the fact is we can run our own shop much more economically.
Chairman WALSH. What is the cost of labor that goes into the building of a
ship; that is, leaving out the management cost, clerical labor, salesmanship, and
such things as that.
Mr. CRAIG. I couldn't

tell

you,

Chairman WALSH. Have you ever figured it?
Mr. CRAIG. Every ship varies.
Chairman WALSH. Could you approximate an estimate of the labor
goes into a ship?
Mr. CRAIG. No

;

I

cost that

could not.

Chairman WALSH. Have you ever done so?
Mr. CRAIG. Not in that way; no. sir.
Chairman WALSH. Not in that way?
Mr. CRAIG. No,

sir.

Chairman WALSH. Does
Mi\ CKAIG.

It

represent one-half or a quarter of the gross cost?
varies entirely by reason of the class of boat.
1'lease sketch what goes into a boat in the way of cost,

depends,

Chairman WALSH.

it

it

outside of labor?
Mr. CKAKJ. Machinery.

Chairman WALSH. Machinery ?
Mr. CUAH,.

x
,

Chairman WALSH. What else?
Mr. CKAIG. Makes a big difference; cabins,
Chairman WALSH. What'.'
Mr. CRAIG. Cabin work finish work. If it
more cost for machinery than if it is not so
;

finish.
is

a speedy boat it takes that much
The faster the boat the less

fast.

the material.

Chairman WALSH.

Is

there any particular class of boat that your

companv

builds?

Mr. CI;AKI. No we don't make any particular kind. We build anything a man
wants. Never build the same boat over.
Chairman WALSH. It is not standardized enough, then?
Mr. CRAIG. No.
Chairman WALSH. For you to make an estimate that \voiildbeofvaluetous?
Mr. CRAM;. No; that is the reason we can't
Chairman WALSH. What \v;is th,- total co<t of your business last year?
Mr. CRAIG. I couldn't tell you that.
Chairman WALSH. Do you keep it?
Mr. CKAK;. Oh. it is kept yes. I don't keep it in my head.
Chairman WALSH. You also. keep the total labor cost for the year, and your
;

:

total

pay

roll?

Mr. CUAIG. There ought to be. We make out a yearly report on labor employed at our works.
Chairman WALSH. Will you be kind enough to submit to the commission, as
reasonably quickly as you can. the total expense of operating your business last

and your total pay roll?
Mr. CRAIG. Sure.
Chairman WALSH. You might do that by to-morrow.
Mr. CRAIG. I think so.
Chairman WALSH. Thank you. Now, I wish you would describe what the
Craig Ship Building Co. has done, if anything, for the improvement of working
conditions, what you might call work that was done for the general welfare
of the employees? That would include, of course, safety and sanitation. Anything that you have done with reference to their living conditions.
Mr. CRAIG. Well, we have installed all safety devices that are known all we
can find out, or that the men recommend. And we preach into them, they
must have safety first, see everything is safe. We have taken all precautions,
so much so that all inspectors of insurance companies and State inspectors
who have inspected our plant have complimented us on its condition.
Chairman WALSH. Do you have any other company but this one plant, Mr.
Craig?

year,
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Mr. CRAKJ. That

is

all.

Chairman WALSH. And how many employees do you have in normal times?
Mr. CRAIG. Under normal conditions we would have 4.10 to .">oo.
Chairman WALSH. What system of inspection have you of appliances, hoisting appliances, and so forth?
Mr. CRAIG. Each superintendent is supposed to inspect his own outfit that he
works with.
Chairman WALSH. Each superintendent?
Mr. CRAIG.

And keep

it

in shape.

Chairman WALSH. Does that include the foreman of each particular department ?
Mr. CRATO. Yes.

Chairman WALSH. What else have you done along the line of improving
the working conditions?
Mr. CRATG. We have continually raised the men's wages after they get mor
proficient in the work.
Chairman WALSH. Continually raised the carpenters' wages?
Mr. CRAIG. As they get more proficient.
Chairman WALSH. Well now, give me a sketch of how you do that. When
you employ a journeyman carpenter, what do you pay him first?
Mr. CRATG. We have no set wages in the yard. Every superintendent in that
yard is a boy that has been brought up in the work, and Jie regulates the wages
of the men under him. A man goes to work we tell him to go to work, and
his superintendent then tells what he is worth.

Chairman WALSH. What man?
Mr. CRAIG. The superintendent.
Chairman WALSH. The superintendent
Mr. CRAIG. He rates him.

tells

the

man what

he

is

worth?

Chairman WALSH. Around what figure does that range for a journeyman
carpenter, an efficient man that can do the work?
Mr. CRAIG. But if he is all right, why, he gets pretty near the limit.
Chairman WALSH. He gets pretty near the limit?
Mr. CRAIG. The majority of men out here are very imperfect in that regard.
Chairman WALSH. Does the amount that your superintendent fixes is it
governed in any respect by the so-called law of supply and demand?
Mr. CRAIG. No, sir.
Chairman WALSH. How do you fix what you conceive to be a reasonable wage
at the beginning?
Mr. CRAIG.
haven't reduced wages in a long time. Take the present time
we only have 150 men there, and we are paying the same wages as when we

We

;

had 500.
Chairman WALSH. Is there any committee among your workmen
with you about wages, or is it an individual matter with each one?

to confer

Mr. CRAIG. Individual with each superintendent.
Chairman WALSH. Now, what system have you, if any, for hearing the
grievances of the men?
Mr. CRAIG. We haven't had any grievances so far in the last five years.
Chairman WALSH. Who determines the question as to whether a man shall
stay at a given rate in the work, the superintendent or foreman?
Mr. CRAIG. The superintendent he is working under.

Chairman WALSH. Who?

Mr. CRAIG. The superintendent he

is

working under, who hires him.

Chairman WALSH. Well, haven't you had any complaints as
favoritism, or anything of the sort?
Mr. CRAIG. I haven't had only one or
Chairman WALSH. Sir?
Mr. CRAIG. Only one or two.

two since

I

to injustice

and

have been down there.

Chairman WALSH. Have you any system by which inquiries are made as between the men and foremen and superintendents to discover injustices that
might not be reported by the men ?
Mr. CRAIG. No; it is known all over the works if they can't get along with
the superintendent and feel they have a grievance to come to me about it.
Chairman WALSH. Have you any questions, Mr. O'Connell ?
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Yes.
Chairman WALSH. Mr. O'Connell would like to ask a few questions.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Are you connected with the Craig Shipbuilding
Co. at Toledo?
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Mr. CRAIG.

I

was

:

yes. sir.

Commissioner O'CONNELL. Has that company any connection with this company here?
Mr. CRAIG. No. sir. That company is out of existence now, Mr. O'ConnelL
It is the Toledo Shipbuilding Co. now.
Commissioner O'CON.NELL. Yes I know it is. Was your company involved ia
the metal-trades strike that we had recited to us yesterday?
Mr. CRAIG. Here?
'onnnissioner O'CONNELL. Yes.
Mr. CRAIG. In Los Angeles?
Com'missioner O'CONNELL. Yes.
Mr. CRAIG. Yes, sir.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. What were the demands made of you at that
time?
Mr. CRAIG. There was never any demand made.
Commissioner O.'CONNEI.L. The men just simply went on strike?
Mr. CRAIG. A certain part of the men just walked out.
'ommissioner O'CONNELL. No requests of any kind made to you personally?
;

(

<

Mr. CRAIG. No,

Commissioner
Mr. CKAH;. No,

sir.
<

>'<

'ONNEI.L.

Or by

letter?

sir.

Commissioner O'CONNELL. What was the result of that?
Mr. CRAIG. I guess there 'wasn't any result; we just let them stay out, and
went on with our hnsiness.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Didn't you have wasn't there a large number of
men arrested around your plant?
Mr. CRAIG. Why. I think at one time there, there was, yes; 12 or 15 men,
something like that.
Commissioner O'CONNEI.L. At whose instigation were they arrested, what for?
Mr. CKAH;. City poli<v: just for disturbing the peace.

Commissioner O'CONNELL. In what way was the peace disturbed there? Was
there an effort made to get in the shops and do some damage to the works?
Mr. CKAH:. Why. yes. There wasn't so much effort to get in the shops, but our
men were molested, of course, walking back and forth, and having scraps and
lights outside of the works.
at

Commissioner O'CONNELL.
any time?
Mr. CKAH;.

I

Was

don't think there Mas.

Commissioner O'CONNELL. What
Mr. CKAH;.

I

there any convictions for breaking of the law

is

that?

don't think there was.

Commissioner O'CONNELL. These rates of wages, you say. that are paid out
some of the men work eight hours who are working on (Jovernment work, and others nine, is there a different rate of pay for the two

at your place,

classes?
Mr. CRAIG. No, sir; they are all paid the

same rate per hour.

Commissioner O'CONNELL. The men who work eight hours earn an hour's less
pay per day than the men who work nine hours?
Mr. CRAIG. That is it, exactly.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. What is the day average of the eight-hour men, the
machinists, for instance, the day rate, not the hour rate, what do they make,
$3 or $3.50?
Mr. CRAIG. I couldn't say without referring back, because we pay everything
by the hour.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. What is the machinists' rate, the average machinist's rate, there?
Mr. CRAIG. It is 35 to 45 cents. About $3, I should say, on the average.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. About $3?
Mr. CRAIG. Yes.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. It seems to be quite a difference between the rate
paid at your yard, then, for machinists, and 1 take it the same applies generally
to all the machinists, as for instance, at the Union Iron Works at San Francisco, which I should imagine would be a close competitor.
Mr. CRAIG. I don't know what they are paying up there.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Their minimum rate there is $3.50 for eight hour?!,
and the new rate just agreed upon is $4 as a minimum for union hours.
Mr. CRAIG. The Union Iron Works are running a union shop, are they?
3S819
S. Doc. 415, G4-1
vol G
34
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Commissioner

()'( ox.\i;i.i.. AYell, there is no agreement
requiring that, but it
absolutely union shop just the same.
Mi-. CKAIG. I thought you said from the agreement they had made.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Yes; there is an agreement made with the metal
trades of San Francisco. Has your company ever dealt with the union or its
representatives in any wayV
Mr. CRAKI. We did in Toledo: yes. sir.
Commissioner O'Oo\.\i:u.. No. here.
Mr. CRAIG. Not here; no, sir.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. By what method are the wages for the men set at
your plant?
Mr. CRAIG. By the superintendent who hires them.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. He designates the wages and the employee is free
to take that or let it alone, he has nothing to say as to the rate of wanes

is

1

.-in

himself?
Mr. CRAIG. That
than 20 cents paid.

for the laborers, of course; there is not anything less
that up, whatever a man is worth.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. For instance, the rate for machinists, who establishes that rate?
Mr. CRAIG. The superintendent of the machine shop.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. The superintendent of the machine shop?
Mr. CRAIG. Yes.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. The men are not consulted or taken into consideration in the matter of conference in any way on the wage rate*?
Mr. CRAIG. Not in setting wages; no. sir.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Nor in the hours that are to be worked?
Mr. CRAIG. Oh, yes; we conform to the men a good deal on the hours to be
is

From

worked.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. What is that?
Mr. CRAIG. We hold to a good deal giving the men leeway a good deal on
the hours to be worked.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. I didn't quite get that, Mr. Craig.
Mr. CRAIG. Well, the men decide that a good deal themselves by petition.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. The men decide themselves v
Mr. CRAIG. They have.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. The hours they wish to work?
Mr. CRAIG. They have. We have considered them entirely as a whole as to
the hours they want to work.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Now, just explain to the commission how you
would arrange that how it is brought about.
Mr. CRAIG. When the men were all working 10 hours here in Los Angeles
before the strike came, why, our men wanted a half day off Saturday. They
brought a petition, and we gave them a half day off Saturday, which was equal
to about nine hours for the week.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. When the nine-hour day came about very generally, how was that brought to you?
Mr. CRAIG. We asked them if they wanted the half day then, and they said
no; they wanted the nine hours.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. The men signed a petition of some kind?
Mr. CRAIG. Sure.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Well, then, in that sense you were dealing with

them?

we deal with our own men.
consider anything -they put up to us.

Mr. CRAIG. Oh,
sure,

we

There

is

no mistake about that

;

Commissioner O'CONNELL. Would you meet a committee of your own men
they organized in some form of association with a view of readjusting your

if

wages?
Mr. CRAIG. I did not just catch the question. As far as meeting a committee
from the union, we would not do it no.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. But you would meet a committee of your own men?
Mr. CRAIG. Why, certainly we always meet a committee of our own men and
always try to harmonize everything with them.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Supposing your men were organized, all organized,
they all belonged to the union. You say you have no objection to their belong;

;

ing to the union or not.
Mr. CRAIG. Sure.

You

did not ask that question.

Commissioner O'CONNELL. Hence, they might

all

belong to the union.
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Mr. CKAK.;. Sure; some of them do belong to the union; we know that.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Supi>osing they selected a committee of three of
your employees, and they came to you as representing all the machinists in
the plant and said: "We are representing all the machinists in the plant, and
we CM me to ask for an increase in wages to $4 a day," would you receive them
as such?
Mr. CRAIG. Certainly, I would.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. And take up the question of wages with them?
Mr. CRAIG. Certainly, I would; and would do everything I could to satisfy
them.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman WALSH. Mr. Weinstock would like to ask a few questions.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. It has heen brought out in the testimony before
the commission that shops and factories are put into three classifications; there
so-called closed shop where only union men are employed;
is the closed shop
and there is the open shop where union and nonunion men work side by side;
and then there is the nonunion shop where union men are not accepted. Now,
under which of those three classifications does your shop come?
Mr. CRAM;. We are the open shop. We claim the men have got the right to
join the union if they see tit, or join any society they see fit. As long as they
do the work we have no objection.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. The mere fact of a man being a unionist does not
deprive him of his job in your plant?
Mr.

<

'i:

AH,.

Xo.

sir.

Commissioner WKI\STMK. Is ir your opinion. Mr. Craig, that unionism can
go hand in hand with the open shop?
Mr. CKAK;. Well. I think that
think it is so in our industry.

Commissioner WKINSTO<
Mr.

CI:.M<;.

K.

possibly so in

is

You think not

in

many

industries.

I

don't

your industry?

No.

Commission, r WKINSTOCK. You mean then that in your industry, one of two
conditions must become a common condition, either k must be all closed shop
or all nonunion shop?
Mr. CKAK;. No; the open shop.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Well, that is the very question I put to you.
Mr. CKAK;. I didn't understand the question.

Commissioner WEINSTOCK.

I

didn't

make m\>elf

clear.

Mr. CKAK;. No.

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. As
exist with the open shop?
Mr. CKAK;. Why. certainly.

Commissioner WEINSTOC

K.

T

to

whether

don't see

your opinion unionism can

in

why

it

co-

can't.

The statement was made on the witness stand

yesterday. I think, by a representative of organized labor, that they could not
coexist and that we would ultimately either have to be all closed shop or all
You do not accept that?
nonunion.
Mr. CHAM;. No. sir: I don't accept that version at all, because the experience
we have had of *jo years teaches us different.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. 1 see. You made the statement a few minutes
ago you believd men have a right to join unions.
Mr. CKAK;. Sure.
Commissioner WKINSTOCK. And that you have no fault to find with them.
Mr. CKAIG. Sure.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Do you believe unionism has made conditions for
the worker, say in the last 20 or IM years, better or worse?
Mr. CKAK;. oh, I think it has helped conditions certainly to a certain extent.
Commissioner WKINSTOCK. You do not agree with Gen. Otis, who expressed
his opinion on the stand that unionism has made conditions worse for the
worker rather than better?
Mr. CRAIG. Well, there is a good deal of truth in Mr. Otis's statement I think
in that way, too; as far as the union itself, it is all right, but the trouble that
they bring up and the means that they use of forcing their demands and conditions has hurt them. There is always two sides to that.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Gen. Otis's opinion is to this effect let me see
how far you agree, as an employer and one with a broad experience. His
opinion is that while on one hand unionism has shortened hours and increased
wages and improved working conditions, that those gains have been more than
offset by the loss involved from strikes and lockouts and the burden put on the
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officers and operating machinery; that therefore, in
anything as a natural result is considerably worse oft"
there had been JK> unionism. What is your belief oil

supporting his

his opinion, the

worker

if

under unionism than if
that view of it?
Mr. CRAIG. I think lie is perfectly right in that assertion.
Commissioner WEI N STOCK. Then if that is true, unionism has not been an
advantage?
Mr. CKAIG. The way I mean an advantage, I think it is in some places. In
many businesses where they duplicate stuff and where the men do the same
thing right along, I think it has helped in those places. What I meant with
our work it is so varied they never do the same thing twice that we can't work
under the union like they can generally.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. We are speaking of general conditions and not any
particular business or any particular industry. This commission is interested
in the situation as a whole.
Mr. CRAIG. Sure.

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. My question referred to the condition as a whole.
Mr. CRAIG. Yes, sir.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Taking the whole country as a unit, whether
unionism has been an advantage or a disadvantage, from your point of view,
to labor?

Mr. CRAIG. From many standpoints
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. From an economic point of view.
Mr. CRAIG. I think a disadvantage.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. You explained that before being connected with
this plant here you were connected with a plant in Toledo?
Mr. CRAIG. Yes.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. I think you said you worked there under the
closed shop?
Mr. CRAIG. We did a certain length of time.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. And here you are working under the open shop?
Mr. CRAIG. Yes, sir.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. What advantages are you enjoying here, working
under the open shop, that you did not enjoy working in Toledo, under the
closed shop?
Mr. CRAIG. The last five or eight years we were in Toledo we were under the
open shop the same as we are here.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. That is, the closed-shop condition in Toledo applied only to the early history of the enterprise?

Mr. CRAIG. Yes, sir.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. What led to the change from the closed shop to
the open shop?
Mr. CRAIG. What led to the change?
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Yes, sir.
Mr. CRAIG. We were a closed shop, you might say, up to the time the eighthour day was demanded by the machinists. We had 1,500 men at work, and
only 20 per cent of those men were machinists. They demanded an eight-hour
day, and let the other men do as they see fit. Father was running the shop
at that time, and said he wouldn't do anything for the machinists that he
wouldn't do for the whole yard. We had men who worked for us for 20 years,
and he compromised by giving the whole yard a nine-hour day. The ma-

The rest
chinists would not accept that, they demanded an eight-hour day.
of the yard said they (the machinists) want you to take better care of them
than of us, and that they (the 80 per cent) would quit the union themselves,
*
and they did withdraw, and wer never had a closed shop since.
hat difference, if any, did you find in the matter
Commissioner WEINSTOCK.
of efficiency, working under the closed-shop system and working under the open-

W

shop system?
Mr. CRAIG. Under the closed-shop system there was not the interest taken
in the work the men were doing. The men were always looking for trouble.
For example, I had a machinist come to me in the machine shop. "He had been
I am a matold to chip or clean up an exceedingly rough casting. He says,
chinist. That is a laborer's job. I am not going to chip that. Put another man
to do it." I put a laboring man doing it, and another machinist came along
and says, "That is a machinist's job and not a laborer's job." Those contentions were coming up all the while.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Jurisdictional disputes.
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Mr. CRAIG. Yes, sir. I had to turn around when the fellow kicked about the
laborer and put a high-class machinist on the job, and the other man had
kicked at doing the work because he wasn't going to a laborer's work. We
had those contentions coming up all the while.
Commissioner WET N STOCK. Take the output per man per day, under what
conditions was it larger? Under the closed-shop conditions or the open shop?
Mr. CRAIG. It was under the open-shop conditions it was much better.
Commissioner WEIXSTOCK. The men produced greater results?
Mr. CRAIG. They worked with more heart and worked to hold their jobs.
They didn't feel the union was holding their jobs for them, but they were
holding it themselves and earning something.
Commissioner WEIXSTOCK. It was brought out in testimony yesterday that
in the building trades in Los Angeles, comparing the wages paid in the building
trades in Los Angeles with the wages paid in the building trades in San
Francisco, the San Francisco wages on the average were about 25 per cent
higher than those paid in Los Angeles in the building trade. Now, what is
the difference in the wages in the metal trade between Los Angeles and San
Francisco as far as you know?
Mr. CRAIG. I really don't know that. T know we were paying down here
25 per cent more than we were paying in Toledo.
Commissioner WKI.NSTOCK. Twenty-five per cent more than you were paying
;

in

Toledo?

Mr. CKAIG. Yes, sir; sure.
Commissioner WKIX STOCK. F>ut you never compared your wage scale with
the San Francisco wage scale?
Mr. CKAK;. No, sir; I haven't. Well, I think during the strike two or three
years ago I had their scale and looked it over, but I haven't since.
Commissioner WEI N STOCK. How did it compare?
Mr. CKAIG. About the same at that time. Our men who were working piecework were getting much more. Some of the men who walked out of my place
at that time said, "Don't fill our places; we want to come back when this is
over, because we can make more by piecework here than we can up there."
KIN STOCK. The claim made by San Francisco is that their
Commissioner
wag< /M-silo is higher and their hours shorter; that in San Francisco they
work :in eight-hour day and in Los Anireles they work a nine-hour day. Now,
yon say you come into compel ii ion with San Francisco?
Mr. CKAIG. To n certain extent in building.
Commissioner WKINSTOCK. Do you do any new work or just repair work?
Mr. CKAIG. We do a limited amount of repair work, but our work mostly is
new work.
Commissioner WEIXSTOCK. There was a vessel built recently iD California
called the Frank Hitch:
Mr. CKAIG. Yc<. sir.
Commissioner WKIXSTOCK. An oil-tank vessel?
Mr. CRAIG. Yes, sir.
Commissioner WKIN STOCK. I think I heard it was one of the largest, if not
the largest vessel ever built in California.
Mr. CKAIG. The largest merchant ship.
Commissioner WKINSTOCK. Was your company a bidder on that job?
Mr. CRAIG. Yes. sir.
Commissioner WEIXSTOCK. And bids were invited also from the eastern
shipbuilders, as far as you know?
Mr. CRAIG. Yes. sir.
Commissioner WEIXSTOCK. Who got the contract?
Mr. CRAIG. The Union Iron Works.
Commissioner WEIXSTOCK. The Union Iron Works of San Francisco?
Mr. CRAIG. Yes, sir.
Commissioner WEIXSTOCK. How was it possible for them to have gotten
the contract and underbid if their hours were shorter and wages higher?
Mr. CRAIG. Because they claim they lost a large amount of money on the
boat themselves. They wanted the work to keep their men employed. They
didn't bid on it on a business proposition, but just to keep their yard filled
up so that they could have the men there to go on repair work.
Commissioner WEIXSTOCK. Your opinion is that they lost money on the job?
Mr. CRAIG. They told me that themselves.

W

Commissioner WEIXSTOCK. About how many men do you employ at

time?

this
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Mr. CRAIG.

I

think about 160 to 175.

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. What is your normal number V
Mr. CRAIG. Oh, we have anywhere from o.~>0 to 45U.
Commissioner WEI.\STO<K. What is the explanation of the slump in the
number of men employed?
Mr. CRAIG. The business is very bad at this time on this coast.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Very little shipbuilding going oiiV
Mr. CRAIG. Very little business; no shipbuilding whatever.
Commissioner WELNHTOCK. Out of the number you employ can you tell us
what proportion are married and what proportion unmarried?
Mr. CRAIG. I think three-fourths of the men we have there now are married
men.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. About three-fourths are married?
Mr. CRAIG. Fully that many.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. What proportion of them live in their own homes?
Mr. CRAIG.

I

think possibly three-fourths of them.

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Live in their own homes?
Mr. CRAIG. I think so. I never inquired to make a record of it, or anything,
but just from knowing the men I think about that.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. What is the character of the, men generally?
Mr. CRAIG. The men we have there now are very good men.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Sober and industrious?
Mr. CRAIG. Very sober. Of course that is a dry town and we don't have any
whisky down there, anyway, and that helps a good deal.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Where is your plant?
Mr. CRAHI. Long Beach.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. What proportion of your men work on piecework?
Mr. CRAIG. Oh, I think possibly 30 per cent.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. And what are the average earnings of your pieceworkers, their weekly earnings?
Mr. CRAIG. Well, the riveters make anywhere from $7 to $8.
T
Commissioner W EINSTOCK. A day?
Mr. CRAIG. Yes. sir; piecework.

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. The riveters earn from .$7 to &S on piecework?
Mr. CRAIG. Yes, sir. I had a man work there the whole year through who
never made less than $8 yes, I had two men.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Out of the 160 men. how many are there that
earn from $7 to $8 a day?
Mr. CRAIG.

I

should think 8 or

10.

I

guess about eight are riveters.

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. About eight?
Mr. CRAIG. Yes, sir; at the present time. At the present time they are not
earning that much because it is Government work there. It is rather peculiar
stuff that they can't

work regularly

on.

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. What hours do the pieceworkers observe?
Mr. CRAIG. Just the same.
T
Commissioner W EINSTOCK. Eight hours on Government work, and nine hours
on nongovernment work?
Mr. CRAIG. Yes, sir.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. These men that earn $7 to $8 a week
Mr. CRAIG. A day.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. A day, rather. Are they subcontractors or are
they just workers?
Mr. CRAIG. No, sir; just pieceworkers.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Just pieceworkers?
Mr. CRAIG. Yes, sir.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. They don't take things by contract and sublet
to other workers?
Mr. CRAIG. Oh, no; they just drive so many rivets so much per rivet.
Commissioner -WEINSTOCK. \Vhat is your attitude on the workmen's compensation act?
Mr. CRAIG. Why, I think it is a very good thing in a general way. but I
think it could be rectified in a lot of things; that I suppose will be revised later.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. What is the weak spot?
Mr. CRAIG. The main sjx>t that hits me is it raised our rate from 3 to 6 cents.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Under the ;*>-cent rate what protection did you get?
Mr. CRAIG. I got as much protection as we seem to get now.
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Commissioner WKINSTOCK. Wasn't there a limit to the amount that the company would pay? Wasn't there a $5,000 limit at the outside with any one
individual, and a $10,000 limit if any accident?
Mr. CKAK;. No. sir. We carried a higher limit than that. We carried $7,500
and $15,000.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. It was limited to that.
Mr. CRAIG. Yes,

sir.

Commissioner WKINSTOCK. Is there any limit on the insurance to-day?
Mr. CHAM;. Xo.

sir.

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Then for the difference in the price you are
getting unlimited insurance as against limited insurance?
Mr. CUAIG. That is even so; but in 20 years' experience

we never had

a case

that went over $10,000.

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. But the fact remains, if under the old law you
had wanted unlimited insurance, you would have had to pay a much higher
rate than you did pay?
Mr. CKAK,.

A

little;

but not as

much

as the present rate.

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Does that rate come out of your pocket, or do you
do as others do and add it to the cost of production?
Mr. CKAK;. We have to add it in the contract.
Commissioner WKINSTOCK. And every other contractor does the same thing?
Mr. CKAK;. No, sir; you are mistaken there. We were in competition with
the Kast. and the East does not have that rate to pay.
Commissioner WKINSTOCK. In Xew York State the rate is much higher.
Mr. CKAK,. Xew York is not a shipbuilding State. Go back to Ohio or
1

Michigan.

Commissioner WKINSTOCK. What

is

the Ohio rate?

their rate is, but I know at the time we
moved here we never paid over 3 cents.
Commissioner (!.\KKKTSON. Xo but it is far more drastic than your law.
Commissioner WKINSTOCK. If you had a voice to-day on the matter of the
compensation net. would you vote for or against it?
Mr. CKAK;. Well, as it is at the present time as a means of helping the
laboring people I would vote for it. As I say, I have no objection to it now,
only it hits our plant higher than ordinary people. They raise us way out of
Bight, and lots of others are just as cheap as they were before.
Commissioner WKINSTOCK. You understand, and I think this is a point important to bring out, that the State of California is in the insurance business

Mr. CKAIG.

I

don't

know what
;

Itself.

Mr. CKAK;. Sure.

Commissioner WKINSTOCK. And that
Mr. <'KAK;. Yes, sir;

I

its

purpose

is

not to

make a

profit.

understand.

to protect the employer, and that as soon as it
discovers (lie rates are too high they will likely be lowered.
Mr. CKAK;. That is what I expected. I expected that they would be modified

Commissioner WKINSTOCK. Kut

later on.

Commissioner WKINSTOCK. There was a good deal of opposition to the workmen's compensation act on the part of the employers when the act first passed
Were you, in common with most employers, also
j-.nd was put into operation.
opposed to it?
Mr. CKAK;. I was at that time.
Commissioner WKINSTOCK. As soon as it is demonstrated you have changed
your attitude and your opinion V
Mr. CRAIG. I have changed my attitude as regards its possibilities the possibility ultimately.

Commissioner WKINSTOCK. Would you recommend to this commission that
commission shall recommend to all sister States of the Union to likewise
enact compensation laws?
Mr. CKAK;. Yes, sir; I would go further than that. I would recommend
that they make them universal so that we would have to pay the same price, and
v/e would have no objection to it.
I am perfectly willing to put up, providing
our competitor has to do the same thing; that is all we ask.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. That is all.
Chairman WALSH. Commissioner Garretson has a question he wishes to ask.
Commissioner <}ARRKTSON. In answer to a question by Commissioner Weinstock, I don't know whether I misunderstood you or whether you misunder11. is
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stood him. He asked you whether in your opinion labor the existence of the
labor union had been injurious or beneficial to laboring men.
I want to ask
that in a little different form that \vill leave no question no chance for

misunderstanding
If labor unions had never been in existence, do you believe the wages would
have been higher or lower than they are, and hours longer or shorter than they
are, if unions had never existed?
Mr. CRAIG. Why, I think the supply and demand governs the wages.
:

Chairman WALSH. The what?
Mr. CRAIG. The supply and demand governs the wages.
Commissioner GARRETSON. I didn't catch the first word.
Mr. CRAIG. Supply and demand governs the wages.
Commissioner GARRETSON. What would supply and demand have done in hours
and \vages?
Mr. CRAIG. I think they might be just as far advanced as they are.
Commissioner GARRETSON. It might? That is all.
Chairman WALSH. Thank you, Mr. Craig.
Mr. McDonald.

TESTIMONY OF MR.

P. J.

McDONALD

Chairman WALSH. What is your name, please?
Mr. MCDONALD. P. J. McDonald.
Chairman WALSH. Where do you live, Mr. McDonald?
Mr. MCDONALD. You mean my residence?
Chairman WALSH. Yes.
Mr. MCDONALD. 459 East Adams.
Chairman WALSH. Business address?
Mr. MCDONALD. 1800 Industrial Street
Chairman WALSH. What is your business, please?
Mr. MCDONALD. Planing mill, manufacturer, and general contractor.
Chairman WALSH. The name of your company is the Los Angeles Planing
Mill Co.?

Mr. MCDONALD.

It

is.

Chairman WALSH. Is it a corporation or partnership?
Mr. MCDONALD. Corporation.
Chairman WALSH. What is the capital stock?
Mr. MCDONALD. Two hundred thousand dollars.
Chairman WALSH. Incorporated under the laws of California?
Mr. MCDONALD. Yes.
Chairman WALSH. Are you a member of the Southern California

Mill Owners'

Association?

Mr. MCDONALD. Yes.

Chairman WALSH. Are you connected with any other organization?
Mr. MCDONALD. Most all of them. The merchants
Chairman WALSH. Please state any other industrial organization to which
you belong.
Mr. MCDONALD. Chamber of commerce.
Chairman WALSH. Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce?
Mr. MCDONALD. Yes.
Chairman WALSH. Will you please pitch your voice a little higher? It is
very difficult to hear.
Mr. MCDONALD. My voice

is in

very bad shape.

Chairman WALSH. That is too bad, of course, but you must do it as loud as
you can. Do the best you can, please.
Mr. MCDONALD. I belong to the merchants and manufacturers' association,
the Southern California Mill Owners' Association, the sash and door association here, in connection with our mill business these handle most of the business for the good of the members. That is all at present relating to our
;

business.

Chairman WALSH. You belong

to all the associations that exist here that re-

late to your particular industry?
Mr. MCDONALD. I do.

Chairman WALSH. Now, how long have you been

in

business in Los Angeles?

Mr. MCDONALD. Since 1901.
in business prior to that time?
city since 1882.

Chairman WALSH. And where were yon
Mr. MCDONALD.

I

have been in the
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Chairman WALSH. What business were you in prior to 1901?
Mr. MCDONALD. The same business I am in now, but as superintendent

for

large institutions.

Chairman WALSH. During
were you superintendent?

all

of the time from 1882

down

was.
have never done any work
Mr. MCDONALD.
years except as superintendent or in charge of work
I

I

to the present time

in this State for 30
until I went in for

myself.

Chairman WALSH. You were furnished with a list of questions to which
your attention was to be directed on the stand, I believe, Mr. McDonald?
Mr. MCDONALD. Yes.
chairman WALSH. So I will ask you from that list. I wish you would give
us the rate of wages that you pay in your industry.
Mr. MCDONALD. I have prepared a paper here, and, with the permission of the
honorable commission, I would like to read it.
Chairman WALSH. All right. Does that cover the questions generally?
Mr. MCDONALD. Yes. I did not have very much time.
Chairman WALSH. But you endeavored to cover it generally?
Mr. MCDONALD. As best I could. I just got this notice on Tuesday morning.
1

have done the best

is

Chairman WALSH. But that is intended to cover the question generally?
Mr. MCDONALD. Yes.
Chairman WALSH. Thank you. Read it if you please.
Mr. Me DONALD. As we understand, the purpose of this honorable commission
to investigate the wages, working hours, and general conditions of labor, I

I could.

will therefore try to confine

myself to these subjects relating to

my

employees

from personal knowledge of these conditions.
I bought out the old Los Angeles Planing Mill, on San Pedro Street, in 1901,
We made no changes for some time,
at that time known as a union shop.
preferring to let things run along as they were until I got better acquainted
with actual conditions. Within one year, however, I w:is convinced that some
changes were necessary and accordingly made them. This brought about a
strike and shutdown for some time
Chairman WAI. sir. Can you hear that down there? Commissioner O'Connell
says he can not hear it.
Mr. M< -DONALD. I can't read any louder.
Chairman WALSH.
may have to volunteer to read it. I'lease pass that up
and 1 will read it.
Mr. M( DONALD. I have a cold.
Chairman WAI.SH reading)
"As we understand, the purpose of this honorable commission is to investigate the wages, working hours, and general conditions of labor, I will therefore
iry to confine myself to these subjects relating to my employees only, from
personal knowledge of these conditions.
" I
bought out the old Los Angeles Planing Mill, on San Pedro Street, in 1901,
We made no changes for some time,
at that time known as a union shop.
preferring to let things run along as they were until I got better acquainted
with actual conditions. Within one year, however, I was convinced that some
changes were necessary and accordingly made them.
"This brought about a strike and a shutdown for some time. When we
opened again many of our old employees returned and several we did not want,
owing to their disposition to be disturbers and breeders of trouble among the
only,

I

(

:

men.
"
We ran along about a year when a committee waited on me one morning
and presented their grievances, which were that two men in the shop refused
to join their union and must be discharged; that after that date they would
run but 8 hours per day; that a boy about 17 years old (a son of one of my
old employees), who was running a band saw, should give way to a man.
They also informed me that my shop M'as thoroughly unionized, and that I
would have to comply with the union rules, which were that the.se two employees
were to be discharged, and that this young man working on the band saw
should give way to a man that my shop should run eight hours, and that I
should recognize a shop steward on the premises. All of which I refused to do,
with the result, another strike all hands but the two nonunion men and my
engineer walking out.
." We remained shut down for about two weeks.
When I started again I
gave preference to the old employees with few exceptions, with the under;
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standing that hereafter I would Dot recogiii/e a union shop, but that I would
not discriminate against union men.
"
Shortly after this an organization of mill owners was established for the
pin-pose of furnishing employment to the mill employees regardless of their
We also furnished them a large reading and club room where they
affiliations.
could pass the lime when not employed, and same is still maintained this organization having nothing whatever to do with hours of work, wages paid, or
shop conditions; its only purpose being a free labor bureau to promote harmony
among the men and a better feeling among the employers and the men, all of
which I feel it has accomplished.
"About this time the mill owners' association recommended to its members an
eight-hour day. Several of us tried it out, some for a short period, others for
some time. I continued this policy for 18 months and was the last to return
to the nine hours. We found it not a paying proposition, as we consider an eighthour day not profitable where machinery is concerned.
"
We had at that time 26 employees, many of whom we still have on our pay
roll, and we have had, until very recently, as high as 17.1 men employed.
"
We do not discriminate against the union men, nor never did, except that
we will not hire a union foreman, for a union foreman means a union crew
and closed to outsiders. We find that a mixed crew of men get along much
better, attend more strictly to their business and not annoyed by the
walking
delegate or shop Stewart. That they are closer to the foreman, superintendent,
and the general management, and thereby give better results.
"
We have many union men in our employ and they are some of our oldest
and most trustworthy men. We treat our men humanely, adopt all the latest
safety devices, and keep the shop in a sanitary condition, all of which is a
laying investment and good policy for any employer of labor, and we have had
'

1

1

no trouble for many years.
"
We run nine hours per day, six days per week, and have not lost any time
during the past 10 years. At the present time have 70 employees, wages $2.25
in the office we pay $75 to $250 per month.
Our average pay
to $5 per day
per day of nine hours is $3.25.
"
;

We

are strong advocates of the open-shop policy for many reasons
Because the foreman, superintendent, and management in general
are in much closer touch with each individual.
"
Second. That there are no disturbances in the shop and no strikes therefore steady work for the men.
"
Third. That the pride of the American workingman is such that he would
much prefer to deal with the superintendent or management than to be dictated to by a shop steward or walking delegate.'
"
Because of this, the men are better contented and show it in the output
of every day's work. That the sentiment of this community is overwhelmingly
in favor of it. That the spirit of the American citizen is at all times for independence and against everything that tends to curtail that spirit, and that
because of these conditions there is general prosperity and contentment among
the wage earners.
"From an actual canvass of my shop nearly 65 per cent of the employees
either own their own home or are paying for it.
" If
this is a fair percentage of the number of wage earners owning their
own homes in this city, then the effect can not but be felt for good, because it
makes for a higher class of citizenship, who are interested in the welfare of
their city government, take an active interest in all civic affairs, and can be
all of
relied on to decide weighty questions to the best interest of its citizens
which has been proven here when occasion required.
It is our desire to have these conditions continue here and to expand to
other communities less favored."
Chairman WALSH. Mr. McDonald, you say the wages are from $2.25 to $5
per day?
:

" First.

*

Mr. MCDONALD. Yes.
Chairman WALSH. And the $2.25 applies to laborers?
Mr. MCDONALD. Yes.
Chairman WALSH. There is no laborer whatever in your employment that
receives less than $2.25 per dayV
Mr. MCDONALD. Except one boy.

Chairman WALSH. Except one boy?
Mr. M< DONALD. Just one boy.

Chairman WALSH.

How many

receive $5 per day?
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Mr. M< DONALD. Wo have four men receiving $5 |>er day.
Chairman WALSH. Ho\v many receive .$4 per da\Y
Mr. M<
1

(

>ONALD. Twelve.
Iiairman WAI. SIT. How
I

many

receive $4.50?

Mr. MCDONALD. Six.

Chairman WALSH. How many receives $3.50 yer day?
Mr. M< DONALD. Eighteen receive $3.75 per day, and twenty receive $3.50.

Chairman WALSH. How many receive $3.
Mr. MCDONALD. We haven't any $3 men.
Chairman WALSH. Run right down the line, down to two dollars and a
quarter, I see you have it there.
Mr. MCDONALD. We have one hoy that receives $2 a day, clean up: four young

men receive $2.25: one man helper, $2.25; four, $2.50; twenty, $3.50; eighteen,
$3.75: tweleve. $4; six, $4.50; four. $5.
Chairman WALSH. Now, in the office.
Mr. MCDONALD. That does not include the office.
Chairman WALSH. Sir?
Mr. MCDONALD. That does not include the office. They are on a salary basis.
Chairman WALSH. That does not include what?
Mr. MCDONALD. The office.
Chairman WALSH. The office force?
Mr. MCDONALD. No.
Chairman WAI.STT. Now, how many of these <;<>( $75 per month?
Mr. MCDONALD. One.
Chairman WALSH. How many $250 per month?
Mr. MCDONALD. Three.
Chairman WALSH. What positions do they hold?
Mr. MCDONALD. One engineer, estimator; one manager, and the other a
superintendent.

Chairman

WAI.STT.

How many men

Mr. MrDoN.\i.n. Six and

Chairman WALSH.

Is

it

a lady

have you

in

your

office

approximately?

stenographer.

the lady that gets $75?

Mr. MCDONALD. Yes.

Chairman WALSH. Have you any means of ascertaining what percentage of
the 65 per cent of your employees have their homes paid for?
Mr. MrDoxALi). There was 11 of the 05 that were paying for them.
Chairman WAI. sir. Paying for them?
Mr. MrDoxAi.n. Paying for them by installments:

practically paid for; but

did not have the deed.

Chairman WALSH. All of those have their homes paid for?
Mr. MCDONALD. Pratirally paid for, but did not have the deed.
Chairman WALSH. Their what?
Mr. M( DONALD. Deed to the property.
Chairman WALSH. Clear deed to the property?
Mr. MCDONALD. Yes. Many of them had a bank account.
Chairman WALSH. What is that?
Mr. McDoNMD. Many of them told me they had a bank account.
Chairman WALSH. You ascertained that for the purpose of presenting

it

to

the commission?
Mr. MCDONALD. Yes.

Chairman WALSH. Do you have any

questions, Mr. Carretson?
Commissioner GARRETSOX. Just one; general in its character.
Have you any objection I gather from your testimony that you have no
objection to your men belonging to the union?
Mr. MCDONALD. Not at all.
Commissioner GARRETSOX. Do you recognize their right just as you recognize
jour own to join these associations?

Mr. MCDONALD. I certainly do.
Commissioner GARRETSON. Now, for the general question. Do you believe
that labor unions have been of benefit to their members in hours and wages
or not?
Mr. MCDONALD. I do believe they have.
Commissioner GARRETSOX. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. McDoxAT.o. I have no objection to labor unions. It is the methods of
dealing with the employers that I object to.
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Commissioner GARRETSON. But, now that you have interposed that, lot me
ask this: Your objection is only to the method and not to the fact that they
insist on betterment of wages and conditions?
Mr. MCDONALD. No; I don't object to that feature of it at all.
Commissioner GARRETSON. You recognize their right to make that insistence,
just as you do
Mr. MCDONALD. I do.
Commissioner GARRETSON. Recognize your own right to deal for your own
benefit?

Mr. MCDONALD. So far as wages are concerned, they can not he any too high
if my comeptitors were on an equal footing.
Commissioner GARRETSON. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. You are at liberty in your mill, Mr. McDonald,
to handle any material?
Mr. MCDONALD. Any material.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. San Francisco mills are not permitted to handle
material other than that which bears the union label stamp. That condition
does not prevail here?
Mr. MCDONALD. No; we have nothing like that.
for me,

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. No restrictions?
Mr. MCDONALD. None at all.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. You can buy your material wherever you please?
Mr. MCDONALD. Exactly.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. What is your judgment, or your opinion, rather,
on the value of collective bargaining?
Under what conditions do you think the worker is better off under a system
of collective bargaining or under a system of individual bargaining?
Mr. MCDONALD. Well, that is a question that I have not given enough thought
to to answer intelligently.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Were you operating at any time as a closed shop?
Mr. MCDONALD. Yes.

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. When you operated as a closed shop you did colyou not? That is, there was a wage fixed by the group?

lective bargaining, did

Mr. MCDONALD. Yes.

Commissioner WEINSTOCK.

Now

you

fix

the

wage with each man separately

individually?

Mr. MCDONALD. Treat every man according to what he is worth.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. From the worker's point of view, under which
condition is he better off under the system of collective bargaining or under the
system of individual bargaining?
Mr. MCDONALD. Well, I can't see that wages are any different to-day, so far
as my shop is concerned, from what it was when it was a union shop. Consequently I would say that the wage earner in my shop to-day is better off than
he ever was under other conditions. He is not given instructions by outsiders,
and he has no fear of strikes, and he has nothing to bother him; he works
every day, and the wages is the same; there has been no change in my pay
roll.

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. No change in the wage rate?
Mr. MC-DONALD. No.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Since 1901?
Mr. MCDONALD. No.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. How do the wages in your shop compare, if you
have taken the trouble to compare them, with the wages paid by similar shops
in San Francisco?
Mr. MCDONALD. I don't know.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. You don't know whether higher or lower?
Mr. MCDONALD.

I don't.

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. What
compensation?

is

your feeling in the matter of workmen's

Mr. MCDONALD. Feel very friendly to

I

it

think

it

is

a good thing.

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. You believe it is a good thing?
Mr. MCDONALD. Yes.
Commissioner WKIN STOCK. A good thing for the employer?
Mr. MCDONALD. For the employer and the men.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. You say it is a good thing for the employer?
Mr. MCDONALD. Well, I know now absolutely what I have got to take care of.
know from my pay roll whether it costs me 3 per cent or <5 per cent, and

when

estimating

I

can estimate that cost as part of

my overhead

expense.
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Commissioner WEINSTOCK. That is, you would naturally and properly add
that onto the cost of production?
Mr. MCDONALD. Yes. I think that was the intention of the legislature when
they made the act.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Exactly. Where do you see the advantage to the

worker ?
Mr. MCDONALD. Instead of making a settlement individually, as we done beand as every man naturally done, if he couldn't do that he would have to
hire an attorney, consequently it was all turned over to him, and he made the
best bargain he could, and the workman did not get, I would say, over 30 per
cent of the damages which might or had been awarded to him.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. In other words, out of $100 that the employer
paid the worker only got $30?
Mr. MCDONALD. Yes.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. And Hint would make a loss of $70 between the
employer and the worker?
Mr. MCDONALD. Yes.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. You know, of course. Mr. McDonald, that at the
beginning there was a good deal of opposition to the workmen's compensation
fore,

act?

Mr. MCDONALD. That was the F.oynton Act.

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Yes.
Mr. MCDONALD. The act that

is

now

in operation.

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. \\Viv you also opposed to it in the beginning?
Mr. MCDONALD. T was. because I did not understand it.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. The administration of the act has convinced you

now

the other

way?

Mr. MCDONALD. There are some changes that might be made. It is rather
radical from the system that we have been working under, and it is radical,
and I feel it still, but 1 would like to see it work out.
Commissioner \\'KI \s TO< K. In other words, if you had a vote in the matter
to-day, you would vote in favor of it?
Mr. MCDONALD. I surely would.
Commissioner WKI NSTH K. How about the rates? Are the rates a serious
burden upon your industry?
Mr. MCDONALD. No; they are no burden at all, because we figure it as an
overliend expense.

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Are the present rates any serious burden upon the
industry .-is compared with the old rates?
Mr. Me DONALD. No; I don't think so.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. That is all.
Chairman WAI. sir. Prof. Commons luis a question.
Commissioner COMMONS. You spoke about the labor bureau,

is

that an em-

ployment bureau ?
Mr. M
O\ALD. Yes.
Commissioner COMMONS.
-I

Do you get your help through that bureau?
Mr. McDo.NAi.i). Well, if a man comes into our shop and wo want to hire him,
we hire him. Bui. as a rule, we phone down and ask for a bench man or carpenter or whatever wo want.
Commissioner COMMONS. How many companies are in that association?
Mr. MCDONALD. I really could not say.
Commissioner COMMONS. ><> you know about bow many employees they have?
Mr. MCDONALD. I could not tell you that. I haven't got any statitics what1

ever.

Commissioner COMMONS. Well, do you send in a daily or weekly report of all
men you hire?
Mr. MCDONALD. We send none; no reports.
Commissioner COMMONS. You don't?
Mr. MCDONALD. None whatever. We pay the fees, pay for the maintenance,
divide it up between the membership at so much per month, if it is $5 or $7 or
$4. we pay our prorata.
Commissioner COMMONS. Do they keep a list of skilled workmen?
T
Mr. MCDONALD. Y es, sir the men apply there and there is a waiting list.
the

;

want a man then the secretary will see what I want, a planer man
wr sticker man or sander man, he will run down the list for me, and there
may be one or two men who have worked for me before. And I will say, " Send
me John Smith, he worked for me before. I understand him. He knows my

And

if I

shop."
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Commissioner COMMONS. If he comes t> you, then do you report back whether
or not you employed him?
Mr. MCDONALD. No; not necessarily.
Commissioner COMMONS. Don't they keep a record of where the men are at

work?
Mr. MCDONALD. Well, the secretary goes around, I think, once in a while.
yet I seldom see him. I think the secretary, Mr. Flannagan. figures on visiting every shop once a week, and that kind of keeps him in touch with the me:>
and where they are employed.
Commissioner COMMONS. When was this office established?
Mr. MCDONALD. I believe that is the first labor bureau of its kind in the city.
Commissioner COMMONS. When was the association first organized?
Mr. MCDONALD. 1902 or 1903.
Commissioner COMMONS. Was the office created after that?
Mr. MCDONALD. Yes.
Commissioner COMMONS. Did it grow out of the strike?
Mr. MCDONALD. Yes.
Commissioner COMMONS. It was an effort to organize the mill owners to
defeat the organizations and unions?
Mr. MCDONALD. Not necessarily; no. To protect ourselves.
Commissioner COMMONS. To protect yourselves against the unions?
Mr. MCDONALD. Yes, sir.
Commissioner COMMONS. Agitators?
Mr. MCDONALD. Protect ourselves from labor disputes and so we would have
some central place where we could get our labor and where the nonunion man
could go in order to make application and where we could find him.
Commissioner COMMONS. You haven't found it necessary in recent years to
carry it on
Mr. MCDONALD. Why, yes; we have carried it on continuously.
Commissioner COMMONS (continuing). In the same way you did in the start?
Mr. MCDONALD. Just along the original lines. We have never varied a

.

particle.

Commissioner GAKRETSON. Do you get any union men through that agency?
Mr. MCDONALD. Why, yes.
Commissioner GARRETSON. Does the agency itself discriminate against them?
Mr. MCDONALD. Not a bit.
Commissioner GARRETSON. Is the attitude that you have personally expressed,
the attitude of your association?
Mr. MCDONALD. Without any exception. I don't know a man that I have
ever heard say anything against or discriminate or have any complaint against
the union man because our relations with the men are very pleasant, both
union and nonunion. We have no trouble.
Commissioner GARRETSON. Then, you are true, open-shop men instead of nonunion shop?
Mr. MCDONALD. We are open shop, absolutely.
Chairman WALSH. What do the men do in your employ who get $5 a day?
Mr. MCDONALD. Foremen.

Chairman WALSH. And $4.50?
Mr. MCDONALD. Assistant foremen.
Chairman WALSH. And $4?
Mr. MCDONALD. Bench men and mechanics.
Chairman WALSH. I have had some questions submitted to me to ask you
Did you ever have a man in your employ that you asked to give
in addition.
up his union card?
Mr. MCDONALD. I may have. If I have there was some good reason. I may
have possibly. It must be a good while ago, though.
Chairman WALSH. Do you recall any instance at this time?
Mr. MCDONALD. I can't; but it is not an impossibility at all that such a thing
has occurred.

Chairman WALSH. But you don't recall such a circumstance at this time?
Mr. MCDONALD. I can't recall it no.
Chairman WALSH. Have the mill owners any agreement not to hire each
other's men?
Mr. MCDONALD. No; not at all.
Chairman WALSH. How many union men have you in your employ'
Mr. MCDONALD. Well, I don't go into that. I feel very timid in asking a man
what his union affiliations are. It is just as much as asking him what his
;

religious affiliations are.
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Chairman WALSH. You

couldn't state that.

your employ in all of the trade?
Mr. MCDONALD. I couldn't .say.
to the union or not.

I

How many

wouldn't ask a

union

man whether

men

are in

he belongs

Chairman WALSH. Is this labor bureau you have spoken of the labor bureau
of southern California mill owners?
Mr. MCDONALD. Yes.
Chairman WALSH. I have been handed an application here that I would
like to call your attention to and ask you whether or not that is an application of that association [handing paper to the witness]?
Mr. Mr DONALD. I will be candid and tell you, Mr. Walsh, I never seen one
before.
Evidently that is theirs, but we don't use them at all.
Chairman WALSH. Do you know whether or not it is the rule of the man
who actually employs the men to have them sign a statement of that kind?
Mr. MCDONALD. No, no.
Chairman WALSH. Do you know whether he does or not?
Mr. Mt DONALD. No. If it has ever been done it has not been done for years.
Chairman WALSH. Did you ever see one of those before?
Mr. MCDONALD. Never. The first time I ever seen them.
Chairman WALSH. You note what ir says on there?
Mr. MCDONALD. No: I didn't.
Chairman WALSH. Well, ir says, "Are you now" this is apparently to be
It says, "Are you now a member of any union or
signed by the applicant.
labor organization?" with a blank for tilling out.
Mr. M< -DONALD. Yes.
Chairman WALSH (reading):
"11. Will you agree if employed by an association mill to remain a nonunion mechanic or workman?
"
I hereby authorize the company I am working for and its officers and
1L'.
the olliccrs of any other company, person, or firm by which I have been heretofore employed, to answer any and all inquiries as to my conduct and qualifications while in such service, and, so far as they may know, the cau^e ..r
my leaving the same."
I suppose that is what they wanted to know.
Mr. MCDONALD. I presume that was in effect at one time when we first,
started up, but I will be candid to tell you I never seen anything like thar
before.
The secretary may have had them and may have used them, but I
don't

know

it.

Chairman WALSH. To your knowledge, they are

not UMHI: used now?
Mr. M( DONALD. No, no; absolutely not.
Chairman WAF.SH. I think that is all.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. I want to ask a question or two.
Chairman WALSH. Wait one minute. Mr. O'Connell has some questions.
I
7."i

Commissioner O'CONNELL. I am interested in this home-owning proposition,
understood you, from the document you had prepared, t> say that about
per cent

Chairman WALSH. No. Sixty-five per cent.
Mr. McDoNAin. Sixty-five.
Chairman WALSH. Owned their own homes and all but 11 per cent have been
The other 11 are still paying. That is his
fully paid for and have a deed.
testimony.

be

Commissioner O'CONNKLL. You further intimated that that proportion would
you believed prevailed generally.
Mr. Air DONALD. No; I didn't. I said if.
Chairman WALSH. He said if it prevailed it was a fine condition.
Mr. M< -DONALD.

I

said

if

this is a fair average.

Commissioner O'CONNELL. Have you made a personal investigation of that?
Mr. MCDONALD. I have personally myself.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. How many of your employees are paying for their
horn.

Mr. MCDONALD. Eleven.

Commissioner O'CONNELL. Out of how many?
Mr. MCDONALD. Eleven we now have TO on our pay roll.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. And the balance own their homes outright?
Mr. MCDONALD. No, no.
Chairman WALSH. Sixty-five per cent own

their

own homes.
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Mr. MCDONALD. Sixty-five per cent of 70 employees own their own homes,
I think that percentage would prevail at our maximum working capacity
because the men we use are old men that come back and forth with us whenever we have got any tiling, men we have known for years.
Chairman WALSH. Anything else? That is all; thank you, Mr. McDonald.
Mr. Timmous.

TESTIMONY OF MR.

J.

E.

TIMMONS.

Chairman WALSH. Tour name, please?
Mr. TIMMONS. J. E. Timmons.
'hairman WALSH. Will you please pitch your voice high. We have got used
some of the orators we had on the stand yesterday. You look as though
you can.
Mr. TIMMONS. I will.
T
Chairman W ALSH. Your name?
Mr. TIMMONS. Timmons; J. E. Timmons.
Chairman WALSH. Where do you live?
Mr. TIMMONS. 210 East Twenty-third Street.
Chairman WALSH. What is your business?
Mr. TIMMONS. I work on the local labor paper.
Chairman WALSH. You are editor of it, are you?
Mr. TIMMONS. Well, I write the labor news, and solicit some for it.
Chairman WALSH. Yes. Now, were you a mechanic before you went into
(

to

that business?

Mr. TIMMONS. Yes,

sir.

Chairman WALSH. What is your trade?
Mr. TIMMONS. Housesmith.
Chairman WALSH. Have you any connection with the Central Labor Council?
Mr. TIMMONS. Yes.
Chairman WALSH. What I will ask you what you mean by housesmith?
Mr. TIMMONS. Why, fitting
Chairman WALSH. Iron work?
Mr. TIMMONS. Yes on iron work on buildings, iron and brass work that
;

is

;

it.

Chairman WALSH. What position do you hold in the Central Labor Council?
Mr. TIMMONS. President.
Chairman WALSH. How long have you been president?
Mr. TIMMONS. Since last June.
Chairman WALSH. I wish you would state now all of the official positions, if
any, which you have held in labor organizations.
Mr. TIMMONS. Why, previous to becoming president of the Central Labor
Council I was organizer for the International Association of Iron Workers for
about a year and a half, and previous to that I was manager of the Labor
Temple Association, and previous to that I was secretary of the building trades
council, and previous to that I was business agent for the ironworkers' union
and secretary of it.
Chairman WALSH. Did I ask you how long you had lived in Los Angeles?
Mr. TIMMONS. No.
Chairman WALSH. How long have you lived here?
Mr. TIMMONS. Why, off and on I have been here for about 10 years.
Chairman WALSH. Have you called this your home for 10 years?
Mr. TIMMONS. Well, I have been a good deal away for about seven years
T

it

has been

my

home.

Chairman WALSH. And prior

to that time did

you follow your calling as a

housesmith ?
Mr. TIMMONS. For several years; yes.

Chairman WALSH. For several years, and where did you live just prior to
coming to Los Angeles?
Mr. TIMMONS. Why, I didn't live very long in any particular place, but I
worked in the Hawaiian Islands, in Honolulu, for two years before coming to
Los Angeles. Before that I worked in various places.
Chairman WALSH. Principally where yave you worked in the United States?
Mr. TIMMONS. Not very much in the United States I worked in Canada. I
worked in Seattle and in San Francisco.
Chairman WALSH. In Seattle and San Francisco?
;
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Mr. TIMMOXS. Yes, sir.
Chairman WALSH. Now,

I ani going to limit you for the purpose of not dupligoing to limit you to the structural ironworkers. To what extent
is that trade organized in Los Angeles?
Mr. TIMMONS. Oh, I should say about 2o per cent of the men.
Chairman WALSH. About 2."> per cent?
Mr. TTMMONS. I would say that we have here a combination of the structural
and ornamental ironworkers. We are all in the one organization.
Chairman WALSH. And what are the relations of those men with their employers?
Mr. TIMMOXS. Why, friendly.
Chairman WALSH. I would like you to give the wages and hours of labor in
that department of the building trades in Los Angeles as compared with the
union scale and hours of other cities on the coast, including San Francisco.
Mr. TIMMONS. In San Francisco the scale for structural-iron workers is $6.50,
and for ornamental-iron workers on the outside is the same. The inside ornamental-iron workers I am net positive about; I think they have had a raise
my latest inform'ation, but I think they get in the shops ,^.1; in Seattle
they get. $G in Los Anodes the union scale is s-i the nonunion man gets anywhere from *2 to $3 possibly a few got three and a quarter a very few,
though; and in the union, like San Francisco and Seattle and Portland, they
work eight hours a day. but in the nonunion shop, as in Los Angeles, they work
nine hours. The struct ural-iroii workers and ornamental in the nonunion shop
are the only people working nine hours on buildings. All the other trades have
eight hours. The Steel Trust seems to reach out here and make a little differ>r the poor ironworker.
Chairman WAI. sir. I wish you would state tin facts as they have come to
your observation, Mr. Timmons, with reference to the relative quantity and
quality of work done on the nonunion or open-shop conditions and under union
conditions.
You have heard the line of
on, and of course you are
familiar with it, anyw.iy.
Mr. TIMMONS. Yes; but I am not personally in a very good position to, berate I don't know exactly what the nonunion worker so much what they do
here that is. what they produce.
Clmirin'aii WAI. sir. Then if you are not familiar. I will not ask you to do it.
l.in state whether or not it is a fact that union workers in that trade limit
production or make operations more expensive?
Mr. TIMMONS. No. sir; our men take a pride in giving good work and in giving the proper amount of work.
Chairman WALSH. Are you aware of any organized or unorganized action on
the pan of employees in y>ur trade to work slower than their ability would
permit them, perhaps?
Mr. TIMMONS. No. In our trade we haven't got the standard because it does
not permit of piecework.
x<vpt in the mailer of driving rivets.
They might
take the rivet work on structural work by piecework. However, our organization tloes not permit of that; but as a rule our organization encourages efficient work and plenty of it: and any work that has been done here, I am
:-'in- that the union work will compare more than favorably with the nonunion work.
Chairman WALSH. Mr. Timmons, I desire not to duplicate, if possible, and
I think the commission has had a very ample explanation from your standpoint, the standpoint of the workers, as to the extent in which the trades are
organized and those general conditions.
Mr. TIMMONS. Yes. sir.
Chairman WALSH. However, if there are any facts within your knowledge
or observation that you would like to mention, that you think would instruct
us or help us along with our work, I would be very glad if you would do it at
<atin.tr.

I

am

;

;

;

1

;

<

this time.

Mr. TIMMONS. I will state, Mr. Chairman, that I haven't been privileged to
attend the hearings here, but I have been in and out of the hall during the
hearings, and what has struck m'e as rather peculiar is the testimony of men
whom we know are absolutely and unalterably opposed to the open shop ia
other words, opposed to using union men in any way, shape, or form, and
going to any necessary expense to prevent the use of union men testifying that
they believe in the open shop.
Chairman WALSH. Well, now, it will be perfectly proper for you to submit
any facts that might contradict any statement here of course, without char;
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acterizing the motives of the witness or characterizing the witness himself in

any way, but any fact that you have we would be glad to hear now.
Mr. TIMMONS. I would stale that when organizing for the ironworkers I have
talked as was my duty to men working for the linker Iron Works, the Lle\vellyn
Iron Works, and for the Union Iron Works, and for the different ornamental
iirms here; and I have also endeavored to have outside firms who were friendly
to labor, fair to labor, come into Los Angeles and endeavor to get contracts; and
I found that whenever a man working for any of the local tinus would signify
an\ intention of joining our organization, or would come down to a meeting in
the Labor Temple, or wherever I invited him to come to, to hear about the benefits that our organization had to offer him, or anything that we wanted to offer
him, I found that the next morning he was invariably discharged from the job
and told that no union men were wanted around that building or around that
job, and that he was known to be at the Labor Temple the previous evening and
he must not think they were going to tolerate such things.
Chairman WALSH. You say you had such instances at the liaker Iron Works,
the Llewellyn Iron Works, and the Union Iron Works?
Mr. TIMMOXS. Not so much at the Union Iron Works, although I dealth with
the superintendent for the Union Iron Works. I dealt with him at one time
previous to his becoming a superintendent, and after lie became the superintendent I talked to him and I asked him about the possibility of having a
friendly agreement with the Union Iron Works, and he told me it was not
possible, that there was a blacklist that existed in Los Angeles, and the man
that

to belong to the ironworkers' organization could not work for
here.
WALSH. Have you any facts that you desire to submit with refer-

was known

any of the linns

Chairman

ence to any other concern?
Mr. TIMMONS. Well, except as I have said in a general way that those men
who came for instance off the Jevne Building when it was being constructed
here and off the Bullock Building, the men told me they wanted to get in our
organization, said they were not getting wages enough to live on, the conditions and wages were such that they could not live, that they were only getting
$1.75 to $2 a day. And on the Hall of Records here men working for the
Llewellyn Iron Works, while the State law provided that all buildings being
erectedDy any division or subdivision of the State should be eight-hour Work,
they compelled them to work 10 hours until such time as we appealed to the
attorney general of the State. And then they compelled them to work eight
hours, and drove wagons up to the building and took them away when the
eight-hour day was completed and hauled them down to the rear of the
Hnniington Building and worked them on the viaduct there the extra two
hours, and took some of them back to the shop, and some of them assured me
they worked at the shop on the steel to be used in the Hall of Records. And
they were getting $1.75 to $2.25 a day to go up and drive rivets on the tops of
those buildings; and they told me they absolutely could not live on it. They
wanted to join the organization, but did not dare because they said they were
afraid they would be blacklisted
Chairman WALSH. Do any of the Los Angeles shops, or erectors, belong to
the National Erectors' Association?
Mr. TIMMONS. Why, I can't say positively. I understand the liaker Iron
Works are the agents for the American Bridge Co.
Chairman WALSH. And the American Bridge Co. is what?
Mr. TIMMONS. Is certainly the leading member of the National Erectors' Association.

Chairman WALSH. Did you make official report of Los Angeles conditions to
the Bridgemen's Magazine?
Mr. TIMMONS. Yes, sir.
Chairman WALSH. Will you produce the copies containing your reports?
Mr. TIMMONS. I am not positive that I can.
Chairman WALSH. Well, if you can, will you do so?
Mr. TIMMONS. If I can I will certainly be glad to do so.
Chairman WALSH. Let us know, say, before to-morrow at noon whether or
not you can do that.
Mr. TIMMONS. Yes.
(Article entitled

sir.

"Report

the Bridgemen's Magazine,

to convention of iron workers, October, 1011," from
later submitted in printed form.)
you like to ask some questions, Mr. Weinstock?

was

Chairman WALSH. Would
Commissioner WEINSTOCK.

Yes.
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Chairman WALSH. Mr. Weiiistock would like to ask you some questions.
Commissioner WEIXSTOCK. Do you devote all your time, Mr. Timmons,
your duties as president of the Central Labor Council?
Mr. TIMMONS. No, sir.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. You work at your trade?
Mr. TIMMONS. I work on the labor paper; on the local labor paper.
Commissioner WEI \ STOCK. Oh, yes. You said that you were a housesmith.
Mr. TIMMONS. I am by trade; yes, sir.
Chairman WALSH. He said that that was his trade to begin with.

to

Commissioner WEI.\STOCK. I see. Among the other things that this commission is inquiring into, Mr. Timmons, is that of violence in connection with labor
troubles. Will you please tell us what is the attitude of the Los Angeles Central Labor Council in the matter of violence in labor disputes?
Mr. TIMMOXS. Why, the attitude of the Los Angeles Labor Council is in favor
of education and not violence.
don't
absolutely condemn violence.
think anything can be gained by violence.
Commissioner WEIXSTOCK. That is. the council as a council is opposed to resorting to violence in labor disputes?
Mr. TIMMOXS. Yes, sir.
Commissioner AVEIXSTOCK. opposed to Having the strikers, for example, assault the nonunion men?
Mr. TIMMONS. Also all the time: yes sir. \Ve always countenance peace.
Commissioner WEIXSTOCK. Testimony was brought out here yesterday, Mr.
Timmons, that there had been violence in some labor dispute here in Los
What was
Angeles, and that union men were anvstod. tried, and convicted.
the attitude of the council in those eURSl

We

We

Mr. TIMMOXS. Might I ask. Mr. Weiiistock?
Commissioner WEIXSKK K.
lir, TIMMOXS. \Vas there any testimony to show the percentage
d men and arrested?
Chairman WALSH. Yes. The testimony was that it was extremely

<<f

con-

slight;

vcr.x

Commissioner WEINSTOCK.

I think the testimony brought out the fact that:
union men who were tried, arrested and tried, and convicted
and sentence.! am! served their term.
Chairman WALSH. There were more than that that he referred to. We

there wero

1

\vo

can't

compare the testimony.
Commissioner WEIXSTOCK. No.

Chairman WALSH.

If

we

did these witnesses could not possibly finish.
just a few. where union
What was the attitude

Commissioner WEIXSTOCK. There were sever.-'
men were tried and convicted and served their terms.
of the council in thos,

Mr. TIMMOXS. Why. the attitude of the council was to take any of the members of organized labor that was nvst-d and see that he got a fair deal.
could not succeed in doing it all the time because of the local conditions.
: (

We
We

tried to.

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Well, now, for your information and for the purpose of this commission being able to compare the attitude of organized labor
here with the altitude of organized labor elsewhere, 1 may say that at a recent hearing in Philadelphia the secretary of the garment makers' association
in testifying before this commission made this statement.
There had been
violence in a strike of the garment workers. Two men, two union men, were
arrested, tried, convicted; that an appeal was made to the higher courts, and
tlie secretary testified that it was the intention of his organization that if the
verdict was sustained by the higher court, and the men found guilty in the
court of highest resort, that they would be expelled from the union for having
resorted to violence in union troubles. What has l>een the attitude of the Los
Angeles Council in that respect; were the men that were convicted are they
in good standing, in your opinion; do they continue to hold official positions, if
they were oilicials in the first place?
Mr. TIMMONS. I don't think that there were any officials convicted except one
or two, and they were not expelled, and they hold high positions of honor in
our organization to-day from the fact that we know that they were not guilty,
and we have absolute proof of it.
Commissioner WEIXSTOCK. That is, despite their convictions they still retain
their

same positions?
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Mr. TIMMONS. Yes, sir. There is just one that I can remember of. perhaps
two there was very few convictions notwithstanding the fact that the
M. ami M.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Well, you have said
Chairman WALSH. Notwithstanding wliat?
Mr. TIMMONS. Notwithstanding the M. and M. has testified through their
secretary that they had the power to call upon the authorities without even
going to the mayor to get special deputies to arrest men any time they wanted
to at their direction.

Commissioner WKINSTOCK. You made the statement that the labor council Is
opposed to violence in labor disputes.
Mr. TIMMONS. Yes.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Is opposed to union men resorting to violence to
gain their ends?
Mr. TIMMONS. Yes.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Now, how has the labor council demonstrated that
they are opposed to violence? What have they done to show the public that
they really mean what they say?
Mr. TIMMONS. Well, I think the council has done everything it was possible
for

it

to do.

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. For example what?
Mr. TI\IMONS. I think there was one particular case when the McXamara
case came up here and when practically every member of organized labor had
an absolute conviction that the men were innocent that they were kidnaped
that they were hastened to Los Angeles because of the fact that it w as a good
place to get them into; and that they were absolutely innocent of the crime;
and I think that was the unanimous conviction amongst labor men. I am
satisfied it was; I think there is no dispute about that, and if there should b<
a thing as an incident that would arouse indignation, that would be one. And
I know that at that time the Central Labor Council's officers in the meetings
they had a strike w as on at that time cautioned all the members to be very
careful and not do anything that would even have a semblance of interfering
with the processes of the law or violence. We have written, we have published statements.
I don't know whether I can get them or not, but I know
they have been made. I am satisfied they have been reprinted in the daily
papers, where we stated I think, I know my own statements were quoted in
the newspapers, stating that those cases would be tried in the courts and not on
the streets or in the newspapers or in the labor temple, and countenancing
absolute peace and attending to our daily duties and let the law take its course.
;

;

r

r

I think that that probably could show the attitude of the central council as well
as anything else.
Another time, right following the unfortunate Times disaster down here,
we had a parade that we had our hearts set on. The State federation of labor
was holding its convention here, and w e had a parade planned for that. Feeling that perhaps the sentiment was a little strong and that there was a possibility of creating a little disorder or anything of the kind, we called our
parade off, went to the authorities and returned our permit, told them that we
would not hold the parade, that it might disturb the peace of the city a little.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. I don't think it is disputed, Mr. Timmons, by any
one, that the labor councils officially advocate peace and order and law, the
I don't remember reading anywhere in the
observance of law and order.
world that anybody, even the bitterest enemies of organized labor, have charged
that organized labor officially preaches violence; but it is contended that despite the preachments of the observance of law and order yet union men do
resort to violence and that no action is taken on the part of organized labor to
bring those men to justice or to show their disapproval of violence, by retaining
them in membership and in their official positions. Now, that is the point
upon which you could give evidence that would be of value. If you c;;n show
that in addition to the preaching of law and order, that they punish the violators of law and order, it would be of much value.
Mr. TIMMONS. I might state that I am satisfied if it could be shown that
any member of our organization over whom we have control was a lav/breaker,
interfered with the liberties or rights of any other person, I am sure that we
would help the authorities to prosecute him, and I am sure that we will expel
them from our organization.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Can you rite any instance hero or elsewhere
where that has been done?
r
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Mr. TIMMOXS. No. I think that in Los Angeles we have had a great many
strikes here, and I think there is no evidence of violence, no instances of violence in Los Angeles except little street scraps or something like that. I don't
think there is any evidence of violence in Los Angeles. I don't think the court
records can show it except in the one or two cases that I mentioned, and in one
of the cases where the only member we had sent to the penitentiary the
prosecuting attorney stated to me, and stated to the attorneys for the defense,
that he didn't consider it was necessary to make an argument to the jury, because
our case had been proved and the man was not guilty, and he assisted in getting
him paroled afterwards because he said he could not do otherwise. But the
jury convicted him just the same.

Commissioner WEIXSTOCK. That

is all.

Chairman WALSH. Mr. Garretson would
Commissioner GARRETSOX.

How

like to r.sk you a question.
are juries selected in Los Angeles or in

California?
Mr. TIMMOXS. I don't believe I am competent to answer. I understand there
is two different systems, one for the superior court and one for the police court;
and in the police court I understand the police judges select the juries. In the
superior court. I think, it is supposed to be a system of taking so many names
from out of the tax roll of the county. There is a property (nullification.
Commissioner <;AKKKTSOX. There is a property qualification in California. A
man without property, no mat tor what his mental attainments or moral attain-. can not bo a juror in Californisi?
Mr. TIMMONS. No. sir; not in California.
Commissioner JAKKKTSON. lias the practice in your law courts during labor
disturbances been of the character That have led laboring men to accept the
verdicts ot the courts as statements of fact?
Mr. TIMMONS. No, sir.
Commissioner GAB8ET8ON. In re.-anl to tlie guilt or innocence of a man in an
industrial trouble?
Mr. TIMMO.NS. N. sir: they have not.
<

Commissioner IAKI;!.: ^<;N. That is all.
Chairman WAI. sir. I'rof. Commons would like to ask some questions.
Commissioner COMMONS. You said about !'"> per cent are now organized in the
<

structural ironworkers?

Mr. TIMMOXS. Yes.

sir.

Commissioner COMMONS. What has boon the history of the organization in
this town? What is the largest per cent you ever have had?
Mi-.

TIMMO.NS.

I

guess we are largest now.

Commissioner COMMONS. You have never had more than 25 per cent?
Mr. TIMMONS. I would say that possibly at one time we had 25 per cent
v, lien
there was a great many less men working at the business here, but I
don't think we ever had more than LM per cent organized, because of the fact
that the local firms through the M. and M. organization have a fence built
around Los AngHes. and they won't let an outside firm come in here. In one
or two instances outside firms came in and they drove them out again.
Commissioner COMMONS. What strikes have you had here?
Mr. TIMMO.NS.

I

was here

in 1903

when

there was

a

strike on.

Commissioner COMMONS. That was one of the strikes of the structural
worker- Y
Mr. TIM.V

.

iron-

sir.

Commissioner COMMONS. What was the next one?
Mr. TIMMO.NS. June 1, 1910.
Commissioner COMMONS. You had two strikes?
Mr. TIMMONS. Yes,

sir.

Commissioner COMMONS. In what branch of the trade are these union men
employed? Are they ornamental workers or inside or structural workers?
Mr. TIMMOXS. The union men are principally employed on vault work
r.nd ornamental ironwork, although there are a few structural men here.
Commissioner COMMONS. Would you call that the skilled part of the work?
Mr. TIMMOXS. Yes, sir, most skilled.
commissioner COMMONS. You are employed only on skilled work?
Mr. TIMMOXS. Yes,

sir.

Commissioner COMMONS. What class of training is necessary to teach a man
to do the work on a skyscraper?
How long does it take him to learn the
trade?
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Mr. TIMMONS. It depends a good deal on hi.s ability to learn. Tliere is
not so much mechanical ability to it. It requires probably three or four months
to learn to heat rivets or drive rivets and the balance is to become accustomed to going up high and not falling off.
Commissioner COMMONS. You said wages ran from $1.75 to what $3?
Mr. TIMMONS. I said at the time our strike was called in 1910, if I remember
I think now there are probably some men
right, the wages ran from .$1.75
on nonunion work getting as low as .$2, and it runs from that to well, I
would say $3 is about the maximum for workers, not straw bosses or foremen.
Commissioner COMMONS. That is, a man would start at .$_' and get up as
high as $3?
Mr. TIMMONS. Yes, sir.
Commissioner COMMONS. What has it been in past years?
Mr. TIMMONS. In 1903, when the strike was called here, it was as high as .$.'',.50
per day.
Commissioner COMMONS. What was the lowest paid?
Mr. TIMMONS. Well, for good men I think from $3 to $3.50 a day was paid.
Commissioner COMMONS. As against $3 now?
Mr. TIMMONS. Yes, sir; wages have gone down because of the nonunion
conditions, and the cost of living has gone up very materially.
Commissioner COMMONS. But in no case has unionism been able to influence
the wages?
Mr. TIMMONS. Not in this city among the big contractors.
Commissioner COMMONS. But they do influence it in vault work, and more
skilled

work?

Mr. TIMMONS. If you will allow me, I will make a statement on that.
Commissioner COMMONS. Sure.
Mr. TIMMONS. You have noticed we have several large buildings here.
Most of those large buildings are owned by bankers and syndicates of bankers
and members of the M. and M. They prefer the open shop. They tell the little
fellows that if you build a building that any old kind of a man is good enough
for you. But every piece of important work, every piece of nmrblework, every
piece of bronze work, every piece of vault work done in their buildings is done
by union men, because they can't get it done by nonunion men. The bank
at the corner of Fifth and Spring Streets, owned by J. F. Sartosi and associates,
every piece of bronze work there, and all the decorating they sent to Chicago
to get union men to come and do the decorating was done by union men.
The vaults in the Los Angeles Savings Bank and the ornamental work and
bronze work in the Farmers & Merchants Bank I put that in myself, and
and the work on all those
I worked at the Fourth and Springs Streets bank
large banks, and in all those fine large buildings, the fine work, the good
mechincal work, is done by union men.
Commissioner COMMONS. Practically, then, your organization, so far as you
have any strength, is limited to that class of work?
Mr. TIMMONS. Yes, sir except some of the municipal work in the harbor
that we have our men on.
Commissioner COMMONS. Is that work done by a contractor or by the city?
Mr. TIMMONS. By a contractor.
Commissioner COMMONS. How do you manage to get them on there?
Mr. TIMMONS. An Eastern construction company that hires union men
got the contract. They had to get a foreign contractor to come and do that
work.
Commissioner COMMONS. Was there a stipulation for union men?
Mr. TIMMONS. No, sir; they hire union men. They pay $3 a day more in
New York than they do here.
Commissioner COMMONS. Four dollars was the scale for the ornamental
and vault work at that time?
Mr. TIMMONS. Yes, sir.
Commissioner COMMONS. Do they pay more?
Mr. TIMMONS. Yes, sir some of our men get more than the scale. Not most
but most of our ornamental and vault men get
of them, I don't say that
more than the scale, but not on structural work. A few of them may get more.
Commissioner COMMONS. That is all.
Chairman WALSH. That is all; thank you. Call Mr. Gore.
;

;

;
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GORE.

please.

Mr. GORE. C. R. Gore.

Chairman WALSH. Where do you

live?

Mr. GORE. 1347 Olive Street is my residence.
Chairman WALSH. Your business address?
Mr. GORE. 540 Maple Avenue.
Chairman WALSH. What is your business?
Mr. GORE. Business agent, carpenters district council.
Chairman WALSH. How long have you held that position?
Mr. GORE. About three years and eight months.
Chairman WALSH. Prior to that, what did you do?
Mr. GORE. Worked at the carpenter trade.
Chairman WALSH. Is that the only official position you have held with organ1

ized labor; if not,

what

official

positions have you had?

Mr. GORE. In this city?

Chairman WALSH.

Yes,

sir.

Mr. GORE. I have been member of the executive board of the building trades'
council and delegate to the building trades' council ;nul deli-gate to the carpenters' district council. That is about all.
Chairman WALSH. How long have you been in Los An -roles?
Mr. GOIJK. About five years and a half.
Chairman WALSH. Where did you live before you came here?
u Francisco.
Mr.
Chairman WALSH. How long did you live in San Francisco?
Mr. GOKK. About two and one-half or three years.
Chairman WAI. sir. Prior to (hat, where did you live?
Mr. GORE. St. Louis. Mo.
Chairman WALSH. How long did you live in St. Louis?
Mr. GORE. About eight years.
'hail-man WALSH. There have been some questions submitted to you, Mr.
Gore. and. of course, we don't want to duplicate anything that Messrs. Grow
and P.u/./ell and P.arker have covered. Have you heard their testimony?
Mr. GORE. Yes, sir. I have heard Mr. Grovv's testimony.
-

(

Chairman WALSH.

.Air.

1'arker particularly

Mr. GOUK. Part of Mr. P.arker's also.
Chairman WALSH. As to the general finest ions, we don't care to duplicate
them unless you observed some mistake in the testimony of Mr. P.arker. As to
the extent to which the building trades are organized and the wages and hours
in the building trades, and so on, is there anything you want to add to what
Mr. Barker said about that?
Mr. GORE. Well, if I may be permitted I will be as short ami brief as I possibly can.

Chairman WALSH. You have
Mr. GORE. Yes,

a

statement there pretty well?

sir.

Chairman WALSH. Very good. We will let you go ahead in your own way and
keep up that tone of voice.
Mr. GORE. I want to state when I came to this city about five and a half
ago, why, I never heard anything about an open shop or I never knew
what it was. and I don't know that I would really know what the definition
of the open shop is from the employers' standpoint of view, but nevertheless I
came to this city and worked for #.">..~>o a day one week. The wage didn't suit,
me ami when Saturday night came I thought I would quit and the boss said he
would give me 50 cents a day more if I would stay, and I stayed. I never
worked for any less than that. I worked with nonunion men just four days.
I don't work with them any more now or at any other time.
After coming here, I have never seen any more unfriendly feeling or relations existing between employer and employee than we have in the city of
L<>s Angeles.
I soon found out just what the relation and situation and feeling was between employer and employee.
It didn't take me long to find out
after taking the matter up with labor organizations and also taking the
matter up with business men and contractors and discussing it with others,
as the case might be. I want to go into detail a little, particularly in regard
to the strike of the carpenters on May 1, 1011.
The carpenters made a demand
for $3.50 to $4 per day.
Notification was sent to the contractors, and there
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was only one instance that really this notification was answered by the employers of the city of Los Angeles. On the other hand, it was answered verbally, and in many cases and instances there was a committee appointed to
visit the various contractors and take the matter up with them verbally, and
some of them said they were willing to pay the increase, while others stated
they would leave it to the other fellow, and if the other fellow would pay it
they would pay it. We also took the matter up with Mr. Hall, president of the
builders' association.
He stated he did not have nothing to take up. No
arbitration. Nothing to arbitrate in any shape, manner, or form.
That as
far as he was concerned the question was a dead issue, and we let it go at
that.

The final outcome was there was a strike called by members of the organization which lasted eleven weeks and then was declared off. We paid
our men ,$7 a week strike pay, and the strike was declared off because we contended at the expiration of eleven weeks we had won our point, as far as
the increase was concerned. That is all that was asked for, an increase of 50
cents a day. I will state that at that particular time also some of the contractors said they told us they were ready and willing to go on and adjust the
matter and increase the wage, but there were powers that be that controlled
them and they could not act independently as individuals and be allowed to
exist in the city of Los Angeles. And that is the common rumor and common
I will state that Mr. Hall was president of
talk, and it can be easily proven.
Ihe builders' association, and he saw fit to lay off men on his job on a day prior
to the increase. Also Mr. McNeil, who was conducting a job on the corner of
Second and Broadway, laid his men off a day ahead of time.
I also want to state, while it has been called to the attention of the commisI want to state
sion, the claim in regard to the inefficiency of the union men
that Mr. McNeil employed men and bought them saws and hammers and hatchets, and also employed men that could not command $2 at any time or place.
I will go into details a little bit also.
I will state that Mr. Kubeck had a job
at that particular time also. He wasn't doing much at that particular job, but
also later signed up a contract with Anheuser-Busch for a job on Main Street.
We took up the matter with him, and the matter was adjusted satisfactorily,
and he employed our men. He would have naturally, but he was compelled to
c-mploy them, whether he wanted to or not, or forfeit the contract. He did employ them, and also on the car barn out Eagle Rock way. The relations were
friendly and went along on that line.
In rgard to the different contractors: The Examiner job hasn't been mentioned here, but I would mention it in the various jobs in this city as to the inefficiency of the nonunion men. That job started out to be nonunion. The matter was taken up by myself and another gentleman, and we went to the job and
the matter was adjusted satisfactorily after being there three-quarters of an
hour. Three nonunion men were allowed to make applications to join the union.
We didn't want the others. There were some things hanging over against them.
We contended they should not become members. There was a call sent in for
25 men. There was a rumor went around that these men were inefficient. I
want to state I have the evidence in my pocket by receipts paid to men that
were sent down that had been employed by the Alta Planing Mill Co. that they
were paid $2 to $2.25 per day, and they sent these men down there and asked
that they be allowed to join the organization, as there was a scarcity of men
and they wanted them. I refused to allow them to go to work and protected
the organization I represented from an inefficient point of view. The job was
straightened out satisfactorily, and our men worked there. Nevertheless, Mr.
Nimburg, the superintendent, asked the men to work below the scale. That is,
he asked them to work overtime for straight time, and those who wouldn't work,
some of them, were laid off when the first lay-off came. That is absolutely
true. And I also want to state that since that time those fellows dropped out"
good dogs," they
dropped out of the union those fellows that we termed
simply remained with the company and are with the company to-day, I think.
the
Then I will state again in regard to the strike of
building trades' council
on June 12: It \vasn't practically a strike, simply a demand we made in regard
to recognizing certain conditions.
At the start, if I am permitted I may say
this We felt there was too much unrest and discontent and ill feeling existing on
the various jobs between the union and nonunion men, and the men simply
brought that matter up in the various trades affiliated with the building trades'
council.
It was not brought up by the so-called officers or the so-called business
agents; it was a matter that was presented by the members themselves, and the
:
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was compelled to recognize that fact and take action.
out, and in the meantime that organization, the so-called building
trades' council, got on the job, and after the expiration of three weeks we conbuilding trades' council

They went

tended our point was won, and so declared the proposition officially off, and it
has been going on so ever since. I want to state at that particular time we also
had pickets out on the jobs. Everything we did was done openly and above
board. Here is a little red card that we passed to every man if they wanted
Some of them took it, and some of them didn't. If they didn't want
to take it.
That is the way the strike was conducted.
to take it, all good and well.
(The card referred to was submitted in printed form.)
Mr. GORE. I also want to state in regard to the Engstrum Co. I heard a statement made by Mr. Bryson in regard to the so-called wages. I got this officially
from men we have sent to make application for jobs, that they pay all the way
from $2.50 to $3.50, and more $2.50 than $3, and I have gotten information in
the last week that they have tried to get union men, knowing they were union
men, for $3. They didn't try to get them as union men, but they said they would
give them $3.50 a day. I want to state we work in harmony and in a friendly way
with a great many contractors in this city here. There is no objection as far as
their wages are concerned. They pay the money, but I find out they realize this,
and have recognized this fact, that they get the competent mechanics from the organization. I don't want to be misunderstood, and I don't say there is not some
men outside of the organ! /at ion that are not competent. There are some men in
iy of Los Angeles that are competent who are outside of the organization,
For reasons best known to themselves they are outside of the organization.
Some- believe- in steady work with little pay. In the big fixture works in this
have done the work, and also on the good office buildings in this
city our

mm

city.

Take, for instance, the job mentioned here yesterday, the armory builddone by Mr. Frost, of San Francisco, and many big jobs in this city; also
Senator Clark's home was changed from nonunion men to union men, satisfactory
to the general contractor from a contractor's point of view. Also the Emmanuel
Co., of San Francisco, doing the Meyer-Siegel job, and also the Washington
P.uilding, and many other jolts were done under union conditions in this city.
There was no trouble in any manner, shape, or form. There was no business
agent called on the job and never created any feeling of discontent, and I only
went on the job when called, and that was very seldom.
In regard to the nonunion men, I want to state as far as tho wage is conwhen a nonunion man is hired we have been told that they pay them
\\haf they think they are wo'-th, an| the wages that have been offered them was
There are more
all the way from $2.50 to $4, but they never received the $4.
L'et s:; jiiMii $-t.
In no instance has an employer of nonunion men seen fit to
value that man's wages at the prevailing wage si-ale or union scale in the city
of Los Angeles where ho has been employed, and I know he was able to hold
up his end of it and able to demand the wage and get it, and I want to state
further that as far as the hours are concerned, when it comes to that, they are
compelled to work 9 or 10 or 11 hours.
The statement was made here yesterday by Mr. Bryson, of the Engstrum Co.
that in case of any concrete job to be poured they asked them to work. Of
course they worked Sundays, but in no instance that I have ever known have
they gotten only straight time for that work, at about $2.50 or $3.50 a day.
That is about all.
Chairman WAT. sir. Prof. Commons would like to ask you some questions.
Commissioner COMMONS. How many months in the year can carpenters work
ing,

!.

in this locality?

Mr. GORE. Well, I may say as an illustration the only way I can put it is
this: Say, if there are a hundred jobs and a hundred men for the jobs that
you can't keep them working the year around. Possibly, as far as the weather
is concerned, yon could keep them at work 11 months.
Since being in this city
of Los Angeles I have heard it mentioned many times that a man can get
steady work and work the year around
Commissioner COMMONS. Taking out the matter of whether he can be hired
steadily or not, if there is work, can he work 11 months on the average in this
locality?

Mr. GORE. Well, I don't know
to say as far as the climate

how

to

answer that unless

Commissioner COMMONS. The weather?

I

understand you
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Mr. GOKE. I would say

lie

would probably be able

to

work 10 months out

of the year.

Commissioner COMMONS. What are the months when he can not work?
Mr. GORE. That would be the rainy months.
Commissioner COMMONS. What months are they?
Mr. GORE. Probably working you take a part of the month of January, or
the latter part of December, January, and February and probably part of
March.
Commissioner COMMONS. Does that amount to about two months, then?
Mr. GORE. Well, I would say yes, sir; because it is not raining continually.
That is the way I would answer that.
Commissioner COMMONS. So that he can get in on outside work about 10
months in the year?
Mr. GORE. Well, I should figure, yes, sir, between 9 and 10 months. I have,
worked that way myself.
Commissioner COMMONS. You have worked about 10 months. What has
been your experience in other places in the East, about the number of months
you can get in?
Mr. GORE. Well, take in Chicago, or Detroit, St. Louis, Cincinnati, and Omaha,
and places I have worked, why, I figure generally probably about seven months
out of the year, sometimes eight, depending on whether I worked outside or
inside.
Outside about seven months.
Commissioner COMMONS. Well, they usually say they get about seven months?
Mr. GORE. Yes, sir.
Commissioner COMMONS. And here the general impression is that they get
about 10 months?
Mr. GORE. Yes, sir.
Commissioner COMMONS. What is the carpenters' scale in Chicago?
Mr. GORE. Five dollars and twenty cents.
Commissioner COMMONS. What is the scale here?
Mr. GORE. Four dollars is the union scale.
Commissioner COMMONS. Suppose a carpenter does get work for 7 months
in Chicago and could get work 10 months here, he would come out about the
same at the close of the year, I presume, wouldn't he?
Mr. GORE. Well, the only way I can answer that is, since you suggest it, the
working conditions here are such that the employment has not been sufficient
for the amount of workmen here. Take it on the other hand, personally I
found I made more money in the city of Chicago at that rate of wage and the
time I worked than I made in this city for the time I worked.
Commissioner COMMONS. The time you worked, of course. Would you say
that the climate should be taken into account when you are comparing the
Pacific coast with places like Chicago and New York, where they only get about
seven months? Would you say there should or should not be a lower scale of
wages here for seasonal work like the building trades?
Mr. GORE. Absolutely not.
Commissioner COMMONS. Why not?
Mr. GORE. For the simple reason that men are not as steadily employed here
as they are back in New York, Chicago, and St. Louis, and those places that I
have enumerated. That is my personal experience.
Commissioner COMMONS. Why are they not? Is it on account of it is not
on account of the climate? They are more steadily employed here more
steadily, if the climate is taken into consideration?
Mr. GORE. As I have stated, there is not work enough to go around.
Commissioner COMMONS. Then your point is there are too many men here?
Mr. GORE. Yes, sir.
Commissioner COMMONS. As compared with other places?
Mr. GORE. Yes, sir.
Commissioner COMMONS. Then if there are too many men here, there must be
some reason why there are too many men here as compared with some other
places?
Mr. GORE. All right; I will give you my reason. I didn't want to give you
my reason until you asked me for it. The reason is the advertising matter of
all kinds that has been sent out from the city of Los Angeles, asking people
to come to the land of golden sunshine, to California, and the city of Los
'Angeles in particular. I know in my own instance I was separated from the
gold after I got here, and while there was a lot of sunshine, perhaps too much
of it, I have never felt it was profitable to me.
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Commissioner COMMONS. Is that the way you were 'brought here?
Mr. GORE. No, sir; I came here on my o\vn accord.
Commissioner COMMONS. This advertising such advertising as has been exhibited was addressed more to middle-class people, retired people, who wanted
But what advertising is done in the East
to settle down and die or grow old.
to bring

wage earners here?

Mr. GORE. Why, I have seen different circulars and seen the advertisements
in the papers and magazines, and they were going on to state the conditions,
and that as far as the climate was concerned and wages, that men were in
demand, and that there was a high rate of wages.
Commissioner COMMONS. Were those addressed to wage earners? Have you
seen Hn'in addressed in the East to the wage earners?
Mr. GORE. The postal cards in particular sent out by the company were, I
should say, addressed to the wage earners.
Commissioner COMMONS. Not those submitted the other day. There was not
anything there to lead the wage earner to think he could get more wages here?
Mr. GORE. There was some articles in the newspapers.
Commissioner COMMONS. Perhaps you could furnish something of the kind.
Mr. GOUK. Some extracts in the newspaper*.
Commissioner COMMONS. Something to show they were circularized to bring
wage earners. 1 >id you notice any advertisement that showed a man could
more months of work on account of the
get more work in the year hert
climate?
Mr. GOKK. Yes. sir; absolutely.

Commissioner COMMONS. They put that up as one of the talking points for
earners?
Goi;;:. V'-. sir; and also that it was an open-shop town and a man was
to do as he felt like.
imissioner COMMONS. Any workman that came here, whether he belonged
to the union ,r not, he could find work?
Mr. GOKK. Yes. sir.
Commissioner COMMONS. That would tend to bring in nonunion men here?
Mr. GOKB. Why. I should contend so. In fact, I know this to be true, abso-

Mr.

fr<M>

lut-!y to be true. If I am permitted to put it that way. men that have dropped
<;(- of the organization, and particularly in the city of St. Louis, Chicago, CinThere
city of Los Angeles.
cinnati, and Other phu-es. they have com" to th
\vas no room for them there. Also the same thing applies to certain contracThey had conditions that didn't just exactly suit them back in those
and they came here, where they were free to do as they felt like.
hat is. men that have either been expelled or
missiondropped in the East?
Mr. Goia:. Yes, sir; that is the
!

Commissioner COMMONS. They came to Los Angeles?
Mr. GOKK. Yes, sir.
Commissioner COMMONS. You consider that is one of the reasons why so
nonunion men are here?
Mr. GOUK. Yes,

sir.

Commissioner COMMONS. What proportion of your trade do you consider
Lzed?
:>lr.

GORE.

What

proportion of the carpenter's trade?

Commissioner COMMONS,
It is hard to tell that.
There are people
Mr. GORE. About
per cent.
coming and going here all the time, and the only way we would be able to
report correctly would be from the financial secretary of the men coming
and going.
Commissioner COMMONS. Have you any contractors you consider closedshop or union contractors?
Mr. GORE. Yes, sir; we have the so-called Brunswick-Balke people in this
city.
They employ inside and outside men. We have a national agreement
Also
with them and also the California Show Case Workers, a local concern.
we have the Edwin A. Leaf Co., and there are other contractors in this city.
Commissioner COMMONS. What does the Leaf Co. do?
Mr. GoitK. Fixtures bank, bar, and office fixtures.
iimissioner COMMONS. None of these companies are actual builders, are
"i

."><)

<

they?
Mr. GORE. No,

sir.
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Commissioner COMMONS. Yon liavo no contracts or no union conditions with
These are evidently doing high-class work?

builders.

Mr. GORE. Yes,

sir.

Commissioner COMMONS. Is that the class of work your men are mainly
engaged on, the union men, finishing work and high-class work?
Mr. GORE. I have stated in regard to the contractors coining from other
cities into this city, also where union conditions and relations prevail, we have
contractors in this city that also employ union men, recognize the scale, not
as a general contractor that is, in other words, not as a general contractor
that is, all
recognizes the trades affiliated with the building trades council
of the branches of the business but I am speaking from a carpenter's standpoint and view. At the time we had a contractor in this city who recognized
nothing only carpenters, while they recognized other trades also, some other
trades as nonunion on that particular job.
Commissioner COMMONS. Take the case of your men; they work with nonunion carpenters?
Mr. GORE. Yes, sir.
Commissioner COMMONS. Do they get the scale?
Mr. GORE. Yes, sir.
Commissioner COMMONS. Are they doing the same class of work that the
;

nonunion men do?
Mr. GORE. Why, I may answer that this way, that while we have our men
work with men on those jobs, on the better class of jobs, some nonunion men
are also put on the better class of work, and it pays all the way from S3 to $4
a day that is, union and nonunion, our people are not recognized by the
employer on those particular jobs as union men.
Commissioner COMMONS. There are union men working for less than the
;

scale?

Mr. GORE. Not to my knowledge.
Commissioner COMMONS. You said $3.50 to .$4.
Mr. GORE. With regard to union and nonunion men working together on
those jobs, I will say that nonunion men on this particular job that I have
personal knowledge of got $3 to .$4, where the union man only got $4, not .$3.
Commissioner COMMONS. For doing the same class of carpenter work on the
same job; will they be paid less?
Mr. GORE. No, sir they pay all the way from $2.25 up.
Commissioner COMMONS. That is what I am asking.
Mr. GORE. The union scale is $4.
Commissioner COMMONS. I am asking about, the class of work; do the ones
that work, do that class of carpenter work, the inferior class, get .$2.50 to .$3.50?
Mr. GORE. You mean union or nonunion?
Commissioner COMMONS. No; nonunion.
Mr. GORE. Yes, sir; depending altogether on the character of the work,
whether it is concrete form work or whether common house work, such as
framing; that is, the generally termed work that belongs to the less-competent
mechanic; they can get almost anybody to do that class of- work.
Commissioner COMMONS. The union men will not work on that class of work?
;

work?
Mr. GORE. Not unless they get the wages. They are working on that class
work and getting $4 a day.
Commissioner COMMONS. Getting $4 a day?
Mr. GORE. Yes, sir.
Commissioner COMMONS. But in the case of the nonunion man, then the men
that are nonunion workers work on different classes of labor that is, they
are doing this rough work you speak of?
Mr. GORE. Yes in some instances they have done the same class of work
for $3 men have got $4 one man $4 a day acts as kind of a leader, and the
other $3 man he follows up; he is what is callet the common rough carpenter, very rough.
Commissioner COMMONS. Have you had your men actually working more
than eight hours a day?
Mr. GORE. No, sir.
Commissioner COMMONS. Any union man working more than eight hours a

of

;

;

;

;

day ?
Mr. GORE. Only on extra work, some extra work, and then they work according to their scale.
Commissioner COMMONS. What is your ran? for overiime?
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Mr. GORE. Time and a half.
Commissioner COMMONS. They get paid time and a half?
Mr. GORE. Yes, sir.
Commissioner COMMONS. What is your evidence, then, for saying that they
work 9, 10, and 11 hours carpenters here work 9, 10, and 11 hours?
Mr. GORE. That applies on nonunion jobs. Why I stated that was I believe
you brought that up; I made a statement here a few moments ago regarding
Mr. IJryson making a statement of working eight hours. I have known on
that particular job of their working in many instances 9, 10, and 11 hours a
day. I gathered this from the men themselves, that they were paid straight
time, and they have been asked to work for, say, an hour or two hours, and
probably as regular daywork.
Commissioner COMMONS. Nonunion men or union men?
Mr. GORE. Nonunion men work.
Commissioner COMMONS. Nine, ten, and eleven hours on this job?
Mr. GORE. Yes, sir.
Commissioner COMMONS. Very often?
Mr. COKE. Why, when they come to the office to make application to the
organization they say it this way: "That conditions are unbearable"; that they
want to try and better their conditions, and have seen the error of their ways,
and they want to join the organization to see if it wouldn't help them some.
Commissioner COMMONS. Have you ever had more than 50 per cent of the
trade organized?
Mr. GOKK. Yes; one time I figured probably 70 per cent.
Commissioner COMMONS. At what lime was. that?
Mr. COKK. About five or six \ears e
Commissioner COMMONS. Seventy per c nt?
Mr. GORE. Prior to that also.
Commissioner COMMONS. What was the scale then?
Mr. GOUF. Three and a half.
Commissioner COMMONS. When did you pur the scale up?
Mr. GOIU:. May 1, 1911.
Commissioner COMMONS. That is all.
Chairman WAI sir. Mr. o'Connell would like to ask some questions.
Commissioner O'CONNKi.i.. Aiv you a married man?
Mr. GORE. Sir?
Commissioner O'CONNKI.I.. Are you a Married man?
Mr. GORE. Yes, sir.
Commissioner O'CONNET.L. Own your own home?
Mr. GORE. No. sir.
Commissioner O'CONNET.L. Are you buying a home?
Mr. GORE. No, sir.
Commissioner O'CONNET.L. Have you any idea, as a man around the city,
business agent meeting with the carpenters, what percentage of the carpenters
i

own

their

own

Mr. GOI:H.

hoi

Own them

directly?

Commissioner O'CONNKLL. Yes

;

outright.

I was able to learn was about 6 per cent.
Commissioner O'CONNEI.I.. A large number of them, have they homes upon
which they are making payments to building and loan associations or weekly
installments or monthly installments?
Mr. GORE. Yes; from what I can learn from the men that are making payments on homes, they are buying them on the installment plan.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Following the carpenter business, you ought to
know something about what has been done in the way of building homes. Are
there large plots, places where homes are being erected for the purpose of selling them on the installment plan?
Mr. GORE. There have been. Not at the present time, though.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Are there spots around Los Angeles where there

Mr. GORE. Why, personally, the best

are large numbers of those located?
Mr. GORE. Where are they located?
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Where they are located. Where are the spots
where they have been located?
Mr. GORE. Out in the south, mostly; southwestern district mostly.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. What were the methods upon which they were
sold

?
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Mr. GOKE. All the way from $50 to $100 a month cash; that is, $50 to $100
down, and from $15 to $32 a month payment, depending altogether on the class
of the house, style of the house, and the price of it.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Do you know anything of failures of people to continue these payments, and to lose the equity that they have paid into it of
their being sold?

Mr. GOEE. Personally, I have heard of quite a few of them.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Have you given any personal investigation to

it

at all?

Mr. GOEE. Yes; to this extent: That where you come in contact with mechanics that have lost their houses, some after paying down all the way from
$100 to $200 and the payments were too heavy for them, some of them pay
$100 down and $20 a month, and after it was dropped and sold to somebody
ols<, bargained for at $75 down and $20 a month, and then later on to the third
party for $50 down and at the rate of $12.50 a month.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. What percentage of the carpenters did you estimate are married men, family men?
Mr. GOEE. I don't know.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Have you any idea?
Mr. GOEE. No.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Isn't that one of the business agent's duties, to see
whether they are married or single, where they are located, and so forth?
Mr. GOEE. I know how many I give money to.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Prof. Commons was discussing with you the question of working seven months in the West or the North where the weather was
cold and 10 to 11 months here where the weather was more congenial and
sunny. In other words, if you work 7 months in some other portion of the
country and get $5 a day for it, and work 11 months here and get $3 a day, at
the end of a year you would get about the same amount of money.
Mr. GOEE. From personal experience I have never felt it that way.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. What I want to get at is just the science, of
whether it was more profitable to an individual that he should work continuously for a lesser wage, and in some locality where it was not continuous,
that they only work part of the time, what would he gain by that? What is to
be gained in Los Angeles by working 11 months steadily for $3 a day, and in
some other locality 7 months for $6 a day?
Mr. GOEE. I couldn't answer.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Spending simply so much energy.
Mr. GOEE. I understand.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. And physical effort during that time; in other
words, he is saving the difference of two or three months' physical exertion,
his wear and tear on himself and his clothing and all that sort of thing he
would necessarily have to purchase.
Mr. GOEE. That was not my w ay; no, sir
Commissioner O'CONNELL. What I want to get at is, Mr. Gore, is it figured
in Los Angeles that that is the reason why the low wage should be paid?
Mr. GOEE. That is generally.
r

Commissioner O'CONNELL. Because more work?
Mr. GOEE. That is the usual way they figure in Los Angeles yes, sir.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Because a man gets 10 or 11 months' work that
he should work for a less wage than in a town where he only gets 7 months ?
Mr. GOEE. Because it is put up to him, assuming he works 7 months, why
he could work 7 months and would have the opportunity of lying off for 5
months, or whatever it might be, and he could save his physical strength in that
respect, whereby I have known men here to work continually, steady, at loss
wages, and they had a lot to do, and they would have to pay a lot of doctor's
bills on account of exerting their extra vitality, as the case might be.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. If that is the science or the logic, why not work
men longer hours, work them 10, 12, or 14 hours a day, if it is a matter of
more work? Isn't it the case, as you say, where some of them work 9 and 10
hours; nonunion?
Mr. GOEE. There are men in this city, nonunion men, working 10 and 12 hours
a day. There are a lot of people working on these small cottages for real estate
companies I know this to be true; I have lived across the street who work
from sunrise to sundown.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. What you call sundowners, working after hours.
Now, I understand that your members, the members of your organization, must
get at least $4 a day, no matter where they work in Los Angeles?
;
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Mr. GORE. Yes, sir.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. And that they would not work over eight hours a
day; that is a day's work?
Mr. GOKE. Yes, sir.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. And if they do work over eight hours a day, they
get time and a half for it?
Mr. GORE. Yes, sir.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. And if they work on Sundays and holidays what
do they get?
Mr. GORE. Time and a half.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. And you maintain that the nonunion men here
work anywhere from $2.25 to $3 and in some instances $4?
Mr. GORE. Absolutely.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. And that they work 8, 9, 10, and even more hours?
Mr. GORE. Yes, sir.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. And if they work overtime they get straight time
there is no extra compensation for it?
Mr. GORE. Yes, sir.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Other than the opportunity of working the hours?
Mr. GORE. Yes, sir.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Did you live in San Francisco hefore you came to
Los Angeles?
Mr. GORE. Yes, sir.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Did you work at your trade in San Francisco?
Mr. GORE. Yes, sir.
;

Commissioner WEINSTOCK.

How

Mr. GORE. All I could.

was there three years and a

I

long?
half,

going on four

years.

I

Commissioner WETNSTOCK. Then how long were you in Los Angeles?
Mr. GORE. About five and a half years.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Working at your trade, I suppose?
Mr. GORE. I have been business airent three years and eight months.
Ci'inmissioTipr WEINSTOCK. You have been here five years at that?
Mr. GOHE. Been here about five and a half. I was in San Francisco, I figure,
say. about three years, and been here a little over five v<>:
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. You have been here a little over five years?
Mr. GORE. Yes,

sir.

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. And how long did you work at your trade there?
Mr. GORK. All the time I was in San Francisco.
Commission.'!' WEINSTOCK. And two years out of the five you worked at your
trade here?
Mr. GOKE. Yes.
siom-r

sir.

WEINSTOCK. And you regard

L<>< Aimel<-s,

T

presume, as your

permanent home?
Mr. GORE. That is all the home.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. What wages were you getting

in San Francisco?
Mr. GORE. Five to six dollars a day.
Commissioner WI:T.\STOCK. What wages wore you getting in Los Angeles?
Mr. GORE. The first week $3.50, and after that I refused to work for it.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Can you explain the philosophy of leaving a $5 or

G job for a $3 or $4 a

day job?
Why I left San Francisco?
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Yes.
Mr. GORE.

Mr. GORE. The same reason I left the city of St. Louis. I was compelled to
send my wife and daughter to the mountains in Colorado about 11 months, two
I left Colorado,
different periods; quit a good job in the city of St. Louis.
originally intending to come to Los Angeles, but I stopped over at San Francisco; I intended to send my wife and daughter there, and I found the climate
was too foggy and damp, and she couldn't stand it, and so they told me if T
come to Los Angeles the climate would be better here. The reason I stayed in
San Francisco was that they told me Los Angeles was a good place to keep away
from. After staying there awhile it didn't seem to agree with my wife, and so
I moved to Burlingame. and then I sent my wife and daughter here, and that
is the reason why I am in Los Angeles to-day.
Chairman WALSH. We will pause at this time and stand adjourned until 2
o'clock.
Mr. Gore, kindly resume the stand.
(Whereupon, at 12.30 o'clock p. m., an adjournment was taken until 2 o'clock
p. in. of the same day, Thursday, September 10, 1914.)
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Met pursuant to adjournment. Present, as before.
Chairman WALSH. Mr. Gore, will you please resume

TESTIMONY OF MH.

C'.

R.

GORE

the stand?

Continued.

Chairman WALSH. Kindly come

to order now.
Mr. Weinstock hadn't quite finished with you when v,c adjourned.
Please be in perfect order, ladies and gentlemen.

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. You have worked as a carpenter, Mr.

<;>iv, in

San

Francisco and in Los Angeles, have you not?
Mr. GORE. Yes, sir.

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. As the result of your observation, what difference, if any, is there in the efficiency of the carpenters in Los Angeles as compared with the efficiency of the carpenters in San Francisco?
Mr. GORE. Why, if I may be permitted to answer it in my way, in this way,
that as far as the city of San Francisco and Los Angeles is concerned, that
from personal observation I have noticed this, that being that San Francisco
is nearly a strictly union town and the inferior class of mechanics don't seem
to stay there much, or probably that some, of them are hired and they don't
seem to stay long in employment as much as they would here. Now, I find
them more efficient there. I have worked at the trade, also, as I stated, there
and here, and I find there you are compelled to deliver quantity and quality
both the same as you are here. That depends altogether on what kind of a
job you are working on.

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Well, take it in your own case, for example you
worked there and received all the way from five the minimum of $5 a day
and you said that some got as much as six.
Mr. GORE. Yes and I did.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. And here your maximum was $4 a day?
;

;

Mr. GORE. Yes,

sir.

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. What difference was there in your own efficiency
here and in San Francisco?
Mr. GORE. Well, there wasn't any as far as efficiency is concerned.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. That is, you worked no harder up there for $5
than you did down here for $4?
Mr. GORE. Well, as I said, it depends altogether on where I worked and what
class of work I worked on.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. W'ell, for the same class of work and cost.
Mr. GORE. Not a bit of it.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Not a bit of difference. Well, is your case, you
Do you think
think, the common condition, or was your case exceptional?
that men generally do about the same amount of work here, the same quantity
and the same quality, that they do in San Francisco, the same men?
Mr. GORE. The same men yes, sir that is, the men that receive the scale
of wages here that is recognized that will pay them the price.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. I suppose there are many men that swing between
the two places, sometimes working in San Francisco and sometimes in Los
Angeles?
Mr. GORE. Yes, sir.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Well, if that is true, then, Mr. Gore, the fact remains that the San Francisco employer or San Francisco contractor in the
end, of course, it is the ow ner that pays for it get 25 per cent less efficiency
than the Los Angeles owner. In other w ords, the San Francisco owner pays
25 per cent more for his work than the Los Angeles owner pays?
Mr. GORE. Well, that is in some cases. I would have to go into details. I
know in particular jobs you work that much harder, you practically put in
as much here on certain jobs in six hours as eight in San Francisco, and vice
versa. I have worked on percentage work also there and here.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. But even if that is the general condition or general average, what inducement can you offer a Los Angeles employer to
unionize his place if he knows in advance that it is going to add 25 per cent
;

;

r

r

to his cost?

Mr. GORE. I can offer this inducement, as I have offered in many cases and
in many instances, and there are employers here, I believe, will agree with me
in that respect, that when they employ a union man or a member of the organi-
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now I don't contend that they are all of the same efficiency that is,
zation
one to another but I do contend this, that they are in a position, providing
the man does not prove satisfactory to them, any individual, that the contractor or the employer, as the case may be, reserves the right to discharge
that man and call on our organization for another man in his place. And that
is from the union standpoint of view.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Isn't this a fact, Mr. Gore, that if the carpenters,
for example, were relatively as strong in Los Angeles as they are in San
Francisco, if they controlled the situation down here as well as they control
up there, that they would naturally want the San Francisco wage rate, wouldn't
they, $5 a day?
Mr. GORE. I think so; yes, sir.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Exactly. Now, when you go to an employer and
sisk him to unionize and ask him to employ only union help, and he knows in
the end that will mean a 25 per cent increase in his labor cost, how can you
overcome that objection?
Mr. GORE. Well, if I ask him to go to work and employ a class of men that I
represent, why my way of figuring it is that it don't cost him any extra in the
increase it would be over the quantity and quality that they deliver.
Commissioner WKINSTOCK. You said that the men here do substantially the
same work that they do at San Francisco, that you did the same work here that
you did at San Francisco, that there was no difference in your efficiency, and
that you represent the average man, that you are not an exception in that
regard. That would mean, then, that if they could unionize all the carpentry
enterprises here, it would substantially add 25 per cent more to the cost of
production. Now, you must have something to offer as an inducement to offset
that.
What can you offer?
Mr. GORE. As I stated, the only inducement that we have to offer is simply
Hi is. from an economic quantity and quality standpoint of view, because w e
have found this, that men, the people that I represent, that when they get
their S4 a day wage scale or tlie maximum, why then they themselves feel like
going to work' and recognizing that fact, that the coinractor or the employer,
as the case may he. recognizes that fact himself, and he is willing to stick to it
himself and play fair with them, and they, on the other hand, try to go to
work and protect the interests of their job more than they would, more than
probably from a nonunion standpoint of view. That is the only way that I
could add to it.
Commissioner \\'r.i \SKX K. Well, if that is all you would have to offer, Mr.
Core. 1. as an employer, would say that the inducement would not be sufficient.
Chairman WALSII. You are cross-examining him. That is a question for the
r

commission.

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Now, the carpenters generally, Mr. Gore, have the
reputation of being a superior body of men; that is, they are highly intelligent
and thoughtful, and as sueh you take it, of course, that they want to make the
most of their opportunities. Now, you stated in your testimany that about
J5 PIT cent of the carpenters were members of the union in Los Angeles. I take
it that the average of intelligence and the average ambition of the Los Angeles
carpenters ranks fairly with the intelligence and the ambitions of carpenters
elsewhere. If the advantages of unionism are pronounced in favor of membership, what is the explanation for only 25 per cent of the carpenters joining the
union here?
Mr. GORE. Why, I haven't stated 25 per cent. I have stated about 50 per cent
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Well, then, I misunderstood you. I thought it

was 25.
Chairman WALSH. It was the structural ironworkers. He said 50.
Mr. GORE. Now, you are asking me to state the reasons why the other 50
per cent, as the case may be, are not members of the organization?
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Yes.
Mr. GOKK. Why, from time to time out of my experience here in the city of
\ngoles and the so-called open-shop conditions are such that whereby more
or less men that have been members of the organization have become somewhat
weak kneed when they went to work for certain employers, and have found
out they had been up against certain obstacles here from a union standpoint
of view, and it was either a question with some of them of quitting the organization or quitting that employer and loafing. In many, many instances men
have worked for wages that were reduced. Now7 that is the only way that I can
account for it. I account for it this way again also: That people have come
,
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to this city, as I have stated this morning, that we have many of them join
the organization when they are compelled to on certain jobs, for instance the

Examiner Building and others here, and after they get through, why, they
are out of the organization then. They are not in a position, probably, to
demand the scale of wages as exacted by the organization.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Well, if all the carpenters were to join the union
overnight so that the carpenters would present would be a unit could there
he that discrimination against the carpenters, the union carpenters?
Mr. GORE. Well, it could be; there may be the contractor or the employer
would reserve that right if the man didn't suit him.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Supposing the only carpenters that were available
in the city of Los Angeles were union carpenters, then what?
Mr. GORE. Why, they would have to employ them all the same as they did
in the city of St. Louis during the world's fair, and also in Chicago.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Well, if the carpenters understood that, why do
they refrain from joining the union?
Mr. GORE. Why, I don't know. It is pretty hard. I have wondered many
a time myself why they would not join the labor organization when it
protection to them.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. You have never been able to fathom the reason,
then?
Mr. GORE. No, sir.
Chairman WALSH. Commissioner Garretson has a question or two to ask.
Commissioner GARRETSON. Is it possible that the statement that wns made
here yesterday or the day before, that the free-born American workman only
feared God and his country, that you might amend that by saying also, feared
his employer?

Mr. GORE. In the city of Los Angeles?
Commissioner GARRETSON. Yes.

Mr. GORE. Absolutely.
I didn't know but what there might be three
Is the contractor's price for erecting a residence, for instance, very
much lower in Los Angeles than it is in Frisco?
Mr. GORE. I took the matter up with the various contractors here and also
with some in San Francisco. Why, it don't seem to be.

Commissioner GARRETSON.

parties.

Commissioner GARRETSON. Then the contractor makes the money under the
open shop, and7 the final consumer is put on a parity one way or the other?
Mr. GORE. W e have figured it as such.
Commissioner GARRETSON. Some of the dust may be kicked up, then, about
protecting the ultimate consumer for the purpose of covering the fact that the
contractor gets far more profit?
Mr. GORE. Absolutely true.

Commissioner GARRETSON. Going back to this question of climate. If a man
works 11 months a year I am following the question that was asked on the
stand a while ago if a man works 11 months in the year in Los Angeles at
$3 per day you said that was the ordinary wage for carpenters, I believe
the average wage his earnings would be $858 if he worked every day in that
11 months. In a region where he is paid $5 per day, if he works seven months,
There would four months' difference in
his earnings would amount to $910.
time in favor of the climate. Are you a believer in the theory that God gave
[Applause.!
the climate wholly to the employer?
Mr. GORE. Absolutely not.
Ladies
and
WALSH.
Chairman
gentlemen, perhaps you were not here yesterday. No matter how much you may approve of a question, please do not give
audible expression to it, because unpopular opinions are sometimes given, and
you can imagine the difficulty we would have in going through the country
unless the audience assisted us in preserving the most perfect order. Kindly
do so now.

Commissioner GARRETSON. That is all.
Chairman WALSH. You say your membership is now about 50 per cent of
the trade here the membership in the carpenters' union?
Mr. GORE. Yes,

sir.

Chairman WALSH. How much was it a year ago at this time?
Mr. GORE. Why, it is like the market kind of fluctuates.
year ago it was about 65 per cent.
Chairman WALSH. And two years ago?
Mr. GORE. About the same.

I

should say a
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Chairman WALSH. That

is all,

thank you.

Mr. GORE. Just a moment. May I make a statement regarding some <ju<^tion here in regard to the so-called mill owners' association here?
Chairman WALSH. Yes go ahead.
.Mr. GORE. I want this committee to know.
Chairman WALSH. If it is pertinent
Mr. GOKE. It has been stated that the so-called mill owners' association here
they have their office up in the San Fenando Building, and a gentleman
named Flanuigan is their secretary. He is the only employee to my per
knowledge that I know. The statement was also mad<j that that office w:i<
conducted for the employers' protection, the so-called mill owners' association
in this city;
hat they ecploy men either union or nonunion, and that the
men had a lounging room. That is all absolutely true. But I also want to
say that that oflice used to hire strike breakers for Stockton a short time
ago that same office. The matter was taken up by Flannigan in connection
with the representative of the mill owners' association at Stockton, I simply
want to call that to your attention the fact that that office was used for
that purpose.
Chairman WALSH. Just state, if you know of your own knowledge, whether
that application [handing paper to witness] is si ill used by the mill ov.
;

I

M>sociation.

Mr. GORE. I think
about two years ago.

not.

They were sent

Chairman WALSH. You think
Mr. GORE. No:

I

it

is

my

into

not in use

hing like that

oil:

now?

don't think so.

Chairman WALSH. That

is

all.

Mr. Mooney.

TESTIMONY OF MR.

A.

J.

MOONEY.

Chairman WALSH. What is your bu<m.s or profession?
Mr. MOOXKY. I am editor of the Union Laix>r.
Chairman WALSH. Are you connected with any labor organization?
Mr. MOOXKY. Yes. sir.
Chairman WALSH. What one?
Mr. MOONEY. I am a member of the carpenters' union.
Chairman WALSH. IIow long have you been editing this paper?
Mr. MOONEY. Alxmt nine \\
Chairman WALSH. And what did yon do prior to that time?
Mr. MOOXEY. I was secretary of the building trades' council.
Chairman WALSH. How long were you secretary of the building

trades'

council?

Mr. MOOXKY. About four

v<

Chairman WALSH. Have yon worked as
Angeles?
Mr. MOOXEY. Yes, sir; that is, I worked at
we belong to the carpenters' union.

a

journeyman carpenter

my

trade.

I

am

a

in

Los

millman; bur

Chairman WALSH. Just state the official connections that you have had with
labor organizations in Los Angeles. {'
Mr. MOOXKY. I was ehvte<! business uvnt for the carpenters' council; I think
it was in .January. 1910.
I became secretary of the building trades' council in
October of that year. I was secretary of the building trades' council until the
first week in August of this year.
Since then I have bven devoting my time
to the paper.
Chairman WALSH. How long have you lived in Los Angela?
:

,

Mr. MOONEY. Five years.
Chairman WALSH. Prior to that time, where were you?
Mr. MOONEY. San FrancN
Chairman WALSH. Were you following your avocation MS a millnian

Francisco?
Mr. MOONEY. Yes,

in

San

sir.

Chairman WALSH. For how long?
Mr. MOOXEY. I came to San Francisco in about August or September,
Chairman WALSH. Where did you come from there?
Mr. MOONEY. Humboldt.
Chairman WALSH. Humboldt County, Cal.?
Mr. MOONEY. Yes.

1906.
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Chairman WALSH. You are a California!! by birth, are you?
Mr. MOONEY. Yes, sir.
Chairman WALSH. You have heard the testimony that has been given here
and we do not wish to duplicate as to the conditions generally. But the coinmission has been informed that you have made some study of the prices
charged for construction work and the final resting place of whatever increased
or decreased cost, where the final resting place is. Do you understand what
I mean?
It has been suggested here that you have studied the cost of construction work, and where the added profit went on account of lower wages, as
compared with San Francisco.
Mr. MOONEY. Yes.
Chairman WALSH. Well, now, I wish you would make your statement covfirst, Mr. Mooney.
Mr. MOONEY. In the first place, it is a very hard proposition for any outside
firm to figure on a job in Los Angeles by reason of the fact that the employers,
business men, and bankers here operate under a closed-shop system, in other
words keep union firms, union people out of Los Angeles. That is their policy.
But sometimes they get in here anyhow. For instance, on the exposition park
job, which Mr. Barker referred to yesterday, it was done under strictly union
conditions by a San Francisco firm, and the bid which was handed in by an
open-shop firm in Los Angeles, so-called open shop, and the man who built the
Washington building under strictly union conditions, and they were somewhere
around $8,000 or $10,000 cheaper than their nearest competitor of the so-called
open-shop men in Los Angeles.
In building the Alexandria Annex here after the fire, during the time of the
metal trades strike, a committee of our people went before the management
of the Alexandria and showed them conclusively how they could save around
$125,000 in the construction of that building. One item was this: That they
could furnish them a bona fide contractor, work them eight hours, and pay
them $4 as against nine hours and $2.25 to $2.75, and do the job for two hundred, two hundred and fifty less than shop here in Los Angeles.
Chairman WALSH. Was that done?
Mr. MOONEY. Oh, no; they wouldn't accept this. They admitted that our
statements were true, but they were on the other side.
Chairman WALSH. They stated they were on the other side?
Mr. MOONEY. Yes, sir. I wasn't on the committee, but I have been informed
by men who were there. Johannsen was on that committee.
*l
Chairman WALSH. Mr. Mooney, what is your basis for the statement that
there is a combination between bankers, contractors, and other business people
to maintain the closed shop as against outside union employers?
Mr. MOONEY. What is my basis for that opinion?

ering the

I

I

Chairman WALSH. Yes.
Mr. MOONEY. By reason of the fact that I have met many employers and
contractors, and they tell me in entering business in Los Angeles, if they operate
union people, they had been informed that they can't get away in Los Angeles
Unless they work the open shop.
Chairman WALSH. And have you observed what, if any, effect that has had
keeping out outside contractors that use union labor?
Mr. MOONEY. There are very few of them here.
Chairman WT ALSH. I know, but can you think of any other cases where they
have been kept out other than the Alexandria Hotel and this other place?
There was one building Mr. Barker testified about.
Mr. MOONEY. That .is the building out here in exposition park, built by
Mr.
That was a State job, and figures were taken in Sacramento.
Chairman WALSH. What is the difference in the wage scale, would you say,
in carpenter and cabinet makers as between union and nonunion conditions?
Mr. MOONEY. Better work. In San Francisco we worked eight hours a day
and received $4.50. I worked in the same business in Los Angeles, and worked
nine hours a day and received $3.50.
Chairman WALSH. Do you know generally what rough carpenters get?
Mr. MOONEY. Here in Los Angeles?
in

i

1

.

Chairman WALSH. Yes.
Mr. MOONEY. Anything from $2.25 a day up.
Chairman WALSH. A matter of individual
between the man and the employer?
Mr. MOONEY. Yes, sir.

contract,

individual

bargaining
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Chairman WALSH. Now, have you made any study of the cost of construction
owner of the building as compared to other places where they operate

to the

under union conditions?
Mr. MOOXEY. Yes, sir.

Chairman WALSH. What has been your observation
Mr. MOOXEY. My observation has been this, that it

in respect to that?
costs more to put

building under open-shop conditions in Los Angeles than
city

it

up a
does in any other

under fair conditions.

Chairman WALSH. Then the

logic of that, I suppose, is that the community
gets no benefit from these lower wages, but the contractor who does the work
gets the entire benefit?
Mr. MOONEY. Absolutely.
Chairman WALSH. That is the conclusion, is it?
Mr. MOOXEY. Yes, sir.
Chairman WALSH. Now, is there anything else that I have not asked yon
specifically, that you think would enlighten the commission, that you would
like to give, Mr. Mooney, without duplicating what has already been gone into?
Mr. MOOXEY. Yes, sir I have some things here I want to call the attention
of the commission to.
Chairman WALSH. Very good. Just submit them.
Mr. MOOXEY. I have here this, this is a copy of the Los Angeles Times, part
of it, under the date of January 1, 1914, as to why people should come here.
;

It

says
Bricklayers receive 75 cents an hour carpenters, 50 cents. Cement finishers, 62 cents, and the amount of cement work carried on here is doubling every
year. Inside wiremen get 44 cents an hour. Electrical work, too, is approaching an unexampled era of activity. Tanners are paid 44 cents an hour; plumbers, 56 coins; iron workers, 50 cents; blacksmiths, 50 cents."
Chairman WALSH. Iron workers what?
Mr. MOOXEY. Iron workers, 50 cents an hour. And so on and so on. Machine men, 62 cents; unskilled laborers, 25 to 30 cents."
The point I want to make is this, these advocates of this so-called open shop
don't pay that scale of wages. There is also in this room, I believe right now,
was right here a while ago, a man named A. L. Washburne, who was working
He attended a land slum- and there they told him
in Chicago for $35 a week.
he could buy land cheap within a few miles of Los Angeles, and they advised
him to come down here. He has been here ever since and he has not been
able to make a living. These are the things sent to bring them here, and they
conic here and they make them work for low wages, and they flood the town.
Thc-iv is also a Statement hero for the women:
"Because, through the absence of wet and stormy weather and mud and
slnch in the streets, clothes last longer and retain their color and shape."
I have here an affidavit I would like to read, to submit to the commission.
:

"

;

1

Chairman WALSH. Very good.
Mr. Mooxr.Y. Dealing with the settlement of the metal trades strike.

Chairman WALSH. To what effect, what general effect?
Mr. MOONKY. Signed by Mr. Misncr. I >o you want me to read
Chairman WALSH. If it is short.
Fij.\.\<

Mr. MOOXEY (reading)

"To whom
"

it

may

!><>.

c.\i...

it?

Septembers,

:

concern:

This is to certify that, shortly before the metal trades strike in Los Angeles
during the years of 1910 and 1911 was called off, George Gunrey, general organizer for the International Union of Molders, V. J. O'Leary, general organizer
for the Brotherhood of Boiler Makers and Iron Ship Builders and Helpers'
Union of America, and E. H. Misner, general organizer for the International
Association of Machinists, all of whom were representing the metal trades
unions of Los Angeles, did, by request, meet in conference, Mr. Hoswell, secretary, and Mr. Little, president of the Foundry and Employers' Association of
Los Angeles, in regard to the settlement of the strike.
"After some discussion it was verbally agreed, by all present, representing
their respective organizations, that the strike be declared off and that the men
would be returned to work as soon as the opportunity would permit, and that
there would be no discrimination on the part of the employer against the men
on account of their affiliations with their unions.
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"Also that there would be no discrimination on the part of the unions toward

any employer.

"

E. H. MISNEB."
have here, Mr. Chairman, a statement, also a copy of a pay check, which
the man desires his name not to be mentioned, to mention his name he loses
I

his job

Chairman WALSH. Go ahead.
Mr. MOONEY. This man is a lumber

grader. He worked in a lumber yard
here in Los Angeles, and he receives his pay at the rale of $2.25 per day in
the city of Los Angeles for the same grade of work that he received $5 a
day, and the price of lumber in Los Angeles is not any cheaper than it is in
San Francisco. Open-shop policy on the wages, hours of labor, etc., means this,
long hours and low wages industrially. That is all there is to it.
The ability of employees to have grievances adjusted they have no chance
on earth. For instance, there is a big mill here in the city of Los Angeles, it
used to be Hughes Bros., I think it is owned by the Southern California
<>.
now. A year ago some of the men working there received $4 a day. They
later were cut to $3.50 a day, and it was only a matter of a few weeks when
they notified the men they were being laid off on Saturday night and could come
back on Monday morning at ,$3 a day, if they wanted to. That is the so-called
open shop. They have no chance to protect themselves. In other words, they
throw them a bone and say " Chew on it if you want to or go hungry." That
1

(

is all

there

is

to

it.

Chairman WALSH. What is the relative advantage of presenting grievances
where organization obtains?
Mr. MOONKY. They have this advantage, that you know this, if you do have
a grievance and do present it. you have some power and some chance of getting
it,

because the

men who

are side by side with you are with you in adjusting the

difference.

Chairman WALSH. What specific facts have you in your possession, Mr.
Mooney, as to the cost of building in Los Angeles and elsewhere, upon which
you base the statement that the cost to the owner is just as great and that the
decreased wages and the profit from the decreased wages goes to the contractor
instead of the owner or community?
Mr. MOONEY. I gave the one about the iron.
Chairman WALSH. Have you any other that you can state?
Mr. MOONEY. I have another case: The Besinger estate here were about to
build a building in Los Angeles some time ago. It was given to contractor who
operated what is called an open shop, at $110,000. We had two contractors
figure on that job, and agreed to do that job for $108,000, and pay union wages
and hire union men all the way through.
Chairman WALSH. Commissioner Weinstock would like to ask you a few
questions.

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Is it possible, Mr. Mooney, for you to furnish
and figures showing what it has cost say during the last 12 months pelcubic foot to erect some high-class building in Los Angeles? In order thatyou may better understand it, we have figures in our possession that were submitted in San Francisco by a thoroughly reliable architect showing what it
has cost to erect high-class buildings in San Francisco per cubic foot. Now. if
we can get corresponding figures in Los Angeles, it would put this commission
in position to intelligently compare the actual cost and not opinions, but facts.
Mr. MOONEY. The only thing I could do would be to go around and ask these
people for it. If they don't want to give it to me I can't get it. That is all I
can do.
Chairman WT ALSH. It would be a very fine thing if you could get it.
Mr. MOONEY. I will try to.
(A letter from Ira B. Cross, received January 18, 1915. states as follows:)
facts

A. J. Mooney wr as unable to get figures showing cost during the last 12 months
to erect some high-class building in Los Angeles. I visited a number of architects and procured the following representative data
The following data relative to the cost per cubic foot of construction is measured from the top of the building to the bottom of the footing. The light wells
or courts are not figured in. The cost per cubic foot is not for labor alone but
covers total cost (material, labor, excavation, etc.).
:
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Alexandria Hotel class A hotel total contents, 3,016,000 cubic feet cost per
cubic foot, 24.7 cents.
Tehaina Building (Bullock's Department Store) loft building, no cross partitions; class A; 2,226,000 cubic feet; cost per cubic foot, 13 cents.
Central Building office building class A 2,500,000 cubic feet cost per cubic
foot, 31 cents.
Security Building; office building; class A; cost per cubic foot, 27 cents.
Canadian Building; class C; small office building; 812,000 cubic feet; cost
per cubic foot, 10 cents.
Union Oil Building; class A; office building; cost per cubic foot, 27.8 cents.
Hooker Apartments, now Yorkshire Hotel class C 650,000 cubic feet cost
per cubic foot, 13 cents.
Los Angeles Trust and Savings Building; class A: office and bank bulding;
1,621.800 cubic feet cost per cubic foot, 33.4 cents.
Jones Building; class A; loft building, store; 1,258,000 cubic feet; cost per
cubic foot, 17 cents.
Pacific National Building; small; class A; all metal; 682,000 cubic feet; cost
per cubic foot, 46 cents.
Washington Building, class A; office building; 28J cents per cubic foot.
Title Insurance Building; class A; office building; cost per cubic foot, 30 cents.
I was very desirous of securing some data on labor cost alone, but was unable
to obtain the same. I have data relative to wages, but found that the archithat is, how
tects visited could give mo no information relative to labor costs
much money to figure on as wages in connection with the c-rection of certain
Various architects hud different sets of figures for different
kinds of work.
parts of different styles of construction, but the figures given were for total
cost per square foot or per cubic foot, not the labor cost per unit of measure;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

ment.

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. I am frank to confess that it is not clear to me. in
view of the fact that labor, as you pointed out, is very much cheaper, in some
instances about half of what they are. as you say, in San Francisco, and in view
of the fact, as you pointed out, that material is cheaper here than in San
Francisco, why it should cost as much or, as some have said, even more than

San Francisco?
Mr. MOONKY. 1 did not say material was cheaper.
Commissioner \\KINSIOCK. 1 thought you said it was, because the material
didn't pass through union mills.
Mr. .MOONKY. Material here is not cheaper.
Commissioner WKIN STOCK. 1
you mean to say millwork costs as much here
as in San Francisco?
Mr. MOONKY. That is the way I have it: yes. sir.
Commissioner <|AUKI:IM>N. Costs as much or N sold for as much?
Commissioner WKINSTO< K. Commissioner Garretson suggests a modification
to that question, that is. whether the material is sold for as much as it is in
San Francisco, regardless of what it costs.
Mr. MOONKY. Yes. sir.
Commissioner \Vi:i.\XTOCK. Your opinion is that the material sells for as
much here as in San Francisco?
Mr. MOONEY. Yes, sir.
Commissioner WKINSTOCK. Kven though it may cost less here than in San
Francisco?
Mr. MOONKY. Yes. sir.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. What becomes of this difference? Who gets the
benetit of the difference in the cost of lal>or?
Mr. MOONKY. The contractor, the employer.
KIN STOCK. Your judgment is he makes, a bigger profit than
Commissioner
the San Francisco contractor makes?
Mr. MOONKY. Yes, sir.
Commissioner WEI N STOCK. Do you admit the efficiency of the worker here is
equal to the efficiency of the worker in San Francisco?
Mr. MOONEY. No, sir.
Commissioner WKINSTOCK. What do you claim on that point?
Mr. MOONEY. I claim the worker here is not nearly as efficient as in San
in

>

W

Francisco.
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Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Take in your own case. You say you worked
San Francisco for .$4.50 for eight hours?
Mr. MOONEY. Yes, sir.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. And worked in Los Angeles for $3.50 for nine
hours?
Mr. MOONEY. Yes, sir.
Commissioner WKIN STOCK. What difference was there in your individual
efficiency in the two places?
Mr. MOONEY. I was a cheaper man at eight hours and $4.50 than at nine
hours and $3.50.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. In what way?
Mr. MOONEY. Because I was a contented man, and done more work. I was
not contented to work nine hours and all I did was to kill time.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. What per cent of efficiency did the employer in
San Francisco get from you?
Mr. MOONEY. All there was in me.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. What per cent of efficiency did the Los Angeles
employer get?
Mr. MOONEY. What he could drag out of me.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. What prompted you to give up a $4.50 job at
eight hours in San Francisco, and take a job at $3.50 at nine hours in Los
Angeles?
Mr. MOONEY. Why I left San Francisco and came here?
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Yes, sir.
Mr. MOONEY. I was with a man named Anderson, my partner, and expected
We came here and expected to earn enough wages to
to go to New Orleans.
have the price of the railroad fare from here to go some place else, but we
didn't do it, and we have been here ever since.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. May I ask, Mr. Mooney, whether yours is an exceptional case, or whether you think you represent the common feeling of the
wage earners in Los Angeles?
Mr. MOONEY. I think when I say that I am representing the common feeling
of the wage earners in Los Angeles.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. That is, as compared with the wage earners in
San Francisco, they are unwilling workers?
Mr. MOONEY. Yes, sir.
Commissioner 'WEINSTOCK. In San Francisco you say they are willing
workers?
Mr. MOONEY. Yes, sir.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Were you here yesterday when, I think it was
Mr. Baker, testified?
Mr. MOONEY. No, sir I was not here.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. It was not Mr. Baker, it was a gentleman representing the building it was Mr. Bryson. Were you here when Mr. Bryson
in

;

testified?

Mr. MOONEY. No, sir I was not.
Commissioner WT EINSTOCK. You perhaps are in a position to contradict that
testimony. Mr. Bryson's testimony was to the effect that while in San Francisco on various occasions he had made observations on buildings,
lie had
noticed that the workers there would stop and gossip; would take their time,
and had even seen groups of them leave the job and go off into the saloon
and get glasses of beer, which, he said, would not be permitted in Los Angeles.
Now, what are your observations along those lines?
Mr. MOONEY. I worked in San Francisco, I guess, about three years, and I
never got off of a building to get a glass of beer, and I never got it here, either.
The men in Los Angeles are not willing workers and can't be, because they
understand other people get more wages and have better surroundings all the
way down the line. For instance, this particular firm of the Engstrum Co.,
they pay about as low wage as anybody in town.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. What company?
Mr. MOONEY. The Engstrum Co., the one Mr. Bryson represents. They pay
the bricklayers $5 a day and the scale of wages is $6 a day. They pay their
millmen any scale they see fit for nine hours a day. The same applies to the
carpenters and other trades.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Would you be in position to furnish this commission facts and figures that might be of some assistance to us in the matter
of comparative efficiency, by getting at the records of these companies, if they
;
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of brick laid a day by the Los Angeles
got, showing the average number
mason and the average number laid by UK- San Francisco brick mason?
Mr. MOOXEY. Yes, sir I will try to do that.
Commissioner WEIXSTOCK. As a basis for comparison.
Mr. MOOXEY. Yes, sir I will try to do that.
(A letter from Ira B. Cross received January 18, 1915, states as follows
I asked Mr. Mooney to furnish data relative to the number of bricks laid
by a Los Angeles brick mason and a San Francisco brick mason. He could give
me no data relative to San Francisco, but he called in a business agent of the

can be
brick

;

;

:

bricklayers' union who informed mo that a good union bricklayer in Los Angeles
would lay 3.000 bricks a day. Architect informed me that this was altogether
tun high a rate, and that from 1,400 to 1,600 up would be a much better figure
Union brickfor straight bricklaying on a solid wall 13 or 16 inches thick.
layers have control of about seven-eighths of the work in Los Angeles, according to the business agent above mentioned. I think the estimate is too high,
but I can assure the commission that the bricklayers are well organised and
that nu-.ny of the larger contractors give preference to union bricklayers.)

Commissioner WEIXSTOCK. That is all.
Chairman WALSH. Commissioner Garretson would like to ask a question.
Commissioner IAKKKTSOX. I want to draw attention to a fact that the other
commissioner overlooked. One of the deadly things named by Mr. Bryson, as
lifted in one instance by labor in San Francisco, \vas in one case a
man stopped to light his pipe. Do you think that would cut a big figure in
<

efficiency?
Mr. MOOXKY. Why. I don't see how it could; but if Mr. Bryson would stop
at the corner of Fifth and Main Streets h' will see a lot of his Mexican employees rolling cigarettes and smoking them.
Commissioner C.AKKKTSOX. They are nonunion cigarettes?

Mr. MOONKY. T suppose so.
Commissioner <;AI:I:KTSOX.
to keep in general touch

assume

T

that

as an editor you have been able
in the town?

with the trend of prices

Mr. MOONKY. Yes, sir.
Commissioner C.AKKKTSOX.

1 >o
the wages of the clerks and oilier classes of
labor of th" same Hiaracier. stand as far below San Francisco as in the building trades, for instance?
Mr. MOONKY. -lust about the same.
Commissioner QABEET6ON. The shop trades?
Mr. MOONKY. Just about tin same.
Commissioner IAKKKTSOX. With this eternal watchfulness for the good of
the public that is exercised, how does the cost of living run in Los Angeles
Are groceries cheaper?
::long with San Francisco?
Mr. MOONKY. No. sir; 1 haven't observed them cheaper in Los Angeles.
Commissioner (JAKP.KTSOX. The lower pay of the clerks does not reduce
groceries in price?
Mr. MOONKY. No. sir.
Commissioner (}AIMM-:TSON. How about clothing?
Mr. MOONKY. Runs about the same.
But I will say this: Between San
Francisco and Los Angeles, that you can get a better meal in San Francisco
for L'.l cents than you can in Los Angeles, but you can get more 15-cent meals
in Los Angeles than there are in San Francisco.
That is because they need
them here. They have to have them on account of the cheap wages.
1

<

Commissioner JAKKKT.XON. But it is a l-l-cent meal?
Mr. MOONKY. Yes, sir.
Commissioner (!AUI:KTSOX. How is rent?
Mr. MOONKY. linns about the same. In San Francisco I had a front room
at $4 a week, and I came down here and got a back room at $4 a week.
Commissioner GARRETSON. Is the impression strong among the men you are
in touch with that this patriotic interest in the public is for revenue
only?
Mr. MOOXKY. Absolutely.
Commissioner GAKRKTSO.N. That is all.
Chairman WALSH. That is all. Thank you, Mr. Mooney.
<

Mr. Haverty.

TESTIMONY OF MR. THOMAS HAVERTY.
Chairman WALSH. Please

state your name.
Mr. HAVERTY. Thomas Haverty.
Chairman WALSH. What is your business?
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Mr. HAVERTY. Plumbing and healing contractor.
Chairman WALSH. How long have you been in that business in Los Angeles?
Mr. HAVERTY. Twenty-two years.
Chairman WALSH. How long have you lived in Los Angeles?
Mr. HAVERTY. Twenty-two years.
Chairman WALSH. I believe a list of questions was given you. Have you
drawn up answers to them in writing?
Mr. HAVEUTY. No, sir.
Chairman WALSH. Then I will ask you the questions just as they were
given in numerical order. What sort of shop do you operate? Three kinds
of shops have been described, and, perhaps, so that we can get started on
One might be called a union shop
a basis, it might, be well to mention them.
in which nothing but union men are employed.
The other is an open shop in
which no discrimination as l>etween union and nonunion, and the other a nonunion shop, also an open shop, but which does discrimiate against members
of labor unions.

Mr. HAVERTY. Mine
men.

an open shop.

is

I

do not discriminate against union

Chairman WALSH.

It follows that you take on union men?
Mr. HAVERTY. However, they won't work for me.
Chairman WALSH. You say you do not discriminate. Question No. 1, is:
What are your reasons for operating an open shop?
Mr. HAVERTY. To avoid strikes and keep my place of business open con-

tinuously.

Chairman WALSH. Please give the wages of your employees.
Mr. HAVERTY. The standard rale of wages is .$4.50 per day.
Chairman WALSH. For how many hours?
Mr. HAVERTY. Eight hours.

Chairman WALSH. That

applies to plumbers alone?
Mr. HAVEUTY. Plumbers and steam titters.
Chairman WALSH. How about common labor?
Mr. HAVERTY. Common labor gets $2.25.
Chairman WALSH. That is your minimum?
Mr. HAVERTY. That is the minimum.
Chairman WALSH. To what extent do you recognize unions, or deal with
them, if any?
Mr. HAVERTY. As far as the running of my shop is concerned, I don't
nize them.
I have conferences with them every once in a while.
They are
frequent callers on me their business agents.
Chairman WALSH. But you have no dealing with them as such in your own
industry?
Mr. HAVERTY. No, sir.
i

Chairman WALSH. These
come in?

calls, I

suppose, are, generally speaking, to try to

get you to

Mr. HAVERTY. Yes,

sir

;

quite correct.

Chairman WALSH. I wish you would give us the comparative results ahave observed them under your open-shop and under union conditions as given
here in this question. As to quality of work, quantity of work, and cost of
production.
First, as to quality of work, what have you observed?
Mr. HAVERTY. Quality of work remains the same.
Chairman WALSH. Quantity of work?
Mr. HAVERTY. Quantity of work,

I

think,

is

silghtly better, probably 10 per

cent.

Chairman WALSH. And how do you find the cost of production? I guess that
would be answered.
Mr. HAVERTY. The cost of production would be answered by that.
Chairman WALSH. I wish you would give the particular features to which
you object to in unions as organized in your industry.
Mr. HAVERTY. I object to them on account of their continuous striking.
They will either strike in your shop or have a sympathetic strike, or have some
little grievance or other.
They will make rules over night and come to yon
Monday morning and tell you you must comply with so and so. Well, their
rules are so ridiculous and so outrageous that a man with any spirit to him
wouldn't stand for it. For instance, I had a nephew of mine that I want
to learn the trade in my own shop and they wouldn't allow it.
They said you
can't do it
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Chairman WALSH. Did they have some rule they claimed?
Mr. HAVERTY. They had a rule they would allow no more apprentices.
Chairman WALSH. Now, are there some employers here that do employ union
plumbers exclusively?
Mr. HAVERTY. Yes, sir; quite a number.
Chairman WALSH. What do you find with reference to the competitive
sults with those employers?
Mr. HAVKKTY. I notice no difference.

re-

Chairman WALSH. You

notice no difference?
our share of the business just the same.
Chairman WALSH. The union employers pay how much per day?
Mr. HAVKKTY. Four dollars and a half per day.
Chairman WALSH. Just the same?
Mr. HAVEKTY. Just the same.
Chairman WAI.SII. Do yon or do you not think that the wage of $4.50
a day is established by the organisation?
Mr. HAVKIITY. I believe they helped establish it; yes, sir.
Chairman WALSH. How long have you been paying *!..">'> a day for eight

Mr. HAVERTY.

We

get

hours' work?

Mr. HAVKKTY. Continuously: right al<n-^.
Chairman WALSH. For how many years?
Mr. HAVKKTY. I have been paying it for four years, now.
Chairman WALSH. Have you always paid the union scale in your shop?
Mr. HAVKKTY. Yes, sir.
Chairman WALSH. And abided by the union hours?
Mr. HANLKTY. Vt-s, sir; and slightly higher.
Chairman WALSH. What has been done by your company to improve the
working conditions of your em pl< >ye>-.v First I think you have answered that
question. You have maintained the scale of wages and those hours right along
with the unions?
Mr. HAVKKTY. Yes, sir.
Chairman \\'\L>H. Iloxv many employees have you?
Mr. HAVKKTY. .lust now I didn't get the number of emplox <>.
Chairman WALSH. In normal times how many would you have?
Mr. HAVKKTY. In normal times I would average !<>:;.
irman WALSH. I see you are given as president of the Thomas Hav-

en y

Co.

Mr.

II

AVKRTY. Yes,

sir.

Chairman WALSH.
Mr. HAVKKTY.

It

Is that a corporation
is a corporation; \c>.

under the laws of California?

Chairman WALSH. And what part do you take
Mr.

H

\VKKTY. (lenera! manager.
Chairman WM.SH. You are general
Mr. HAVKKTY. Yes. sir.

manager as

in

it.

personally?

well as treasurer?

Chairman WAI sir. What means is there in your company for the adjustment
- that come direct to
of the individual grievance* of emi!>\ ce>V
you?
Mr. HAVKKTY. It comes dire, t to me.
Chairman WALSH. The number T take it is sufficiently small for you to have
IKM-SOIIM| outlook of your whole busi'.
Mr. HAYKK-Y. Yes. sir.
Chairman W.\:>n. As the result of your industrial experience. Mr. Haverty,
what constru'-tive suggestion could you offer this commission for removing the
friction that seems to exist in many instances between employers and empl<>
M'\ HAVKKTY. Why, I think if labor unions would adopt the rule of reason,
or get some reasonable rules, and add to that that the other fellow is a human
like themselves, we would get along much better.
Chairman WALSH. Do you mean by that that the employers would be more
1

with them collectively V
M'\ HAVKK-IV. Yes. sir.
Chainnan WALSH. What suggestion would you make from the standpoint of
the worker to improve himself in his waue and working conditions which
would keep pace with improved economic conditions, other than the pi
system of organization?
Mr. HAVKKTY. I have no suggestion.
Chairman WALSH. You have no suggestions?
Mr. HAVKKTV. \o.
likely to bargain
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Chairman WALSH. Do you or <lo you not think that it is necessary for a
worker to have some means of having his own condition keep pace with general economic conditions?
Mr. HAVERTY. I think so.
Chairman WALSH. And you have no su.crirest.ion to make you haven't given
it any thought, you mean, Mr. Haverty?
Mr. HAVERTY. No; I haven't, given it any thought.
Chairman WALSH. What remedy would you have, or have you thought of it,
If any, for a speedier and more nearly just settlement of industrial disputes as
;

they arise?
Mr. HAVERTY. Arbitration.

Chairman WALSH. Would you put it, where possible, under a board created
by the State or by the Nation where that would be possible, or would you leave
it to the individual bargaining with the employers and employees?
Mr. HAVERTY. I would leave it to a national board.
Chairman WALSH. You would leave it to a national board?
Mr. HAVERTY. Yes, sir.
Chairman WALSH. You think that it ought to be done by law?
Mr. HAVERTY. By law.
Chairman WALSH. Do you or do you not believe that it would be possible
by law to have what is called compulsory arbitration?
Mr. HAVERTY. It is a dangerous thing to have it.
Chairman WALSH. You think it would be possible to have compulsory arbitration with the present provisions of the constitutions of the various States

and the United States?
Mr. HAVERTY. Well, really, I don't know as to that.
Chairman WALSH. Well, if the result of an arbitration was to require men
to go to work, do you believe that that would be enforcible that is, if a man
didn't want to work?
Mr. HAVERTY. It is pretty hard to make a man work if he doesn't want to.
It is very hard to make any law that would do it.
Chairman WALSH. Generally speaking, you think that the way to prevent
disputes is by arbitration and that there should be some fixed and definite
board, and a national body if possible?
Mr. HAVERTY. Yes, sir.
Chairman WALSH. You know; generally, I suppose, of the operation of the
Erdmann and Newlands Acts with reference to the transportation problem, and
your idea would be some extension of that to general industry?
Mr. HAVERTY. I think so. I think it would be a good idea to do away with
;

these continuous strikes.

Chairman WALSH. Have you any questions you would

like

to

ask,

Mr.

O'Connell?

Commissioner O'CONNELL. Yes.
Chairman WALSH. Commissioner O'Connell would

like

to

ask some ques-

tions.

Commissioner O'CONNELL. Mr. Haverty, you say that the organizations
should practice the rule of reason. Will you suggest to this commission what
kind of an organization you think that the laboring men ought to have?
Mr. HAVERTY. Well, I don't know as I could suggest as to that. I could
tell you a few of the things they do that they hadn't ought to do.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. What are they?
Mr. HAVERTY. Well, now, for instance, we had a few contracts in Salt
Lake City. We had some machinery there which cut and threaded pipe up
to and including 4 inches above this size we sent to a machine shop to have it
threaded.
When we wanted to have large pipe cut, according to the union rules, we
had to send a $6-a-day journeyman to sit in the wagon with that pipe, see that
it was carried into the machine shop and put into the cutting machine; then
see that it was put on the wagon again, and sit on the wagon on the way back
to the building; as a matter of fact, this man on the wagon to and from the
machine shop was in the way. Nevertheless, he had to be paid for whatever
time it took him to do this.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. The party for whom you were doing the work
paid the bill?
Mr. HAVERTY. Yes the party whom I was doing the work for of course had
to stand that. But it was a loss just the same. It was something that nobody
got anything for, an economic loss.
;

;
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Commissioner O'CONNELL. The plumbers, plumber bosses, have got the reputation generally from the property owner as being probably the best hold-up
men in the business?
Mr. HAVERTY. Well, that is Judge and other comic papers which give the
people that impression. As a matter of fact this is not true. The mercantile
agencies, I think, will demonstrate that.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Are you a member of any of the national plumbers' organizations, associations?
Mr. HAVERTY. Yes, sir.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Masters' associations?
Mr. HAVEKTY. Yes, sir.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Have you a masters' association in the city here?
Mr. HAVERTY. Yes, sir.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Are you a member of it?
Mr. HAVERTY. Yes, sir.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Are both those employing union and nonunion
plumbers members of the same organization?
Mr. HAVERTY. Yes, sir.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Have you any laws, rules, and regulations in that
association about the question of employment of union or nonunion men?
Mr. HAVERTY. No, sir.
Commissioner <)'CON.M:LL. Do you discuss wages there?
Mr. HAVEKTY. Oh, yes; we do often, every once in a while.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Hours of labor?
Mr. HAVERTY. I beg your pardon.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Hours of labor.
Mr. HAVERTY. Once in a while it is talked about.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. And conditions of employment?
Mr. HAVEHTY. Once in a while, slightly.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Do you agree upon any policy?
Mr. HAVERTY. No, sir.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. You just talk it over?
Mr. HAVERTY. Just talk it over.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. No conclusions are reached?
Mr. HAVERTY. None whatever.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Is there an impression prevailing, is the atmosphere sort of charged with a certain rate of wage that ought to prevail?
Mr. HAVERTY. No, sir.
Commissioner O'CONNKLL. Have you an arrangement of any kind whereby
you won't buy supplies from any house that is not using or selling to certain
of the plumbers or plumbing-supply people or plumbing manufacturers?
Mr. HAVEKTY. Which way do you mean?
Commissioner ()'CO.\.NI:LL. For instance, is there any effort here to maintain
certain prices of plumbing supplies?
Mr.

HA VKKTY.

No.

sir.

Commissioner O'CONNEI.L. Has there been at any time?
Mr. HAVERTY. I don't remember of any; no.
Commissioner H'OXNKLL. Could I if I was a citizen of Los Angeles, or
whether I am or not, can I go to a plumbing-supply house in Los Angeles to-day
and buy any plumbing supplies I want to?
Mr. HAVERTY. In some you can yes.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Can I in all of them?
Mr. HAVERTY. No.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Why not?
Mr. HAVERTY. They are wholesalers; they don't sell at retail. No more than
1
-an go to a wholesale grocery store and buy a can of peaches or a can of to<

;

<

matoes.

Commissioner O'CONNELL. Couldn't I buy wholesale groceries

if I

wanted

to,

large quantities?

Mr. HAVEUTY.
grocery store.

You

can't go

down and buy a can

Commissioner O'CONNELL. Could

I

of peaches in a wholesale

go into a store and buy a large amount of

supplies to furnish a whole residence?
Mr. HAVEKTY. I think you could.

Commissioner O'CONNELL. Unless
Mr. HAVEKTY. I think you could.

I

was

in the

plumbing business myself?
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Commissioner O' Cox NELL. Hasn't there been prosecution recently against the
plumbers' supply people and the plumbers' association just on that 'matter?
Mr. HAVKKTY. Yes, yes it is all over the country.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Yes; hasn't there been a decision reached that it
was an unlawful combination?
Mr. HAVERTY. No, sir.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. There is a case just recently decided in Sioux City,
Iowa.
Mr. HAVERTY. Well, I didn't hear of that.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Is it your belief that the men by organizing a
union of plumbers, for instance, have benefited thereby?
Mr. HAVERTY. Yes. sir.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Do you believe that the standard wage that you
are now paying is based upon a condition that has been brought about by the
plumbers' union?
Mr. HAVERTY. To a certain extent; not altogether.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Would you be paying as high a rate now if there
had been no plumbers' union at all in Los Angeles?
Mr. HAVERTY. I think so.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Have you dealt with the plumbers' union directly
in years gone by?
Mr. HAVERTY. Yes, sir.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. What were the rates of wages then?
Mr. HAVERTY. Oh, they ran from $2.50 to $5 a day, depending a good deal on
If you had a number of contracts on hand, why they would raise
conditions.
the wages.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Then their wages have advanced about half a
dollar or reduced, you were paying $5 some years ago?
Mr. HAVERTY. Yes.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Now, you are paying four and a half?
Mr. HAVERTY. Four and a half.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. What is the cause of the reduction?
Mr. HAVERTY. When times \vere dull the journeymen voluntarily reduced the
wages.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Have they been dull ever since?
Mr. HAVERTY. No.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Have the wages gone back to .$5?
Mr. HAVERTY. No.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Why not?
Mr. HAVEKTY. They never asked for it.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. The plumbers are bashful here apparently.
Mr. HAVERTY. No they are afraid.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Now, supposing they wanted to get their wages
back again up to $5, we will say that was the rate, how would they go about
to do it with you when you don't meet with them as an organization and treat
them as such?
Mr. HAVERTY. Why, just come to me and tell me that at a certain time the
wages would be a certain rate, and give me a little time to protect myself, and
figure accordingly and get it on my contracts.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. That would be satisfactory?
Mr. HAVERTY. Perfectly satisfactory to me; yes.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. To put the wages up to $5?
;

;

Mr. HAVERTY. Sure.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. All the plumbers would have to do would be to
notify you that in the case of a month or two months, as the case might be,
that they wanted $5 a day, so that you might arrange your contracts accordingly?

Mr. HAVERTY. Yes, sir.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Then it would be granted?
Mr. HAVERTY. Yes, sir.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. That is a fair notice from the plumbers?
Mr. HAVERTY. But they don't do that, you know, until you get a lot of contracts on hand then they start to raise wages.
Chairman WALSH. Mr. Weinstock will ask a question or two.
Commissioner WEI.x STOCK. What are the plumbers' wages, union scale, in San
Francisco?
Mr. HAVERTY. I believe it is $6 a day.
;
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Commissioner
Mr. HAVERTY.
Commissioner
Mr. HAVEBTY.
Commissioner

WEIXSTOCK. And the rate here is $4?
Four fifty.
O'CoxxEi.L. That is a difference of about 33

3.

per cent?

Yes.

WEIXSTOCK. Were you present when Mr. Mooney

testified,

the

witness that preceded you?
Mr. HAVERTY. Yes; I heard him.

Commissioner WKIXSTOCK. Then you probably heard his testimony that owing
to the difference in the wages and in the hours, that the San Francisco workers, as a rule, are willing workers, and the Los Angeles workers, as a rule,
are unwilling workers. You probably heard him testify that in his own case,
to illustrate the statement, he minimized his work here and gave the best that
he had to his employer in San Francisco. Now, what have been your observations along those lines?
Mr. HAVERTY. It is just right the opposite.

Commissioner WEIXSTOCK. The opposite?
Mr. HAVERTY. Yes, sir.
Commissioner WEIXSTOCK. Then you take direct issue with Mr. Mooney on
that point?

Mr. HAVERTY. Yes, sir I take direct issue.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. What percentage of emViem-y, as n rule, do you
get from your workers?
Mr. HAVKKTY. Well, I don't know that I can answer that. My workers are
:

good workers.

Commissioner WE TX STOCK. Have you had opportunities of learning either
through other fellow master plumbers of San Francisco or through your observations in San Francisco how the work of the San Francisco plumbers compares in efficiency with the work of the Los Angeles plumbers?
Mr. HAVKKTY. From my experience when I employed San Francisco journeymen plumbers, I believe our plumbers here are slightly better. Their efficiency

They are more or less inclined to be lazy in San Francisco. They
much work up in San Francisco as they do down here.
Commissioner WEI.XSTOCK. So your contention is that the San Francisco boss
plumber gets less for his *<> a day than you get for your $4.50 a day?
is

more.

don't have to do as

Mr. HAVKIITY. Yes. sir: decidedly.

Commissioner WEIXSTOCK. Then how is it possible for the San Francisco
plumber on an even market to compete with you?
Mr. HAVEI-TV. Why, he doesn't compete with us. They compete among themselves.

Commissioner WETXSTOCK. Well, take some central point, some midway point,
where the cost of transportation and freights would be as much from Los
Angeles as it would be from San Francisco, and those conditions were even,
what chance would the San Francisco boss plumber have with you in competing for that job?
Mr. HAVERTY. All conditions being equal, he would have no chance.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Y.OU could underbid him?
Mr. HAVERTY. Yes, sir.
Commissioner WKTXSTOCK. And make just as much profit as he makes?
Mr. HAVERTY. Yes. sir.
WETXSTOCK. Commissioner fJarretson asks the question
:missioner
whether or not they get the business?
Mr. HAVERTY. We do get the business every once in a while. We don't get
it in San Francisco.
rii.-iirman WALSH. Anything else?
Commissioner WETXSTOCK. Yes.
Mr. HAVERTY. Mr. Weinstock. bear in mind that when we go to an outside
city to do any work the wages that is paid in that city governs the wages that
we have to pay. For instance, if we would go down to San Diego, or to Pasadena, or up to Fresno. If the wages are $5 a day in Fresno for journeymen
we would pay the same to our men this has been the common custom.
Commissioner WEIXSTOCK. Well, you heard the statement perhaps also made
that some San Francisco contractors came to Los Angeles and got some conI think one was specifically mentioned, the armory building.
tracts.
Mi HAVERTY. Yes, sir.
rvmmissioner WETXSTOCK. I presume there was plumbing involved in that
;

%

.

contract?

Mr. HAVERTY. Yes.

sir.
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Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Well, now, how could these San Francisco contractors compete with you on that plumbing, how could they get the job?
Mr. HAVERTY. I don't understand, but you take with contractors, it is nothing
to have a variance of from 20 to 30, 40, or 50 per cent on bids.
Commissioner WEIN STOCK. Don't contractors bid on the same plans, on the
same basis?
Mr. HAVERTY. They bid on the same plans, but they don't seem to estimate
them the same way numbers of contractors make very low bids, secure the
contracts at a loss, go broke, and you never hear from them again.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Well, take this San Francisco contractor who
built this structure in Los Angeles, did he employ Los Angeles plumbers or did
;

he bring his plumbers from San Francisco?
Mr. HAVERTY. Oh, they employed men here.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. They employed union plumbers. 1 presume?
Mr. HAVERTY. I presume so.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. And paid them the local union wage?
Mr. HAVERTY. I presume so yes.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. And that, I presume, made it possible for them to
compete with you.
Mr. HAVERTY. Well
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. In other words, if they had had to pay $6 a day
for their men they could not have competed with you at $4.50?
Mr. HAVERTY. Mr. Weinstock, bear in mind the difference between $4.50 and
$6 a day on a job the size of that would not amount to $75 or $100 on the
entire job we will say $200 to $250.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. I see, because the plumbing was small?
Mr. HAVERTY. The amount of wages entering into it is so very small it
would not amount to 2 or 2 per cent on the entire contract.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. You stated that you kept an open shop that is,
you didn't object to union men?
Mr. HAVERTY. No I would like to have them work every once in a while for
me, or continuously, for that matter.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Well, do you think that unionism has been a good
or a bad thing for the workers?
Mr. HAVERTY. I think it is a good thing.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. You think it is a good thing?
Mr. HAVERTY. Yes I think so.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. And you have no criticisms to make on people
;

;

;

;

organizing?
Mr. HAVERTY. Not for organizing.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. In what way is it a good thing for them from
your point of view?
Mr. HAVERTY. Well, it gives a certain stability to wages. It helps them
along more or less, and there are some employers that will take advantage of
men unless there is some other force.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. You mean that unionism protects the worker
against the unfair employer?
Mr. HAVERTY. Yes, sir.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. That is against the employer who otherwise would
exploit

him?

Mr. HAVERTY. Against the unfair employer.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Now, do you recognize or deal with the union
yourself?

Mr. HAVERTY. No.
'Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Well, then, what good is their \inionism to them
if they can't be recognized or dealt with?
Mr. HAVERTY. Well, I really believe that I am doing the union a favor here.
I think that I have done the union more good than any other man in the business in Los Angeles.-

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Well, will you point out how?
Mr. HAVERTY. Well, if my shop was not an open shop, but a closed union
shop which would mean practically a union town, they would be striking frequently. They have not been on a general strike for four years. They are
peaceable and quiet, the men are. satisfied, my men particularly like it. They
don't like this striking business. If the plumbers' union or any other union
in Los Angeles were thoroughly organized, they would be striking about every
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You couldn't keep them from it. Heavens, it is an impossibility,
six months.
seems to be human nature with them.
Commissioner WEIXSTOCK. About what proportion, so far as you know, of
the journeymen plumbers in Los Angeles are unionized?
Mr. HAVERTY. About 50 per cent.
Commissioner WEIXSTOCK. About 50 per cent?
Mr. HAVEBTY. Fifty to sixty per cent.
Commissioner WEIXSTOCK. About what proportion of union employees do
you have in your service?
Mr. HAVERTY. They won't work for me.
Commissioner AVEINSTOCK. I see. You have no union employees?
Mr. HAVERTY. No; they refuse to work. They are afraid of the contamination.

Commissioner WEIXSTOCK. Well, are there any master plumbers
Angeles, Mr. Haverty, who employ union and nonunion employees?
Mr. HAVERTY. No, sir.

Commissioner
Mr. HAVERTY.
Commissioner
nonunion men?
Mr. HAVERTY.
Commissioner

WEIXSTOCK.

It is clean-cut,
It is clean-cut.

then?

AVEINSTOCK. The employers either have
Yes,

Los

in

all

union men or

all

sir.

WEIXSTOCK. And

is

that due to the fact that the union

men

work alongside of the nonunion men, or due to the fact that the
master plumbers won't give them employment?
Mr. HAVERTY. No; it is due to the fact that the union men won't work alongwill

not

side of the nonunion men.

Commissioner WEIXSTOCK.

I see.

The matter

of the workmen's compensa-

tion law, Mr. Haverty, what is your feeling on that legislation?
Mr. H.\vr.KTY. It is a good luw I think it is a splendid thing.
have had it long ago.
Commissioner WKI.NSTOCK. You favor it, then, do you?
;

We

ought to

Mr. HAVERTY. Y''s. sir.
Commissioner WEIXSTOCK. You find it work* out satisfactorily to the employer and to the worker?
Mr. HAVERTY. It works all right.
Commissioner WKIXSTOCK. Von know in the beginning there was a great deal
of opposition to it on the part of the employers?
Mr. HAVERTY. Yes, sir.
Commissioner WKJXSTOCK. Were ^ on also opposed to it in the beginning
for a while?
Mr. HAVERTY. I didn't understand it, and maybe I was.
But now that I
know it, I think it is a good thing.
Commissioner WKIXSTOC K. And wouldn't do away with it if you could?
Mr. HAVERTY. No, sir; I wouldn't do away with it for a whole lot.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Has it been a serious burden on your industry?
Mr. HAVERTY. No, sir.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. It has not?
Mr. HAVERTY. No, sir. We passed the expense along to the
Commissioner WEIXSTOCK. Owner?
Mr. HAVERTY. Consumer, owner.
Commissioner WEIXSTOCK. Which, of course, was intended by the legislature?
Mr. HAVERTY. Yes, sir.
Commissioner WEIXSTOCK. That is all.
Chairman WALSH. That is all, thank you, Mr. Haverty. Much obliged to
.

yon.

Mr. Beirne.

TESTIMONY OF MR. EDWARD BEIRNE.
Chairman WALSH. Your name?
Air.

P.EiKXE.

Edward

Beirne.

Chairman WALSH. Your residence?
Mr. BEIRNE. Los Angeles.

Chairman WALSH.

How

long have you lived in Los Angeles?

Mr. BEIRXE. For the last three years and a half.
years and a half ago.
Chairman WALSH. What is your business, please?
38819

S.

Doc. 415, 64-1
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I

came here about ten
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Mr. BEIRNE. Plumber.

Chairman WALSH. And you were a journeymen plumber, and do you now
hold some position with that organization?
Mr. BEIRNE. Yes, sir; I am acting as business agent for the plumbers' union.
Chairman WALSH. How long have you acted as business agent for your
union?
Mr. BEIRNE. Since about the middle of last February.
Chairman WALSH. Please begin and go backward and state any official positions you have held with labor organizations since you have been in Los
Angeles, all of them.
Mr. BEIRNE. Well, in Los Angeles, Mr. Chairman, I acted on the executive
board after coming here. I afterwards was elected president of the plumbers'
organization, and was afterwards elected business agent.
Chairman WALSH. Those are all the official positions you have held?
Mr. BEIRNE. That is, with the plumbers' union.
Chairman WALSH. Then, have you with the labor council, generally?
Mr. BEIRNE. Well, at the last election of the building trades council I was
elected president of the building trades council, local council.
Chairman WALSH. Then, you are acting as president of the building trades
council at the present time, are you?
Mr. BEIRNE. Yes, sir.
Chairman WALSH. You were furnished with a list of questions, I believe,

Mr. Beirne?
Mr. BEIRNE. Yes.
Chairman WAI.SK. We will follow that. First, I wish you would state to
the commission the extent to which employees in the plumbing industry are
organized.

Mr. BEIRNE. I would state, Mr. Chairman, that the competent men in the
business are about 75 per cent organized.
Chairman WALSH. Well, to w hat extent are those that hold themselves out
as plumbers, competent or incompetent, organized?
Mr. BEIRNE. I would say taking the men working at the business in gen7

do you mean?
Chairman WALSH. Yes.
Mr. BEIRNE. About 50 per cent.
Chairman WALSH. About 50 per cent. What are the working conditions
under the open-shop policy as compared with union conditions?
Mr. BEIRNE. Well, with respect to their wages and hours of labor, I would
say with very few exceptions that the wages are below the scale and the hours
longer and the hours are longer without any exception the hours are longer.
Chairman WALSH. Please give the condition in wages.
Mr. BEIRNE. The wages, I would say, would average approximately between
$2.75 and $3 a day.
Chairman \VALSH. What is the union wage?
Mr. BETRNE. Four fifty.
Chairman WALSH. Now the hours, union hours?

eral,

;

Mr. BEIRNE. Eight hours.

Chairman WALSH. And the nonunion or open-shop hours?
Mr. BEIRNE. Well, from my observation, Mr. Chairman, I have camped
around some of those shops in the morning about half past seven, and I found

men leaving the shops with material at half past seven. In fact, in one of the
leading plumbing shops here in Los Angeles where I happened at one time to
have lived right across the street, diagonally across the street from them, I see
their men come out in the morning and go to a job in Santa Monica, which is,
I guess, about 18 or 20 miles from here, and they were leaving the shop when
I used to see them out
I was getting out of bed, getting dressed to go to work.
through my window. And so on down the line. I found them working after
quitting time at night and early in the morning.
Chairman WALSH. Do these shops that you speak of now where these men
work profess to work their men eight hours a day?
Mr. BEIRNE. Yes, sir; you may interrogate any business man, any boss
plumber in the town, and he will tell you that he lives strictly up to the union
But some of them will tell you that they will not pay the union scale
rules.
of wages. I run across them. They have all different kinds of excuses say
they can't afford it; that they will do it if the others do it, and so on.
Chairman WALSH. Now working conditions, so far as safety and sanitation
is concerned, as between the union and nonunion shops.
r

,
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is no difference that I know of.
difference?
Mr. BEIKNE. There is nothing there in the plumbing business to make very
much difference on a big building.
Chairman WALSH. Now, as to the ability of employees to have individual
grievances adjusted, just tell us generally what the difference is between a
union and a nonunion shop and an open shop.
Mr. BEIKNE. Well, Mr. Chairman, I am not competent to say, for I have never
worked in a nonunion shop.
Chairman WALSH. Xow, have you- observed the results under open-shop conditions as compared with results under union conditions in this respect, first, as
to the quality of work?
Mr. BEIRNE. Yes I can refer to several jobs here in Los Angeles that nonunion contractors had a good deal of trouble on. There was a job down here
on Grand Avenue between Ninth and Tenth. I visited that job several times
and found that they had torn out material on different occasions. When the
job was ready for inspection it was not passed. There was a job done out on
West Adams Street about a year ago a residence, and from what I can understand through some investigating that I did I didn't get into it myself, but I
found out things something like between $3.000 and $fMHM) was what it cost
It appears that
to fix the job up after the plumbers had installed their work.
some <.f their plumbing wasn't properly installed there, and it destroyed part of
their buildings, the ceilings particularly.
There was also some work done
around here that is inferior in general.
Chairman WALSH. Generally speaking, what would you say with reference
to th;ir, is the quality of the work better or worse when done in a closed shop,
as compared to an open shop, or the same, what do you say of it generally now?
Mr. BKIKNE. Generally, I say that the consumer gets the best of it with the

Mr. BEIKNE. Well, there

Chairman WALSH. Xo

;

union labor.

Chairman WALSH. Xow, as to the quantity of work done, you have probably
beard what was said with reference to restricting output and production where
labor unions are in control. What do you say as to that?
Mr. I'KIKNE. Why, about two years ago. Mr. Chairman, we met the master
plumbers we meet them very often from time to time and endeavored to get
some working agreement with them, and that was one of the clauses in our
agreement that there should be no restriction of the amount of labor and the
amount of work a man should do in a day.
Chairman WALSH. State whether or not that is faithfully carried out by
the employees.

Mr. r,i:ii;M:.
Mr. Chairman.

It is faithfully carried

out in every instance, so far as I know,

Chairman WALSH, one employer stated here that he had observed men
loating upon jobs in San Francisco, and then you probably heard Mr. Mooney
say that under nonunion conditions where he wasn'l satisfied with his pay and
hours, that he did what he was compelled to do. What has your observation
been in respect to that, if any, if you ever had any?
Mr. r.KiiiNi:. Well, my observation. Mr. Chairman, is. visiting these nonunion
shops, so-called open-shop shops, is that I find more loafing done on the non-

union jobs.

Chairman WALSH. Have you been

in San Francisco?
never was.
Chairman WALSH. Then we won't have to get a comparison on that. Now,
this would be merely an opinion, I would take it.
l>o you think that the cosr
Is less or more to the consumer when he has union workmen than when he has
nonunion workmen or the employer runs open shop?
Mr. BKIKXK. Why, I would say that the cost of the job is more under nonunion conditions.
Chairman WALSH. Have you any particular figures upon which you base

Mr. P.KIUXK. Xo, sir:

that,

any

I

specific instances?
I would cite as

Mr. BEIRNE.

an instance

Chairman WALSH. That would be typical?
Mr. BEIRXE. The Alexandria Hotel, if we could get the figures.
Chairman WALSH. Well, that is the case where the figures were submitted
by a union employer, which were much lower, but which were not accepted?
Mr. P.KIUXK. That was not a contract, as I understand it, Mr. Chairman.
It was a day work job.
^
Chairman WALSH. Well, was it well, just state your understanding of it,
then.
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Mr. BEIRNE. It was under construction when I came back. I was away from
Los Angeles for a while, and when I came back it was under construction. It
was being done by a nonunion plumbing firm. And I would suggest that if
there was a possibility of the commission getting the figures of the cost of that
job and comparing them with the job that was done on the original wing of the
building, that they would get as near about what the difference in cost would
be of a building done by union labor and nonunion labor.

Chairman WALSH.
Mr. BEIKNE. Yes,
.

Is that complete?

sir.

Chairman WALSH. Now, I wish you would give us any specific- instances of
blacklisting on the part of employers against their employees in your particular
industry.
Mr. BEIRNE. I haven't looked it up, Mr. Chairman. I asked last night at
our meeting if there was anyone down there who would say that they had
been blacklisted, and I only found in one case that there was one firm here, a
nonunion firm, and that refers to discrimination rather than blacklisting, that
they will not hire a union man. I sent three men to a well-known firm here
in town in the steamfitting business, and I told them to ask for a job and
So they told these three men to come back
find out what wages they would pay.
One of them went back. They asked him what his name
in a week or 10 days.
was and referred to a paper there and told him they didn't want him. I sent
the others back afterwards and they offered them three and a half and four
dollars a day.
Chairman WALSH. Are you aware of any specific instances where employers
have been pressed in any way by other employers to prevent the signing of
agreements with unions?
Mr. BEIRNE. No I am not aw are of any of those.
Chairman WALSH. In order to secure the maintenance of the so-called openshop policy?
Mr. BEIRNE. I am not aware of any, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman WALSH. What has been done by your organization to improve
working conditions, as regards wages and hours?
Mr. BEIRNE. Well, w e always have a conference committee open at all
times in the past; but, as was testified to here just a \vhile ago by the previous
witness, here lately it seems it has been useless to try to do any tiling to
better the plumbing business in general in Los Angeles. One of the things, as
near as I can come to it, is that the witness before me claimed he has run
a nonunion shop for several years, and, while he has paid the wages, I still
maintain that he has not kept the hours. And that also applies to others.
Chairman WALSH. Well, your maintenance that he has not kept the hours,
does that apply to those instances in which you say that you saw employees
going to work earlier and running later?
Mr. BEIRNE. Yes, sir.
Chairman WALSH. That is one of those instances?
Mr. BEIRNE. Yes, sir.
r

;

r

Chairman WALSH. Go ahead.
Mr. BEIRNE. He also stated that the output was 10 per cent more
with the nonunion men than with the union men.

that

is,

Chairman WALSH. Yes.
Mr. BEIRNE. According to that I can cite instances of where three of the
leading nonunion shops in town are not running nearly the amount of men
they used to. And, where the previous witness testified to running as high as
103 men, I will venture to say he has not got over 15 per cent. That is kind of
a guess on my part, but I think the witness will bear me out. Also another
leading nonunion shop in town, who used to run considerable men, are only
working a few men now. One of the other most hostile bosses that we had
in town has entirely gone out of business.
Chairman WALSH. Entirely gone out of business?
In regards to the journeyMr. BEIRNE. Yes, sir; made an assignment.

men
Chairman WALSH. I thought you were going to compare them. Now, are
there some other shops at the present time that employ union men alone that
show a higher or lower average of workmen engaged?
Mr. BEIRNE. In regard to the union shops you mean?
Chairman WALSH. Yes.
Mr. BEIRNE. Well, I w ill state that in the last' three years mostly all of the
big work in the plumbing line has been let to union concerns.
T
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Chairman WALSH.

only wish at the present time you say at the present
say Mr. Haverty only had .15 per cent of his normal
force working, some others a small proportion, and one had gone out of business.
Now, what is the condition of the union shops at the present time
with reference to the percentage of the force working?
Mr. BEIKNE. Well, the percentage, I believe, is a little larger in the union
shops.
Chairman WALSH. You have no particular figures, however, to base that on?
Mr. BEIKNE. No I haven't.
Chairman WALSH. All right, sir now what were you saying when I interrupted you?
Mr. BEIKNE. Why, I was going to state that this is an off year in regards
to the journeymen. And as to the journeymen going to the shop in the wagon
with a piece of pipe, I will state that that is just a little instance. We have
a law like that. We have working rules and by-laws to work by in the city
I haven't a copy of them with me, but I can get them.
of Los Angeles.
And the idea is that we have discovered from experience that it is very
hard for a journeyman to send a piece of pipe to the shop and get it cut
at an average and have it come back just as he wants it. And there is
always a kirk if it has to go back again. It costs quite a little money to
rut off a piece of 4-inch pipe, especially after it gets over 2 or 2* inches
in diameter it costs more money to cut it and thread it than it does any
size below.
So, to overcome these things and overcome disputes, we have
always maintained that it was a good idea for the journeyman to be there at
the machine and have it cut off. Then, if he cuts it off wrong, it is his
mistake and his fault. There can be nobody blamed but the journeyman on
the job.
Chairman WALSH. What does your organization do to promote efficiency and

time

you undertake

I

to

;

;

members, if anything?
Mr. BEIKNE. We discuss the plumbing business and the technical points of
the business in our meetings. And we have a little meeting room down at the
Labor Temple that is always open for the members of our organization where
they can go there and discuss things. We have blue prints there of jobs that
are done right according to the city ordinance, and jobs that are done on blue
prints according to the city ordinance and jobs that are not. He has to detect
skill of its

the deficiencies there, and

it

promotes discussion.
to add in regard

Chairman WAI. sir. What have you

to apprentices?

Mr. BEIKNK. Apprentices?

Chairman WALSH. Yes.
Mr. BEIKNE. In the plumbing business

in Los Angeles there is no restriction
whatever. I will state in regard t-> apprentices that that was the chief reason
I will state that that
the bosses had for following up the open-shop policy.
case that was referred to. that was in 1S9G, and 1897, and 1898, where this
man's nephew was prevented from learning the plumbing trade, and throughout
the United States it was almost impossible for half the journeymen who were
working at the plumbing business to secure employment. And our national
association advocated the elimination of all apprentices until such time as
business had picked up whereby there was room for the journeyman in the
business to be employed.
We held onto that here. We had in Los Angeles about sixty or eighty shops
10 years ago. We had about sixty helpers. We had them listed, and the boys
swung around from one shop to another. Then as now some of the shops in
town did not keep journeymen all the year around. So naturally we kept the
boys going around where they could best learn the business. And we drew the
line on any more apprentices coming into the business until such time as we
would see fit. That kicked up quite a row. So about 1906 the plumbers demanded $5 a day. They got it. And in October or November of 1907 the bosses
or employers came to the journeymen and told them to cut their wages down,
and the journeymen conceded, consented to cut their wages down. That was
during the hard times of 1907. That was to be cut down for a specified time.
I left town about that time, and then it was to go up to $5.
When the time
came to go up to $5 the journeymen had to go out on strike, and they were
forced to go back to work for $4.50, and the wages have remained at $4.50 ever

since.

Chairman WALSH. How long was it after they demanded the restoration?
Mr. BEIKNE. Mr. Chairman
Chairman WALSH. Could you approximate it?
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I presume it was something like a year.
Chairman WALSH. Very well, go ahead. What restrictions, if any, do they
have in San Francisco at the present time on the employment of apprentices?

Mr. BELRNE.

Mr. BEIRNE.

I don't

know, Mr. Chairman.

Chairman WALSH. You have none here now, then?
Mr. BETRNE. We have no what here?
Chairman WALSH. You have no restriction on apprentices here

at the present

time?
Mr. BEIRNE. None whatever.

Chairman WALSH. What, if anything, does your organization do to promote
technical education in your trade?
Mr. BEIRNE. Well, that would be through just through discussion and such
have a hoard of examiners and so on.
as that.
Chairman WALSH. You have no policy with reference to apprenticeship schools
or continuation schools or technical training of any kind?
Mr. BEIRNE. I have discussed a scheme with the employing plumhers in Los
Angeles and I asked some of their members to bring it up before their association whereby we could start a trade school for our members, and for any boy
that would be right and fitted for the plumbing business, but it seems it has
not taken hold with them, but I believe it will.
Chairman WALSH. Have you given any thought to the subject of inventing
plans for promoting regularity or continuity of employment to bridge over the
difficulties that arise from seasonal employment, especially in this country out

We

here?
Mr. BEIRNE. You

mean from unemployment?
Chairman WALSH. Yes; to relieve the unemployment

situation

in

seasonal

trades.

Mr. BEIRNE. Well, the only thing

when a man comes

town we

we have

to

do with that, Mr. Chairman,

him whether business is good or bad.
We maintain an office down there and also a little room for the examining
board, and pay a business agent $5 a day, and his work is chiefly to act, you
might say, in the capacity of an employment agency.
Chairman WALSH. As an official in labor organizations and a student of
the subject, have you any suggestions which you could make to this commission with reference to devising some plan by which a speedy settlement could
be made of industrial disputes?
Mr. BEIRNE. The only scheme that I see is what we have at the present
As I understand
time, although it doesn't work out here in Los Angeles.
practically that there is a movement on foot here to absolutely refuse to
recognize unions in any form. The only scheme I can see would be a benefit
is

into

tell

plumbing business or any business would be to hold conferences between
the employers and the journeymen and to settle disputes that come up apparently.
Chairman WALSH. Have you investigated the subjects enough to have an
opinion as to whether or not anything could be done by law, State or national,
that would be satisfactory, reasonably satisfactory, to those whom you are representing, looking toward bringing about a speedy settlement of industrial
disputes?
Mr. BEIRNE. Mr. Chairman, that is a question I can not answer. I do not
know what the law would be.
Chairman WALSH. \Vill you please file with our commission a copy of your
constitution and by-laws and rules?
Mr. BEIRNE. Yes, sir.
Chairman WALSH. You have them readily accessible, I suppose?
Mr. BEIRNE. Yes, sir.
"
(Booklet entitled
By-laws of Plumbers' Local Union No. 78 of the United
Association" was subsequently submitted in printed form.)
Chairman WALSH. Would you kindly indicate the names of the shops where
the wage paid to journeymen is as low as $2.75 or $3 per day?
Mr. BEIRNE. S. C. Brown. We have numbers on here, Mr. Chairman, that
it would be just impossible for me to say what they pay.
Chairman WALSH. Any you can give specifically now that pay as low a
wage as $2.75 or $3 a day?
Mr. BEIRNE. A shop by the name of K-a-i-n or C-a-i-n, I don't know which it is.
Chairman WALSH. How many employees do they have?
Mr. BEIRNE. Five or ten.
Chairman WALSH. And the other shops, how many employees do they have?
to the
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Mr. BEIRNE. They had four the last time I saw them.
Chairman WALSH. Any others that you have?
Mr. BEIRNE. So many shops don't employ anybody half the time, you know,
and when they do they look for a junior, they want a junior plumber, a $3 man.
Chairman WALSH. Do you have any others in mind on your memorandum at
this time?

Mr. BEIRNE. Sanitary Plumbing Co.
Chairman WALSH. How many employees?
Mr. BEIRNE. They run from 5 to 10 men.
Chairman WALSH. Any others?

Mr. BEIRNE. Don't pay the scale.
S. C. Schilling; Sherwood & Pearson;
M. E. Yonkcr there are many others who don't pay the scale. It is a
question I would not like to mention the names in public, I am not positive of.
They, perhaps, are not hiring men.
Chairman WALSH. Very good. What is the source of your information
as to those wages paid?
Mr. BEIRNE. I interview the men myself on the job.
Chairman WALSH. You get it from the men that are actually at work, do
you ?
;

.Mi-.

BEIRNE. Yes,

sir.

Chairman WALSH. Do you think that
you?
Mr. BEIRNE. Yes,

it

is

reasonably authentic, what they

tell

sir.

Chairman WAI. MI.

(

'onimissioner Weinstock would like to ask you a

few

questions.

Commissioner WEINSTOCK.

I

understand, Mr. Beirne, that the union wage

scale for plumbers in Los Angeles
Mr. BEIKNK. Yes, sir.

is

$4.50?

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. And that the union wage scale
is

in

San Francisco

$61

Mr. BEIKNE. Yes.

sir.

Commissioner WEINSTOCK.

Why docs the union discriminate in favor of Los
Angeles in its wage scale?
Mr. BEIRXE. In favor of Los Angel*
Commissioner WKI.NSTOCK. Yes. Why does it allow Los Angeles to have a
\\aLre scale hat is
why is the wage scale in San Francisco 33J per cent higher
than Los Angeles, with the cost of living substantially the same?
Mr. BEIRNE. I can cite an instance, and perhaps refer to a great many
others.
That is, I find here very frequently in fact, an instance came to
me just in the past week where a man came; he belonged to the union, he
worked five or six months in a union shop, received union wages, loafed for
one week, and from sheer necessity he was f<n-e<l to go to work in a nonlie visited me down at the office last Tuesday morning, and T
union shop.
told him to come back Tuesday night.
Tuesday night I told him to come back
He came bark this morning and I gave him his answer, and
this morning.
that was that we would place a fine on him for going to work in the nonunion
The facts in the case were, after investigation, the man came here
shop.
from a town in the Middle West, he brought his wife and family with him, and
he went in to buying furniture here, and after he got here
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Pardon me for interrupting, but I don't think you
got my question. I am not asking for an explanation of why the union wages
in San Francisco are higher than the nonunion wages in Los Angeles.
I am
asking why the union wages of San Francisco are higher than the union
wages of Los Angeles. Why is not the standard here $6 as it is in San
Francisco, or why is not the scale $4.50 there as it is in Los Angeles? Why
I

the differentiation?
Mr. BEIRXE. That
long answer.

is

a long question, Mr. Weinstock, and that would take a

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Briefly as you can, if you will.
Mr. BEIRXE. As I stated a while ago, after we had the rupture here with
the employers some years ago, when it came up every man that was in town,
and so many men coming to town here, as tourists will, that got into the
plumbing business, they went to work, took jobs, young men in a good
many instances; several of them started a shop, and consequently they had
them here in this line now, and the number of master plumbers was approximately 200 men; 10 years ago we only had 60. But from the best information
I can get there are about 200 master plumbing shops in Los Angeles.
Those
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men

are here and they are going to stay. They will not leave, or I don't think
they can leave, and they have brought their families here, and, as I said, owing
to the climatic conditions, just as the instance I was citing to you where this
man came here and bought some furniture and goods. He can not get work,
and he is forced to go to work in the open shop. Since he has been laid off
in the open shop.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. You still have not answered the question in relaThe union here fixes a $4.50 scale.
tion to the union itself.
Mr. BEIRNE. Four dollars and a half.
Commissioner WKIN.STOCK. And in San Francisco the union fixes a $G scale.
Why that difference?
Mr. BEIRNE. We have asked $5.50 here, and were refused.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. That is the only explanation you have to offer?
the surplus amount of labor
Mr. BEIRNE. That is the only explanation
and the surplus amount of shops, keen competition in the business. I figure
this way
That is is impossible for the men employed in the plumbing business who are hiring union men to compete with the amount of men who are
running shops and doing their own work.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Were you present when Mr. Haverty testified,
and when Mr. Mooney testified a little while ago?
Mr. BEIRNE. Yes, sir.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Do you recall that Mr. Mooney 's testimony was to
this effect, speaking of his own individual experience
Mr. BEIRNE. Yes.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. That in San Francisco he was a union man and he
was getting $4.50 a day and that in Los Angeles, I take it he was also a union
man, and he was getting $3.50 a day?
Mr. BEIRNE. Yes.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. That in San Francisco he gave all that he had to
that in Los Angeles he soldiered, gave
his employers, the highest efficiency
his employer just as little as he could, that he tried to get out of all that he
could that his employer tried to get all he could out of him and because of
the difference in wages. Do you think that is a common practice in Los
Angeles, that the union works that way because of the difference in wages,
that the men soldier on their job, and do as Mr. Mooney did, give the employer just as little as possible?
Mr. BEIRNE. I don't think it is general in the plumbing business, Mr. Weinstock, but I do think that the low scale of wages lias kept the best class of
mechanics away from Los Angeles.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. You also heard the testimony, did you, of Mr.
Haverty, who differed with Mr. Mooney, and said that his experience was that
the plumbers gave him full efficiency? Would you be inclined to think that
Mr. Haverty's statement was more nearly correct, so far as the plumbers are
concerned ?
Mr. BEIRNE. I say that plumbers, as a rule, do a day's work, as a rule,
wherever they work. Of course, I would say, for myself individually, that if
I go into a town that pays $6 a day I naturally feel more like working for
$6 a day than I do for $4.50 when I get tired in the afternoon, about 3 o'clock,
I haven't got the ambition to work if I am only getting $4.50 a day as I
;

:

;

;

;

;

would for $6.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. You are the secretary and business agent of the
plumbers' union?
Mr. BEIRNE. Yes.

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. That brings you

in

touch with

men

generally,

doesn't it?

Mr. BEIRNE. Yes.

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Gives you an idea of their opinion on a great many
labor questions?
Mr. BEIRNE. Yes.

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. What do you find to be the consensus of opinion
fellow workers on the workmen's compensation act? How do they
look upon it?

among your

Mr. BEIRNE. They are

all

very well satisfied with

it.

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. They look upon it as an advantage, do they?
Mr. BEIRNE. Yes, sir.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. And they are satisfied with the way that it
operating?

is
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Mr. BEIRNE. Yes,

sir.

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. The way it has worked out?
Mr. BEIRNE. As far as I know they are in favor of it.
Chairman WALSH. That is all, unless there is something you have been
asked if y OU have anything in mind that you think would be of benefit to
the commission we would be glad to have you state it.
Mr. BEIRNE. Yes. Mr. Chairman, I will say this, that in regard to as to
what was stated here by a previous witness in regard to out-of-town contractors doing business here in town, I would state that they pay the scale of
wages that is, supposing they come from Frisco, where the scale is $6, I will
state they pay the $6; that is, to a certain extent, they will send men here to
take charge and as many men as they wish to take charge 0* that work, and
probably a few that they will bring with them, hire men here in Los Angeles
If a man gets a job here in Los
at the scale in Los Angeles, and vice versa.
Angeles, or Long Beach, or Pasadena, he is supposed to pay the $5 scale to
;

men he

hires there. Also in regard to the statement, the settlement of disputes.
Tlie .journeymen plumbers' association at all times have an arbitration board,
a conference board, ready at all times to settle any disputes which may arise,
which hardly ever arise we are down about as low as we can get. The plumbing business in Los Angelas is not to be compared at all to the plumbing business in other cities. The class of work is not as good, and as a general rule the
men outside the journeymen's organization are not as efficient as the men in
the journeymen's organization. It may be about 25 per cent.
I believe I have stated that the bosses, the employers, have been asked for
a raise, about two years ago, and they refused us. That is about all I have
to state.
Chairman WALSH. All right; thank you, Mr. Beirne.
;

Mr. UKIKNE. I will furnish a copy of our constitution and by-laws. Oh, yes;
have one thing; yes. And that is kind of significant. I have here two referIt is
ences, sent with a nonunion man from an eastern city to Los Angeles.
significant that the references are to nonunion shops in town.
I

Chairman WALSH. Just give

it

to the stenographer, please.

names be not mentioned, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman WALSH (addressing stenographer). You will see that that request
Mr. ri;iHNK.

is

I

will request that the

complied with.
,

Los Any cits.
The bearer of this, Mr.

April

,?>,,

1913.

,

is trying t> boiler his conditions, and is therefore seeking a new location to settle in, and would naturally desire a position
at his regular occupation, that of a hot water and steam fitter. He has worked
for us quite a while and we always found him trustworthy and competent,
a man that you can thoroughly rely upon. Any favor that you may be able
to bestow upon him we are confident will be thankfully received by him and
greatly appreciated by
,

Yous, most sincerely,

.

(The other recommendation above mentioned is a carbon copy of the one
just set forth, directed to a different man.)
Chairman WALSH. That is all, Mr. Beirne thank you.
;

"
(Booklets entitled Book of Laws, United Association of Plumbers and Steam
Fitters of United States and Canada," amended at Boston, Mass., August 18
and 25, 1913, and "Working Rules for Local No. 78, Journeymen Plumbers,
Gas and Steam Fitters, and Steam Fitters' Helpers," were subsequently submitted in printed form.)

Mr. Butler.

TESTIMONY OF MR.

L.

W. BUTLER.

Chairman WALSH. What is your name?
Mr. BUTLER. L. W. Butler.
Chairman WALSH. What is your business?
Mr. BUTLER. Secretary-treasurer of the Central Labor Council.
Chairman WALSH. What is your trade or occupation?
Mr. BUTLER. I am a teamster.
Chairman WALSH. How long have you been occupying that position, your
present position?
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Mr. BUTLER. Since July, 190S.
Chairman WALSH. I wish you would begin and state all of the official connections that you have had with labor organizations in Los Angeles.
Mr. BUTLEH. I joined the teamsters' union in 1901. I was elected delegate to
the Central Labor Council in the latter part of 1901; was elected business agent
of the teamsters' union two was elected secretary-treasurer of the local union
about a year after I was elected business agent of the teamsters' union about
two years after that. I was at one time, for a period of a year, vice president
of the State Federation of Labor.
Chairman WALSH. How long have you lived in Los Angeles?
Mr. BUTLEH. Thirty-eight and one-half years.
Chairman WALSH. I will not go back of that. You have been served with
a list of questions, I believe?
Mr. BUTLER. Yes, sir, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman WALSH. And you have noticed the fact that we are trying not to
duplicate, but I am going to run through them, nevertheless, and anything that
you think needs amplification I wish you would be free to give it.
Mr. BLTTLER. Yes, sir.
Chairman WALSH. Now, the extent to which employees in teaming and
truck business are organized in Los Angeles.
Mr. BUTLER. About 10 per cent.
Chairman WALSH. Working conditions under open-shop policy as compared
with union conditions as to wages and hours of labor?
Mr. BUTLER. Wages have been reduced since the disruption of the organization.

Chairman WALSH. To what extent?
Mr. BUTLER. To some considerable

extent.
The minimum scale of wages
during the life of the organization, or the time that the organization dealt with
the proprietors by contract, the minimum scale was two and a quarter. Men
are being paid now as low as $9 a week.
Chairman WALSH. When was the union disrupted?
Mr. BUTLER. 1907.
Chairman WALSH. As to hours of labor.
Mr. BUTLER. The hours of labor are generally the same that is, that the day
is supposed to be the same as it was before the disruption of the organization.
But we find in some cases, not all, that the pay for overtime has been clone
;

away with.
Chairman WALSH. Unless

there is some particular reason applying to your
craft I am not going to ask you these next as to the results of condition, the
quality and quantity of work, unless there is some particular thing you want
to bring out.
Mr. BUTLER. I just want to make a statement, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman WALSH. Very good.
Mr. BUTLER. From the men themselves, that during the time of the organization, dealing with the employer, the quantity and quality of the work done
by the members of our organization was better than that at the present time.
That is, they did more and better work did a better class of work.
Chairman WALSH. Have you in mind any specific instances of blacklisting
on the part of employers, or any other discrimination?
Mr. BUTLER. Yes, sir. Mr. Chairman, I desire to say that I have had, in
my capacity as secretary of the Central Labor Council I have had perhaps
100 or more instances of blacklisting. I will file with this commission before
they are through a number of affidavits bearing out my statement upon that.
Chairman WALSH. Very well. Now, do you know of any instances of coercion
of employers by other employers either to prevent signing agreements or to
secure the maintenance of the open-shop policy?
Mr. BUTLER. Mr. Chairman, I could better answer that question by giving
you as briefly as I can a history of our organization.
Chairman WALSH. Very good.
Mr. BUTLER. As I stated at first, the organization was formed in November,
1900. About the 1st of May in 1901 the organization signed contracts with the
At that time
four large teaming companies, truck companies, in this city.
that was practically all of the teaming concerns in the city; that is, truck
companies. At the time that the contract was originally signed the conditions
that existed there were terrible. The men got $1.75 a day, and the men worked
as long as the company was inclined to keep them. Usually the hours were
from 5 o'clock in the morning until 6 o'clock at night, and perhaps if you came
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and there was a load on you had to take that out. You came in, and if
was a show on you had to work until 3 and 4 o'clock in the morning
without receiving any pay. We signed an agreement with the members of the
draymen's association as individual concerns, calling for an increase in wages,
limiting the hours to 11 hours in 12, and finally after signing the contract
for a number of years were able to cut out all of our Sunday work and the
cleaning of harness and so on, and got paid for overtime, ami gradually improved the working conditions of the men employed. That takes us along to
in

tin-re

the year 1907.
The organization had been in the habit of presenting to the employers about
This was
;>o days before the expiration of the old contract, a new contract.
carried out in all instances. We did this year. I want to state before this,
Mr. Chairman perhaps I got a little ahead of my story, that I was at that time
I had talked with the men, the propribusiness agent of the organization.
etors of the truck companies, and they eternally asked me this question: "ButI says, "I don't know; we are doing
ler, where can we get some good men?"
the best that we can." He says, "Well, I will give you a standing order for -">
men. and you get me good men." It was almost impossible at that time to get
men to work 11 hours a day for the scale of wages paid by the companies. I
1 said. "It is almost impossible, gentlemen, to get the kind of
told them that.
men you want for the amount of wages you are willing to pay and the number
"
We can't raise the pay
of boon the men are compelled to work." They- said.
of the men without we get an increase in the price of hauling."
They said,
"
Wo can't inn-ease the price of hauling on account of the fact that there are
two companies here that are not members of the draymen's association."
We discussed the maiter pro and con. In the meantime the organization,
had signed agreements with the two companies which were not members of the
draymen's association. 1 told them this. L believed the men were entitled to
more pay and if the companies were not receiving the amount that they
should for their hauling I felt sure the orgnnization would do whatever it
possibly could to assist them in that line in order that the men might receive
I
went to the two companies and persuaded them to join
just compensation.
the draymen's association, believing it would help the men in the business.
They went into the organization, and we in turn presented them with the agreement the same as we had to the other companies. The draymen's association
went ahead and raised the prices in hauling in some instances as high as 10
We talked the matter over of raising wages, and they all agreed
a ton.
)n the night of April 30 I visited
that the men were entitled to more wages.
the ollico of liie truck companies and asked the people in charge what had been,
done on the contract with the organization. Jn every instance I was told that
the contract was absolutely satisfactory
there was no trouble about the contract.
1 came down out ol th- ollice of the Sunset Truck Co. on Market Street
and was met by one of our boys, one of the members of the organization, on
a wheel, and ho asked me to come to the barn of the Pioneer Truck Co.
I
went down there and on the front of the barn was posted a notice that on and
after May 1. this will be run as an open shop, and increasing the wages iM
cents a day. 1 found it at a number of the barns, practically the same conditions prevailed at practically every barn in the city. I found a number of police
(Mirers there already. The president of the organization, who was working for
another company at that time, called a special meeting of the union for that
We went there and we discussed the matter pro and con. The officer*
nigh!.
of the organization endeavored to keep the men in touch; that is, not to allow
them to go out on strike until we had an opportunity of discussing the matter
with the truck companies. This we were unable to do. and by a secret vote the
men voted to go out on strike, claiming that the gauntlet had been thrown down
and that they had been practically locked out.
The light went on. The next morning I visited, in company with a committee from the organization, the IMoneer Truck Co.'s barn, and there I found a
large number of men who, I found in some instances afterwards, were brought
in to take out the teams
negroes and Russians and Mexicans, and anything
ii
was possible to get. I met Mr. Fuller and asked Mr. Fuller if it was not:
He said he was willing to talk it over, and
possible to adjust the difficulty.
wo did. We talked it over with some of the rest of the proprietors of the companies, I think in fact all of them, but we were not able to get to an understanding. The fight went on for about four days, and one morning, I think
about May 5, or perhaps it was the 6th, the committee decided that it perhaps
would be a good policy to visit the local wholesale houses, whom a great many
<
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of our members had been working for, and enlist their services, or endeavor to,
in the settlement of the controversy.
We visited R. L. Craig first. Then we
went to Mr. Hass, and from there to Mr. F. W. Braun, and Mr. Bruun suggested

we

Mr. Boynton, which we did.
Boynton suggested that we meet with the executive board of the
jobbers' association. I told him we would be very glad to meet with anybody
visit

Mr.

We

who we thought could perhaps settle the difficulty.
visited the jobbers'
visited the
association, and mind you the date, this was on May 5 or 6.
jobbers' association and after the meeting, after we had presented our case,
after we met with the executive board of the association, we received this
reply :
"STATEMENT BY THE

JOBBERS' ASSOCIATION

We

1007.

"At its meeting of April 22, the jobbers' association passed by unanimous
vote a resolution urging the truck companies to discontinue their practice of
contracting each year for their labor w ith the teamsters' union, and to run
hereafter an open shop. The members present at the meeting, 30 in number,
agreed to stand together and to stand by the truck companies on the open-shop
issue.
Subsequently the resolution was signed by practically all the remaining
members of the association, also by many other large houses, wholesale and
retail, these, together with our membership, constituting about 90 per cent
of the shipping interests of the city.
"
While the contest therefore appears on its face to be between the teamsters'
union and the truck companies, the latter one acting on the request and with
the support of the great body of the mercantile interests of the city.
"
To such a contest there can be but one outcome possible, we believe that
the people of this city will uphold the right of a man to get work irrespective
of whether he belongs to a union or not, and on that conviction we take our
stand.
"
On the evening of the 30th of April the truck companies posted a notice
announcing that they would employ men without regard to their membership
in any union at advanced wages of 25 cents a day.
" The
issue involved is not at all one of wages, for the demand of the men
for 50 cents a day additional and the offer of the companies of 25 cents are not
so far apart as to be impossible of adjustment. Neither is the issue one of
hours of work, as both parties are agreed that the present day should stand.
Nor are any of the other points, such as the pay of helpers, charge for overtime,
and for harness cleaning, etc., matters of serious moment. All of these could
be readily arranged if the main issue were out of the way. What is the main
issue? From our point of view it involves the industrial freedom of a great
and important business and labor interest the carrying trade of the city.
" We demand that
any honest, able-bodied, and capable man who desires to
serve the company as a teamster be allowed to work, irrespective of whether
he is a union man or not.
"
We are contending for the principle of the open shop, which we believe is
essential to the free development of this city, and we hold that there is no line
of trade or employment where absolute union control and domination is more
dangerous than in the carrying trade, as is evidenced by the experience of
other cities. The matter may just as well be fought here now one time as
another.
"
We regret that this matter came to a head just at fiesta time, but that was
due to the fact that the contract was drawn to expire May 1, and an answer
from the truck companies as to whether they would continue to employ none
but union men was due on that exact date."
I just want to deviate here a little bit and say that the contract that the
teamsters' union worked under with the draymen's association provided that
any man had a right to go to work for a company and to be employed two weeks
before he should join the union. If he was competent and satisfactory to the
employer he was taken into the organization, and I know of but very few exceptions. This is what we got at the meeting of the jobbers' association. About
the next day the committee was going up Los Angeles Street and in front of
M. A. Newmartin's wholesale store, we met Mr. O. B. Fuller, who was a mem"
Good morning," and walked up to
ber of the draymen's association. We said,
the corner, and Mr. Fuller came after us and stopped us. He wanted to know
how we were getting along, and we said fine. We asked him in turn how he
was getting along. He said I can't use the term here he says, " I am not
r
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getting along, I am getting it slipped to me both ways. I am in the jam." I
"
Mr. Fuller, you know you had no trouble with the organization, you have
said,
been treated fairly, why not sit down with the organization and adjust the
"
"
I can't; I am in too far." He says,
I tell you what I
differences?" He said,
wish you would do. I will be at the rooms of the merchants and manufacturers'
association at a given time." I think he said 2 o'clock in the afternoon. " I
wish you would ring up and ask for a conference."
I talked it over with the committee and we agreed to do it.
called up
the office, I don't know whether Mr. Zeehandelaar answered the telephone or
went
not; anyway, we made an appointment.
kept the appointment.
in and met the executive board of the merchants and manufacturers' association, and on this executive board we met quite a number of the men who were
on the executive board of the jobbers' association, and we discussed the matter
with them. Mr. Fuller arose. He stated that he had been treated fairly by the
organization; that he had no fight with the organization; that he had been
given due consideration at all times. And we in turn asked the merchants and
manufacturers' association through the executive board to take their hand out
of the matter and allow us to settle our dilliculty with our employers.
\vere
asked to step out into the anteroom, which we did. When we came back they
told us that they would not take their hand out of it, but if the strike would be
called off the men would bo giv-n an increase of U."> cents a day in pay and there
would be no discrimination against the men. This has not been true. The
strike was called off, not because of the suggested proposition of the merchants
and manufacturers' association, but because of certain conditions in the organization, and from that day. I'.IOT. until this day there have been discriminations
against members of the teamsters' union. To my mind it shows very clearly I
want to say further that in conversation with some of the members of the draymen's association we were told for instance, one company wouldn't put on any
strike breakers, and they were told after about the fourth or fifth day that if
they didn't put on strike breakers they would simply take their business away
and give it to another company who would put on strike breakers, and the man
who told us that cried when he told us. He said, " I might just as well go down
and light a match to my barn and tell it good -by." That to my mind in a
general way shows the coercion.
Chairman WALSH. What has born your observation of the use of the power
and authority of the local government and courts in industrial disputes?
Mr. BUTLER. Mr. Chairman, the secretary of the merchants and manufacturers' association during his testimony admitted that they did use the power
of the police and sheriff's office.
Chairman WALSH. Have you anything to add to what he said about it?
Mr. BUTI.KK. I think his admission on that point is sufficient, except I would
;:dd this, that I can't understand why. if the merchants and manufacturers'
association is allowed and given the privilege of using the police force and the
sheriff's office, why they should be allowed to pay for the deputy sheriffs.
I
think that is the duty of the county. If the law is being violated then the

We

We

We

We

county ought to pay for
it

it.

Chairman WALSH. How did you find that these deputies worked? How did
work out with reference to their condition?
Mr. BUTLER. Do you mean particularly, Mr. Chairman, to the teamsters'

strike?

Chairman WALSH. I would confine it to that in 3 our testimony.
Mr. BUTLER. I would say we had quite a little trouble with the deputies.
A great many of them were abusive. We not only found the deputies abusive,
but we found the men who were imported in here to take our jobs abusive,
and carrying guns.
Chairman WALSH. Any assaults?
T

Mr. BUTLEK. Not that

I

know

of.

Chairman WALSH. Was there any violence in the teamsters'
Mr. BUTLER. None that I know of.
Chairman WALSH. No arrests for assaults?
Mr. BUTLER.

I

strike?

believe not.

Chairman WALSH. What

is the open-shop policy in Los Angeles
how has it
turned out now as far as the community is concerned, in your opinion? First,
as to the establishment and maintenance of a high standard of living for all

classes?

Mr. BUTLER. I believe that the standard of living for
establishment of the open-shop policy has been reduced.

all

classes by the
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in

Chairman WALSH. As
unemployment?

to the assurance of regularity of

work and decrease

Mr. BUTLEU. I think that the statistics. Air. Chairman, will show that the
unemployment situation has increased rather than decreased.
Chairman WALSH. Do you think that is true comparing it with other communities where that policy does not exist?
Air.

BUTLER.

I

didn't quite catch the question.

Chairman WALSH. Have you compared
there was no such policy?

it

with other communities in which

BUTLEII. I think that under the open-shop policy that the employment
not so stable.
Aly experience with the organization lias been this, that in
signing a contract with a great many organizations they allow or provide that
when slack times come that the men shall be laid off in rotation. In other
words, that the work shall be divided equally among the employees in the shop.
Thereby one man gets one week, and the others have three weeks, and not
all he thrown on the street on public charity.
Chairman WALSH. Did your organization ever try to enforce any such
practice?
Air. BUTLER. Our organization never got to that point.
Chairman WALSH. As the result of your experience in this labor field, have
you any constructive suggestion that you could make to the commission for
Air.

is

removing friction between employer and employee?
Air. BUTLER. I believe that the proper thing to do is organize first
Then
bargaining between employer and employees as a group, and then arbitration.
Chairman WALSH. That is. arbitration by a body created by the State or
Nation, or voluntary arbitration entered into by contract between employer
and employee?
Air. BUTLER. I would prefer voluntary arbitration.
Chairman WALSH. That is your preference?
Air. BUTLER. Yes, sir.
Chairman WALSH. That answers the question. What suggestion would you
make for insuring that improvement in wages and working conditions might
keep pace with the improvement in general economic conditions?
Air. BUTLER. To my mind the only thing that can assure an increase in the
working conditions with the increased cost of living, and so forth and so on,
A strong economic organization.
is a thorough organization of the workers.
Without that no law, no nothing, is no good. It is not possible.
Chairman WALSH. Have you any further suggestions to make for the protection of the civil and industrial rights of all classes?
Mr. BUTLER. During
Chairman WALSH. You have referred to it now, what your experience was
with the employer or individual paid by employers to act as deputy sheriffs
and the police force. Now, what means would you adopt, if you think that is
wrong, to eliminate it?
Air. BUTLER. Well, I don't believe that the merchants and manufacturers'
association or any other association has a right to use the police department
or any other function of the public government when the law is being violated.
Chairman WALSH. Mr. Garretson says, Has the private individual or corporation a right to do that, even if the law is being violated?
Mr. BUTLER. I don't believe so.
Chairman WALSH. Your idea is that that is a function of the Government
alone?
Air.

BUTLER. Yes,

sir.

Chairman WALSH. Exclusively?
Air.

BUTLER. Yes,

sir.

Chairman WALSH. What suggestion do you have,
prevention of that thing, if it is wrong?

if

any, looking toward the

Air. BUTLER. Well, the thing, Air. Chairman, goes back to a question, to my
mind, of the power that the working people have; that is, the classes have.
If one side is able to handle the Government and the other side is not, why
then you probably get power on one side or the other.
Chairman WALSH. Commissioner Weinstock has some questions to ask you.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. You heard the objections raised on the witness
stand by a number of nonunion employers against dealing with and recognizing
organized labor?
Air. BUTLER. Some of them, Air. Weinstock.
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Commissioner WEINSTOCK. And, of course, there have been nonunion employers in other cities who have likewise raised objections to organizations and
dealing with organized labor.
Mr. BUTLER. Yes, sir.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. I have summed them up briefly to the fewest possible number, and I will ask you, Mr. Butler, as one who has held various
official positions in the union, and one who is grounded in union doctrines, to
give the commission the benefit of your knowledge in answering these objecLet me review them hurriedly.
tions.
Mr. BUTLER. Yes, sir.
Commissioner WEIXSTOCK. First, that unions are financially irresponsible:
that therefore there is no way of enforcing any contract that might be entered
into with them.
Second, that as a rule they stand for limited output; third,
that their proclivities are to rob the nonunion worker of the right to work and
to live; fourth, that they resort to violence in labor troubles; fifth, that certain union representatives are grafters and resort to blackmailing and grafting
on the employers. Now, those are briefly the chief objections thai have been
raised by nonunion employers to dealing with and recognizing unions; and I
would be glad to take them up with you seriatim and get your answers.
Mr. BUTLER. I would be glad to give you my views.
Commissioner WEIXSTOCK. The first objection is that of the financial irresponsibility of the union.
Mr. P.i TI.KK. I want to say this in answer to that, that in my connection
with the labor movement I have never seen a contract violated never have.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. That is, as far as the local condition is concerned?
Mr. P. (TI.KK. As far as the local situation is concerned.
Commissioner WEIXSTOCK. Your answer to that question is that locally there
have been no violations of contracts?
Mr. BUTLER. Not to

my

knowledge.

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Despite the fact that the unions are financially
irresiMHisiblc in the eyes of the law; that is, they are not incorporated?
Mr. BUTLER. Yes, sir.
Commissioner WKIXSTOCK. What is your answer to the objection that unionism stands for limited output?
Mr. P.niKK. I, of course, can not state for any other trade except my own
in that.
I might say that I thought I made it
plain just a few minutes ag>
that during the time I was employed as a teamster we put out more then than
they are putting out

now

in the

same number

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Are you at

of hours.
familiar with conditions in other

all

crafts locally?

Mr. BUTLER. Not to any great extent, Mr. Weinstock.
Commissioner Wr.i.\STIU K. You could not answer that then?
Mr. BUTI.KU. I could not answer from a general standi>oint.
Commissioner WKINSTOCK. What about the objection raised to unionism that
you yourself read from this document a feu minutes ago, sent to .you by the
jobbers' association, that unionism or the closed shop means the robbing of
the nonunion man of the right to work and live?
Mr. BUTLER. Under the conditions that existed under our contract the nonunion man had the right to come to work, and if competent and satisfactory to
the employer, he became a member of the organization.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. That is, you didn't attempt to establish a monop.

oly?

Mr. BUTLER. No, sir; the company had a perfect right to employ and discharge any man.
Commissioner WEIXSTOCK. As secretary of the council and from your knowlege of conditions, how does that apply to the other crafts?
Mr. BUTLER. I think that holds good perhaps with one or two exceptions.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. What is the maximum initiation fee charged by
any organization in Los Angeles?
Mr. BUTLER. Fifty dollars.
commissioner WEINSTOCK. What union is that?
Mr. BUTLER. The musicians.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. What is the fee charged in the building trades?
Mr. BUTLER. I will tell you what I can do I can file with you a list of the
;

initiation fees.

Commissioner WEINSTOCK.
are able to get

it.

I

would be glad

to

have that in

all

the crafts you
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Mr. BUTLER. Yes, sir.
Commissioner WEIXSTOCK. As far as you know the highest is .$50, and that
the musicians' union?
Mr. BUTLER. Yes, sir.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. What is it in the teamsters' uninoii?
Mr. BUTLER. Two dollars.

is

(See Butler exhibit.)

Commissioner WEIXSTOCK. What is there in the charge that violence is caused
by labor unions in case of labor troubles?
Mr. BUTLER. I believe most of the violence is caused by the other side by the
employing of deputies, who incite trouble. I believe it has been the policy of
the organization in Los Angeles to counsel no violence with their members to
advise them at all times to be peaceful.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Has any violence happened in your particular
;

craft?

Mr. BUTLER. No, sir.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. None whatever?
Mr. BUTLER. Not locally.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. What is the answer to the charge of grafting by
some officials of unions?
Mr. BUTLER. I don't believe labor officials can be any more accused of graft
than would apply to any other branch of business. It is just as easy for any
association to pick up a bad one it is just as easy for an organization to pick
up somebody who is bad as perhaps some other association, perhaps easier, because a man might be working in the trade and get in easily.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Has there been any instance to your knowledge
locally, where officials accused of grafting have been expelled?
Mr." BUTLER. None to my knowledge. Have been expelled for graft?
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Have been expelled for graft.
Mr. BUTLER. There have been instances where members of the labor council
were removed from office on account of the use of their official title, not connected with the council. I could not say that would be a case of graft. It was
a case of where they used the official title of the council against the desire of
the council. They were removed from office.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. That is all.

Chairman WALSH. Any other questions?
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Just a minute. What is the attitude of the craftsmen in your council towards the workmen's compensation act?
Mr. BUTLER. We believe the workmen's compensation act is one of the best
acts ever put upon the statute book of California. We believe some improvements could be made, but as it is, it is fine for a start.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. That is all.
Chairman WALSH. Mr. Garretson would like to ask a question or two.
Commissioner GARRETSON. In regard to financial responsibility of unions,
isn't it a fact that any man that talks about financial responsibility of unions
is perfectly aware of the fact that neither a union nor anybody else can compel
a man to work against his will?
Mr. BUTLER. Absolutely so.
Commissioner GARRETSON. And that the man who dwells on it, knows that
it is beyond the power of the union to make him work if he don't want to?
Mr. BUTLER. That is my belief.
Commissioner GARRETSON. In regard to graft. I assume you have been dealing for a good many years with unions, and consequently with business men in
one pursuit and another?
Mr. BUTLER. Yes, sir.
Commissioner GARRETSON. Have all the bankers and business men of your
acquaintance lived not died lived in the odor of sanctity?
Mr. BUTLER. Not all of them no, sir.
Commissioner GARRETSON. Have you ever heard of a business organization
expelling a man for improper practices unless he owed the majority of them?
Mr. BUTLER. I certainly have not.
Commissioner GARRETSON. Is that one of the deadly offenses?
Mr. BUTLER. Not to my mind.
Commissioner GARRETSON. I mean among business men.
Mr. BUTLER. Sir?
Commissioner GARRETSON. If he owed them, then they might discipline him
the other members of his association a business man's association?
;
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Mr. BUTLER. Well, I don't hardly think so.
Commissioner GARRETSOX. I guess you didn't get the idea. In an association
of business men have you ever known them to expel one of their members?
Mr. BUTLER. No, sir.
Commissioner GARRETSOX. Wait a minute. For dealing unfairly with his
employees?
Mr. BUTLER. No. sir absolutely not.
Commissioner GAI;KKTSOX. Did you ever know them to expel one of their
members when he dealt unfairly with the members of his organization of busi;

ness

men?

I can not say that I did.
Commissioner GARRETSOX. Have you ever heard of an instance where an
association of employers, no matter what their name may be for it their
names are myriad ^claim the mission of defending the American workman and
his heaven-born privilege until it paid to defend them?
Mr. BUTLER. No, sir; I have not.
Commissioner CARI:MTSOX. It has its origin in revenue?
Mr. BUTLER. To my mind absolutely, and that is the only thing.
Commissioner GAKI:KT.SOX. That is all: thank you.
Chairman WALSH. At this point we will adjourn until to-morrow morning at

Mr. BUTLKI:.

10 o'clock.

(Whereupon.

at

}.'_'.">

o'clock p. m. on this. Thursday, the 10th day of Septemwas taken until Friday, September 11, 1914, at

ber. 1014, ;in adjournment
10 -o'clock a. in.)

Los AxoF.i.i:s. CAI... 1'riilaii, September 11, l JUi 10 a. m.
Present: Chairmnn Walsh, Commissioners \V'instock, O'Connell, Garrotson.
(

and Commons.

Basil M. Manly.

Chairman WALSH. The commission
Mr.

Mr. Fuller

(

>.

B. Fuller.

will please

TESTIMONY OF MR.
Chairman WALSH. What
Mr.

is

be in order.

Mr. Bonfilio.
N.

BONFILIO.

your name, please?

N. Bonfilio.

iio.xiii io.

Chairman WALSH. What, is your busin.
Mr. BOM ii. io. Laundry business.
Chairman WALSH. Mr. Bontilio, will you please
possible?

It is

very

pitch your voice as high as
room, and the audience would like
Keep your voice up as much as possible.

har

diliicult to

in this

hear what you have to say.
Mr. BOM -ILIO. All right.
Chairman WALSH. Where do you live?
Mr. BONFILIO. Figueroa. 20!) South Figueroa.
Chairman WALSH. ll<>\v long have you lived in Los Angeles?
Mr. P.ONFII io. Thirty years.
Chairman WALSH. What is your business, please?
Mr. BONFILIO. Laundry business.
Chairman WALSH. How long have you been in the laundry business in Los
Angeles?
Mr. BONFILIO. Nearly 30 years.
Chairman WALSH. Thirty years?
Mr. BONFILIO. Yes.
Chairman WALSH. Now, do you belong to any organizations that have to do
with your own industry?
Mr. Boxrii.io. I do.
Chairman WALSH. What are they, please?
Mr. BONFILIO. It is a laundry club the Southern California Laundry Club.
to

;

Chairman WALSH. The what?
Mr. BONFILTO. Southern California Laundry Association.

Chairman WALSH. Anything
Mr. BONFILIO. No.

else?

sir.

Chairman WALSH. What are the aims and objects of the Southern California
Laundry Association?
Mr. BONFILIO. Mostly to protect ourselves from dead beats.
Chairman WALSH. Does it have anything to do with the fixing of prices of
your product or of the wages paid to your employees?
38819
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Mr. BONFILIO. No,

sir.

Chairman WALSH.

Is there any organization in your laundry
any labor organization?
Mr. BONFILIO. Not that I know of.
Chairman WALSH. Do you run a union, nonunion, or an open shop?
Mr. BONFILIO. Open shop.
Chairman WALSH. And do you mean by that you do or do not employ members of labor organizations?
Mi JjOM'ii.io. I never ask them that question.
Chairman WALSH. You absolutely practice no discrimination then, is that
1

.

correct ?
I don't unless they commence to make trouble in my plant.
Chairman WALSH. Unless what?
Mr. BONFILIO. Unless they commence to make trouble and talk unionism and

Mr. BONFILIO.

disturb the running of the plant.
Chairman WALSH. Do I understand, then, if un employee t;ilks union business in your shop, he or she is discharged?
Mr. BONFILIO. No, sir; I warn them that I don't want any disturbance about
the place.

How many employees have you?
Mr. BONFILIO. I have about 180 altogether.
Chairman WALSH.

Chairman WALSH.
Mr. BONFILIO.

How many men

I will

and how many women?

have to refer to

my

list.

Chairman WALSH. Thank you.
have 109 females, and the balance are males.
I wish you would tell me the wages paid to the different
classes of employees in your service.
Mr. BONFILIO. You wish the segregation of the different wages?
Chairman WALSH. If you please.
Mr. BONFILIO. Well, I have 10 young girls, who live with their families, at $7
Mr. BONFILIO.

I

Chairman WALSH.

per week.

Chairman WALSH. Ten
Mr. BONFILIO. Yes,

at $7 per

week?

sir.

Chairman WALSH.

Is that the lowest wage you pay?
in the plant that gets less than that.
Chairman WALSH. What do these girls do that get $7 a week?
Mr. BONFILIO. Mostly on the shaking table. Mostly they are foreigners.
Chairman WALSH. You say they most all live with their families?

Mr. BONFILIO.

I

have no employee

Mr. BONFILIO. Yes,

sir.

Chairman WALSH. Do you inquire about that before you employ them?
Mr. BONFILIO. Not before I employ them.
Chairman WALSH. At the time you employ them?
Mr. BONFILIO. We aim to.
Chairman WALSH. Who employs your help?
Mr. BONFILIO.

My

foreman.

Chairman WALSH. Do you have any supervision over that yourself?
Mr. BONFILIO. Not personally.

Chairman WALSH. Have you any personal knowledge

of

it,

as to the social

status of these girls?
Mr. BONFILIO. I do not.

Chairman WALSH. You leave that
Mr. BONFILIO. Yes,

to the

foreman?

sir.

Chairman WALSH. You may go ahead now,
Mr. BONFILIO. Then we have six at $7.50.
Chairman WALSH. You have limv many?

if

you please.

Mr. BONFILIO. Six. We have thirty-five at $8, fourteen at $0, two at $10,
twelve at $12, one at $13. four getting over $14 that is, one at $14,
one at $15, one at $18, and one at $21.
Chairman WALSH. Does that take in all of them?
Mr. BONFILIO. That takes in the number; yes. sir.
five at $11,

;

Chairman WALSH. Takes
Mr. BONFILIO. Yes,

in the present force?

sir.

Chairman WALSH. Now, what hours do these people work?
Mi-.

BONFILIO. Eight hours for females, and nine hours for the males.

Chairman WALSH.
Air. HONFII.IO.

to find out

I

How many

don't

from the

seem

office.

to

males have you?
have that. I will have

They evidently

to ask

left that off.

your permission
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Chairman WALSH. From your
Mr. BONFILIO. Yes,

office?

sir.

Chairman WALSH. Could you tell me approximately how many you have?
Mr. BONFILIO. Yes, sir; it seems to be 56 here from this list.

Chairman WALSH.

men?

Fifty-six

Mr. BONFILIO. Yes,

sir.

Chairman WALSH. What are

their occupations generally?
Mr. BONFILIO. Well, they are collectors on the routes, and do the marking on
the clothes and checking them off of the list, and in the wash room.
Chairman WALSH. Please sketch us the pay that these men receive in the

various classes.
Mr. BOXM i.:o. Xo\v, the markers and sorters, they get from $15 to $25 per
week, except the apprentices, where we would take boys and start them at

about $10.

Chairman WALSH. What

the

is

lowest

wage you pay any man

in your

laundry?
Mr. BONFILIO.

The lowest wage we pay

and one $8.
Chairman WALSH. What

is

we have two boys which we pay $

the next lowest?

Mr. BONFILIO. Eleven dollars.

How many

Chairman WALSH.

at that?

Mr. BONFILIO. Two.

Chairman WALSH. Just go right up the scale, please.
Two at $12, two at $13, four at $14, four at $15, three
five at $17. live at $18, two at $20, one at $22, one at $24, two at $2.1. one
nineteen at $27, making an average of $19.70 per week.
Chairman WALSH. What would the man do that gets $40?
Mr. BONFILIO.

Mr. BONFILIO.

Chairman

He

W \\ sn.

is

my

at $1G,
at $40,

superintendent.

And goes

in

between the $14, $10. and $18 man?

KOMI 1.10. They are working in different departments.
Chairman WALSH. What do the collectors get?

Mr.

Mr. I5o.\ni.n>. The
Chairman WALSH.

collectors get $27 per week.
any of your work done on

Mr. BONFILIO. No,

Is

commission?

sir.

Chairman WALSH. What do your drivers -<(?
Mr. BONFILIO. Those are the collectors.
Chairman WALSH. Do you call them collectors?
Mr. BONK ILIO. Yes.
Chairman WALSH. lias the laundry men's association taken any action on the
question of minimum wage?
Mr. BONFILIO. They have.
Chairman WALSH. What is a fair living wage for a woman engaged in an
industry of that kind in Los Angeles to maintain herself in respectability and
comfort?
Mr. BONFILIO. Really I don't know. There are so many standards set for livIt all depends on whether she lives at home or whether she lives by hering.
self.

Chairman AYAi.su. A girl who is compelled to make her own living, what
would you say is the minimum wage?
Mr. BONFILIO. Well, I should hate to say any less than $8.
Chairman WALSH. Not less than $8?
Air. P.OM ILIO. Yes.
Chairman WALSH. I wish you would please define how the girl would live on
$8, what are the constituents that go to make up that wage?
Mr. BON KILIO. I should think $4 a week for board, or $4.50, and 75 cents
laundry, and the balance for clothes.
Chairman WALSH. How much for clothing?
Mr. BONFILIO. AA'ell, it is hard to say, I am not competent to say that.
Chairman WALSH. Well, you have made a study of it, haven't you?
Mr. BONFILIO. No
Chairman WALSH. You have observed how your girls live?
Mr. BONFILIO. Yes.
Chairman WALSH. Do you take into consideration whether they live at home
or not?
Mr. BONFILIO. Yes.
T

A\ ell, now couldn't you tell us what it would cost,
your observation, a girl to live, such as you have working in your place?

Chairman WALSH.

from
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Mr. BONFILIO. I have girls who have been working fur me been with me fur
years and they have always been in debt getting $10 a week. Others are better, some of the girls I mentioned only get $9 a week.
Chairman WALSH. What would it cost in a case of that kind?
Mr. BONFILIO. Well, I can't answer that question.
Chairman WALSH. It is impossible for you to figure it out?
Mr. BONFILIO. May I tell iny reasons?
'haii-man WALSH. Yes please do, Mr. Bonfilio.
Mr. BONFILIO. I have one of my employees who lately had her wages attached. She bought a dress for $42 on the installment plan.
Chairman. WALSH. Yes.
Mr. BONFILIO. And I had to advance her wages in order to pay this bill.
Well, I think that that is not
Chairman WALSH. No that seems unwise. But what I am trying to get at
Take a girl that lived on the very lowest she could,
is the minimum standard.
and coming from the class of girls that you employ for your cheap work, which
you say would be $8 per week, and if she acted discreetly and wisely, did her
very best, what would she have to pay for clothing, if you know?
Mr. BONFILIO. Well
Chairman WALSH. If you can't define it I don't wish to press it.
Mr. BONFILIO. I am not competent to say.
Chairman \VALSH. Very good. You say that your association has not taken
any action on minimum wage?
Mr. BONFILIO. We had a meeting in which one of. your commissioners was
present and gave us some enlightenment about the work, and we haven't
discussed that phase of .the question.
Chairman WALSH. Has any person in your industry undertaken to figure
definitely what it costs a woman to live?
Mr. BONFILIO. No, sir.
ALSH. Placed entirely upon her own resources.
Chairman
Mr. BONFILIO. We haven't.
Chairman WALSH. You haven't?
Mr. BONFILIO. Not to my knowledge.
Chairman WALSH. Now, do you know the wages that are paid to union
laundry workers in this State elsewhere? Is there any organization of them
here at all?
Mr. BONFILIO. No, sir. But I have the papers here, demands that were
made on me by the laundry workers' union some years ago.
Chairman WAXSH. What are the demands, please?
Mr. BONFILIO. With regard to wages?
Chairman WALSH. Yes.
Mr. BONFILIO. I can give you the wages demanded, and I can tell you at the
same time what we are paying at the present time in my own plant.
Chairman WALSH. Very good. Do that.
Mr. BONFILIO. Mangle girls, $8 per week.
Chairman WALSH. How is that?
Mr. BONFILIO. Mangle girls, $8 per week.
(

;

;

W

T

Chairman WALSH. And what do you pay?
Mr. BONFILIO.

We

are paying $7.50 and

$8.

Chairman WALSH. To how many do you pay $7.50?
Mr. BONFILIO. Beg your pardon. This is $6.
Chairman WALSH. The demand is $6?
Mr. BONFILIO. That is the head mangle girl, $8 per week; that

is

what we

are paying now.

Chairman WALSH. Yes.
Mr. BONFILIO. Then it says mangle girls, experienced, $7. I am paying $7.50
and $8 per week. Mangle apprentices, $5. I am now paying $7, which is the
lowest wages. Head plain work, male or female, $15.
Commissioner COMMONS. What is that item?
Mr. BONFIHO. The head plain work, male or female, $15. I am paying, I
believe, $17.50.
$5.
is

Man

I have no man shakers at all ; all others,
in our place is $7 polishers, $15.50. Now, this

shakers, $7.

The minimum wage we pay

;

a position that is not used at the present on account of the changes in
machines. We have what we call now press girls. Shirt hand or neck hand,
$7.50 we are paying $9. Yoke machine, $7.50 we are paying $9. Sleeve maWristband, $7.50; we are paying $9. Shirtchine, $7.50; we are paying $9.
;

;
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body ironer, $7.50; wo are paying $9. Flannel body, $7.50; those are working
on piecework in our plant.
Chairman WALSH. Please speak a little louder, Mr. Bonfilio.
Mr. BONFILIO. Very well.
Chairman WALSH. It is difficult to hear you.
Mr. BOM ii.io. Starch-body ironers. $9; they work on piecework.

Chairman WALSH. How is that?
Mr. BONFILTO. They work on piecework in our place.
Chairman WALSH. A little louder. You can make it.
Mr. BONFILIO. Yes,

sir.

Chairman WALSH. That

Finishers, $12; that
is better.

Go

is

our rate.

ahead.

Mr. BONFILIO. Shirt starchers head shirt starchors, $13.50; I am paying $14.
Shirt dampeners, $6; I am paying $9. Collar girls, starcher or ironer, $7.50;
they start at $8 and they get $9 and $10, according to their ability. Head collar girl, $10; I am paying $14.
Apprentices on collars, $5; we start them at
Slaivhers on ladies' work. $0; I am paying one $10, and one $11. Shirt
$7.
dippers. $7.50; I am paying $8. Stock-work ironer, male or female. $15; I have
one at $17 and one at $1<S. Hand ironer, first class, sorond class, and apprentices,
they have them $9, $7.50, and

$0.

Chairman WALSH. You have dropped ymir

I can hardly hear
voice again.
you. Mr. Bontilio. A little louder.
Mr. BOM 10. Head ironer. first class, .SO. They arc working on piecework
for us. all classes, and the average wages is STJ per \\ eek.
Chairman WALSH. And your average is whaiV
Mr. IJoxFiuo. The average wage in our place is $11* per week.
Chairman WALSH. Did you figure out what their average would be? No,
I guess you didn't so I will not ask you that.
Mr. BONFILIO. No, sir. I think it would be about $7.50.
Chairman WALSH. It is much lower than yours V
Mr. BONFILIO. Yes, sir.
Chairman "WALSH. When was that scale offered you?
Mr. I'oM-iLio. This is several years ago.
Chairman WALSH. Well, at that time were you paying the same relative wages
that you are paying now?
Mr. I'.O.M ILIO. I was paying better wages than the schedule demanded.
Chairman WALSH. Well, then, why did you not accept their schedule?
Mr. BOXFILIO. Well, I was willing until they told me that I should not employ
nothing but union people ami that I had to go to the union headquarters whenever I needed help. There was where 1 objected.
Chairman WAISH. That was your only reason?
Mr. BONFILIO. My only reason.
Chairman WALSH. Now, you say that the women work eight hours a day, and
the men how many hours?
Mr. BONFILIO. Nine hours.
Chairman WALSH. Nine hours a day. Now, why is that difference?
Mr. BONFILIO. Well, because when the eight-hour laws were passed we had not
enough machinery to turn out the work-, and it would have necessitated my
moving out of my plant ami going to another place.
Chairman WALSH. Did you want to ask any questions of Mr. Bonfilio, Mr.
Garretaonl
Commissioner GAKRKTSON. Just one. Mr. Bonfilio, you first slated your belief that $8 was as low as a woman could decently live upon.
Mr. BONFILIO. I said it would require $8 to live.
Commissioner GAKRETSON. And you stated that you weren't exactly competent to pass on the amount that they would have to pay for clothing, and
then that the association that you belong to had not carefully determined the
cost of living for women under those conditions.
Is the estimate of $8 only a
1

1.

;

generalization?
Mr. BONFILIO. From hearsay of girls who were working for men and living
in private families, paying from $3.50 to $4 a week.
They tell me that they
can live fairly well on $7.50.
Commissioner GAKRETSON. That is their own testimony that they can live
on that?
Mr. BONFILIO. Yes, sir.
T

Chairman W ALSH. Mr. Weinstock?
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Yes.
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Chairman WALSH. Commissioner Weinstock would

like to

ask you a ques-

tion or two.

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. We are Investigating also tin? question of workmen's compensation, Mr. Bonfilio. What lias been your experience as an employer under the California workmen's compensation act for the past eight

months?
Mr. BONFILIO. Well, I had one accident, a man broke his arm, which cost me
over $300 above what he was entiled to get. Outside of that I think the law
just and fair.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. How should it have cost you sjtfoo over what the
law permits?
Mr. BONFILIO. Because he broke his arm, and it was a compound fracture,
and it wasn't set right, and they had to break it again in order to set it, and he
is

was over a year before he

got.

over his sickness.

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Over a year?
Mr. BONFILIO. Yes, sir.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Well, then, that must have happened before the
Boynton Act went into operation.

Mr. BONFILIO. When the first act
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Oh, yes I am speaking of the Boynton Act which
went into operation on the 1st of January.
Mr. BONFILIO. Oh, yes I am working under the first one, the old one.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. What is your opinion of the act that you are working under now, the compulsory act?
Mr. BONFILIO. Why, I think is it very good. I want to be at peace with my
men, and if they get injured or damaged I think that I ought to look after
them.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Do you carry your own insurance, Mr. Bonfilio?
Mr. BONFILIO. No, sir.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Or do you insure with some insurance carrier?
Mr. BONFILIO. I am insured with a company.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. With a company?
Mr. BONFILIO. Yes, sir.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. And so you are thoroughly protected against any
damage suits on the one hand, and your workers are thoroughly protected in
the event of their meeting with an accident?
Mr. BONFILIO. Yes.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. So that both sides are protected.
Mr. BONFILIO. I am.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Now, in the beginning there were a great many
employers, Mr. Bonfilio, who strongly objected to the law. They thought It
would be an unfair burden on the industry. Were you one of those who ob;

;

jected to it?

Mr. BONFILIO. I was.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Your views, then, have undergone a change?
Mr. BONFILIO. They have changed after studying the law more or less, and
you know that there was so much noise abroad that we took it for granted
that it was going to break us up in business.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Yes; you were led to believe that it would ruin
your business?
Mr. BONFILIO. Well, we imagined it was a great hardship.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Have you found it so?
Mr. BONFILIO. Not as far as I have gone.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. So that a demonstration of the law has made it
clear that it is not an unreasonable or an unwise or an unfair law?
Mr. BONFILIO. I think not. There probably are sections that I haven't had
any experience on yet.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. I see. Thank you, very much.
Commissioner COMMONS. How many of these employees are on piecework
girls?

Mr. BONFILIO.
Commissioner
Mr. BONFILIO.
Commissioner
Mr. BONFILIO.
Commissioner
Mr. BONFILIO.

am

not positive, but I should judge about 20 or 25.
one-third, I should think?
No, sir probably about 15 per cent.

I

COMMONS. That would be about
;

COMMONS. What?
About 15 per

COMMONS.

cent.

am

speaking of one-third of the women.
No, sir; not quite, probably one-fourth.
I

,
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Commissioner COMMONS. Does the union scale ask for doing away with piece-

work l
did not meiitiqn any piecework was put on afterthe piecework the volume of work began
to increase and the women were making better wages, and you must understand that at the present time the laundry business is extremely quiet, on
nccouiit of the clothing being worn by ladies especially having no starch work
in it, and therefore the work at the plant is very low.
Commissioner COMMONS. These wages that yon gave us the 12 girls who
make $12 are they pieceworkers?
Mr. BONFILIO. Most of them are pieceworkers; yes.
Commissioner COMMONS. Those that are making $9, 14 that are making $9,
were they pieceworkers?
Mr. BONHUO. No; they are day workers operators on machines.
Commissioner COMMONS. Then those that are making ,$12 and $13 and $11
and $10, would they be pieceworkers?
Mr. BONFILIO. No; there are some of them on collars, some on shirts, some
tables, folding tables, some of them are in the sorting room.
They sort the
collars according to the customers and other work.
Commissioner COMMONS. Well, the figures that you gave, were they what
the girls rani at piecework, or were they
Mr. BONMLIO. That is mixed ligures, but I have so many last week that made
that amount of wages.
Commissioner COMMONS. These are are the wages made last week?
Mr. I'.OM 11.10. Yes, sir; that is our low average, because the work, as I stated
We are not able to keep them busy. We
before, is light at the present time.
could easily do 10 per cent more, and that would mean increased wages for the
different pieceworkers if we had the work.
Commissioner COMMONS. Do you have a certain amount of work that a piece-

Mr. BONFILIO. No, sir; it
wards, and just as soon as

we put on

worker

shall do?
UONKIUO. We have not.
Commissioner COMMONS. They can make any amount that they
if they can make Sl.". as they do sometimes
10. Kveryihing;
Mr. I'.OM
when times are busy; they run as high as $!"> and as high as $17 for our

Mr.

1

1.

pieceworkers.

Commissioner COMMONS. Did you establish the
law had been in effect?

pier,-

system after the eight-

hoiir

Mr. BONFILIO.

No;

established long before.

How

Commissioner COMMONS.
Mr. I'.OM .ii.ii).

Work

do you manage under the eight-hour law.
and then stop.
low do you minage to get out your work at the

eight hours

Commissioner COMMONS.

I

rush end of the week?
Mr. P.OM ir.io. Why, keep more help than

we used to.
Commissioner COMMONS. Do you mean you put on extra help at the end of the
week
1

/

Mr. BONFILIO. No; we try to work regular; we try to regulate the work in the
middle of the week. We always have a reserve list; if we feel we are going to
run heavy we call on them and they are glad to come for two or three days to
;

help US out.

Commissioner COMMONS. What were the hours prior to this eight-hour law
going into effect?
Mr. BONFILIO. I was working nine hours, although the labor union demanded
I finally cut
eight hours the State said eight hours should be a day's work.
down to nine hours.
Commissioner COMMONS. Do you do anything toward getting customers to distribute their work over the week?
Mr. BONFILIO. I am trying awful hard.
Commissioner COMMONS. Do they respond?
Mr. BONFILIO. They respond by us giving them giving them a discount of 10
per cent, so that they let us work, hold their work over Sundays, and therefore
1 have been able to keep the plant going here during the week.
Commissioner COMMONS. You mean to say that where the work is delayed,
held over, you give them a discount?
Mr. BONFII.TO. Yes; as an inducement to send the work in on Friday and deliver it on Tuesday: otherwise we would have nothing to do Saturday afternoon
aiul Monday morning.
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Commissioner COMMONS. So the eight-hour law is costing you more than it
would appear on the face of it; you have been compelled to give this discount as
a result of the law; is that the idea?
Mr. BONFILIO. It is costing us more' because we have to employ more help.
Commissioner COMMONS. This discount is an additional cost, is it?
Mr. BONFILIO. Well, yes probably 5 per cent, about.
Commissioner COMMONS. Did you raise the prices when the eight-hour law
;

went

into effect?

Mr. BONFILIO. For three weeks, and then dropped back into the old basis.
Commissioner COMMONS. Did you find with the eight-hour work plan that
the cost of work is greater than it was under the nine-hour system ?
Mr. BONFILIO. Yes.
Commissioner COMMONS. So that the profits are reduced?
Mr. BONFILIO. Not that alone. But we have lost a great deal of trade which
goes to Japanese laundries now. They are not limited as to the number of
hours that they can work. They can work 18 hours if they choose to. And
they do the work probably a. little cheaper.

Chairman WALSH. Anything

else?

Commissioner O'CONNELL. Yes. How many Japanese and Chinese laundries
are there in the town?
Mr. BONFILIO. I don't know, sir.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. I failed to hear a great deal that you have said,
and that has been lost upon this commission.
Chairman WALSH. You look like you could talk loud and answer these questions.

Mr. BONFILIO.

When

Chairman WALSH.

I

I get started. I

know

suppose I can.
because you are not accustomed to

it is difficult,

speaking in public.
Mr. BONFILIO. That is the idea.
Chairman WALSH. Just pitch your voice high so that Commissioner O'Connell
can hear you.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. I haven't heard hardly any of the answers that
you have made, and I may ask some questions that have already been asked.
I want to get at the number of Chinese and Japanese in the laundry business
and how they are affecting your business.
Mr. BONFILIO. I don't know. You can ascertain that from the city hall by
the number of licenses there issued to them.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Yon are in the laundry business, and you don't
know whether you have competitors or not in the Chinese and Japanese?
Mr. BONFILIO. They are up on Sixth Street and on Hill and Olive and places
of that kind. I never bother with them,
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Do you know whether they charge higher or lower
prices for their

Mr. BONFILIO.
below us.
Commissioner
Mr. BONFILIO.
Commissioner
Mr. BONFILIO.

work?
Well, I think they

may

be just about

">

cents on a

garment

O'CONNELL. Who sets the piecework prices for your employees?
I do and it is to their satisfaction.
O'CONNELL. Who says they are satisfactory?
Well, they are, because always the same wages, and lots of
them trying to get work.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. No objection from those who are at work as to the
prices is the reason you say they are satisfied?
Mr. BONFILIO. No they are paid the same wage, and they are working there.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. So that if a committee came to you from your employees and asked that prices be changed did such a committee ever come?
Mr. BONFILIO. Well, not as a committee, but as individuals; sometimes a
woman would come around and say that she only got 40 cents for ironing a
dress, or 20 cents, and she complained to the forewoman about it. We take up
the matter, and in that case if we feel she is not paid enough we raise the price
on the article to the customer.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. You raise the price on the article to the customer?
Mr. BONFILIO. Yes.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. You do raise the price?
Mr. BONFILIO. We do whenever we do that yes, sir.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. If a girl is discharged from your la indry for some
reason or other probably the forelady or some one don't like her how does she
adjust her grievance, if she considers it a grievance?
;

;

;
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Mr. BoNFii.ro. If she is discharged?
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Yes. Do you ever discharge anybody?
Mr. BONFILIO. Quite frequently we do; yes.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Suppose a person thinks they are unjustly discharged what do they do about it?
Mr. BONFILIO. They always have access to my office. I am in the plant pretty
nearly all the time. I am always willing to listen to any complaint that they
have to make.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Do any of those who are discharged come to you
and complain that they have been discharged unjustly?
Mr. BONFILIO. Sometimes.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. What is done in the matter?
Mr. BONFILIO. At times I have requested the superintendent to give them another trial; and I have told them in other cases I had no further work for
ti:<

m.

Commissioner O'CONNELL. In the matter of adjustment of grievances in your
laundry it is a matter purely and simply between the individual and yourself?
Mr. BONFILIO. Yes, sir.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. And no committee from an organization or from
any form of association among the employees would be met by you and treated
with?
Mr. BONFTLIO. AYell. I never have had one. We have never had any plant
after that one friction with the union I never had any trouble in the plant
since.

Commissioner

<

'<

You have a

'ONNKLL.

local

hiundrymen's association in this

city?

Mr. BONFILIO. Yes,

sir.

\KI.I.. How many members are there in that?
or 1.",.
think there are probably
Commissioner O'CONNKLL. Are the by-laws and rules and regulations of that
association printed?
Mr. BONFILIO. None at all.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. You meet how often once a month?
Mr. BONFILIO. Why, we haven't had any meeting for, I guess, three 'months
DOW.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. The last meeting they had, was the question of
wages and hours or conditions of labor discussed?
Mr. BONFILIO. The last meeting was when the safety engineer of the State
wanted to talk to us, and I requested him urgently to talk before us, and I
-KM! the president of the association to call a meeting of the association
so thai we could g-t such methods as to safeguard our employees.
Commissioner O'Co.xM.I.I !l;is your association at any time discussed the
question of wages and hours or the working conditions of the employees?
Mr. BONFILIO. The association h;'s nothing to do with that. We are individually free to act as we please in regard to that.
Chairman WALSH. Then, am I to understand those questions are never disthere?
Mr. BONFILIO. It is always discussed.
Chairman WALSH. That is what he wanted to get at.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. I wanted to get at whether the question ever came
before your association and whether any action was taken at all.
Mr. BON KM. io. Not collectively. It has been discussed, and the eight-hour law,
and all of those new laws.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. When the eight-hour law was discussed, did they
take any action, favorably or unfavorably?
Mr. BONFILIO. We did. We went to Sacramento in a body
Commissioner O'CONNELL. And tried to prevent its passage.
Mr. BONFILIO. Not 'to prevent it. What we requested was that they should
reduce it to nine hours for one year and then eight hours, and also give us a
chance during the week when we had holidays that we could work, say, nine
hours for four days to catch up with the work during that week, but we were
not successful in either one or the other.
Some time ago I had a smash up and my
I can give you an illustration.
engineer broke my engine to pieces, and I was not capable of doing anything
for three days. I requested the commission to grant me a permit to work overtime one hour for three nights. I did get it, but the second morning I was
I was willing to
I think that was unjust.
notified to desist from the work.

Commissioner

<

Mr. BONFILIO.

I

>Vo.\

H

.

!
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pay for the
is

girls

whether they were working or

not,

and that law,

I

think,

not fair to the employer.

Commissioner O'CONNELL. Are all the laundries
for the work to the employees?
Mr. BONFILIO. No, sir; I don't think so. We
pay more and some places pay less.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Is your rale high or
eral employment?
Mr. BONFILIO. Well, I think my rate will show
Commissioner O'COXXKLL. That is all.
Chairman WALSH. That is all.

paying about the same price

have dinVivnt

medium

or

what

some places
in Hie gen-

favorably with any of them.

TESTIMONY OF MRS. KATHERINE PHILIPS EDSON.
Chairman WALSH. State your name,

please.

Mrs. EDSON. Katherine Philips Edson.
Chairman WALSH. Where do you reside?
Mrs. EDSON. Los Angeles.
Chairman WALSH. How long have you resided in Los Angeles?
Mrs. EDSON. Fifteen years in this city 24 years in county.
Chairman WALSH. Do you hold any official position with the State of
California?
Mrs. EDSON. I am a member of the bureau of labor, special agent, and commissioner of the industrial welfare commission.
Chairman WALSH. How long have you held these positions?
Mrs. EDSON. Two years in the State bureau of labor, special agent, and
about one year as member of the industrial welfare commission.
Chairman WALSH. Prior to that time did you have any experience or make
any study of industrial conditions as affecting women and children?
Mrs. EDSON. Very little, Mr. Walsh, except as I saw it in my suffrage work.
Chairman WALSH. You were furnished with a list of questions, I believe,
and I will ask you to take them up seriatim. We will take the first one, and
I would like to have your observation of the working conditions of women
employed in industries under open-shop conditions, so called here, as compared
with union conditions.
Mrs. EDSON. As I understand the term open shop
Chairman WALSH. One minute, please. Commissioner Garretson would like
for you to sketch your general duty with the organization that you have
;

referred

to.

Commissioner GARRETSON. The commission that you belong to.
Mrs. EDSON. The commission of which I am a member?
Commissioner GARRETSON. Just in a general account, what is the power and
scope of that commission?
Mrs. EDSON. The industrial welfare commission was created by the act of
the last legislature. The commission was appointed the 1st of October of last
year, and we began our work about the 1st of January, when \ve succeeded in
getting our secretary, a man we felt was competent to carry on the investigaWe began investigating about the 1st of February,
tions we wanted made.
and we are now investigating the industries in which women are employed
We have taken up first the dry goods stores retail stores,
in this State.
rather laundries, wholesale and retail confectionery industries. We are having
a very careful record kept of the canning industry in this State both as to
wages and hours worked. Also the same in the citrus industry of the State.
The paper-box and garment industry, and we are just beginning now our
investigation of waitresses, hotel help, and millinery.
Commissioner GARRETSON. Have you the power to fix wages and conditions?
Mrs. EDSON. We have.
Commissioner GARRETSON. In the pursuits that women follow?
Mrs. EDSON. After a complete investigation the commission may fix wages
and may control hours in those industries not already controlled by the eighthour law for women.
Chairman WALSH. You may proceed now and describe the working conditions of women in the open shop as compared with the conditions in the union
shop.

Mrs. EDSON. My observation has been that there is no such thing as unionshop conditions in the city of I^os Angeles. It is a very difficult thing to make
any comparison, because everything we have in this city is really on a nonunion
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basN.
in

The dry-goods business

one of the interesting industries in this city

is

which the women are employed.

Chairman WALSH. One minute. Have you studied the conditions in shops
in other places in the State where union conditions do prevail?
Mrs. EDSOX. I have not studied them personally. I have the report of investigators, and our tabulations are not yet completed. I can tell you something
of the difference between union and nonunion conditions in the laundry industry,
and that is the only industry in this city or in this State that can be compared,
because it is the only industry where one city has all union conditions and.
where the other city has all nonunion conditions.
will take that as a basis.
Chairman WALSH. Very good.
Mrs. EDSOX. In San Francisco the steam laundries have been consolidated
since they went, as they call it here, under labor-union domination.
There
are about 20 laundries in the city of San Francisco, as against a much larger
number here.
The actual wages that are paid are very much higher there.
have found
that in San Francisco there are only 34 per cent of the women working in the
laundry industry who receive less than $!> per week, while in l^>s Angeles there
are (54 per cent who receive less than $'> per week.
Chairman WAI. sir. What is the per cent in San Francisco?
Mrs. FDSON. Thirty-four and throe-tenths per cent under $9 per week, as
against about 63 per cent plus in Los Angeles. This does not, however, tell the
whole story. In the apprenticeship system in San Francisco apprenticeship is
only for two weeks. The mangle girls are put on a two weeks' apprenticeship
nt *<, after which time they are then raised to $8.50. The apprenticeship in this
city seems to be more or less of a variation, there being no standard time, and a
large number of women receive under *i a week. Last year the tabulation in
Los Angeles showed that
per cent of the women in the laundry industry
of this city were receiving less than *<', per week.
As far as the efficiency of union and nonunion conditions, I think that nobody
who has h;<.d any experience in investigation could help from saying that the
laundries of ihe north were very much more eilicient. The women look much
m<>re prosperous they seem to be very much more rapid in their work; and at.
one time, when I addressed the laundrymen's association here and talked t<>
them I was called to speak before them on the question of the minimum-wage,
the question came up, and I quoted to them the figures I have given
legislation
you this morning, of the great difference in wages paid in San Francisco under
union conditions and the wages paid here under nonunion conditions; and it;
seemed to be the consensus of opinion in that laundrymen's association meeting
that the reason that wages would be so much higher in San Francisco
they
was because the women there were very much more
all admitted they were
etlicient.
Mr. JJonlilio said so; Mr. Fay said so; Mr. Cathcari. president of the
Southern California Laundrymen's Association, said the same thing. They all
admitted it. ami said the difference in wages was no doubt due to the efficiency
of the laundry workers in San Franc
One thing I noticed there was that they did not have a large number of very
young women working on the mangle* in the city of San Francisco. In talking
with the head of the Metropolitan Laundry, which is the largest in San Francisco, and it is a laundry that consists of l.'i laundries that were consolidated
at the time they went under union-labor domination, he told me they were paying a good per cent on an investment of .$500.000. As for there being any difference in the price that is paid for laundry work in San Francisco and Los Angeles,
we have no means of knowing.
have their lists of the cost of the work,
which would seem to show that there is little variation between the cities. I
gather that there is a groat deal of undercutting in Los Angeles and that the
discounts are very great that are given to hotels and apartment houses, and
these keep the laundry business in a very unstable condition in this city.
Chairman WALSH. Have you observed whether there was any difference i:i
the rate charged the public generally?
Mrs. EDSON.
have no means of knowing that I know of.
Chairman WALSH. The lists show about a uniform charge?

We

We

;

We

We

Mrs. EDSOX. Seemingly.

Chairman WALSH. I mean the laundries in Los Angeles. Would they compare they are about the same as in San Francisco?
Mrs. Ensox. We have never gone through them, list for list, with all the
laundries, and I wouldn't care to go on record. Just from my superficial observation I would say they are very similar. 1 understand they get a little more for.
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women's garments in San Francisco than they do here. One of the things
was of great interest to me was the bonus system that had been Introduced
in San Francisco laundries, particularly the Metropolitan. The management did
not tell me what they based this bruins system on, but it was over and above
the union scale, which is very high, and I found the women who were working
their

that

on piecework that is, ironing different garments of all kinds
from -$2.50 to .$5 a week over and above the union scale on this bonus system.
The French laundries are the greatest competitors that the San Francisco
?.aimdrymen have. The San Francisco union succeeded in getting passed an
ordinance which required all laundries to close at 6 o'clock in the evening.
The bureau of labor had great difficulty in enforcing the eight-hour law in
San Francisco in regard to the French laundries, because the women live in
the laundries and do their work upstairs; they have their electric irons in
their rooms, and whenever any of our agents would go to arrest them for working overtime, they would say it was their own garments that they were working
on. It was most difficult to get any conviction of the French laundries.
The Japanese laundries, I believe, are very serious competitors with the white
people in this city, from everything that I can gather myself.
Chairman WALSH. About how many are there?
Mrs. EDSON. I don't know. I could find out for you if you would like t->
have it.
Chairman WALSH. Very well.
(The following communication was subsequently receive:! from Mrs. Fdson :)
INDUSTRIAL WELFAUK COMMISSION or <' \LIKOKMA,
./.ox

Anyclrx, Cal., Ortohcr 13,

JOL'i.

LEWIS K. BROWN.
Secretary United Ktatcx Conniiixxiou an Innuxlr'utl

J'cldlioitx,

Chicago, 111.
In regard to your inquiry about Japanese laundries
in Los Angeles, I would say that there are approximately 1M or o<) of them in
this city. These are entirely hand laundries, and the maximum number employed
in any of them is nine.
They do not ever employ any Americans. Most of
the work is done by Japanese men, but some of the sorting is done by Japanese
women, and occasionally one sees a woman ironing. They will average about
four persons to each laundry.
There has been a determined effort throughout southern California to keep
the Japanese out of the steam-laundry business, and this has been successful.
One or two of these Japanese laundries have the regular washing machines
in use in steam laundries, but the rest wash in tubs. None of them own any
electric or other ironing machinery, but they use electric irons.
They do not
have mangles, and do not do a great amount of flat work.
In San Francisco there is a 10-hour (city) ordinance for laundry work, passed
since the adoption of the 8-hour law for women in the State in order to lessen
The local laundrymen have considered similar action, but
the competition.
have not acted upon it. This is chiefly due to the fact that the Japanese laundries handle mainly "fancy ironed" goods, on which most of the laundrymen
agree there is no profit for them, and they are consequently not averse to having
the Japanese take this line of work off their hands to a certain extent.
Information about the Japanese is difficult to obtain, as they retreat behind a
professed ignorance of English when one endeavors to question them.
Very truly, yours,

MY

DEAR' MR.

BROWN:

KATHERINE PHILIPS EDSON.
Commissioner GARRETSON. Are women employed in the Japanese laundries?
Mrs. EDSON. No, sir but very few. Once in a while you would find a woman
Once in a while we will find
at the counter, but very few women are employed.
them, but it is the exception and not the rule here. That, I think, is almost all
I can give you of special interest on the laundry business, and as far as the
others the garment trades are the only other trades organized. They are
organized both here and in San Francisco that is, a certain part of the trade
is organized.
Mr. Zeehandelaar told you a few days ago that they had in The
M. and M. organization some closed-shop members. The closed-shop members
that I know of are the three garment manufacturers the Brownstein-Lonis Co.,
the Colin & Koldwater Co., and P. A. Newniark & Co. They are closed-shop
garment factories. From my rather superficial observation I would say that
;
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the reason for their desire to work a closed shop is because they desire to use
the union label for selling purposes.
Chairman WALSH. What do they manufacture?
Mrs. EDSON. They manufacture largely workmen's blouses and overalls and
shirts and some women's garments, but particularly the overalls; and of course
it is necessary to have the union label for that sale.
They were perfectly frank
in saying that they think the label a large asset for them as a selling proposition;* that when a customer comes in to get a garment and asks for a union
garment it is easier to have one on hand than it is to explain why they haven't
it; and they prefer to do that, and of course they deal with the National Garment Workers. There are those three union shops in this city. They are absolutely dosed shops to outsiders, and after a woman works two weeks she is
obliged by the boss of the factory to go to the union and join.
I have 'talked to a great many of the women who are members of the garment
workers' union, and there seems to be absolutely no sense of solidarity or of
the fact that they are being benefited personally by their membership. Many
seem only impressed by the fact that they can not stay on the job unless they
become a member of the union. I should call it an employers' union more
properly than a union for the benefit of the actual workers.
As far as the dry-goods business in this city is concerned, I think our drygoods interests in Los Angeles probably are better than most cities in the counTwo years ago the
iry. from what I can learn and from my own observations.
city of Los Angeles wages ranged somewhat below the northern city of San
Francisco in certain classes of work. We have not finished the entire tabulation in the industrial welfare commission, and as I am speaking here I want
it
distinctly understood that I am not speaking for the commission, but speaking for myseli' as an individual member, and I don't know whether the gentlemen wilh whom I am associated would hold my views at all, and probably they
would not. On looking over the tabulations which we have now, which I admit are incomplete, it gives me pleasure to say that Los Angeles is coming up
very steadily in the wages paid to the women in the stores, and there has been
Now, this has been clone for two or
a very large gain in the last two years.
three reasons, 1 believe. The first is that in the past there had not been very
much public opinion aroused as to the fair payment of women in all kinds of
industrial pursuits, and naturally this law of supply and demand, of which we
have hoard so much, operated here. As soon as the public became keen to these
things, naturally the men who were responsible for the condition's very quickly
brought the wages up to a more living basis, and it is very interesting to see
that there has been almost an elimination of child labor in this city in the
stores; that is, every year the permits asked by the stores for young children
is becoming less.
The
not young children, but for cash girls and cashiers
minimum wage has been very largely raised. It has been raised even since the
first of the year, and in the last two years it has gone, I might say, from $4 to
There are a few establishments in the city that still pay these girls $4.50
S(>.
to $.". but it is more nearly approximately the $25 a month of which Mr. Zeehandelaar spoke, and these girls are being rapidly eliminated by the introduction of machinery to carry the cash.
Eight dollars is being established by most
of the stores as a minimum wage for saleswomen.
And I believe from what I

know
Chairman WM.SII. What

is being established?
Mrs. EDSON. I'y the dry-goods stores.

Chairman WALSH. How much?
Mrs. Knsox. About *.S. That is, the large stores are doing it, and the others
are coming up gradually. I think our commission will agree with me in this,
that the retail industry in this city is making a great effort to meet what they
believe will be the minimum wage that will likely be set by us; and, I believe,
by the 1st of January, when we expect to establish the minimum wage, that
will find that about all we have to do in that industry is to standardize the
wages that have already been brought about. To standardize by law, I mean.
The conditions of the shops here are being greatly improved. Most of them
are introducing some kind of welfare work not nearly so good as exists in the
Emporium in San Francisco, but very much better than existed in the past.
Most of them have their lunch rooms and cafeterias, and a great many of them
have places for the women to rest. You have asked me what the open-shop
policy in Los Angeles has done for the community.
Chairman WALSH. Say, before we go to that point, Mrs. Edson, have you
observed what effect it has had on safety and sanitation?

we
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Mrs. EDSON. The place that I have seen the greatest change in safety has
been in the canneries. The machinery in the canneries has been carefully boxed
in and I think the sanitary conditions are very much better there. When I say
canneries I don't mean to say that all canneries in southern California have
not been what they should be. Many of our canneries I should say nine-tenths
of our canneries here in the south are excellent institutions.
We have a
few that are insanitary and are still insanitary. But they are much more
safe the humidity is very much less than last year and the year before.
Chairman WALSH. Now you may come to the next, What lias the open-shop
policy in Los Angeles done for the community in regard to the establishment
and maintenance of a high standard of living for all classes?
Mrs. EDSON. I believe that the of course, my problem is the woman's prob-

lem. My opinion is that fhere are more women working outside of tboir homes
in this city than there should be under any normal conditions. My reason for
my statement is this: From all of the reports that our investigators bring us,
and from all the information I can gather, I find the women working the
women themselves all complaining about the great number of married women
that are engaged in this city. Women who have come from other parts of the
country say that they never have worked in any community where there were
as many married women employed as there are in Los Angeles. I know that
some of our dry-goods establishments are even contemplating the nonemployment of them at least, so they say because of the feeling there is against
it.
Now, from our own experience, we do not believe that the married women
are working in Los Angeles because of a so-called desire for independence, but
we believe that most of them are working because they actually must work.
hear a gooa deal about the workingmen of this city buying their own
homes, and we know it is true. But the fearfulness with which these women
under which these women work is great. They are so afraid that they are not
going to be able to meet the payments on their hordes. And I think that a large
number of the women who work in this city work to help for their homes.
They fear the irregular employment of their men folks. And there is no doubt
in my mind that the large part of the social trouble that we have in this community the Children on the streets is due to the fact that the man is making
an inadequate wage, that the mother is forced to go to work, that the children
are undisciplined. And I think that one of the most important things we can
do in this community is for the establishment of a wage that keeps a wife at

We

home.

[Applause.]
Chairman WALSH. Say, you young man that started that, now, were you
here yesterday when we talked about that? There will be expressions here
that may be very unpopular with you and somebody else will applaud. No\v, T
am assuming that you were not here. If I thought you were here yesterday,
why, I would have to ask the sergeant at arms to remove you. Don't start any
applause. We go through the country trying to hold these hearings, and we
must have perfect order. Please don't let that occur again. Restrain your

feelings, please.

Mrs. EDSON. We have a great deal of seasonal labor here in fish and fruit
and vegetable canneries. Of course, the garment trades are not exactly a seasonal occupation. But there are, of course, certain seasons of the year when
work is heavier than at other seasons of the year. A great many laundrymen
complain that when summertime comes they have many of their women leave
their work and go to
Chairman WALSH. Say, when we were interrupted there, what you said was
that you thought a minimum wage ought to be established for men?
Mrs. EDSON. I didn't say a minimum wage. I didn't say how it should be
I said I thought it was necessary for men to have
established, Mr. Walsh.

much

better wages.

Chairman WALSH. Yes.
any suggestion?

Well,

was your suggestion

well,

an
Mrs. EDSON. I made no suggestion. But I think it
must have higher wages by some means.
Chairman WALSH. Either by organization or by law?
Mrs. EDSON. Either by organization or by law.
Chairman WALSH. You may proceed.
is

you didn't make

essential that they

Mrs. EDSON. I see a question here about the seasonal occupations. We have
The
a great deal of seasonal labor here, and seasonal labor with women.
canning industry begins here about the 1st of June with the asparagus and the
spinach. It continues until the frost comes in December, when the tomato sea-
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son is finished. The canning of fish begins about the middle of June, of the
tuna fish, and it goes to is a full season until about the 1st of October, and
then it becomes less and less. Now, during this time, this summer season, the
laundry people have told me, quite a number of them, that they have a good
deal of diiUciilty in keeping help, because they go from the laundries into the
canning factories to work.
The wages paid are various in the canning factories, and of course the hours
of labor are unlimited. The smaller canneries work as nearly as they can 1<
an 8-hour day, while the larger cannery, I think, makes an effort to keep itself
to an 11-hour day, but does not always succeed in doing so. The garment trades
here complain a great deal of the lack of skill of the women in that work.
They say they have hundreds of women who will come and make application
There seems to be very
for work, but very few who are skilled operators.
And all through
little effort being made, however, to train skilled operators.
among the employing class of this city is the cry that they can't get efficient
labor, and yet they all will tell you that they are deluged by women who want
and who are not actually fitted 1'or any kind of work. I don't know
whether it should be apprentice systems, or whether it should be vocational
training, or what is necessary, but it is evidently very necessary that we have
something here by which women may become more skilled, and at the same
time, of course, be paid adequately for that skill.
\Ye have a curious institution here every October, I think it is. We have
what we rail our homeseekers' excursions which brings into our city, so the
newspapers say, something like 3<),<MR) or -10,0<)O people a year. Now, these are
not people of means.
They are not this limited class who come here to die.
They are the people, the working jx'ople who come here with some little money,
and it is very interesting in talking with the women in their homes, from whom
we have received information. They come out here with a little money expecting to get work. And they say they can save enough money back East to
get here, but they have great difficulty in saving enough money here to get.
back. And many of them come out here hoping to get work. We find that the
amount of unemployment in this city is very great. I think it is very great at
the present time, and from what 1 hear from the stores they are deluged every
day with women who desire work. The protection of industrial and civil rights.
Of course, we have a great deal of protection in industrial and civil rights in
We. have the 8-hour law and the industrial accident commission,
California.
and of course have more here than in any other State. And, of course, we believe now that we have the ballot here we can get all that we need.
Chairman WALSH. As the result of your experience, what
Commissioner O'CONNELL. By the ballot you can get everything you need,
you think?
Mrs. Knsox. Well, if we were organized we could.
Chairman WAI. sir. Now, Mrs. Kdson, any ronstrm-t ive suggestions that you
could offer, first, for removing friction between employers and employees.
Mrs. Knsox. 1 can't answer that.
Chairman WAI.SU. What menus have workers here for insuring improvements in their wages and working conditions as rapidly as economic conditions
..

will

admit?

Mrs. Knsox. There are absolutely none. There is no method by which the
workers can gain anything by themselves in Los Angeles. And I might say in
passing that that was the great argument with me for the establishment of the
minimum wage for women, the fact that I was hopeless that anything could
be done here in the south to organize the women into trade unions by which
they could help themselves. It is a very curious condition that exists here.
The workers of this community, I think, have more prejudice of organized
labor than the employers themselves. In going about in trying to get information I find that they look upon me with a great deal of suspicion, they think
that I am a walking delegate, the women themselves, and I have to assure them
that I am a representative of the State before I can get them to give me any
confidences.
So you see that what I might term the Los Angeles Times poison has permeated clear into the working class itself against organization, so I know of
nothing that can remove this friction between employers and employees except
a better understanding.
And I don't know how you are going to get that.
When I see such men as were on the stand the last few days, employers, and
those men whom I know to be absolutely upright and splendid men in their
own personal relations with such an absolute nouunderstaudiug why, it is
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painful and when I see here that the workers seem to have very little understanding of their employers' point of view, it seems to me a very hopeless
;

.situation.

Chairman WALSH. What methods have you observed that might be employed
worker a just proportion of the product of his labor in an in-

to insure the

dustry ?
Mrs. EDSON.

Why,
Chairman WALSH.

I

think

Is there anything

you know of except organization as

has been developed here?
Mrs. EDSON. I think that

it

is the first thing.
I think, first, organization
then,
a failure, I believe in State intervention and I hope that we can have
some kinds of boards of mediation that can help these situations.
But my first belief is in thorough organization of both sides. And then I
also believe in the establishment of minimum wages for women, and the control of their working conditions as far as possible, because I don't believe
they can ever be efficient or thoroughly organized in this community, which
has such a floating population. They do not have a keen sense of solidarity
or esprit cle corps.
Chairman AVALSH. What is the fair living wage for an independent woman
in Los Angeles; that is, one without any assistance?
Mrs. EDSON. Well, Mr. Walsh, I don't know. We are making a very careful
study of the living and working conditions of women in this community. Our
data is entirely untabulated, and I would not care to express an opinion until
;

if that is

I have more definite data from which to draw my conclusions.
Of course, I
have my I know what it costs to eat, and I know what it costs to get room.

Chairman WALSH. Well, give us those sketch those to us as definitely as
you can what it costs a girl to live, what it costs her for her board, her eating, what it costs her for her clothing, for amusements, approximately, for

medical attention medicines.
Mrs. BOSON* I could only say this: That I know that a woman in the city
of Los Angeles can not get an adequate room for less than $2.50 to $3 a week.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. What kind of a room now what would she get
for $2 a week?
Mrs. EDSON. She would get a room probably within walking distance of her
occupation. She would have electric light in it and possibly a gas plate. She
would have to pay for her gas extra. And they frequently use that for heating. The lodging houses of this community are not heated, and they frequently
have little contrivances on their gas plates by \vhich the room itself may be
heated. I notice, in looking over the schedules, that the women put their gas
So you know that they must
bill anywhere from 50 cents to $1.25 a month.
use a good deal of gas for the sake of keeping warm. They have no bathrooms,
except the public bathroom of the lodging house. Some have running water in
the rooms and some don't. Of course there is no parlor. The rooms are all
very plainly furnished, very barely furnished, you might say, and there is
If you go out farther in the
nothing homelike or comfortable about them.
community, if you go out farther into the residence district, a woman can get
a room probably for $2 a week or $10 a month, but then she will have to pay
her car fare of 10 cents a day to get to her work, which, of course, brings her

room rent up again.
Chairman WALSH. The very lowest she can escape with is $2.50 for a room
such as you have described?
Mrs. EDSON. Yes; I haven't seen anybody who would give in her schedules
less than $10 a month for the cost of room rent, and it is not comfortable.
Chairman WALSH. Well, now, for food?
Mrs. EDSON. Why, there, to me it is appalling the amount of food, the small
amount of food, that women seem to live upon. I have seen the estimate put
as low as $3 a week for the cost of food. I have seen a few who even put it
down to $2.50; but that is not adequate and proper nourishment. It is imIt means that cafeteria food, 15 or 20 cents a
possible to be nourished on that.
meal for dinner ; they frequently cook their own breakfast, and, if they are too
tired to go into a cafeteria, they go home and take something from the delicatessen on the way and take it home and eat it before they go to bed.
Commissioner GABRETSON. But that is existence instead of living?
Mrs. EDSON. It is existence.
Commissioner GARRETSON. Mrs. Edson has not touched clothing yet

Chairman AVALSH.
Mrs. EDSON.

It is

How much was

the clothing?

one of the most astonishing things that we have.
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Commissioner O'COXXELL. How much was the food item?
Commissioner GARRETSON. Three dollars is the minimum.
Mrs. EDSOX. I would say that $3 is the minimum for food, nothing hut food.
Commissioner O'COXXELL. That is $3, and $2.50 $5.50 for food and room?
Mrs. EDSON. Food and room, nothing else.
Commissioner GARRETSON. And gas at least 25 cents, on the estimate that
you gave by the month?
Mrs. EDSON. That doesn't include anything except just those two items.

Chairman WALSH. Laundry 75 cents a week?
Many of them do their laundry themselves in their room.
Commissioner GARRETSON. That adds to the gas charge?
Mrs. EDSOX. That adds to the gas charge. Sometimes they have the right
I am telling you now about the conto use the hath room for that purpose.
ditions I am not telling you what I think ought to be.
Chairman WAI.SH. If they don't do the laundry, Mr. Bonfilio's estimate Avas
75 cents a week for laundry. Could they put it any cheaper than that?
Mrs. EDSON. No; I don't think so. Some of the laundries themselves allow
the women who are working in the laundries to have their work done there
Mrs. EDSOX.

;

at half rates, or

something of that kind.
Commissioner GARKKTSON. But the average working

woman

has no such

favor as that?
Mrs. EDSOX. No.

Chairman WAI. sir. Now, clothing.
Mrs. EDSOX. One of the interesting things we find is that they haven't had
any since they came to Los Angeles.
Chairman WAT sir. Any what?
Mrs. EDSOX. They haven't had any new clothing since they came to Los
Angeles.

Chairman WAI. SIT. Any ne\v clothing?
Mrs. EDSOX. Without any poking at all, that

is the common thing we find
haven't bought any
that is being brought by our investigators to us:
Hollies since wo h:\ve been in Los AngHos."
Commissioner C.AKKI-TSOX. They have worn the stock that they had prior to
that time?
Chairman WAI. sir. Now, what do you think would be the minimum cost for
a woman to lie clothed decently and fairly to go out into the community, and

go to

"We

from her work?
EDSOX. T can't make any estimate. Mr. AYalsh.

?ind

.Mrs.

I

haven't thought that

out.

Chairman WAI. sir.
a

woman

Tins anybody thought

it

out in Los Angeles what

it

costs

to live?

bur we are having great difficulty in making people think
One of the things our commission is trying to do is to get the employers
it out.
of this community to make estimates of what they think it costs a woman to
live, and we are not having any success in getting replies to those estimates.
We are sending blanks and jisking them to fill them out, just as we are sending
to the women themselves.
Chairman WALSH. Your estimate now so far leaves $1.50 a week for clothing, medicines, amusements, and necessary toilet articles?
Mrs. EDSOX. I think that you will find that the altitude of a large number
of employers is this, they don't seem to understand that women have to work.
They seem to think that women are working just for the sake of independence
or to make pin money, or to help out a little at home, and it does not seem to
be the opinion of many employers that women are really working either for
themselves or for the support of other people.
Chairman WALSH. Are there large numbers of women employed in Los
Angeles for that reason, to support themselves?
Mrs. EDSOX. Oh, a large number. It is most pathetic to find the number of
middle-aged women that we have here in industry, middle-aged and over, who
have come out here with sick children, or with a sick husband, and who just
gets anything she can get to do. We find those classes largely in the laundry
business, those women who are unskilled that are not able to get into the other
trades. We have them in every industry.
Chairman WALSH. Do you or do you not think that a retail clerks' organization well organized would improve conditions in dry-goods stores?
Mrs. EDSON. Yes; I think that organization is good for everybody.
Mrs. EDSOX. Xo
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Chairman WALSH. Generally speaking, are the wages in the dry-goods stores
and high without the existence or necessity of a^retail clerks'

satisfactory

organization?
INIrs. EDSON. Will you put that again; I don't think I understand it.
Chairman WALSH. In Los Angeles are the wages in the dry-goods stores
now satisfactory and high \viihout the existence of a retail clerks' organization?
Mrs. EDSON. They are getting higher every day. Whether a retail clerks'
association would he of material benefit or not, I don't know.
They haven't
been very successful in other places, any more successful than they have been
here. There is no doubt that the wages in Los Angeles of the retail dry-goods

establishments are increasing every day

all

along the

line.

Chairman WALSH. You have stated heretofore what you think are the
factors that enter into that, I believe?
Mrs. EDSON. Yes; I think it is largely public opinion.
Chairman WALSH. Do you think that the broad-minded, progressive employers
could by cooperation among themselves raise the labor standards and wages
irrespective of organization by the workers?

Mrs. EDSON.

I

do

not.

Chairman WALSH.
Mrs. EDSON. Why,

Why

not?

don't think anybody can do anything for everybody
I think both sides must be represented.
else.
They know what they want;
the owners and the people who work know what they want just as well as the
other people, and they should be represented on the council board.
Commissioner GARRETSON. I would like to repeat the same question, Mrs.
I

Edson.
Mrs. EDSON. Yes.
Commissioner GARRETSON. Instead of the word "could," I would substitute
" would " would
they do it?
Mrs. EDSON. Why, I think that is rather an unfair question.
Commissioner GARRETSON. Don't answer it then.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Let us have
Chairman WALSH. One minute, Mr. O'Connell, I want to finish this. Now,
is there any other statement that you would like to make, Mrs. Edson, that
you think would aid us in our inquiry here that had not been elicited by the
specific questions asked you?
Mrs. EDSON. Yes, Mr. Walsh.
Chairman WALSH. Please add it.
Mrs. EDSON. I haven't heard anybody say anything here about the quesWe
tion of the large number of Mexicans that we have in this community.
have our own immigration problem here, and it is the Russians, the Italians,
and the Mexicans. Last year when we had our great season of unemployment
and so much distress, we found that it was largely complicated by the Mexicans.
Now, they are working at purely seasonal industries. They work in
the beet fields, which don't take over seven months a year. They do the construction work, and they are brought back the construction work in the
As soon as the rains
streets and on the railways and in all kinds of places.
come, why of course these people from the fields and from the roads and from
the construction work come into this city. They are paid very inadequately
when they are employed. The railroads have brought them here at a price
I understand it is something more now.
of $1.25 a day.
But the wage
paid before these two last seasons of unemployment was $1.25 a day by the
construction companies to these Mexican people.
They were brought here
from El Paso, and we believe absolutely against the Federal laws. And I
think it would do a great deal of good to this community if you would look
np the importation of Mexicans into southern California. We find that it is
one of our very serious problems.
Commissioner GARRETSON. You mean in violation of the contract labor law?
Mrs. EDSON. Well, I don't know as it is that, because they seem to get around
it; but it is possibly a violation because they are brought here in carload lots
from El Paso, and men go across the line and promise them $1.25 if they will
come over, which is more in American money, of course. And they come here
and they complicate our industrial problem in every way. Their methods of
living are bad. And when these great times of unemployment come, they are
a charge upon this community.
I was anxious to have you hear what Dr. Milbank Johnson, commissioner
of charities, had to say about the amount of money expended by the city of
Los Angeles and its charitable organizations last year in caring for these
;
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people. I understand that r4 per cent of all the relief given during our period
of unemployment was given to this one class of people, and it was because they
were so inadequately paid that they had nothing to take care of themselves
when these hard times came on. And we find these women in the canneries
and throughout our unskilled
I am Talking about the women of these people
industrial pursuits. They are the people that accept the low wages and make
would like to have you stop some of our glitterno protest against them.
ing advertisements, too, that bring people out here.
Chairman WAI. sir. Now, say, there has been some expressions both ways as
to whether or not these advertisements appear to be specially designed, or at
least to have the special effect of bringing workers expecting to get employare not able, of course, to go over all of the advertisements,
ment here.
and I wish you would give us your epitome of the purport of those advertisements as affecting industry alone.
Mrs. Knsox. I don't think that it makes any difference whether they are
designed to be read by certain classes or by the working people or not They
are read by all people. And the fact of the matter is that they are coming
here in large numbers, expecting to get our high wages, expecting to get, just
as Mr. Gore said the other day, the condition under which he came here,
for lie health of his family.
And we believe that, these homeseekers' excursions bring numbers of people into this community under false pretences.
In answer to this question of settlement of industrial disputes that may
arise, I should think from the evidence that has been before this commission here, that one of the things that is necessary in this particular community is responsible leadership of both sides. I have had a good deal to
do with the working people throughout California, with organized labor, and
I have been peculiarly impressed with the conditions that exist, for instance
in the city of San Jose, in the building trades. There they seem to have a most
stable condition and very high wages. One of the men that is on our commission is Mr. Walter Mathewson, who is secretary of the Building Trades Council
of the City of San Jose. When Mr. Mathewson was appointed to our commission he was given a banquet by the merchants and the bankers and the imMr. Mathewson had .just gone through a
port ant people of that community.
lieive strike there by which the painters had succeeded in forcing a $5 a day
minimum. In spite of the fact that they had succeeded in winning this battle,
these larire employers of the city of San Jose had the great respect for this
man. so that they gave him the honor of a public banquet in recognition of his
appointment on this industrial welfare commission.
Now. I simply state that as a contrast to the employers of this community.
They give the leaders no incentive at all. as I can see, to be one of them, and
to try to understand their side of the problem.
I believe that if we had a little
better spirit of that kind in his community, a little better understanding, it
would certainly work to the bent-lit of this entire community.
Chairman Wu.sir. Mr. Wein^tock would like to ask you some questions.
Commissioner WKINSTOCK. Directly in line. Mrs. Kd^on, with what you have
.lust been saying as illustrating the conditions that prevail in San Jose, tho
cordial relationship existing between the representatives of. the workers and
the employers, is it your opinion, then, that if that condition and the condition
that we found prevailing in a certain industry in Pennsylvania, which for
your information I shall recite briefly if that condition could be made the
common condition, that much of this friction and much of this ill will and
bitterness and animosity between the employing class on the one hand and
the workers could be removed?
For example: There appeared before this commission at its Philadelphia
hearing, among others, the representatives of the glass blowers' union on the
one hand and the glass blowers employers' association on the other hand. Tho
representatives of the glass blowers employers' association went on the witness
stand and was asked this question: " Do you recognize and deal with organized
labor V" He answer, "Yes." "Do you enter into agreements with organized

We

We

I

labor?"
"Yes." "How do you do it?" "We have our little conferences
annually and agree upon the terms and the conditions and then sign them."
The question was put, " If a dispute arose between the conferences how is that
dispute settled?" He answered, saying, "We call for Mr. Hayes, the president
" "
of the Workers' Union, and we put it up to him." " Then what?
He decides."
"Then what?" "We accept the decision." The question was put: "Do you
mean to tell this commission that the employers accept the sole decision of the
"
He an.su ered, " Ye*." The question was
president of the Workers' Union?
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asked: "Well, how does that happen?" The answer: "Because we have perfect confidence in the integrity, in the fairness, and in the justice of the president of the Workers' Union.
know that he looks at the situation not
through one eye but through both eyes, and we have always found his judgments fair and reasonable, and we have accepted them." Now, if that condition

We

it would be one of the solutions of
between
Mrs. EDSON. I certainly think it would.
Commissioner AVEINSTOQK. Between labor and capital?
Mrs. EDSON. I think that same condition existed in San Francisco after their
great teamsters' strike. Probably they had of course a terrific time at that
time, but I have talked to employers in San Francisco who tell me that they
were always willing to take McLaughlin's word; that he was eminently fair.
I believe if our labor leaders could be developed in any particular community, if
the employers themselves would cooperate with labor and not try to beat it

could be developed anywhere, do you think

this conflict

clown

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. -From that point of view, Mrs. Edson, I gather that
your judgment is, it is, to u?e a colloquial expression, up to organized labor to
collect for their representatives men who will inspire confidence on the part of
their employees in their fairness and in their integrity?
Mrs. EDSON. Not entirely. I think it is partially that and partially it is up
to the employer to meet these men in .a friendly spirit, help them to develop
themselves. I think those things can never be done by nothing but strife and
fighting. I think we all can grow by cooperation.
Commissioner WEIN STOCK. You mentioned something awhile ago about a
bonus system connected with the laundries. Will you be good enough to just
tell us what that is?
Mrs. EDSON. I do not know what their terms are, Mr. Weinstock, but the
manager of the Metropolitan Laundry told me that they had I asked him if
this minimum set by the laundries was the utmost that the women could get.
And he said, " Not by any means." On their mangles they have six women
on a shift, and they have a bonus on the work, and after a certain amount the
women were paid all above that amount a bonus, but he would not tell me
what the amount w as. He said that was a trade secret. Just how it works,
I don't know.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. You mean a sort of premium on higher efficiency?
Mrs. EDSON. Even with the so-called exorbitant wage that the unions demand the laundry owners gain, through the efficiency of the workers themselves,
and they are able to pay them a bonus system over and above the minimum
set by the union.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Has the welfare commission been able, for comr

parative purposes, to get at the actual cost of production, I will call it, in the
laundry business in San Francisco and in Los Angeles? What I mean is this,
to make it clearer: I suppose the way to get at the cost of production would
be to take the total number of pieces, the garments that have been handled by
the industry collectively in a community; then the gross pay roll for the
corresponding period that had been used in the community and by dividing
one into the other it would give us the cost per piece. Now, has that been
done in order to determine whether the cost of production is more or less in
Los Angeles than it is in San Francisco?
Mrs. EDSON. We have not taken up any of these industries as a separate
industry except in conference when we started. We expect, just as soon as our
tabulations are complete, to call wage boards ; and, of course, those things will
be tabulated at that time. But we have not at this time that data.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. It is very important for this commission to know
whether higher wages mean higher cost.
Mrs. EDSON. Not at all.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. You are probably aware of the fact it is admitted
that despite the fact that the wages in the textile industry are higher than
any in America, the cost of production is lower than anywhere due to the
higher efficiency of the American worker and the labor-saving devices used. It
would be of value to this commission if your commission will take the trouble
to do or to find out the actual cost
Mrs. EDSON. Labor cost versus wages is that the idea ?
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Yes; so that we can tell definitely whether the
higher wage paid in San Francisco means really higher cost, or whether d
the higher wage the cost is less than in Los Angeles.
;
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Mrs. EDSOX. We have had very little knowledge in the matter. We find the
employers know very little about labor cost. They don't seem to know what
it

means

at

all.

W

T

EIX STOCK. Now, if it is true that the efficiency in Los Anthe Los Angeles workers is higher as some would make us believe
it is, despite the lower wage; and if it is also true, as was pointed out in your
hearing, doubtless by Mr. Bonfilio, that the Asiatics are very keen competitors
if those two statements are facts, then would this not
in the industry
follow That if you raise the wage here to the San Francisco basis, would the
laundry people not be working directly into the hands of their Asiatic competitors by making it still more difficult for the white worker successfully to
compete with the Asiatics?
Mrs. EDSOX. What I said must have given the wrong impression from what
The impression that I wanted to convey and what I
I wanted to convey.
believe to be true is that the organization of the workers of San Francisco has
resulted in efficiency. That is the cause of efficiency.
Commissioner WKINSTOCK. You think that the organization is the cause and
efficiency is the effect?
Mrs. Eusox. I certainly think it is.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. And not efficiency the cause and organization the

Commissioner

geles

among

:

effect?

Mrs. Ensox. No; I don't believe it would be possible to get the organization
laundry industry alone in the city of Los Angeles, because of the fact
that the whole workers are unorganized here, while in San Francisco the
whole working class is organized, and by the use of the boycott, the picket, and
the different elements of industrial warfare that they have there, they are able
I do not believe it is possible to get,
to keep up other labor organizations.
as under our present conditions, the labor organization in this community, to
get the laundries organized in this community as they are in San Francisco.
That is my reason for minimum-wage legislation.
Commissioner WKIXSTOCK. Well, do you believe that it is the interests of the
woman worker, for example, that if the State should intervene and fix tho
in the

minimum wage
Mrs. Enso.x.

I

think

it is.

I

think

it

is

her only hope.

Commissioner WKIXSTOCK. Then, if you believe that it is in the interest of
the female workers for the State to intervene in fixing a minimum wage, then

is there not force in the contention made by organized labor in opposing that
very thing on the ground that if the State, as it has done in California, fixes
the hours for women and will also fix the minimum wage for women, what
need is there for the women to organize, to establish labor unions?
Why
should they burden themselves with the cost of supporting labor unions if the
State dues all for them that they ask?
Mrs. Enso.x. If I believed that the women themselves could get organization,
I should not feel that, the question of the minimum-wage legislation was so
r.ut it is because I am convinced that the situation that we have
)ie-e;n-y.
to face, particularly here in the South, of transitory labor, of the youth of
most of the women workers, and, of course, their helpless condition, I do not
believe that they are ever likely to organize. And I do not think that women
will ever organize very much except in the trade in which men are also organized.
And for that reason I think it is absolutely essential in this country that wo
have minimum-wage legislation. I believe, however, that trade-union organization will result or is going to result in some kind of an organization of the
women workers. I can not see how it can help doing so. It has done so every
(rher place. And I am hopeful it will result here in some way when we come
to call our wages boards, and that it will necessitate some kind of organization
of The women workers themselves.
Commissioner WEIXSTOCK. Then, you differ from .most of the labor representatives in California, who contend that the minimum wage will discourage orYour contention is just the opposite, then, that you believe the
ganization.
minimum wage fixed by the State will encourage organization.
Mrs. Ensox. I believe it will, because it has done so in England and in
other places where they were unorganized.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Is that because your welfare commission can not
very well deal with individuals and must deal with bodies organized?
Mrs. Ensox. Certainly. Our law requires wo have wage boards of employers
and employees. How are we to get our representative employees, unless they are
organized, is a mystery to me. I think it means organization.
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Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Then, the labor organizations are mistaken in
their idea?

Mrs. EDSON. I think

so.

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. That State intervention

will not minimize organization?
Mrs. EDSON. I think not.
Commissioner WKIN STOCK. That is all.
Chairman WALSH. Mr. O'Counell would like to ask you some questions.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. I am not sure, Mrs. Edson, that I got your su.
lion right in the matter of organized labor educating a different type of leaders.
Mrs. EDSON. I didn't say it just that way. I said recognition more particularly of the leaders.
'oiniuissioner o'CoxxELL. I know you spoke of recognition of them, but in
order to bring that about it would, require some sort of different type of
education.
Mrs. EDSON. I didn't say that, Mr. O'Connell. That is not what I mean, if
I did say that.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. If I got the conversation between you and Mr.
Weinstock correctly, we got our labor leaders down here for losing their jobs.
Mrs. EDSON. What is that?
Commissioner O'CONNELL. We have got our labor leaders down here for losing
their jobs. What I want to get at was, take the same
Mrs. EDSON. If you will force me, Mr. O'Connell, I think we have had some
false labor leaders in Los Angeles.
(

Commissioner O'CONNELL. I don't mean to confine it to Los 'Angeles. You
have false labor leaders, you say?
Mrs. EDSON. I think so. They think so themselves, for they put some of them
out because they were false leaders.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Do you think that same thing would apply to the
leaders, the officers, the business agents, of the manufacturers' association?

Mrs. EDSON.

I

think

so.

I

think

it

is

human nature

every place

we have

false leaders.

Commissioner O'CONNELL. The same rule might apply
women movement, to any movement.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Do you make a personal visit to the stores the department stores and other stores?
Mrs. EDSON. Yes.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. What are the sanitary conditions in the stores, the
arrangements for the convenience of the clerks?
Mrs. EDSON. It depends upon the stores, of course. Some of our more modern
stores have everything that is necessary; some of the older stores are still in
very bad condition. But there seems to be an effort being made to meet and
keep up with the public demand. We have no law in California on our statut
books that gives us any power whatever to control the sanitary conditions of
workshops or factories, except when it comes to dampness and bad odors, absoThat is the only power we have that is any Sfat
lute questions of plumbing.
power. We have absolutely no power in demanding fire protection. But when
we need anything of that kind we apply to our city fire department, and have
succeeded in getting all the fire protection we need. Of course the city is ;t new
city, and we are new and the sanitary conditions are unusually good.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Is there perfect segregation of the lavatory arrangements ?
Mrs. EDSON. Yes; absolute segregation. That is included in our State law.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Do the stores furnish seats for the girls V
Mrs. EDSON. Yes. That is also a State law. The great difficulty we have is
not from the general management. It does seem to be that we have had to
take the matter up a great many times for instance, go to a department manHe seems to feel if the girls are seated it don't look as though they were
ager.
doing as much business as they would like.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. I was going to ask if the seats are used.
Mrs. EDSON. Yes the seats are used in most all the stores, in some of the stores
with greater freedom than others. I have found by taking the matter up with
the general manager of the stores and the department managers that it is largely
local; that the department manager has the prejudice, and although he does not
tell the girl not to sit, she knows from the way lie looks he doesn't care to have
her sit, I have had to take it up with the general managers of the store, and
they have given general orders to be posted.
Mrs. EDSON. To the

;

;
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Commissioner O'COXXKLL. These canneries, have you made a personal
gation of the canneries V
Mrs. KDSOX. Yes, sir;

I

investi-

have.

Commissioner o'CoxxKu.. What are the sanitary conditions in the canneries?
Mrs. KDSOX. Well, we have a curious situation in southern California. We
have a great many independent small independent canneries. In the community about Pomona, one at Pasadena, and we have several in Los Angeles,
one that we consider an eyesore to tire community it employs a large number of
immigrant people, and they absolutely refuse to provide proper sitting facilities.
They have an archaic method that they must have their women stand at the
table to do the cutting.
They have two in San Francisco and one at San Jose.
There the women were all seated in a most comfortable way. and the curious
thing is that the manager of the San Jose cannery and the manager of the San
Francisco cannery were brothers. One let the women sit and the other made
ihem stand.
Commissioner O'COXXKLL. Is that San Francisco or Los Angeles?
Mrs. Euso.x. The principal canneries are at San Francisco. In our Los AnI talked
geles cannery. like the San Francisco cannery, the women don't sit.
with some of the women, and while the management provided stools for them
to sit on. they refused to sit because they were so uncomfortable on account of
tin- extreme height of the tables that they could not get any speed to their work,
so they would stand.
Commissioner o'Coxxm.i.. How many women are employed in this large cannery V
Mrs. KDSON.

It varies; they employ up to
height of the season.

two or three hundred women at the

Commissioner <>VON.NKU.. Are proper facilities provided for the segregation
of the toilet facilities?
Mrs. KDSON. I h;.v- found the segregation is all right, but they are very inadeI have labored
get them to put in one extra lavatory.
quate.
Commissioner ( >'Cox\i:i.i.. What wages do the women get?
Mrs. KDSON. It varies all the way from 7.~i cents to XL' and *."> a day.
Commissioner O'CONNKLI.. Arc there families father, wife, and children
working there, whole families?
Mrs. KDSOX. They do not employ any children here now in that particular canThey have a sign up that no one under 18 years is allowed to work, and
nery.
I don't think they take anybody if they know they are under 18 years of age.
We have very little child labor here. We have a little of it during the summer
sea.son. when the vacation permits are allowed, and there are some canneries
where there are some of the children working under these permits.
Commissioner <)'( 'ON \KI.I Is there any examination made of the women as to
their hands, keeping them in perfect condition?
Mrs. KDSOX. None whatever.
Commissioner <>VO\NI.U. You found them with cuts and sores?
Mrs. KDSOX. Well, one of the women I know went into one of the canneries
here and worked for a week', and her hands became very much cut up and sore.
A woman told her to go and work in the tomato cannery, as they heal sores.
Commissioner O'CoxxKi.i.. Heal sores?
Mrs. KDSON. Yes.
Commissioner O'COXXKI.I.. 1 >o they have any accommodations there for the
women to change their clothing when they come, from the street garb to the
working clothes?
Mrs. KDSOX. A very inadequate room right next the toilet where the women
may hang their clothing. There is a difficulty in this. As you know the women
of that class work up until childbirth, and there are very often some very
pathetic things among the immigrants, working long hours on their feet, anil
they had to be taken home.
t

.

Commissioner O'COXNKLL. That

is

all.

Chairman WALSH. Prof. Commons wants to ask some questions.
Commissioner COMMONS. Your statement about the retail stores, is that
generally true of the large department stores, what you say about them?
Mrs. KDSOX. Our larger stores in this coumunity {ire really very good stores.
The thing I feel is the most necessary institution to regulate is "the
and 10
r>

cent stores.

I'p until a very short time ago they paid $4 and $4.50 a week.
in their institution was .$(> a week.
They employed very
girls, girls just as young as they could get.
They state very frankly that

The maximum wage
young
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they did not need any

skill,

They were not apprentices

all they needed was somebody to make change.
was not an apprentice school for women to learn

that
it

a trade, because they said they didn't need any skill whatever. We have had a
good deal of discussion about these things here in the city, and the result is, I
think you will find that the minimum wage in the 5 and 10 cent stores is $5,
and the maximum $10 a week, and the women are, most of them, 18 years of
age and over.
Commissioner COMMONS. "What oilier classes of stores are there besides these
that you mentioned?
Mrs. EDSON. We have our regular stores, what you might call our high-class
the pay roll whose pay roll I consider tin best,
stores, like the Boston Store
whicb pay roll was given to you by Mr. Zeehandelaar, the Ville de Paris,
these are our finest retail dry-goods stores.
Then wt
Coulter's, P.lackstones
have (he large department stores Hamburger's. Bullocks, and the Broadway
Department Store, and the Fifth Street Department Stores. Then we have a
number of specialty houses, cloak and suit houses, and women's garments.
Commissioner COMMONS. These conditions prevail in all these stores?
Mrs. EDSON. Yes.
Commissioner COMMONS. Are the 5 and 10 cent stores the only ones where
these inferior conditions prevail? How about the small stores?
Mrs. EDSON. We have two or three smaller department stores, and I think
the conditions are not what they should be.
1

Commissioner COMMONS. There are small stores scattered around the city?
Mrs. KDSOX. Yes; but they are almost like family affairs, one or two clerks;
the conditions are adequate and fairly good.
Commissioner COMMONS. This question of holidays and holiday week in
laundries, the question was raised here, I think, and something was said about
permits. Does your law permit that?
Mrs. EDSON. No, sir. We have no discretion whatever under the eight-hour
law. I think that Mr. Bonfilio had a very good case against us. I personally
investigated the affair, and the machinery had broken, they had worked all
night to get it fixed, and he asked for a permit from our bureau of labor to
allow him' to run, I think it was an hour a day, or maybe it was a half hour
in the morning and a half hour in the evening, or possibly an hour in the
morning and an hour in the evening, but at any rate it was not an exorbitant
demand it was a perfectly fair request. I was sent out to investigate it, and
I came to the conclusion that the permit should be granted.
Of course, we
hadn't any legal right to do so, but common sense would seem to justify his
"
Mrs. Edson, I don't think
being given a chance to do as he asked. He said,
it would be possible for me to do this, because the women don't understand,
they think if they work over eight hours they will be arrested." I spoke to
some of the women and told them exactly what I had found, and I asked them
if they did not think it was a -legitimate breakdown of the machinery.
They
said it was. And I said, " Have you any objection to working here an hour in
the morning, or half an hour in the morning and a half hour in the evening,
in the afternoon, and help Mr. Bonfilio until he is through with this troubl-*,
"
for which he offers to pay time and a half?
They told me that they wouM
not that they had no objection. I gave Mr. Bonfilio written permission, which
I had no legal right to do, to allow him to work those two days until he got
that work caught up. I went back to report, and it was not accepted. But
there was considerable agitation on account of it, and they said I had no
I always felt Mr.
right to give such a permit, and my permit was revoked.
Bonfilio

was unjustly

treated in that respect.

Commissioner COMMONS. The same thing would apply

to holidays, holiday
periods?
Mrs. EDSON. If there can be some way by which discretion could be given to
some central body, I think it would be a very good thing if such permits could
be issued. The only danger of the thing is. that we are all afraid of, is the
indiscriminate use of such permission, and that might break down the very
thing that we have tried very hard i\o\v to build up, and a very valuable thing.
Commissioner COMMONS. You might hold a public hearing whenever such a
permit is granted.
Mrs. EDSON. Permits are generally asked in an emergency condition.

Commissioner COMMONS. What about wages of Russians and Italians you
spoke about Mexicans. Are you familiar with that subject?
Mrs. EDSON. The Russian women are supposed to be about the best workers
we have here. They work very slowly, though we find them in some of the
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laundries, but particularly in the canning industry. They don't work as fast
as the Italian. They cut, for instance in the canneries. You will find that
the Russians don't can fruit ; they never pack. Their fingers don't seein to be
so agile they can not work as fast as the Italians. As far as their wages are
concerned, of course the cutters don't receive anything like as much as the
I have seen them opening boxes of
I don't know what they are
packers.
spinach and picking out the dead leaves, and they make a maximum of about
75 cents a day.
Commissioner COMMONS. How do they compare with the Mexicans?
Mrs. EDSON. I think they are better workers than the Mexicans.
Commissioner COMMONS. They make more money than the Mexicans?
Mrs. EDSON. I have no actual figures.
Commissioner COMMONS. The Italians and Russians both are better than the
;

Mexicans?
Mrs. EDSON. No I don't know it depends upon the I think that the Russians are the more stolid, they stick longer to their work, and I don't think
I could answer that question.
Commissioner COMMONS. That is all.
Commissioner GARRETSON. Mrs. Edson, haven't you found I am going to
;

;

take a chance to get a cross opinion of a California labor man about organizaHas your experience led you to believe that organization is
tion and law.
necessary to the full, careful application of the law, humane laws that have
been passed.
Mrs. Knsox. I think very, very few laws desired by the workers ever have
got by unless they are backed by organized labor.
Commissioner (;.\HI:KTM>N. After ihey have parsed, would they have to be
enforced except with a strong organization behind them?
Mrs. KDSOX. Well. now. I think (hat is a little dimcult to answer. I can
only answer it in this way: I know of no cases of complaints of the eight-hour
law that have ever been tried in the county of Los Angeles except through the
State bureau of labor, and the State bureau of labor is run by one man that
is a labor-union man.
He was the president of the Central Labor Council of
San Francisco when he was appointed. There is only one man in our office
here who is a member of organized labor, but of course I think you might say
the spirit of our office is organized labor.
I do not believe if it was not, if
that particular spirit was not back of our office, that we would have very many
convictions for the eight-hour law in southern California.
Commissioner GARRKTSON. What has been your experience in this: When
complaints are made to you, if they are made by women in regard to their
employers, where ihey are not organized, do they try to conceal their identity
or do they not?
Mrs. Kosox. Yes. It is almost Impossible to get a woman as a witness.
Commissioner GARKKTSON. Unless she has an organization behind her?
Mrs. Knsox. Yes; and even then they don't want to be witnesses.
Commissioner <;ARRKTSO\. That has be.-n the unfailing testimony of the
various commissioners that have appeared before us.
Mrs. EDSON. Yes.
Commissioner GARRETSON. And in that sense the working out of organization, even after passage of law, would be a natural result?
Mrs. EDSON. Yes.
Commissioner GARRETSON. You spoke of the fact that the three places of
shop organization were virtually employers' organizations because the union
label had a value, an economic value, from the standpoint of the employer.
Has that experience led you to believe that where the label or the closed shop
had an economic value to the employer, that he allowed his regard for the
independence of the workmen to stand in the way of accepting the label?
Mrs. EDSON. It has not.
Commissioner GABRETSON. Have you found the reverse to be true; that
where it had an economic value for the worker only at the expense of the
employer, then he was very apt to be opposed to the closed shop?
Mrs. EDSON. Yes.
Commissioner GARRETSON. In your investigations how do you find the question of the application of the open shop affects the tenure of service of the

employee?
Mrs. EDSON. Well. Mr. Garretson. I don't think I can answer that because I
have no accurate knowledge of real closed-shop conditions. I think that some
of our garment of course, as I said, the garment trades are the only organ-
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izcd trades in southern California, I consider them 1 think these men are trying their best to keep, in dull times, as many women at work as they pan. But
I think that all of the employers are trying to do that.
are havlTTg a very
serious time in Los Angeles at the present, because the employers are just struggling to keep as many people at work during the dull times as they can. I
think they are doing their very best.
Commissioner GARRKTSON. One other question. You spoke of the ability of
woman to bring about certain results. How does the property qualification of
the California law affect women as jurors? Does she have to have the property in her own name?

We

Mrs. EDSON. We are not jurors yet.
Commissioner GARRETSON. You are not yet?
Mrs. EDSON. Xo, sir: by giving us the suffrage, the State did not give us the
right to jury duty. We will have a law in at the coining session by which we
"
will be given the right of jury duty, but the law definitely says
men," and we
"
"
before we can become jurors,
will have to have that changed to
persons
and then I suppose just the same qualifications that affect men will affect us.
That will be the only change made, as far as we are concerned.
Commissioner GAERKTSON. I supposed the two went together. That is all.
Chairman WALSH. Commissioner O'Connell would like to ask some questions.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Do you know of any system in vogue in the
department stores requiring girls to appear some considerable time before the
working time, and remain after quitting time, for the purpose of discussing tinmethods of the company, the more efficient methods of conducting the business.
etc.?

Mrs. EDSON. I have had that brought to my attention once or twice, but I
only know of one establishment in which that sort of thing is done, and I never
felt it was being done to the detriment of the workers, and I don't think it
was an obligatory thing.

Commissioner O'CONNELL. Never thought what?
Mrs. EDSON. I never understood it was obligatory in any way. I know one
establishment in the city that has lectures to employees at 8 o'clock in the
morning once in three weeks, I think it is something of that kind. But I do
not know whether those people I have never found out that those people were
kept that that was overtime work or anything of that kind. I never had any
complaint of the kind made to the bureau of labor.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Did you ever hear of them keeping them after time
to lecture to them?
Mrs. EDSON. Xo, sir I never had any complaint made as to that.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. There has been no investigation of the kind made
or report made to you that something of that kind was going on?
Mrs. EDSON. Xo, sir. I myself spoke before a group of employees in this
community at 8 o'clock in the morning, but I understood that it was on the
regular time. I didn't understand that they had come earlier to hear me.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. I understand there is a system in operation here
in one or more of the large stores, to give notice that the girls must be there
at 8 o'clock or 8.30, to discuss efficiency, and again, ordered to remain after
working hours, for no consideration at all financially to the girls themselves.
Mrs. EDSON. There has been no notice of that brought to the attention of the
bureau of labor for this reason: I know when I first went on the bureau of
labor two years ago I made an investigation of the different institutions of
this city as to the benefit of the eight-hour law, as the workers themselves saw
it
the eight-hour law for women. I had to distribute a certain kind of schedule among them, and I asked permission to talk to the women at either the
closing hour or when they first came on, and I had to assure all the employers
that if I kept them five minutes after time to talk to them that I wouldn't
:mvst them for having kept them in the store. They seemed to be very sensitive about the matter, and I had never thought they were doing that sort of
thing, and it has never been reported to me if it is true.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. That is all.
Chairman WALSH. That is all; thank you, Mrs. Edson.
;

Mr. Letts.

TESTIMONY OF MR. ARTHUR LETTS.
Chairman WALSH. State your name,

please.

Mr. LETTS. Arthur Letts.

Chairman WALSH. What

is

your business?
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Mr. LKTTS. Proprietor of a department store.
Chairman WALSH. Ho\v long have you lived in Los Angeles?
Mr. LKTTS. Nineteen or twenty years. I forget which.
Chairman WALSH. What is the name of the department store?
Mr. LETTS. '.roadway Department Store.
Chairman WALSH. How long has that department store been in existence?
Mr. LETTS. That length of time.
Chairman WALSH. Is it operated as a corporation or a partnership?
Mr. LETTS. Individually.
I

Chairman WALSH. You own

it

individually?

Mr. LKTTS. Yes, sir.
Chairman WAI. SH. How many employees do you have, Mr. Letts?
Mr. LKTTS. Approximately 1,000 between 000 and 1,000.
Chairman WALSH. How are They divided as to sex?
Mr. LKTTS. liy referring to the salary schedule furnished in connection with
my answer to your first question, you will notice ^the proper segregation is
for female, the total number of male emgiven, M standing for male and
female rS9.
ployees being
Chairman WALSH. I believe you are also p resident of the National Retail
Dry Goods Association?
Mr. LKTTS. That is an honor I have, sir.
Commissioner \Vi:i.\> ;< K. You plead guilty?
Mr. LKTTS. Yes. sir.
Chairman WALSH. And have you a local dry goods association also?
Mr. LETTS. Yes, sir.
I-'

."><;.">.

Chairman WALSH. What

is the name of it?.
Mr. LETTS. Retail dry goods association.
Chairman WALSH. Do you hold any oHicial position with that association?
Mr. LKTTS. No. sir.
Chairman WALSH. Will you kindly indicate all of the commercial and industrial associations with which you are affiliated?
Mr. LKTTS. The National Retail Dry Goods Association; the State retail dry
the mergoods association: the Los Angeles Retail Dry Goods As>o-i:it ion
chants and manufacturers' association. You mean industrial
Chairman WALSH. No. Commercial or industrial. Chamber of commerce?
I think that takes them all in.
Mr. LKTTS. Yes. sir.
:

Chairman WALSH.

I

will

am

ask you

lirst

not a very good member of some of those.
The manufacturers' association, I think I have been there three times in IS years.
Chairman WALSH. I will ask you whether or not your association, that is,
the retail dry goods association, have adopted any attitude toward the minimum

Mr. LKTTS.

I

system?
Mr.

1

1:1

;

>.

Local or national?

Chairman WALSH. Either one or

both.

Mr. LKTTS. No. sir: not the national association, but the local association and
the Slate ss.>c iuiion have, in favor of it.
I wish to correct this staiement in connection with the national association,
as they did take up the matter of the minimum wage at the last convention t<
KteQt of discussing it and two speeches were made, one by Marcus M.
Marks, president "f the Borough of Manhattan, and the other by Xorman I lapNo action was taken further than discussing it.
editor Harper's Weekly.
goo*
Chairman WALSH. Now. how far have they gone in their attitude toward
; (

1.

the minimum v.
Mr. LKTTS. They have gone to the extent of advocating it very strongly.
When they knew the governor was going to appoint a commission, they telegraphed they were heartily in favor of it.
Chairman WALSH. Have studies been made as to the minimum wage, or as
to a living

wage

for

women?

LKTT-. Well, as a retail association,
I presume there has.
.dr.

Chairman WALSH. Now,

I

don't

know

of any.

Individually,

wish you would state what you consider to be a
living wage- for an independent woman, a woman required to deiend on her own
exertions for her living in Los Angeles.
Mr. LETTS. Might I make a suggestion to the commission, that I have data
here, and if you will allow me to answer the question in the same rotation
that you submitted them to me, I will answer them, and vheii I get through
I
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I will

answer any other questions you may care

to ask.

I

am

better prepared

that way.

Chairman WALSH.

we can save time

if you will answer the questions
through the list.
statement that I have already prepared.
Mr.
Chairman WALSH. Do you know whether it is in there or not?
Mr. LETTS. What is the question,, again?
Chairman WALSH. What is a living wage for an independent woman, or a
woman required to live upon her own exertions in the city of Los Angeles?
Mr. LETTS. As far as iny knowledge goes of the retail association, I don't

here.

know

I

think

can't, you can go
LETTS. It may be in the

If

you

of any investigation.

Chairman WALSH.
through your

list,

I

will

please.

take

that

up afterwards, then. You may go
to answer the questions as

You have undertaken

.submitted to you, have you?
Mr. LETTS. Yes, sir.
Chairman WALSH. Just .kindly read it, then. No. 1, wages and hours of
labor of the Broadway Department Store, by departments and occupations.
Mr. LETTS. May I give a prelude to that first question that would open up

the question

we have

before us?

Chairman WALSH. Yes, sir.
Mr. LETTS. Those employees
Chairman WALSH. Please pitch your voice as high as you possibly
Everyone seems to be interested in hearing it all.
Mr. LETTS. Thank you. If you will give
saying something just to open the matter.

Chairman WALSH.

me

can.

a personal privilege of briefly

Certainly.

Mr. LETTS. I have been probably very much misunderstood, misconstrued,
and under attack in the last few years on the wage question. I want to answer
everybody in the city of Los Angeles at this opportunity. I have asked the
State investigators, who have been through my business, to give me a written
statement of the conditions that they found. Up to the present time I have not
been able to get that, in a matter of justice to me, although I have even appealed to the judge of the superior court in San Francisco, who is one of the
commissioners. I have not been able to get it, and therefore this gives me an
opportunity perhaps to give the information to the public in general.
Chairman WALSH. This is the place for you to go into it deeply. Go right
into every phase of it, and every explanation you desire to make of industrial
conditions in your store, in your own way.
Mr. LETTS. Thank you. Those employees receiving less than $8 per week
are under 18 years of age. No boy or girl is employed at less than $6 per week.
And they must be 16 years of age. By the by, I have a schedule that is automatically raised. They get $6 a week if 16 years of age, $7 a week when 17
years of age, and $8 a week at 18 years of age. The figures I have given are
the minimum wages paid. As regards the maximum the only limit is each
In addition to this scale of wages,
employee's individual earning capacity.
.$20,000 or more is paid out annually in the form of P. M.'s and commissions.
Men who work overtime for departments other than their own, and are receiving a salary of less than $75 per month, are paid for such overtime. The
men are also paid overtime for the three evenings in which the store remains
open prior to Christmas. The minimum salary to junior help is $6 per week.
I would like to add that the reasons for these rules is that I do not think
it is necessary to bring back the men at night, for from my personal experience
I have found that this was not necessary if the department managers would
attend to their business in the early hours of the day.
In case of the younger employees the salaries are automatically advanced
according to the age. At 17 any employee can not receive less than $7 per
week, and when they reach the age of 18, no employee can receive less than
$8.50 per week, and all such employees must be living at home. The minimum
salary paid to sales people is .$8 per week. These sales people must live at
home and they must be advanced within one year to at least $9 per week.
The minimum salary paid at the Broadway Department Store to young women
supporting themselves and living away from home is $10 per week. The minimum salary paid to any woman who may have children depending upon her
for support is $12.
The salaries of sales people are governed largely by the
amount of their sales. In other words, a person capable of receiving $12 per
week in a certain department should take in a certain amount of money.
This sum differs in the various departments according to the expenses of selling.
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In a great number of the departments we give the employees a bonus of 2
per cent on all their sales over the amount they are expected to take in.
For extra help we pay not less than X2 per day for a full day, and not
less than $1.50 for services from 11 a. m. to 5.30 p. in.
A vacation of one week on full pay is granted to all employees who have
been with us for one year or over.
Hours of labor at the Broadway Department Store by departments and occupations hours of labor: The store opens at 9 o'clock a. in. and closes at
The female employees work under the State law which
5.30 o'clock p. in.
The male employees
forbids more than eight hours of labor in any one day.
report for work at 8 a. m., but are not considered late if they arrive before
S.I 5 a. in.
They work until 5.30 p. m., with an allowance of 45 minutes for
lunch, making the working day from eight and a half to eight and threeThe store is closed on Saturday afternoons during July and
1'ourths hours.
1

August.
Experience of the Broadway Department Store under the California eighthour law: The introduction of the eight-hour law made but little difference
to the Broadway Department Store for the reason that for more than a year
previous to this law going into effect the Broadway Department Store was
operating upon a schedule very close to eight hours. And right here, if you
will excuse me, I will say that the merchants of the city of Los Angeles are,
in my opinion, broad minded and the most liberal merchants in any city in
the United States in the handling of their help.
They have the humane
touch to it. They were operating the eight-hour law virtually, or eight and a
quarter hours, nearly two years before the State law went into effect. And
never once have they been pressed to do any of these things. They have
At that time the store opened at
voluntarily given these to their employees.
Wiih tin advent, of the new law, the opening hour
iVJO ;inil elided at 5. .",(.
1

changed from S.l'.u to 1) o'clock.
The new lav.', however, necessitated quite a few changes in (he methods of
carrying on our business, particularly at the inventory period, which occurs
twice a year. There is also some dilliculty in handling our business during
the three great rush days prior to Christmas, when the store is open (hiring
the evening, owing to the fact that the female employees can only work eight
This necessitates our engaging a large number of inexperienced help,
hours.
the regular employees cither reporting later in the day or leaving earlier iti
The eight-hour law may be said to work somewhat to a disthe evening.
sidvantago to the young women who have special ability along their particular
line and are anxious to advance to executive positions, for they lind it next
to impossible to have the work called for in these higher positions attended to
properly within eight hours. Personally, I think it is a very good thing that
the hours of women's labors are regulated by a Slate law, although I do
think the arbitrary limit of eight hours in any one day. under certain conditions, works a hardship both on the employer and the employe:-.
Safety and sanitary conditions at the Broadway Department Store safety:
The building is a classy, steel-frame, fireproof building, thoroughly equipped
with automatic sprinklers. From the third Moor up all the stairways are inclosed.
These stairways are provided with metal doors and handrails on both
sides.
All stairways are of iron.
All windows exposed to a possible fire hazard are of wired glass. There are four outside stairways from the basement
leading directly to the street. The plunger-type elevator has been established
at a great expense. It is claimed to be impossible for these elevators to drop
causing a serious accident. All elevator platforms are lighted electrically under
the edge, causing the passengers to unconsciously use care when entering
or leaving it.
Cork tiling has been laid in the front of the elevators to prevent slipping. All skylights are of wired glass and have heavy screens over
them. All electric tablet boards are protected by wired glass doors. All the
windows in the store are at least 34 inches from the floor. This is to prevent anyone from hanging over and losing their balance.
Steel lockers are
provided in the employees' cloakrooms. We have a well-trained private fire
with
department, thoroughly equipped
extinguishers, axes, hooks, tarpaulins,
and so forth. The building is equipped throughout with both private and
(Jamewell's auxiliary fire-alarm boxes.
Folding seats are provided for all
sales people
the type of seat which can not fall down.
Every electric light
in the building is controlled by an individual switch on the various tablet
boards, making it impossible for any employee to make a contact and receive
a shock. There is no electricity in the building of more than 220 volts either
wa.s
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for power or for lighting, thus eliminating tin* possibility of anyone being
seriously hurt from an electric current. The outside entrances to the building

are tiled with rubber in order to prevent slipping.
Safety and sanitary conditions ar the Broadway Department Store sanitation: All the lavatories in the building are of white tile and Italian marble,
our employees being furnished with individual towels and liquid soap. The
type of toilet used is the most sanitary known. The lavatories of the finest:
hotels are not superior to those provided for the employees of the Broadway

Department Store.
The number of lavatories, etc.,
women, 89; lavatories for women,
29

in the building is as follows: Toilets for
toilets for men, J',4
lavatories for men,

.~>4;

urinals for men, 21 total, 227.
There are lavatories and toilets on every
;

;

;

both men and women, those
for the men being on the north of the building and those for the women on the
In the delivery department shower baths have been provided for the
south.
use of our drivers. We have separate wash rooms, toilets, locker room, and
dining room for colored porters. The ceiling of the basement is 18 feet high,
thoroughly ventilated by a modern washed-air system, the air being changed
every 15 minutes. Sanitary drinking fountains are provided on all floors, the
drinking water being thoroughly cooled before passing to the fountains.
A vacuum-cleaning system is used for removing dirt and dust. We have a
thoroughly equipped hospital, with a nurse always in attendance.
Ability of individual employees or committees of employees to have their
grievances adjusted at the Broadway Department Store: This question is best
answered by submitting verbatim report of a talk I gave to my employees on
July 1 upon this very subject.
I have long recognized the possibility of my employees having a just grievance which might not reach me personally. In order to remove any barriers
that might exist between the employees and myself, I asked them to elect their
own committee, which committee I would be only too glad to cooperate with at
all times.
The employees of the Broadway Department Store have an association of their own, and this association publishes a magazine once a month.
I submit herewith the reference made by the Employees' Magazine to the
welfare and grievance committee. -And there was another article a month
later, which I also submit.
(The articles referred to were submitted in printed form.)
Chairman WALSH. Those are clippings made from the Employees' Magazine?
Mr. LETTS. Yes, sir. I am going to leave that for the commission to read.
I don't care to read them to the public.
Chairman WALSH. One moment. We will pause here for lunch. The hearing stands adjourned until 2 o'clock sharp. You may resume the stand at that
floor for

time.

(Whereupon, at 12.10 o'clock
p.

p. m.,

an adjournment was taken until

12

o'clock

m.)

AFTER IIECESS

Met pursuant

to adjournment.

2 P.

M.

Present as before.

Commissioner Commons,

acting chairman.

Acting Chairman COMMONS. The commission will be in order, please.
you proceed with your statement?

Mr.

Letts, will

TESTIMONY OF MR. ARTHUR LETTS

Continued.

Mr. LETTS. Mr. Chairman, I think I had reached the point, the question
"
"Particular features of the retail clerks' union to which objections are made?
I think if the reporter will keep me advised whether that is the point I had
reached or not I would be obliged. Later on, if you would ask me the question,
Mr. Chairman, I will give you the data on this committee with regard to what
grievances, if any, the employees of my establishment have. Unless you wish
it, I would not read the report at the present time.
Acting Chairman COMMONS. You might give us a summary of it in your own
words, without reading it. What is the form of organization, and what is the
nature of grievances that come up?
Mr. LETTS. Well, the organization, it is so broad that it would really take
And probably
all the reading of all this to embrace it, and it is quite lengthy.
after I get through you will ask me a question or two on it.
:
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Acting Chairman COMMONS. Well, let it go. then.
Mr. Li; TS. The next question asked me is the particular features of the retail
I don't know whether this moans
clerks' union, to which objection was made.
the objection to any special set of rules established by some retail clerks' union
that may now exist in this city, or whether the question is meant to be answered
in a general way; that is. whether there is any objection to the organization
of a retail clerks' union. If this question simply calls for a general opinion,
1 might stale that I don't think that there is any need for a clerks' union
in any store where the employer is in close touch with his employees and where
there is a hearty spirit of cooperation. This is particularly true at the Broadway Department. Store, where there is an employees' committee that takes up
all grievances, disputes, etc.. that may arise amongst the employees, and make
There would be
it a point to see that these disputes are settled satisfactorily.
jtn objection to a dorks' union whore the organization appointed some person
outside of the store to act for them, inasmuch as this party or parties would
become dependent upon keeping up strife and discord in order to hold their
positions, and there would be no such discord where the management and the
employees were working harmoniously. I have heard that there have at times
been attempts to f<>rm a retail clerks' union in this city, but owing to the lack
of interest or a desire lo become a member of such an organization on the
part of the retail clerks themselves the movement has never been a success.
1 see no difference between a retail clerks' union and any other union as far
as an objection is concerned, and looking at unions as a whole, it strikes me
that the wage obtained by the unions in any line of work automatically becomes
the maximum wage, for the reason that the inefficient worker is paid that certhat the more efficient worker seldom gets more, because, to begin
tain amount
with, his additional output only equalizes the results of the loss oHiciont worker,
and competition will not allow of the pay roll being materially inrroasod under
the circumstances. The more etlicient worker soon realizes that he is doing more
than his share, and tinding it harder under such circumstances to increase his
financial reward, soon be'-oines less efficient.
We have always experienced great ditllculty in obtaining sufficient of the
higher grade of help.
What has been done by the Broadway Department Store to improve working
conditions as regards wages and hour of labor: The Broadway Department
Store has made it a point to constantly advance wages, keeping in touch with
the increased cost of living, etc. Our wage scales are gone over somiannually
by the superintendent and the management, and advances are mad" according
to merit and service. In addition to this, the superintendent is furnished each
week with a salary chart, showing how much each employee has been paid
and how much they have actually earned, according to our business experience.
There is not a week passes without some advamvs being made, either on
account of age of those under IS or on account of service, merit, or ability.
P. M.'s are paid in all of the selling departments, and in a number of selling
departments extra commissions are paid, as explained in the data relative to
wages.
Hours of labor: Ever since the Broadway Department Store was founded I
have had the interest of my employees at h-art, and tirmly believe that therein
lies one of the fundamental reasons for the growth and development of the
i

:

business.
I
started

the Broadway Department Store in the year 1800.
During the
of 1898. just two years after the opening of the store, I felt that my
employees should have more out-of-door recreation during the summer; consequently. I gave them a half holiday every Thursday afternoon during July and
August. Although T started alone in this. I never regretted taking the step.
A few years later, when other merchants joined in the summer-closing movement. I voluntarily changed the afternoon holiday from Thursday to Saturday,
so that the employees of all the stores might l>e free on the same day.
Regarding my attitude toward shorter hours for employees, I beg to submit
copy of letter I addressed to the merchants and manufacturers' association on
this subject on January 9, 1903:

summer

"
OKNTLKMKN T believe the time has come when the stores in this city should
be closed at 6 o'clock Saturday evenings. In this hustling age monetary considerations are apt to engross the employers' attention to the exclusion of the
I believe that the health and happiness of my mostemployees' interests.
humble employee is of greater importance than the profits of my business. I
:
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"would suggest that this matter be brought before your next meeting and a movement started toward this end.
"
ARTHUR LETTS."

The agitation thus started continued until October, 3000, when the large
stores of the city agreed to dose promptly at
o'clock and thereby eliminate
Saturday night work of the employee's.
One of the happiest moments of my life was on November 17, 1906, when my

employees gathered in a body and presented me with a magnificent silver plaque
in token of their appreciation of what had been done toward making their worklife more pleasant.
As the business of the Broadway Department Staore prospered and a few
more years went by I once more decided voluntarily to reduce the working
hours of my employees, and in January, 1910, announced that instead of opening at 8 o'clock in the morning and closing at G in the evening, the new hours of
the Broadway Department Store would be from 8.30 to 5.30, and this full hour
would be taken off of each day without any reduction in salaries. I want to tell
you, ladies and gentlemen and commissioners, that I didn't consult a living soul,
not a soul. These new hours \vent effect in January, 1910, more than a year
before the eight-hour law for women was suggested in the State legislature at
Sacramento. To this my employees again responded with an expression of their
appreciation in the form of an elaborate sheepskin parchment, hand engrossed

ing

I submit copy of that also.
(The reproduction of the sheepskin parchment was submitted.)
It has always been my aim to do whatever possible toward the promoting of
the health and happiness of my employees.
What has been done by the Broadway Department Store to improve working
conditions as regards safety and sanitation? This question has been amply
covered by the data I have furnished regarding safety and sanitary conditions
I wish to supplement that information,
at the Broadway Department Store.
however, with a few photographs which might be of interest. I submit photographs of the toilets, rest room, and so on.
Hospital A complete sanitary hospital is located in our building, with a competent nurse always in charge. Any employee feeling indisposed is at perfect
1
I submit a photograph
of the
liberty to retire to this hospital at any time.
I
also
submit
a
of
the
cafeteria.
photograph
hospital.
Note the abundance of light and fresh air. The ceiling and walls had not
been tinted at the time this photograph was taken.
Smoking room for men employees: Smoking in the various departments
throughout the building is prohibited for numerous reasons. This room, however, has been set apart for the men employees, where they may enjoy their
tobacco after lunch or during their own time. I submit a photograph of the
smoking room.
Women's rest room: This is a large, airy room on the eighth floor, overlooking Broadway. It is furnished with plenty of comfortable chairs, writing
desk, and so forth, and also contains a library. The floor is carpeted with dark
green Wilton velvet carpet, giving the room a very restful appearance. The
walls and ceiling had not been tinted at the time this photograph was taken.
I submit the photograph of the women's rest room.
Sewing room: This sewing room is provided for the use of the women employees who have sewing to do for their personal use and who have no sewing
machine available at home. They are free to use this machine at any time
I submit a photograph of the sewing
vrhen they are not actually on duty.

arid illumined.

:

room.
Silence room Adjoining the women's rest room is a silence room. Should a
be suffering from a headache, and so forth, she may retire here for a rest.
I submit a photograph of the silence room.
Strict silence is maintained.
Auditorium: This auditorium seats 350 people, and is used for meetings of all
kinds. Musicales are given on Wednesday mornings, with entertainments and
talks from outside speakers. In reference to that I might say that my business
has several organizations composed of employees, and the firm has absolutely
nothing to do with it in any way, shape, or form. And they have meetings, I
think, once a week. Kverything is voluntary. They come and meet there, and
they get an outside talker, I think, about a quarter past 8 they meet in the
morning, and it is for self-education and self-advancement. This auditorium
was given for their use.
:

girl
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Seats for employees: This photograph [indicating] shows the style of seat
Sufficient seats are furfurnished, so installed that they can not fall down.
nished for all women employees. This has been in the store for 15 years.
Adjustment of individual grievances Possibly this would be where that matter
might come up. The Broadway Department Store has never in its experience
had any trouble in adjusting any grievance of its employees. There has always
been the spirit of friendship and cooperation between the management and the
employees themselves. At any time any employee has felt that the superintendent has not adjusted his or her grievance satisfactorily they have had the
privilege of coming to the management, who has always made it a special point
to take up any grievance of the employee. In addition to this as proprietor of
the Broadway Department Store I have always made the employees feel that
they are welcome in my office to take up with me any special matter that they
have felt was being overlooked or was not adjusted satisfactorily by the superintendent or the management. I wish to call your attention to the scope of the
employees' committee which was outlined to you under your previous question
regarding the ability of individual employees to have their grievances adjusted.
In addition to the employees' committee we have a woman who is assistant
to the superintendent, and whose duty, in addition to that of conducting classes
in salesmanship, is to keep in touch with the welfare of the employees, particularly of the women, and see that matters are taken up with her which otherwise
are not adjusted.
For removing friction between the employers and employees : I have always
I believe,
felt that friction between employer and employees was unnecessary.
however, that there are many cases where friction does oxist. I think that the
remedy is purely educational. What is needed is for some big man in the
community, and preferably a leader in his particular trade or business, to take
a wide view of existing conditions; in other words, bringing a humane touch
to bear upon his business, and, having put. his own house in order, so to speak,
urge his fellow employers to do likewise, never letting up until great results
have been accomplished. If the management of every business would only watch
the work of their employees carefully and reward merit and ability promptly
and satisfactorily, there would be no such thing as friction, for it is a great
satisfaction to the employees to know that their work is taken note of and that
they are given the opportunity of advancement when such opportunity occurs.
I may state that in the Broadway Department Store practically all of the
assistant managers and two-thirds of the managers have been advanced front
the rank and tile.
I'd- insuring that Improvements in wages and working conditions are made as
rapidly as economic conditions justify: The best method of insuring improvements in wages is to department i/o the business and hold the management of
each section or department responsible for the management of his department
and to see that his people are promptly advanced as conditions merit and ability
warrants. In addition to this, the p-neral superintendent of the house should.
receive weekly reports as to wages and conditions of each department and
keep in close touch with the manager of each department.
For speedy and just settlement of such industrial disputes as may arise: The
most satisfactory manner in which to settle any dispute that may arise is to
have the parties at grievance meet with the management immediately and
enter into a full discussion.
If this is gone at in the spirit of cooperation
between the management and the employees there will be very little difficulty
in settling any dispute.
In the 18 years that the Broadway Department Store
has been in existence there has not been at any time any difficulty in settling
any trouble that the employees may have had.
For insuring that the interests of the public are protected: The interests of
the public are best protected by securing from the employees cooperation and
loyalty to the house in such a way as to attract the attention of the buying
Whenever any dispute or grievance of any sort may have arisen the
public.
customer should be granted an immediate audience, with some one in authority,
and such dispute or grievance should be given a thorough and immediate investigation, always allowing the customer the benefit of the doubt. The
foundation stones of the Broadway Department Store have always been truth,
courtesy, liberality, and value.
If in this question of the interests of the public it is taken to mean that they
receive full measure, full weight, and so on, I might state that this has been
taken care of by the national pure-food law and California Senate bill No.
32, approved June 16, 1913 ; also a State law to indicate the net weight of food.

:
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stuffs intended to be used, or

prepared for use as food when sold

in containers,

and passed by the California Legislature, senate bill 788, approved May 1*7,
1913; also city ordinance on weight and measures No. 18000, approved April
14, 1909; also State law and city ordinance on fraudulent advertising.

As

to my ideas along constructive lines, beg to submit for your consideration
article under the heading "Progressive retail methods," written by me and
recently published in a special edition of the Dry Goods Economist." In this
article I covered the subject perhaps more fully than can be done by merely

an

answering your question,
I submit the printed matter here.
What has the open-shop policy in Los Angeles done for the community as
regards establishment and maintenance of a high standard of living for all
classes? I believe that the open-shop policy in the city of Los Angeles has
enabled great numbers of the working people to obtain employment regardless
It has given the city a freedom of living and a
of their past experience.
reputation among the Eastern States that has brought and is still bringing
industries of all kinds to locate in this city and surrounding suburbs.
As regards high standards of living, it is a well-known fact that there is
no city in the United States where the workingmen live in such pleasant
homes, thousands of them owning their homes; and in no city is there less
poverty and fewer slums.
What has the open-shop policy in Los Angeles done for the community as
regards assurance of regularity of work and decrease of unemployed? Assuming that the open-shop policy has been the big factor in the building up of Los
Angeles, it would necessarily follow that there is a greater assurance of reguI believe it has been a factor in
larity of work and decrease of unemployed.
enabling all classes to obtain work regardless of their affiliation or not with
any of the labor organizations.
What has the open-shop policy in Los Angeles done for the community as
regards protection of the industrial and civil rights of individuals? This is
a question that I hardly know how to answer. In fact, I can not say that I
thoroughly understand the question. It is my opinion that the open-shop policy
has resulted in a democratic community, where all have equal rights.
What has the open-shop policy in Los Angeles done for the community as
regards general and technical education and the ability to secure thorough
mastery of trade? I believe the open-shop policy has allowed all to secure an
equal opportunity of mastering any trade. So far as the dry goods business is
concerned, the Broadway Department Store has always maintained a school
for the education and instruction of its younger people, and has always held
regular classes on salesmanship for the selling force, with special lectures on
the different lines of merchandise handled, all of which gives material aid and

The public schools are now taking up
technical education to the employee.
vocational training and the merchants of Los Angeles are sending a number of
their employees to these classes daily.
Those are the questions submitted to me, and the answer cover them.
Acting Chairman COMMONS. Submit it to the stenographer. Mr. O'Connell has
some questions to ask.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Mr. Letts, I want to discuss with you briefly the
question of organization of the clerks. You say you think it would not be for
their best interest the interest of the body specially if you were to attempt
to deal with some not in your employ. You are a member of various organizations yourself, you say?
Mr. LETTS. Yes, sir.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Associations?
Mr. LETTS. Yes, sir.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. I suppose this association has represented other
employees, has some person to represent or speak for this association, like, for
repreinstance, an attorney at times, a secretary, president, or executive board
sent the organization in some capacity. I suppose you, as a business man, have
business in which your attorney represents you, with a clientele of various
kinds, and that you might deal with representatives of corporations and their
attorney or representative that you buy goods from corporations through their
representatives, and in that sense you deal with the representatives of men in
the walks in life in which you come in touch with. Isn't it fair to concede that
the wageworkers should have the same right to be heard by representatives as
all other industries or commercial interests or financial interests?
1

;
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Mr. LETTS. You don't understand me, Mr. Commissioner, if you think I believe
I think they have that perfect right, and I concede
I do not.
different.
still further that I think that labor unions are a good thing, but not as they are
at present managed, and I speak iVom my own experience with them.
Commissioner O'Cowjnxu Then, it is the matter of the management that you

any

object to?

Mr. LETTS. I think that is the main trouble with them to-day.
Commissioner OX 'ON NELL. And not to the organization itself?
Mr. LETTS. No, sir. I think they have the same right to organize, and if they
can get higher wages I think they have a perfect right, and I am glad of it.
Commissioner O'CONNKLI.. And by what method is this grievance committee in
your store selected or elected or appointed?
Mr. LETTS. They are selected and elected, purely and simply, among themI suggested there should not be anyone on that commission or comselves.
mittee higher than the position of salesman, because I wanted the close touch
with the rank and tile unrestricted.
Commissioner O'CoxxKi.i.. And if a clerk is discharged for some purpose by
some one in authority and she takes her case to this adjustment committee or
grievance committee, if she desires to do so is that the way?
Mr. LETTS. Yes, sir. And they take it up and investigate it, and if it has beH
unjust they are reinstated. I might say there have been two people reinstated
and the people put back to work.
Commissioner O'CONNKI.L. Is the firm bound by the decision of this committee by the decision this committee may reach?
Mr. LETTS. We discuss it together, and the thing is settled, and if there is any
evidence that they haven't known it is produced before that committee. Sometimes some one is dismissed for a reason we can not or do not care to tell them.
Commissioner <)'Co\ \KI.I.. Who is the finality on the proposition, saying the
word that "You can" or " Y'ou can not work"?
But the superintendent is the man
Mr. LKTTS. The manager or myself.
who hires and discharges, and if there is any grievance it is taken out of his
hands. I found that that committee has had a tremendous good effect on the
business eniiivly. Ii is strange that a man taken from the ranks, who is given
authority, should want to hear down on the very people toward whom he should
be kindly disposed. I have never seen it fail once, that the man who is taken
from the ranks and placed in authority, but what he wanted to bear down on
those ranks. And thai is one point that has pleased me more than anything in
this conimiiteo, that it makes the other fellow in authority who steps up stop
and hesitate how they are going to treat the rank and file, the man under him.
Commissioner <>'Cox.\Ki.i.. I understand from the statement that you read
that you were favorable toward the shorter week rather than toward the shorter

workday?
Mr. LETTS. I think. Mr. Commissioner, that instead of an arbitrary eighthour day a -IS-hour week would be preferable, not only to the employer but
to many of the employees, by which their work could be better regulated.
Commissioner O'CONNKI.I.. Would that mean that you would work the clerk
8 hours one day and ]:.' hours the next, and so on, so that it would only average
48 hours a week V
Mr. LKTTS. It doesn't mean that strong average.
It might mean an hour
extra sonic day.
It doesn't mean that all along.
It might be in one particular branch, but I think the employees themselves would like it that way.
Commissioner O'CONNKLL. It would result probably in having a number of
clerks who would be held in waiting that they would work later probably?
Mr. LETTS. Yes; it could be arranged.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. That is, you might arrange it if you don't know
now. I don't know whether you do or not to keep your store open Saturday
night?

Mr. LETTS. No, sir; we never, and
Commissioner O'CONNELL. All the

I

am

thankful to say that

stores

in

Seattle

close

is so.

on

Saturday

night
Mr. LKTTN. This is Los Angeles, sir.
Commissioner O'COX.NELL. I mean Los Angeles. Do you know whether any
of the stores, including your own, have the system of asking their clerks ti>
come in the morning, say, 8 o'clock, for some instruction as to how to sell
goods or to learn the materials and fabrics?
Mr. LKTT.S. I don't know of anyone.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. I have got here a number of notices.
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Mr. LETTS. As I heard one of the witnesses on the stand say this morning,
thought it might allude to that association of mine, so I made inquiries while
was at lunch, and particularly emphasized the point as to whether we had
anything to do with it, and he said absolutely nothing; that that auditorium
is given to the employees and the use it for self-education, or to bring outside
speakers who will talk to them along some particular lines.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Here is a notice or circular; I won't give the date:
"
Eight o'clock in the morning. This means 8 o'clock not a minute later."
Mr. LETTS. Yes. I wouldn't know anything of that.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Here is another one: "Meet at 8 o'clock in the
and one minute." Here is
morning, sharp." Another one: "Eight o'clock
"
another one " Eight o'clock." Another one
Eight o'clock." Another one :
I
I

;

:

:

"Eight

o'clock."

All giving lectures or something; demonstration of some kind.
Wouldn't
that appeal to clerks, especially timid girls and young women who were employed, if they did not come there and apparently get that schooling, that it

might interfere with their employment?
Mr. LETTS. I don't think so. Not in my business, anyway.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. If the employer invites help to come an hour
earlier, or half an hour earlier than the regular opening time in the morning,
would it not be fair to expect that they should be compensated?
Mr. LETTS. Under the eight-hour law I don't know how you would.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Couldn't your business be so arranged that they
might come half an hour earlier and get off
Mr. LETTS. Mr. Commissioner, good American citizens obey the law, and
the retail merchants in Los Angeles I think are good citizens.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. It wouldn't stretch their morals at all, I suppose, to invite the clerks an hour earlier.
Mr. LETTS. And let them go an hour, leave an hour earlier?
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Any regulation at all that you might desire to
make so long as the clerk would be compensated for the employer teaching
her the best method to sell goods for him.
Mr. LETTS. According to my construction of. the eight-hour la\v that would
not be possible.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. The only reason you think or have for not changing is because the law would prevent you?
Mr. LETTS. I didn't say that, Mr. Commissioner.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. You spoke about the bonus system in your store,
compensating help by bonuses for increased sales, that that was to encourage
their efficiency. Is there no other purpose in that wouldn't that tend to inculcate and encourage in the saleslady or salesman some other thing other than
efficiency in order to sell goods and make money?
Mr. LETTS. I don't know what other thing you imply or think of. I do not
;

know" of any.

Commissioner O'CONNELL. Might not the clerk get the idea and tell a purchaser that the goods were something they were not so as to make a sale?
Mr. LETTS. Beg pardon?
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Might not the clerk get the idea that it would be
a good thing to tell the purchaser that the goods were just what they were not?
Mr. LETTS. My policy, sir, is absolute honesty in business. I would dismiss
any employee w ho misrepresented merchandise. That is one of the things I do
not hesitate a second.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. You allow something for selling old goods?
Mr. LETTS. Yes, sir. I wish at the same time to state that under my system
of merchandising there Avas only 5 per cent of the merchandise that on the lirst
I mean by that that when the inof this year was more than 1 year old.
ventory was taken on December 31, 1913, there was only 5 per cent of the merchandise represented by that inventory that was purchased prior to the year
r

1913.

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Passe.
Mr. LETTS. Passe. Thank you, Mr. AVeinstock.
it

The

price goes down,

and out

goes.

Commissioner O'CONNELL. Do you have any system of fining your clerks for
mistakes?
Mr. LETTS. No, sir; I do not, and never believe in it. And I preach the docI went 15,000 miles in the
trine did this year all through Hie United States
interest of the national association, and in all cities I spoke very harshly and

1
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very strongly against such a thing.
gether wrong.

I don't think

it

Commissioner O'COXXELL. You have a basement
ment department?
Mr. LETTS. Yes, sir. Of course you understand

is

right.

I

think

it is

alto-

in

your store; have a base-

it

is

a store that has

been

recently built.

Commissioner O'COXXET.T.. Of course it is supposed you have every modern
advantage, getting fresh air there, and so forth?
Mr. LETTS. The very best that money can buy, sir. I believe the employees
are entitled to it. and also the customers. I do not know anything superior. If
I did I should have it.
Commissioner O'COXXELL. I don't want to ask about the condition in other
stores.

know the other stores. That is also one of my strong
the employees should be given the best there is.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Has your local association discussed the question
of wages, hours, and conditions of employment?
Mr. LETTS. I can not remember that we have ever discussed the matter of
wages, although we may have done so at some time. The hours of labor, as I
said a moment ago, they wished to change from the present schedule, 9 a. m. to
to G. and I was opposed to it.
5.30 p. m., to half past
Commissioner O'COXXEI.L. Have your clerks organized among themselves any
beneficial association?
Mr. LETTS. They have; yes, sir.
Commissioner O'COXXKI.I.. That is a question that association is carried on
and controlled absolutely by the clerks themselves?
Mr. LETTS. Absolutely.
Commissioner O'CONXELI.. Have you a constitution and by-laws which
Mr. LETTS.

points.

I don't

I believe

govern ?
Mr. LETTS. That

is governed by themselves.
Commissioner O'('O.\NKU.. Will you see we are furnished with a copy of

those by-laws?
Mr. LETTS. T will yes. sir. If any of you want" anything I want you to
understand. Mr. Commissioner, that my establishment is open for you to go
through and ask any question that you choose to ask, and I will freely answer
you.
(A booklet entitled "Constitution and P>y-La\vs of the P.roadway Department
Store I'.riictit Association," Los Angeles, Cal.. was submitted in printed form.)
Chairman WALSH. Mr. ("Jarretson would like to ask you some questions.
Commissioner <:.M:I;KTSO\. Tin- query was handed me during the last recess,
Mr. Letts, with the request for your answer upon two things, and it; was not
the sentiment that was expressed that was unfriendly, but they said that they
had heard repeatedly and they desired to know whether it was true or not:
Is there any charge in your store for any form of tuition that you give to any
of the employ.
Mr. LETTS. Not at all, nothing asked, there is absolutely nothing.
Commissioner AI:I:KI SON. In regard to lockers or anything of that kind.
Mr. LETTS. There is. 1 believe, a charge of 25 cents. Now, I don't know that
is right or not, but I believe there is a charge of 25 cents for the key, which is
refunded when the key is brought back, otherwise we would be supplying two
or three keys a week they would be left at home, or they don't know where
they are, and then the key would be left some place and somebody else would
get the key and a man would come and say he lost his hat, and we would have
to furnish a new hat, as we do, or a new coat, and that is the reason.
Commissioner GAUKETSOX. That is simply a guarantee for the care of the key,
;

(

J

;

is refunded when returned?
Mr. LETTS. That is all, sir.
Commissioner GAKKETSON. You made the statement about the spirit of absolutism in a man who comes from the ranks and is put in control over other
Mr. LETTS. You are getting that a little strong.
Commissioner GARRETSON. I am putting my own interpretation from own

and

experience.
Mr. LETTS. I shouldn't

make

it

quite so strong.

Commissioner GAKKKTSOX. Good. How will you phrase it?
Mr. LETTS. I did phrase it about right. I said he will bear down on the
others and show his authority.
Commissioner GARRETSON. Good.
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Mr. LETTS. That is better, I think, if you will pardon me.
Commissioner GARRETSON. The man that will boar down, show his authority,
who comes up from the ranks do you know that even with the mere existence
of a committeee, leaving organization out, just a committee, it will make that
man more temperate and of a less dictatorial spirit?
Mr. LETTS. That is the very point, Mr. Commissioner. It will check him up
and make him feel he had better go slow. I want to tell you that I have
guaranteed in public statements maybe a little too much sentiment in it for
business but I told this committee before the entire establishment that I would
guarantee that anyone on that commit loo, through any act that they did while
serving on that committee, I would discharge the man above them; that they
should not be discharged.
Commissioner GARRETSON. You wouldn't stand for petty tyranny?
Mr. LETTS. I have gone even further than that and told this committee that
anything they tell me in this office is absolutely secret. I want that committee
to do work that will be of. benefit not only to us but to the whole of the United
States, because I believe there is the key to the situation.
Commissioner GARRETSON. Were you here yesterday?
Mr. LETTS. No, sir.
Commissioner GARRETSON. Well, testimony was offered here yesterday including newspaper excerpts, in regard to a boycott that was at one time in
effect against the Record newspaper on account of its affiliation with labor
interests that it had been boycotted by some interests in the matter of adverDid your organization; that is, the local organization of dry goods
tising.
yours is only dry goods?
Mr. LETTS. Dry goods.
Commissioner GARRETSON. Does your organization take any formal cognizance
of the existence of such a boycott ?
have probably discussed informally
Mr. LETTS. Not to my knowledge.
together, ourselves, the methods in which the newspaper was conducting itself.
I must state that I did not like its policy. I think, Mr. Commissioner, that any
newspaper or any man or any body of men that are working for the purpose
of raising animosity between the employer and employee is not a fit person incorporation or paper to be patronized. That is my stand.
Commissioner GARRETSON. You do not draw the line of discrimination as to
whether they were following one line or the other, if that was their punmso
and object?
Mr. LETTS. No they were agitators.
Commissioner GARRETSON. I see. If the same policy had been pursued by n
paper that was aligned with the employer, you would hold it just as pernicious?
Mr. LETTS: I would, no matter which side they were for.
Commissioner GARRETSON. Personally, then, you know nothing in regard
,

;

We

;

Mr. LETTS. I don't think there was a boycott.
Commissioner GARRETSON. Of their withdrawing of advertising or patronage?
Mr. LETTS. If there was a boycott, I don't know it.
Commissioner GARRETSON. That is all.

Chairman WALSH. Any other questions?

Commissioner WEIXSTOCK. What is your opinion, Mr. Letts, of the workmen's
compensation act?
Mr. LETTS. The workmen's compensation act, I think, is one of the best acts
the State of California has passed. It may be possible that it should have a
I could not give you any details of just what I mean,
little bit more balance.
but I think the workmen's compensation act probably was passed without seeing
all the angles.
But I think time will cure it of any defects it may have.
think that employers will come to feel that the State of California did a very
great thing when it passed the workmen's compensation act. I will take myself,
for instance, as an illustration, if I am allowed to give this "illustration. Through
no fault of my own or any measure in which I could have saved the accident,
an employee crowded herself into an elevator when she was told the elevator
was crowded, and she browbeat the elevator boy, told him she would report
Inin to the superintendent, so he let her get in, and her dress caught and pulled
up and her leg was broken. Well, unfortunately, there are people in this world
practicing law that love to get cases like that, and the first thing I knew I had
I sympaa damage suit of $50,000 against me. I tried to got near to the party.
thized with her. I was very, very sorry that she was hurt. But I could not
and she was awarded $15,000 or $18,000 damages. Now, that employee was
I

;
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getting some ten or twelve dollars per week, yet the jury awarded her a sum
that figured out at about $16 a week for the balance of an average life. I don't
believe that the poor woman got over $1,500 or $2,000 of the sum of money
awarded her by the jury. The rest went to the doctors, the hospital, and the
Now that is all avoided. That is one phase of it. Anattorneys, I guess.
other phase of it is that if a man or a woman gets hurt in their duties, tine
employees are taken care of, and they don't become an object of charity on the
community. I am fully in sympathy with the workmen's compensation law.
KIN.STOCK. In the beginning, Mr. Letts, there were a great
Commissioner
many employers who probably through a misunderstanding or through not being
familiar willi tin- spirit of the law opposed it very much thought it would be a
great burden upon industry. Were you one of those?
Mr. LETTS. I am afraid, Mr. Commissioner, I will have to plead guilty to being
a little bit scary of it.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. But the administration of the law has satisfied
you that that was an error?
Mr. LETTS. Yes, si" I wish it had boon in force five or six years sooner than
it was.
<:, airman WALSH. Thank you. Mr. Letts; that is all.
Mr. LETTS. I will furnish you with this: and. Mr. Commissioner, if you will
do me the honor to come through my establishment, I will show you that vrhich
will bear out the statements \vhirh I have already made.
Chairman WALSH. Mr. Chamberlain.

W

;

TESTIMONY OF MR. W.
Chairman WALSH.

E.

CHAMBERLAIN.

Please bo in perfect order, ladies and gentlemen.

State

you name.
Mr. CHAMIIKKLAIN. W. K. Chamberlain.
i-

Chairman WALSH. Your bush,.
Mr. CIIAMI:KI:I..\IN. Manager Hamburger's Department Store.
Chairman WALSH. How long have you been manager of the Hamburger Denartmont Store?
Mr. CHAMBKUI.AIN. Well,
only a

1'e\v

years,

1

I

have sort of grown into the position.

Seriously.

gu<

Chairman WALSH. Is that operated by a corporation or a partnership or an
individual V
Mr. CHAMBKKLAIN. Close corporation.
Chairman WALMI. A corporation of the State of California?
Mr. CHAMBKKLAIX. Yes. sir.
Chairman WALSH. And what is its capital stock, please?
Mr. CHA.MISKHI.AIN. T\vo hundred thousand doll.-,
Chairman WALSH. How long have you resided in Los Angeles?
Mr. CHAMBKKLAIN. Nearly L'S years.
Chairman WALSH. Hnw long have you been with that concern?
Mr. CHAMHKULAIN. The same length of time.
Chairman WALSH. In what capacities
Mr. CHAMBKULAIN. Well. I started trucking freight when I first came with
them nearly L'S years a^<>.
Chairman WALSH. At what salary?
Mr. CHAMHKULAIN. Six dollars a week.
Chairman WALSH. How long ago was that, you say?
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. Nearly US years ago.
Chairman WALSH. Twenty -eight years ago. Now, how many employees does
A. Hamburger .V Sons have, please V
Mr. CHAMBLKLAIN. I think about eleven or twelve hundred at the present
time.
Chairman WALSH. How are they divided as to sexes?
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. I do not know that exactly. I should think about 60 per
cent female.
Chairman WALSH. About 60 per cent?
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. I think so.
Chairman WALSH. Have you been served with a list of questions?
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. Yes, sir.
Chairman WALSH. Have you undertaken to make written answers to them?
1

.'

Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. No,

sir.
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Chairman WALSH. Well, then, we will take them up seriatim, please. First,
the hours of labor at A. Hamburger & Sons.
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. Females, 8 hours. All male employees, except drivers,
S hours and 15 minutes no not all some male employees 8 hours, some 8
hours and 15 minutes, and drivers 9 hours and 30 minutes.
Chairman WALSH. How many drivers have you?
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. I think about 12 or 15 drivers and helpers that we employ
direct.
We contract some of our delivering outside.
Chairman WALSH. I would like to have you detail now the wages by classes,
;

;

Mr. Chamberlain.
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. Messengers are paid $5, $6, and $7 a week. We have a
weekly pay roll the average is .$5.77. Salesmen are paid from $10 to $35 per
week. The average is $20.86. Saleswomen from $8 to $30, the average being
;

$10.66.

Drivers

Chairman WALSH. Say,
mid give us as you come

I wish you would please classify that a little closer
to those the number and the minimum pay and the

maximum.
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. I haven't those figures with me, Mr. Commissioner. I
I
It would be a matter of statistics.
could not give them from memory.
haven't them with me.
Chairman WALSH. Please give me the first one over again.
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. Messengers, $5, $6, and $7 a week, the average being
$5.77 at present.

Chairman WALSH. How many of those have you?
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. I could not tell you.
Chairman WALSH. Approximately.
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. Not a great number.
Chairman WALSH. Well, what is the next classification you have there?
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. Salesmen, $10 to $35 average, $20.86.
Chairman WALSH. How many have you altogether; how many salesmen?
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. I could not tell you accurately.
Chairman WALSH. Well, who drew off that statement through which the average was arrived at?
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. The paymaster gave me those figures.
Chairman WALSH. Well, will you please submit to us a copy of your pay roll
from which we could gather that?
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. You would like the number of people employed at each
wage?
Chairman WALSH. At each wage; yes, sir.
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. That is easily ascertained.
Chairman WALSH. And the capacity, of course, in which the man is employed,
or woman.
Chairman WALSH. You will furnish that to the commission, will you, as soon
;

as you can?

Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. Yes.
(See Chamberlain exhibit.)

Chairman WALSH. Well, then, go ahead with your averages, just as you
have them there, please.
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. Drivers are paid $15, with periodical advances to $18.
But we have only been employing drivers ourselves a very short time, and the
average to-day is $15.70. It has been less than a year that we have employed
any drivers of our own.
Chairman WALSH. You could not give us any information beyond that
called for in those other classifications, I take it?
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. Not just now. I haven't the figures.
Chairman WALSH. You will furnish it with the others?
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. Yes.
(See Chamberlain exhibit.)
Chairman WALSH. Well proceed, then.
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. Mechanics are paid an average of $19.86 per week. They
work eight hours. The engineers in three shifts, other mechanics simply
straight eight hours.
Chairman WALSH. Where are the mechanics employed in your store, please?
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. About the building, such as engineers and firemen.

Chairman WALSH. And handy men have you any upholstery department and
such things as that; do you do any manufacturing?
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Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. Very
i-;ii!ie

things of that sort.

little

We

manufacturing.

do some repairing and

-

Chairman WALSH. Do you have some cabinetmakers?
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. We don't do any cabinetmaking.

We

do touching up of

furniture.

Chairman WALSH. How many men do you have at work on that?
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. I think three or four.
Chairman WALSH. Three or four?
Mr. CHAMBEKLAIN. I think so.
Chairman WALSH. What are the wages that you pay your repair men or
your cabinetworkers?
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. I haven't these before

m.e,

any segregation of that kind.

The average, I think, is included in this $19.86 a week.
Chairman WALSH. Well proceed, then.
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. I believe that practically covers, with some minor details.
We have some tailors in the house who do alteration work, not manufacturing,
both men and women, and their wages run from $15 to $25 a week, with a
probable average of a

Chairman WALSH.
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN.
Chairman WALSH.
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN.
Chairman WALSH.
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN.
Chairman WALSH.
only men?
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN.
Chairman WALSH.
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN.

I haven't the exact average before me.
little less than $20.
Well, you will give us that also?
I can give you the details of that if you wish it.
Well proceed, then, with your wage scale.
That is about the extent of it.
Did you give all of the women?
The women, the average?
I understood that the salesmen that you mentioned were

No; women are $8

to $30, with an average of $10.66.
your minimum pay for a saleswoman?
Eight dollars is the minimum pay for anyone in the
building who does not live with their parents or with some family.
Chairman WALSH. Well, how many do you have that live with their parents?
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. I could not tell you.
Is $8

Chairman WALSH. Or are partially supported.
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. I could not tell you the number. I can include that.
Chairman WALSH. Is there any effort made to single out persons or women
that live with families or are partially supported by some one else?
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. That question is always asked when they are employed.
If

any doubt

arises, it is investigated to verify the statement.

Chairman WALSH. Is any preference given to a person so situated?
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. Well, I don't know that it is directly but no one is emd for less than $8. That has been the rule for several years.
Chairman WALSH. You are a member of the retail dry -goods association?
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. Our firm is; yes, sir.
Chairman WALSH. Local, State, and National?
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. Yes, sir.
Chairman WALSH. And how did you happen to establish that minimum wage
;

of $8?

Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. I don't remember the <-x:u-t details of it. It was a matter
some time ago.
Chairman WALSH. In the association or just among yourselves?
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. No, no among ourselves.
Chairman WALSH. Was it ever discussed in either one of the associations of
retail dry -goods concerns?
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. So far as I know, not until we were requested by the
commission, the State commission which was appointed, to give them all the
information and assistance that we could, and then the subject was discussed
several times in the interest of getting what information we could with them.
Chairman WALSH. Did you furnish any of the information yourself to the
of discussion

;

commission?
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. Yes.

Chairman WALSH. And did you advocate any
minimum wage for women?
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. No,

particular

amount as the

sir.

Chairman WALSH. Upon what amount per week in Los Angeles can an independent woman, required to maintain herself, do so in decency and comfort?
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. That is a problem, Mr. Commissioner, that the Statecon. mission on that subject has been working on very hard for a number of
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months and has discussed

to a Creator or less decree with retail merchants and
doubtless with other employers in other lines. And, so far as I know, they have
as yet been unable to determine what that should be. I am sure I could not
conjecture.
Chairman WALSH. Well, have you tried to get information about it during
the time that you have been in business?
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. About the cost of loving?
Chairman WALSH. Yes; about the cost of living upon which to establish a

wage

for

women.

It is a matter that is a pretty big problem Mr. Commissioner, as you doubtless know yourself. That it is something that requires
considerable study to get anything intelligent on it. Even this commission,
as I believe they have very great facilities for ascertaining those conditions,
and they have certainly, as far as I know, had the assistance of employers as
far as possible, and I think they are experiencing some difficulty in satisfying
themselves as to what that should be.
Chairman WALSH. Well, have you ever endeavored to find out a minimum
wage or a living wage, a fair living wage upon which to base the payments

Mr. CHAMBERLAIN.

made to your own employees ?
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. I haven't gone into the thing seriously at

to be

all

anything

of that kind.

Chairman WALSH. Now,
sanitary conditions of your

going to the next question then, as to safety
store.

and

Our building is
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. Those points are thoroughly covered.
comparatively uew and it was constructed by a very competent architect and
in
all
the
devices
of
that
are
known
it
to-day for safety and
engineer, and has
r

sanitation.

Chairman WALSH. Your answer would be then that you think your building
equipped with all known safety and sanitation equipments?
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. So far as we know. We occasionally add something on
when we find that something is better than we are using. But it is considered
is

in very good condition.

Chairman WALSH. What plan, if any, is in vogue in your store for individual employees, or committees of employees, to have their personal grievances adjusted?
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. There is no established plan any more than the policy of
the firm which has been in existence since they started in business, that any
employee that feels that they have not received justice in the department or
where they are employed, they are always welcome in the office of Mr. Hamburger, who is the head of the firm, or myself.
Chairman WALSH. How frequently are such grievances presented to Mr.

Hamburger?
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. Very rare, indeed.
Chairman WALSH. Suppose a messenger had
she were discharged without proper cause.

Hamburger?
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN.

a grievance such as that he or
would they get now to Mr.

How

If they came to his office and asked to see him, they would
not be refused admission.
Chairman WALSH. Well, is there any notice posted to that effect or anything
of that sort?
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. Not that I know of; no.
Chairman WALSH. Does or does not the practical working out of it show
that when the employee is discharged by the first person over them, that they
retire from the premises?
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. If they do there is no reason why if they felt an injustice
had been done them they should not complain to the management.
Chairman WALSH. I was asking, do you know about the practical working
out of it, don't they accept the word of the person there in authority as a
matter of practice?
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. Why, I presume they would naturally, primarily.
Chairman WALSH. Well, do you think that it would make for a better feeling
on the part of employees if there was some system by which it was known they
could present grievances to the head of the firm?
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. I really don't know. It is a mutter that I have never
thought about. It might possibly be.
Chairman WALSH. Are there any organizations of clerks in your employment labor organizations, retail clerks' union?
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Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. No, sir; not that I know of.
Chairman WALSH. Do you have any objection to your

clerks organizing into

a union?

Mr. CHAMBERLAIN.
the organization.

The

subject has never been mentioned that I

know

of in

Chairman WALSH. Do you know any features of an organization of retail
would object?
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. I don't know anything about it, Mr. Commissioner, at all.
Chairman WALSH. You have never considered the question at all?
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. No it has never been up, that I know of, in this city.
Chairman WALSH. No request has ever been made to allow them to organi/.e

clerks to which you

;

your store?
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. Xo, sir not that I have ever known of.
Chairman WALSH. What has been done by A. Hamburger & Sons to improve
working conditions, first, as regards wages and hours of labor?
Mr. CHAMJJEIILAIN. The natural increase that has come about generally
through the increased cost of living and the increased prosperity that all en;

joyed in the United States of late years.
Chairman WALSH. Have you had that in mind in raising wages?
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. The raising of wages in the department store to-day is
brought about as a rule by the scarcity of competent people to a great degree.
Tin-re is considerable competition among employers for the better class of help.
That has something to do with it.
Chairman WALSH. Yes. Well, is there any organized effort on the part of
the management of A. Hamburger & Sons t<> see that the wages of the employees
keep pace with their own development'.'
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. Absolutely.
their own prosperity?
Mr. CHAMUKRI.AIN. Yes.
Chairman WALSH. Well, now. how is it governed?
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. Statistics are taken oiT for the information of the management and the Superintendent on that subject periodically weekly and
monthly and at least twice a \ear all salary lists are gone over in conference
with the superintendent, and each individual is considered at that time as to
what they have been doing and how they are progressing, and they are not
allowed to remain at a Stationary salary any length of time.
Chairman WALSH. They are not allowed to remain at a stationary salary for
any great length of time?
Mr. CHAMBKRI.AIN. No, .sir.
Chairman WALSH. At what price do you put a clerk in the very lirst instance;
or do you have any established minimum for a new clerk?
Mr. CHAM 1:1:1:1. UN. It depends entirely on their experience and their apparent
ability when they apply.
Chairman WALSH. Have you observed or studied what is called the open-shop
policy in Los Angeles?
Mr. CHAMBKKLAIN. Well, not that I could qualify as an expert, by any means.
Chairman WALSH. You could not? Would yon undertake to give an opinion
as to its effect upon the establishment and maintenance of a high standard of
living for all classes?
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. I don't think my opinion would be of any value to the
commission at all. In fact. have been too busy most of my life with the details
of the store to give, perhaps, the attention one should to get information of

Chairman WALSH. With

I

-ort.

Chairman WALSH. Then you haven't given any study
for under the eighth classification of

Mr.

Cn AMBKKLAIN.

I

have

to the subjects called

your questions?

not.

Chairman WALSH. Would you

ask a question?
like to ask on the opinion that he exYou heard the testimony of
pressed there, or hesitated to express, possibly.
Mr. Letts?
Mr. CHAMBEKI.AIN. Yes, sir.
Commissioner (IARRETSON. In regard to the effect of the knowledge on those
in direct charge of the people in the store, on the fact that there was an
avenue plainly open to them. Do you believe with Mr. Letts that that exercised
a desirable influence over the floorwalker or superintendent who is inclined
to show his authority?

Commissioner GARRETSON. Yes.

like to
I

would
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Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. You mean the point that they can go over their immediate
superior with a grievance to somebody higher?
Commissioner GARRETSON. Absolutely, and it is advertised by the head of
the establishment himself that they can do so.
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. I think it is a very good idea.
Commissioner GARRETSON. Your experience has taught you that there are men
filling those positions who are given to that form of
well, tyranny?
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. I should hardly use that term. But of course we still are
to
human
and
some
of
them
are awfully human, you
obliged
beings,
employ

know.
Commissioner GARRETSON. I guess they are. I have seen a few.
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. Yes, sir.
Commissioner GARRETSON. Then you believe now, bear in mind I am not trying to tie you to anything, any form of organization, as according to Mr. Letts's
testimony, this is done without any form of organization in his establishment.
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. I so understood.
Commissioner GARRETSON. It don't matter under what authority it exists.
You believe that it would be of value?
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. It is something we haven't tried, but it sounds very posI should have no objection to trying it, I am sure.
sible.
Commissioner GARRETSON. It contains, then, those elements of justice and
equity?

Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. Yes.
Commissioner GARRETSON. Do you have any system of fines?
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. No, sir.
Commissioner GARRETSON. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman WALSH. Mr. Weinstock would like to interrogate you a little.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Some years ago, Mr. Chamberlain, there was a
boycott levied against your house by organized, laborj?
\ Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. Yes, sir.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Will you tell "the" commission what led to that
5

boycott?

.

-.

.

Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. Well, at the time that boycott took place, I was not in a
managerial position in the house. That was a number of years ago, and my
knowledge of it is perhaps a little vague, and perhaps there are a great many
But my general understanding is that
details that I am jiot familiar with.
the management at that time were called upon by some representatives of, I
believe, the typographical union, and requested to withdraw their advertising
from the Los Angeles Times on account of some grievance that they held against
that paper. My understanding was that they did not see the justice of that
request and did not do so, with the result that they were boycotted I suppose
that is the word to use. I am not very familiar with the term, understanding
just what it means, but I presume that was it. And pickets were placed about,
men and women were stationed about the building where they did business, and
they importuned customers and asked them not to trade there, and various
things of that sort that naturally followed a condition of that kind.
t
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Well, did your concern at that time have a contract with the Times Publishing Co. for advertising?
y Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. I don't know whether there was a contract in existence
It is quite customary, although I
I dare say there was.
or not, Colonel.
don't know of my own knowledge. I don't know whether our records would

show that or

not.

I

am

not sure.

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. If you had a contract, then it would be equivalent
to asking your concern to break its contract?
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. It would if such contract existed. Of that I don't know.
I was not in a managerial position at that time.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Why was the boycott removed?
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. Why, I don't know. I guess it simply failed of the action
that they desired, or of the results that they desired. I don't know any other
reason why.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Is the boycott still on?
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. There has been no evidence of it for a number of years
that is, any public evidence.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Has it ever been officially withdrawn?
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. Yes, sir I think it was. I think it was published in the
newspapers at the time that they had officially withdrawn it, although I don't
know that any official notice was ever given the management of that action.
y

'

;

;
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Commissioner WEINSTOCK. I gather from what you say, Mr. Chamberlain,
that organized labor had no direct grievance against your concern, but that it
was an indirect grievance that is, your sin in the eye of organized labor was
that you advertised in the Times, with whom they were having trouble.
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. That was the situation. I was just going to add that
there was one meeting at which I happened to be present that I remember the
only one when some man from the East I think he was possibly the president
of the International Typographical Union I am not just clear, but I think he
was at least some official talked with Mr. Hamburger in my presence, and
among other things I remember that he said at the time that he was very sorry
that they found the necessity of boycotting Hamburgers, but that they felt that
their grievance against the Times was just, and that seemed to be the only
means of accomplishing the purpose they desired with them.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Well, then, it was in the nature of a secondary
boycott?
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. I presume that would be the correct term to use. They
had no grievance against Hamburgers. They didn't express that at any time.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Well, unless I have been misinformed, of course,
I don't know whether the law was the same at that time as it is now, but my
present impression is that a secondary boycott is illegal.
Mr. CHAMBERLAIN. I don't know as to that now, nor as to what the condition
was at that time myself.
Commissioner WKINSTOCK. What is the attitude of your company, Mr. Chamberlain, on the matter of the workmen's compensation act?
Mr. CHAMIU:IU.ATN. I believe it is a very good act very favorable toward it.
Commissioner WKINSTOCK. Were you of that mind in the beginning, when the
act was first put into operation?
Mr. CIIAMHKULATX. We always believed that it was a good act from the
time that we were properly informed as to its intent.
'ommissioner WEINSTOCK. But before that?
Mr. CIIA.M!.I.;;I.AIX. Before that there seemed to be a little doubt in fact, it
was more a matter of ignorance than anything else, but we didn't know what it
;

;

<

would be.
Commissioner WKINSTOC

K. lias it

proved to be a serious burden upon your

Industry?
Mr. Cii AMIM KT.ATX. Financially?

Commissioner WKINSTOCK.
Mr. CiiAMi;;:ur.Ai\. 1 don'! think it lias cost us any more that it did before.
course, we parry insurance, and the insurance rates are much higher than
they were under tlu^ old law. But, on the other hand, we feel that the employee
is bring gem-rally well taken care of under that; at least they will be.
We have
had no accidents since that law was in effect. I don't think we have had a
But under the old law we felt it incumbent
single claim, as far as I know.
upon us very often to do a great deal more for our employees in fact, always
did
than they perhaps might have got under a claim under the old common
law.
So that I don't think that the burden, as a whole I have no direct
is any more now than before.
figures on it

Of

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. If you were

to vote on it, then, you would vote in
favor?
Mr. CHAMUKRLATN. I certainly would to-day. I think that law has accomplished one thing that is very beneficial to us and to all fair-minded employers,
and that is that, it has compelled some unfair and unjust employers to do the
things that the fair-minded employer has always done out of his own pocket.
Chairman WALSH. Do you have some questions, Mr. O'Connell?
Commissioner O'Connell. No.
its

Chairman WALSH. Mr. Garretson?
Commissioner GARRETSON. No.

Chairman WALSH. Prof. Commons?
Commissioner COMMONS. No.
'hairman WALSH. That is all thank you.
<

;

Mrs. NOEJ..

TESTIMONY OF MRS. FRANCES
Chairman WALSH. Your name,

N.

NOEL.

please.

Mrs. NOEL. Mrs. Frances Noel.
Chairman WALSH. Please be in order, ladies and gentlemen.
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Where do you

reside, Mrs. Noel?
Mrs. NOEL. Address or business?
Chairman WALSH. Your business address.
Mrs. NOEL. 4569 Glen Albyn Drive is my home address. T am a housewife.
Chairman WALSH. City of Los Angeles v
Mrs. NOEL. Los Angeles.
Chairman WALSH. Are you connected with any labor organization in this
city, Mrs. Noel?
Mrs. NOEL. I am chairman of the Los Angeles committee of the National
Women's Trade Union League.
Chairman WALSH. Do you have any oilier ofiioial connection with any labor
organization?
Mrs. NOEL. I have been for four years delegate to the Central Labor Council,
and from that body, for half a year, member of the executive board of the

council.

Chairman WALSH.
Mrs. NOEL. Yes,

Is your

husband

living,

Mrs. Noel?

sir.

Chairman WALSH. Have you any children?
Mrs. NOEL. I have one boy.

Chairman WALSH. I believe there was a list of questions submitted
to which you were invited to make answer. That is correct, is it not?
Mrs. NOEL. Yes,

to you,

sir.

I will ask you, then, seriatim then. What lias
the open-shop policy in Los Angeles done for the community, first, as regards
the establishment and maintenance of a high standard of living for all classes
here ?
Mrs. NOEL. The open-shop policy, if such it be considered, has established a
high standard of living for a few on top, and maintained maintains a standard of constant insecurity for the man in the middle, if you would call it so,
the smaller business man, and an entirely insecure existence for the people in
the third strata of life.
Chairman WALSH. First, then, please give us you observation as to the conditions of housings and rentals in Los Angeles.
Mrs. NOEL. I begin with rents. I would have to employ the phrase that has
been used a great deal here by the employers, that it depends on the law <>!'
supply and demand. If we have many coming here, the rent may go up. If we
haven't many, why the rent goes down. At the present time in some sections
of the city the rent is lower than it has been in previous years. As to the housing
I will say that Los Angeles has in the main a system of housing that could be
considered by social workers perhaps a more ideal mode of housing, because it
is considered that the cottage system of housing is preferable to congested
housing in apartments and other mode of dwellings. However, we have one particular condition to confront us in this city as far as housing is concerned, and
that is that the workers make every endeavor to buy their own homes, which is
The homing instinct should be prevalent in
in itself a very laudable desire.
every human being. However, the economic conditions as far as the workers
are concerned, the method of paying for the home on the installment plan and
even of ow ning the home puts him in a very difficult position, because he N
making himself, you might say, a slave to the job. He dare not come forward
boldly and protest against any injustice in the mode of employment, because
any week's wages which he loses in his employment means the loss of that
amount which he will use for paying on the installment plan on his house.
And, furthermore, if he has to move because of his mode of employment, he is
handicapped with that house on his own hand, and there are a great many in,
such difficulty. And the mode of housing in Los Angeles, while in itself ideal,
has produced more out and out slaves in the labor world than perhaps any
other conditions that we have had in Los Angeles.
As far as the housing of certain classes of people is concerned, particularly
the foreigners I refer to the Mexicans, Russians, and so forth I take the
liberty to file with your commission three reports of the housing commission
which contain reports referring particularly to the Mexican population in our
Some housing courts have been a great menace in our community, and
city.
we have tried to abolish them in a great many ways, and repeated appeals
have been made to the railroad corporations to assist us in abolishing this mode
of housing. But it needed a great deal of pressure by the housing commission
"
to get some success. In these booklets you will find illustrations of the
cottage

Chairman WALSH. Very good.

r
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"
system of Mexicans that are made of gunny sacks, tin cans, and any material
of that sort.
(Three reports of the Housing Commission of the City of Los Angeles, for
the periods, respectively, February 20, 1906, to June 30, 1908; June 30, 1908,
to June 30, 1909; and July 1, 1910, to March 31, 1913, were submitted in printed
form.)
Chairman WALSH. Are those reports from your personal observation, you
take them to be authentic reports, do you?
Mis. NOEL. I do.
Chairman WALSH. A fair statement of those conditions?
Mrs. NOKL. A fair statement. Mr. Chairman, I have lived in the city for 12
years and was appointed by the city council of Los Angeles on a committee of
industrial investigation for three months, and while we didn't have any finances
nor sufficient time to make the report we desired, at the same time, at that
period, together with the other six members of that commission we made a
I have a copy of that
pretty careful investigation of conditions in the city.
Deport that we gave out at that time to the city council.
(An article entitled "Women exploited most, according to wage probers,"
from the Citizen, Los Angeles. Cal., June 20, 1913, was submitted in printed
form.)
Chairman WAI. sir. Now. as to the general food and clothing standards in Los

Angeles?
Mrs. NOEL. I may say. Mr. Walsh, that the general food and clothing standards in Los Angeles ;uv. from my own observation, compared with San Francisco, which perhaps in this case would be the desired comparison, is approximately the same. I lived a couple of years ago. for three months, in San
Francisco, and kept house there, and kept careful account of my figures, and
kept careful account of my expenses here in this city, and I think I am qualified
to make a fairly good comparison.
There may be some cases where perhaps
there is little variation, bin it overbalances again in another case.

Chairman WALSH. And as

to clothing also?
Mrs. NOKL. Clothing also.
Chairman W.M.SH. Now. as to amusements in general, participation in the life
of the community?
A LADY t\ mi: ArntKxn:. We can't hear back here; turn this way.
Chairman WALSH. A lady out there makes the request that you speak a little
louder, and possibly turn that way.
Mrs. XOKL. lie glad to. 1 thought my voice carried far enough for you to

hear.

Amusements, general participation in the life of the community: I will say
It has been the effort on the
that our city is sadly larking in that respect.
[art of a number of social workers and Mr. Chairman, I am connected with a
number of other organizations, besides the labor organizations.
Chairman WALSH. I wish you would just detail them, please, so that we may
What other organizations are you conget a better angle on your testimony.
nected with?
Mrs. NOLL. T am connected with the Women's City Club. T was for some time
connected with the League of Justice.
Chairman WALSH. Just give the functions of each one of those, briefly.
Mrs. NOKL. The Women'* City Club is an organization which keeps in constant touch with local conditions.
1 am a member sought in different wa>
a consultor. you might say, about certain local conditions concerning working
women. Also by a number of women of the Friday Morning Club, the public
affairs committee of that club
I
well, that is about all at the present time.
haven't more time for club work.
Now, I point out to you, for instance, as an example: It has been customary
in times gone by when the community took a keen interest in public affairs that
when a construction of great importance to the community was finished that
the community as a whole would take a great interest in the celebration of that
construction.
Now. when the Los Angeles Aqueduct was finished, I was particularly interested to know what interest the workers who had helped in the
construction of that work, what interest in the final celebration the workers
would take, and whether there would be something provided by the community
to make those workers feel that they themselves had constructed something.
And that amusement feature, if you might call it such, was not provided for
the workers. And furthermore, they took but little interest in the construcI believe in that case we get a comparison with the construction of the
tion.
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There the workers took a keen interest in the final construcand made it perhaps their amusement as such. I point out to you
the moving-picture shows. They are practically the only available amusements for most of the people, especially for the workers who can afford but
little amusement.
Now, the city as a whole takes practically no interest in
the moving-picture shows, which could be of the highest education to the
community. Take music we have but little, if any, music for the masses of
the people. There are, of course, amusements provided by fraternal organizsitions or some such organizations of that kind, but, speaking from a community
tion of

Canal.

it,

standpoint,

we

are sadly lacking of that feature.
else on that subject, Mrs. Noel?

Chairman WALSH. Anything

Commissioner O'CONNELL. Have you playgrounds and that sort of thing?
Mrs. NOEL. We have the playgrounds that is, for the children. I infer that
you was talking particularly, questioning me particularly, on the amusements
;

for

grown

people.

Commissioner O'CONNELL. Recreation.
Mrs. NOEL. Recreation. I will say that through the efforts of the playground
committee, as I believe it was called, there has been provided a mountain resort where workers can go for a small fee during vacation time.
It is not as
yet popular enough that a great many participate in it, and I believe that a
greater effort should be made to spread it on the minutes of the community
so that everybody knows about it, more advantage will then be taken of it.
Chairman WALSH. Again, then, referring to the open-shop policy, does it or
does it not assure regularity of work and decrease in the number of the

unemployed ?
Mrs. NOEL. Well, let me see how that is worded. Well, now, you have to
consider this situation. As has been brought out very clearly this morning
by Mrs. Edson, the conditions that confront us are brought about through a
continuous influx of population, and that continuous influx of population determines the irregularity of employment, and in some case even the decrease of
unemployment, because, as has also been pointed out, we are confronted by a
problem of seasonal labor which constantly stares us in the face. We are also
confronted by the Mexican situation, which is one of our biggest problems in
this

community.

Chairman WALSH. Well,

just describe briefly what is the Mexican situation.
Just describe that.
Mrs. NOEL. The Mexican situation is this, that the railroad corporations because they need employees on their constructions railway constructions they
act in defiance of the law. Of course, they really don't defy the law, but they
get around the law. And in that way they bring in great numbers of Mexican
laborers and then they put them to work here. And after they are in this community for about a year and the work is constructed, then, of course, they are
out of employment. Then they have become accustomed in a way to certain
conditions here in the community, and either don't care to go back, or, as the
situation has been because of the Mexican war. they don't care to go back, were
glad to stay here over the border. Then having become acquainted with our
local conditions, they don't care to work any longer for $1 a day.
They ask a
And then the railway company, in order to get around that, sends
little more.
for more that will again work for $1 a day.
Now, of course, it would be a good thing to organize the Mexican laborers.
We tried that some years ago. I was present myself at a meeting where we
tried to organize the Mexican laborers.
Now, this commission perhaps by this time has realized sufficiently that
a subsidized press and a police system and a city administration that is favorable to the employers where the employers, as has been testified by the secretary of the merchants and manufacturers' association, where all they have to
do is to press the button and ring up the telephone and the city administration does the rest by shipping in sending down the police, and if necessary, the militia, and perhaps a foreign language obtaining among those people,
And next to the departit becomes practically impossible to organize them.
ment-store girl, the Mexican laborer is our biggest problem. But, as has been
pointed ou-t also this morning, the charity organizations pay the biggest amount
of charity for that amount of for that type of population.
Chairman WALSH. You refer there to the Mexican problem being the next
largest to the department-store girls. Have you any place in your answers to
your questions a question that would bring out what you consider the condition of the department-store workers?
Now, you have heard these two
gentlemen testify here. What is the problem of the department-store workers?
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Mrs. NOKL. Well, because there are a great many of the girls working that
homes, and work for pin money, ami, as has also been pointed out, that
u great many married women work to help pay for the home. I know myself
quite a number of women who have for the past seven or eight years worked
at any price in order to meet the installment-plan payments that result in
buying a home on the installment plan.
Chairman WALSH. Now, what do you find the effect of the open shop, so
far as it renders protection, or lacks protection, of the industrial and civil
rights of the workers of the community?
.Mrs. NOEL. I answer this by saying that the open-shop policy of Los Angeles by putting men out of work because they belong to an organization, and
by depriving men of even the privilege of signing petitions that would better
as I have on record here a man who was a tlagman on the
their conditions
Santa Fe, and he was discharged for no other reason than that he put his
name on a petition in favor of the eight-hour law. I could cite you instances
by hundreds and hundreds where people have been cowed and cowed just
by that open-shop policy. To the effect that to-day we have in all classes of
this community a set of moral and intellectual cowards, even physical cowards,
I dare say, because they wouldn't dare to defend themselves in any way.
When a big organization at the top. known as the merchants and manufacturers' association, which has made it its business to cow not only the workers, but the small business man who had to depend on the banks and bigger
financiers to maintain their business, when that cowing has been going on
for a long lime, you yourself can figure out the result.
will point out to you, gentlemen, while I think of it, that that same organization, or that same type of men which in a large measure belong to that
organization, didn't only make an endeavor to suppress organized labor in
this city, but they made the endeavor also to suppress the womanhood of
this city :<s I can point out to you during the time we women fought
fought
as hard as any free man can fight for his riirhts that same clique of men, composed of ">(>, came out in open letters and using their prestige to oppose woman
live in

I

suffrage.

Chairman W.M.SH. Have you any other instances where they have
in

any way

Mr-

in

interfered

politico

Yes,

sir:

I

want

to point

out to you. also, that strikes

home

mighty close to me; that on one occasion when I made a special effort, when
wo wore trying to secure public sentiment for the purpose of making the populace understand the importance of measures to come up before the legislature
I myself did send out a number of letters that were asking to have people come
and meet with us at the chamber of commerce committee room. I want to
state right hero that I was able to s< uro that room for that purpose in a
roundabout way. If T had asked for it directly I would not have gotten it.
I'.ut this was the circular we did send out. and it was signed by a representative from the women's labor league, one from the garment workers, one from
the laundry workers, one from the waitresses, one from the saleswomen, one
from Iho stenographers. The request was thK briefly stated: "Social conditions in our State and municipality present an urgent need to discuss laws
and legislative measures that will offer greater protection for home life,
women, and children. Such measures that will protect the home as well as
\Yumen and children in every walk of life can best be brought about when
women meet in conference. The undersigned representatives of wage-earning
women cordially ask of every class of women to send a committee of three to
meet in joint conference on Wednesday, January 18, at 2.30 o'clock, committee
room, chamber of commerce."
\Ye met. There were over 100 women representatives of the "various walks
of life" present.
The chamber of commerce committee room was packed to
the doors. We discussed some laws and decided to form a women's conference.
The next day following that meeting I want to further say before I go on
that at that meeting we appointed a committee to ask the management of the
chamber of commerce to secure for us this room again next week, the followThis request was granted. The next day the Los Angeles Times
ing week.
came out with a full column lining me up with the dynamiters and stating
that this union-label league movement is a part of the Tveitmoe-Johansen scheme
to produce a general strike in Los Angeles beginning with the laundry workers
and tying up the street car lines. Now, that is only a part of the whole thing.
They, the chamber of commerce, were mistaken, and called off the re-rental of
38819
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Two months afterwards my husband, who was receiving
Farmers & Merchants' Hank, was discharged from his position
which he had held for IS years, and when he asked them why, they never
told him so, but we learned from indirect sources that it was because of my
the committee room.

teller in the

activity in behalf of organized labor.
You may ask why we have not more definite proof. I will state, however,
that from one of the managing heads of that banking concern, a Mr. Graves,
I will cite you a few lines from an article which he has written for the Pacific
Coast Magazine, in which he states that California can do nothing better than
to import a hundred thousand Chinese annually, and they should be registered
as they enter the State, because they are willing to perform duties which the
white people do not care to perform, and that that question of immigration
should not be decided by a few beer-befuddled labor leaders and brutalizing
Now, gentlemen, that states to you in full about the
foreign labor bosses.
conditions that we are confronted by in this city when we are making an effort
to better our conditions.
Chairman WALSH. What have you observed as to the individual conduct
of the public officers, such as police, sheriffs, and others in cases where indus-

are on?
Mrs. NOEL. Well, I cite to you one instance that happened very recently.
Five girls in a shirtwaist-making shop came to me and, with three others from
another shop, wanted to be organized. Now, they were not asking for anything
from their boss; in fact, they hadn't gone to their boss for any grievance of
any kind. It was, to put it in plain language, none of the boss's business.
They came to me and asked to be organized that is all there was to it. I
organized them on Friday.
Monday morning by 10 o'clock those five girls
were told that they had no more work for them. These girls went home, and
the next day they found that that same concern advertised for girls to work in
his establishment.
I went over there, as a representative of the Central Labor Council, with
another representative, and we asked the manager of the firm what was his
reason that he discharged those girls. He had only the same thing to saythat he had no work. We pointed to the advertisement, and he hedged and
hawed and said he needed a specialist in that line of work. We pointed out
to him that one of the girls was that very specialist. He had some other excuses that were not well founded, like saying that the girl was not satisfactory,
and yet we knew that that same morning he had asked her to return to work
provided she would not belong to the union. I found that when these girls
tried the one thing that was left to them they asked the other girls to join
with them in strike and give them the fair conditions which they were entitled
to and the civic liberty which they were entitled to, to be reestablished in the
shop they took that as a walkout and picketed them in front of the firm, and
for those five slips of girls, one 17 and one a little over 20, the city put two
policemen and one detective in front of that establishment.
Commissioner GARRETSON. Afraid of violence?
Mrs. NOEL. Afraid of violence. If those girls had telephoned to the city hall
to ask for the protection of their civic rights because they were thrown on the
That is a question I
street, what would our city fathers have done for them?
raise before this commission; that if the representatives of the merchants and
manufacturers' association can only press the button, and the city fathers do
the rest, then what are we entitled to? And I ask you men please to decide that
proposition from your commission work. It is a question of law and order.
Chairman WALSH. Was it generally known and discussed, with reference to
those five?
Mrs. NOEL. Pardon?
Chairman WALSH. Was it generally known amongst the workers of the community, the action that was taken with reference to these five young ladies?
Mrs. NOEL. No. There is another thing
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. What I want to get at. what effect an act of that
kind has on the minds of the working people?
Mrs. NOEL. It makes rebels of us.
Chairman WALSH. That is exactly what I was trying to get at. Did the
trial disputes

;

newspapers give

it

publicity?

Mrs. NOEL. No; certainly not.
Chairman WALSH. Was it talked of
a thing had taken place?

among

the workers generally that such
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Mrs. NOEL. I met the representative of the organization, and that week we
had several strikes on in the tailor shop, which, by the way, we won. But we
hadn't the financial strength all at once to carry on that strike, and so we did
not have the means to support those girls, so that the girls had to look for
other .jobs, and they had simply to leave the city; and I just inquired into it
yesterday whether they did get jobs since and found that they have not they
have been blacklisted.
Chairman WALSH. What has been your observation with reference
A LADY FROM THE ATDIENCE. I am one of those girls
Chairman WALSH. Very well. Just take your seat and please do not interI was going to ask you whether or not from your observation you would
rupt.
say that the feeling on the part of the working people was rendered more
intent, if they thought that the injustice came from the law itself?
Mrs. NOEL. Decidedly. That is one of the bitter consequences of such conditions, and it must be remedied.
Chairman WALSH. Did I interrupt you. madam?
;

Mrs. NOKL. You may pro<Chairman WALSH. What is the general feeling now in this community among
the workers I will say among the organized workers as to the ojM'ratiou

;.;'

the law. so far as they are concerned? Do they think it has operated justly and
equally, or otherwise?
T say "we" because I have been with the
.Mrs. NOKI.. We feel that the law
we feel that the law is highly
folks so long I consider myself a part of them
unjust and ran only be changed, can not be changed by a good-fellow feeling on
the part of tin- bosses, but only by putting our own representatives into parliament.
Chairman WALSH. Have you given any study to the subject of attempt ii,
do something to remove friction between the employers and employees at L-s
Angeles V What would you say could be done?
Mrs. NOKI.. Well. I would say that one of the first things to be considered is
this: The great trouble. Mr. Chairman, arises through mellieient employe,
That a great deal has been said abouv
will sidetrack the point for a moment.
And the employer protect himself against the
efli'-ient and ineilicient workers.
inefficient worker by doing what he pleases with him.
The worker has practically no means by which he can protect himself against
the ineflicient employer, except by organizing, unless make him come to terms
through putting him out of business, if necessary, through the boycott. Now.
then, in order to establish a better condition between employers and t-mpi
T really feel that an employer, before he intends to go into business to try to
run a linn which concerns the public at large, should pass an examination
whether he is really fit for that sort of thing. Now
Chairman WALSH. Ladies and gentlemen, please preserve perfect order. We
So be orderly and try and
all want to hear what is said by the witness here.
:in your feelings.
Proceed, madam.
Mrs. NOKL. If they want to put a man as engineer on an engine and run a
train he goes through an examination, because his line of work concerns the
Now, that is one of the things that should be considered.
public as a whole.
We talked over that point a great d-al in our commission appointed by the city
council, the inefficient versus efficient employer, so that a better efficiency on the
part of the employer would probably solve a great deal of friction with the
workers.
('bail-man WALSH. Have there been any employers, without giving names,
that were deemed to be more unjust in their dealings and more likely to habitually disregard the rights of others?
Mrs. NOEL. You mean here in this community?
Chairman WALSH. In this community.
Mrs. NOEL. I can mention a whole lot of them, as long as you don't want
i

names.

Chairman WALSH.

I don't wish you to express it, but if you want to do s>
the place to do it. I didn't know whether you wanted to refer to some
who carry on their business without regards to the rights of the community as
a whole. If there are such, state them if you desire, and we will be very
to hear it.
Mrs. NOEL. Well, now. Mr. Chairman, that best can be answered by saying
that some of the gentlemen who have testified on this stand have given you
figures, and in all human experience it has been proven that figures will not

here

lie,

is

but liars will

figure.

Mr. Chairman, I will

state, it is

most

difficult, I

have
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always made it a point in my public work not to mention names unless I could
bring the persons or the data and get the proof to that name, and I think it is
poor policy
Chairman WALSH. That is absolutely right.
Mrs. NOEL. I, unfortunately, considering that the workers will lose their
jobs and are confronted by the blacklist, I unfortunately can not bring the
persons that testify to things that I know of.
Chairman WALSH. I did not ask them, unless the figures can be given.
Might we not remove the inference by that and wait until you have the figures,
or perhaps we might leave them out altogether? We just want to get at the
Then I will go back to my original question, and that is,
1'acts, you know.
Are there any employers, without naming them, that are considered unjust to
their employees who mean to disregard the rights of the community in dealing
with their industry, and are considered cruel in their other obligations and
the business methods to their employees; are there such employers, without naming them, in the community?
Mrs. NOEL. Well, now, all you have to do is to go into a department store
on bargain day, and if the public is not deceived in a whole lot of things they
are confronted by in a bargain counter, I consider that one cause of injusi i<-r,
because we know that they have thing marked on the ticket that is not so.
Chairman WALSH. Have they expelled any such members, employers, from
their associations?
Mrs. NOEL. I am not a member of those associations.
Chairman WALSH. Any that you know of?
Mrs. NOEL. No.
Chairman WALSH. What suggestions would you have of any method that
might insure the improvement in the lot of the workers, so far as wages and
other benefits are concerned, commensurate with the improved economic conditions in the industry and general prosperity of that industry?
Mrs. NOEL. Mr. Chairman, of course there is a big national and international
issue involved to some extent.
We can not deal with them locally. But to
insure what particular point did you have?
Chairman WALSH. To insure an improvement of the conditions of the workers commensurate with the improvement of the industry generally?
Mrs. NOEL. Yes; I got it.
Chairman WALSH. For instance, here is an industry that makes big profits
on account of some conditions in the market, or anything of that kind what
method would you suggest by which the workers would get their share of that
increased prosperity?
Mrs. NOEL. Mr. Chairman, I think the biggest factor for that issue is pubI don't care what the manager is, he will always be afraid of public
licity.
sentiment, because he can be put out of business if public sentiment is against
him. The public can fasten a peaceful boycott on the firm. You remember
that Gen. Otis said there was no such a thing as a peaceful boycott. And, of
course, as long as we have a subsidized press the public will be kept in
ignorance as to the actual conditions of affairs.
Of course, take for instance a case like the raising of the price of sugar. Even
a subsidized press took notice of that took an interest in that. But the thing
that merely concerns the workers, if it should happen to interfere with the
business safety of a certain merchant who belongs to the merchants and manufacturers' association or the retail merchants' association or any of those,
they naturally will tell the press to keep quiet about it. Mr. Chairman, I am
not saying that as a state of fiction. Before I was married I worked in one
home of a wealthy man, in some of the homes of the wealthy men of this
coast. And in the home of one of the biggest financiers on this coast, my quarters in that house happened to be quite close to the telephone, and I could not
help but overhear some of the conversation that went on. And goodness knows
the way he laid down the law to the newspapers as to what they should publish and should not publish in the press
from that time on I never was particularly safe as regards publicity. And now, you have heard this morning that
a certain paper, the Los Angles Record, has been repeatedly boycotted by the
firms, saying that it is not a truthful paper, that it is an agitator as a newspaper.
Now, this newspaper started an agitation as regards the unemployment and
general conditions in this community. It raised the question as to what is
the matter with Los Angeles. For several weeks it published, day after day,
And a lot of things
letters, etc., as to what is the matter with Los Angeles.
;

that wore the matter with Los Angeles came vo the surface.
Immediately some
if the subsidized newspapers went to work and published counterstatements
I followed those statements.
In one
to the statement made by the Record.
instance I saw the name and picture of a girl in the paper who worked in the
Boston Dry Goods Store. And that girl, with her people, happened to live right
I knew the whole circumstances of the family.
close to me in the neighborhood.
That girl published in the press that this was an ideal country that this was
Sfee stated all the wonderful things
the. place where you could get prosperity.
that happened to her; that she had sent for her father and her brother and hoimother to come to this State. That she had a good position and she was sending for them that she was sent for herself, because she was a particular specialHer father was out of employment all
ist in her line, and the firm needed her.
the time while he was here, since they were in this State, and the brother had
to leave the State and go to another State to find work, and yet that girl had put
So that
I knew that it was false.
into the press a statement of that kind.
that was an attack of one press on the other. The merchants were becoming
scared that the publicity of the conditions would hurt the business affairs of
the community. You must remember that our chief stock in trade in Los
have a number, about r>,(MX), real estate men in this
Angeles is real estate.
community. I tried to get also the figures of the home-building associations
that we have here, which has a big effect.
Chairman WALSH. Have you made enough study of tho subject to be able to
suggest to the commission any plan for the approximate speedy and just settlement of labor disputes when they arise?
Mrs. NOEL. Yes, sir.
Chairman WALSH. Please give us that.
I repeat again that one of the first things that is abso.Mrs. NOEL. Yes, sir.
I state to you I was on the
lutely necessary is to give the public the facts.
relief committee during the metal workers' strike in this community.
I, together with a committee from the women's socialist union at that time we,
too. formed a coininiitee together with some of the women from the women's
This committee, within one week that was just before the
label league.
Christmas season, when we wanted to give the strikers' children a Christmas
surprise within one week, we raised in the neighborhood of $1,000 worth of contributions in ready money, gifts, toys, and everything for the benefit of the
Public sentiment was with the metal workers' strike. Then,
strikers' children.
of course, happened that unfortunate disaster three days before the parade
which would have brought public sentiment to the climax in favor of the workthat unfortunate incident, was the explosion of tho
ers, of the striking workers
Times. And. or course, the consequence was that public sentiment changed in
disfavor to tho workers, the public sentiment that was of such big value to us.
It has always been a mystery to me that that thing did occur when it did
occur.
Now. publicity given to us at any time, we know the public as a whole will
be with us when it knows the facts, the full facts, and the city administration
The city administration should have its investishould furnish the facts.
gating committee to furnish the facts in the public press, and it should be
compulsory that such facts should be published pro and con from each side.
And we do not want our side alone, we want the employers' side represented
also.
That will be the biggest step to the bringing about of a speedy adjustment.
'hair man WALSH. Well, now, what sort of a body would you suggest, a
State or national body created by law, or do you think it should be left to the
voluntary act of the employers and employees under some system of cooperation?
Mrs. NOEL. I believe a system of having a mediator, or a system of arbitration would be perhaps one of the best things to be tried. There might be some
haven't yet tried the thing fully. It has been tried
flaws even in that.
in other countries, and has proven of good results.
Chairman WALSH. How do you think the people generally could be protected
against what you conceive to be the injustices of the law and the unjust
act inn of officials such as you have described heretofore?
Mrs. NOEL. Well, for one thing, I think we have to have some pretty strict
election laws that does away with men spending great fortunes, if they have
T
e have during election time men
their fortunes, to secure their election.
who have automobiles and can furnish automobiles, and they take advantage
;

;

We

<

We

W
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of the fact that they have automobiles,
think a great deal can he done \vith that.

and they secure

Chairman WALSH. You mean select more democratic
that are drawn more from the body of the people.

their

election.

ollicialsV

I

I

mean

officials

Mrs. NOEL. Decidedly.

Chairman WALSH. Well, does it seem to he the fact that the officials elected
partially represent only one class of the community or the community as a
whole?

We

Mrs. NOEL. Yes; that has heen steadily the case.
have secured a little
better conditions; at least we have secured the election of some men thai
have given us better consideration. I think the biggest thing that has happened to organized labor in this State has been the establishing of the present
type of labor commissions. The woman you had on the witness stand this
morning was a true example as to what that labor commission does in justice
did have a labor commission in this
to the workers at the present time.
When we did go there all we did get in
State, and it was a political job.
answer to any labor difficulty was that they could not attend to it because
were always confroned by statistics.
they were just gathering statistics.
could never figure out what statistics could do to us in case of trouble.
Chairman WALSH. Does the present commission have the confidence of the
people, both employers and employees?
Mrs. NOEL. I think it has the full confidence of the workers. I will say that
perhaps, with two exceptions of the workers, it hasn't the full confidence
which is based largely on ignorance and largely on inborn mistrust of public
And what I would want
officials due to actions of public officials in the past.
to say for bettering the conditions of the workers, as one of the big measures,
would be to enlarge that labor commission, to increase it in its financial
power to do things. At present it is under quite a handicap. As far as the
attitude of the employers is concerned toward the present type of labor commissioners, I dare say they are not very friendly to it, and that has been
proven of course I won't say that for all employers I mean to say all
employers who feel themselves particularly hit by that kind of a labor Coinmission, and that can be shown by their antagonism to the elected representatives that were instrumental in putting that labor commission into action.
You will see that the personnel of the labor commission is to some extent
composed of representatives of labor, and I believe it is due in fact, I say
it is due to the mode of selecting the personnel of the labor commission that
I believe that one of the big
we, the workers, have received a just deal.
things that should always be done by any Government that whenever they
intend to secure the facts as regards labor troubles, labor injustices, and anything of that sort, would be to have both sides represented. I cite you the
instance that at one time the city council appointed a commission to investigate the housing conditions of the workers in Los Angeles. That commission
was composed of every other type of representative except the worker. Now,
consequently the report that came back was in a large measure one sided.
The worker's full issue was not represented in that report.
Chairman WALSH. Mr. Weinstock would like to ask you a few questions.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. You pointed out a little while ago, Mrs. Noel,
that while it was a very commendable thing on the part of the workers to
strive to become a home builder, that, on the other hand, in Los Angeles the
very fact of a worker becoming a home builder made him a slave to his job.

We

We

We

Well, under those circumstances, if you were a wage earner what would you
do? Would you or would you not become a home builder here?
Mrs. NOEL. Unless I was dependent on a steady job or anything that secured
me permanency in the community I would refuse to build a home in Los
Angeles in fact, in any city. I think it is detrimental to the worker because
he hampers himself. In fact, that is one reason why some men even don't
marry because they are tied down with a family can't move around as
;

quickly.

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. So that you think while it is commendable on the
part of the worker to strive to own his own home, in your opinion it is not
a wise thing for him to do?
Mrs. NOEL. No, sir; not under the present mode of handling industry and
a few other things.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. You also called attention, Mrs. Noel, that some
of the department stores practiced misrepresentation on their special bargain
sales.
Well, possibly you may not be aware of the fact, but there is a law
on the statute books that makes that a crime, and consequently those who
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arc guilty of that sort of practice arc liable, and it would seem to me if that
tiling it done there is a remedy at hand and that it is for your association to
follow up those eases and bring the wrongdoers to prosecution.
Mrs. NOEL. I have thought about doing that thing of late. That sort of
thing is never carried on and fought through until you have a body of workers
wh-> can particularly give their time to it. I myself have come against the violation of that law, Mr. Weinstock, and would have been glad to bring the
offender to justice, but I wasn't connected with enough influential people or,
perhaps, even the money the money end has a great deal to do with it also.
'oinmissioncr WKINSTOCK. Is there a consumers' league in Los Angeles?
Mrs. NOEL. Yes. And while you speak of the consumers' league I want to point
out to you that there was a statement made here this morning by Mr. Letts
as regards the eight-hour law and the Saturday half holiday. He seemed to give
himself the sole credit for doing that sort of thing. I want to point out to you
that with the activity through the activity of the consumers' league the workers
and the great group of influential women in the city of Los Angeles the merchants were practically forced into having that Saturday half holiday. There
was. you might say. almost a nation-wide agitntion in favor of that sort of
thing, and I further want to state on that that one particular merchant was
so opposed to that Saturday half holiday that they practically had to force
him into it. He could not see it. Just like a lot of them could not see the benefit
of the workmen's compensation act or other of those things. They seem to be
particularly given to the faculty of not studying things ahead of time. They
s.'cm to be so completely wrapped up in their business that they can't see ahead.
Now, that particular merchant, after the Saturday half holiday was arranged,
he himself admitted that for the tirst time in his life that moans his business
life
he had fully enjoyed his Sunday, because before that he had been so dead
tired after having the store open the long hours on Saturday that he used all
day Sunday to rest he could not even go to church. He had to stay in bed and
rest
the strain was so hard on him. Yet the community had to force him into
establishing bettor conditions for himself. Now, that brings me right away to
the point that I really feel that a, lot of employers need somebody to watch over
them. I never felt it so keenly as I have since I have been here attending these
sessions that have been going on. It has been a complete revelation to me to
find out how little those men seem to know about the organization to which they
belong the vital points of the organization to which they belong and how little
they know about the big human issue that ought to be considered. How little
they seem to kuow about social economics. Ninet\ per cent of the business men
fail in business
Commissioner WETXSTOCK. Ninety-tivo per cent.
Mrs. NOEL. Ninety-tivo per cent. Then I think in Los Angeles it must almost
come close to TOO per cent, because I want to point out t<> this commission that
I am in close touch with some mail carriers who deliver mail in the downtown
business section, and what they tHl me of the continuous change in the offices
WB8 M ivvel.-nion to me, and 1 can't for the life of me see why some of them
diiift do something to better their own conditions.
I really think it is about,
time for them to join the ranks of organized labor and learn a few things.
I>id you have any special question?
Chairman WALSH. Proceed.
Mrs. NOEL. Mr. Letts pointed out to yon the wonderful advantages of his new
store.
Now, if any man under the present mode of agitation that is continuously going on, builds a ne\v store with a basement to it w,here sales are
going on. why I don't know what ought to be done to him, because I think
that we have now carried on an agitation for years against basemeni stores.
We haven't any business to have that sort of thing in Los Angeles or elsewhere,
not in this kind of a climate, not considering that a great many who come
to this climate come here for their health, and a great many of them work in
stores.
It was brought to my attention that out of the tailors that come to this
A great many of them are sent out here by the
coast, 60 per cent are sick.
removal bureau of the Jewish charitable organization in the East. Now, that
60 per cent come largely from the sweatshop conditions .of the East. They
don't ship them any other place; they ship them West; that is the place.
We
get them.
Now, doesn't it seem to be a case of prevention rather than cure? They have
to do something.
I want to add to this a few figures on the charity side of it,
and as you spoke to me as to what was done to provide officers public officers,
<

;

:
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intimidation of them, and coercion of them I want to s;ty to you that one
worker who applied for a position in charity and was taken through the civilservice examination, these two questions were asked of her: "Are you a SocialAre you in sympathy with the I. W. \V.?" Those were the two questions
ist?
asked of those workers. Now, what has that got to do with charity? I fail to
The county charity organizations and city association spends a great
see it.
amount of money every year on sending people East on public money. Now,
this city is the only city
these figures have been given to me this city is the
only one Los Angeles is the only city in the country that undertakes to give

$120,000 to relieve destitution.
Chairman WALSH. Mrs. Noel, Mr. Weinstock would like to ask some questions.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Could I ask just O ne question, Mr. Chairman?
Chairman WALSH. Mr. Weinstock hasn't finished.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. I just have one thought.
Chairman WALSH. He says he has just one thought.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Very well. Let him go ahead.

Chairman WALSH.

All right.

Commissioner O'CONNELL. Have you any idea of the cost of the charity
tributed, in dollars, at Los Angeles?
Mrs. NOEL.

How much

it

costs?

Commissioner O'CONNELL. Yes.
does

it

dis-

If they take in $100.000,

how much

of that

cost to operate?

How much goes to the poor?
Mrs. NOEL. I haven't figured on that as yet. I know a whole lot of it will be
taken to give charity.
Chairman WEINSTOCK. In the course of your testimony you called attention
to the fact that evidence had been presented before this commission that all
that the merchants and manufacturers' association has to do is to press a button
on the local administration and the police are promptly present. Can you
give this commission any specific instance where the police have unjustly and
unlawfully and illegally arrested workers?
Mrs. NOEL. Yes, sir. An instance occurred on Christmas night. Perhaps that
became known all through the State. When you look through the report of
the housing commission and see under what conditions the Mexican workers
live in this community, and if the police did know a little something about
humane conditions, and if they would study the idea of what was the
prevailing sentiment on that Christmas night, they would have gone at it more
humanely and more carefully. That outrage will always remain a blot on the
name of the city of Los Angeles. But the city went there and used its authority
Commissioner WKIXSTOCK.

in a

manner

unjustifiable.

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Well, how many instances can you give to the
commission, specific cases, of course, and not mere opinion but facts, where
workers were unlawfully arrested and prosecuted?
Mrs. NOEL. Mr. Weinstock, I think that point was pretty well covered by
members of organized labor preceding me, and they pointed out where the
boycott was used in connection with the strikes that occurred in the city of
Angeles.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. I think those were cases whore there were actual
convictions before the jury.

I, os

Chairman WALSH. There were 4GT testified to.
Mrs. NOEL. There were a number of arrests unjustifiable.
Chairman WALSH. I think the staff has summoned Mr. Harriman, who has
that detail.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. As a regular attendant at this hearing, you doubtless have noticed the contradictory testimony that has been submitted to the
commission, the conflicting testimony. On the one hand, this commission has
heard here and in San Francisco that because of the fact of San Francisco being a so-called closed-shop town capital has been discouraged from locating and
employment has been minimized by virtue of the fact that it is alleged that
because of the high labor cost those intending to engage in industrial enterprises have kept away from San Francisco, and in that wise reducing the full
amount of employment. On the other hand, it has been contended, as you
have heard here, that by virtue of the fact that Los Angeles being a so-called
nonunion town, capital has been induced to come here, thereby creating a
large volume of employment that otherwise would not be here. Now. if those
facts are correct, if by virtue of the closed-shop conditions of San Francisco
capital has been discouraged from locating and thus minimizing possible em-
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ployment, and if, on the other hand, by virtue of the nonunion condition in Los Angeles capital has been encouraged to come tr> this city and start industries, thus affording an increased volume of employment, putting yourself, if you can, in
Ihe position of the community, as representing the public, setting aside your
bias pro and con, which of the two, independently, and interested in the welfare
of the worker and the State, which would you prefer?
Mrs. NOEL. I would prefer the San Francisco condition. This is from a perThis is viewed from the viewpoint of the stufectly unprejudiced viewpoint.
dent of social conditions, that inviting enormous amounts of population to a
community lieiter skelter, that is creating an abnormal condition of influx to
a community, does not benefit that community. That it creates a growth that
is abnormal.
That a gradual growth, sane, rational, according to the natural
conditions and according to the natural resources of a given locality is far
better than an abnormal condition of growth.

Commissioner WKINSTOCK. Well, summing up. then, it would resolve itself
is better for a minimum
down to tins crystallizing your thought you think
number of workers to get a high wage than for a maximum number of workers
to get a low wage?
it

Mrs. NOKL. Yes, sir; I think so.
Commissioner WKINSTOCK. In other words, there is not enough work in
San Francisco under existing conditions to i:ivo everybody that might work the
highest wage?
Mrs. XOKL. Yes,

sir.

Commissioner WKINSTOCK. In Los Angeles there arc perhaps more people
employed, but at a lower wage. You think it is better to have fewer people
employed at a high wage than many at a low waue?
Mrs. NOKL. Yes, sir. I get your point. It might for a period perhaps the
Los Angeles plan might be a better one for a period, but in the long run it
would be detrimental. The conditions that you describe in San Francisco
would adjust themselves to a normal condition, while down here they could
not adjust themselves to a normal condition.
Normal union conditions aim
for a proper standard of living. You could not adjust the conditions down
here to that, because the social conditions la-re would be going down and down
instead of up.
K. You mean the living standard would be dropping?
Mrs. NOKL. Yes. sir: the living standard would be going down. I think it is
made plain in our report of the city council industrial committee that the living
standard the standard of living and the wages in Los Angeles are lower
than in any other city on the coast, and consequently the standard of living
must be lower also. In that report we feel we figured out carefully what
would be a living wage. We spent an awful long time over that. We wanted
lo find out whai a worker could get along on in Los Angeles, and we found a
worker supporting one person, either a child or a dependent supporting one
dependent, and we figured out that on an average every worker has to supand we figured out that,
port somebody, either parent, or child, or somebody
one man with one child, putting it approximately, could subsist on $2 a day.
We put that down as a. subsistence wage. A living wage, which would give to
the worker the benefits of life, the benefits of civilization put it that way
that worker would have to have at least $4 a day.
Now, that would bring it
more to the San Francisco scale of wages; or perhaps we might prejudice
people by mentioning San Francisco so much, so put. it down as a union town.
Commissioner WKINSTOCK. .lust one m'ore question: From your close contact with labor, organized and unorganized, what seems to be the concensus of
opinion as to the workmen's compensation a<-t ?
Mrs. NOKL. We favor it and of course there may be some who do not understand it yet. I will say frankly that in some employments and among some
workers I have found opposition to it, but not because of the act, but because'
of ignorance, not understanding the act.
ComnYissioner WKINSTOCK. Among those who understand the act, what is
their attitude?
Mrs. NOKL. They favor it.
Chairman WALSIT. Ar, this point we will now adjourn until to-morrow morning at 10 o'clock.
We would like to have you resume the stand to-morrow morning.
(Whereupon, at -LoO o'clock p. m., an adjournment was taken until 10 o'clock
a. in. of the following day, Saturday, September 12, 3914.)

Commissioner WKINSTOC

;
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Los ANGELES, CAL., Saturday, September 11, Wl.'i10 a. in.
Present: Chairman Walsh. Commissioners Weinstock, O'Connell, Commons',
and Garretson. Basil M. Manly.
Chairman WALSH. Please b<> in perfect order, ladies and gentlemen.
Mrs. Noel, will you just resume the stand?

TESTIMONY OF MRS. FRANCES

N.

NOEL

Continued.

Now, if there is anything else that was not asked you
you would like to say, you may proceed now.
Mrs. NOKL. To begin with, I want to say that the statement has been made
here by the direct representative of the merchants and manufacturers' associa-

Chairman

"\VAI.SH.

directly, Mrs. Noel, that

Mr. Zeehandelaar, that the trade-unions are here to stay. He himself
that statement. Now, then, if the trade-unions are here to stay, we,
the membership of the trade-union movement of Los Angeles, demand this:
That we are to be regarded as a social institution and treated as such, fie
further made the statement that the merchants and manufacturers' organization is organzied for general welfare. Now, when the unemployment issue
arose in the city of Los Angeles last winter, it was the Friday Morning Club
which was the first organization to call a meeting to discuss the problem of
unemployment in this community. They sent out invitations to every one of
the big representatives of the merchants and manufacturers in this community
to come and meet with them, and they also sent out invitations to the labor
organizations and other kindred civic organizations to discuss the issue. Those
who went and called on these employers to come and meet with us were turned
down with a pretty sound rebuke for even attempting to hold a meeting in
conjunction with the labor organizations. And when the meeting was held
these gentlemen were conspicuous by their absence. Now, then, if they maintain that they are organized for general welfare, and honest in their purpose,
then the best thing they can do is to show up when the opportunity arrives.
Mr. Zeehandelaar further states that whatever is of benefit to the employing
We agree to that. Now. if it
class must be of benefit to the employed class.
is of benefit to the employers to organize and bargain collectively, it must by
all means be of benefit to the employed class to bargain collectively.
And the
quicker they come to an understanding as to how it is to be brought about, the
better both parties will be off. A statement has further been made by Mr.
Zeehandelaar that union prevents efficiency it is not an incentive for higher
wages. I deny that the union is not an incentive to efficiency, because every
trade organization has its own journal, and through that journal they educate
themselves constantly on the advance in the lines of their trade.
They also constantly educate themselves as regards civic affairs, municipal,
State, and National. No\v, I believe if the employers would recognize this fact
they would realize that we are decidedly aiming at the efficiency constantly.
It has been stated here by Mr. Letts here on the platform; it has also been
stated by the municipal employment bureau that the big trouble that confronts
them is that they can not get efficient help. Now, what is the trouble if they
can't get it? Is something wrong with our educational institutions? What is
wrong? Perhaps the cause is more fundamental than most of us think. The
standard of living has been going down. Naturally those who spring forth
from such parentage and sordid home conditions can not be efficient. There
are employers who have training schools in connection with their establishments. Training schools in connection with the employers may in some instances be a benefit; in other instances, and perhaps in most of them, they
are a detriment, because the employer will train the man to suit his own particular enterprise rather than public welfare as a whole.
Now, we have a city school system here in Los Angeles. The schools are,
I dare say w ith full frankness, of high standard.
But I would say that that
is not solely clue to these organizations who are so imbued with the spirit
of public welfare. There is a certain motive involved in that. I take it here
the high-school teachers who are asking for higher wages they make this statetion,

made

;

T

ment

:

is a higher standard of efficiency demanded of the teaching
force than in Los Angeles, where the schools are regarded as a peculiar business asset, being used for all promoting organizations as an inducement to
The excellence of our
attract home seekers and the investment of capital.
schools has been made possible by the honest and effective work of the teachers.
And in order that this excellence may be continued and augmented the

"Now, where
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teachers should be placed on a .salary basis in keeping with the character of
the service they are rendering to the community."
So it shows to you that there is an effort to make it a business asset, and if
th.'y make it a business asset of that kind we don't begrudge that; let them
go to it. That is one of the things we don't particularly begrudge. But theiv
when they want to make it a peculiar business
is a danger involved in that
asset they also may make an attempt to exercise control over that educational
;

institution, and some efforts have been
>ne of the efforts was the forcing on
He was
mercantile efficiency expert.

made.
our board of education of a so-called
brought here by the business, men's
committee, and put on a salary of $2,400 for 16 weeks. He was a complete
They considered it an insult
failure; the teachers considered him a joke.
to be put in a position of sitting at that man's feet and listening to his teaching.
They finally had to bring in high-school teachers in order to make a showing in his classes. He himself was a man who had failed in business. But just
the same he was kept there. It has been denied that he was forced on the board
(

of education.

Then there was a journal

it
called some kind of a ready-to-wear journal
merchants' journal. After the gentleman got through here in this
community they gave him a boost that would make you think he was the highest
Now. then, we went before the
expert that ever dropped down from lienven.
board of education and protested that such a man was put in the service. Furthermore, while we acknowledged the good that was in the plan of that mode of
education we protested against leaving out the worker's side of it, and then
we sent in a report to the board of education, telling them what we thought
would be of benefit to add to that course. We asked that the effects on the
mental and physical structure of the human body should be considered in the

is

a

:

retail

First, the effects of inhaling impure air in offices, Stores, and
child should be taught that in the school.
"The children should be taught to consider the effects on the mental and
physical structure of the human body, from continuous working by artificial
light: from working long hours, overtime, and during the night; from standing
long hours, particularly on unprotected stone Jloors; from nerve-killing monotony of certain kinds of labor; from beginning certain kinds of labor too
early in life; from speeding up especially in competition with power machines;
from working too long underground, artificially lighted cellars included; from
insanitary conditions of neglected surroundings in places of emplyoment.
further recommend that vocational training include a study not only
of production, but overproduction as well. It will develop an understanding
of the causes of State, Nation, and world-wide unemployment."
Now. gentlemen, this report we filed with the board of education, and we
never received u reply to it.
were never asked to come there ami consult
with them in consequence of that report.
tiled it there personally.
I leave
with you a full report of that proposition.

school education.

workshops.

The

"We

We

We

Chairman WALSH. Please hand it to the stenographer.
(Copy of the Los Angeles Municipal News of Friday, December 19, 1913,
containing the report referred to, was submitted in printed form.)
Mrs. NOKL. Now, then, there is a law in the schools which prohibits the distribution of any sort of advertisement or mercantile efforts to influence the
Last winter my boy brought home this
public, or anything of that sort.
ticket [reading] :
"
Make your dollar nimble. I believe in Los Angeles and her people. Prosperity belongs to us here and now. Commerce, industry, and nature are ready,
full of the spirit of optimism and radiate prosperity.
I smile every day."

This was given out under the auspices of the National Sales Managers' AssoI went pell mell down to the Security Building where the board of
education is located, and found out how that thing happened to be circulated.
I was told the permission was granted by the board of education. Now, gentlemen, if we from the Labor Temple should issue something of that sort, that
would benefit the labor organizations, then we would be soundly turned down.
I will say that.
Anyway, they violated the law in the schools. Now, the
question has been asked, what can I recommend to benefit the conditions in
the future, perhaps even in the present.
To begin with, I recommend an eight-hour law, a universal eight-hour law.
We have fought for that. But Mr. Letts has testified here on this stand that
his institution is in good condition, even though they have an eight-hour law.
I did disagree with him on that point where he asked for a leniency on the
ciation.
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eight-hour law at en-tain times. I Know what The gentK-nicn arc striving at.
They want a leniency on the eigiit-hour law in their establishments during
Christmas time and immediately following Christmas when they renew stock
or change stock in the whole establishment. Now, that is just exactly the
time when the eight-hour law is needed. They don't need it so badly the rest.
of the time, because there is not the rush in the business. Then w*e have to
protect the girls and the other employees. I further recommend an old-age
pension, and Government sick and death benefit fund; arrangement with newspapers to print official statements regarding Government affairs. Gentlemen,
as we- asked the railroads to carry Government mail, why shouldn't we have
an arrangement with the newspapers to carry official reports of the Government, so the people get straight goods?
I further recommend that when you gentlemen go back to Washington to
work for the appointment of a committee to go out all over the trail that you
have covered and investigate the standard of living for employers. It seem*
.somewhat of an insult to the laboring man to have someone go around and
find out just about how much we can live on.
It seems to me somewhat an
interference with free American citizenship that has been mouthed here so
I further recommend a thorough and effective organization of the
freely.
labor market, municipal, State, and national. To-day it is anybody's business
and everybody's business. It is being recognized now that labor is, a commodity. We can't get around that any more. Now, if labor is a commodity,
then what confronts us is to find out whether we deal with that commodity
as brutally, as cold, as indifferent as we deal with sugar and anything else, or
whether we treat it from the human standpoint. And I fail to see in all the
dealings of the employing gentlemen that have been on the witness stand
here, that they have exhibited in any w ay a large human horizon in their
mode of work.
It has been a case of profit; how much profit?
Why, they can't tell, with
all their organizations back of them, how much it costs any of their employees
to live.
I come back to the paint of efficiency.
The United States Government
appointed a committee, or a commission, to investigate the issue of vocational
training, and in the report of that commission I find That of 25,000,000 workers less than 1 per cent that of 25,000,000 workers in agriculture, in industry
Jess than 1 per cent are efficient.
Now, gentlemen, what is wrong with our
institutions of learning?
Something is wrong, and I think we can find the
trail if we are going for it, because the big financiers of the country have a
finger in the pie of our institutions of learning. There are records found where
some of the teachers and professors have been discharged because they did
attack too strongly the present system of our Government, and so forth.
Now, something has been said about false labor leaders. I find that in
Akron, Ohio, in the rubber industry, where there was recently a strike, every
one of the I. W. W. leaders, the secretary of the Socialist Party, and several
leaders of the Federation of Labor were direct agents of the detective agencies.
Now, these are some of the false labor leaders you will find them occasionally.
But we find them eventuIt takes once in a while some time to find them out.
ally, and you may say: "Why does it take you so long to find them out?"
Well, they are smooth chaps they are artists in the game they know how to
lead, and before we can break down the following of these alleged leaders it
takes a little while.
I made the statement yesterday that I was dubious, and always will be until
the last chapter is written, about the explosion of the Times. In Europe there
was at one time a movement to break up the political and labor organization of
workers, particularly the Socialist Party. A number of assassinations occurred. A careful investigation in conjunction with the police, who happened
to be on one occasion friendly to labor, there was traced in Switzerland a group
of men, alleged labor leaders, and in their lair, from whence they came, were
found all the implements of dynamite and infernal machines, and what was
more, there was found a document \vhich traced the whole crew to the Prussian Government in Berlin. Public indignation rose so high that one of the
prime ministers had to resign from his post. But the men who allowed themselves to be betrayed, they were hung, but the prime minister and the Prussian
Government went free, and not until w e know what has become of McManigle
will we agree to all that has happened in the Los Angeles Times.
I recommend a better system of law and a reconstruction of the courts.
I urge that a system which appoints United States supreme judges for life
r

:

;

;

;

r
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that the United States Supreme Court come
thnt that system be abolished
I further recommend that a careful investigation be made
closer to the people.
at all times on the attack made on technically trained men, particularly those
that are in the employ of municipal, county, and national governments. Gentlemen, I have come to the conclusion that it is much wiser to quit hanging onto
the coat tails of politicians for public improvement; rather stand back in full
force of the technically trained men, because there is too much intellectual
prostitution forced on that type of men. For my part, from a woman's viewpoint, I regard it of the highest need for this country that instead of spending
so much time on the prosecution of the white-slave traffic that we at the same
time spend a great deal of time on investigation as to what brings about the
You might also
intellectual prostitution of the press and kindred institutions.
include in that some of the pulpits which have been prostituted for the sake of
creating wrong public sentiment.
Now, I have been asked to explain my views on housing on the housing of
the poor and the workers particularly. I recommend that in every city Ihere
}.e established
and it is beginning now, I am glad to say a systematic city
In this city it would make your hair stand on edge to see how they
planning.
spread out the town. If you have time before you go Kast and you want to
see a real concrete example, go down to San IMogo; that is a sister town here.
Now. at San Diego 1 bring that up as a side issue I want to point out
what happened in consequence of the lack of city planning, and the spreading
out of a town indiscriminately. The taxes and assessment rate on the houses
on the owners of houses down there, have reached a point now that in some
instances they are assessed above the speculative value of the property. Why?
I'.ecaus" the spreading out of the town means acres of vacant property.
This
develops tremendous civic expense that must be covered. Therefore the town
must be planned in a proper way to avoid unnecessary expense. I further
recommend of course that will come under the same head that a proper
system of transportation will always be considered in every city. It affects
the workers directly. I point out to you that recently through the strike in the
we have,
city of Torranco, which is one of the garden cities of Los Angeles
they claim, grown to such tremendous proportions in this city that we have
to follow the example of Kngland and other European countries where there
are large congested cities, that we, too, must establish garden cities; Torrance
is one of these garden cities.
It was established, they frankly admit it, with
no particularly humane motive. It was an effort to make profit. They built
The gas company, which in many instances
it 17 miles outside of Los Angeles.
could not be moved to put gas in the homes of workers in unimproved districts,
they look the gas IT miles out of the city into that town, and six industries
moved over there, too. The biggest was the Union Tool Shop. I believe there
are about 400 employed in the Union Tool Shop. Now, when ihe strike broke
out we went down there to investigate the conditions. Here is a letter from
one of the women in that town. She writes, "There are 42 unoccupied houses
here in town. The workers can't rent a house from one company there are
two companies workers can't rent a hus,' from one company because they
want to sell it on the installment plan. If they want to go down there they
must buy on the installment plan. The rent of some of the houses was as
high went from $13 to $25 a month. Now, they were puzzled, intensely puzAnd it was found out thai of
xled, why the workers wouldn't live down there.
<our.se the workers had become wise to some of the eastern garden cities, like
Pullman and a few of those. They refused to be corralled in one territory
where when a strike breaks out they can be surrounded by the militia or the
armed guards of the companies and simply kept there. That is why they didn't
want to go down there.
Furthermore, the houses that were built down there were built by building
companies they are buildings of the cheapest type. I went through a lot of
the houses. I took one of the workers from the temple along with me, and
pretended he was my husband. We went house hunting. And we found that
in practically every one of the houses there were marks of the winter rains.
And yet they expected the workers to gladly buy those houses. Furthermore,
it was a matter of record that the municipal improvements, like street improvements, plumbing, and so forth, was done of the cheapest kind, and the
workers knew it and they refused to buy there. I could tell you still more of
that.
It covers a big field.
But that touches enough on the housing issue.
Now. these workers who refused to live down there, they spent from two to
three hours a day on the car, and spend from $8 to $11 a mouth in car fare.
;
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industries should he placed so they become convenient for the workers.
I repeat, that the institutions of law, and law in general, should become
intelligible to the people.
Perhaps you remember looking over the p:g-s of
history, that so long as the mass of the people could not read the Bible, even
some of the alleged agents of God would take advantage of the ignorance of
the people and use their ignorance to exploit them. Now then, if we made
the law so that it becomes intelligible to the mass of the people, I think we go
a long ways to the goal of overcoming difficulties.
Such investigation as you are making here to-day, I would suggest that the
proceedings of each city be placed in a public library, and one in each public
I believe there are more people than those that have come to tlu>se
school.
meetings interested in these proceedings, but for many reasons can not lie here
Tin.-

Xo\v

and take it all in.
I would recommend that in every city there be a chamber of labor alongside
of the chamber of commerce.
The eight-hour law is essential to have time for the study of civic affairs.
Now, for instance, right now we are confronted by a vote for a string of amendments in the next legislature that fills several pages. And in order to be intelligent voters we have to have time to study them. So shortening of hours Is
essential.

The election day should become a legal holiday absolutely, because while
there is a law on the statute book which makes it compulsory tor employers to
let the men go out ami vote, at the same time there are numerous cases 'on the
records where that has not been granted.
Now, something I would like to say with regard to factory life, for the mode
of dwellings, for the kind of factories and stores, and so forth. It seems to me
there is something right here as regards Uncle Sam, who himself is an employer, and who ought to take a little better stand once in a while in the construction of Government buildings where thousands of people are employed.
And I refer you to OUT Los Angeles post office. Before you go East, go and investigate it, and see for yourself that the accommodations for the workers in our
brand-new post office are bad. Most of them are working by artificial light.
That should not be. The Government has experts out to investigate the causes
of diseases of pigs and other animals. Why not investigate what makes mail
carriers and mail clerks wear eye glasses continually, and if the post-ofhce
buildings are constructed so that they are working constantly by artificial light,
let us build post offices that have decent light.
Now, you may say how can we
always arrange for a proper building of factories, and so forth.
That proposition was strikingly solved in a large city in Europe. I went
abroad some years ago and made a study of a number of things. I presume it
would not prejudice you if I state that in the construction of the building of the
Vorwarts that is the German national daily of the Socialists in the construction of that big establishment every facility was arranged to make the workers
comfortable. And I asked them how that was done, and they told me that
before they constructed the building they asked the architect and everyone employed in the establishment down to the smallest office boy to meet with the
architect, and then each one had a chance to express himself regarding the
plans of the establishment in regard to comforts, and so forth. So that helps
a whole lot in making the building apropos to the worker's needs. And I think
Uncle Sam might take a lesson from that if he is not prejudiced to some
ignorant foreigners.
Now, I have pointed out that one of the big helps to us will be a more complete labor commission. As it is now we are highly pleased with it, but we
know they haven't got enough power and not enough finance to carry on their
work.

Chairman WALSH. I do not want to hurry you nor interrupt you, but please
do not repeat anything that you have gone over.
Mrs. NOEL. Yes; I thank you for that. I wanted to point out in conjunction
to this that it is a surprise to me that in spite of this being realy an acknowledged relief to the workers in the State of California, that yet the gentlemen
Mho are so anxious for public welfare are carrying on a fierce attack on Gov.
Johnson, who has been greatly instrumental in helping to establish this particular institution and make it what it should be. Now, if they are really sincere,
why don't they support the men who have done something? That they don't
want to work with us we don't object to them not working with us. but why
on earth don't they work with those who do something outside of our organizations?

That

is

the point I

want

to raise.

Now, the other point

is

this:
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That so many people you have seen it right here they seem to be very anxious
I don't deny that they really are sincere in their
to do something for labor.
motive of wanting to do something for labor. And they are sincere in it. But
the thing that always has puzzled me is this: Why are they never willing to
do something with labor? And on that hinges the whole difficulty. They are
spending thousands and thousands of dollars on the Y. W. C. A. and thousand.-?
Do both institutions reach clear down to the
of dollars on the Y. M. C. A.
root of things? I admit they are good institutions, but they have not reach*'
the real issue yet. Now, then, through the Civic Center League, an institution
that was recently established and I omitted yesterday to mention that I was
a member of it through the Civic Center League we hope to establish in conjunction with every school in the city a system whereby the masses of the
people can be reached in order to discuss civic affairs.
This institution is quietly being attacked by some of the men that belonged
to the 50 who attacked woman's suffrage in the city, and by the 50 by some of
the 50 who attacked the voting for the power bonds in our city. Now, under
the auspices of the Civic Center League, I was recently called to Sherman, a
a little suburb adjoining Los Angeles to speak on the eightcity down here
hour law. Sherman is a city populated chiefly by street-car employees. The
hall was packed with people, and there were a number of civil issues thai
came up that should be discussed. But what struck me forcibly was the lack of
1

discussion. When I, after getting through with talking on the eight-hour law,
invited expression from the audience either for or against the statements I
had made, not a voice from the audience. Next day two men happened to meet
me on the street, and one of them clapped me on the shoulder and said, "Mrs.
"
"
Well," I said,
why didn't you say something yi>>Noel, we are with you."
would not dare to express ourtrrday whrn I talked there?" He said,
selves.
We belong to the Pacific Electric Co., and if we did we would lose our

"We

Jobs."

can bring you the testimony of one of the senators of this State,
the agents that were sent up north to the legislature from the
company, paid by the company, to go to Sacramento and work in the legislature from the labor standpoint against a reduction in the hours of the street
car workers. They were paid by the company. Now, these men for the sake
of not losing their jobs did go up there, paid by the company. And when they
did get there they pleaded with the legislators to carry the law through thai:
would reduce the hours of their labor. But they were telling that they had to
go there for the sake of not losing their jobs. And here I repeat that if that
system of coercion does not create mental, moral, and physical cowards I would
There are 30 nationalities that were
I nm from Missouri.
like to be shown.
Something was said on
present at an entertainment of an east-side school.
municipal amusements. I will say that a good many of the municipal amusements, so called, are carried on by people such as teachers and people from the,
But nothing definite is
p.-nvnt teachers' association and other kindred bodies.
done by the government itself.
I want to point out to you that some years ago a well-meaning man gave to
the city of Los Angeles what we call Griffith Park, a magnificent territory of
park. *The Pacific Klectric lines, the Huntington lines, were approached to lay
a street car line out to that park and made it accessible to the people; estab-

Now,

I

who has met

-

a 5-cent car fare to that park. And the reply was that the company did
not care to lay a street car line out to that park for the convenience of the people.
because they didn't care to run a line that brought them in a 5-cent street car
fare when they could get a 50-cent car fare down to the beaches. Now, is that
working for public welfare? And is that working for public amusement? Now,
1 want to say a few words as regards the advertising of the city, while I have
touched on that yesterday, Mr. Chairman, but there is one point that must be
mre fully considered. Just recently the manufacturers of the city, in conjunction with the supervisors, county supervisors, are aiming to raise $350,000, I
for 1915, when the Panama Canal
believe, for an entertainment fund of 1915
opens, and we expect a lot of visitors. They want to plant trees in cement
boxes through the streets.
i)iwn here in Thirteenth and Hill there was a big square with palms and
All the city had to do was to take over that square and make
trees in it.
another much-needed park out of it. \Vhat happened? The efforts by a few
well-meaning people to secure that territory for the city was lost. The trees
were taken out. The plat was graded over, and to-day we have a newspaper
building on it on one corner and on the other corner two little shacks. Now,
lish
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while on the one hand they want to raise funds to plant trees that are only
temporary, and on the other hand oould allow the destruction of a much-needed
park territory, that is something I can't understand. But it lias heen said that
these $350,000, if they are going to he raised, would be used to much better
ml vantage, in a much more humane consideration for the coining visitors of
1915, if they would be used to investigate whether we really have the facilities
and the preparation to meet that influx of population. Up to date there has not
been anything done, approximately speaking, to meet that influx of population.
And, for my part, I can't understand why these gentlemen should be so awful
anxious to increase population in this State when in all past experience it
has proven that overpopulated territory is a menace rather than a benefit,
when in all past experience it has proven that the conditions go down rather
than up. We don't know what should be known whether we have really so
many natural resources to accommodate the industry that is invited. It is
problematical
An effort was made to have school children write to their eastern kinfolks
We proletters to boost and advertise this State and this city, but it failed.
tested against it. It has been said that this is a wonderfully rich city. If we
go to the city hall and ask for improvements they plead poverty. We have
asked and pleaded for better street car conditions, and lo and behold we find
recently that a man employed in the board of public utilities, who was exceptionally qualified in the service of railway engineer, has to be discharged for
lack of funds. Anyway, in conjunction it sort of dovetails into the labor issue;
it would be very wise to keep a close eye on the board of public utilities.
We have no city baths. We have fearful looking river beds that should be
developed. We have a dilapidated looking city hall. The issue of rebuilding
it has become a shuttlecock between the business interests of the north on
Spring Street and south of Spring Street. Our city has no publicly owned
That means the building of it. So far it has been located around in
library.
dry-goods stores and other buildings. It is usually moved from one new building to the other, evidently to give them a start in renting.
Now, Mr. Chairman, I believe that about covers the essential points I
wanted to cover to-day.
Chairman WALSH. Well, thank you, Mrs. Noel, we Avill not ask any other
questions now, I guess. Very much obliged to you.
Mrs. NOEL. Beg your pardon, there is one industry that should have been
covered, and that is the waiters and waitresses.
Chairman WALSH. Well, you may cover it as briefly as possible. I don't
want you to hurry, but we are dividing as to the time as well as the number
of witnesses, and Mr. Manly has just notified me that labor was a lap of an
hour and a half ahead in time.
Mrs. NOEL. I don't want to be unjust and take too much time.
Chairman WALSH. You are not. Everything you have said is of interest.
Mrs. NOEL. I will take the liberty to file a few statistics in regard to the
waiters and waitresses.
Chairman WALSH. I wish you would. You may state it briefly, if you wish.
Mrs. NOEL. Perhaps it would be a little too long. I want to say that the
waiters, cooks, and hotel employees are a big issue to consider.
They are
working under very difficult conditions.
Chairman WALSH. Have you a statement drawn up showing the figures
in it?

Mrs. NOEL. Yes,

sir.

Chairman WALSH. Kindly
Mrs. NOEL. Yes, sir.
(See Noel exhibit.)

I

am

that and we will take into consideration.
sorry you didn't ask me more questions.

file

Chairman WALSH. Thank you.
Call Mr. Kuhrts.

TESTIMONY OF MR.

G. J.

KTJHRTS.

Chairman WALSH. State your name, please.
Mr. KUHRTS. G. J. Kuhrts.
Chairman WALSH. What is your business?
Mr. KUHRTS. Engineer, Los Angeles Railway Co.
Chairman WALSH. You are connected with what company?
Mr. KUHRTS. Los Angeles Railway Co.
Chairman WALSH. That is a corporation of the State of California that
operates that railway,

is

it?
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Mr. KUHKTS. Yes,

sir.

Chairman WALSH. Has
other State?
Mr. KUHKTS. No,

it

a holding company that

is

incorporated in any

sir.

Chairman WALSH. What is the capital stock of the company?
Mr. KUHKTS. Those figures can be furnished we can furnish those
To you from our books. I am not prepared to state here
I haven't the

figures
figures

here.

Chairman WALSH. Speak a

little

louder, please.

Has the company always

paid dividends?

Mr. KUHKTS. No, sir. Paid interest on bonds, but no dividends.
Chairman WALSH. No dividends for how long?
Mr. KUHRTS. I don't think it ever paid dividends.
Chairman WALSH. What is the company bonded for? What is

its

total

bonded indebtedness?
Air. KUHRTS. Twenty-three million

five hundred thousand dollars.
Chairman WALSH. What mileage has it?
Mr. KUHKTS. It has 390 miles.
Chairman WALSH. How much urban and how much interurban?
Mr. KUHKTS. I could not segregate that.
Chairman WALSH. Couldn't you give it by mileage?
Mr. KUIIKTS. I could give you that if I had the data at hand. It could

Liven.

It is

be.

city lines.
Mostly all city

mostly

all

lines?
Chairman WALSH.
Mr. KUHKTS. Yes, sir.
Chairman WALSH. Were you given a list of questions to respond to?
^Ir. KUHKTS. Yes, sir.
Well, I wasn't given it, but I got hold of these questions which I presume are the ones 1 have to answer.
Chairman WALSH. Well, I will call your attention to the questions and ask
them in order if I can. How do you operate? Do you operate as a union
shop, open shop, or nonunion shop? They call it a shop here, I believe?
'Mr. KUHKTS. Well, open shop, I presume you call it.
Chairman WALSH. You have no organization among your employees?
.Mr.
KUHKTS. No, sir; except the recreation association among our emJ

I

o yees.

Chairman WALSH. What is the recreation association?
Mr. KUHKTS. Is is composed of the employees and heads of departments.
Chairman WALSH. Well, what is its function?
Mr. KUHKTS. Oh. to get together. They have picnics and dances and smokers.
.'geihrr
(

and discuss times and discuss questions which are of

vital interest

us.

Chairman WALSH.

First,

shop policy?
Mr. KUHKTS. Well,
our employees.

it

is

what are your reasons j'.r operating under the openthe desire of

harmony and peace with and among

chairman WALSH. Has there ever been an attempt t<> organi/e your road?
believe once in 1903.
Mr. KUHKIS.
Chairman WALSH. That was Hie last attempt that has lieen made?
Mr. KUHKTS. Yes, sir.
Chairman WALSH. I wish you would give us a statement of the wages paid
I

your employees.
Mr. KUHKTS. In

all

the different departments?

Chairman WALSH. In all the departments, please. Have you a statement
drawn up there?
Mr. KUHKTS. I did have. Yes; I have a statement.
Chairman WALSH. Well, just briefly state it, then.
Mr. KUHRTS. It is quite lengthy.
Transportation department: Chief inspector, $140 a month; inspectors, $90
a month. Chief dispatcher, $105 a month; dispatchers. $95 a month; car house
foremen, $125 a month. Towermen, day, $85 a month towermen, night, $80
a month.
switchmen, night, $80 a month.
Switchmen, day, $85 a month
Crossing flagmen, 25 cents per hour. Janitors, $00 a month. Conductors and
motormen: First year, 25 cents per hour; second year, 26 cents per hour;
;

;

third year, 27 cents per hour; fourth year, 28 cents per hour; fifth year, 29
cems per hour; sixth year and thereafter. ,'50 cents per hour. Freight and
work trainmen, same as regular platform men. Yard switchmen at car houses,
*95 a month 12-hour day.

3S819
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to 32
cell's an
Electrical engineers' department Bonding: FOIVMHMI.
hour; 'helpers, 25 to 27^ cents an hour; substations, operators, $60 to $90 according to seniority and the importance of the station.
Line department Construction: Line foreman, 41 6/0 to 44 4/9 cents; linomen, 36 1/9 to 41 6/9 cents; ground men, 25 to 27 i cents; linemen apprentices.
27i to 35 cents. Laborers, 25 to 27* cents. Wiremen Gang fort-men, 37 cents
per hour; assistant gang foremen, 35 cents per hour; wiremen, 30 cents per
hour helpers, 25 to 30 cents per hour.
Chief engineer's department Track
Foremen, $3 per day
subforeinen,
$2.75 and $2.50 per day. Inspectors, $3. Watchmen and lamp men, $2. Trackwalkers, oilers, switchmen, $2. Laborers, $1.75 and $1.50. Bridges and buildPainters, $3.50.
Carpenter's helpers, :>2.5o.
ings: Carpenters, $3 ami $2.75.
Laborers, $1.75. Laborers living in camps and cholo houses are paid $1.50 per
day, and a rental of 25 <viiis per day is deducted from the wages.
Mechanical department: Blacksmith's foreman, $110 per month; blacksmiths,
39*., 411, and 42 cents per hour; blacksmiths' repairers, 22*. 25 and 28 cents
Stationary engineers, 34 cents per hour.
Machine-shop foremen,
per hour.
$120 per month assistant machine-shop foremen, $110 per month. Plumb. M-S,
Coppersmiths and tinners, 37 and 39*. cents per
41*. to 45 cents per hour.
hour. Assistant foremen, machine shop, 39* to 41*. cents per hour. Machinists,
30* to 41*. cents per hour. Trackmen, 28 to 30 J cents per hour. Machinists'
Air-brake foremen, 39 cents per hour. Apprenhelpers, 28 cents per hour.
Gardeners, 25 cents per hour. Janitors, 18 to 22*
tices, 22*. cents per hour.
cents offices, 28 cents per hour. Watchmen, 22* to 25 cents per hour. Motorman (transfer table) 26 cents per hour. Pipe fitters, 28 to 30* cents per
hour. Paint foremen, $110 per month; assistant paint foremen, 39* cents per
hour; painters, 25 to 39*. cents per hour; painter's helpers, 22* cents per hour;
Cabinetmakers, 36 cents per hour. Patternscrubbers, 22* cents per hour.
shop foremen, 39 cents per hour: pattern makers, 39* cents per hour. General
foremen, $125 a month. Car-builder foremen, $100 a month. General foremen inspectors, $110 a month. Carpenter-shop foremen, $100 a month. Trimming foremen, 39$ cents an hour. Carpenters on passenger cars, 30*, to 36
cents per hour; carpenter's helpers, 25 cents per hour.
Upholstery foremen,
36 cents per hour; upholstery helpers, 25 cents per hour. Platers, 39*. cents
hour.
34
cents
39*
cents
hour.
Polishers,
Glaziers,
per
per hour. Mill
per
foremen, $110 per month, 41*. cents per hour; millmen, 36 to 39 cents per hour;
Car repair-shop foremen, 34 cents per
millrnen helpers, 25 cents per hour.
hour. Car-shop foremen, $115 a month. Assistant car-house foremen, 34 cents
per hour. Mechanical inspectors, 28 to 30* cents per hour. Car-cleaner foremen, 22*. cents per hour; car cleaners, 18 cents per hour.
Electrical department, shops: Wiring foremen, 42 cents per hour; wiremen,
32 to 38 cents per hour; wiremen's helpers, 25 to 28 cents per hour. Windingroom foremen, $110 per month armature winders, 36 to 42 cents per hour
Electrical helpers, 25 to 28 cents pr
coil winders, 32 to 34 cents per hour.
Electrical machinists, 40 to 42
hour. Apprentices, 14 to 28 cents per hour.
cents per hour. General repair men, including controller repairers and electricians, 34 to 38 cents per hour.
Wages of trainmen: First year, 25 cents; second year. 26 cents; third year,
27 cents fourth year, 28 cents fifth year, 29 cents sixth year, 30 cents.
Chairman WALSH. Conductors and motormen both?
Mr. KTJHRTS. Yes, sir.
Chairman WALSH. How long does the man have to run as a student?
Mr. KUHRTS.' I can not answer that directly, but I can have a witness here
-A

.",

-J

:

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

who

;

;

;

can.

Chairman WALSH. What are the hours of labor? First, away from the
trainmen, what are the hours of labor of these other employees?
Mr. KUHRTS. Shopmen?
Chairman WALSH. Yes.
Mr. KTJHRTS. Eight hours.

Chairman WALSH. And what fire the hours
Mr. KUHRTS. By the way, though, that is the shopmen, eight hours the electrical department
they work eight hours a day, nine hours, not in the shop:
they are paid for nine hours, coming and going to the shop and work.
Chairman WALSH. How much time you say you do not know how long a
man has to run as a student?
Mr. KUHRTS. No.
Chairman WALSH. What time does he have to rei>ort to the shop?
;
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Mr. KUHRTS.

I

could not say.

I

could have a witness

who can

tell,

if

you

wish.

wish you would make any statement

that you desire
Chairman WALSH. I
make, without questions, and then have somebody report here
here
now.
Mr. KUHRTS. He is
Chuiruiiin WALSH. Who can answer the questions in your own industry.
Mr. KTHKTS. He is here at the present time.

Chairman WALSH. He

is

t<

here?

Mr. KriruTs. Yes.

Chairman WALSH. If there is any statement you care to make we shall he
very glad to hear it; otherwise
Mr. Kt'HRTs. With regard to that I only care to make statements of things
I am absolutely familiar with myself.

Chairman WALSH. Very good.
Mr. Knurrs. I think I know, but I want to be absolutely positive.
Chairman WALSH. That is correct. Then I will not go over this lis(

of ques-

tions.

Mr. KUHRTS.

I

am

prepared to go over the remainder of them.

Chairman WALSH. Have you the matter written?
Mr. KUHRTS. Yes; to an extent.
Chairman AV.VLSH. I wish you would just please go ahead

in your own way.
without me going over them.
Mr. Knurrs. The second question, wages and hours of labor, comparison of
union conditions and open-shop conditions in other Paciiic cities. I have that
Seattle begins
here, not alone of the Pa< itic cities, but some of the others.
tvilh 25 cents.
At the sixth year they get a rate of 28 cents. They proceed.
The seventh year, 29 cents; eighth year, 29 cents; ninth year, 29 cents; tenth
year. HO cents; eleventh year. HI cents; twelfth year, HI cents; thirteenth year,
I'.l

cents; fourteenth year, HI cents. That is Seattle.
San Francisco; First three months, 25 cents; second three months, 25 cents;

second six months, iii; cents: third six months, 28 cents; fourth six months,
28 cents; third year. 29 cents; fourth year. HO cents; fifth year. HI cents; sixth
year. 32 cents; seventh year, 33 cents; eighth year, 34 cents; ninth year. H5
cents.

Oakland, starting with 30 cents; first three months, 30 cents; second three
months, HO cents; second six mouths, H<> cents; third six months, HI cents;
fourth six months, HI cents; third year. H2 cents; fourth year, HH cents; liflh
year. H4 cents; sixth year, ,T> cents; seventh year, H6 cents; eighth year, 37
cents; ninth year, HS cents; tenth year. H!> cent i; eleventh year, 40 cents.
Portland. Orog., starting the tirst year with 21; first three months, 24 cents;
second three months, 24 cents; second six months, 25 cents; third six months,
LT> cents; fourth six months. 20 cents; third year, 27 cents; fourth year, 28 cents;
fifth year. 29 cents sixth years, no cents.
St. Paul and Minneapolis, starting with 23 cents the first year; first three
months. L'H cents; second three months, L'H cents; second six months, 24: cent-;
third six months, 26 cents; fourth six months, 20 cents; third year, 27 cents;
fourth year, 2S cents; fifth year, 29 cents; sixth year, 30 cents, the same as
;

Los Angeles.
Denver, starting the first year with 24 cents; first three months, 24 cents;
second three months, 2 cents; second six months. 24 cents; third six months,
26J cents; fourth six months, 26i cents; third year, 28 cents; fourth year, 28
cents; fifth year, 28 cents; sixth year, 30 cents.
Chicago: First three months. 2:; cents; second three months, 25 cents; second
six months, 26 cents; third six months, 27 cents; fourth six months, 28 cents;
third year, 29 cents; fourth year, 30 cents; fifth year, 31 cents; sixth year, 32
cen is.
Philadelphia: First three months, 23 cents; second three months, 23 cents;
second six months, 2H cents; third six months, 24 cents; fourth six months, 24
cents; third year, 25 cents; fourth year, 26 cents; fifth year, 27 cents; sixth
year, 28 cents.
Buffalo First three months, 23 cents second three months, 23 cents second
six months, 2H cents; third six months, 25 cents; fourth six months, 25 cents;
third year, 26A cents; fourth year, 28 cents; fifth year, 29 cents.
Boston: First three months. 26A cents; second three months, 26 cents;
second six months. 215:1 cents; third six months, 27f cents; fourth six months,
27 cents: third year. 282 cents; fourth year, 29$ cents; fifth year, 29| cents;
sixth year, 31} cents.
1

:

','

;

;
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New Orleans, 24 cents Hat.
Cincinnati: First three months, 20 cents; second throe months, 20 cents;;
second six months, 21 cents; third six months, 23 cents; fourth six months, 23
cents; third year, 23 cents; fourth year, 24 cents; fifth year, 24 cents; sixth
year, 24 cents; seventh year, 25 cents; eighth year, 25 cents; ninth year, 26
cents; tenth year, 27 cents; eleventh year, 27 cents; twelfth year, 27 cents;
thirteenth year, 27 cents; fourteenth year, 27 cents.
Detroit: First three months, 25 cent* second three months, 25 cents; second
six months, 30 cents; third six months, 32 cents; fourth six months, 32 cents;
third year, 32 cents.
Baltimore: First year, 22 cents; third six months, 23 cents; fourth six
months, 23 cents; third year, 24 cents; fourth year, 25 cents; fifth year, 2ti
;

cents.

Los Angeles, I have given, that is First three months, 25 cents second three
months, 25 cents; second six months, 25 cents; third six months, 26 cents;
fourth six months, 26 cents; third year, 27 cents; fourth year, 28 cents; fifth
year, 29 cents sixth year, 30 cents.
Milwaukee: First three months, 23 cents; second three months, 23 cents;
second six months, 23 cents third six months, 24 cents fourth six months. 24
cents third year, 25 cents fourth year, 26 cents fifth year, 27 cents sixth
year, 28 cents.
These are 16 cities, 8 union and 8 nonunion. I have the list I can furnish.
Chairman WALSH. Please just file it with the secretary there.
Mr. KUIIKTS. "The extent to which unions are recognized and dealt with."
This company not having not being unionized, has no dealings with them.
"
Comparative results under open shop and union conditions." Having no
unions, make no comparison.
Chairman WALSH. You have no standard of comparison between union and
nonunion?
Mr. KTJHRTS. None.
"
Particular features objected to in unions organized in the street railway
industry." As a public-service corporation and directly responsible to the community at large, we object to the union organizations attempting to dictate to
employees or discipline them without; responsibility.
"
What has been done by the company with which you are connected to improve working conditions? (a) Wages and hours of men." Wages have been
increased from time to time without any request on their part. They have been
raised five times since 1901, I think it is. Hours of labor so divided as the best
service requires for the traveling public, without working intentional hardships
for the men.
"(&) Safety and sanitation." Every car in service is equipped with all modern appliances, air brakes, and so forth, and are kept up to a high standard of
efficiency, with the effect to give safety not only for the public but for the
employees as well.
"Adjustment of individual grievances." Every employee with a grievance is
cheerfully accorded an interview and the same consideration given him that we
expect from him when discipline is necessary. We treat our men as worthy of
respect; while we, as the responsible heads of the company in the natural order
of events, have to be the final judges of all the grievance cases, we impress
upon our men the fact that w e wish to deal as men to men and are careful to
thoroughly explain whenever it is necessary in our opinion to deny requests
made.
"As the result of your industrial experience, what constructive suggestions
ran be offered? (a) For removing friction between employers and employees."
Well, there it would come to the association that we have of all the laborers and
In fact, the heads of all the
all the employees and heads of the departments.
departments have worked np from the bottom, I might say, without exception,
with the Los Angeles Railroad. We have a foremen's association. We get
together, and we have our picnics. We had a picnic this year, gathering some
7.000 of our employees and their families. And all members are privileged to
We endeavor, as far as possible, to have
}>e members; all officials are members.
human relations satisfactory, and conditions conducive to mutual understanding,
and try to look at things from the standpoint of the man on the different questions that come up. We recognize that the contented man is the best asset.
"(&) For insuring that improvements in wages and working conditions are
made as rapidly as economic conditions justify." We keep in close touch with
conditions throughout the country as well as local conditions and conditions in
:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

r

;
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our own business, and whenever we think

it economically possible we raise our
standard.
"(C) For speedy and just settlement of such industrial disputes as may arise."
We find that the friendly relations we maintain with our men go a long way
toward taking care of all questions which arise.
Interests
"(<7) For insuring that the interests of the public are protected."
of the public are amply protected by laws, ordinances, and so forth, and they
are well championed by iitility boards, railway commissions, and so forth.
"
8. What has the open-shop policy in Los Angeles done for the community as
regards
"(a) Establishment and maintenance of a high standard of living for all
We have photographs showing living conditions of our cheapest emclasses."
ployees, which show they are well housed and well fed, have family life and
good, healthy children.
"(&) Assurance of regularity of work and decrease of unemployment." So
fur as we individually are concerned, we pay high wages compared with other
sections of the country; in our mechanical brandies and track work employment
is continual
when one job is finished we do not turn the men loose but immediately move them on to other work.
"(c) Protection of the industrial and civil rights of individuals." We have n>t
had any general strikes; we have never bad to call on the city authorities; and
we have not had to resort to the courts for injunctions; therefore we do not
know as to this.
"('/) General and technical education and the ability to secure a thorough
mastery of the trade." We do not have trade schools nor students' courses of
any kind but provide for our men continually the opportunity to gather by experience necessary knowledge and still to increase their efficiency and" make
possible progress to higher position and greater remuneration.
I have a list showing the number of conductors and motormen, and, in fact,
practically all th employees. This report was made hurriedly and there may
have been some omissions. Conductors and motormen, 422 at 25 cents; 428
t 26 cents, the second year; third-year men. 2.')3 at 27: fourth-year men. ls:
at 28; fifth-year men, i:y.) at 20; sixth-year men, 619 at 30. It goes on, then
I don't suppose you care to have me go over the list, the number of men,
the different rates. I have it right here and shall furnish it to the secretary
;

if

you wish.

Chairman WAI. sir. Conductors
I

hey get?
Mr. KnnsTs.

;M><|

motormen come

to

you

to hire,

'<>mludors and motormen get the first year 2."> cents.
Commissioner C.\I:KKT>OX. How many are there in each class?

what do

<

I

didn't

catch it?
Mr. KniKis.

We have a number of employees in Los Angeles, between four
thousand employee^.
Chairman WALSH. They are all there on the list?

and

live

Mr. Knurrs. Yes.
Chairman WALSH. Tt is in the record.
Commissioner <JAKUI:YSOX. If it is in the record, that is all I care about.
Chairman WALSH. Have you a blank application that the employee signs
when he comes to you for employment?
Mr. KUHRTS. Yes, sir. That
handing blank to commissioner! is for the
trainmen, and this [handing another blank] for the other employees.
Chairman WALSH. Now, this bond of $500 is given by both conductors and
motormen, is it?
Mr. KTHKTS. I couldn't say as to that and give you a correct answer. You
had better ask the other gentleman to answer that for you.
chairman WALSH. Are photographs of the employees taken?
|

Mr. Ki'Hirrs. Yes; they are.

Chairman WALSH. For what
Mr. KriniTs.
Mr. Merrihew.

I prefer to

purp<>*'?

have the other

Chairman WALSH. Mr. Merrihew?
Mr. KUHRTS. Yes he will answer that.
Chairman WALSH. Do you have checking

I prefer to have, that

answered by

:

terminal?
Mr. KT-HRTS. At the terminals.
the central station, and
line.

we

also

clerks and others stationed at your

We have a dispatching system; that is, at
have inspectors who are continually on the
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Chairman WALSH. Is it a fact that at San Fernando station you have a
check clerk from 7
the morning until 12 at midnight, or other very unusually
long hours?
Mr. KUHKTS. Not so far as I know.

m

Chairman WALSH. Would you know whether
Mr. KUHIJTS.

We

it

w;is?

could ascertain. I could ascertain
Chairman WALSH. But you haven't that in your mind

Mr. KUHBTS. No,

it

for you.

now?

sir.

Chairman WALSH. Are the men required to take a physical examination,
both conductors and motormen?
Mr. KniKTs. That ran hotter he answered by Mr. Merrihew.
Chairman WALSH. Do you know whether they are or not?
Mr. KUHKTS. I believe they are.
Chairman WALSH. Do they have to pay a fee for it?
Mr. KVHHTS. I believe not, I am not certain as to that.
Chairman WALSH. What class of labor or to what class of labor do you jwy
a dollar and a half per day?
Mr. KUHKTS. Those are the Mexicans.
Chairman WALSH. On what sort of work?
Mr. KriiitTS. Track work.
Chairman WALSH. How do you get your Mexican labor? How many Mexicans have you working on track work approximately?
Mr. KUHRTS. We have about 800, I should judge.
Chairman WALSH. About 800?
Mr. KUHKTS. About 800.
Chairman WALSH. And how do you get them in here from Mexico?
Mr. KUHKTS. We don't. We get them here in town.
Chairman WALSH. Where do you employ them?
Mr. KUHKTS. They come to our yards.
Chairman WALSH. You don't know how they get into this country?
Mr. KUHRTS. No; I don't, sir.
Chairman WALSH. You make your contract right here, do you?
Mr. KUHRTS. We do not make any contract. The men apply for a position,
and we put them on as they come.
Chairman WALSH. At what wages do you put them on?
Mr. KUHRTS. One fifty to one seventy-five, according to their ability spikers.
The trench men the men that dig the trenches of course, they
liners, etc.
receive a dollar and a half. We have to do a great deal of night work. Night
work practically constitutes half of our work, and to do that we pay time and
a half to those Mexicans.

Chairman WALSH.
Mr. KUHRTS.

We

do you not get white men to do that work?
We have no applications.
you think you could get them if you paid two and a

Why

can't, sir.

Chairman WALSH. Do

quarter?
Mr. KUHRTS. I don't think

we

could.

Chairman WALSH. Have you ever made any effort to get them?
Mr. KUHRTS. No; we haven't made any special effort.
Chairman WALSH. How many of your laborers are married men?
Mr. KUHRTS. Well
Chairman WALSH. Have you any idea?
Mr. KUHRTS. We could take toll. I couldn't say.
Chairman WALSH. Do you know how many of them are home owners?
Mr. KUHRTS. Quite a number. As to that, the question has not risen. I
could take that matter up with the men themselves.
Chairman WALSH. How many employees have you altogether?
Mr. KUHRTS. Between four and five thousand.
Chairman WALSH. Between four and five thousand?
Mr. KUHRTS. Yes, sir.
Chairman WALSH. How many of them are common laborers?
Mr. KUHRTS. Common laborers?
Chairman WALSH. Yes.
Mr. KUHRTS. Oh, I should say 1.000 or 1,200.
Chairman WALSH. How many of them are married?
Mr. KUHRTS. I couldn't say. sir.
Chairman WALSH. You don't know how many? You are not prepared tanswer now as to the proportion of home owners among them in your transportation department motormen and conductors?
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Xo we could go and take toll.
Chairman WALSH. I wish you would get that if you can, and you might see
Mr. Zeehandelaar and have him call your attention to the way Mr. McDonald
did it, and see if you can make us the same statement as to the home owners
of the Los Angeles Railway. He gave it as to the number that had their homes
fully paid for and as to the number that were buying on the installment plan.
That includes all common laborers and all.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. And include the Mexicans.
Chairman WALSH. Include all of them.
(The information requested was later sent in and is printed as Kuhrts
Mr. KUHUTS.

Exhibit Xo.

;

1.)

Commissioner O'CONNELL. As
the open shop?
Mr. KUHRTS. Yes,

I

understand you to say, that you operated on

sir.

Commissioner O'CONNELL. I find upon your application blank for motormen
and conductors, " Question 11. Are you now or have you been a member of a
labor union or any labor organization? If so, state the name of same, where
located, and date of joining same." Why is that question asked if you work
open shop?
Mr. KUHRTS. Part of the record part of the man's record.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Why don't you ask him if he is a Catholic or
Protestant a churchman whether he is a Mason or a member of the Knights
of Columbus? Isn't that part of his record also?
Mr. KUHKTS. Well. I wouldn't consider it; it may be.
Chairman WALSH. Please be in order.
Commission*-!- O'COXXKI.I.. Xow. do you employ him if a man answers
" I am a member of
"
" Yes " to that
a union
a member, for instance,
question,
of the Street Car Men's Union of America do you employ him?
Mr. KUHRTS. We do.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Have you any such employees in your employ?
Mr. KUHRTS. We have.
Commissioner O'CONNKI.L. Who have signed the application for a position?
Mr. KniRTS. Yes, sir; as being members of a union.
Commissioner O'CONNKI.I.. Will you furnish this commission wilh a copy
of such applications?
Mr. KUHRTS. If that can be done, we will, yes, sir. I think it can. If it
can not, we can substantiate the evidence of those who are directly concerned.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Be very glad to have you do that for the commission.
Commissioner O'CoNNKi.r.. You say you do not know whether the men, the
starters, the beginners, work a certain length of time without pay?
Mr. KUHBTS. Xo ; I will refer that to Mr. Merrihew to answer; he can do
that very readily.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Are the beginners, the employees, supposed to

buy

their

own uniforms?

Mr. KUHRTS. I suppose so.

Commissioner >'CON.\KI.I.. Are they bought through the company?
Mr. KniKTS. I couldn't say.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Does the company make any arrangement with
any particular store to sell the uniforms to the men?
Mr. KUHRTS. I don't think they make any particular arrangement with any
store, although they may.
Commissioner O'CONNKLL. Who has that information?
Mr. KUHRTS. That information could be gotten through the operating de<

partment.

Commissioner O'CONNELL. Are the men compelled to buy any one kind of
watch prescribed by the company?
Mr. KUHRTS. I couldn't say as to that. Mr. Merrihew will answer that.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Will you explain to us just what comes under your
jurisdiction, so that we will not be asking questions that should be answered
by somebody else. What have you jurisdiction over?
Mr. KUHRTS. Practically all departments with the exception of just hiring
those men. That is, the hiring of the men I do not have that directly under me.
The shops, track, overhead.
Commissioner O'CONNKI.I.. You have charge of the construction work?
Mr. KUHRTS. Construction work and maintenance.
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Commissioner O'COXXELI.. Maintenance. You have nothing to do with the
employing, the hiring?
Mr. KUHRTS. Not directly. That is under mo.
Commissioner O'CO.XXKI.L. Have you to do with wages?
Mr. KUHRTS. To an extent yes.
Commissioner O'Cox.\KI.L. And hours?
Mr. KUHETS. And hours; yes, sir.
Commissioner O'COXXELL. And the runs?
Mr. KUHKTS. Not the runs; not the trainmen; not as to the trainmen.
Commissioner O'COXXELL. Now, suppose some man on your road desires to
get an increase in wages who did not believe in this arrangement you have
ahout a stepladder of 1 cent a year and wanted a change, what would he do,
how would he go ahout it?
Mr. KUHKTS. If he has a grievance, he can take it up with the superin;

tendent.

Commissioner O'CONNELL. Suppose he had a grievance, he didn't like Hi is
wage, and he wanted Jio cents an hour, how would he proceed to get a change?
Mr. KUHRTS. Well, he would place the grievance before the superintendent
the superintendent would act upon it as he thought fit and conditions war;

ranted.

Commissioner O'COXXELL. The superintendent would simply meet him as an
individual employee?
Mr. KUHRTS. Absolutely.

Commissioner O'COXNELL. Would the superintendent meet three, five, or
seven of the employees coming as a committee from the employees and take
up the question of the change of wages?
Mr. KUHRTS. I should presume he would if they came collectively or individually.

Commissioner O'CONXELL. If they came there and said they represented Hie
men of Los Angeles?
Mr. KUHRTS. Yes.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Would he treat with them as such?
Mr. KUHRTS. Positively not.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. In order to get any sort of consideration from
the company they would have to come as unorganized men?
Mr. KUHRTS. Yes, sir.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. In that sense it is a nonunion shop?
Mr. KUHRTS. Yes, sir.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Supposing the men wanted to change their run
or hours. Now, do you know about the hours?
Mr. KUHRTS. Mr. Merrihew could answer that. In order of their seniority,
they have the choice of runs.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Now, as to men operating trippers. I think you
said you have men you call trippers, or something like that.
Mr. KUHRTS. I prefer to have Mr. Merrihew answer that.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. You don't know about those men?
Mr. KUHRTS. No.
Commiss.ioner O'CONNELL. That is all.
Commissioner WEIXSTOCK. WT hat was youi impression, Mr. Kuhrts, or your
opinion, rather, on the question of workmen's compensation?
Mr. KUHRTS. It is a good act. We have practically worked under that act
organization of the street car

before

it

came

along, taking care of our employees.

Commissioner WEIN STOCK. Do you think the enactment of workmen's compensation acts will tend to wipe out one of the causes of industrial unrest?
Mr. KUHRTS. Well, I would not venture to give an opinion.
Commissioner WEIXSTOCK. It has been pointed out that industrial accidents
have led to more or less industrial unrest, because the men are not: fairly
are not compensated.
Mr. KUHRTS. Placing it under those conditions, why, I would say yes.
Commissioner WEIXSTOCK. Has it proven any serious burden on your Industhe compensation law?
try
Mr. KUHRTS. No.
Commissioner WEIXSTOCK. It has not?
Mr. KUHRTS. No.
Commissioner WETXSTOCK. As you doubtless know, there was a great deal of
hostility to the workmen's compensation act in the beginning when it was initreated

tiated.
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Mr. Knurrs. Yes;
it

I understand there was.
Commissioner WKINSTOCK. Ys'ere you among those who
was going to be a burden?

felt

it

was

a mistake

Mr. K I'M UTS. No. sir.
'ommissioner WLINSTOCK. You were not?
Mr. Knurrs. No, sir.
Commissioner WKI.NSTOCK. You looked upon it from the beginning as a desirable and wise piece of legislation?
think it was very wise; I think it is a help to the company.
Mr. Knurrs.
Commissioner WKIXSTOCK. So that you are now heartily in favor of it?
Mr. KnruTs. Yes, sir.
Commissioner WKINSTOCK. And you would regard It as a mistake if the legislation was wiped out?
Mr. Knurrs. Most assuredly would say so.
Commissioner WKIX STOCK. That is all.
Commissioner CARIIKTSOX. Who is the superior ollicer. Mr. Merrihew or your(

I

self?

Mr. Knurrs. In his department I am practically superior oflicor. He is diunder the superintendent, he being an assistant superintendent.
Commissioner ;.\KI:I:TSO.\. Is the superintendent under your particular direc-

rect !y

<

tion?

Mr. Knurrs. Not directly.
Commissioner JAKUKTSON. Only in the matter of operation: or is he
matter of opera ion?
Mr. Krmrrs. In a consulting rapacity, sir.
Commissioner
AKKKTSOV. Will you tile with this commission a copy
<

in

the

t

<

i

capitalization, stock,
Mr. Knurrs. Yes,

,f

your

and bonds?
sir.

Commissioner JAKUKTSOX. A list of your oflicers?
Mr. Knurrs. Yes. sir.
Commissioner AKKKTSOX. >f the corporation?
Mr. Knurrs. Y<-s. sir.
Knhrls Exhibit
(The information requested was furnished, and appears .MS
No. LV)
Commissioner <!AKKI-:TSO\. And a copy of the rides and regulations under
which you operate?
Mr. Knurrs. Yes, sir.
Commissioner IAI:I:KI SON. Are there any of the oiiicers of your company who
(

<

!

<

(

are interested in real-estate propositions real-estate corporal ions that are selling homes to employees?
Mr. Knurrs. Not to my knowledge: no. sir.
Commissioner JAUKKTSOX. Any stockholders in control thereof?
Mr. Knurrs. I don't think so. I never heard of them.
Commissioner <:AI:I;I-:TSO\. You spoke of your obligation as a public-service
corporation as one of the reasons why you don't believe in dealing with the
unions. The street -car system is under no greater obligation as a public-service
corporation that a steam railroad, is it?
Mr. Knurrs. I didn't catch that.
Commissioner IAKUKTSON. >o you hold that" a street-railway company is under
greater obligation to the public as a public-service corporation than is the whole
steam-transportation system of the country?
Mr. Knurrs. Well, no; I wouldn't say that.
Commissioner <IAI:IIKTSOX. They manage to get along as public servants and
deal with labor unions, don't they?
Mr. Knurrs. Their dealing possibly may be different.
Commissioner <J AUKKTSOX. What is that?
Mr. KUMKTS. Their method of dealing possibly may be different.
Commissioner CAKRKTSOX. I don't know about methods. I am only aware of
the fact that they deal.
Mr. Knurrs, of course, I could only simply say what has come to my mind;
what I have learned through publications as to conditions brought about in the
organized street railway. I couldn't say from my own knowledge, for we never
had but very slight trouble, and that was years ago.
Commissioner (lAinrKTsox. It might be possible, then, to even operate a street
railway and deal with the unions?
Mr. Knurrs. No; I wouldn't say it is under the methods, their present
methods, no; because they are not responsible. They take it upon themselves
<

(

I
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who shall be employed, and whether he shall be discharged or
can not have efficiency

to dictate

We

Commissioner GAKIJKTSOX.

Isn't

it

a fact that a large

number

not.

of street rail-

ways are so operated?
Mr. KUHKTS. Quite a number

that are; quite a number that are not.
Commissioner (JAKKKTSOX. That is all.
Chairman WALSH. How do you treat your injured men, or how did you treat
them before the compensation act went into effect? You say you practically
operated as you do no\v.
Mr. KUHKTS. We paid wages and doctors' expenses, etc.: paid them their full

wages.

Chairman WALSH. In case of death what would you do fr the

survivors,

the wives?

Mr. KUHRTS. Well, we did not in those cases, except extreme cases
we did, donations were made in those cases.

;

where

Chairman WALSH. That is all.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. How does the cost of workmen's compensation,
Mr. Kuhrts, compare with the cost before the workmen's compensation went
into effect in the

way

We

Mr. KUHRTS.

Commissioner

of handling accidents?

have not enough statistics yet to give any figures on that.
WEINSTOCK. Does your company carry insurance with a

carrier?

Mr. KUHKTS. Yes; that is being worked up.
Commissioner WT EINSTOCK. Now, at the present time, do you?
Mr. KUHRTS. No.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. You don't carry insurance with some company?
Mr. KUHRTS. No we carry our own insurance.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. You have a record showing what you have paid
out for same this year?
Mr. KUHRTS. Oh, yes.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. You have a record showing what you paid out
for the preceding year?
Mr. KUHRTS. I believe that is segregated. If it is segregated from the claims,
;

outside claims,

I

believe

we

could get that for you.

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. You do not know offhand?
Mr. KUHRTS. No.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Whether the cost this year

is

greater than the

corresponding cost last year?
Mr. KUHRTS. Yes.

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Will you have that prepared and sent in to the
commission ?
Mr. KUHRTS. Yes.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. A comparative statement for the two years?
Mr. KUHRTS. Yes.
Chairman WALSH. That is all.
Mr. KUHRTS. There are a great many things you asked for, and I would
like to have a memorandum of these things.
Chairman WALSH. That will he furnished you. I also wish you would hold
yourself in readiness to be recalled. Now, will you have the gentleman you
have spoken of take the stand ?

TESTIMONY OF MR.

A. B.

MERRIHEW.

Chairman WALSH. What is your name?
Mr. MERRIHEW. A. B. Merrihew.
Chairman WALSH. What is your business?
Mr. MERRIHEW. Assistant superintendent, Los Angeles Railway Co.
Chairman WALSH. How long have you been with the Los Angeles Street
Railway Co.?
Mr. MERRTHEW. Since February 26, 1896.
Chairman WALSH. In what capacity did you commence work?
Mr. MEREIHEW. Conductor.
Chairman WALSH. How long have you been assistant superintendent?
Mr. MERRIHEW. Since December 15, 1912.
Chairman WALSH. Who is the superintendent?
Mr. MERRIHEW. Mr. K. L. Lewis.
Chairman WALSH. Who is the general manager?
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Mr. MERRIHEW. Mr. Howard Huntington.
Chairman WALSH. Who is the president?
Mr. MERRIHEW. H. E. Huntington.
Minimum WALSH. Tell us briefly what your

(
special duty is with this railroad company.
Mr. MI:I;I;IHKW. Employment. I am in charge of the employment, instruction of platform men. motormen. and conductors.
Chairman WALSH. Prof. Commons would like to ask you some questions,
You may ask those questions now.
first altout wages, so I turn this over to him.
Comissioner COMMONS. You have no charge of any except operating?
Mr. MKUUTHEW. That is all.
Commissioner COMMONS. Motormen and conductors?
Mr. MERRIHEW. Motormen and conductors entirely.
Commissioner COMMONS. In regard to the average wage, 2-~i to 80?
Mr. MERRIHEW. Twenty-live to thirty, it is about 40 per cent of the men
have been in our employ
Chairman WALSH. Please try and pitch your voice so all these newspaper
people and the auditors can hear you.
Mr. MKKRIHKW. Well, I am somewhat handicapped. I have a cold.
Chairman WALSH. It is too had. but please do your best.
Mr. MEKUIHKW. In figuring up hurriedly, there are about 40 per cent of our
men who have been in the employ of the company three and a half years or
more. The exact figures Mr. Kuhrts gave you in his testimony.

Commissioner COMMONS. What
ductora?
Mr. MERRIHEW.

I

think

is

the total

number

of

motormen and eon-

we have 2,248.
How many men do you have
year 1!i:{ we employed about

Commissioner COMMONS.

to hire each year?
That was
Mr. MEUKIIIEW. In the
1.000 men.
occasioned by the fact that there was an unusual amount of sickness, colds,
and grippe, and I really could not keep men enough to keep the extra list
That is very 'high.
filled' up.
Commissioner COMMONS. How many men are extra?
Mr. MEURIHKW. At the present time we have
Commissioner \Yi:i xs ro< K. The commissioners can not hear you. lie goo
enough to speak louder.
Mr. MKIUIFHKW. I think we have 'JL"_'.
Commissioner COMMONS. How Ion- is a man on the extra list before he pr P t>.
I

regular, ordinarily?

Mr. MKKKIHKW. Ordinarily about seven months. It runs from four months
and sometimes a little over a year, depending upon the division
in which he works a great deal.
For instance, our division No. 1, located at:
Sixth and Central Avenue, between Sixth and Seventh on Central Avenn<>,
has a great many of the very old men. That was our original division, and
they have always slaved there. The result being that working up on the
extra list to a regular run is a little slower at that division than any other.
Commissioner COMMONS. What are the hours for extra men? What is the
spread of hours? How long is it from the time they report until the time

to about a year,

11 ley get off?
Mr. MKKKIHEW. The reports are divided as follows: A few men show up at
4.40 in the morning to take care of those runs.
The majority of the extra
men to take care of the swing and daylight runs report at 5 a. in. They stay
there until about 7, and if they don't get a run in that time they are again
required to report at 10 o'clock. A certain number of the men who do not
get a run at 4.4U or ^ stay on report between the time; all of the men are
excused at 7 a. m. until 10. At 10 o'clock
Commissioner COMMONS. P. in.?

Mr. MERRIHEW. No; a. in., all a. in.
Commissioner COMMONS. All right.
Mr. MKUUIHEW. At 10 o'clock a. in., all of the night runs that are open are
up for choice, and they are given out to these extra men in their seniority
order.
The men who do not obtain any work are either excused for the day,
or they are put on to show up from 10 to 12. from 12 to 8, from 3 to 6. not all
of them showing up at each time, however. That is to take care of any
extra runs or any extra work or any extra that might show up. It is also t<
take care of the runs which might be open, owing to a man not showing up for
his run, which happens once in a while.
That is, of course, that happens at
the time the swing or tripper runs are going out, between 3 and 4.
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Commissioner COMMONS. Well, then, the
Mr. MKRRIHEW. 4.40

lirst

one shows up at

4,

and

a. in.

Commissioner COMMONS. The next ;>t 5?
Mr, MEKRIHEW. The next at 5.
Commissioner COMMONS. Now, then, when do they got off at night?
Mr. MEKRIHEW. Well, the daylight runs get oil' between 3.30 and 6, between
The swing runs get oil! between well, I would say G p. in.
3.30 )>. ni. and (5.
iind about 8.30 p. m.
Coiiiiiiissioiier COMMONS. An extra that conies on at 4.40 in the morning,
when would he get off?
Mr. MKIUUHEW. Why it would depend entirely on what run he got. He
might get a daylight or he might get a swing, or he might not get anything
at all on the very early show-up, and in his seniority order would report at
10 a. in., and he might catch a night run. liut that night run would not go to
work until well, he might make a relief at noon or something of that kind,
and then he would be off until anywhere until, say, anywhere from 2 to 5, 6 or 7
Then he would go on and finish the rest of his run.
o'clock at night.
Commissioner COMMONS. So that he might possibly be on duty or waiting
f<>" a run as long as 12 or 15 hours?
Mr. MERRIHEW. Barely possible once in a great while; yes. In my employment of men I endeavor to keep the number of men on the extra list just as
Fo\\as possible, so that everyone will get just as much work as he can
possibly have or want. That, however, is regulated a great deal by the men
Themselves. If they don't get work enough, I very soon hear of it. And if
they get too much work, if there is not men enough so that they can get off
whenever they want to, I very soon hear of it.
Commissioner COMMONS. When a man gets a regular run, what is his spread
of hours and the actual time that he gets, what is the spread, the largest spread
or the widest spread that he has?
Mr. MERRIHEW. The widest spread we have is approximately 11 hours. Our
runs run from 8 to 11 hours.
Commissioner COMMONS. And on this 11-hour spread, what is the lay off, how
many hours pay does he get?
Mr. MERRIHEW. Well, that is the hours of pay I am speaking of. I see what

you mean.
Commissioner COMMONS. I want the spread of duty and the hours worked.
Mr. MERRIHEW. Ordinarily speaking, a run of that character will finish within
about 15 hours that is, unless there are certain things come up which require
some of the swing runs to be kept out, which does not happen but very seldom.
Commissioner COMMONS. Now, within the 15 hours he gets from 8 to 11
hours' pay?
Mr. MERRIHEW Eight to eleven hours. Our regular runs average between
9* and 10 hours. That is, we try to make them average that. We do find,
however, that the longer the run is the more men there are that want it.
Commissioner COMMONS. What number of days are they off during the month?
Mr. MERRIHEW. It depends upon how many days they want to get off. They
have no regular days off.
Commissioner COMMONS. They can work 30 days a month?
Mr. MERBIHEW. They can work 30 days a month, work 305 days a year, if
;

T

.

they wish.

Commissioner COMMONS. Do your records show the amount of time they take
Sundays or for rest days?
Mr. MERRIHEW. Why, I imagine we could get it.
Commissioner COMMONS. It would be a big job?
Mr. MERRTHEW. Yes; it would be a big job. Of course, we have a great
many runs that have no Sunday time in. We operate in the neighborhood of
700 cars on week days, and it is cut down a great deal on Sundays. Consequently, all the runs that are not out Sundays are what we term runs without Sunday time. That would cut down the men who would necessarily have
We find a great many of those runs are choice runs.
to ask for a day off.
Commissioner COMMONS. That is, the runs that have Sunday off?
Mr. MERRIHEW. The runs that have Sunday off: yes.
Commissioner COMMONS. What proportion is that of your runs, could you
give an estimate?
Mr. MKRHIHEW. I could not without the statistics.
Commissioner COMMONS. Those that have other runs, regular runs that don't
have Sunday off, they usually put in about 28, 29, or 30 days a month?

off for
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Mr. MERRIHEW. I don't believe it will average that high. Well, "let's see.
They would average, I imagine, about 28. about 2 days a month off.
Commissioner COMMONS. They take about two days a month off?
Mr. MEKRIHEW. I think so. It is guesswork entirely.
Commissioner COMMONS. What is the longest stretch that any man takes,
does he ever work as much as 50?
Mr. MKRRIHEW. I have known one man that worked four years.
Commissioner COMMONS. Without taking a lay off?
Mr. MERRIHEW. Without taking a lay off.
Commissioner COMMONS. Have you any that work a year without taking a
lay off?

so.
We have, however, a large number of
or 90 days leave of absence, a large number of
men. Consequently, they work fairly steady the balance of the time.
Commissioner COMMONS. They take a vacation on their own time?
Mr. MERRIHEW. They take a vacation on their own time.
Commissioner COMMONS. And work steady every day the rest of the time?
Mr. MEIIHIIIKW. Practically so.
'ommissioner COMMONS. Is that a very large proportion?
Mr. MKRIJIIIEW. We have a large number of men that do that. In fact, in
the summer time it is necessary for mo. to keen my extra lists bettor supplied
with more men than it is 'in the wintertime, owing to the number of men on
leave of absence.
Commissioner COMMONS. What do you figure* your men, your regulars, earn
in a year, that, have a regular run, take the 2.~>-cont man, or the 30-cent man.
Mi*. MEKUIHEW. Well, in the first place there are very few men with a regular
amount of time that get 2."> cenls. For instance, we have what is known as
short runs. They :iro regular runs with from five to eight hours length. A
man does not have to take that kind of a run unless lie wants to. However,
^ is a regular run, and if ho wants that kind of a run, it is there for him.
If a regular man does not take it, or if a man does not take it for a regular
run, the extra list must take it. They are given a short run of that kind,
and they are also used for such extra business as might come up, for instance,
the cars to the baseball, and the cars to lake rare of a large gathering of
people liko the Johnson meeting here at the Shrine Auditorium the other night
that had 5,000 people there. Ordinarily speaking a man with a regular run
would be in the 2r-cent daCommissioner COMMONS. Well, take such a man, I suppose they select their
runs by seniority themselves, do they, within certain limits?
Mr. MKKUIHKW. L'p to the present time we have always had what is known
s a general choice
that is, all men
the lists are drawn up and each man in
his seniority chooses a run, such a run as pleases liiri on his own division.
<>ur company is divided up into live divisions, five different car houses, located
.it live different points in the city.
Each man is entitled to choose a run in
his seniority at that division at the time of these general choices.
Up to this present time we have had those choires semiannnally. But it has
been brought to our attention that the men would prefer to have a choiro
oftener. Therefore, commencing within the last few days an order has gone
forth that a general seniority choice will take place every 90 Uays, between
the 1st and 10th of January, April, July, and October.
Commissioner COMMONS. What it amounts to is that the 30-cent men have
the i (reference in choice of runs?
Mi-.

MERRIHEW.

I

would not think

men who each year take from 30

(

;

Mr. MKIUUHEW. Always.

Now what do the 1,o-ceni men make in a year?
haven't any statistics. Mr. Commons.
Commissioner COMMONS. You could furnish us with that, say, on the first
hundred men in the list?
Commissioner COMMONS.

Mr. MKUUIHEW.

Mr. MKKRITIEW. Yes,

sir.

Commissioner COMMONS. The
the past year.

;

I

first

hundred men, what they have made during

Mr. MEKRIHEW. Y'es, sir.
Commissioner COMMONS. And also regulars that have the 26-cent rate?
Mr. MEBBIHEW. Yes, sir; I can get that for you very easily.
Commissioner COMMONS. Give the actual earnings?
Mr. MERRIHEW. The actual earnings.
Commissioner COMMONS. And actual time off.
Mr. MERRIHEW. And the actual time off, if you wish.
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'ommissioner COMMONS. I>o the men have to buy uniforms?
Mr. MERRIHEW. Yes, sir.
Commissioner COMMONS. What is the expense they have to pay for a uni<

form ?
Mr. MERBIHEW. A uniform costs $18.
Commissioner COMMONS. Is that stipulated hy the company?
Mr. MERBIHEW. What is that?
Commissioner COMMONS. Is that price stipulated hy the company?
Mr. MERRIHEW. No; that is the price that is charged by most of the clothing
companies. They can buy a cheaper uniform. However, it is not policy to do
so, because they don't get the same wear out of it.
Commissioner COMMONS. How many do they buy a year?
Mr. MERRIHEW. I haven't any statistics.
Commissioner COMMONS. You haven't any system of tines?
Mr. MERRIHEW. None at all.
Commissioner COMMONS. What are the penalties that you impose?
Mr. MERRIHEW. Record suspension only.
Commissioner COMMONS. How long is that what is record suspension?
Mr. MERRIHEW. Simply a modified system of the Brown system of discipline.
If a man breaks a rule, his attention is called to it
It is all record suspension.
by the company, by either myself or the other assistant superintendent, or Mr.
Lewis, the superintendent, and his record is charged with a caution, or five
days' suspension, whatever it is. It is merely record suspension.
Commissioner COMMONS. Well, does that affect his pay?
Mr. MERRIHEW. Absolutely not.
Commissioner COMMONS. Well, how does it affect him in promotion; his rate
of pay goes up according to the service?
Mr. MERRIHEW. Yes, sir.
Commissioner COMMONS. What is the use of the system then? It is a stand-

ard of efficiency, is it?
Mr. MERRIHEW. It is a system of efficiency absolutely, and in talking to the
men I tell them this way, that a man's record card is the basis is the foundation of his whole employment. For instance, the heads of all the departments
and all the men working under them, have all come up from the ranks of the
Los Angeles Railway. Every man that is working in the operating department,
including the superintendent, assistant superintendent, chief inspector and all
his assistants, chief dispatcher and all his assistants, the car-house foremen
and all of their assistants, the towermen, signalmen, flagmen, chief of the
schedule department and all his men, every one of those are from the ranks
of the Los Angeles Railway Co. If a man comes into our employ as a motorman or conductor and wishes to better himself he is given that opportunity.
He picks out whatever kind of promotion he desires and makes an application for the same. The action on that application is based entirely on his
record card. In other words, that is a record of his work with the company.
In response to the question
Commissioner COMMONS. I will ask the question again. Who keeps the
record who rates the men or grades the men?
Mr. MERRIHEW. Three men.
Commissioner COMMONS. Who are they?
Mr. MERRIHEW. Superintendent and two assistants.
Commissioner COMMONS. They are reported on by whom inspectors?
Mr. MERRIHEW. By the inspectors; by the traveling public through complaints.
Commissioner COMMONS. What method of appeal is there in case a man complains against his record as shown by the Brown system?
Mr. MERRIHEW. Make a personal appeal to the man who wrote him the letter.
Commissioner COMMONS. Do you hear these appeals yourself? Hear them
;

individually?

Mr. MERRIHEW. Whenever they come up through my department; yes, sir.
That is if I handled it in the first place.
Commissioner COMMONS. Who has the final word in rating the men?
Mr. MERRIHEW. Either one of the three I spoke of.
Commissioner COMMONS. And if he has an appeal, he would appeal to whom?
Mr. MERRIHEW. The superintendent and if the superintendent handled the
;

case originally he can appeal to the general manager.
Commissioner COMMONS. Are there any appeals ever taken over these three

men ?
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Mr. MERRIHEW. Very few. There are appeals that conic in once in a while
from Mr. Van Franken and myself to the superintendent.
Commissioner COMMON*. Where do you secure conductors? Are they from
farm laborers?
Mr. MERRIHKW. A great majority of them. I will say a number of them; I
won't say a majority of them.

Commissioner COMMONS. They originate

in

this

State, or

come from other

States?

Mr. MERRIHEW. Oh. a great many of them from other States.
Commissioner COMMONS. They all go through this physical examination?
Mr. MERRIHEW. Yes. sir.
Commissioner COMMONS. They are all American born?
Mr. MERRIHEW. No. sir; not necessarily.
Commissioner COMMONS. All speak Knglish, of course?
Mr. MERRIHEW. Oh, yes; all speak English, and. of course, in dealing with the
public they must speak a pretty good grade of Knglish, especially the conductors.
Commissioner COMMONS. You don't have anything to do with the laborers?
Mr. MKKKIHKW. Not at all.
Commissioner COMMONS. The conductors and niotornien are the only ones?
Mr. MKKKIHKW. Yes, sir; that is all.
Commissioner COMMONS. That is all.
Commissioner O'< 'ON:NKI.I.. These trippers those that come out at 4.40 and
lay around until 7 and then come back at 10 and then, maybe, not get employment, do they get compensat ion of any kind?
Mr. MKKIMHKW. The men who are around the division on waiting time get
half time. For instance,
to <5, I usually say; call it whatever it is.
Commissioner O*C
All men who are on waiting time get half time?
Mr. MKKKIHKW. Half time; yes, sir.
Commissioner OVoxxKi.i.. Do new employees have to purchase a certain type
and standard watch?
Mr. MKKIIIHKW. They have to purchase a watch up to a certain standard.
Commissioner O'CnxxKu.. That means that examination would be made of the
timepiece that an applicant iniirht own at the time?
Mr. MKKUIHKW. I will give it to you in detail, if you wish.
Commissioner O'CnxxKi.i.. Just explain what you do and save asking the
.'i

questions.

Mr. MKKKIIIKW. A conductor or moiorman must have a watch. lf> size or over,
17 jewels or over; adjusted to temperature; adjusted to three positions; doubleroller steel escapement.
The minimum cost of such a watch is about -SlM. The
watch can be purchased from any one of our inspectors on the installment plan,
if the man so desires.
He can buy it wherever he pleases, lie can have ii
repaired wherever he please*, but he must take it to one of our inspectors once
every two weeks for regular inspection. He must have if cleaned once every 1.~>
months, the idea being, of course, to ke-p up the time to a high standard.
Commissioner O'COXXKI.I.. What average of new employees are there that are
required to pun-base a new watch in the employment? How does it run large?
Mr. MKKKIHEW. Oh, I should judge about 50 per cent of them.
Commissioner O'CoNXEi.t.. Now, just what does it cost a new employee to go
to work for your company? He must buy a uniform and buy a watch
give a bond, I understand, and must furnish photographs, and so on?
Mr. MERRIHEW. Yes, sir.
Commissioner O'CoxxEi.i.. Just what does it cost a man to go to

and must

work

for

your company?
Mr. MKRRIHEW. He pays $1 for physical examination, provided he passes the
examination.
Commissioner O'CONNKU.. He pays that dollar. Who does he pay that to?
Mr. MERRIHEW. To the physician who makes the examination the company
physician. He pays 50 cents for a photograph.
Commissioner O'COXXEI.L. Just explain what you do with the photograph,
while we have that in mind.
Mr. MERRIHEW. They are used as a means of identification.
Commissioner O'CONXELL. If he quits, are they returned to him?
Mr. MKKRIHEW. They are not. The contract which he signs, which is on the
application of which you have a copy, states that they are a part of his application.

Commissioner O'CONNKLL. What good are they to you after he has left?
Mr. MERRIHEW. None at all except he may come back again.
;
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Commissioner O'CONNELL. You would want a new photograph if lie did come
bark in some years he might change?
Mr. MEKKIHEW. In some years yes, sir.
Commissioner O'CON NELL. Is there no other purpose of retaining those photographs?
Mr. MERRIHEW. Absolutely none merely for method of identification.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Do you use them in any way in getting making
replies to information as to whether he worked for your company or not? Are
they used in any way in that connection?
Mr. MEKRIHEW. Well, in connection with identification. In writing to his
references a copy of the photograph is placed on the reference, and the question on the reference blank is asked, "Is the above a photograph of the appli"
;

;

T

;

cant?

Commissioner O'CONNELL. Well, now, just continue with the thought. The
it would cost a man if he had to get everything.
Mr. MERRIHEW. That dollar and a half is paid before he is accepted into the
Then he gets on my waiting list. That is, I have
service of the company.
ordinarily a number of men waiting to go to work for the company. The time
I can use the men I call them in the seniority order from which they put in
their application. At the time they are called for work it is necessary for them
to purchase a uniform cap at a cost of $1.50, and to take out a bond for $500,
which costs $2.50 a year. They are then supplied with an outfit consisting of
their badge, which is good for transportation, punch, rule book, tools in case
of motormen, and they are sent to the student instruction. When they finish
breaking in they are then required to purchase a uniform, if they haven't got
one, and a watch to pass our examination, if they haven't got one.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. The uniform, you say, is $18?
Mr. MEKKIHEW. About $18; yes, sir. And the watch, the minimum price
would be $25. However, the watch we prescribe is not a standard railroad
watch. Such a watch must be adjusted to five positions, the minimum cost of
which is about $35, and the majority of the men buy the higher grade watch.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Do the men pay into any sort of an association or
company, or is there any money retained out of their envelope monthly for any
particular purpose?
Mr. MERRIHEW. Fifty cents per month for hospital dues.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Fifty cents a month?
total

Mr. MERRIHEW. Yes, sir.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. That is retained from all your employees?
Mr. MERRIHEW. Every one of them.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. You have, I understood you to say, about 4,000
employees ?
Mr. MERRIHEW. Between four and five thousand.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Two thousand five hundred dollars a month col7
lected for hospital fees. W here does that go?
Mr. MERRIHEW. That I could not tell you. I am an operating man.
ommissioner O'CONNELL. Does the company keep it?
Mr. MERRIHEW. The auditor keeps it. What his disposition of it is I could
not tell you I am sure.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Does it go into the general funds of the company
as an asset or something?
Mr. MERRIHEW. I haven't the least idea.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Where do the men get the result or return from
Where is the hospital located? What do they get for the 50 cents a
it?
1

(

month?
Mr. MERRIHEW. They

get sick benefits that is, they get medical attention and
necessary.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Where do they get it?
Mr. MERRIHEW. Well, if they become ill or it is necessary
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Any hospital in the city? Is there any particular
hospital?
Mr. MERRIHEW. Our employees are genrally set to the (Yockett Street Hos-

hospital attention,

if

on Seventh and Ruth Avenue.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. You tell me you don't know what becomes of

pital,

money ?
Mr. MERRTHEW.

I

haven't the slightest idea.

Commissioner O'CONNELL. What becomes of
credited?

this

if,

or

how

it

is

used, or

how

it is
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Mr. MKKKIHKW. No. sir. I am an operating man pure and simple.
Commissioner O'< 'ONNKLL. You pay 50 cents a month into it?
Mr. MKKKIHKW. Yes. sir.
Commissioner O'CONNKLL. You don't know what becomes of it?

Mr. MERRIHEW. I haven't the least idea. It is there for my use. In fact, I
spent six weeks about two weeks of it in the hospital, with pneumania. It
jill cnme out of my 50 cents a 'month.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. How long had you been paying that 50 cents a

month

in?

Mr. MERRIHEW. Practically ever since I have been with the company.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. That is the only time you have had
Mr. MERRIHEW. No, sir. That is the only time I had a serious illness.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Do you get attention from the physician for your
family and children and wife?
Mr. MKKKIIIKW. No. sir.
Commissioner O'CONNKLL. Just for yourself alone?
Mr. MERRIHEW. Yes, sir.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. And then the only return for tliar 50 cents is in.
case y>u meet with an accident or you are taken sick you gel attention?
Mr. MKRRIHKW. That is all.
Commissioner O'CONNKLL. You have a right to go to some hospital or other,
or call in your family physician, and the bill would be sent to the company
and paid out of lhat fund, would it?
Mr. MKKKIHKW. I think the first bill of a physician called we have a very
-mciem corps of physicians at the call of the men at all times, and if it is
ary thai one of our men could not get hold of one of those physicians
he is al perfect liberty to call another physician, and the company will pay
for that treatment until such time as our physician can get there, though we
have that happen very seldom.
Commissioner O'CONNKLL. There is no organization of any kind of this hospiassociation?
Mr. MKKKIHKW. No.

tal

sir.

Commissioner O'CONNELL. No printed by-laws or anything that governs

it,

or anything like that?

Mi\ MKKKIHKW. No,

sir.

Commissioner <VON \KI.L. Tho company just retains 50 cents from each
man's envelope each month?
Mr. MKKKIHKW. Wo have a printed hospital regulation showing the men
what they receive for this 50 cents per month. I haven't seen one of them for
a long, long time, however.
I think I could get a copy, if you wish.
Commissioner O'CONNKLL.
xvonld he glad to have it. or any other information you can give us on that.
We are particularly interested in this hospital
\Vo have had a good deal on it everywhere we have been, and we
question.
would like to get as much oh it as possible.
Commissioner O'CONNKLL.
you operate more than one car? Do you
operate two or three cars together?
1

I

I ><

Mr. MKKKIHKW. No. sir; all single trains all single unit trains.
Commissioner O'CONNKLL. Have you any vestibule regulations in the cjty?
Mr. MKUKIHKW. No. sir: I think not.
Commissioner O'CONNKLL. Have 4-011 any law requiring that -the motorman
must be absolutely free and passengers not get in the department where he is
and interfere with his work?
Mr. MKRRTHEW. No. sir none that I know of.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Do you have open spaces around where the motorman is at work?
;

Mr. MKKKIHKW. Yes.

sir.

Commissioner O'CONNKLL. And the passengers crowd in around him?
Mr. M i;in; HEW. Yes, sir.
Commissioner O'CONNKLL. And no provision made to do away with that sort
i

of thing?

Mr. MEKIUIIKW. We are making provision in the new type of cars, known as
the center-entrance cars, whereby the motorman is in a space by himself,
proTecti-d by an iron railing only.
Commissioner O'CONNKLL. You say the grievances are adjusted by the party
having the grievance bringing up to your assistants or yourself V
Mr. MERRIHEW. Yes. sir not my assistants, but myself just the three of us.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Do you pass on the application for employment?
;
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Mr. MERRIHEW. Yes, sir.
Commissioner O'CONXKLL.
tion, saying,

"

I

am

a

I>o

member

you employ a man who

of the

Amalgamated

fills

Street

out an applica-

Car Men's Associa-

tion"?
Mr. MERKIHEW. I have employed quite a number; yes, sir.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Will you furnish us I asked the gentleman who
preceded you, and he said he would, but he did not seem to understand did not
have the information, exactly I wish you would furnish us witli a copy or
the originals, and we could make the copies of such applications.
Mr. MERRIHEW. That would take quite a little time. I would have to go
through each application. I do not keep any record of it at all.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Why do you ask the question on the blank?
Mr. MERRIHEW. Because I prefer not to have them.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. What?
Mr. MERRIHEW. I would prefer not to have members of the association.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. You prefer not to have members of the association?
Mr. MERRIHEW. Yes, sir.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Then you are not running an open shop, so called?
Mr. MERRIHEW. No, sir I would not think so, although I employ members of
the Amalgamated Association.
I employ a lot of union members of other
trades. I do not pay a great deal of attention to other union men.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. But you prefer to have nonunion men?
Mr. MERRIHEW. Only nonunion street car men.
'ommissioner O'CONNELL. What is the difference between street car men
find union men of any other kind?
Is there
I would be glad to have you explain that to us; it is rather interesting.
Mr. MERRIHEW. Possibly that is a personal prejudice.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Of course, we do not want anything personal.
Mr. MERRIHEW. I am perfectly willing to explain as far as possible but we
have been very free from any union organization in the Los Angeles Railway
Co. We never had any trouble at all, except in 1903. We had about 700 men,
and they demanded that we recognize the union which they were attempting
to organize. We naturally refused, and 13 men went on sfrike, stopping their
cars in the center of the street, taking their controller handles and air handles
with them. At that time there was a little demonstration made on the sidewalk by some union sympathizers. That strike lasted about 15 minutes.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. I should think it would.
Mr. MERRIHEW. Just about.
Commissioner GARRETSON. Virtually a minute to the man.
Mr. MERRIHEW. Just about. That is the only attempt that was ever made here
in the city that I know of to organize.
The only grievance they had was the
fact that we did not want them to organize.
They never had any wage
grievance or anything of that kind.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Well, do you mean to" convey the idea that this
little insignificant strike of 15 minutes of 15 men has prejudiced your mind
against the matter of the employment of union men?
Mr. MERRIHEW. No, sir that started it. Since then I have read with a great
deal of interest the news regarding the strike events that happened in different cities, and I wanted to do my best to keep anything of that kind from
Los Angeles. I think I could do that better.by keeping out the street car union
men.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Can you give us any information I think the
gentleman who preceded you said the company owned some houses and rented
them to employees, or rented some houses. Do you know anything about that?
Mr. MERRIHEW. That is only in the case of Mexican laborers.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Do you own the houses where the Mexican laborers
;

;

<

1

,

;

live?

Mr. MERRIHEW. I could not tell you.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. You rent them to them?
Mr. MERRIHEW. I have not the least knowledge of that.
(/ommissioner O'CONNELL. I understood him to say you were renting the
houses to Mexicans. What I wanted to get at was the value of the houses
and what the rent charge was. You haven't that information?
Mr. MERRIHEW. No, sir.
Commissioner O'OoxxEi.L. You don't know approximately the number of
married and unmarried men in your company, or do you give any preference,
or make any particular selection in the employment of men, whether married

men

or single

men?
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It does not make any difference at all.
Commissioner O'CoxxEu.. You haven't any idea of the number of men engaged in the purchasing of homes?
Mr. MERRIHEW. The only thing I would make would he a very wide guess.
Commissioner O'CoxxELL. Every witness coming before you talked about
home owning. T prefer they would use the term "purchasing" homes. I think
we would come nearer the point on that.
Mr. MERRTHEW. Perhaps that would be better.
Commissioner O'COXXELL. I have gathered some statistics on that, and I
understand we are to have some real estate men on the stand, and I am going

Mr. MERRTHEW.

to talk homes.

That is all. Mr. Chairman.
Commissioner GARRETSOX. Going hack to your Brown system, which you say
is a modified form of the Brown system.
Mr. MERRTHEW. Yes, sir; modified.
Commissioner GARRETSOX. How many Brownies cause discharge?
Mr. MERRIHKW. We have no such scheme at all.
Commissioner GARRETSOX. Have you any system of redemption whereby a
man. if his record is clear so long, it wipes out so many Brownies?
Mr. MERRTHEW. No. sir.
Commissioner GARRETSOX. Have you any merit system whereby bis record is
clear for meritorious action?
Mr. MERRTHEW. Yes. sir.

Commissioner GARRETSOX. You have that one phase of the Brown system,

I

believe?

Mr. MERRTHEW. Yes. sir.
Commissioner GAHRETSOX. You are aware that those others nil belong to the
ordinary form of the Brown system?
Mr. MERRTHEW. Yes. sir.
Commissioner GARRETSOX. Then you have none of those features except the
one of merit credits?
Mr. MEKKTHKW. The credit is practically all. It was founded originally upon
the Bro\vn system of discipline, but it was so cumbersome that it was necessary, or at least we thought it was necessary, to devise this system of our
own. It is more of a record of a man's offenses and creditable work than it
Is

a

Brown system.

Is his record open to every individual?
Mr. MKKRITTEW. No, sir.
Commissioner GARRETSON. I mean his own record?
Mr. MKIMIIHKW. Yes, sir: absolutely.
Commissioner GARHKTSON. How often within the last year have you removed marks from a man's record when he caine to you protesting against

Commissioner GARRETSOX.

the

same?

Mr. MERRTHEW. Within the last year?
Commissioner GARRETSOX. Yes.
Mr. MERRTHEW. Oh, I should judge 200 or 300 times.
Commissioner GAKRKTSOV Two or three hundred times?
Mr. MKIIRIHF.W. I imagine so. I am perfectly willing to accept any reasonIn other words, it is to my interests to keep the record clear
able excuse.
just as much as it is his. and I want to do it.
Commissioner GARRETSOX. You referred to the fact that the men preferred
the long runs. Are there any of your runs, except the long runs, that guarantee
You referred afterwards described short runs that
a man a full day's pay?
the

men

evidently don't like.

Mr. MERRTHEW. It is not necessary that they take those short runs regularly.
Commissioner GARRETSOX. Well, those short runs give them a large spread
of time for a small day's accumulation of pay, don't they?
Mr. MERRTHEW. As a general rule
Commissioner GARRETSOX. So that it is natural if a man wants to get money
enough to live on at a low rate, he chooses a long run?
Mr. MERRTHEW. It is not necessarily at a low rate.
Commissioner GARRETSOX. Isn't it the practice where the rate is low that the
man always wants to work long hours, and where you find men getting a
higher rate they want to work shorter hours?
Mr. MERRTHEW. No. sir.
Commissioner GAHRETSOX. Isn't that the history of the wage movement?
Mr. MERRTHEW. That isn't the history with us. I don't find it that way.
Usually in the schedule of runs put up for choice I find that the majority of
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men, irrespective of what their rate is, will choose a run from 10* to 11 hours,
I remember when I
if they can get it, in preference to 9* or 10 hours' run.
was on the cars there was one run of 12 hours that I worked for about four
months to get, and when I got it I thought I was happy. However, we were
having a flat rate then, all the men getting 20 cents an hour.
Commissioner GARRETSON. I should judge if I was working for 20 cents an
hour I would want the run that lasted a week.
Mr. MERRIHEW. You must take into consideration that living expenses are
different now from what they were in 1896.
Commissioner GARRETSON. You spoke of the company maintaining a corps
of physicians. Do you find any have you found any change of sentiment <m
the part of your men in regard to calling those physicians, or refusing to call
them, since the compensation law replaced the liability law?
Mr. MKKRIHEW. I have not. It has never been brought to my attention.
Commissioner GARRETSON. Have you ever found a sentiment among your men
that in case of injury especially not sickness against passing under the
of your physicians?
Mr. MERRIHEW. Never have.
Commissioner GARRETSON. If they have any such objections, they have never
expressed them to the company officials?
Mr. MERRIHEW. Never have to my knowledge?
Commissioner GARRETSON. You have no system or fines?
Mr. MERRIHEW. Absolutely none.
Commissioner GARRETSON. Any of indemnification from the employees in
case well, cornering cars, for instance.
on the man at fault?

Is the cost of that ever assessed b;:-k

Mr. MERRIHEW. Is what?
Commissioner GARRETSON. If they corner cars in switching?
Mr. MERRIHEW. No, sir.
Commissioner GARRETSON. Nothing of that kind?
Mr. MERRIHEW. No, sir. A long time ago we did, but not now.
Commissioner GARRETSON. Who pays the fee for the bond?
Mr. MERRIHEW. The conductor and motorman the men themselves.
Commissioner GARRETSON. The men themselves?
Mr. MERRIHEW. Yes, sir. A long time ago we used to lay a man off for 3
"
days or 10 days or 30 days, as the expression went, set his feet under his own
table," but we found that that worked against the family instead of against
the man.

Commissioner GARRETSON. They used

to

do that on the railroads, but they

haven't lately.

This matter of photographs Isn't the actual purpose of the photograph to
prevent the man whom you desired not to be allowed to reenter the service
doing so under an assumed name?
Mr. MERRIHEW. It is an absolute means of identification; that is the iden.
Commissioner GARRETSON. It identifies him if he happens to lose his name
:

and finds somebody else's?
Mr. MERRIHEW. In other words, it acts in keeping an undesirable employee,
for instance, a man that \vould leave our service and might attempt to come
back under another name.
Commissioner GARRETSON. Do you interchange that information with any
other company?

Mr. MERRIHEW. On request only.
Commissioner GARRETSON. On request only?
Mr. MERRIHEW. Yes, sir.
Commissioner GARRETSON. Do you suppose that would be in conflict with any
of the blacklist laws of any of the States?
Mr. MERRIHEW. Why, I don't see how it could, because at the time a man
makes application to another company for employment, having previously been
in our employ, or comes into our employ, having been previously employed by
some other steam or electric road, we ask him to sign a release. He does not
have to sign a release unless he wants to, but if he does not sign a release we
don't want his application, because it would naturally follow he has something
to cover up that he don't want to come out.
Commissioner GARRETSON. You mean to sign a release for what on entering
the service?

Mr. MERRIHEW. Allowing the company to which he refers to give the
information.

corr-

<

-t
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Commissioner JARRETSOX. Oh. yes; that fact is on most applications. Your
and the Pacific Electric is the same so far as you know?
Mr. MERRIHEW. I believe practically so.
Commissioner GAKKETSON. Both officered by the same men largely; I mean
(

policy

higher officers?
Mr. MERRIHEW. Absolutely no.
Commissioner GARKETSOX. No connection?
Mr. MERRIHEW. The companies are absolutely different.
Commissioner GARRETSON. Who dominates the Pacific P^lectric?
Mr. MERRIHEW. The Pacific Electric is owned by the Southern Pacific Co.
Commissioner GARRETSOX. Without question?
Mr. MERRIHEW. To the best of my knowledge and belief; yes, sir.
Commissioner GARRETSON. You made the statement that there had been it
n. ay possibly have been your predecessor on the stand
that there had been
three increases of wages since 1901?
Mr. MEKRIMEW. Yes. sir.
Commissioner GARRETSOX. Will you file with this commission the dates of each
of those iiM-njsses. the rates obtaining prior to those increases, each one of
(lie

them?
Mr. MERRTHEW. Yes.

sir.

commissioner GARRETSON. Of course, one rate
and before the preceding V

will

show

Mr. MKRRIIIEW. Yes; be very glad 1<>. sir.
(The information requested was later submitted, and

HISTORY OK WALKS OF IM.AYlORM MKX.

1

is

al'ter

each increase

as follows:)

OS ANCEI.ES RAILWAY.

When Mr. H. K. Ilumington took over the Los Angeles Railway properties,
October 1. 1S9X, wages were 20 cents per hour, all men.
Raises since have been as follows:
June 1, 1!H>1 1'nder three years, 20 cents: fourth and fifth years, 21 cents;
over fifth year. 22 cents.
July 1, 11)02 Extra men, 22 cents regulars, up to 5 years in service, 22 cents;
over 5 years and under 10 years. 2.'U rents; over 10 years and under 15 years,
24* cents 15 years and over, 25i cents.
December
1905: First six months, 22 rents: second six months. 221 cents;
second year, 23 cents; third, fourth, and fifth years, 24 cents; sixth, seventh, and
eighth years, 25 cents; ninth, tenth, and eleventh years. 26 cents; twelfth, thirteenth, and fourteenth years, 27 cents; 15 years and over, 28 cents.
October 3, 190C First year, 24 cents; second year. 25 cents; third, fourth, and
:

:

;

;

.

:

seventh, and eighth years, 27 cents; ninth, tenth,
and eleventh years, 2S cents; twelfth, thirteenth, and fourteenth years. 21) cents;
fifth years, 2<j rents: sixth,
'15

years ;>nd over,

December

.".<>

cents.

First, year. 25 reins: second year, 26 cents; third year,
27 cents; fourth years, 28 cents; fifth year. 29 cents; sixth year and after,
ems. This is the rate in effect at this time.
Commissioner WEIXSTOCK. How much notice are the men called upon to give
to the company if they wish to retire from its service?
Mr. MERRMIEW. The contract they sign requires them to give seven days'
notice.
Lot me explain that, please. The contract goes further and states that
if they don't give such notice, wages for that amount will be withheld from their
pay.
Commissioner WEIXSTOCK. In other words, they are expected to give one
week's notice?
Mr. MERRIHEW. In all my employment with this company I never have heard
of that being carried out.
If a man comes up and wants to resign, there is
practically no limit; he may go right away if he so desires.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. You mean, then, that is merely a matter of form?
Mr. MERRIHEW. Merely a matter of form.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. How much notice does the company give the men
\\hen they are going to be dropped?

:?n

21

>.

I'.Hii);

<

Mr. MERRIHEW. Discharged?
Commissioner WEIXSTOCK. Yes.
Mr. MERRIHEW. Probably about two minutes.
Commissioner WEIXSTOCK. Would you say the scales are evenly balanced?
Mr. MERRIHEW. As they are carried OUT yes. sir.
;
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Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Theoretically, the men are supposed to give notice,
but practically they don't?
Mr. MERRIHEW. They absolutely do not.
Commissioner WEIN STOCK. So that no notice, practically, is given or taken?
Mr. MKUIMHKW. A man comes into either one of the offices and resigns; he
can do it at that time, unless it happens to be some shortage of men or something big coming up for which we would like to hold them over for a day or
two.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Would the fan Hie man drops out without giving
the company notice militate against his reengagement?
Mr. MEERIHEW. It would depend entirely upon the man.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Assuming that his record was clear on all other
points?
Mr. MERRIHEW. Not if he had good reason for going; no, sir; it would not.
Commissioner GARRETSON. Under the law of California can that man r
whenever it seems good for him? Can he impair that right by private contract with you?
Mr. MERRIHEW. I couldn't tell you. I am not familiar with it, sir.
Commissioner GARRETSON. Has a notice ever been hung in your office, Mr.
Merrihew, where it became known that the men were asking for an increase,
or going to ask for an increase of wages, if they were dissatisfied they would
be discharged?
Mr. MERRIHEW. Absolutely not.
Commissioner GARRKTSON. In 1910 or 1911, for instance?
Mr. MERRIHEW. I was not there in 1910 or 1911.
Commissioner GARRETSON. You can not say whether it was or was not?
Mr. MERRIHEW. I could not.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Are students paid while they are being instructed?
Mr. MERRIHEW. No.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. They are expected to serve two weeks as a junior
without compensation?
Mr. MERRIHEW. The average time is about 12 days.

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Twelve days.
Mr. MERRIHEW. The longest we have hired, they usually learn in 18 days.
They go from that to, in rare cases, three weeks though if a man can not
assimilate knowledge enough in that time there is something wrong.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. That is all.
Chairman WALSH. Owing to the fact that the commission is behind in its
schedule, Mr. Manly will revise it for the remaining two days at the command
of the commission for the hearings here, and the witnesses will be promptly
notified as to those who are to be here on Monday and Tuesday.
The hearing will now stand adjourned until Monday morning 'at 10 o'clock.
(Whereupon at 12.40 o'clock p. m. on this day, Saturday, September 12, 1014,
an adjournment was taken until Monday, September 14, 1914, at the hour of
10 o'clock

a.

m.)

Lcs ANGELES, CAL., Monday, September 14, J916 10 a. m.
Present: Chairman Wsilsh, Commissioners Garretson, O'Connell, Commons,
and Weinstock. Basil M. Manly.
Chairman WALSH. The commission will please be in order.
Mr. Rice._
TESTIMONY OF MR. IRWIN H. RICE.

Chairman WALSH. Please state your name.
Mr. RICE. Irwin H. Rice.
Chairman WALSH. And your business?
Mr. RICE. Printing.
the name of your firm?
Sons.
Chairman WALSH. Are you a member of that firm?
Mr. RICE. I am president; it is a corporation.
Chairman WALSH. I take it it is a copartnership?
Mr. RICE. A corporation.
Chairman WALSH. Under the laws of California?
Mr. RICE. Yes. sir.

Chairman WALSH. What
Mr. RICE. George Rice

&

is
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Chairman WALSH. What is the capital stork?
Mr. RICE. Twelve thousand dollars.
Chairman WALSH. How long have you heen in Los Angeles,
Mr. RICE. Thirty-six years.

Chairman WALSH. In

this particular business,

how

please, Mr. Rice?

long?

Mr. RICE. Twenty-odd years.

Minimum WALSH. Always as manager of a plant; that is, during those 2>
years?
Mr. RICE. Most of the time manager of a plant.
Chairman WALSH. Were you ever a craftsman yourself; did you learn the
trade?
Mr. RICE. Yes; I learned the trade.
Chairman WALSH. Mr. Rice, I wish you would state first your reasons for
not operating a union shop I will put it that way so you may describe, if
you will, just what sort of a shop you do operate and your reasons therefor.
Mr. RICE. I received from your commission an outline of what you want
answered.
<

Chairman WALSH. Yes,
Mr. RICE. And

sir.

have prepared it in a written form.
Chairman WALSH. Thai is very good.
Mr. RICE. If it is agreeable to you. I will just read it.
Chairman WALSH. .lust pitch your voice high, if you please. The audience
would like to hear this.
Mr. RICE. All right. I have divided it up into headings.
First, under provable facts: Under this heading is presented data compiled
from recent reports given by the heads of 1.", of the open shops of this city and
representing a large proportion of the job-printing industry, or about $580,000
invested capital, including the Times-Mirror Printing & Binding House; the
Kin-sley. Mohr & Collins Co.; the Southern California Printing Co. George Rice
& Sons; Philips Printing o. the Commercial Printing House; the Neuner Co.;
W. P. .lefferies Co. liaumgardt Publishing Co.: Ralston Printing Co.; Henry
Glass F.ookhinding Co.: P.irley & Klson Printing Co. These plants
J. Pauly
have made otlicial reports to me covering a total of lM7 printers, exclusive of
I

;

1

<

:

;

:

otlice

help.

Following are the weekly wages paid for each class: Compositors of all
grades, from SI." to S:j.~. including two-thirders and distributors, averaging
.S20.90.
Apprentices, from ST to S14. average $11.40. Job pressmen, from $14 to
Cylinder pressmen, from $20 to $3.1. average $26.10.
$2f>. average S21.6O.
Job feeders. ST to SIT, average S1 '..". Cylinder feeders, from $14 to $21,
average $H5.i;.~i. Linotype operators, from S2S to S-TJ.r.O. avera-.- si". MM). Monotype operators, from Si'.'i to s:',n. average Si'T.r.o. Cutters, from sis to Sl'2.
average S20. Forwarders, from Sin to S24, average $20.10. Rulers, from $17
to SIM. average Si'o.7r>.
Hindory girls, from ST to SIT. average $!)..">0. Boys,
from $7 to $14, average $9.30.
Of these employees there are 14 males under 18 years of age and 9 females
under IS years of age.
The working hours for males are 4s hours; for females from 44 to 4S hours.
Half holidays the year round in 10 shops and in the summer months in the
'_'.

.">(),

other

:>

shops.

Of these 267 employees. 114 persons can

not be fairly classed as skilled
labor, leaving 123 possibly family heads, of whom T4, or 60 per cent, either
own or are acquiring their own homes.
of the 13 shops, 8 at some time have been operated as union shops. 7 of
whom report that the change to open shop was because of union rules; in 1
case it \\as the choice of the foreman.
of the 8, 5 report the output increase. 1 reports no change, 2 failed to report
Three reported the quality of the product improved; 3 reported no
this item.
change; 2 did not report. Five reported an improved morale in their shops.
Ten firms state they do not discriminate against union men, and all but

four are aware they employ some union men.
It is the custom of all shops to pay time and a half for overtime, and in the
few cases where piecework is done it results in increased earnings to the
employee. As an illustration I present the record of a linotype operator by
one man, who had previously lost the index finger of his right band, for 7">
consecutive days.
Total ems set and corrected in 681 hours, 6.330,296, an
average of 9,300 ems per hour, for which he received 13 cents per thousand
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cms. or an average of $11.11 per day of nine hours five minutes. The class of
matter was difficult, being names and addresses, with arbitrary abbreviations
and short takes. The hours were the choice of the operator. This record has
been beaten considerably this year by another man in the same shop.
The sanitary and hygienic conditions of these shops are beyond criticism.
Even were the employers not of a character to provide the best surroundings
from humane motives, the matter of light and air is a necessity to eilicioncy,
and sanitary conditions are stringently regulated and inspected under the law.
All of these shops are members of the printers' board of trade, which maintains a free labor bureau for both union and nonunion workers, and which
extends its efforts into the country and even into other States.
Twelve of the 13 shops are members of the local division of the United
Typothetn? and Franklin Clubs of America, with the work of which organixation in the. field of vocational education your commission is doubtless familiar.
As contributing members and including one working national ollicial in the
number it is submitted that we are doing our duty in that direction.
Without exception, the employees of every shop have the right to appeal
their grievances over the superintendent or foreman direct to the head of the
concern, but the knowledge that fair play will be the inevitable end makes
this course rarely necessary.
Deductions and stated facts: An examination of the wage table shows that
a large majority of the workers are receiving more than the average wage in
each class and that the wages vary from 3 to 14 different amounts. The latter
is striking evidence of the varying capacity of the individuals, and as ii
known fact thatreally competent workmen are scarce in all the printing trades,
the first-stated fact indicates the effort of the employers to secure help of
greater earning power. In the course of a few years a considerable number
of workmen have been brought out from the East for the sole reason that
mechanics of equal ability could not be secured here, either union or nonunion.
That the employees of these shops are satisfied with wages and conditions
is indicated by the peace and harmony that exists.
Since the national strike
of 1906 for eight hours and recognition of the union there has been but one
labor disturbance in the printing trade, when six press feeders in scattering
shops struck for wage increases.
The percentage of workmen owning their own homes is proof of the regularity of employment and that the competent man can receive a wage commensurate with his ability without the assistance of the union card. I might
add that four men in our workrooms own automobiles.
Endeavoring to anticipate the desire of the commission. I will state my position as regards the open and closed shop as follows At the outset I wish to
pay my respects to organized labor for the good that it has done. I believe
that it has been a necessary element in the bettering of conditions for the workingman, just as war has certainly been a great factor in the progress of the
world. Continuing the parallel, I believe everybody will agree that war has
ceased to be a desirable or necessary factor in the march of civilization. Nor
do I assert that the usefulness of the union has passed, but more properly that
its activities are as greatly in need of regulation as are those of big business.
My objections to the closed shop begin with an unalterable antipathy toward a
condition which prevents any man from exercising his American freedom to
work where he will, earn as much as he can, and serve his community, his
family, and his employer as his judgment dictates.
I am opposed to an organization which includes in its oath of fealty "That
my fidelity to the union and my duty to the members thereof shall in no sense
be interfered with by any allegiance that I may now or hereafter owe to any
other organization, social, political, religious, secret, or otherwise."
I am opposed to a condition where the wages of men in a trade are practiUnder such conditions the more efficient
cally leveled to the average ability.
man will either chafe under the yoke with his incompetent brother or, as is the
more general rule, never rise above the dead line that will keep him from the
bottom where the " lay offs " commence. In my personal experience I have
employed union men at even wages where an equitable adjustment according
to their merits would have made at least 50 per cent difference between the
highest and the lowest.
I am opposed to an organization whose qualifications for membership are
regulated only by their desire for members at the time of the application.
Taking the International Typographical Union for example, the chief requirement
for membership is that the applicant shall have worked four years at the trade.
:
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age. after beating the five union men of our office in a typesetting
contest, I acceded to their request to make application for membership in their
local.
They evidenced great surprise and regretfully dropped The matter when
informed that 1 hud only worked at the trade for six months.
I know a young man in this city to-day \vho is worth and who is .getting better
pay tli an the average after but two years' apprenticeship in an open shop. I
have seen men ](>. !">, 20 years at the business, with union cards and official
I have known of
positions, whom I would not give floor space at boy's wages.
union men rebating part of their wages in recognition of their lesser value as
producers, and one of the best-known agitators of this city at one time made

At 20 years of

me

that proposition.
have been obliged a number of times to discharge union men for incompetoncy. to be met invariably with the statement that their work had always
been satisfactory in card shops.
In times of strike I have seen cards in the typographical union issued to
barbers in the belief that workmen were being taken from our plant. This
extreme case is another proof that the matter of competency or a basis of
determining the competency of a proposed member has no consideration by
the organization.
The typographical union has for a generation been generally admitted as
The l.rainost of all unions and the loader of the progressive movements in
Now, my claim is that the strongest talking point of the
organized labor.
"
union toward influencing the employer that " all the best men are in the union
The union is constantly proselyting among the
is a fallacy of the rankest kind.
nonunion men for members, and union men are constantly abandoning their
unions upon discovering their greater earning power when under open-shop
minions, where merit is the determining factor in making the wage.
1
am opposed to an organization which places a limit upon a man's output,
'ally where machinery purchased expressly for greater production is inI have been obliged to discharge a union pressman for limiting a
volved.
feeder to an output of 500 per hour on a press which should have easily run at
a speed of 1,000.
I have seen the record of two productions of the same job
in the same plant under union and nonunion conditions.
In the first case it
required live men in three shifts to produce the work that three men on two
<hifts required when the plant was nonunioni/ed
a ratio of 15 to 6 in favor
I know that the union rules for the manning of the
of the nonunion crow.
machinery was responsible for the difference and firmly believe that the union
crew could have equaled the second performance without any undue exertion.
These incidents can be multiplied by scores and are cited merely to illustrate
the point.
As a matier .f fact. T do not believe there is any difference in ability between
the rank and tile of union and nonunion men.
Rut there is without doubt a
<ii!Vereii.v ill their respective outputs under closed and open shop conditions.
It is a tenet of unionism to do as little as possible for the greatest wage they
can exact, in the belief that they thereby create work for more men, regardless
of the economic or commercial necessities.
At tliis point I wish also to say that I have seen nearly ideal union shops
where a combination of personal relations and other circumstances resulted in a
harmonious, efficient organization. On the other hand, every employer of
union labor in the more intellectual trades has seen the bickerings and bad
blood among the men caused by union politics, ambition, or jealously, which
caused serious loss in production, and for which the employer had to pay.
1
am opposed to an organization that employees the strike, boycotting, and
picketing to enforce its demand, supplemented by the "educational crew"
with brass knuckles and gas pipe.
In my own experience I have seen pickets at the entrance of our plant every
working-day for 10 months, with ridicule, cajolery, bribery, and threats on
tap for the independent workman according to the necessities of the case. I
have seen large rocks thrown through a window in our plant in the endeavor
TO wreck a monotype machine.
A successful throw would have easily done
S50O damage to the delicate mechanism. My life has been threatened directly,
and I have twice escaped attack by crowds of strikers by the exhibition of an
automatic. I have looked through a window and seen the business agent of
The union place $300 in gold in front of an important man from our plant, in
The endeavor to bribe him to leave our employ at a critical time.
In a softer
key. T have seen five men out of seven shed tears when they walked out of
our plant b- orders of the walking delegate. Three of them had never worked
I

.
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I have known of a union compositor being obliged to
out of the city because the union would not allow him to work
in our open shop at top wages.
I like the true union num. the man who is a member from principle, and is
sincere in bis belief in the good he can do. 1 am sorry for the union man who
And I have
is a member only because lie thinks it is necessary to obtain work.
met scores of this kind. I have only contempt for the union man who is a
member from purely selfish reasons; who uses his fellow members as his
pawns in tbe scramble for the best position; whose ambition is to be an officer
of a union wilb a fat salary and expense account.
Now, what shall be done?
To answer question No. 8, I must admit that industrial relations are in need
of adjustment. This is undoubtedly true in a broad way, although I feel that
I ,os Angeles has made strides in improvement as compared to other cities,
largely through the medium of the open shop.
If you will permit my humble opinion as the result of considerable study for
the past three years, I would suggest that in respect to the skilled trades it
appears to me your honorable commission is investigating the effect and not
the cause. Boiled down, the essence of the grievances of the wage earners of
this country is the insufficiency of their earnings for decent living.
I must
agree in the abstract that it is a justifiable dissatisfaction, but, concretely,
with the average individual it is like the hunter who roars at the poor shooting
when the fault is entirely his poor marksmanship. The incompetency of the
majority of the workers in the trades is a known condition to the employers,
and your body would gather some illuminating material from an intimate
investigation of time cards and cost sheets in the various trades. You would
find men by the thousands being carried on pay rolls absolutely without justification as regards earning power, but solely from the necessity of filling the
ranks.
You would find thousands of workmen whose work is drudgery to
them, without enthusiasm or the least idea of what their true economic value
should be.
And you would find the union agitator, not satisfied with exhorting audiences
of his own members, prowling among the unaffiliated, shouting " You are not
Has anyone ever heard him say, " You are not
receiving enough money."
earning enough money"? This class the walking delegate, the organizer,
and other officers of the unions whose salaries are milked from the wage
earners, and who must keep the worker in line if the milking is to be good
is the greatest contributing factor in the excitable unrest that prevails.
These
men usually develop into chronic officeholders in the unions and become demagogues of the most disagreeable type. Loud-mouthed and smug in the confidence of their followers, they are ever ready with ridicule and inuendo and
exaggerated statements to stir the passive worker to a condition of hysterical
hatred for the employing classes.
So I would say that for immediate effect the interests of the wage earner
and the industries will be best subserved by national compulsory arbitration
and the forcing of trades-unions to incorporate, with the full responsibilities of
stockholders in any other corporation. A national minimum-wage law might
be effective if high enough, and providing the Government would undertake to
care for the unfortunates who could not earn the minimum.
However, I consider these things essentially remedial measures, and wpuld
suggest in a constructive way that the greatest necessity of the country to-day
is a liberal parental attitude on the part of the Government in regard to voca"
"
tional education. We Americans are prone to
ourselves with fulsome
jolly
talk about the ingenuity and skill of American workmen, but cold investigation
will prove that they are almost as limited in numbers as railroad presidents
compared with the total employees of the systems.
Chairman WALSH. Is that all?
Mr. RICE. Yes, sir.
Chairman WALSH. Did you want to ask Mr. ftice any questions?
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Yes.
Chairman WALSH. Commissioner O'Connell would like to ask you a few
questions.
Commissioner O'COXNELL. I notice you don't mention the hours of labor in
your document that you read.
Mr. RTCE. Yes, sir; I gave it in detail.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. What are the hours of labor?
Mr. KICK. Males, 48 hours; females, from 44 to 48 hours.

in

any other

"beat"

his

place.

way

1
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Commissioner O'COXXELL. What are the hours of the printers?
Mr. RICE. Hours of what?
Commissioner O'COXXELL. You are speaking of the commercial shops, job
shops?
Mr. RICE. Job shops yes, sir.
Commissioner O'COXXELL. What are the hours of the printers?
Mr. RICE. The hours of the printers?
Commissioner OV ,X\ELL. Yes; typesetsMr. RICE. Forty-eight hours a week.
Commissioner (>'( 'OXXKLL. What are they a day?
Mr. RICK. Most of the shops work about 8 f a day, and let them
;

;

:

off

Saturday

afternoon.

Commissioner OVoxxEi.i.. How are they
Mr. RICK. That is the way we work.
Commissioner O'CO.XXELL. Is your firm
Alliance?
Mr. RICE. Yes,

in

your shop?

a

member

of the

I'rinters'

Trade

sir.

Commissioner O'COXXELL. What

is

the Printers' Trade Allitin.v?

an organization to take up labor matters when necessary.
Commissioner O'COXXELL. What do they do when they take them up; do
they discuss questions of wages and hours and conditions of employment?
Mr. RKE. Well, as a matter of fact. \ve never meet unless it is necessary
meet on some political or labor question.
Commissioner >'< 'O.NNKI.I When did you have your last meeting?
Mr. KKK. I think it was about three years
Commissioner >'( '<> XXELL. Well, what was thai meeting called for?
Mr. RICE. I don't remember at this time.
Commissioner )'Co.\M-;i.i.. Haven't you discussed wages or political questions within three years at all?
Mr. RICK. We have had some discussion of political questions.
Commissioner O'COXXELL. Hasn't there been any strikes in the city since
that time?
Mr. UICE. There was a strike, as 1 mentioned, in the press feeders, 1 think it
was, a year and a half ago.
Commissioner O'COXXKI.L. Didn't your organization take it up at that time?
Mr. RICE. No; we didn't mevt on thai at all. It wasn't necessary.
Commissioner O'COXXKLL. Now, this employment bureau that you operate,
how is that operated?
Mr. RKE. That is operated through our board of trade, which is purely a
business organixat ion, has nothing ti> do with labor matters, and it is simply
a convenience for the members and f.ip the workmen.
Commissioner O'< 'ONNELL. Oh, your help is employed through that office?
Mr. RUE. No. no; that is simply a convenience.
Commissioner O'COXNKLL. I don't understand a convenience?
Mr. RICE. Well, men that are looking for employment re-iMer themselves
there, and frequently members will telephone there to find out whether they
have any men in a certain branch.
Commission!- >'< 'o.\ M:LL. Is there any form of application that is filled out
Mr. RICE.

It is

t

<

.

.

<

(

(

by applicants there?
Mr. RICE. None whatever.
Commissioner O'< 'OXXKLL. Just simply file their names?
Mr. RICH. Just tile it on an index card.
Commissioner O'COXXKLL. Do you have applicants fill out an application in
your firm?
Mr. RICK. No.
Commissioner O'CONXELL. Does any of the memoMr. RICK. I don't know of anyone that uses application blanks.
Commissioner O'CONXELL. Is the question asked of a man if he is union or
nonunion when he seeks employment?
Mr. RICE. Usually.
Commissioner O'COXXELL. With what result, .suppose he says. "I am a member of the typographical union "V
Mr. Rn-E. Well, the result in our plant has been that we have tried on several
;<ns to hire union mn. but they come back with information that the secretary of tiie- union won't let them work for us.

Commissioner O'COXXELL. You would employ union men
for you?

if

they would work
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We have. We have one in the house now in smother department.
ornmissioner O'COXXELL. How many of these
I think you stated there were
four, or such a number, that did not employ union men at all, of the job printers.
Mr. RICE. No.
Commissioner O'COXXELL. Throughout the number?
Mr. RICE. Every one of those 13 shops employ union men at some time.
Even the Times shop has union men in it to-day to their knowledge.
Commissioner O'COXXELL. Do they know that they have union men there?
Mr. RICE. Yes, sir.
Commissioner O'COXXELL. I understood Gen. Otis to say on the stand that he
Mr. RICE.
1

1

(

didn't

employ union men.

I don't think they do in their newspaper.
Commissioner O'CoxxELL. But they do in the job department?
Mr. RICE. They do in the job plant; yes, sir.
Commissioner OVoxxEi.L. Have you any idea as to why they differentia
tween the two departments?
Mr. RICE. Well, I suppose it is just they are two separate corporations, and
the management is placed in the hands of a man who afliliates with our organisation and we are perhaps a little more liberal in that respect.
Commissioner O'CoxxELL. You are a member of the 'National Typothetne, I
understand?

Mr. RICE.

i

Mr. RICE. Yes.

sir.

Commissioner OVONXELL. All these other firms are, too?
Mr. RICE. I think I said there were 12 out of the 13 who are members.
Commissioner O'COXXELL. Twelve out of the thirteen?
Mr. RICE. Yes.
Commissioner O'COXXELL. That is a national organization for the purpose of
trade purposes, is it?
Mr. RICE. That is the business organization of the typothetpp.
Commissioner O'COXXELL. But it does treat the question of wages and hours

and union and nonunion?
Mr. RICE. No; the typothetre does not. There is a separate division of the
typotheta?, which has a separate membership, which takes up those matters.
Commissioner O'COXXELL. Do you belong to that separate
Mr. RICE. I do belong to that both of them.
Commissioner O'COXXELL. That applies to the open shop?
Mr. RICE. That applies to the open shop.
Commissioner O'COXXELL. Does it mean union and nonunionism?
Mr. RICE. No it means open shop.
Commissioner O'COXXELL. We have had here quite a variety of opinion ::s 10
just what the open shop is. What is your construction of the open shop?
Mr. RICE. The open shop is where union and nonunion men work side by
;

side.

Commissioner O'COXXELL. And the employer does not question either one?
Mr. RICE. Does not question either one.
Commissioner O'COXXELL. Why do you ask a man if he belongs to the union
over there?
Mr. RICE. To know the personnel of the shop, principally. We believe it is
necessary for us to maintain the balance in favor of the open shop. It would
mean that if we allowed all the men to become union men we would not have

an open shop.
Commissioner O'COXXELL. Then it is your purpose to see that you have a
larger number of nonunion men than you have union at any time in the shop?
Mr. RICE. A sufficient number to maintain the balance.
Commissioner O'COXXELL. Then to that extent it is not an open shop?
Mr. RICE. No it is an open shop yes, sir.
Commissioner O'COXXELL. But when you get to a certain point of numbers
in your employment, then you cease to employ union men?
Mr. RICE. Yes very likely. That has never occurred, so I could not say just
what action might result.
Commissioner O'COXXELL. That is all.
Chairman WAI. sir. Any questions?
Commissioner WEIXSTOCK. Yes.
Chairman WALSH. Commissioner Weinstock has some questions to ask.
Commissioner WEIXSTOCK. It is very evident, Mr. Rice, that there is a large
minority who oppose the dosed shop, and a large minority that oppose the nonunion shop. This commission has been taking testimony all over the country,
;

;

;
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including San Francisco, and

we have found

that the nonunion employers genyou raise against unionism. We find ou the
other hand that the union workers raise very serious indictments against the
nonunion shop. The unionists point out that the nonunion shop tinally means

erally raise the indictments that

not in the beginning, but ultimately it means the lowest wage rate; it
for ihe adjustment of grievances; it means absolutely
no voice in the fixing of the wage, and it means being ground to the earth.
Now, doubtless the two systems, the closed shop and the nonunion shop, have
their advantages as well as their disadvantages.
Is there not some plan
whereby the advantages of both systems can be utilized and the disadvantage
of both systems eliminated, so that a new combination could be effected that
would be fairer to the employer than you think the closed shop is fairer to
the worker than the union thinks the open shop is?
Mr. RICE. It has been my opinion for some time that fixing the responsibility
of the union would immediately result in the acceptance of the open shop
the true open shop.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Fixing the responsibility of the union. You mean
by that for the unions to incorporate?
Mr. KICK. I think they should be responsible, just ax responsible as the employer is responsible for his acts.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. The only reason why. I take it, you think the
union should be incorporated, is to better insure the keeping of their agreeit

may

means no opportunity

ments
Mr.

'!

Ki<

i

.

Y.

Commissioner \Vr.i\sTocK. Is that
Mr. HICK. Make them responsible for overt acts.
Commissioner WKINSTOCK. Very well. Now. how many instances have there
locally, to your knowledge, where unions have broken their agreements?
Mr. KICK. I do not know as we had any agreements. This has been an openshop town for 2<> years.
Commissioner WET x STOCK. But there are
Mr. RICE. There has been
Commissioner WKIN STOCK (continuing). Industries that operate under the
closed-shop system, are there not? Not an absolutely open town, as the newspapers here, except the Times, I understand, work under closed-shop agreements.
Mr. RICE. Yes.

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Now, can you cite any specific instance that has
come within your knowledge where the unions in the city of Lo-< Angeles have
broken their agreement have been contract bre:ik-r-V
Mr. RICE. I am not aware of it. I am not in touch with any of the trades
pt our own.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Have there been any instances that come to
your knowledge in your own trade?
Mr. RICE. There have been no agreements to my knowledge in my own trade
the book and job end of the business.
Commissioner Wr:i\sro< K. There are agreements in the newspaper business?
Mr. RTCE. Undoubtedly; but I am not familiar with thrm.
Commissioner WKINSTOCK. Have there been any instances you know of outside of this McNamara instance, where violence has been resorted to on the
part of the unions?
Mr. RICE. Very little. Minor affairs, such as I related, such as throwing
rocks through windows, and things of that sort.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. There have been strikes in Los Angeles in the
last 10 years?
Mr. RICE. Very trilling, to a great extent, outside of the big strike of 1896.
Commissioner WKINSTOCK. Then if there have been no broken agreements
that you can recall, and if instances where violence occurred have been few
and far between here, then the fact of the unions being incorporated would not
have made very much difference in the Los Angeles condition, would they?
Mr. RICE. Well, I think it would.
Commissioner WKINSTOCK. How? How would they have altered the condiHow would they have made them any better than they
tions of the past?
were if no contracts to speak of and little or no violence? Those are the two
ends. I take it, you have in mind, when you advocate the incorportaion of
unions?
Mr. RICE. Yes, sir.
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Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Making them responsible for agreements and
minimizing the possibility of violence. Now, if despite no incorporation, there
has been very few, if any, contracts broken, and very little, if any, violence,
then the question of incorporation would have cut no figure?
Mr. RICE. Well, I am not speaking of the situation alone as it applies to Los
Angeles. My activities have extended beyond this city to some extent.
KIN STOCK. Well, in the testimony that has come before this
Commissioner
commission witnesses have made the statement that there have been inswhere employers, who are supposed to be responsible and reliable, have broken

W

contracts.
Mr. RICE.

Very true.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. So that if there are instances where workers break
contracts
would indicate that neither side can absolutely come into court
with clean hands?
Mr. RICE. If an employer breaks a contract he is usually responsible at law
it.

for breaking his contract

properly

drawn

contract.

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Yes; but there have been very few instances
that have come to the notice of this commission, or to my notice personally,
where employers having broken contracts with labor have been penalized.
Mr. RICE. Well, in the strike of 1906 the pressmen's union violated their contract with the typothetse without any compunction whatever.
T
Commissioner W EINSTOCK. The union did?
Mr. RICE. Yes, sir.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Here in Los Angeles?
Mr. RICE. The contract did not directly extend to the city, but they took
advantage of that situation and struck with the typographical union, and did
that in

many

other

cities.

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Was that the case that occurred in Philadelphia?
I think we had that case up before us in Washington, where it was claimed
a representative of the union had agreed to certain conditions and had signed
them up, and it was not ratified by the union, and the contract was not lived
up to, and that was claimed to be a broken contract.
The testimony brought before the commission showed this, that in the end
the court sustained the union in not having been thoroughly warranted in not
observing a contract unauthorized by its representatives.
Now, I think in your testimony, Mr. Rice, you, among other things, said
that unionism had done some good work for the worker.
Mr. RICE. Yes, sir.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. And that you were not opposed to unionism?
Mr. RICE. Yes, sir.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. You were opposed simply to certain phases of
unionism ?
Mr. RICE. Yes.

sir.

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Well, I suppose as long as unionism is conducted
by human beings it will be more or less defective, just as the employers' associations, as long as they are conducted by human beings will be more or less
defective.
Taking unionism as we find it, and with all its weaknesses and
shortcomings, and with all its failings, do you think that the workers of the
Nation to-day are better or worse off than they would have been had there
been no unionism?
Mr. RICE. Why, I frankly admitted that the union had done good and improved the condition of the worker. No question about that.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Then ought they to be perpetuated or wiped out?
Mr. RICE. I don't urge either course. I think if men wish to organize for their
mutual benefit and protection, they have a perfect right to do so, provided they
are kept in proper

line.

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Speaking as a

citizen of the Republic, having the
welfare of the country at heart, forgetting your position of employer, pure and
simple, and thinking of only the good to the country as a citizen, and having
the common good at heart as a citizen, do you think it is to the interest of the
Commonwealth and of the Republic that unionism shall go up or down, shall be
perpetuated or shall be wiped out?
Mr. RICE. As I said before, I don't see any reason why either course should
be attempted. I think that as a natural result it will take its own way.
Commissioner WKINSTOCK. Yes. liut you and I and the rest of it go to form
public opinion and have our influence in molding public opinion, and if public
sentiment is created against unionism it can't live and if, on the other hand a
;
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sentiment
itself.

created

is

in

will prosper and perpetual*'
it
making public sentiment, would you say

favor of unionism

Now, as one having a voice

in

unionism should be wiped out?
Mr. RICE. No, sir; I wouldn't. Or I wouldn't say that there was a necessity
that it should be increased.
Commissioner WEI N STOCK. Then if this choice should be left if it should Iv
made clear that the open shop, or nonunion shop, as we call it, means death
to unionism, and if death to unionism is an evil, and if the closed shop on the
other hand is also looked on as an evil, which of the two would you regard as
the lesser evil?
Mr. RICE. I can't conceive of such a condition. It would be pretty hard
to decide something you can't conceive.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Could you conceive of this, if every employer in
the Nation Mas opposed to unionism, and if public sentiment was opposed t.
unionism, unionism could not thrive, could it?
Mr. RICE. That is true.
Commissioner WKTNSTOCK. It could not live?
Mr. RICK. Yes.
Commissioner WKINSTOCK. It would be wiped out?
Mr. RICK. Yes.
Commissioner WKIXSTOCK. Would that or would that not bo an evil from
your point of view?
Mr. RICE. Possibly it would, but it would bo revolutionary.
Commissioner WEIXSTOCK. If the closed shop should prevail everywhere, you
would regard that as jm evil, wouldn't you?
Mr. RICK. I think I would.
Commissioner WKIXSTOCK. Now, which of the questions would you re
as the lesser evil?
Mr. RICK. I would regard the closed shop, universal closed shop, as tingreater evil.
Commissioner WKINSTOCK. As the greater evil?
Mr. RICK, Yes, sir.
Commissioner WKIXSTOCK. And the wiping out of the unionist as the les^ev
evil?

Mr. RICE.

Y

Commissioner WKIXSTOCK. You pointed our that one of the prime cans
industrial unrest, in your opinion, is the incompetency of workmen.
Mr. RICK. Yes.

Commissioner WKTNSTOCK. And that due to their incompetencv many of them
were thrown out and became burdens s-.oiier or later, at least not able in ear:i
as

much as they ought to earn to live decently?
Mr. RICK. Yes.
Commissioner WKINSTOCK. What constructive suggestion have you

to this commission, Mr. Ri<v, along the line of incompetency?
Mr. RICK. They nmsi be-in with the boy, with the education
and it has got to be assisted by the Government sooner or later.

to

make

of the boy,

Commissioner WKIXSTOCK. Would you advocate technical training schools'.'
Mr. RICE. Exactly. Take a few lessons from Germany, and educate our
boys. too.

Commissioner WKINSTOCK. You would favor the adoption of the German
system?
Mr. RICE. Perhaps not in its entirety, but in a general way.
Commissioner WETNSTOCK. Are you familiar with that?
Mr. RICE. Yes, sir.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Do you regard it as applicable to the boys of
this country?
Mr. RICE. Only in a general way, as I say. There are many details that the
American people would not accept.
Commissioner WETXSTOCK. You also advocated as one of the remedies for
strikes and lockouts compulsory arbitration.
Mr. RICK. Yes,

sir.

Commissioner WETNSTOCK. Are you also familiar with the compulsory arbitralaws of Australia and New Zealand?
Mr. RICE. Just in a casual way. I have read them, bur not made a study
of them.

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Well, are you at
system?

all

familiar with the English
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No.

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Canada, I might explain, for your information,
does not have compulsory arbitration; compulsory Investigators. That is, if
a strike or lockout is threatened, the State intervenes and investigates and
makes recommendations, which can be accepted or rejected, after which there
can be legally a strike or lockout. Now, the weakness in that compulsory arbitratios law, defend it if you can, is that if large bodies strike illegally, it is
impossible to punish them.
Mr. RICE. That is very true.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Fifty thousand railroad

them

men

you couldn't put

in jail.

Mr. RICE. That is true. That is true, I believe, as to the average American,
that the average American workman is essentially a law-abiding citizen, and
when he sees it is going to be put on same plane that he is going to be put on
the same plane with his employer, he is a law-abiding citizen.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. You think he would submit?
Mr. RICE. Yes I think he would submit.
Commissioner GARBETSON. There have been instances where large bodies have
it was impracticable to punish
illegally struck and could not be punished
didn't have jails enough. Regarding the responsibility that would come with,
Under the
incorporation, you stated responsibility for an overt act is one.
criminal law isn't every free individual in the union now responsible for overt
acts?
Mr. RICE. If it can be proven.
Commissioner GARRETSON. Has there been where courts were free, where the
police were untrammeled, no private constabulary, and great number of conviction?
Mr. RICE. I didn't get that.
Commissioner GARRETSON. Where justice runs its course, where the courts
were not interested nor the police prejudiced, and you, as a private appendage,
private constabulary maintained, has there been anything of that kind any
convictions?
Mr. RICE. I can't say that that condition has existed in very many cities.
Commissioner GARRETSON. You admit, then, it has in some?
Mr. RICE. Possibly.
Commissioner GARRETSON. What has been the record of convictions as against
arrests?
Mr. RICE. I am not a statistician on these matters.
Commissioner GARRETSON. In Los Angeles.
Mr. RICE. Well, I only recall one arrest in connection with labor troubles in
the printing trade.
Commissioner GARRETSON. Oh, but in general. I am not this question of
responsibility don't your testimony apply to the printing trade and labor in
general? Your former testimony, detailed testimony, was the printing trade,
but this was with regard to labor unionism?
Mr. RICE. Yes, sir.
Commissioner GARRETSON. It has been testified here as lo the number of
arrests and the number of convictions. Are you familiar with that?
Mr. RICE. No I wasn't here at that time.
Commissioner GARRETSON. Have you ever heard of an employer, who is
responsible likewise under the criminal law, being convicted for an overt act?
Mr. RICE. Why, certainly if it is proved on them.
;

;

;

;

Commissioner GARRETSON. Has it been proven?
Mr. RICE. I haven't heard of any such instances.
Commissioner GARRETSON. Have you ever heard of

you claim' that there

should be responsibility for recovery. I suppose that is civilly?
Mr. RICE. Yes.
Commissioner GARRETSON. For breaking a contract?
Mr. RICE. Yes.
Commissioner GARRETSON. Have you ever heard of an employer having
covery made against him for violating contracts?
Mr. RICE. Oh, yes a good many times.
Commissioner GARRETSON. Employees?
Mr. RTCE. I do not know.
Commissioner GARRETSOX. Violating his contract with his employer?
Mr. RTCE. Not that I know of not in this city.
Commissioner GARRETSON. Did you ever hear of it anywhere else?
;

;

re-
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Mr. RICE. I am not very well read on that particular subject, I guess.
Commissioner GARRETSON. I wondered. Boar in mind I am going on the basis
that I have been one of those deadly menaces I have kent nretty close track
of that for 30 years, and if there has been an instance on record that you know
of, I would like to have it.
Chairm'an WALSH. He says he has not kept track and does not know.
Commissioner GAKKKTSON. That is all. Just a moment. Let me ask you
another question: Do you think that the paid agent and the apostle of an
employer's association, for instance, those who give their full time to preaching the crusade of an employers' association, is as deadly a menace as the paid
emissary of labor unions?
Mr. HICK. I should say they are on the defensive entirely.
Commissioner GAKKKTSON. On the defensive. There has been no aggressive
movement within your knowledge of national associations, of employers' associations, or of merchants and manufacturers' associations?
Mr. KICK. Xot against the interests of the workingman.
Commissioner GAKKETSOX. That is all.
Chairman WASH. A couple of questions T have born requested 10 ask: Would
you include among overt acts boycotts and sympathetic strikes?
Mr. KICK. Yes. sir.
Chairman WALSH. Is your idea to make the treasury of the union responsible
in damages for unlawful invasions of the rights of others nil her than to look
to the individuals of the union? That is what you mean by it, is it?
Mr. KICK. Y
Chairman W.M.SH. The responsibility of the union?
Mr. KICE. Make the union responsible.
Chairman WAI.SH. Thai is all. Thank you;
Mr. Dennett.
;

TESTIMONY OF MR.

H.

W. DENNETT.

Chairman WALSH. What is your name?
DK.NNKTT. H. W. Dennett.
Chairman WAF.SIF. And your business. Mr. Dennett?
Mr. DKNNKTT. Printer.

Chairman WALSH. Are you connected with the organization?
As a member.
Mr-.
Chairman WALSH. Do you hold any official connection with it?
Mr. DKNNKTT. Not. at the present time.
Chairman WALSH. I'loaso state what official connc-ci ions you have had with
i.

your cnifVs organization.
Mr. DKNXKTT. During the past continuous ,>0 years of my membership I
believe 1 have held so many different honorary and other positions that I
would be unable to n;mie them to the ommittee.
-bout five years from this time,
Chairman WALSH. Go back, v
beginning now and going backward.
Mr. DKNNKTT. I might say that I have jusf returned \vithin the last two
weeks from the international convention of printers, which met in Providence,
I also repreI represented the local typographical union as a delegate.
K. I.
sented that union in an endeavor to bring the International Typographical
Union convention to this city, and succeeded in bringing it here.
About four years ago I represented Salt Lake Typographical Union before
the governor and a commission of the reformatory against the Forestry Service
of the Government, which had given 51 out of 113 printing contracts to the
printing reformatory, which was situated at Ogden. It was clearly a violation
of the convict-labor law of the State of Utah, and was so conceded by the
trustees of that institution, and the Forestry Service, under President Taft,
conceded it and backed away from the proposition. I also represented Salt
Lake Typographical Union in 1909 as their delegate to the international convention at St. Joseph, Mo.
I represented in 1893 St. Paul Typographical Union in the international
convention which met at Chicago, 111. At that convention I was elected an
organizer for the International Typographical Union and served perhaps two
I represented St. Paul Typographical Union
years, or in that neighborhood.
as an arbitrator, with Mr. Driscoll, who for many years was the arbitrator
lor the American Newspaper Publishers' Association.
We arbitrated the scale
together. I represented St. Paul Typographical Union before the legislature of
38819
44
S. Doc. 415, G4-1
vol 6
<
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the State of Minnesota, which succeeded in defeating the $10,000 omnibus appropriation for a printing school in the State reformatory at lied Wing.
I have represented different typographical -unions in four or five different
State federations of labor. In California last year I represented my union
in the State federation of labor, which met at Fresno.
And the prevkms year
I went as a delegate to the State federation of labor at San Diego, Cal.
I have had and held during my time offices on the executive committees and
whatnots of the local union too numerous to mention.
Chairman WALSH. I believe a number of questions were submitted to you,
Mr. Dennett, for answer?
Mr. DENNETT. Yes, sir.

Chairman WALSH. That
Mr. DENNETT. Yes,

is correct,

is

it?

sir.

Chairman WALSH. I feel inclined to allow you to take them up seriatim and
just answer them in your own way as briefly and concisely as you can, having
regard, of course, for covering the whole subject. You may proceed.
Mr. DENNETT. Mr. Chairman, for the benefit of the commission I have realized
that my time would be limited, and I have prepared what I have to present
to the commission in a concise form and condensed.
There are some subjects
in connection with the answers, in connection with the typographical union,
which I can not present in
Chairman WALSH.
will have or have had people who can give us that

We

information.

Mr. DENNETT. I want, first, Mr. Chairman, to define the position of the International Typographical Union in relation to this so-called open-shop business.
It is a proposition that is very important to the International Typographical Union, and I believe it has not been elaborated on heretofore in the.
manner in which we have taken the matter up.
The International Typographical Union is unalterably opposed to th
called open-shop policy.
Our position and reasons therefor are ably set forth
in the following language of ex-President James M. Lynch, in reporting a
failure to reach an agreement with the United Typothetre of America as to the
eight-hour fight of 1905-1907:
"If the International Typographical Union had been willing to recogni/e
the so-called open shop, a working agreement with the United Typothetse of
America would now be in effect. Failure to perfect such a contract was due
almost solely to the desire of the employers' committee to incorporate the socalled open-shop provision in the proposed agreement.
"
Our union may properly be termed the originator of the strictly union otliee.
This requirement lias been a leading feature for all of 50 years. For the
greater part of that time the union-office rule attracted little attention from the
public, but recent events have given what is now termed the closed shop a
prominent place in public discussion.
"The trade-union is a labor trust, but it is a combination for the 1-.
of the many rather than the few. Membership in our international union is
open to every competent printer of, good character. Possessing this membership the closed shop is no longer closed. We never have tried to create a close
corporation. On the contrary, the effort has been to seek out all journeymen
printers worthy of the title, and induce them to affiliate. Lack of opportunities
One job and 50 applicants,
to labor or their plentitude has made no difference.
all an equal chance, with the only requirement union membership, which in
its turn means that there shall be no cutting under the established wage, the
With such a fair field the closed shop
living rate, by any applicant of the 50.
many, if not all, of the terrors for the wage earner that its enemies
to ascribe to it,
"There remains the charge that the unions compel the employer to fr
with the union office, rules that are obnoxious. Perhaps this is true. >
as some employers are concerned. But any rules, almost any wage, are obnoxious to the individual whose one aim in life is profit. The workers ]\:
right to prescribe the conditions under which they will sell their labor, and
where these conditions are acceptable to <)0 per cent of tbe employers in a
given trade, they must have good reason for their exist
have had a large experience with the
dox-d office question,
and it has demonstrated beyond a doubt that the strict union requirement is
necessary if satisfactory and amicable relation* are to be maintained and the
union live. Let our critics remember that we aim to meet conditions as they

"We

i
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and that our union enactments- are founded on necessity

<-xi-l.

;;nd

not on

theory.
"

Considered as a body, the only free wage earners to-day are those who
hold union membership. The rest have, as a class or individually, absolutely
nothing to say in the disposition of the only commodity that they have for
It is well enough for the antiunionist to shout freedom of consale
labor.
Is it not a fact
tract, but is there any freedom of contract for the individual?
that it is the purchaser who sets the price, and that this price is arbitrary,
Work made a prize
final, brutal in its conception, selfish in its application?
for the needy, dangled before their wants, in order that traffic may be made in
misery, and a job knocked down to the lowest bidder. Is it not better that the
wage earner should pool his labor and then sell it through the collective
method, rather than that labor should be made the sport of the man who can
buy? The cry against the closed shop is raised because it involves a feature
of trade-union policy difficult for the inexperienced to grasp, analyze, ami
understand.
"Employers believe if the open shop can be established there will be speedy
end to trade-unionism. Once open the way for elimination of the man with
a price on his labor, and his place will be simply taken by the man with labor
to sell at

any

price.

"The

International Typograhpical Union has gone through it all. It knows
the value of the closed shop and it realizes the necessity for collective bargaining."
Answering your first question, "The extent to which the employing printing office industry" question 1: The International Typographical Union
claims thai about 1)5 per cent of the printers on morning and evening newspapers in the large cities throughout its jurisdiction are organized. In the
job-printing branch figures are not so easily obtainable, but I should place the
ate at around 80 per cent. I have arrived at this result in the following
manner: Out of a group of 1,600 uiKeelhuieous periodicals and magazine publications of general circulation I find but 3G6 nonunion as against 1,324 printed
under union conditions. It may be of interest to the board to know in this conneetion thai of the 3(5(5 nonunion publications 37 have to do wiih agriculture,
I should judge
horiiciiltnre, and poultry raising, and that 53 are religious.
that (50 to ()"> per cent would be a fair estimate locally in the job-printing branch.
These figures would indicate that the local conditions of the job-printing industry was fairly good. Such is not the case, however. No city in America
is so thoroughly demoralized in the job-printing industry as in Los Angeles,
and the responsibility therefor must be assumed by the nonunion employerl 'idled Typothetse of America, and the merchants and manufacturers' association of the city.
<'omniunity interests were forgotten by these "union busters" when the
International Typographical Union inaugurated in 1906 a campaign for the
eight-hour workday, notwithstanding that four years' notice had been given
employers to this effort. The workmen had no rights which they were bound
to respect, and nine hours and the so-called open shop was their slogan.
The battle lasted three years. At the end of that period there wasn't a
proprietor in Los Angeles who had the temerity to fly a nine-hour pennant
even at half-mast. The labor union had won, but it left the business in a
most deplorable condition. 1 do not say that with any spirit of boasting. Far
from it. I want to call attention also that when I say that the typographical
union won the eight-hour workday, I do not mean to say that we have won
conditions. Nonunion conditions yet maintain. But the labor union
the labor
unionists maintains that we are a benefit to all mankind. And we also maintain
The
that where an evil has been eradicated by us our victory is complete.
-day strikers, like the Israelites of old, may never reach the Promise
Laud, but they make it much easier of access to others.
Nonunion conditions made it impossible for employers to maintain or establish prices, and small offices and printing plants sprang up on every hand,
until to-day Los Angeles has as many printing plants on street corners and
in the parks as there are peanut wagons.
Indeed, it is an undisputed fact that
Los Angeles alone has more such printing plants than all the other cities in
the United States put together.
Wages range in the nonunion establishments anywhere from a dollar and a
half up to the union scale, but in the majority of cases from $14 to $18 per
The fact that large offices use commercial printing as a
weel; of 48 hours.
filler between the larger classes of work done, and the inability to secure this
1

1

i
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work on account of the vast number of those sidewalk printers, is the
reason in large measure, in my opinion, why Los Angeles can boast of less
than one-third the number of offices equipped for general printing compared
with many cities of the United States half its population and the reason also
for erratic working time of employees.
That also is the reason for a great irregularity in work for the worker. The
three or four shops receiving special favor at the hands of the M. and M. may
nourish, but is a continuation of this policy wise in the face of such deplorable community conditions? We suffer to a limited extent on account of these
conditions, but not nearly so large as the community in general and the employing printer in particular. A recognition that the typographical union is here
to stay and competent to enter into contracts which are binding and absolute,
and which are lived up to by its members, will do much to eradicate this condition.
Superior workmen is also an item. In this industry the superior workman carries a card.
Do we increase wages? The following figures speak for themselves: I may
say these figures are based on the earnings of the members. The international
union collects its dues on the percentage system. For instance, a man earning
$100 pays a certain per cent on that, and the man who does not earn anything
does not have to pay.
Earnings of members. This is international in its scope.
class of

,

Year ending May
Year ending May

31, 1910
31, 1909

Increase for

Year ending May
Year ending May
Increase

$45,602,944
40, 293, 738
5,309.200

year-

31, 1911
31, 1910

for

49, 770, (308

45,002,944

year__

4,

Year ending May 31. 3912
Year ending May 31, 19]1__

55,378,902
.__

Increase for year

3,

31, 1914
31, 1913

1,

1908, to

468
902

565, 584

61,050.332
50,944,480

Increase for year

June

608, 234

56, 944,
53, 378,

Increase for year

Inci-ea.se

49,770,0(58
3,

Year ending May 31, 1913
Year ending May 31, 1912__

Year ending May
Year ending May

107, 724

4,

May

105,

846

31, 1914, $20,756,594.

Average earnings per member per year, 1909, $897.
Average earnings per member per year, 1910, $953.
Average earnings per member per year, 1911, $974.
Average earnings per member per year, 1912, $992.
Average earnings per member, per year, 1913, $1,023.
Average earnings per member per year, 1914, $1.042.
Local comparison Ten hours constituted a day's work up to 1887, and the
union scale was $18 per week of 60 hours. In 1887 the union reduced the
hours to 9 per day and maintained a scale of $21 per week. During the panicin the nineties the union granted relief to the employers and reduced the scale
The scale of $21 was restored on a nine-hour
to $20 per week of 54 hours.
basis until 1906, when the International Typographical Union inaugurated the
The wage remained the same, $21 for a
fight for a universal eight-hour day.
:

48-hour workday week until December 31, 1912. The scale at this time was
automatically increased to $22.50 from January 1, 1913, to December 31, 1913,
;:i!d beginning January 1, 1914, to the present the scale of $24 has been maintained by the organization. This scale expires December 31, 1914.
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I haven't paid any attention whatever to the blackand other discriminations, because it was only a minor detail, and I
know you are aware of that.
Chairman WALSH. Let me suggest you try to bear in mind to read that just
a little slower. You tire speaking loud enough, but you .are reading too

With your permission,

listing

rapidly.

Mr. DENNETT.

I

was anxious

to cover a good deal of detail in a short space

of time.

Chairman WALSH. I know it. We will hear you through it.
Mr. DENNETT. I have maintained the typographical union or trade-unions in
general were a benefit to all of mankind regardless of whether a man was a
member of the union or not. That one of our great endeavors in this field

was

for humanity as well as for selfish interests. Along those lines the International Typographical Union has what we term the Union Printers' Home.
The Printers' Home, an institution unique in trade-union endeavor, is a
feature of our great organization to which we are at all times proud to direct
attention.

Mr. D. S. Gilmore, a leading master printer of Colorado Springs, and secretary
the Colorado Springs branch of the typothetre, in speaking before the convention of the United Typothetaj of America and Cost Congress in session in
Denver, among other things had this to say of the home:
"Whatever your connection with the great priming industry may be, whatever your interests or prejudices with respect to ethical or sociological matters
in the industry are or may have been, when you see that home at Colorado
Springs, if you are a man. you will thenceforth be more proud than ever before
to have your name linked with those of Franklin and Greeley and George W.
Cliilds and De Yinne. as a printer. Here is a printers' establishment that is a
model to all, though it is not equipped with things of steel and brass and lead.
You will be amazed at both its magnitude and its magnificence. The leaping
current that provides its motive power is the red blood of common humanity.
a bounty unpurchaseable 1 in the form of bodily comfort,
Its only product is
renewed vigor, restored health, even life itself, for those who have fallen in
the great struggle in which we all, whether we be called master or man, must
always be engaged."
I wish to submit a book of view-: for the perusal of the commission, being
content to read the short preface into the record.
(>f

*

"A CKKXT

!'

<

!:.

"The Union Printers' Home, located in Colorado Springs, Colorado, erected
and maintained by the International Typographical Union, is the only institution of iis kind in the world.
It is inspected annually by many visitors, more
than twenty thousand visiting the home during the summer months of 1913.
that the kind of heart and the broad of mind may have at least an idea
of this unique institution, I have endeavored to tell its story by written word
and expressive picture. To those whom this publication may reach I trust it
may be of interest and have an educational value, and that' it will convey to
them some idea of the potency of this one feature of trade-union effort.
"Every trade-union on this continent is doing something for its individual
member in the way of benefits and the development of mentality. Not all their
efforts are expended in increasing the wage, reducing the hours, making up
the workday, or improving the conditions under which their members labor,
although these features are preeminent and represent progress in the uplift of
humanity and betterment of the standard of living. There are sick benefits,
benefits, out-of-work benefits, tool insurance, education for apprentices,
and the development of patriotism and love of country. And the International
Typographical Union has many benefits; among them, the Union Prii

dea.th

Home."
(A booklet,

entitled "Union Printers' Home," published by the International
Typographical Union, 1914, was submitted in printed form.)
The home for union printers is situated at Colorado Springs, Colo., contiguous
to Pikes Peak, and in a country enjoying a reputation that is-world-wide for the

salubrity and purity of quality of its climate. The building was erected and
furnished in 1892 at a cost of $70,000, every cent being paid on completion
almost unprecedented occurrence in the history of benevolent institutions. Not
(nly was it free from debt, but a surplus of over $13.000 was in bank to the
credit of the fund.
With the exception of the unsolicited and unconditional
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union from the multimillionaires, the late George W.
Childs, of the Philadelphia Ledger, and Anthony J. Drexel, of the international
banking firm of Drexel, Morgan & Co., as an appreciation of the worth of our
organization, this building was erected by the efforts of the union printers of
America. A hospital annex was erected at a cost of $40,000 at a later date;
then a library addition, laundry and boiler plant, superintendent's cottage,
greenhouses, barns, lawns, etc., were added. In 1912 a tuberculosis pavilion,
costing with furnishings $10,000, was added to the sanatorium. The home is
situated on 240 acres of land, 80 acres of which were donated by the citixons
of Colorado Springs, and this land is rapidly increasing in value. The property is now set down by conservative Colorado real estate men as being worth
at least $1,000,000.
The International Typographical Union has expended from May 1, 1890. to
May 31, 1912, the sum of $1,298,685.47 in building and maintaining this institution. About 1,800 applications have been filed for entrance.
This is a plain statement of fact without any attempt at elaboration. Much
could be added and much has been written concerning this great philanthropy,
but I prefer that the institution and its work tell the story.
Without elaboration, Mr. Chairman, I want to say also that for the past seven
years we have maintained an old-age pension fund, introducing it into our
organization by paying more money at its inception than the Government of
the United States paid its Civil War soldiers. I am going to present that to
the commission in a brief form, also letting it tell its own story.
The International Typographical Union has had in effect for a period of
nearly six years an old-age pension, whereby with certain qualifications as to
continuous membership those 60 years of age or older, or those who are totally
incapacitated from working, may receive the sum of S5 weekly. A summary
of receipts and expenditures of this fund from its inception to May 31, 1914,
may be of interest to the commission.
I may say that the maintenance of the registry system, for clerk hire, which
might look like the cost of maintaining this is large, but the great co<<
in the original introduction of the card system. You realize that in a membership of more than 60,000, on the introduction of this, it required a great deal of
time and labor and considerable correspondence in order to get all of those
sixty-odd thousand members properly registered at Indianapolis, at our headquarters.
A summary of the receipts and expenditures are as follows :
gift of $10,000 to the

RECEIPTS.

One-half of 1 per cent assessment, March, 1908, to
Interest

Pensions returned

_.

Total

May

31.

1914_ $1, 561, 482. 01
'___
59, 075. 70
417. 50
1,

620, 975. 21

EXPENDITURES.
$974, 094. 00
12, 690. 50

Paid to pensioners
Clerical

work

Books and printing
Maintenance registry system
British income tax__
Total

Balance

in

2,243.34
55
9. 92

19, 286.

1,

fund

May

31,

1914

008, 830. 31
612, 644.

90

Shorter hours of labor Here I want to call the commission's attention to one
phase of the shorter workday which up to the present time has been overlooked
because I presume most of the workers were like I am in connection with that.
That we are anxious to present our proposition in brief, and some of them are
not professionals in that line, and we very frequently overlooked an item that
may be of material benefit in the summing up of the entire case. Experience
has taught us that shorter hours are just as essential as sanitary conditions,
and that both are vital to the health and general welfare of this as well as
future generations, and is also a most potent factor as to efficiency. Nearly
:
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every local union has a committee on sanitation, and in general our employers.
especially in the past few years, have aided materially in bettering sanitary
conditions.
Very few modern printing establishments I mean those built in
recent years can be complained of for lack of sanitary features and equipment.
Proofs of the benefits of shorter hours and sanitary workrooms are shown
by the following figures: In this connection I want to call your attention to
this fact, we maintain shorter hours are necessary to the health and longevity
of our membership. This comparative table will give you that, and also show
we have reduced at the same time Increasing the longevity of our members
from 41 to 48.7 years since 1900, and that we have reduced the death rate per
thousand from 13 per cent to 12.18 per cent.
I will read the death rate and the membership. Added to this, for instance,
in 1000 our membership was 32,105, while in 1914 these figures are based on an
estimate of 58.537 paying members of unions. This does not include old-age
pensioners and others who do not pay. This tabulation is made on the percentage system of paying dues and only those members who earned money during
the last year are figured in the assessment.
In the year 1900 the number of deaths was 419, average age at death 41.25,
the number of members 32,105, and the deaths per thousand was 13.
In the year 1901 the number of deaths was 406, the average age at death
41.94, the number of members was 34,948, and the deaths per thousand was 11.6.
In 10(2 the number of deaths was 474. the average age at death was 42.94,
the number of members was 'JS.304, and the deaths per thousand was 12.35.
In 1903 the number of deaths was 470, the average age at death was 42.62,
the number nf members was 42,436, and the deaths per thousand was 11.21.
In 1904 the number of deaths was 578, the average age at death was 45.5, the
number of members was 40, 1(15, and the deaths per thousand w:is 12.52.
In 1905 the number of deaths was 567, the average age at death was 45.26, the
number of members was 46,734, and the deaths per thousand was 12.13.
In 1906 the number of deaths was 512, the average tigc at death was 44.02, the
number of members was 44,980, and the deaths per thousand was 11.4.
In 11)07 the number of deaths was 501, the average age at death was 46.07,
and the number of members was 42.357, and the deaths per thousand was 13.2.
In 1908 the number of deaths was 538, the average age at death was 45.05, the
number of members was 43.740, and the deaths per thousand was 12.3.
In li'MK) the number of deaths was 509, the average age at death was 46.09,
sjnd the number of members
-1. and the deaths per thousand was 11.3.
In 1910 the number of deaths was 574. the average age at death was 46.07, the
number of members was 47,848, and the deaths per thousand was 12.
In 1911 th< number of deaths was o:',9, the average age at death was 49.12, the
number of members was 51.095, and Ihe deaths per thousand was 12.5.
In 1912 the number <.f deaths was (!". 1!
age at death was 48.09, the
number of members w
". and the deaihs per thousand was 12.5.
In 1913 the number of deaths was 087, the av.
at death was 49.24, the
number of members was 55.014. and the deaths per thousand was 12.3.
In 1914 the number of deaths was 713. the average age at death was 48.7, the
number of members was r,s..V;7, and the deaths per thousand was 12.18.
Here are some of our other benefits: The relation of the benefits paid to the
In this
receipts for the fiscal year ending May 31, 1914, is most interesting.
report it is shown that there was expended for beneficial features the following:
I want to call the attention of the commission to the fact that much has been
said by employers about the abolition of strikes, etc., and that that was one
of the reasons why they didn't want to employ members of the union. I want
to take that up in a very brief way by giving you the total number of strikes
and the amount involved during the year, but I want to call your attention at
this time to the item in connection with the other benefits we paid
:

benefits
Strike benefits and special assistance

Mortuary

Old-age pensions
Union Printers' IIome__
Total

$255, 534. 21

25,064.43
264, 795. 00
lor, 097. 61
651, 091. 25

more than $600.000 we paid $25.064.43 for strike benefits and
Now, that means thai special assistance means, perhaps,
a local union might have a disaster of Fome kind like we have had up in
we
Ohio
had a great flood up there and the international union put $5,000, I

Now, out

of this
special assistance.
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believe, out of tlieir funds into that particular locality for the benefit of the
flood sufferers. These benefits represent 69.3 per cent of the total money paid
into the treasury.
They arc 77.7 per cent of the total expenditures for the
year. The benefits above enumerated and the increases in the several funds are
80 per cent of the total receipts.
summary of the number of benefits and the total
Now, the mortuary fund.

A

amount paid

since the establishment of the burial fund

is as follows: I want
the present time we have a graduated benefit of from $75 to $400,
but some of these figures are based on our first venture in this particular field
of endeavor of $50. The years run consecutively from 1892 to 1914, and I will
just ivud the number of persons benefited and the amount paid, to facilitate
matters.

to say

jit

Year.
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workman. We have many laws, and in connection with
Mr. Chairman, I just picked out and I don't want to burden the record
and don't want to take up your time with the recital of all of them, but, for
"
Section 53. Subordinate
instance, one section of our international law says
unions are instructed to iise all means within their power to secure the priviand they are especially enjoined to enter into
lege of governing apprentices
negotiations with employers to the end that a person's application for apprenticeship, after serving six months in the composing room, shall be contingent
upon a satisfactory report from a committee of the union relative to such perIt is the sense of the International Typoson's educational qualifications.
graphical Union that local unions encourage all apprentices in the last year of
their apprenticeship to complete the course in printing provided by the International Typographical Union, and that, where possible, local unions incorporate
in their contracts w ith employers a section containing the requirement that
apprentices shall take the I. T. U. course of supplemental education.
*'
Section 54. Local unions shall arrange for scales of wages for apprentices
at the end of the second year of their apprenticeship (at which time they must
be, if competent, admitted as apprentice members) and shall protect them
against unfair discrimination and discharge, the same as if they were journeymen.
" Section 55. It is
enjoined upon each subordinate union to make regulations
limiting the number of apprentices to be employed in any office to one for such
number of journeymen as to the union may see-in just and all local unions must
pass laws defining the grade and classes of work apprentices must be taught
from year to year, so that they may have an opportunity of acquiring a thorough
knowledge of the printing trade."
It will be noticed that local unions are required to pass laws defining the
grade or class of work apprentices are to be taught from year to year. This
is to avoid specializing, to which wo are at all times opposed, asserting as a
to produce a superior
this,

:

;

T

:

doctrine that the hali'-educatcd artisan

is

the more readily

made

the victim of

low wages and intolerable conditions.
In addition to this and that the printers of the country, regardless of whether
!i\\* be union or nonunion, denied that right when apprentices might have
the opportunity to perfect themselves in the compositor's art, the International
Typographical Union created a commission on technical education, with headquarters at the Inland Printer in Chicago.
The members of the commission are A. H. McQuillan, editor of the Inland
Printer, chairman; William 15. Presoott, former president of the International
Typographical Union, secretary; Robert E. Darnaby, manager of the Hollenluck Press, Indianapolis, Ind. and James M. Duncan, ex-offlcio, president of the
International Typographical Union.
The course consists of 38 lessons and is conducted by correspondence. On
May 1, 1914, there were 5,105 printers enrolled. The International Typographical Union expends many thousands of dollars annually in maintaining
t

;

technical school.
also publish at Indianapolis, Ind., a monthly, known as the Typographical Journal, devoted to technical, social, and business features in connection
with the printing industry. It is provided that each member receive a copy, and
the monthly circulation is some 65,000 copies. Our membership extends throughout the United States, Canada. Cuba, the Hawaiian Islands, the Philippine
Islands, and Porto Rico, grouped in 720 local unions.
Now, Mr. Chairman, the strike question, the great bugaboo of those fellows
who talk about running an open shop in reality running a closed shop. Let
us see what the typographical union did in disturbing business with strikes in
the last year.
Difficulties to the number of 11 resulted in strikes during the year 1914 involving a total of 107 members. Of these disputes 3 were won, 1 settled by
arbitration, 2 were lost, and 5 were pending on May 31, 1914.
Thirty-two
of the members participating in the strikes returned to work when settlements
were made, 34 were displaced in those lost, and 41 were in the strikes pending
at the close of the year. Every effort was made in each instance to avoid an
open rupture with the employer, and a strike was ordered as a last resort.
These offices without exception were those of employers who refused to consider arbitration agreements with the organization.
Now, we come down to arbitration. What does the union do in that connection? I want to say, but I do. not care to duplicate, because Brother Scott,
in replying to Gen. Otis, outlined the arbitration agreement which we have with
ill is

We
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the American Publishers' Association, and the newspaper which is in reality
the newspaper publications.
But I want to say briefly this is our position
relative to arbitration A list of the International Typographical Union beneficial features would not be complete if it did not include reference to our arbitration policy and its success. Three agreements, covering more than 12 years,
have been effective, and during this period we have made continual advancement
as to hours, wages, and conditions.
In 95 per cent of the cases coming before the arbitration boards our members
have secured betterments, while the arbitration agreement has been with the
American Newspaper Publishers' Association this policy has permeated all
of our dealings with employers, and since the eight-hour strike we have not
had serious difficulty in the newspaper or book and job Held.
An era of industrial peace almost, if not entirely, unprecedented in industrial annals has been ours under the arbitration agreement.
This agri--was last renewed to be effective for five years from May 1, 1912, and wanticipate an additional period of pleasant and profitable relations with the
members of the American Newspaper Publishers' Association, and re.sultant
good effect in our relations with our other employers.
I want to call your attention to one assertion here, Mr. Chairman, and
that is this, and I believe it will aid materially in discussing this arbitration proposition.
Before we entered into the national arbitration agreement
with the American Publishers' Association it was common practice for our
unions when there were disputes to get a preacher and a lawyer as arbitrators, and if they did not, in case they did not agree, to select a third party.
Well, in that case we found that about 75 or 80 per cent of our grievances
were lost to us because the arbitrators did not understand the question at all.
Now, our agreement with the American Publishers' Association provides experts that experts get together. For instance, the International Typographical
Union has three experts in printing, while the American Publishers' Association
have three of their men. And they get together.
Now, let's see what, according to my assertion, which is of record in the international office let us see how we get the worst of it in that respect. In 95
per cent of the cases coming before the arbitration boards, our members have
secured betterments. Consequently I deem it essential to the success of arbitration, especially where it is introduced into other unions that have had no experience, to say that it is by far our experience it is far better to take experienced men and let them arbitrate the matter than it is to bring in outside men.
Mr. Chairman, I believe that that covers all of the features in this controversy.
But I want to just say that I have a couple of notes on the gentleman that
preceded me, who made a couple of statements, and I would like to say j
little bit regarding that.
Chairman WALSH. Very good. Proceed.
Mr. DENNETT. Now, for instance, the gentleman said that he. was a member
of the Employing Printers' Trades Alliance, and that they had not had a meeting for three years. I want to say before I read this, I want to submit that
our features are in line with the advancement of humanity and sociology. As
against that I haven't heard a proprietor say here on this stand that they have
ever done anything especial toward benefiting the worker. Some of them have
agreed that the employers' liability act was a peach, because they were compelled to look after and care for those that were maimed in their machinery.
But outside of that they haven't voluntarily said that they ever done anything
voluntarily. Perhaps one or two of them have taken the initiative in the matter,
and some good can conie to those who are without organization.
But this gentleman says that this Employing Printers' Trades Alliance has
not had a meeting for three years. I have here, and I am going to submit tor
the benefit of the commission, the following [reading]
:

;

:

"AUGUST
"

The undersigned employing

19, 1914.

printers of Los Angeles call your attention to
the fact that the campaign literature and printing matter distributed by you
as a candidate for public office carries the union label, indicating that you believe in the principles of the closed shop, which if in full effect would deprive
the independent American workingman of the right to earn an honest living.
"
desire to bring this fact to your notice, in order that you may know
that such principles are not in accord with those of most right-thinking Ameri-

We

can citizens.
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"

Wo

fool that if the idea of the closed shop is in accord with your political
you are not a safe candidate for a public position."
Xow. Mr. President, this is in full contrast, in my estimation, to those men
that come up here and tell you that they are afraid of the boycott, and that the
And we have had an inti!<>.. vott is the great instrument of organized labor.
ii that there was something in the merchants and manufacturers
associaAnd
I
want to submit that if you as
tion in the nature of a peaceful boycott.
for
their suffrage, that if
individuals were a candidate before the people here
"
this is; not a threat or a boycott
you are not a safe candidate for a public po"
and this is signed, it is printed here, that the printing industry has
1

1

this up.

Now. there

is no secretary having his signature to this document, but it says
issued at the "Office of the secretary, 303 East Fourth Street, Los

leg

303 East Fourth Street in the city of Los Angeles is George Rice & Sons (Inc.)
printing establishment.
I will submit that [handing document to the chairman].
(The paper so presented was submitted in printed form.)
There is just one other point I want to make, and that is that the gentleman
me spoke about the pressmen's union affiliating with the typograph1 in (ding
ical union in the eight-hour fight.
Mr. Chairman, such is not the case. And I want to say this to you in fairnixs: In 1902 the International Typographical Union notified its employers
that in 190G they were going to inaugurate the general eight-hour workday.
In other words, we gave the employing printers of this country four years'
notice that we wore going to inaugurate a shorter workday, in order that they
might make contracts, and in order that, there could be no controversy from
that score, and in order to be fair.
Xow, what was tlio result? It caused instead of meeting with us in any
spirit at all, conciliatory or otherwise, it cost the typographical union some
>.<MM) and about throe yours' lighting to get the eight-hour proposition.
I
am not saying what it cost the employers, but I know of one or two firm]H'ci;;lly the F>uttoriolc Pattern Co. of Xow York City, that went bankrupt in
trying to introduce or to maintain the nine-hour proposition. And after that
or the international union had won its
thro*' yo.-irs' tight when the local union
bat UP, the United Typothetsp of America discovered that the leakage in the
composing room was not over the workday at all, or the printers. And sineo
that time they have established, or are trying to establish, the cost congress and
systems. They are trying to arrive at what is the matter with the front
office, instead of monkeying so much with the printers.
Xow. among other things, lie said that the printing pressmen's union was in
cahoots and sympathized with the International Ty pogr aphical Union. That
statement is an error from the fact that immediately preceding our convention
jit Toronto in 190;"*
and at that tiiisp s.-sne of the various unions were engaged
in the shorter workday battle. I believe
the employing printers thought that
re so easy that they starved the fight probably a little ahead of time.
They didn't wait for 1906 to come. So they locked out some of our members.
And we met in August. 10or. and naturally the nine-hour fight was very prominent before that convention. Following that convention the International
Printing Pressmen's Union met at Xiagara Falls. Mr. Higgins was president of
it at that time.
And at that convention, in order to defeat the shorter workday
on the part of the printers, the International Printing Pressmen's Union signed
a nine-hour agreement with the United Typothetse of America. And that, so far
as Los AiiLfi !os was concerned, the printing pressmen
this I may say. that this
iiont did not extend to Los Angeles, because the printing pressmen's union
did not have any agreement whatever in the city of Los Angeles in 1906, and
consequently it did not apply.
But I don't want the commission nor anybody within my hearing to be deceived in saying that there was any such thing as a sympathetic strike with the
International Printing Pressmen's Union, for they made an agreement for a
nine-hour day in order to defeat the eight-hour proposition of the printers.
believe. Mr. Chairman, that covers, in the main, all that I care to say, u.
you desire to ask some questions.
Chairman WALSH. I desire to ask you a few. How many strikes during the
last year which you have mentioned involved wages and
hours, or both, if vou
1

know?
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Mr. DENNETT. That I could not: say, Mr. Chairman, because I took my information directly from the offices' reports, and it has so far escaped from my recollection that I would be unable to say, but the information can be* easily
obtained.

Chairman WALSH. Then yon don't know; that follows that you
how many were over the demand for a closed-shop agreement?

don't

know

Mr. DENNETT. I don't know.
Chairman WALSH. In speaking of arbitration, following what you said about
arbitration, would you be. willing to arbitrate the question of the closed shop;
that is, whether you would have the closed shop or not?
Mr. DENNETT. I would not.
Chairman WALSH. That is all. Thank you, Mr. Dennett.
Commissioner WEIN STOCK. One moment.
Chairman WALSH. Oh, excuse me. Commissioner Weinstock has some questions.

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. I gather from your statement, Mr. Dennett, that
your attitude is that both the employer and the worker is benefited by unionism
and by the closed shop in the typographical union?
Mr.' DENNETT. Positively.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. That rt is an actual advantage.
Mr. DENNETT. Yes, sir.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Not a technical advantage. Have you read the
supplemental statement prepared by Gen. Otis for this commission and published in yesterday's Times?
Mr. DENNETT. I have not.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Well, briefly, it is this I have summarized it here.
His statement is that it costs the Times $1.25 a column that it costs a union
newspaper office $1.60 a column; that is, it costs the union newspaper ollice US
per cent more than it costs the Times that the earnings, the average earnings
in the union office per man was $34.75 for composing in the Times office $36.80
a week. Therefore, that the men in his service earn 6 per cent more than do the
men in the union shop, and the cost to the paper is 28 per cent less.
Now, what inducement, then, could you offer a paper such as the Times to
unionize its shop, and point out where it would be mutually advantageous to
the employer and to the worker?
Mr. DENNETT. Well, Mr. Weinstock, I don't know that it would be possible to
point out to a man the desirability of accepting union conditions, when he
profits, as he says, by taking advantage of conditions which the unions have
made in order to benefit himself. In other words, I maintain this, that while
Mr. Otis may claim and may prove that he pays as much money for his product,
and is free from the union, I yet maintain that he pays those wages not to the
union members, but by the force of the union being in this community that the
trade-union in all cases establishes the wages, and that Mr. Otis nor none of
these nonunion employers would pay half the salaries they are paying now if
you would take and wipe the typographical union off the map.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Granting that to be so, Mr. Dennett, would not the
fact still remain that if the Times was to become unionized and adopt the union
scale and union conditions and union working hours that it would cost the
paper 28 per cent more than it does, and the men would be earning 6 per cent
;

;

;

;

;

less?

Mr. DENNETT. I believe in certain instances it would cost him considerably
for this reason Mr. Otis said that they have a system there that if a
man is on the waiting list, we will say, and he is hired and there is an hour's
work there, at the end of the hour the foreman sends him home, and he is
paid for an hour or two hours or three hours, as the case may be; while in
the union shop if a man pulls off his coat and goes to work he is supposed to
get a day's work and a clay's pay for it. And it is quite natural to say, but it
is not fair, even, to arrive at a case that is considering humanity, considering
progress, considering wages you would not consider this a fair proposition

more

:

in arriving at a scale proposition.
For instance, I am an employer, and I have 500 men. I employ 500 men at
certain seasons of the year. I have got 500 men standing there, and there is 500
"
Pull off your coats and get to work." And you
hours' work. I say to the men,
work for an hour, and the time is up. and they have got maybe three or four
men to work the eight hours. Now, is that a fair proposition?

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Well, as

I

understand

it
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Mr. DENNETT.

which

I

am

talking of Mr. Otis's viewpoint. Is that a fair basis; on
wage or the average conditions in a community

to figure the average

or in an office?

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Well, now. let us see if we understand that. Mr.
Dennett. You point out that under the Times system the worker is placed
at a disadvantage.

Mr. DENNETT. Yes, sir.
Commissioner WETNSTOCK. That if he works only an hour, he is paid for only
an hour, whereas in the union shop if he worked for an hour he would be paid
for a day or a half day?
Mr. DENNETT. No, no; I don't maintain that. I do maintain this, that under
union conditions in the shop it is up to the employer to furnish a day's work
for the men.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Would they hire the man?
Mr. DENNETT. They don't hire him.

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. They don't hire him?
Mr. DENNETT. No.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. If you have a system in operation that -is of disadvantage to the worker, the fact still remains that the average earnings are
greater than those which prevail in the union shop.
Mr. DENNETT. Well, Mr. Weinstock, it has been my good fortune during
my
years' experience as a printer I have had charge of two different composing rooms. For instance, I was mechanical superintendent of the Indianapolis Sentinel, and we had some hundred or more expert workmen at that
:'>.",

time.

And

so far as this basis of figures is concerned,

it

was

well said yester-

day that figures will lie and liars will figure.
Now. for instance, I can take any pay roll based on a piece system, and I
can bring you any results that you want. It is an impossibility from my absolute experience, and I have worked on piece, and I have worked on time, ami
I have hired men and I have run pay rolls that run into the thousands of dolI can
lars in a year, and I could give you any kind of a figure you want.
furnish the front office any kind of figures they want, on any basis they want
on a piece system.
Commissioner WETNSTOCK. You say. Mr. Dennett, that you have not read the
supplemental report?
Mr. DENNETT. I have not.

I don't

take the Times.

Commissioner WETNSTOCK. Well, now, for the information of this commission
will you get that copy and analyze it. and. if you find any errors in it or figures
that in your judgment are not correct, send this commission a written report
pointing out the inaccuracies or incorrectness of the statement as published
in the Times?
Mr. DENNETT. Well, Mr. Weins'ock. T <hall be delighted to give the commission any information that I have, and any experience that I can to help the
commission in any way; be glad to do it.
Chairman WAI SIT. I \\Nli you would.
Mr. DENNETT. I will be glad to assist you in that manner.
irman WAI.SII. I wish you would give us an explanation now such as you
have made briefly to Mr. \\Vinstork. ihat is as to the efforts of the unions' to
that extent, and o>pe<-ially on the so-called seasonal employment question;
that is, if a man starts do they continue him throughout the day, which might
answer certain figures presented in a certain way? Now, this statement, I
-haven't seen it. It is addressed to me. but I haven't seen it.
Commissioner WETNSTOCK. Published in yesterday's paper.
Chairman WALSH. I didn't read it in the Times, but Mr. Weinstock tells me
And I think that for
it was a very comprehensive statement from Gen. Otis.
our enlightenment it should be analyzed. For instance, I didn't have in mind
that point you have spoken of, that is all.
Commissioner CAKKETSON. Let me just add one thing to that: Determine, if
you can. Mr. Dennett, whether in making up the averages, it was made wholly
from full week's work, or whether this class of men that is worked an hour and
paid for an hour or a half a day, enters into that making up of the average?
Mr. DENNETT. Yes, sir; I think that is very material.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. And the number of men who are working on piecework as against the number of men who are not working on piecework, the
percentage of men.
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Mr. DENNETT. I haven't any means, and I don't believe Mr. Otis would give
information that was not contained in. a public document. Is that
included in this document?
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. I don't know. I didn't read it analytically. I
just took off the summary of the results.
Mr. DENNET. If it is in that document or obtainable, I will be glad to do so.
But I want to say this, as far as the typographical union is concerned, in Los
Angeles we work on the time basis exclusively; we haven't any piece system
here in the city. The fact of the matter is I think there is but a handful of
cities throughout the United States under the jurisdiction of the typographical
union that we have the piece system in.
And then here is another feature in connection with that, as I tell you. and it
is the absolute truth, that every piece town in the country, every office,
little different system of working their piecework and arriving at how much a

me any

i

man

sets.
have
let
give you an illustration: In Salt Lake City, for instance,
the piece scale. Well, it provides that a
gets his leads and his heads, subheadings, so many leads all the leaded matter and that is passed in his a

Now,

me

we

man

While lie may have, say, 65,000 ems to his credit on a
type.
night's work, perhaps in cold type he will have set, according to what we term
solid measurement, but 40,000.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. I just want to ask you this one question before
it gets away.
Mr. DENNETT. Yes.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. I asked Mr. Rice and he said Mr. Otis employed
union men in his job office, and did not in his newspaper department. Do they
urement of his

employ union men in the job department?
Mr. DENNETT. Not to my knowledge; not printers. They may have a ].
man or something of that kind, but so far as I know they haven't any union
printers.

Chairman WALSH. That

is all.

Thank

you, Mr. Dennett.

Call Mr. Baker, please.

TESTIMONY OF MR. FRED

L.

BAKER

Recalled.

Chairman WALSH. Mr. Baker, the commission requested some additional
information from you, and I understand you are good enough to give it in pe
Mr. BAKEK. Yes.
Chairman WALSH. So you may proceed.
Mr. BAKER. You asked for our pay roll of 1886. I find we have not our time
books, and I can only state from memory as I did the day before.
Chairman WALSH. I will ask you again to pitch your voice as high as possible, please.

Mr. BAKER. In 1886 we were paying our mechanics $3.50 a day for 10 hours.
foreman got 50 cents a day extra. And we were paying some of our
laborers as low as 18 cents, and 22, and 25. Just before the strike we were
paying, as I said, three and a half for 10 hours. We started our shop then, and
rail 9 hours and paid at the same rate per hour that they were getting at 10.
I think the

Chairman WALSH.

How

is

that?

I didu't

catch that.

Mr. BAKER. We were paying the same rate prior that is, for 10 hours
we were paying 35 cents per hour after the strike, on the basis that the men
told us that they would do as much work in 9 hours as they did in 10. Some
of the union men went back to work, and we filled our shop up completely
with other men, and we gradually raised wages until they were receiving the
same as they did before the strike, on the basis that they did make good on
the quantity of work that they were turning out. This relates particularly to
the foundry.

You asked me also to figure how many men owned their own homes. To-day
work is very quiet, and we have fewer on the pay roll than any time before.

covering a period of the last 15 years, I should judge. We have 11)0. and a
portion of those are out of the city, so I was unable to obtain the exact number. But I find in our shop to-day, of those that are in Los Angeles, we have
34 who own their own homes outright 26 are paying for their homes on the
installment plan 1 owning a lot contemplates building 9 buying lots on the
installment plan, preparing to build later.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. You say you have 190 employees?
Mr. BAKER. One hundred and ninety to-day.
:

;

;
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Commissioner WEINSTOCK. One hundred and ninety?
Mr. BAKER. One hundred and ninety yes.
Commissioner WEIXSTOCK. And that is the lowest that you have had
;

in 17

years?
llr. BAKEB. I think 17 years; yes, sir.
During the strike of 1886 we had 185
men.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. May we ask about what number of men did you
employ in the corresponding period last year?
Mr. BAKEB. That will show by the pay roll. I will get to that in just a
moment. It was stated by some of the witnesses here that they went to the
Alexandria Hotel with a view of showing the Alexandria people that they
could save them money in erecting the steel on that building. We would not
be able to erect it on time. I simply want to submit these figures and actual
facts on that particular job, because it was brought up, if I may be permitted
to do so.

Chairman WALSH. Just go ahead.
Mr. BAKER. Our contract provided that we should start work on or before
in place of the 1st.
We
July 1, 1910, and finish November 1. We started July
v\ -ore tied up almost to a standstill two weeks of this time
by the strike, and
finished October 31. We had the contract done November 1. We had an accident on that building. One of the men dropped a cable and it tipped a stiff
leg over and killed one of the workmen.
Xow, this contract amounted to $185.214.23. It was done on a ton basis of
$00.20 per ton. It was staled that we were agents for the American Bridge ('<>.
That is not true. We purchase of them when they can fabricate the material
for us cheaper than we can do it in our own shop, or purchase elsewhere when
wo are too busy in our own shop. We paid them for that material $60.50

f. o. b. cars Los Angeles.
s you can see that gives a little over $9 a. ton
for the erection and for our profit.
I might submit here a detailed list kept of our cost sheet from our cost
department that goes to our auditor, whereby their gross profit he will deduct
administrative expenses, expense and other items. At the bottom here you
will notice at that time we carried our own insurance, and on that we allowed
#071. the percentage of it figured out necessary.
That job gave a gross profit
of $2,752.16, or $1.04 per ton.
Out of this $2,752 we had to deduct our administrative expenses and our accidents which we paid, as from this sheet
here I have submitted, $5,810.85. That does not show a very profitable job.
And we erected that job as cheap as it could be erected by anybody, of that

character of a job.

Commissioner WKIXSTOCK. You will submit those figures?
Mr. P. A K Kit.
Commissioner WKINSTOCK. You submit those figures in answer to what
'>

ment that was made here?
Mr. P.AKKK. Yes. Those
Commissioner WKI.\S-HH

figures
K.

were exact copies of the

What was

state-

figures.

the statement?

Chairman WALSH. The statement was made that union officials went to the
Alexandria people and showed how under union conditions they could put in
the sreel work for a good deal less ihan what it was being done
here, the inference being that the organization was insisting the Alexandria
people not
to have it done by that means. Now, as I understand it, Mr. Baker is
answering showing the figures.

Is that correct?

Mr. BAKER. Yes.

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. That figure was $185,214.23?
Mr. BAKER. We bid upon the ton basis.
Commissioner WEIXSTOCK. Yes.
Mr. BAKER. Aggregating one hundred and eighty-five thousand and odd one
hundred and eighty-odd cost, $182.402.07.
Commissioner WI:IXSTO< K. And the siatement was made here, vou sav bv
;

the union representative, that they could put that work in
Mr. BAKER. After we had the contract signed, the steel on the
road, the union
representative, I believe it was Mr. Jolmnnsen. \vent to the offices of the Alexandria Hotel Co. the Billicke-Rowan Fireproof
Co.
was putting up the
Building
The witness stated here on the stand that he showed them where
building.
they could save $125,000 if they would let them furnish the labor.
Commissioner WKINSTOCK. One hundred and twenty-five thousand dollars
out of one hundred and eighty-five thousand dollars?
;
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Mr. BAKER. No; of the entire contract on the building.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Oh. yes.
Mr. BAKER. As I remember, Mr. the representative, the secretary, I think,
Mr. Goodwin, stated that they thought they could save .$20.000 on the steel.
The total labor here on the sice! is a pood deal less than that, and I do not
know how they can save it out of that. Take $10 a ton, for instance; on the
2,677 tons, ,$26,000. if they took all the profit and the erection. I submit the
pay roll here just before the strike of 1910. I just took one week and copied it.
1 have omitted the men's names, although each line represents the name and the
hours he worked that week and the pay he got. We had 363 men and the pay
roll $5,677.75.
Taking the average wage earnings for the men per week,
15.05; the shopmen, ,$14; and the office, $27.30. And we have a list here showing the number of men at each, per hour and by the week, the different rates
The drafting room, clerical,
tli at they get, so that a comparison can be made.
and the men in the office by the month, the different wages paid and the
overtime; at what rate allowed, and so forth. The next pay roll is three
months after the strike. Up to the strike, you see. we had 363 then it dropped
down to 317, 296, and on down to the low, June 25, of 204 men. I stated here
that our men went down to 100 it was 204.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Two hundred and four last year?
I said in my statement I thought all
'Mr. BAKER. Two hundred and four.
there were were about 100 but the actual figures show there were 204.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Is that a year ago?
Mr. BAKER. That is during the strike of 1910.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Oh, 1910.
Mr. BAKER. July 3 we had 244; July 10, 269; July 17, 262; July 24, 287;
July 31, 294; and so on until, September 25, we ran down to the usual number, 352. The average for the week was 1,681, 1.481. and 29 for the office. This
pay roll is picked out by a week during the progress of the Alexandria erection
of that building, so that the wages we paid there and all might be that week
we had 383 men average wage per man per week in the shop and all during
the entire pay roll was $20.23, 315 men in the shop, $1.825 pay, office $29.92. It
shows here the number of men at different rates. This pay roll ending week
September 6, 1914, shows average wage of $20.04 per week and $32.23 for the
I think that covers that.
office.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Will you give the number of employees a year
ago, Mr. Baker, if you have it?
Mr. BAKER. Let me see. This week ending 1014. week ending August 19,
1914, we have 383 men.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Three hundred and eighty-three as against one
hundred and ninety now?
Mr. BAKER. Yes.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Reduction of one-half?
Mr. BAKER. Just about.
;

;

;

;

;

Commissioner WETNSTOCK. To what is that attributed?
Mr. BAKER. No work ahead.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. A general depression?
Mr. BAKER. No building going on in our line, to speak of.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Has nothing to do with labor conditions?
Mr. BAKER. Oh, no it is a matter of lack of work.
Chairman WALSH. At this point we will stand adjourned until 2 o'clock.
(Whereupon, at 12.30 o'clock p. m. on this Monday, September 14, 1914, an
adjournment was taken until 2 o'clock p. m.)
;

AFTEB RECESS

2

P.

M.

Met pursuant to adjournment. Present as before.
Acting Chairman COMMONS. The commission will come
Is

tt>

order.

Mr. Francis present?

TESTIMONY OF MR.

J.

H.

FRANCIS.

Acting Chairman COMMONS. Mr. Francis, will you give ns your name?
Mr. FRANCIS. J. H. Francis.
Acting Chairman COMMONS. And your position?
Mr. FRANCIS. Superintendent of schools.
Acting Chairman COMMONS. How long have you been superintendent?
7
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Mr. FRANCIS. Four years.
Acting Chairman COMMONS.

How

long have you been connected with the

schools?

Mr. FKANCIS. Since 1896 18 years.
Acting Chairman COMMONS. You have been furnished with a memorandum of
the topics you were to be questioned on?
Mr. FRANCIS. Yes, sir; I have.
Acting Chairman COMMONS. Are they in such shape you could take them up in
your own way?
Mr. FKANCTS. I think so.
Acting Chairman COMMONS. Will you do so, then?
Mr. FKANTIS. The first one is, "State briefly the extent and character of the
educational facilities of the Los Angeles public schools, particularly as regards
the districts in which the workers live." The Los Angeles schools cover about
With the kindergarten it
14 years of work, not including the kindergarten.
makes it 15 or 15.'.. With the exception of one smaller town, Los Angeles has
the. only kindergartens in the State which are supported entirely by city funds,
receiving no aid from the State.
The next division is the elementary school, covering six years of work. Some
of the elementary schools cover eight years of work and are then classed as
intermediate schools. The intermediate schools are largely a Los Angeles institution at. the p resent time. Other cities have similar schools, but they are not
so fully developed.
The next division is the high school, running through the regular high-school
course up to and including the twelfth year. Two additional years are given ia
several of our high schools, and these schools are known as junior colleges.
In the elemental schools, in addition to the regularly established work, the
iicademic. such as reading, writing, and ciphering our city has very largely
VvHoped music and art. all branches of handwork, school gardens, and school

playgrounds.
The general scheme of the regular school organization, including the larger
number of pupils, is supplemented by the special school. These are for the boys
who have fallen out .of step in the regular organization, or who are not exactly
in harmony with the established order of school work, the boys who prefer to go to
the circus, swimming, or to do other things rather than go to school. It has been
deemed wise to gather tiiese boys up and put them in the special schools. There
are seven or more of these schools in Los Angeles. Kadi of these schools is under
the "-barge of a young man who has not forgotten that he, too, was once a "bad
"
These pupils are treated a little differently from the pupils enat school.
boy
rolled in a regular school, and so really seem to like to go to school.
Then there is the ungraded room. This is for the child irregular in school
work, who may be ahead of the class in some studies and behind in others. At
the present time we have 80 of these ungraded rooms in the city and the number
increases each year. In these rooms the pupil is allowed to progress as rapidly
as he may in any subject, and he is helped and encouraged to bring up those
studies in which he is behind. These ungraded rooms are approaching the real
school, according to my theory of education, more nearly than the regular
'

schools,

Los Angel es has a school for mental defectives and one for the deaf.
We also have night elementary and high schools. Night schools in this city
have developed very rapidly within the last few years.
The elementary night schools have a wide range of subjects for the student to

The courses for girls include cooking, sewing, millinery, music,
and, in addition, the regular academic subjects, such as reading, writing, cipher-

choose from.

and spelling.
For the foreigner they include language work, studies

ing,

in citizenship,

commer-

work, public speaking, etc.
In connection with these night schools, within the last, few years, we have
"
"
"
development what is known as the social center or the civic center."
Section 1, Article VIII, of the school law of California states the people of
a school district may meet in the school buildings " and discuss, as they may
cial

desire, any and all subjects and questions which in their judgment may appertain to the educational, political, artistic, and moral interests of the citizens of
the respective communities," provided they shall in no way interfere with the
business of the schools.
In all the civic centers these schools have done good work; some more striking
than others.
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In connection with many of the elementary schools, school gardens have
been developed.
Last year something like 40,000 boys and girls came under the influence of
school gardens in our city, and something like 12,000 home gardens was the
outgrowth of the school gardens.
Los Angeles has what is known as the extension school. There were some
60 of these last year, I think. Those are schools open before and after the regular sessions, in cooking and sewing, where boys and girls may spend their
leisure time; these schools are open on Saturday forenoon as well. Then, we
have the vacation school, which is of recent development. During six weeks
of the summer, about 15 of these vacation schools were open.
They seem to have demonstrated the fact that if we could offer vacation
schools in all cities they would be taken advantage of by 75 per cent of the
boys and girls, children who remain in the city during these weeks in the
summer and have no other employment. To my mind these schools are good,
and the longer school year does not overwork those in attendance.
There is an elementary school which has been developed here that is somewhat peculiar to Los Angeles. We call it the neighborhood school. I don't
kr^ow that this is the best name that could be applied to it, but that is what
we have called it. This school is organized to meet the needs of the neighborhood and to fit into the needs of the neighborhood. A brief description of a
neighborhood school may illustrate my meaning. Let us take a school in a
section of the city largely populated by foreigners in the so-called poorer
"
"
section of the city. By the
section we mean, of course, financially
poorer
Here we find a day nursery where the older sister or brother may
poorer.
bring the baby and put him in charge of a nurse employed by the board of
education. The baby is fed during the day.
The building is equipped for its needs, with sleeping apartments, bathroom,
playroom, dining room, small kitchen, and playground.

Through the initiative of some of the women's clubs of the city these schools
were organized. Their need arose from the fact that the older children were
compelled by law to go to school, and by force of circumstances compelled to
stay at home to take care of the smaller children, both father and mother
being away from home at work. To overcome the difficulty, we are taking care
of the little folks at the school. There are four or five of these day nurseries in
the

city.

school has a warm penny lunch. Here the child may get
lunch for a penny, if he has the penny. A charge is made to relieve the
If he does not
feeling that he may have that he has not paid for his lunch.
have the penny, he may have the lunch. During the recent so-called hard times
some of the children had no other meal but the one served at the school. These
penny lunches have revolutionized the school. To my mind they have demonstrated that it does not do to send a hungry child to school. I mean from the
educational standpoint alone. Hunger is not conducive to an appreciation of
From a financial standpoint also it
literature, music, or art or anything else.
would pay to see that a child is fed before he comes to school, or after he gets
to school, because it pays better to feed him than it does to have him a repeater

The neighborhood

a

warm

in school

a failure.

The neighborhood school has cooking and sewing moved down into the
The purpose is to teach the girls, who must help their mothers at
grades.
home, the proper way to meet and better home conditions, not to get them to
conform to the customs and habits of other folks, but to learn what they themselves do at home.
In one school of the several we have much home furniture mended at the
schoolhouse and returned to the home.
also have shoe-mending departments,
two of them in charge of a skilled shoemaker, teaching the boys how to mend
and cobble shoes. Hundreds of pairs of shoes are mended each year for the
home folks and for the people of the neighborhood.
The school has a weaving department, and it is an educational delight to see
the little folks, when they finish a rug, hurry home with it to show it to the folks
at home. It is difficult to keep these rugs when finished at school. Often they
are the only bit of bright furnishing in the home. That is, in the section of
the city I am speaking of, of course.
The neighborhood school differs entirely from the school you or I used to

We

know.

It is permeated with work, and yet does not seem to have any work.
It is the place where children can live a normal, natural life, and they are

living that sort of

life,

and so love

to go to school.

,
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In connection with one neighborhood school
have a model cottage. This
is furnished by a woman's Hub of this city.
In it reside sevThe work is done by the children of the school, supervised by
eral teachers.
In another cottage we have hot and cold baths
the domestic science teacher.
for the children in the neighborhood. In connection with this cottage we also
have a laundry "ompletely furnished for washing and ironing, which may be
used by the women of the neighborhood.
The teachers in these schools are doing a wonderful work; a work not
understood or appreciated by many people. Several of the teachers visit each
home in the district <nce or many times during the year. The mothers welcome
them, knowing they do not come to spy out conditions, but are there to serve ami
help. These teachers have taken th lead in the great movement of bringing the
sHiool and the home together, making the sch.x>l serve and help in home
problems. Seven or eight neighborhood schools are in the process of development in Los Angeles.
After the elementary schools, in some parts of the city we have the intermediate school. The intermediate school begins witli the seventh grade ami runs
through to the ninth grade. (Jem-rally speaking, it means the high school moved
to the seventh grade.
Most of the teachers in the intermediate schools have highschool certificates. All of the work, of course, is departmental.
Languages are
offered in the seventh grade and, by the way, in the fourth grade in some of the
elementary schools what we call the cosmopolitan school which I forgot to
mention.
Commercial work is offered in the seventh grade, and extra shop work,
extra mechanical drawing, extra music and art work, etc.
The seventh grade in California conforms nit her closely to adolescence, and
if there is any time in the history of the child when he ought to be brought
under this changed condition it is at the time of early
'ice.
The biggest problem of the intermediate school is prevocat ional. It is not
I
vocational: it is prevocalional.
mean by thai, il is a place where the boy
and the girl may discover themselves. That is the greatest problem of all
education, to save the American haphazard manner of Hio.>ing a vocation in
life
happening on to it and to substitute for il an opportunity for the boy
and the girl to tind themselves, to discover their aptitude. That could not
be done under the old plan, because an elementary school running to the
eighth grade does not have enough of the seventh and eighth grade pupils

model cottage

1

>

it to diversify its cour->
Its courses are restricted and limited and conform more or less to the old
conception of education, but if you bring live hundred or a tho
\enth,
eighth, and ninth grade pupils together, then you can diversify the courses
of study.
You can improve the shops and add to the laboratory: you can
offer many courses of study where you could offer but one under the old

in

plan.

These schools have their student-body meetings. They have athletics. They
have their musical organizations. They have people come to speak to them
in the school auditorium from time to time.
They have self-government and
they have all those things that create public spirit that is found in the high
school.
But best of all. they are saving the boy and the girl to school life.
They are holding more boys and girls from the eighth to the ninth grade than
we were able to put into the high school. They are holding more boys and
girls from the ninth to the tenth grade than the high schools are.
The high
schools now have ninth and tenth grades, but the intermediate schools send
more boys and girls to the tenth grade of the high schools than the high

schools hold of their own pupils.
These schools will save time as well, for the child because he may go into
the high school at least a half year in advance of the lime he now enters high
school.

There has been some discussion alwmt the cost of the int-rmediate schools.
costs more than the regular elementary school.
This ought to be kept in
mind, however and it is not always understood it costs more to educate
a second-grade child than it does a first-grade child, and it costs more to
educate a third-grade child than it does a second-grade child, and it
more to educate a fourth-grade child than it does a third-grade child, and so
en.
The higher you go the more it costs just the same as it costs you more
for the boy or girl as he or she grows older. Therefore, you can't measure the
cost of the elementary scliool against the cost of the intermediate school and
do it with accuracy. It is one of those, cases when figures do not always tell
It
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As it costs more
It depends on who is handling the figures.
Jill of tlie truth.
to educate a student in the high school than in the intermediate school, it costs
more to educate him in the college than it does in the high school.
The question is, whether a seventh-grade boy or an eighth-grade boy is ena teacher with the same qualifications
titled to the same character of teacher
that a ninth-grade boy is. Our theory is that he is. If there is ever a time
in his life when he needs a real teacher, the biggest, best, deepest, and wisest
he can get it, it is at a time when he is in early adolescence and all his powers
are at work. He needs to be guided to some useful occupation and needs
somebody to undertake the matter and take hold of some interest he has. That
is the critical time, and, therefore, the intermediate schools have been organized for these purposes and others, which need not be mentioned.
I forgot to say that in the intermediate schools we have nature work as
well.
There are no strictly trade schools in the city -school system. There was,
however, one started, but it was started under bad conditions and in a section
of the city into which people didn't care to send their children. Therefore, it
has lingered rather long and discouragingly, and it is not a real trade school.
Although it is true, there is not at this time a distinctly trade school in the
city of Los Angeles, there is a tremendous opportunity for prevocational work,
to start the boy and girl in some direction that will interest him or her.
Coming to the high school, we run through the regular 12 years I mean
to the twelfth year and within recent years we have added to the twelfth
year the thirteenth and fourteenth years. In this we have two purposes. The
lirst is to give to the boy and girl going to college two years' preparation at
home. That leaves but two years for the boy or girl at college. Some one
made the suggestion that this was for the rich man's son. It is not. It is
more in the .interest of the boy or girl going to college. Two years at college
is not nearly so long as four years.
No, not half as long, when you look at it.
It will increase the number of boys and girls who could not otherwise afford
It will increase that number very largely, indeed.
to go to college.
It will
enable thousands of parents, who would be otherwise unable, to send their
children off to college.
There is another purpose in the two additional years, and that is for the
technical school to do technical work. Eighty per cenfof the German engineers
come out of their polytechnics, which corresponds, in time at least, to this division of the school work, closing the fourteenth year.
Beginning with the seventh year the schools have semitechnical work, like
mechanical drawing, commercial art, and millinery work, and so forth, and this is
carried through to the fourteenth year. Our city wr ill have a system of schools
that wT ill offer the boy or girl an opportunity to perfect himself or herself -in the
vocations, so that they can go out and give an account of themselves without
going to college. And as that is the larger number of boys and girls, possibly
that feature of it is the most important, according to my theory.
The question has been asked here as to the vocational side of this work.
What are we doing vocationally? I explained the foundation work in the
elementary schools. I do not think there is any doubt but that school guiding
will result in leading thousands of our boys and girls to the farm, and there are
thousands of our boys and girls who would make better farmers than some
of the boys and girls on the farm, because they love the farm. Unless they have
a chance to discover themselves to the soil, they never will go to the farm,
and there are all kinds of opportunities to do farming right here in Los Angeles
city for the benefit of the boys and girls and for the beautifying of the city.
In handwork the same thing holds.
The object of this handwork is to help the boys and' girls discover themselves, to know what they can do and what they like to do, to discover whether
they have power in that line or not. That ought to be the purpose of all elementary school education. To my mind that is the only way you can distribute
the population into the different vocations.
Our whole educational system has been for the professional men, and it has
turned too many people away from constructive work. It has helped many to
make misfits, to make mistakes in life's calling and in life choosing.
In the high school the following are some of the courses offered in vocational
work In art work we have courses in commercial art window dressing showcard writing menu cards programs, etc. hand-wrought metal work, making
bowls and trays; interior trimmings, pottery, etc.; interior decorations; stencil
designs; tooled-leather work; interior fixtures; leather work; table mats, card
:

;

;

;

;

;
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and in the pottery work we ha.ve taken material strides. We don't
have what we might call ceramics taught here as an art, but there is a good field
for it, and in time it will develop.
There is another phase of art that has been taken up quite recently, and that
There are hundreds of girls now going into costuming
is costume designing.
designing for their own benefit, to be sure, but some of them for the vocational
It is rather interesting and not at all strange to note that many girls
benefit.
who take no interest at all in mathematics have no taste for it and that does
not indicate that they are intellectually inferior; I sometimes think it may
indicate the opposite but they show a great deal of intellect and power when it
comes to costume designing. They know something about a dress. They have
seen a hat and been interested in it. Well, now, there are the same art possibilities and a great many more probabilities in a girl designing
starting with
something she knows.
Am I taking too much time, Mr. Chairman?
Chairman WAI. sir. No; proceed.
Mr. FRANCIS. There is line in it. There is proportion and there is color.
There are all the elements of art in it. Besides that there is interest in it.
And I believe? that we are wasting lunch in this world and in this age by compelling children in school to study the thing in which they are not interested
and from which they get no returns.
There is no power in such procedure to be gained by the children. They are
driven through it. One of the biggest things that education has to do is to discover a center of interest for every child. That means that the courses of study
must be enlarged so that every child will find himself some place in the courses
cases, etc.;

of study.

we have taken up work

in interior decoration.
The girls
original piece of work. A father was
His daughter in school had designed all the Inbuilding an apartment house.
terior decorations of that apartment house
all the window curtains, the tinting throughout, the carpets, and the furnishings. She had gone to the business
houses and got the prices on all of the things she w:is going to use in the apartment house. And the apartment house was furnished according to the girl's
design, and the figures came out about right.
If you put girls to figuring on something in which they are interested, they
can figure as well as boys. It is (he difference in the interest.
In the high schools for agricultural occupations we have the (lardena AgriIts facilities in the way of land are not as great as
cultural High School.
lu this school there is a
they should be. but we hope to make them better,
course for the general farmer, a course in truck gardening, a course in landscape
uardeniug, a course for nurserymen, a course in animal husbandry, a course in
dairy farming, a course for poult r\ men. and a course in farm mechanics.
The school is growing rapidly. It is laboring under the disadvantage of
being outside of the city so that the carfare affects somewhat its attendance.
If we could have it within a 5-cent fare limit it would be a wonderful school
in a short time with an enrollment of l.noo to L'.om. possibly, if we could offer
them the facilities: In commercial work and ollice service, including multigraph operation, adding machines, tiling clerk, billing clerk, office assistant,
(fiice manager, accountant, auditor, bookkeeper, cashier, stenographer, reporter,
private secretary, shipping clerk, receiving clerk, office manager, post-office
employee, civil-service employee, ami a course leading to commercial teaching.
I think there are something like 1,000 pupils to-day
there are more than
that in our commercial courses in the high school. There are a great many
in the commercial courses in the intermediate schools, and some- of our elementary schools with seven or eight grades are putting typewriters in. I
saw one of our night schools when it first opened. A row of five boys were
waiting for the use of a typewriter,, while one fellow was operating it. I
was convinced then that there was salvation in the typewriter, because if
they hadn't been waiting for that machine they probably would have been
doing something less profitable some place else.
The theory under it all is that every boy and every girl can be saved if you
will bring him or hej- the right thing at the right time under the right condiThat
tions, and it is the business of the school to provide those conditions.
is the problem we are trying to solve.
In domestic science some of our girls in the high schools .go out and cater,
for a consideration for the practice and incidentally for the money but especially for the practice, getting in touch with real life.

In addition to that

]<>ve that, too.

Last year

I

was shown an
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rooking by the way there is no danger, as I see it, of the schools coming
any serious compel it ion at all with the lahor'mg world until the children

into

are out of school. For, what the schools do, the money return is insignificant,
It is not the money quantity that we are after so much
practically nothing.
as bringing them into touch with real life, having them do the thing as people
do it outside of the school, cooking home articles and cooking for delicatessen
stores.

We wish to train them to become teacher of domestic science, housekeepers,
waitresses, dressmakers, milliners, and seamstresses.
Marine vocations: 'In the San Pedro High School we are developing courses
that touch marine life, such as boat building, marine and gasoline engineering,
marine merchandising, naval architecture, aquarium attendant, cataloguer of
marine life, iish commissioner, fish expert, and fish propagators.
have the technical high
In the technical and semitechnical vocations:
school.
You will remember what I said of the semitechnical work in the
seventh grade and the intermediate school.
carry it through the fourteenth
year of the high school, and we can produce engineers that will give an excellent account of themselves, with the best college engineers of to-day.
Also
we train boys to become blacksmiths; chemistry is taught running into commercial chemistry; draftsmen, and architectural draftsmen are trained in
In this department one of the high schools has
the architectural department.
designed three school buildings in the city here, and the boys in the archinot for themselves
tectural department have designed homes for themselves
necessarily, but; for their parents to build. Some of the boys whose fathers are
contractors have done a good deal of architectural work for their parents.
electrical work
I will also mention foundry work
central, substation, and

We

We

;

work

electrician's courses
machine-shop work, pattern making,
and surveying. These are some of the technical and semiteclmical courses.
In addition to the foregoing, a course is given in automobiling.
An automobile is one of the things in which a boy takes an active interest. I believe if
there were four or five centers throughout this city with automobile shops,
in charge of good, keen men who know their business, which would be open to
boys before and after school, on aSturdays and through vacation, we could
save hundreds of boys that would flock there. I think the same thing is true
of music centers throughout the city. I think the same thing is true of pottery.

electric light

;

1

think the same thing is true of many other subjects.
Our boys and girls go wrong, as we say, not necessarily from any fault of
their own, but they have nothing else to do but go wrong, no other place to go,
nothing to occupy their time, nobody to guide them and teach and help to
perfect them.
The second question is as to what extent it is true that the schools in the
working-class districts are inferior with regard to the character of buildings
and equipment, adequacy of equipment and teaching force.
To the best of my knowledge
I have never heard that question raised before.
we know neither the poor man nor the rich man. the workman nor the idle man,
the Jew nor the Gentile, the religionist nor the nonreligionist, in the building
of schoolhouses. We are trying to build schoolhouses to meet the need of the
neighborhoods they serve.
As I recall it now, there is but one brick building in what you might call
the capitalistic end of the city; that is the Virgil Avenue Intermediate School.
With our last bond issue we are building semitireproof buildings and we are
building them alike in all sections of the city.
The older parts of the city are inhabited more largely by the foreign element
coming into, the city, and the school buildings there, having been built first,
are necessarily and naturally a poorer type of architecture. \Ye are correcting
this as much ^as we can, and all new buildings erected in any part of the city
are sem in" reproof just the same as any other district. We are building, especially in certain parts of the city, auditoriums in our elementary schools for
the use of the neighborhood, and this is the rule in all districts. In what you
might call the working part of the city where the people are wage earnersit is a happen-so, to be sure; it is in the growing part of the city, the southwest, that we have several brick buildings. The building jm Forty-ninth streH
is one of the finest, and out on Santa Barbara and Western Avenues there are
brick buildings. We are making arrangements down on Macy Street to put up
We are also at
a building that will meet the neighborhood conditions there.
a heavy cost to correct the mistake of those who went before in buying school
We are having to buy property at a large increase, often
lots large enough.
I
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heavy cost. There is another feature of the elementary school I failed
mention that is the playgrounds.
Last year we had something like 00 playgrounds under the direction of
playground teachers. These playgrounds are open after school and on Saturday, and are scattered throughout the city. In the retail district of the city,
we are no\v buying playgrounds at a heavy cost.
"Character and extent of the industries covered by the Los Angeles publicschool system." I think I have answered that.
"Percentage of children in Los Angeles public schools reaching upper grades
and high schools as compared with other cities." I don't know. I haven't any
time to look up the data with reference to other cities.
Chairman WALSH. Please, then, Professor, just give us the total enrollment
in your schools, and how many graduates from the high school, and how many
go through the intermediate.
Mr. FKANCIS. 1 can answer it, I think, a little better in a different way. Let
me answer it broadly in this way: Kleven years ago we had enrolled in our
high schools in this city 1.500 pupils; last year we enrolled over 16,000. And
while the elementary schools for the last few years have been increasing at the
rale of about 11 per cent a year, the high schools have increased at the rate of
L'5 per cent a year, which answers it in a general way.
Commissioner (JAKKKTSO.N. What was the population 11 years ago.
Mr. FRANCIS. I should judge 100,000 to 125,000.
Commissioner CAUKKTSO.N. What is it now?
Mr. FRANCIS. They say 500,000.
Commissioner CAIIRKTSON. Five times 1,500
Mr. FRANCIS. Yes; wouldn't reach it, you gee. And, I take it, that is due
to two or three causes: First, a general movement throughout the country
toward a higher education for the masses of the people. That is a general
movement; second, possibly a little better economic conditions within the
time of course I would like io be checked up on that; third, principally to
the fact that 11 years ago we had four courses of study, and now the high
schools offer 60 courses of study. Then the work was prescribed and limited:
now it covers a wider range than any other city in the United States, and
it offers to boys and girls something that they wish and
need in life's work.
I think that is the principal cause of the groxvih of the high-school enrollment
in this city.
I
will answer it in a little different way: In 1911 our high
schools graduated 645; in 1012 our high schools graduated !<'>;>; in 1913 our
high schools graduated l.oss; in 1014 our high schools graduated 1,257. In
three years it grew from 645 to 1,257 in the graduates of the high school.
Chain uin WALSH. What was the total enrollment of the schools. Professor?
Mr. I-'KAM LS. The total enrollment last year in the elementary and the
high schools approximated 80,000.
Chairman WALSH. How many graduated from the high schools?
Mr. FKANCIS. One thousand two hundred and fifty-seven.
Commissioner JAKRKTSON. Out of a total high-school enrollment of 16,000?
Mr. FRANCIS. Yes that included, however, night high schools. I want to
explain that high-school enrollment. Kleven years ;igo we did not have any
night high schools. Now we have two night schools, and they enrolled last:
year, I suppose, something like 6.000 pupils.
Commissioner
AKUI:TMN. They have offered opportunities to those who
could not attend in the other 11 years?
FRANCIS.
A striking set of figures are these: Five years ago the
Yes.
Mr.
polytechnic night school enrolled 500 pupils the first night; last year the first
night 1,853 pupils, a difference between 518 and 1,853 in five years on the
first night's enrollment.
This enrollment of 1,800 pupils does not mean that:
we have l.SOO pupils attending the high school every night, because some come
two nights a week and others three nights a week. It is more or less irregular than the day attendance at all events.
one of the most inspiring things in the city of Los Angeles is to go down
through the night school the night high school and look at the character
of those young men and women at work there. This night-school enrollment
.it

;i

to

<

;

<

what wo

1

part of the 10.000 high-school enrollment.
if it be of service to you.
chairman WALSH. What is the elementary-school enrollment?
Mr. FRANCIS. Last year it was 87,000. Here is an interesting set of figure*
that answers this question to me better than any other attempt I have made

is

I

call

can give you the elementary-school enrollment
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answer them; that is, the relative enrollment in the particular grades, the
growth of the relative enrollment in the particular grades:
Between 1897 and 1911, a period of 14 years, the kindergarten enrolled 10
and 15 per cent of the total enrollment of the city. The first grade enrolled
17.45 per cent
the third, 12 per
the second grade enrolled 11.85 per cent
to

;

;

cent; the fourth, 10.9 per cent; the fifth 10.3 per cent; the sixth, 8.45 per
cent the seventh 6.75 per cent the eighth, 4.75 per cent the ninth, 3.95 per
cent the tenth, 1.8 per cent the eleventh, 0.97 per cent the twelfth, 0.7 per
;

;

;

;

;

cent
For 1913-14 I have the figures, which show an upward tendency,
won't read those.
In 1913-14 the enrollment in the kindergarten was 9.8 against 10.15
former period. The first grade was 15.9 against 17.45; the second grade
in 1913-14 as against 11.85; the third grade 10.4 as against 12; the

but I
in the

was 10

fourth
grade, 9.9 as against 10.9 the fifth grade, 8.9 as against 10.3 the sixth grade,
8 as against 8.45; the seventh grade, 7.7 as against 6.75; the eighth grade, 7.7
as against 4.75. You see it is coining up. The eighth grade, 7.7 as against 4.75
in 1913-14; in 1913-14 as against 4.75 in the preceding period. In 1913-14 the
ninth grade enrolled 4.9 as against 3.95 in the tenth grade, 3 per cent as against
1.8; in the eleventh grade, 2.1 as against 0.97; and in the twelfth grade, 1.5
as against 0.7, which shows a constant tendency up, quite a marked one in the
;

;

;

enrollment
Commissioner GARRETSON. Considerable room to expand.
Mr. FRANCIS. How?
Commissioner GARRETSON. Considerable room to expand.
Mr. FRANCIS. Yes.
Commissioner GARRETSON. In proportion.
Mr. FRANCIS. Yes there always is.
This next question will be a very difficult one to answer. I am not sure, because in this city the working people mingle in their homes pretty much with
the money people. At all events, I don't know the answer, the percentage of
;

children.

"The percentage of children from the working-class district reaching upper
grades and high school." My judgment is, however, that it is that class of
people that is bringing this percentage of enrollment up.
"Attitude of employers toward the development of the Los Angeles publicschool system." So far as I know it has been good.
"Attitude of organized labor toward the development of the Los Angeles
public-school system." So far as I know it has been good.
"Attitude of working class generally toward public-school system." I think it
has been excellent.
"From what class has the support for the development of the public schools
"
<"ome?
Maybe Los Angeles is peculiar, and maybe I have not studied that
phase of it so much, but I think that the public schools have been supported by
I have not discovered any disthe entire population of Los Angeles city.
cordant notes anywhere.
Mr. Chairman, I think I have finished.
Commissioner GARRETSON. Doctor, I would ask your opinion with regard to
certain things bear in mind I am not applying it especially to Los Angeles
but to the system, not the question but I want to preface it with the statement that I am an absolute believer in a proper educational system.
Isn't the whole public-school system of the United States originally founded
on an idea to fit those whom it finishes for a higher education, collegiate or
university?
Mr. FRANCIS. That has been largely true up to within recent years, I believe.
Commissioner GARRETSON. I mean, that was the foundation of it in the start?
Mr. FRANCIS. Well, the public-school system of this country is in its inception
and conception mixed. Our high schools took the place of the old academy,
and the old academy prepared for the university. The academy and the uniOf course, England had the
versity were borrowed largely from the English.
idea

Commissioner GARRETSON. It was only a shifting of units.
Mr. FRANCIS. The English had the idea of gentility in their education, while
the great elementary school system is founded on a different idea, the idea of
democracy and utility. There has been, up to within recent years, a conflict,
and it has not wholly disappeared yet, but it is disappearing. There is per-
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meating the entire school system, very strongly at least, a movement toward
utility, toward usefulness for the conditions of life, which ever they may be.
Commissioner GARRETSON. The academy 40 or 50 years ago disappeared and
then the smaller college.
Mr. FRANCIS. In most instances
Commissioner GARRETSON. It. passed out of existence and was taken up by the
high school.

Mr. FRANCIS.

It is so.

Commissioner GARRETSOX. Therefore it is only the shifting of agency, but not
one of the purposes.
Mr. FRANCIS. Yes; but it has changed.
Commissioner GARRETSON. Taking it on the figures. Now, in your opinion,
should the present mission of public schools be for those who can take the higher
courses for those courses or to mold those who can never have anything but
the public school into the best element for their own future welfare and for the
welfare of the state? Which is the proper mission of the public school?
Mr. FRANCIS. If you are going to say it must be one mission or the other, the
more important is the latter, to be sure. But I do think according'to my
theory the mission of the public school is to get every boy and every girl
started at something that is worth while, something that is legitimate and construciive, and something that will herp develop the child; and then, after the
child once gets started, offer him all possible facilities for developing himself
along that line, after he finds the matter or thing he wants to do.

Commissioner GARRKTSOX. Or make him do better what necessity will make
him do: how about that?
Mr. FRA\< is. 1 don't think so. I don't think that is the prime mission. I
think the prime mission of education is the development of the individual, the
development of power, the development of purpose, the development of character,
ami the best way to develop these things is through some occupation in life
where one can give expression to his better self.
Commissioner GARRETSON. In other words, you agree with the idea that was
expressed before this commission in Portland, that all labor that men do should
constitute a form of expression?
Mr. FRANCIS. That is what I think.
Commissioner GARRETSON. But he qualified it with this, that he could not
understand any man going into a coal mine for 12 hours and enjoying it as a
form of expression. Now, has the school a mission to make better hewers of
wood and drawers of water, or has it not?
Mr. FRANCIS. The schools have a mission of making better men and w omen
if they hew wood and draw water, it" they have to do that, they can do it with
a degree of joy and of life and development that keeps them
Commissioner GARRETSON. With the least expenditure of energy for the purr

;

pose to be attained?
Mr. FRAXTIS. I think

so.

Commissioner GARKKTSOX. And we are always to have the hewer and drawer
of water with us, are we not the chances are?
Mr. FRANC is. Well, if you mean by that
Commissioner GARKKTSOX. The laboring man is to handle the pick and shovel.
Mr. FRANCIS. Do you mean by that that we are to have the labor class and
the other class

society is going to be divided into classes?

Commissioner GARRKTSON. I don't use class in its later sociological sense; I
am using it only from the fact that we have men who have to do all things, as
long as society

ment and the

is

constituted as

it is

at present there

is

going to be the base-

attic.

Mr. FRANCIS. Just as far as possible I think the theory of education should
be to have those people hew who can find their greatest form of expression in the
hewing of wood.
Commissioner GARRETSON. And who can't find it elsewhere?
Mr. FRANCIS. Who can't find it elsewhere; yes, sir.
Commissioner GARRETSON. We hear lots of talk about there being room at the
top. But if they are all going to the top, that room \vould be in the cellar.
Mr. FRANCIS. When they got to the top they would find it was not as
bad as
Commissioner GARRETSON. They would be the dead level.
Consequently,
isn't the thing to be desired that the men who can have the least schooling should
be benefited in the very greatest degree possible along the lines that will enable
them to do the least productive form of labor in the most productive manner?
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Mr. FRANCIS. That is the theory. You put it a little differently from the way
it.
It might be that those who can have the least education should be
given the best chance to fit themselves in the
Commissioner GABBETSON. Least amount of time.
Mr. FRANCIS. To fit themselves in the thing they are going to do.
Commissioner GARRETSON. Now, there is the phase of it on your figures are
not the figures that you have given in themselves a deadly indictment of tho
present labor system in which you have 87,000 scholars enrolled in the year
J014 and out of the top of the system conic 1,-MK) people
per cent
Mr. FRANCIS. That is not quite so bad as it sounds, because it has been a
continual growth, and we did not have last year nor the year before nor the
year before that 87,000 children in school.
Commissioner GARRETSON. No?
Mr. FRANCIS. When those entered the school who now graduate the enrollment was far under that. You will have to take that into consideration.
Commissioner (!AURETSON. Take the 1,200 against the 14-year curriculum it
is a 14-year course?
Mr. FRANCIS. Yes.
Commissioner GARRETSON. And then it is only just a shadow of the body
that started? Was there one of the 1,200 that was bred and raised in the pinch
of poverty? If so, how did he get there?
Mr. FRANCIS. If you wish to do that you must compare the 1,200 graduates
now witH the school enrollment 12 years ago.
Commissioner GARRETSON. Certainly I admit that. But then I say you have
only got a ghostly army instead of the material army that entered.
Mr. FRANCIS. Well, there are several causes entering into children dropping
out of school.
Commissioner GARRETSON. But the body of them did not get far, and no child
and doesn't it show a
of poverty got up there the ones that really needed it
deadly weakness in our system of education where 14 years of that character
are put in and 14 years of expenditure constantly increasing
Mr. FRANCIS. I think the system
Commissioner GARRETSON. Where money is spent on those who could spend
it on themselves very largely.
Mr. FRANCIS. I think the system partially responsible yes, sir.
Commissioner GARRETSON. I am not charging it to the system. Bear in mind
I am not applying it more here than elsewhere.
Mr. FRANCIS. I think the system is responsible in this, that many more
would have been held in school had it offered them other things to take their
interest and hold it.
Commissioner GARRETSON. When they come into practical life, isn't the first
step that confronts the average high-school student who goes into practical
pursuit to unlearn what he learned at school?
Mr. FRANCIS. I would hardly put it that way.
Commissioner GARRETSON. I am talking from my own experience. That is
where I came from.
Mr. FRANCIS. You have a point there all right in it; but I think you overemphasize it. I think it is a. point that the schools are trying to correct. I
think the current educational movements are along the line of correcting the
thing that you are bringing out.
Commissioner GARRETSON. Well, the tendency may be to better, but my own
connection with the high school has possibly been more direct than the other
form of school for this reason: I never went above the high school, and that is
based upon three of my children who have graduated from it, two of them
have gone into business life, and I have never utilized but two things that I
learned in school in my business life I am speaking now of essential things
but the experience of both those children when they went into commercial life
was, as they expressed it from their standpoint, that they had to unlearn what
they learned in school before they could take up certain practical lines.
Mr. FRANCIS. I have not been in accord, I am frank to say, with the older
organization that we called a school system. I believe in the newer movement.
Commissioner GARRETSOX. You tone-he* on just one further question. You
spoke of the fact that many boys could be saved if a wide-awake garage man
would utilize those boys along certain lines. Now, have you ever given any
thought as to the question, if that line was followed out, whether it would be
reconcilable to child-labor inws as they exist and how the child could be protected against the unscrupulous employer of that class v
I see

H

r

;

;
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Mr. FRANCIS. Well, I had in mind the discovering of the interest of the child.
Commissioner GARKKTSOX. Yes.
Mr. FBANCIS. The boy likes to see the wheels go round.
Commissioner GAKKETSON. He does.
Mr. FRANCIS. When he is working in the shop he can make the wheels go
around, and I was concerned with catching his interest and getting him started
and keeping him off of the street, where he ought not to be.
Commissioner GARRETSON. From that standpoint I would agree with you.
Bear in mind, I am against the practical side of it the exploiting of the boy.
Mr. FRANCIS. The boy would be in position to defend himself against exploitation.

Commissioner GARRETSON. He never has been since the beginning of the world
law stepped in and protected him.
Mr. FRANCIS. Well, you didn't let me finish. He would be in much better position to do that if he had this training than if he didn't have it, would he not?
Commissioner GARRKTSON. He would be in a position to know, possibly, quicker
until the

he was exploited.
Mr. FRANCIS. Yes.
Commissioner GAIJKKTSON. J'.ut to defend himself, I doubt.
That is all, Mr. Chairman.
Commissioner WKIXSTOCK. Just one question.
Chairman WALSH. Commissioner Weinsiock has a question.
Commissioner WKTXSTOCK. Are we to understand, Professor, from what you
have presented to us, that while formerly the object of education especially
higher education was culture, that the objective of modern education is utility?
Mr. FRANCIS. I put it a little differently, Mr. Weinstock. The objective of;
former education was culture and the professions what we call the professions.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Yes.
Mr. FRANCIS. There is a strong movement toward making the object of education now the development of the power to live call it utility if you will it irt
power. That is. wo would not educate a child just for the sake of calling him
an educated individual. We would educate him so as to develop his powers so
that he could think and do, and he would think and do the things he loves best
to do and think.
Commissioner WKIXSTOCK. Well, isn't it also along the lines that formerly itwas simply the mind that was cultivated, but now we also aim to make the mind
if

;

useful?

Mr. FRANCIS. Yes; \ve have discovered that you can not develop the best there
an individual that is, that there must be the threefold development of the

is in

;

individual, anyhow.

Commissioner WKIXSTOCK. Is the percentage of those of the working classes
and those who reach the high school smaller, so far as you know, in Los Angeles
than in any other communities'.'
Mr. FRANCIS. No; I think it is larger.
Commissioner WKIXSTOCK. The other way?
Mr. FRANCIS. The other way. In this city \ve have the largest enrollment per
capita in our high schools of any largo city in the United States.
Commissioner WKIXSTOCK. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman WALSH. I have been asked to submit some questions to you. Is
there a Slate referendum at the present time to prevent any but property holders
from voting for bonds?
Mr. FRANCIS. I don't know, sir.
Chairman WALSH. You don't know whether that is true or not? Well, I have
been asked these questions: Assuming perhaps that there is such, then how
will that affect school bonds, if you know? You don't know anything about any
such proposed referendum?
Mr. FRANCIS. I don't know, sir.
Chairman WALSH. Nothing at all. Well, that answers all of them. That is
all
thank you, Mr. Francis.
(Statements entitled "Vocational Bulletin No. 1, Los Angeles City Schools,"
and " Report of Promotions, First Semester, 1913-14 Los Angeles City School
See also Francis
District," were submitted by Mr. Francis in printed form.
;

exhibit.)

Chairman WALSH. Mr. ITarriman. please. [Hisses and applause.]
Ladies and gentlemen, wo will have to preserve perfect order. A portion
of a new crowd comes in every day, and when unpopular opinions are expressed
in other places, why it has caused counter demonstrations, and a crowd like
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this is very likely to get excited.
I ;nn going to ask you to assist us now, if
you want a full, square hearing of every possible grievance, to keep perfectly
quirt and don't express your feelings. It is easy to do if you put your minds
upon it.

TESTIMONY OF MR. JOB HARRIMAN.
Chairman WALSH. Your name, please?
Mr. HARRIMAN. Job Harriinan.
Chairman WALSH. What is your profession, Mr. Harriinan?
Mr. HARRIMAN. Attorney.
Chairman WALSH. How long have you been an attorney at law?
Mr. HARRIMAN. Since 1898.
Chairman WALSH. Since 1898?
Mr. HARRIMAN. Yes; 1898.
Chairman WALSH. How long have you lived in Los Angeles?
Mr. HARRIMAN. I came here in 1886, remained awhile, went to San Francisco,
and a little later to New York, and returned in 1903. I have been here since.
Chairman WALSH. Now, Mr. Harriman, has your practice brought you in
contact with the administration of the law, especially as it has been applied,
where there have been industrial disputes in this community?
Mr. HARRIMAN. Well, to some extent; yes, sir.
Chairman WALSH. I believe there were a few questions submitted to you,

Mr. Harriman.
Mr. HARRIMAN. Two,

I believe.

Chairman WALSH. Two. I wish that you would as concisely as possible, and
still exhaustively, answer the first question
that is, your observation of the
use of the powers and authorities of the State and local governments, if there
be such, by employers in contravention of the rights of workingmen and other
citizens.
The charge has been made
Mr. HARRIMAN. I have understood that to relate to the city of Los Angeles.
Chairman WALSH. Yes.
Mr. HARRIMAN. Yes. I. was employed in 1910, in the first instance, to look
after the interests of some of the boys when they were on strike at that time.
I think that w as practically my first experience worth mentioning in this city
r

with labor troubles.

Chairman WALSH. Pardon me, when was that, Mr. Harriman?
Mr. HARRIMAN. In 1910 when the strike of 1910 arose.
Chairman WALSH. Was that the metal trades?
Mr. HARRIMAN. The metal-trades strike and the brew ery strike. If I remember correctly, the brewery strike was called in May, and on the 1st of June I
think some of the metal-trades boys w ere locked out, and there followed a
strike generally in support of those that were locked out.
Chairman WALSH. Mr. Harriman, the suggestion came through the sergeant
at arms from the folks in the back of the hall here that they are very anxious
to hear what you have to say, so will you please pitch your voice a little higher?
Mr. HARRIMAN. Thank you.
Chairman WALSH. It will not be out of the way for you to turn that way, if
r

r

-

you wish, because we can surely hear.
I say in 1910, in May, the
Mr. HARRIMAN. You can hear, thank you.
brewery-trades strike was called, the 18th and 19th of May, if I remember rightly.
About 'the 1st of June some of the metal trades were locked out, and then
others of the metal trades struck in support of those who were locked out.
There were negotiations entered into, or rather endeavored to be entered into, by
the metal trades, with the merchants and manufacturers' association asking for
a conference. As I remember it, the conference was denied, a lockout followed,
and a strike followed the lockout. Soon after the strike was called the courts
were appealed to by the merchants and manufacturers' association, or rather
by the members of that association. Up to the time that that appeal was
made there had been no violence of any kind excepting in two instances.
Two little boys on the opposite sides w ere in a quarrel, fought it out, and were
An officer attacked one of the strikers, was arrested, fined $1, after
let go.
having been found guilty, and let go. An injunction was applied for in the
case of the Pacific Ornamental Iron Works, the corporation applied for an injunction against the Metal Trades Council of Los Angeles, the Housesmiths
Union No.
and Bridge and Structural Ironworkers No. 51, the Iron Molders'
1
374, the Sheet Metal Workers' Union No. 383, the Patternmakers Union No. 1,
r
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Machinists' Union No. 311, Blacksmiths and Helpers' Union No. 312, Machinists' Helpers' Union No. 12364, Boilermakers' Union No. 92, Brassworkers'
Union No. 67 all being made defendants.
In addition to that, George Gundry, E. H. Meisner, and G. Dawson, three of
the most active men at that time in the strike were made defendants, and
together with them a list of about 700 John Does and Richard Roes and Smiths
and Phillipses and everybody else, not knowing the names of the members
This matter came up before Judge Walter Bordwell.
of the organizations.
There
I think we occupied the time of the court for about three days.
had been a temporary injunction issued. Bonds had been put up. This
case was filed June 27, and was under consideration by the court until August
L'.~>.
-fore a decision was rendered.
rhainnan WALSH. Was a restraining order issued?
Mr. HARRIMAN. A restraining order was issued.
Chairman WALSH. When the petition was tiled?
Mr. HARRIMAN. When the petition was filed, June 27.
Chairman WALSH. Was there notice given before the restraining order was
issued?
Mr. HARRIMAN. Notice was given to some no, sir; notice was not given
>of<> re the restraining order was issued.
Chairman WALSH. Is there any rule of court in this jurisdiction requiring
ji
notice?
Mr. HARRIMAN. To be given before the order?
Chairman WALSH. Yes, sir; generally.
Mr. HAKIM.MAN. No, sir; not if the bonds are put up. Bonds were put up
and a restraining order issued and we went into court, and as I say, we took
up the time of the court for two or three days, and the matter was taken
under consideration until the 20th of August, the restraining order remaining
in force during that period.
Now, this order was as follows: I will read it into
the record, if I may; it is very short. On the 20th of August this restraining
order was made a permanent restraining order: "Pursuant to an order of
the ahove-eni ii led court, in the above-entitled matter, made and filed this
L'Tth day of June, 1910, the defendants herein and each of them, their officers,
members, agents, servants, employees, clerks, and representatives, are hereby
enjoined and restrained, until the further order of said court, from doing,
causing to be done, aiding, assisting, or abetting in the doing of any of the
following acts or things, to wit:
" From
interfering with, harassing, or obstructing plaintiff in the conduct
of its l)ii si ness at or in the vicinity of, any of its places of business in the
county of Los Angeles, by means of pickets, gathering together in crowds or
otherwise, or at all, threatening, menacing, intimidating, using force or violence upon, making shows or displays of force or of violence toward any employees or workmen of plaintiff, or any person or persons transacting or desiring
to transact business with plaintiff, or being employed at the places of business
of plaintiff.
"From gathering about or in the vicinity of the entrances or exits of the
factory or foundry or works of plaintiff "Chairman WALSH. One minute. I didn't follow that. That is in the
Mr. HARRIMAN. In the county of Los Angeles.
Chairman WALSH. The language is in the disjunctive from the word " talk."
Does it enjoin them from talking to any of the employees at all?
Mr. HARRIMAN. Not this. "Or at all threatening, menacing, intimidating
Chairman WALSH. I thought the first word was simply "talk." Maybe I
was wrong, I was trying to follow it.
Mr. HAKKIMAX. No, sir.
"
From interfering with, harassing, or obstructing plaintiff in the conduct
of its business at or in the vicinity of any of its places of business "Chairman WALSH. Now, follow that, please. Just go right along for a
l

1

ways.
Mr. HARRIMAN (continuing)

little

" in
the county of

:

Los Angeles, by means of pickets, gathering together in

crowds, or otherwise, or at

all,

threatening

Chairman WALSH. That is it, " at all."
Mr. HARRIMAN. Or at all. The second clause
"

From gathering about

is

:

or in the vicinity of the entrances or exits of the
factory or foundry or works of plaintiff in crowds, and then and there menac-
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ing, molesting, obstructing, or interfering there or thereabouts \vith the said
last-named persons.
"
From following the workmen or employees of plaintiff to or from their
homes and said places of business of plaintiff and there, or while so traveling
to and from, threatening, intimidating, or making shows or displays of force
to or against or menacing the said workmen or employees of plaintiff, or any

members of

their families.
deterring, obstructing, or molesting any persons seeking or desiring
to enter into the employment of plaintiff, by means of force, violence, threats,
intimidations, or gathering together in crowds at or about or in the vicinity of
the places of business of plaintiff.
"
From threatening or intimidating in any manner or at any place, or by any
means, the employees or workmen of plaintiff or their families, a bond having
been given as required and approved by the court."
Under this last clause, " from threatening or intimidating in any manner or,
at any place," that was stretched to its limit and men were arrested in all parts
of the city for speaking to the persons who were taking or endeavoring to take
their places in the factory, and were arrested and charged with using force
and violence and tried on that charge.
Chairman WALSH. Were they arrested upon writs issued out of this court
of equity?
Mr. HARRIMAN. Only a few, I believe, under these injunctions. There were
not I believe but one or two held under the injunction. There were issued at;
the time or about the time, other injunctions applied for by other firms involved in this strike. On June 25, 1910, the Los Angeles Manufacturing Co. got
out an injunction substantially the same against the same person. On June
25, 1910, the Lacy Manufacturing Co. got out a similar injunction, on practically
the same complaint, against practically the same persons. On the same day
the Fulton Engine Works got out a similar injunction against the same persons.
On June 23 the Llewellyn Iron Works got out a similar injunction against the
same persons. On June 23, 1910, the Western Pipe & Steel Co. got out a similar injunction against the same persons, and they were all pending awaiting
the decision of Judge Bordwell, which was held in abeyance until August 20.
Now at the time these injunctions were issued as I said, there had been no disturbance at all, and this fact was pressed on the attention of the court at the
I will hand this, if you desire, to the committee.
time.
Chairman WALSH. Please have it made a part of the record.
(The cases referred to by Mr. Harriman are as follows:)
June 25, 1910. Los Angeles Manufacturing Co. r. Metal Trades Council. Injunction dismissed August 8, 1910.
June 25, 1910. Lacy Manufacturing Co. r. Metal Trades Council. Injunction dismissed August 8^ 1910.
June 25, 1910. Fulton Engine Works v. Metal Trades Council. Injunction
dismissed August 8, 1910.
June 23, 1910. Llewellyn Iron Works r. Metal Trades Council. Opinion tiled
August 27; injunction dismissed August 28. 1910.
June 23, 1910. Western Pipe & Steel Co. r. Metal Trades Council. Injunction dismissed August 8, 1910.
June 27. 1910. Pacific Ornamental Iron Works r. Metal Trades Council.
Permanent injunction issued August 20. 1910; dismissed August 28. 191).
(Copy of writ of injunction dated June 27, 3910, in the Superior Court of
California, in Los Angeles County, in case of Pacific Ornamental Iron Works,
plaintiff, v. Metal Trades Council, Los Angeles, Cal., an association, etc., was

"From

submitted in printed form.)
Mr. HARRIMAN. That temporary injunction continued until August 20, there
being no disturbance, the union men holding their peace everywhere but carrying on their work, for they were determined. They would see men and talk
to them and try to persuade them, but they did not use violence, and when this
would come to the attention of the court they would not imprison them, and
could not in all good conscience do it. Along about July sometime the 16th
of July
the opposition to organized labor, the firms who had seen rod injunctions were losing, in the opinion of the union men, and they wont to the
city council at that tim'e and procured the passage of what has been generally
known as the antipicketing ordinance. This ordinance came to the attention
of organized labor, and they sent men to the city council to argue the case.
They gave them a hearing two nights t^ press the matter. It was urged then
that no violence had occurred in this citv. and they were challenged to produce a
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where any violence worthy tin- attention of any court had been
committed on the part of any member of organized labor. They listened to
clr arguments from early in the evening until late twice, and the third time
they came in the daytime. The attorneys of the merchants and manufacturers'
iation were present the last time, the same attorneys that appeared in
the injunction suits. The matter was presented and. I believe, the ordinance
was passed unanimously. It reads as follows; it is very short.
single instance
i

'.

Chairman WALSH. Read
Mr. HAKKIMAN (reading)

it.
:

"An ordinance prohibiting

loitering, picketing, carrying or displaying banners.
signs, or transparencies, or speaking in public streets in a loud or unusual

Tone for certain purposes.
city council of the city of Los Angeles do ordain as follows:
SECTION 1. It shall be unlawful for any person, in or upon any public street,
alley, or public place in the city of Los Angeles, to make any loud or
unusual noise, or to speak in n loud or unusual tone, or to cry out or proclaim,
for the purpose of inducing or influencing, or attempting to induce or inlluence,
any person to refrain from entering any works or factory or any place of business or employment, or for the purpose of inducing or influencing, or attempting to induce or influence, any person to refrain from purchasing or using any
goods, wares, merchandise, or other article or articles, or for the purpose of
inducing or inlluencing. or attempting to induce or inllueuce. any person to
refrain from doing or performing any service or labor in any works, factory,
place of business or employment, or for the purpose of intimidating, threatening, or coercing any person who is performing, seeking, or obtaining any service
or labor in any works, factory, place of business, or employment.
"SEC. 2. It shall l>o unlawful for any person in or upon any public street,
alley, or other public place in the city of Los Angeles to loiter in front of or
in the vicinity of. or t> picket in front of or in the vicinity of, any works or
factory or any place of business or employment for the purpose of inducing
or influencing or attempting to induce or inlluence. any person to refrain from
entering such works or factory or place of business or employment, or for the
pin-pose of inducing or intluencing. or attempting to induce or inlluence. any
person to refrain from purchasing or using any goods, wares, merchandise, or
other articles manufactured, made. sold, or kept for sale therein, or for the
purpose of inducing or influencing, or attempting to induce or inlluence. any
person to refrain from doing or pel-forming any service or labor in any works,
factory, place of business, or employment, or for the purpose of intimidating,
threatening or coercing any person who is performing, seeking, or obtaining
service or labor in any such works, factory, place of business, or employment.
"SEC. 3. That any person violating any of the provisions of this ordinance
shall he deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction thereof shall Inpunishable by a line of not more than XHH) or by imprisonment in ihe city jail
for a jKM-iod of not more than .'<) days, or by both such line and imprisonment.
"SEC. 4. This ordinance is urgently required for the immediate preservation
of the public peace, health, and safety; and the city clerk shall certify to its
passage by a two-thirds vote of the council and cause it to be published Once in
the Los Aiiireles I>aily .Journal, and thereupon and thereafter it shall take effect
and be enforced.
"I hereby certify that the whole number of the members of the city council
of the city of Los Angeles is nine, and that the foregoing ordinance was passed
by a two-thirds vote of said council .at its meeting of .Inly 16, 1910, by the fol"

The mayor and

lowing vote, to wit
"Ayes: Andrews. P.etkouski. Crcgory, O'Brien, Stewart, Washburn, Whiffen,
:

Williams, and President Lusk

.i.

(

(

" H. J.
LELANDE, City Clerk.
"

GEORGE ALEXANDEB, Mayor.

"Approved this 10th day of July, 1910."
In our charter there is a provision that an ordinance may l)e passed immediif it is urgently required for the immediate preservation of the
public.
health, or safety, and under that clause this ordinance was passed,
although there had been no violence at that time, and that was urgently pressed
on the council.
We took the matter before the court and raised the question that it was not
urgently required to preserve the peace. Before taking it before the court, if I
remember correctly, we got the required number of signatures to hat petition
ately

.

I
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several thousand asking that the ordinance be submitted to a vote of the pubthat is, to a popular vote here in the city. That provision is also made in
our city charter that if any ordinance is passed and a petition is circulated and
a proper number of signatures is appended to that petition, that before the
matter shall become a law it shall be submitted to a popular vote.
The required number of signatures were procured. I still have the bundle
over in my desk, but the city council and the court of this county denied the
lic

;

popular vote.

Chairman WALSH. On what ground?
Mr. HARRIMAN. On the ground that the city council had the power to pass
such a law and that that point was solely within the discretion of the city
rouncil to decide. I think that was the decision of the court, that it was within
the discretion of the city council. It was passed and then the scrap began.
Immediately or very shortly after that some four hundred and seventy-odd men
were arrested. The .iails were filled. Men were held on bail.
Chairman WALSH. How were the proceedings initiated, please?
Mr. HARRIMAN. You mean
Chairman WALSH. Did some one file information against each individual?
Mr. HABRTMAN. Oh, no; the officers would gather them wherever they found
them.

Chairman WALSH. Were they all regular officers?
Mr. HARRIMAN., Well, some of them were. There were many officers at that
time that were not regular police officers. There were a good many deputies,
some of them in plain clothes. Wherever men were found visiting or talking
to men who were on strike they were arrested. The men frequently went on
the cars with them home from their work, on the same car with them and talked
to them, and insisted that they had a right to talk to them as long as they did
it in a decent and manly manner, and they were arrested and charged with using
force and violence, regardless of the tone of voice they may have used. I have
forgotten the number of brewery workers that were arrested. But on January
4 there were still 72 of the brewery \vorkers under arrest. Their strike had not
yet quite been settled. They held them under arrest until negotiations were
ended, and then the cases were all dismissed.
Chairman WALSH. How many convictions?
Mr. HARRIMAN. I don't remember, but a very few. I think probably it
wouldn't exceed six or seven,

all told.

Chairman WALSH. How many arrests?
Mr. HARRIMAN. Four hundred and seventy-odd, I believe.
Chairman WALSH. Were trials had before juries?
Mr. HARRIMAN. Yes, sir that is while you are on that point I will divert
a little bit from niy course and state that at that time we were able to win
out on nearly every case. We tried a great many, somewhere between 50 and
The courts were kept quite busy, and they
(30, cases, I think, were tried.
were unable to convict. The reason was this, every trial jury was drawn from
the street. The officer was sent out to pick a jury, and among the number that
would come in always from 40 to sometimes 100, before we would get a jury
and I think it took us five days to get a
once, I believe, 150 were required
jury over an arrested picket among those men I say we could get some fair
men, and they would either acquit or the jury would hang.
After that they amended the law providing for getting jury. The important
clause of that law is this In the month of June this law, by the way, is in the
;

;

:

California statutes of 1913, page 174, section 12
"
In the months of January, April, June, and October of each year there shall
be selected by the judges of said police court a list of jurors to serve as a term
trial jury in said police court for the ensuing three months."
Since that time we .haven't had but one labor trouble, but our sailing hasn't
been so easy.
Chairman WALSH. You mean a jury serves in a police court for three months?
Mr. HARRIMAN. Three months in this city since that time.
Chairman WALSH. And what is the pay for jurors?
Mr. HARRIMAN. I don't remember what the statute provides on that. I think
$2 a day. That was brought about after the strike and those I am informed,
who were unable to prosecute their matters with success were very earnest
in their advocacy of this law.
I am unable to say that that is true, because I
don't know the men but the influence at the legislature, I am informed, came
from that direction.
Chairman WALSH. Does it apply all over the State?
:

;

;
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Mr. HARRIMAN. I think it does; yes, sir. In cities of first and second class.
Commissioner GAKKKTSOX. While yon are on the jury subject, Mr. Harriman,
is the property qualification for a juror in California?
Mr. HAKKIMAN. He must be on the tax list. A man who is not on the assessment roll here is not admissible, if they desire to object.
Commissioner GARBETSON. As a rule are laboring men extensively represented
on juries?
Mr. HAKIUMAX. If there is no class interest involved they don't raise the
question very often. But if there is a strike on, the rule is enforced rigidly
always, and very good reason for it. Men are always moved mentally, as well
and sometimes unconsciously. Hence, they
:-.s economically, by their interests,
enforced the rule for the purpose for which they made it, I suppose. Now, it
was done and rigidly enforced in every case. We were met with the necessity
of picking fair men who were on the assessment roll.
Chairman WALSH. How many remain on this panel for three months?
Mr. HARRIMAX. For three months?

what

Chairman WALSH. Yes. sir.
Mr. HARRIMAX. The law says the judges

shall designate the number of
jurors required for the trial of cases in said case in said court for the ensuing
three months from the names appearing on the last preceding complete assessment roll of the county, in which said city is located, of persons assessed on
property belonging to themselves, and apparently competent and suitable t
serve as jurors in such court. The judges shall select names which shall not
he less than two nor more than four times the number designated as the nurnSo that you see that number is a tlexible number.
lior of jurors required."
If they need two juries sitting, then they can designate the total number that
will be required.
Chairman WAI.SH. If a labor disturbance came up, under that law they
could estimate how many they needed and pnt that panel in and keep them
until the trouble was over?
Mr. llAiaii.MAx. They could, and wo would be up against that panel and
would be compelled to pick those men.
course, if you exhaust the panel,
then the same provision would be extended and another panel ch-sen by the
same judges: in the same manner, just as it is in the superior court. On
December 12 there still remained under arrest in the metal-trades case in
Judge Rose's department about 60 in the neighborhood of 60 men. They were
all dismissed on December 1L>.
During the strike and while some of the men
were in prison a very interesting incident occurred which showed the spirit of
at least one member of the city council, who was thought by the laboring men
to be their friend and the most favorable man to them at that time.
The affidavit was made by three men who are in jail, R. Armory, John
Krilby. and Isaac Levy signing the affidavit, which reads as follows:
(

"

Srvn: OK CAI.IKOK.MA.
"County of L<

9,

!'

ss:

"The

undersigned, being du'y sworn, each for himself, on oath, says that he
was arrested on the 17th day of March, 1911, and was arraigned on the 18th
day of March, 1911, and was held to answer with bonds placed at $300; that
he was in the city prison from about 10 a. m. until about 6 p. m. on the 18th
day of March, 1011 that while he was in said prison he was visited by Martin
!'. Patusky, one of the councilmen of the city of Los Angeles, and, by the way,
one of the men that passed this ordinance; that several times said Patusky
asked him, in the presence of all three of the affiants herein, if he didn't know
that he had violated the picketing ordinance, also, 'Did you not defy the police
to arrest you?' and he also said, 'I can see that you don't belong here.
This
place was built for animals, and when you act like animals we have got to put
you in here. If we give you fellows an inch, you will take a mile, and the first
thing we know you will be down there with clubs. That is why we passed this
ordinance, to keep yon fellows away from there.' That when told the bonds
had been placed at $300 each he (Patusky) said, 'The higher the bond the
better it is. If bonds were placed at only $50, you would be going and coming
all the time.
I am sorry to see you boys in here, but I guess you w ill have
TO stay.
If you can't behave yourselves outside, I hope you will be good
"
inside, anywa\.'
;

T

The only
commission
3SS19

point in that affidavit to which I wish to direct the attention of the
"
is that passage,
That is why we passed this ordinance."
S.

Doc. 415. 64-1

vol

6
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ordinance was a war measure on the part of those who

sufficient influence over the city council to control their election.
They
failed to secure the number of convictions they desired.
The police force
efficient.
They arrested all they could get* hold of and could bring

charges against.
I don't wish to lay any umbrage al (lie door of any policeman particularly.
They are like all policemen, doing the duty they are told to do. They arrested
the

men

as they were told.

had failed for a considerable time they quit arresting the men,
thought that pence had GOtae io stay. But that was a mistake. The
boys went on about their work just as before. They saw every man they
could under circumstances ihat in all good conscience would warrant them in
seeing.
They talked to them, explained to them that they were out on strike;
that they were trying to raise their wages, trying to shorten their hours, trying
to make conditions livable, arguing to them in that matter.
They were left alone for awhile. And one day a raid was made and they
arrested a large number of men. I think there were 30 or 40 arrested. Their
names are here. And they were charged, not with violating the law, but
with having conspired to violate a law. The penalty for violating a law was
$100 and r!> days, I believe, in jail. You will read it in the ordinance. The
penalty here is $1,000, or two years in the county jail, for conspiring to
Ai'ier they

and

\ve

violate a law.

"They brought those men into jail and the evidence shows that most of them
were not known, or could not be identified by the officers until after they had
arrived in jail. The officers went to the jail, brought them out single file, and
called their names, and each man would answer to his name, and the officers
would look at him. And then the next, his name, and he would answer, and
they would look at him, and again and again, day after day, until they learned
I believe they were all kept in jail, practically
their names and their faces.
all.
We got a few out on bail.
There was one redheaded fellow by the name of Phillips, and we had another
redheaded fellow, and every time he would come into the court room the redheaded fellow would step up there and walk in instead of the one in jail, and
the redheaded fellow in jail would step back to the other man's seat and they
didn't notice it, and the policeman identified the wrong man as regularly as
the days passed. Four or five of them had known him for years and one of
them from childhood a different fellow altogether.
Some of the boys were arrested who had never been on strike, didn't belong
One of
to the union at all and had never been about the factories at all.
them had only been in town one day. One of the officers swore he had seen
him there for a month. They had a little book in which they kept their
records. At the top the days of the week were written, and they would write the
names of the boys down the side. The days they had seen them they marked,
and they had used that book to refresh their memories upon the days that they
saw them. One of those books was ruled perfectly straight and accurate, as
though some person had done it on his table at home. Inadvertently I looked
over to the back of the book and I saw that two or three leaves had been torn
out. but one had been left. He had made what little record he had made outdoors, and then he had taken home his record and copied it, or he had
made it up in the jail, ruled it, and copied it, and for some reason erased
the marks and thought he had erased them completely but under a magnifying
glass the erasures could be seen, and we got the glass and showed it to the
jury, and the jury hung after almost a two weeks' struggle.
The city attorney, Mr. Guy Eddie, and the city authorities had taken the
matter under consideration, and had kept their plans under cover until they
had perfected them, and tried to convict the men for a conspiracy to violate
;

;

the law.

Commissioner GARRETSON. What

is

the conspiracy law of California,

Mr.

Harriman?
Mr. HARRIMAN.

If two men were to agree to violate the picketing law, they
might both be guilty of violating the law or they might !>e guilty of a con-

spiracy to violate the law.

Commissioner GARRETSON. But he could not be guilty of violating the law,
because he had a purpose to do it, unless he did it, could he?
Mr. HARRIMAN. Oh, no; he must do something.
Commissioner GARRETSON. Well, you know what the Federal law is?
Mr. HARRIMAN. Yes: he must do something.
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Commissioner CAKKKTSON.
to intend

lint

two men don't have

to

do

it;

they only have

to.

Mr. HARRIMAN. To conspire to do it.
Commissioner GARRETSON. Under your California law.
Mr. HARKIMAX. Oil, yes; if you agree to violate and commit an overt act
there must be an overt act or to make a move in that direction.
In Long Beach they had a similar experience. They passed the same antipicketing law down there. There was a strike down there on the Craig Shipbuilding Co.'s works, and the hoys used the same methods that they did here,
avoiding any violence, but persisting and insisting upon their right to make such
explanations as they saw fit.
The ordinance was passed, the men were arrested and put in jail. Many
of them were turned out at noon and told to go and get their dinners, and they
did and came back and went in .iail in the afternoon. Some. I believe, stayed all
I think they were crowded for
night, and some were permitted to go home.
room.
Py the way. the cases against the brewery men, 72 in number, were dismissed
on January -\. They were all out if not all, all but two or three, I think without bail in that crowd, and all of them, every one, returned for trial. Of all
of the men in all of thai strike that were let loose without bail, not one of
them failed to turn up on the day set to be tried. Kvery one came. I think the
fact js worthy of mention, especially in the light of the newspaper statements
concerning the characters of these men.
After the law was passed, to which I have called your attention, concerning
Hit- paneling of lite jury, the new jury panel, and methods of getting it, one
other instance occurred well, two occurred.
On Christmas Kve there was a Christ mas-tree gathering in Central Park down
here at Sixth Street. A la rue number of citizens from the churches and elsewhere gathered there on Christmas Eve with their Christmas trees. It was
advertised in the papers for some days.
Also here was ad\ertised in the papers for some days that there would Inhering in the park down on North Main Street for quite a different purTin' one at Sixth Street was to distribute Christmas presents by those
who could afford to buy presents. The other was supposed to be a gathering
isider ways and means by which the unemployed could find work.
Th*
one was at the Plaza Park, the other at the Sixth Street Park. Both advertised
in ihe papers for some days preceding the time.
The Sixth Street Park affair \vent through as joyously as the Christmas
trees at any church festival, and the unemployed suppose<l. of course, that their
privileges were at least equal to the others. They gathered there on Christmas
morning about 10 o'clock. It was raining. There was a little hall down below
where some of the boys got a few coal-oil cans and washed them out and were
making six or eight cans of soup so that the boys might have something to eat
Fifteen hundred or more of them gathered there
after the speaking was over.
Some were addressing the crowd; they were perfectly quiet.
in that park.
The testimony showed that the crowd was perfectly quiet, and no evidence of
any disturbance until the policemen came. Two officers came up. the testimony
showed, looked at the crowd, went over to a saloon and phoned for reenfon-cmenN. came back with several oflicers going two abreast, clubs in hand, crowding the people and throwing them aside; they walked up to the speaker, grabbed
him by the legs, and jerked him off of the stand. One fellow held up his hand
and asked them to stop, and the officers struck him over the head, cut a great
gash across his fa--e. knocked him down, beat a number of them, and ran the
crowd out of the park, punching them and beating them with their clubs, and
pi! sued them off of the sidewalk out into the street.
And the testimony of the officers showed that they followed them into the
street and beat them. Then the whole crowd turned on them and threw stones
at them, and there was a riot that was a disgrace to any civilization. It was a
disgrace to the policemen that they pursued the course they did when the men
were there without food, after having been called there by the advertisements
in the papers, and similar privileges having been granted to another class of
Those men were arrested. I have the complaint
people the night before.
here -charged with rioting and they came before the jury selected in the
manner that the law now provides. We tried the case. They had the same
experience in learning how to identify the men that they had in the conspiracy
cast>.
Officers got on the stand and swore that they saw, for instance, John
Sanchez standing here throwing one stone, and another man standing over
i

;
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there in the crowd, and another one here about 14 feet away, mid another one
there 20 feet away. And we let them go through witli their identifications and
the places where they saw them in, and then we asked them to repeat it, and
they could not repeat it to save their lives. Finally they would only see them
twice, and then we would go through all that they had seen twice and commence over again to go dow n the line, and they could not repeat it to save
their lives.
Finally they learned to see a man only once, and they saw him
throw a stone, and they didn't know just where he was standing, and this
Those men saw men on Christmas Day there
they could get away with.
who they had known all their lives. One man had just gotten here from Mexico,
and another man had not been in town for months and did not arrive until the
next day, and they were arrested one, two, and three days after Christinas;
according to their testimony they had seen them all in the riot. They convicted
10 out of 40. They are in jail now, I believe. One of the jurors said to me
afterwards you can take this clown if you care to " We had to convict some
of them. We must support the police. They protect our property."
The complaints read as follows
"
"
Personally appeared before me this 8th day of April, 1911
By the way, before I read this, whenever we would challenge a juror or he
was dismissed, the court would call his name kindly and say, "Well, we will
call you up when we want you again," a familiarity that is an abomination
to any court, especially if any degree of justice is to be obtained. A familar
relation, of which I think the judge was hardly conscious, but a familiar relation between a judge and a jury that ought not to exist. I have never spoken
of it before, but feel that in this investigation that that fact ought to be known,
for there is a*n abundance of proof of it.
"Personally appeared before me this 8th day of April, 1911, A. II. Phillips,
of the city of Los Angeles, county of Los Angeles, State of California, who,
"
being first duly sworn on oath, complains and says
Here it is I have it
I have got the wrong complaint here.
"
Personally appeared before me this 29th day of December, 1913, W. L.
Hagenbaugh, of Los Angeles City, in the county of Los Angeles, who, being
first duly sworn, complains and says: That on the 25th day of December, 1913,
at and in Los Angeles City, in the county of Los Angeles, State of California,
"
the crime of riot was committed by
About 30 persons, I will not read their names
"
who at the time and place last aforesaid, did willfully and unlawfully, while
acting together and without authority of law, use force and violence on the
persons of this affiant, H. R. W. Kriege, H. G. Yarnell, F. R. Williams, A. J.
Boycott, W. L. Hagenbaugh, M. C. O'Connor, Arthur Solomon, and H. A. Stewart,
and maliciously disturbed the peace and quiet of the neighborhood of the Plaza
and Plaza Street in said city, and the peace and quiet of this complainant
and other persons and then and there being, by then and there milking loud
and unusual noise, by tumultuous and offensive conduct, and by threatening,
traducing, quarreling, challenge to fight, and fighting. All of which is contrary
to laws, etc."
One man was shot. The man who shot him I don't call his name now was
on the stand as a witness and admittted that he shot him. He was not
No complaint \vas filed against him. Mr. Hagenbaugh was hurt.
arrested.
One of the leading officers was cut and many were hit' with stones, and many
men were beaten and gashed with the clubs. As I say, they were convicted
and 10 were imprisoned. The matter seems to have been encourageed by all
I will only cite one instance that conies to
of the machinery of the county.
my mind the courts and the city council, the police courts and the police
officers and the district attorney's office are practically all of the machinery
with which to carry on the warfare.
Seventy-two thousand dollars were placed in the hands of Capt. John Fredericks, now district attorney, during the time of the investigation of the
McNamara trouble. Considerable more than that passed through the district
attorney's office. He was not required to account for this $72,000 to anybody
except to Mr. Pridden, who has always run a nonunion shop. Mr. Pridden
Just why there was no account reis a member of the board of supervisors.
quired is not explained. What the money was used for is not explained, but
it was given, and no account is of record in this county.
the use of the
I think that answers the first question as far as I can go
city machinery, of the city courts, of the city jury, and the methods by which
it is bring gathered now, of the injunctions, and of the practice of using the
r

:

-

;

.
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funds in vhe strike all show that the powers of government were solid against
the workers.
Now, the next question was, if I remember, what effect does the so-called
open shop have upon the welfare of the working class? I don't think it is
worded just that way, but that is the substance of it.
Commissioner WEIN STOCK. No; what has the open-shop policy done for Los
Angeles as regards the protection of the civil and industrial rights of its
citizens?

Mr. HARKIMAN. Well, in regard to that I can't see how the civil or induscan be entirely separated from the criminal procedure.
Chairman WALSH. Certainly not.
Mr. HAF.KTMAX. P.ecause they rise out of it. and with that in view I merely
take this stand. In order to expalin it as I see it, at the base of all this
trouble lay a permanent conflict of interest. And this strike arose out of that
fact.
The employer who seeks the open shop, the so-called open shop, and
supports it does it consciously or unconsciously for but one reason, and that
n :i<on is this, that in the open shop he separates the bundle of sticks and can
break them easily.
In the closed shop or in the union shop they are bound together and become
a power.
In the one case the large owner is a power and deals with the
In th:> otlier case he must deal with a power equal to himself.
helpless man.
In the former case where the corporation is against a man, the millionaire
against the pauper, the man who owns the factory states the terms of what
h" rails a conn-art, and in the eyes of the law it is a contract, and he can
enforce it as a contract, but there is no contract there.
Tin* in:>n with ]>'>wer dictates :he terms to the man that is hungry for
bread and he accepts the offer. He works, and the works for half rations.
He will work I'<T "tiouuh to keep himself and his family. And all conscience
in that man will do this.
He will feed him as little as he can feed him to get
the best results for himself. If he pays more than is necessary for these results,
his conscience will prod him to cut the wages.
It' he pays less than is enough to
get the isest results, his conscience will prod him to raise the wages, He treats
the man just the same as he would treat his horse. It is an economic question
between them. The orga nixed power the men use their power to force their
9 up higher than merely enough to get the best results in the field for their
employer. Not only do they want to get the best results as producers, but they
struggle for a larger and larger proportion and portion of the amount that, they
produce. And the employer struggles likewise for a larger portion, and it is out
of that fact that the permanent conflict comes and that this war has come,
and that this light is here and was here and must remain here with us. And
the tights are small or large in proportion to the magnitude of the interest
rind must always be so.
Now. the full energy of the worker and the property of the employer puts
him ever in a better fighting position, puts the hank behind him, puts the
industry in his hands, puts the bread basket of the worker in his hands, and
if he can keep them disorganized so that they are weak
if the man or thousands of men are weak, if they are disorganized, and a few men with money are
powerful if the power is mobilized, the power of these men mobilize in the
election to elect their men in court and to control their city council and to mold
the law; then they demand alter making this law that the worker abide by
that law. And he has to do it because the majority of the power, of the
economic power of the land, is back of the law that conserves the interests of
that power. That must be, and it is for this reason that they seek an open
shop to keep the worker disorganized and weak, so that they may reap the
greatest harvest to themselves constantly.
Now, 'the effect is a minimum wage and the lowest possible standard of
living under which the working class can reproduce itself if the open shop is
permitted to have its sway. It is for this reason that every one of the men in
favor of the open shop are forced to admit that organized labor has made
for good.
There is reason for it.
They operate from two different points of view.
The organized labor moves from the point of view of human beings, a great
mass of men. Their aim in life is to conserve human energy. That is their
whole purpose. Their property is a minor consideration. Their lives, the
these are their chief concern. And the food of their
fruits of their labor
children and the welfare of their families follows as a sequence. And tlie
otlier fellow has a different point of view, and without questioning their
trial rights
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honesty or intesriti' at nil that is not wh;it we are hero for but we are here
to find out why they act so.
They have a point of view of the accumulation
of power in the form of property, by which power they can subsist and live
without exerting their own energy, in a more luxurious manner, than they
could without it. They could only do this by gathering into their property
the power of their fellow men. the energy of their fellow men. to use it
upon which to subsist and with which to buy their comforts and luxuries, and
therefore it becomes to them a moral right which
that is, the thing that
gives them their ideas of morals and right
they think it is right because it
gives them comfort and ease; and the other fellow thinks it is wrong because
And there is the reason for that standard of
it gives him pain and suffering.
morals. And the employer and worker never in the world will harmonize their
viesvs when they come to a strike, because each has a different premise from
which to reason, a different point of view, a different standard of morals,
a different code of laws springing out of them. And that is the effect they
have the one wholesome the one is humanitarian impulse, humanitarian
cause, and organization which can be for the life of the men; the other is
to organize the property for the magnitude of property and for the aggresOne is filled with ambition, greed, lust of power. The other
sion of property.
is filled with and produces a humane impulse and a struggle to better conditions and to develop a system of progress and cooperation.
Chairman WALSH. We will pause at this point and adjourn until 10
o'clock

r

Mr. HARRIMAN.

I

am

through.

Chairman WALSH. Kindly resume the stand at 10 o'clock to-morrow morning, because some questions will doubtless be asked by other commissioners.
We will now stand adjourned until to-morro\v morning at 10 o'clock.
(Whereupon, at 4.30 o'clock p. m. on this Monday, September 14. 1914, an
adjournment was taken until Tuesday, September 15, 1914, at 10 o'clock a.m.)

Los ANGKLKS. CAL., September

15,
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10

a.

m.

Present: Chairman Walsh, Commissioners Garretson, O'Connell, Weinstock,

and Commons.

Basil M. Manly.

Chairman WALSH. Please be
Mr. Harriman.

in order.

TESTIMONY OF MR. JOB HARRIMAN

Continued.

Chairman WALSH. Mr. Weinstock has a few questions he would like to ask.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. You have represented organized labor, Mr. Harriman, have you not, in many of the cases that have been brought before the
Los Angeles courts?
Mr. HARRIMAN. I have.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. You were one of the counsel

in the

McNamara

trial?

Mr. HARRIMAN. I was.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK.
Mr. HA UK I.MAX. I was.

And

also

in

the metal-trades difficulties?

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. And in the brewers' difficulties?
Mr. HARRIMAN. The latter part; yes, sir.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. So that you are thoroughly informed, I take.it,
on the labor attitude of these problems on these questions?
Mr. HAKRIMAN. Well, I can't say thoroughly, but I have some information
on them.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Will you tell this commission, Mr. Harriman,
what, is the attitude of organized labor on the question of violence in labor
troubles?

Mr. HARRIMAN. Well, I think the position of organized- labor and the general
policy of organized labor, as I understand it, is* opposed to violence.
Commissioner WKTNSTOCK. Does organized lalx>r, from your observation of
of unionists in
it, and your connections with it. condone violence on the part
labor troubles?
Mr. HARRIMAN, Now, by that just what do you mean?
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Well, does organized labor regard violence on the
part of unionists in times of labor trouble as justifiable?
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Mr. HAKKTMAN. Well, that dei>ends IUHH the circumstances, I suppose, under
\vhich the act might be committed.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Will you tell the
Mr. HARRIMAN. But. as to organized labor, I think they have not so indorsed
any violence at all. My information and experience is that they have found
that they can gain their end better by peaceful methods than by violent
methods, and the reason for that is this When they have power enough, they
can take hold of the affairs of State. And were they to commit violence while
the others have power, it would only lead to their being crushed by that power.
And for that reason they feel that it is wisdom upon their part to conduct
their affairs peacably until they can build an organization sufficiently powerThat is their general policy, as
ful to take hold of the affairs and handle it.
:

understand it.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. And meanwhile, until organized labor gets the
jK>litical power that it hopes to obtain, as I understand it, it is the policy and
attitude of organized labor to refrain from violence, to maintain law and order?
Mr. HARRTMAN. That is my experience.
Commissioner WEIXSTOCK. You know, of course, as we all know, that there
has l>een violence?
Mr. HARRIMAX. Yes, sir; there has been.
Commissioner WEIXSTOCK. During labor troubles. Now, do you know of any
incidents that you can give to this commission where organized labor has taken
cognizance of the violation of law and order by penalizing such of its members
as were guilty of criminal violence in labor troubles?
Mr. HAKIM MAN. That is, you mean to say where some one has been arrested
::nd found guilty under the laws as they now stand?
KIN STOCK. Yes.
Commissioner
Mr. HARRIMAN. Where organized labor has punished the men, is that what
you mean? After they are found guilty?
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Yes, sir.
Mr. HARIIIMAX. No. sir; I don't know of any; and the reason is this, the rnen
if they were to condemn men who are found guilty under the present law. they
might, and in many cases, would, be condemning men who are altogether innoFor innocent, am! I will have to explain, if I may, Mr. Weinstock
cent.
Commissioner WKI.\STOCK. Sure.
Mr. HAKKIMAN. Your question suggests that organized labor would justify
the men in their course; and. if so, why? That seems to be the thought in your
mind. Now, there are a number of things that must be considered in order to
answer that question intelligently. First, the .justification of the acts of the
men lay in the cause of the trouble. Now, also in the fact that many, many,
I

W

if not most, of the trials are not fair, as, in the light of this recent jury system,
they will have to mevt in the future. First, then, the cause: Stated abstractly,
The men seek to conserve their energy
the conservation of energy is the first law.
by raising their wages and shortening the hours. The employer seeks to conserve his capital by lengthening the hours and lowering the wages. For this
fundamental reason the war comes at the wage and hour line. That is the
line of battle.
Kvery strike and boycott arises there. Now, whoever fights
faithfully for the shortening of the hours and the increase of wages is bone of
their bone and flesh of their flesh. Now, on the other hand, whoever is most
efficient in that tight is the man who is picked off and charged and tried and
We have three men, Mr. Stevens, Mr. Grow, and Mr.
ofttimes convicted.
I'owell, who were picked off.
They were active men. They were tried immediately after the explosion, when the temper here was at white heat. They
were convicted. We know they were not there. The members of organized
labor know they were. not guilty. It is not only a guess with us; we know
where they were. We put witnesses on the stand to show where they were,
but they were not believed. They were convicted. When they returned to the
men for whom they had been successfully fighting, they were received with
open arms and were cherished and loved for their having been persecuted more
than before the persecution. The justification of the men's activity lay in the
cause of the struggle and the psychology that justified them in the cause of
the struggle.
Now, if they had not stood by these men, who they knew were innocent,
although convicted, every capable, energetic, intelligent fighter would have been
picked off here and there and tried and convicted, and the heads of the whole organization would be eliminated from the movement, and they can't do it.
If, how-
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men who went out and actually committed a violent
the policy of the organization, I think they would remove
them from all power and responsibility before they had any opportunity to be
arrested and to throw the organization in bad, because the organization itself
ever, they

were

to find

act, in violation of

would settle it.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Are we to understand, then, that every unionist
that has been arrested, tried, and convicted is regarded by organized labor as
being innocent?
Mr. HARRIMAN. No, sir; not in every respect, but ofttimes they have done
what they are compelled to do. For instance, I cite a case that does not call
up the question of violence. I cite the case of the hatters' trial, where the
heads of the American Federation of Labor were arrested for contempt of
court.
Now, those men could not stop I submit that there is a war on, and,
as I said yesterday, the intensity of the war is determined by the magnitude
of the interest with which it is allied. And those men pursued their course
and published the facts and were arrested for contempt of court. And, for
instance, take the A. R. U. strike, where Debs was arrested and imprisoned
for contempt of court. They were in a position where they had to stand fire.
We are in a war. We can't retreat. If they do retreat, why, they might just
as well give up the battle. The cause of the war I say the justification for
these acts lay in the cause. Now, there is a distinction between a justification
for some men who have been found guilty, between the commission of violent
acts out of which no good can come to the organization. There is a distinction
there. And while they don't indorse the violent acts, they have to be made
sure that they actually occurred. Otherwise, a man can be arrested, tried,
and convicted and not be at all guilty. There is the thing we are up against,
because the power is in the hands of the other man.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Let me make sure, Mr. Harriman, that I quite
;

understand your position or your explanation. I gather, from what you have
said, this to be the attitude of organized labor, that regardless of convictions
it reserves to itself the right to judge whether the individual convicted is or is
not guilty of the crime charged.
Mr. HARRIMAN. Of necessity, because the machinery of convictions is in the
hands of the enemy.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Exactly. So, despite a conviction, if labor believes that the convicted party is innocent, it treated him as a martyr?
Mr. HARRIMAN. Absolutely must. So do the other side.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Exactly. On the other hand, if I understand you
correctly, it is admitted that union men have been justly convicted of violence?
Mr. HARRIMAN. Some of them have even pleaded guilty.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Exactly. What has been the attitude of organized labor not toward those whom they believe were innocently convicted but
toward those who were justly convicted.
Mr. HARRIMAN. I know of no more glaring instance than the case that was
tried here in the city of Los Angeles, and it can be no better expressed than
in the contributions to the fund for defense.
Up to the time when the
McNamaras pleaded guilty funds were rolling in. The moment the plea of
Not another dollar could be raised. You
guilty came in every dollar stopped.
can draw your conclusions from the fact.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. How much truth is there in the charge that you
and I and the rest of us have heard that many in the- ranks of organized labor
look upon those men as martyrs?
Mr. HARRIMAN. Oh, individuals, many of them do; I have heard some say
they are guilty and some say they are not; but I am only speaking of the policy
of the organization. I can not resort to the individual's opinions and draw
much of a conclusion. Some think so. There are opinions, as you know,
varied in the organization, and you can not rest a statement upon that you
can only rest upon the general policy of the organization.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. What is the answer, then, to the charge that also
has been made not only by nonunion employers who are the enemies of organized labor but also by thoughtful men and women all over the country whoso
sympathies are with labor, and who have ever been ready to do all they could
what
to further the interests, legitimately and propi'i'ly. of organized labor
is the answer to the charge made by such as these against organized labor
that it is in sympathy with violence, from the fact thut it retains in positions
of trust and honor, and reelects to positions of trust and honor, men who have
been convicted of a crime and who are generally believed to be guilty such
;
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ns Mr. Ryan, president Of the structimil-iron workers, who was reelected to
his post of honor after he had been convicted, and who, so far as I know,
despite the fact that he is serving his sentence, is, I think, still the president
of the structural-iron workers?
Mr. HARMMAX. Have you read the transcript of the testimony iii Indianapolis?

Mr. WEIX STOCK. I have not.
Mr. HARKIMAX. When you read

it you will see that no union man could ever
believe that man was .justly convicted. There is a summary of that transcript
that is an abomination to the Lord and the devil. There never was a trial in
Russia that begins to compare with it. The transcript speaks for itself.
Now. those men are the very men whose psychology I have endeavored to
The history of the iron workers' strike with the steel company has
describe.

been one where men where the unions have been destroyed, where wages have
been lowered, where men are unable to support their families, and where the
act of the McNamaras, unwise as it was, was forced by an enemy, very much
as the European war, the Christian war, is forced by the enemy.
I do not hear the same men comment in the same way upon c.i<m'ons that
in their own camp.
When you have a war on you can ou'iy ;'.italvze the

muses of the war and look at the c<,nso<|iiences.
Now, the men who were back of Kyan did not agree witl: the others, and
they do not believe Ryan is guilty. They do not think he is, many of them;
some of them think he is guilty and support him, I supreme.
I suppose that the conditions that

produced the idea in the minds of the

McNamaras produced the same idea in tin- minds of some others, but not all,
not enough to make it the policy of the organization. And when they tried
the case in Indianapolis, in the unfair manner in which it was tried, and for
which the court has scored Judge Anderson, those men have thought that he
was unjustly convicted, and h-ive stood by him. I think that is the psychology
of the case.

Commissioner WETNSTPOK. The answer, then. is. Mr. Harriman, as I gather it,
that in the case of that particular individual, Itysni. organized labor looks upon
him as unjustly convicted jn,! as a martyr to the cnuse?
Mr. HAKIM MA v. Whetlu-r o. ga^i/ed labor does or not. I think that their union,
I do not think they helievo lie is guilty.
tin- iron workers' un'on. does.
Commissioner WF.INSYOCK. Was not his case taken up to the highest courts?
Mr. HAKKIMAX. I think so.
'0111:11 issionoi* V,"KJN STOCK. And his verdict affirmed?
M:\ HAKIM At AX. 1 think so.
Commissioner WKIXSTOCK. Well, then, are we to infer from that that our
courts iroi'.i top to bottom will cooperate in punishing an innocent man?
Mr. HAKIM MAX. Well. I don't know whether they will from the top to the
bi'tlon,, but they will halfway up.
(A demonstration by the audience here occurred.)
Chairman WAI. sir. Ladies and gentlemen, we must have perfect order, or we
will have to clear the room.
Mr. HARKIMAX. I refer in this respect to Judge Anderson, because he did
Chairman WALSH. I am sure Mr. Harriman joins with me
Mr. HARRIMAN. I do.
Chairman WALSH. In requesting the most perfect order. Any audible exprcssion now will have to be handled by the sergeant at arms. This must not
\ up in confusion.
Mr. HARRTM\X. Beg pardon for putting it in that way.
Chairman WALSH. Just put it in your own way, and just as expressively a*
I know the audience will bear with us and restrain themselves.
yo'i wish.
Mr. HARRTMAX. And I wish to make this point on that, that probably you
would not find many judges in the higher courts who would not be perfectly
lair if their fundamental premise was not attacked.
must observe this fact
in those trials that the judges of the courts reason from a different premise
from the men in the labor struggle. All of our laws are founded upon the rights
of property and are woven to protect the rights of property, because they
believe those in power believe that by the possession of rr.-oppi-ty their liberties
are best preserved. The labor movement reasons from :t different premise,
namely, that the property that has been accumulated is the power by which the
laws are made to curtail their privileges and their powers. And being curtailed by them, they shift to the point of persoral cr human rights, rather than
property rights. Now, the judge on the bench, r*ot having analyzed 01- studied
(

We
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the question, becomes indignant when he sees the question raised, because it
attacks the very premise from which he reasons and the very premise upon
which the law is built. And their attitude of mind and their entire psychology
is just as opposed to organized labor's psychology as it can be, because their
logic is different, from a different premise both absolutely sincere and neither
corrupt from the standpoint of money, not at all. Both sincere. They don't
have to be corrupt. The logic from their premise will draw the conclusion,
and that is the situation. I think every lawyer that has looked into the economic
question would draw that conclusion generally.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Well, granting, Mr. Harriman, that taking this
particular case that we have before us now the case of Ryan grunting that
the courts, as you put it, halfway up, would not hesitate for some end, some
ulterior end, to convict an innocent man; in that particular case, however, as
you have explained, the case was carried up to the limit of the courts. Must
we, then, infer that in that case also the courts all up and down the line
Chairman WALSH. The case did not go to the Supreme Court of the United
States, did it? It went to the Federal court of appeals only?

Mr. HARRIMAN. That is all.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. It went as far as it could go.
Chairman WALSH. No; if the Supreme Court desired jurisdiction, it could
have been transferred there.
Mr. HARRIMAN. No; the Supreme Court refused to take cognizance of it.
Chairman WALSH. I suppose that is what he means.
Mr. HARRIMAN. You say are we to infer. We are not to draw an inference;

we

are to only look at the fact. Now, the fact is the ironworkers' union, when
they saw the trial in Indianapolis, drew its conclusion at the end of the trial
and stayed with it, and had no reason to believe that one judge a notch higher
was any different from a judge a notch lower. Could not change their mind.
And the reason the mind is not changed lies in the cause of the struggle. You
go back to the cause of the struggle and there your psychology is formed.
Now, all the trials must be upon an absolutely fair basis before you will
ever convince the army back of their general that their general is criminally
corrupt. And if their is any unfairness in the trial, that army will stay and
No matter which side
crystallize around that general in spite of the world.
this is on, that is the very characteristic of the mind and will seek to protect
itself by those very acts.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Well, then, in order to get at the underlying
attitude of organized labor toward violence in labor troubles, are we to assume
this, in this particular case, that the McNamaras. having confessed, there can lie
no shadow of doubt about their guilt?
Mr. HARRIMAN. No, no.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Are we then to assume that organized labor took
the ground that while these men were guilty, having confessed to it themselves.
that they acted on their o\vn individual volition?
Mr. HARRIMAN. Absolutely, and they said so. And they must have. Now,
just stop a moment and think of it, how impossible it would be for one or two
men, to have as the courts and steel companies proposed to have f>0 or 7.~> men
scattered all over the country to whom they must have written and arranged
Could it possibly have been done?
their whole plan to carry such a scheme.
Must it not have been done just as they said, that when a strike arose they corcarry on their strike and then sent
responded with the men and told them to
T
hat other could have been done, and
one man to the spot to do the work?
how else could they have conducted their campaign and kept it secret?
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Are we further to understand, then, that these
men who confessed to having committed the crime, out of their private purse
furnished the funds that were necessary to carry on this work, which of course,
must have been very great?
Mr. HARRIMAN. Well, I don't know anything about how they got their funds.
They claimed to have charged it up to the organization account, and in that
way they claimed to have concealed it. It does not appear of record, and did
not appear of trial that it was ever chrged up to buying dynamite. It could
not appear that way on their books.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Does it seem reasonable to you, Mr. Harriman,
that two men could without the consent and knowledge of other officials
holding positions of trust and responsibility, have misused the funds of a great

W

institution?
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Mr. HARRIMAN. Well, there mi ht have been some that knew it, I don't know.
They say not. They say they did it themselves on their own responsibility and
will tell you that they could not have done it any other way and kept it under
cover, and I believe it is true. I don't see how they could have continued such

a campaign and taken 50 or 75 men all over the country into their confidence
without the same having been disclosed long ago. It could not have been done
by any contrivance that I could see.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman WALSH. Commissioner Garretson would like to ask you a few
questions.

Commissioner GARRETSOX. Mr. Harriman, has your experience led you to
believe that violence of another form is repeatedly and continually indulged in
by the other interests in the struggle of this class?
Mr. HAKIM MAN. Yes, sir. There has been .some violence so far, as we believe.
Commissioner GARRETSON. Moreover, violence of a character that absolutely
violates and invades the rights and liberties of half a nation?
Mr. HAKIM MAN. Well, it seems so to us.
are on the other side, but it is

We

lawful violence.

Commissioner GARRETSON. Quasi lawful
Mr. HAKIM MAN. Quasi lawful. It will i>e sustained. It is organized force that
is practiced on the pretext of preserving the peace.
Commissioner GABRET.SON. Isn't the result of that that the labor man, regardless of whether he is a trade-union man or not, believes that every element that enters into government, legislative, judicial, ami administrative, is
bound together for the purpose of depriving him of those interests that he believes he is legally entitled to?
Mr. HARRIMAN. Tina is just the foundation I tried to lay. Here are two fundamental interests, and each class struggles to preserve its own interest.
The one in power makes the law, and the enforcement of that law protects
his interests as against the other and will so continue until the other will
have accumulated a greater power, so that he can change the rules of" action.
That is a simple pr->
Commissioner GARRKTSON. And the result of that course of action and of
that belief in the mind of the body of the people, what is it?
Mr. HAKIM MAN. What is the result?
Commissioner GARRKTSON. Yes, sir.
Mr. HARRIMAN. Well, it produces a different effect in different minds and
in different localities, depending upon the degree to which the power is pushed.
Now, Tor instance, take t!i" Colorado situation: There in that locality il has
produced open hostility. The men have actually resorted to arms to fight t\w
Hero the hostility was
organized government. It is a result of the clash.
such that it produced a great political organization which is the forerunner
of a more intense clash if he light keeps up. In other places where they woro
more successful it brought a political organization in San Francisco which
took hold of the power to a certain extent. In other places where the tight
i

not yet quite so intense the psychological effect is still as noticeable, but
they are all part of the process, cresitiu:; a psychology in the two camps over
this clash of interests.
Commissioner C.AKKKTSOX. P.iit isn't the result exactly the same in all localities, varying only in degree in this, what evolved into an armed contest in
Colorado exists in its metal form wherever this course has been pursued, in
its distrust of the courts and contempt of the law?
Mr. HARRIMAN. No, sir; I don't think that, quite. I think that it all take?!
the form of the exorcise of power. Now, the exercise of power takes a diffen nt psychological form according to the necessity of the case. For instance,
If that were
in this city the exercise of that power took a political shape.
pressed to a further degree it might take the same shape it took in Colorado.
Commissioner GARRETSON. That is precisely the point I raised. The only
difference is the degree, wherever violence is exercised by the other side.
Mr. HARRIMAN. But it differs also in kind as well as degree, because tho
one might have in mind a peaceful exercise of power while the other, going
further, might resort to a forceful exercise of that power.
Commissioner GARRETSOX. Where the provocation was pushed further?
Mr. HAKIM MAN. Put in all of it it is an exercise of power. That is the fundamental proposition, and it is to preserve the interests of the class that has
the power, and it is the world over true. It is inevitable.
is
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Commissioner GARRETSON. Now, is the comparative relation of the individual
from your experience is not the relation of the individual member of the labor union exactly the same as the individual relation of a member of a political party or of a member of a church he will take action and
to the union

hold opinions along individual lines?

Mr. HARRIMAN. Certainly.
Commissioner GARRETSON. Regardless of what the declared opinion or policy
of the body of which he is a part may be?
Mr. HARRIMAN. Yes, sir. I tried to bring that out before.
Commissioner GARRETSON. It is nothing but the expression of individualism?
Mr. HARRJMAN. That is \7 ery frequently the case, and that is all too often
misunderstood as the policy of the organization, and I am speaking of the policy
of the organization as I understand it.
Commisioner GARRETSON. What effect must it necessarily have on the mind
of the man, not only the labor unionists, but other men, when a representative
of the law makes the open unqualified declaration on the witness stand before
this commission that, growing out of 30 years, almost, of practice as an attorney, and as a paid official holding that position at the present time, there
is no equality before the law for the rich man and the poor man?
Mr. HAERIMAN. Well, it aggravates the situation, and intensifies the feeling,
of course.

Commissioner GAREETSON. It simply crystallizes the nebulous feeling that
might before exist?
Mr. HAERIMAN. Well, his statement would do precisely what the antipicketing law did here. That was a war measure. It produces precisely the effect
you are trying to overcome.
Commissioner GARRETSON. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman WALSH. Mr. Weinstock has another question.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Commissioner Garretson has endeavored to bring
out the point as to whether or no the employers were likewise not guilty of
violence in labor troubles. Along that line may I ask if any instance came
under your notice that you can bring to the attention of this commission where
the employers have initiated acts of violence?
Mr. HARRIMAN. Yes, sir.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Can you give them?
Mr. HARRIMAN. The antipicketing ordinance, with the police force which
arrested 470 men and put them in jail.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Any other instance?
Mr. HARRIMAN. The injunction procured unwarrantedly, because no disturbance of the peace prior to the granting of the injunction.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Would you hold the employers responsible for
the acts of the city administration?
Mr. HARRIMAN. Absolutely, for they were in power and dictated the ordinance
find went before the city council and urged its passage and demanded its
passage. You see one is in position to use the social power against the organized labor, whereas organized labor is not in a position that when it uses its
own power it is in violence of the law made against it. You have two coming
back to the question, you have two fundamental conflicting interests, each trying to protect itself. The one in power makes a law by which it can use the
The other is not in position to protect
social power to enforce its interests.
himself against that social power. It is as much violence to pass an antipicketing law to force wages down and arrest men and put them in jail as it
is to resist.
But the policy of the trade unions is not to resist, because they
are weak and not able to fight the social power but to wait until they can gain
enough power to take charge and hold of the social power. That is the policy.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. In other words, you would not justify violating
a law simply because you or I thought it was not a good law?
Mr. HARRIMAN. I would justify any act, not in destruction of property or life,
that will preserve their organization. That is the essential thing to do, because
if they don't preserve their organization, the other fellow has a clean sweep,
and, as I said yesterday, the sticks are separate and you can break them easily
and dictate the hours and wages, and the standard of living goes down. They
must preserve their organization. Now, here was a law passed by which they
could arrest men for talking quietly to men all over the city. The court held
Shall they talk to those men? Is it a violation? The court
it was a violation.
said yes. Yes, I will justify it and tell them to go to it. They have to preserve
their organization, but that isn't destruction of property or of life. They have
;
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to preserve their organization so that we will say,
See your man and talk to
your man. you have clone nothing wrong." And they could not convict a man
a
before
of
this city on such a deal.
to save their lives
jury
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Is this the situation, then, Mr. Harriman, that
is
when the life of the organization
at stake, in which you and I happen to be
very much interested, would we be justified, from your point of view, in
violating a law because we think it is not a good law, to preserve the existence

of that organization?

Mr. HARKIMAN. I am now referring you to the facts as to the results; not
as to my view of the justification. But when they passed the antipicketing law,
they arrested 480 men and put them in jail. The result was that the fellows
fought their way, every way they could to preserve themselves.
When they went a little further in Colorado they produced muskets. I am
talking to you now about the results, not my view of the process, what process
produced it. The process that produces is the thing to investigate here. Here
are two organizations, each using their power to further their interests. One
uses the social power, and the other uses the power of organized labor. The
campaign is carried into their camp, passes a law, and begins to crush them.
They use every method they can and finally the result is the political party
then a campaign of musketry in Colorado. These are the results, as I
say. that arise out of the struggle when carried too far, but whether we justify
it or not in our own minds tin- 1Vts take their course, and you can only look
roc ><*; and see what happens under the circumstances and why it hapat the
:

i

]
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Organized
as

it

is

all.

labor's policy, as I say. has been peaceful, a peaceful policy, as far
can he, because it sees it is going up against a power, the power of capital,

which holds on the power of State by which labor can be crushed and it
will remain quiet and peaceable.
Change the laws to conform to their interestit is the only sane policy for them and for the community. Now, for
instance, when the antipicketing law was enforced they suffered indignities,
and they used violence to force it on them. The result is a political party
that was one of the issues of the campaign. If that struggle had been pushed
as far hero as it had been in Colorado, probably the psychology would have been
the same here. Who knows? I say we can only analyze the process through
which the mind goes in its Development to use the methods to preserve itself.
That it all it can do, not that I justify one thing or the other. This happens
under these conditions.
Chairman WALSH. Commissioner O'Connell has some questions he would
;

like to ask.

Commissioner O'CONXELL. This question, Mr. Harriman, of violence. The
term violence seems to be only used for one side of this industrial question.
What would you term a person who attempted or succeeded in debauching the
What violence would he be
legislature, the representatives of tin* people?
doing?
Mr. HMMMMAN. lie would bo violating he would do violence on the entire
IT he passes a law for his o\vn interest
Stall-.
I don't see that there is a
great deal of corrupting of the legislature, not near as much as we imagine,
and for tins reason: That the men who are elected to the legislature reason
from the same point of view as the men do who want the law passed. And
those who contribute to the campaign, a representative going up to him and
saying, "Our people want this law passed," he is one of their people and
reasons from the same point of view, passes the law perfectly honestly by
means of which the man who induced him to pass it reaps a rich harvest. For
this reason there is less corruption in the legislature than you might think,
although the same results are there for the violence upon the people, because
they are able to exculpate them more than they would without the law.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. You have heard of corrupting the representatives
of the people in Congress?
Mr. HARRIMAN. Yes, sir.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Have you heard of any association, employers or
otherwise, expelling any members because of their attempt, successful or otherwise, in corrupting the Members of Congress?
Mr. HARRIMAN. Xo, sir. But they have been convicted under their own laws.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. You have heard of Congressmen having, by pressure of the situation, to resign, because of their close association with certain
representatives of the employers of this country?
Mr. HAKRTAIAN. I have.
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Commissioner O'CONNLLI.. Have you heard of any association expelling anybody because of that?
Mr. HAURIMAN. No; none. But the attitude is a very different situation, for
the reason that their own men in their own camp, under their own law, are
driven to the extremity of protecting themselves against their own people,
whereas, in the case 1 spoke of. there are two warring camps.
Commissioner O'CONNKLL. You have heard of representatives of certain organizations in this country who have been in Congress for years and who have
"ded, publicly or o-iierwisp, as was stated before committees of Con:
that they have used money, that they have controlled by the use of fun<;
longing to certain associations in this country, legislation controlled the men
sent there to represent the people?
Mr. HARUIMAN. I have read the investigations.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Have you heard of those ass.jchiiions expelling,
suspending, fining, or reprimanding anybody for carrying on that state o

who were

fairs at

Washington?
I have not so far as

Mr. HARRIMAN.

have learned, of anyone

I

in a position

of trust.

Commissioner O'CONNELL. Are these same people the representatives of the
public and otherwise of these same interests at the present time?
Mr. HAKRIMAN. I didn't catch your question.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. I say, aren't the same representatives who are
interested in these hearings and this legislation and this corruption and debauchery that took place in Congress, are they not the same men who are now
representing and speaking for the same organization?
Mr. HARRIMAN. They are, as I understand it.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. I suppose these same men are held in high esteem
by their employers?
Mr. HARRIMAN. They seem to be. They are held in positions of trust.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. And are probably rewarded for faithful service
rendered.

Mr. HARRIMAN.

I

should surmise

so.

I

don't

know what

their business rela-

tions are.

Commissioner O'CONNELL. Mr. Commissioner Weinstock asked you whether
organized labor had taken any vote, or had pronounced against violet
I take it that you are not a member of organized labor.
don't know why.
Mr. HARRIMAN. No; I am not a member of any organization.
I am an
attorney.

Commissioner O'CONNELL. You are a member of the union of the bar, I
suppose?
Mr. HARRIMAN. No, sir; I am not. I never joined the bar association in this
I have been active with the labor boys.
city.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. I take it, then, that you are not a member of the
trade-union movement of this country, and you would not qualify to speak for
what labor has done or has not done?
Mr. HARRIMAN. I am not qualified.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Per se?
Mr. HARRIMAN. I am not qualified as to their condition, their organization.
Plenty of men here who are.

Chairman WALSH.

Prof.

Commons.

Commissioner COMMONS. Mr. Harriman, speaking about any practical recommendations which you might have to make, or such recommendations as this
commission might make to Congress and the States, as I gather from your discussion, apparently there is no other recommendation excepting that we should

recommend the formation of a socialist labr party. Is there anything?
Mr. HARRIMAN. No I am not making such a recommendation at all.
Commissioner COMMONS. Well, have you any specific recommendations which
you would suggest beyond the forming of a party of wage earners that would
;

take care of this psychology which leads to violence that is. obviate this very
movement and frame of mind that you contend on both sides leads to merely
a struggle of power without any sense of justice or right? Have you any suggestions of a practical character that we could recommend?
Mr. HARRIMAN. I don't think any change of attitude will arise as long a>
In other words. I believe
there remains a fundamental conflict in interest.
men's ideas of law and order, equity and morality, are determined by their
economic interest. And. as 1 said yesterday, while that lasts the two classes
have a different idea of law according to their different interests, and you
;
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never can harmonize them until we makt their interests mutual and common.
For instance, we have but little dill'ieulty where our interests, our economic
We never have a war over them. We have issues as
interests, are identical.
to management but not a fundamental clash. And until we have a community
of interest we can not have a common idea or theory of law or equity or justice,
because what is just to the one is unjust to the other in our present order.
Commissioner COMMONS. Well, then, that comes out just what I thought you
meant, that there can be no solution except the formation of a class party that
will tight it out until such time as the propertied '.-lassos are put out of commission.

Mr. HARRIMAX. Well, such that is, as far as that institution is eliminated
and transformed, until the social power which is expressed in our large properties becomes really a social power instead of a class power; never until that
is done will you harmonize your conflicting forces.
You can't do it, because
that is the bone of contention.
Commissioner COMMONS, Well, then, assuming that that is your position,
that they never can be harmonized until they are put out of commission, have
you any suggestions as to what might be done. Take, for example, the specific
question of a scheme of arbitration and mediation, the question of employment
otiices
any of those propositions <io you think that it is worth while to make
any recommendation at all along those lines?
Mr. HAKRIMAN. Oh, there are so many matters of that kind that are part of
feel like any recommendation other than our general
the process. I
hardly
platform of the working-class movement the world over; that is, as measures
to work for, tending toward a community of interest.
Whatever tends toward an adjustment and a community of interest I think
eliminates your struggle, tends to eliminate your struggle. And to suggest one
or two or a half a do/en little measures I don't think I would care to do it.
But. as a sweeping measure. I say whatever tends to establish a community
of interest yes. It ought to be made a part of the process of the change, and
let it develop.
Commissioner COMMONS. Well, by community of interest do you mean the
wiping out of one interest, or do you mean a recognition and a dealing between
the two opposing interests?
Mr. HAKISIMAN. Well, you can't deal. Let me go back again to the cause of
this, so thai you can set* that you can not, from my conception.
Here is a man
who works going to a general proposition. The first law of nature is the
conservation of energy. That man wishes to conserve his energy, whether he
knows it or not. It is the same with the horse, the same with an Indian, the
same with an educated man. If' lie works a day and gets less than he produces he doesn't conserve his energy. And he unconsciously or consciously is a
rebel to the fact to the institution that appropriates that energy.
He does
that blindly. A stone rolling down hill will do that; it will follow the line of
least resistance.
The very fact that he does not conserve his energy that moment he begins to rebel, consciously or unconsciously.
Now the man that employs him and gets a part of this energy without
rendering an equivalent in order to make a profit, does conserre his energy and
he likes it.
Now, right there is implanted a permanent conflict. Property
grows out of that. To make a sweeping statement, anything that we can get
for nothing is worth nothing. That means that whatever is worth anything is
worth what it costs in energy to get it, that is the labor that is in it. Now
that labor, then, is just as powerful whether it is in the muscle or in the commodity. As long as that power in the commodity can be used to get more
power you intensify your struggle. That power, therefore, becomes a social
power to extract social energy, and as long as the power is used your war
goes on. Now the thing to do is to take this productive capital I don't care
what form you find it in in any sort of a factory, and make that a social
power with a common interest, not eliminating the owner from participating
in its benefits, but permitting those who produce it to participate equally in
its benefits.
And your interest becomes common and you have changed the
foundation and eliminated the cause of your struggle.
But as long as the
man by reason of his ownership of a bit of machinery or a device can dictate
terms to a man to work, then you have all the elements of your struggle
present, and you can't eliminate it, for that that encourages the one discourages
the other from either point of view that you take it.

Commissioner COMMONS. That is all.
Chairman WALSH. Mr. Garretson wants

to

ask you another question.
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Commissioner GARRETSON. Mr. Harrimaii. t just want to ask you one question brought out by a question by Commissioner Weinstock in regard to the
observance of law. Did these United States of America have their birth in
observance of law?
Mr. HARRIMAN. No, sir; they didn't.
Commissioner GARKETSON. Did the emancipation of the slave herein have
birth in the observace of law?
Mr. HARRIMAN. It did not.
Commissioner GABRETSON. That is all.

Chairman WALSH. That is all.
Thank you.
Chairman WALSH. Mr. Wood.
Mr. MANLY. Mr. Wood Mr. Walton

J.

its

Wood.

(In connection with the testimony of Mr. Harriman, Commissioner Weinstock subsequently submitted the following letter:)

MARCH

10, 1915.

Mr. JOB HARRIMAN,
Attorney at Law, Los Angeles, Cal.
DEAR SIR: During your examination as a witness at the public hearings
held September last, in the city of Los Angeles before the United States Commission on Industrial Relations, I asked you the following questions, to which
you made the following answers as shown by the stenographic report of the
proceedings

:

"

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. What is the answer, then, to the charge that
also has been made, not only by nonunion employers who are the enemies of
organized labor, but also by thoughtful men and women all over the country
whose sympathies are w ith labor and who have ever been ready to do all they
could to further the interests, legitimately and properly of organized labor
what is the answer to the charge made by such as these against organized
labor that it is in sympathy with violence, from the fact that it retains in
positions of trust and honor, and reelects to positions of trust and honor men
who have been convicted of a crime and who are generally believed to be
such as Mr. Ryan, president of the structural iron workers, who was
guilty
reelected to his post of honor after he had been convicted, and who, so far as
I know, despite the fact that he is serving his sentence, is, I think, still the
r

president of the structural iron workers.
"
Mr. HARBIMAN. Have you read the transcript of the
dianapolis?

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. I have
Mr. HARRIMAN. When you read

"

testimony in In-

not.

it you will see that no* union man could
ever believe that man was justly convicted. There is a summary of that tranThere never was a
script that is an abomination to the Lord and the devil.
The transcript speaks for
trial in Russia that begins to compare with it.
Itself.
Now, those men are the very men whose psychology I have endeavored
to describe. The history of the iron workers' strike with the steel company
has been one where men where the unions have been destroyed, where wages
have been lowered, where men are unable to support their families and where
the acts of the McNamaras, unwise as it was, was forced by an enemy, very much
as the European war, the Christian war is forced by the enemy. I do not hear
the same men comment in the same way upon conditions that arise in their own
camp. When you have a war on you can only analyze the causes of the war and
look at the consequences. Now, the men who are back of Ryan did not share
with the others, and they do not believe Ryan is guilty. They do not think he is,
many of them some of them think he did and support him, I suppose. I suppose that the conditions that produced the idea in the minds of the McNamaras
produced the same idea in the minds of some others, but not all, not enough to
make it the policy of the organization. And when they tried the case in Indianapolis, in the unfair manner in which it was tried, and for which the court has
scored Judge Anderson, those men have thought that he was unjustly convicted,
and have stood by him. I think that is the psychology of the case.
"Commissioner WEINSTOCK. The answer then is, Mr. Harriman, as I gather
labor looks
it, that in the case of that particular individual, Ryan, organized
him as unjustly convicted and as a martyr to the cause?
upon
"
Mr. HARRIMAN. Whether organized labor does or not, I think that their
union, the iron workers' union does. I do not think they believe he is guilty."
;
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Shortly thereafter there appeared in the Los Angeles Times (Oct. 31, 1914),
an article written by Mr. Walter Drew, the counsel for the erectors' association,
an association composed of employers and contractors in the structural iron
industries, in which article Mr. Drew took issue with your statements made
before the commission relative to the innocency of President Frank M. Ryan of
the structural iron workers, in connection with the dynamiting charges against
him, upon which he was convicted in the United States courts.
In his answer to your statements, Mr. Drew presented documentary evidence
which, if left uncontradicted, could leave no doubt in any fair mind of the guilt
of Frank M. Ryan.
In my desire, as a member of the Commission on Industrial Relations, to get
at the facts, I called your attention to the statement of Mr. Walter Drew, and
asked what answer could be made thereto. In reply you sent me, in due
course, a copy of the brief prepared by Mr. Ryan's counsel, which was presented

Woodrow

Wilson, as a petition for Mr. Ryan's pardon.
intention, by the contents of this brief, to show that
Mr. Ryan was an innocent man, and that he was being punished by unjust imprisonment at Lea ven worth, and that therefore his unions were justified, desj>it< his conviction, in retaining and reflecting him to the highest post of honor
in tin' irii't of his fellow unionists.
I find that it was not denied
I have carefully read the petition for pardon.
by any witness during the prolonged Indianapolis trial, that a strike had been
declared against the American Bridge Co. in August, 1905. It was not denied
by the witnesses that a light was waged by the union structural iron workers
against the so-called "open shop."
It was not denied that in the course of the six years following 100 or more
StroilS explosions occurred in various parts of the country.
was not denied that without exception every one of these explosions took
li
place on the premises where nonunion structural iron jobs were going on.
It was not denied that the dynamite and nitroglycerin that caused these explosions were bought with money gotten upon checks signed by Secretary J. J.
JUcNamara and President Frank M. Ryan, of the structural iron workers.
It was not denied that Ortie McManigal and the McNamara brothers, and
oihers who were guilty of these crimes, were in the service and pay of the
union.
Ii
was not denied that the constitution of the union of the structural iron
workers was during all these years deliberately violated, in that its officials
did not publish the items of expenditure, but that every effort was made to
conceal the fact from the rank and tile of the membership of the association
and from the American people, that the funds of the union were used for the
purpose of buying explosives with which to commit crime, and to hire men
to commit such crime.
It was not denied that explosives were found stored in the rooms of the
international association, and that M<-Namara had had a room made for such
to President
I

presumed

it

was your

storage.
It

was not denied

years, under
association.

the

that

all

these things happened during the course of six
of Frank M. Ryan as president of the

administration

It was conceded by his counsel that Frank M. Ryan was active in the direction of the affairs of the international association; that he was zealous, per-

and devoted.
The only defense to this array of undisputed facts was the statement on the
part of Frarik M. Ryan that these tilings happened without his knowledge or
consent. Does it not seem to you, in view of the foregoing facts, that Ryan's
plea i.s equivalent to acknowledgment on his part of at least the grossest sort
of criminal official negligence, if not mental imbecility? Does it not further
seem to you thajt to expect the grand and Federal juries, the high Federal
courts, and President Wilson to declare Ryan not guilty, in face of the facts
presented, is an insult to their intelligence and their good citizenship?
The sad and deplorable thing about it all, as I see it, is that in the face of
the conviction of Ryan by the grand and Federal juries and by the United
sistent,

States circuit court of appeals the rank and file of the structural iron workers'
association should have retained and reelected him to the highest post of honor
in the gift of the association thus treating with contempt, as it were, the verdicts
of our high Federal courts and seemingly flaunting a spirit of defiance in the face
of the American people, including the President of the United States, who, despite his well-known sympathy with the cause of organized labor, refused to grant
;

3SS19

s.

HOP. 41 n

r.4-1

vr.i

r,
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Ryan a pardon, thus confirming the judgment of courts and juries. It is to be
deplored that in this wise the structural iron workers' association should have
proven itself organize* labor's worst enemy by dragging the good name of
unionism into the gutter and by making in the minds of many a character for
all organized labor, thus tending to destroy the greatest asset that trade
unionism can have the confidence, the sympathy, and the good will of the
1

American people.
Yours, very truly,

HARRIS WEINSTOCK, Commissioner.
Please note that I say the foregoing not for the commission, but as a
HUM nber of the commission.
H. W.
P. S.

TESTIMONY OF MR. WALTON
Chairman WALSH. Mr. Wood, just take that
name?
Mr. WOOD. Walton J. Wood.
Chairman WALSH. Your profession?

J.

WOOD.

chair, please.

What

is

your

Mr. WOOD. Attorney at law.

Chairman WALSH.
Angeles ?
Mr. WOOD. About

How

a

long have you practiced your profession in

little

Log

over seven years.

Chairman WALSH. Do you hold any official position in Los Angeles?
Mr. WOOD. Public defender of Los Angeles County.
Chairman WALSH. How long has it been since that official position was
created?

Mr. WOOD. It was created by the county charter which look effect a year
ago last June.
Chairman WALSH. And does your jurisdiction extend throughout the entire
county as well as the city of Los Angeles?
Mr. WOOD. Yes, sir; I should add that I don't that I didn't take office until
January 6 of this year.
Chairman WALSH. Will you kindly pitch your voice a little high. The audience seems to be very anxious to hear what the witnesses have to say, and if
you will turn that way a little it will be all right, because we will hear you.
Now, what was the reason, just as you understand it, for the creation of that
position?

Mr. WOOD. The office has jurisdiction in both criminal and civil matters.
There had not been adequate means provided for
Chairman WALSH. They can't hear you out there.
Mr. WOOD. I haven't as piercing a voice, Mr. Chairman, as Mr. Harriman.
Chairman WALSH. Well, now, try to pierce them a little, and let us have
the idea that you are a public defender that can be heard all over the court
room. [Laughter.] That is a joke. I make them laugh, and then make them

quit.

Go

ahead.

Mr. WOOD. There was not adequate means provided for the defense of those
accused of crime; and in the civil department there was not any means provided for redress for a great many people who were without means of providing redress in civil matters.

Chairman WALSH.

I

wish you would state the class of

class of clients that this created office

was intended

civil

business, the

to serve; that

is.

in civil

matters, now.

Mr. WOOD. The law fixing the jurisdiction is very short, Mr. Chairman. I
could give it almost in the words of the charter. I am to prosecute actions on
behalf of people who are unable to employ counsel, on account of financial
And I am to defend all persons who aiv
conditions, for claims not over $100.
being harassed by court proceedings who are without means of employing
counsel.

Chairman WALSH. Being harassed by what?
Mr. WOOD. By court proceedings, who are unable

No proto employ counsel.
for going into the divorce court or for anything more than the
demands which are reducible to a money judgment, as I construe the law.
Chairman WALSH. Are you the first public defender?
Mr. WOOD. Yes, sir.
Chairman WALSH. You are the first one that held the office?
Mr. WOOD. Yes.
vision

is

made
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Chairman WALSH. Now, lunv do you determine, how is
whether or not a person charged with a criminal offense

it

is

determined as to
entitled to your

services?

Mr. WOOD. The nature of the case nearly every time determines that. We do
not appear in the police court or in the preliminary examination. We only
appear in the superior court, where in nearly every case it is a felony charge.
They first have to go through the preliminary examination, and the law does
not make provision fe.r us to appear there. Now. if a man lias means to get
a lawyer, lie will get him at the preliminary hearing, so by the time they come
I have
to us nearly every time, that is a case where they are without means.
had one or two cases where I was in doubt as to whether or not T should take
the case. Judge Willis has appointed me to defend one man. who appeared to
have property, and I referred the matter to the judge and told him that probably
he had made a mistake, and I would rather have his opinion on it. And he
told me he would give the man the benefit of the doubt, which I thought was
what we ought to do, and we defended him.
Chairman WALSH. Now, I wish you would sketch over from the beginning of
your incumbency, how many cases you have had, the general nature of them,
and the attitude of the other State officials, the prosecutor, and the court,
toward the conduct of your of Hoe.
Mr. WOOD. The work necessarily has to be divided into two classes, they are
so distinct.
Taking the criminal first: We have had 12<iO cases, nearly all of
them felony cases. The courts and the prosecutors have treated us with a
great deal of consideration. I think on the part of some, beyond any question on the pa?*t of some, the opinion existed that there was no necessity for
Hut I think now that there is not an official in the county hardly
the oliico.
with whom we have conic in contact who would say that the office should not
continue to exist.
Chairman \V.\i.sn. What, was that? I can not hear you.
Mr. WOOD. Who would say the office should not continue.
Chairman WAI.SH. Who would say the office should?
Mr. WOOD. It is the universal opinion I think" that is universal.
Chairman WALSH. That the office- should exist?
Mr. Wo on. That it should exist; yes. sir.
Chairman
UL No\v, I wish you would give us your experience with reference to the coll, '--lion <>f these claims under $!<>(). which. I take it, would probably be wage claims, largely; or would they?
Mr. WOOD. About one-; bird are wage claims.
Chairman WAI.SH. About one-third?
Mr. WOOD. We have had since .January 7 nearly r>.<M)O applications for help
At least half of them are
in civil cases
4.945; I tabulated them la^r nigbi.
Probably the domestic
jH-ople who come in for advice on different matters.
relation feature is the most numerous. A -r Mt many women have trouble with
their husbands, and they are without means entirely, and they do not know
what their rights are, and about the custody of children. Some people have
Ironble with landlords, and sometimes the landlords come in for us to eject
tenants.
They are proprietors of small apartment houses, sometimes people
wiihour means themselves, net m.-ikii-g emuj-jfJi t-> pay rent. The law does not authorize us, however, to go into either the divorce court or to eject tenants, t have
enlisted the aid of the bar association, however, to handle this class of people.
There are a number of lawyers in the city who have time on their bands and
some who are willing to give time to help this work. And I have asked the
bar association to enlist the aid of the altornevs of the city, and now I have
a list of lawyers, and when someone comes to me who has a case that I am not
authorized to represent. I take them from this list in alphabetical order. In
that way why nearly anybody who is without means can get a lawyer, if he
;

W

i

comes to our office.
Chairman WALSH. Please

tell

us the character of the

wage

claims, the gen-

eral character of them.

Mr. WOOD. They cover nearly all kinds of disputes between employer and
employee. A great many of them are those in which- the employer has trouble
raising the money himself. A letter from us makes him try harder to make
the payments. Others are cases in which there are disputes between the emplover and the employee.
Chairman WALSH. How much of an appropriation do you have to carry on
the work in your department?
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Mr. WOOD. We have no appropriation at all. The county buys us supplies
end pays our salaries.
Chairman WALSH. Is there any limit placed by your county board or board
of county commissioners on the amount of your expenditures?
Mr. WOOD. No, sir. We have traveling expenses also.
Chairman WALSH. Sir?
Mr. WOOD. We have traveling expenses also.
Chairman WALSH. How many paid officials are there in the department?
Mr. WOOD. There are now nine, and three will shortly be added.
Chairman WALSH. Who has the appointment; is it under civil service?
Mr. WOOD. All under civil service.
Chairman WALSH. Were you appointed under civil service, Mr. Wood?
Mr. WOOD. Yes, sir.
Chairman WALSH. What salary do you receive?
Mr. WOOD. My salary now is twenty-seven fifty.
Chairman WALSH. Twenty-seven fifty?
Mr. WOOD. There is an ordinance in preparation now to raise salaries all
T

was fixed at a time when the business was very
Chairman WALSH. Are you permitted to practice outside?

along the

line.

It

Mr. WOOD. No, sir.
Chairman WALSH. Has there been any
since you have been appointed?
Mr. WOOD. No, sir ; not that I

know

small.

industrial dispute in Los Angeles

of.

Chairman WALSH. You haven't been

called upon, then, to take a position

one way or the other?
Mr. WOOD. No, sir.

Chairman WALSH. Now, have you heard the testimony here of what took
place in the metal workers and brewery strikes that is, a large number arrested in an industrial dispute on a charge of violating an ordinance that
seemed to be unpopular with those that it was directed against ?
Mr. WOOD. I did not hear the testimony here.
Chairman WALSH. But you know the circumstances?
Mr. WOOD. Something of them.
Chairman WALSH. Would it be your duty to step forward, whether requested
or not, to defend men under those circumstances, if they were without means?
Mr. WOOD. In the first place I depend upon request of the accused, or upon
order of the court.
Chairman WALSH. Regardless of how it arises?
Mr. WOOD. Sir?
Chairman WALSH. Regardless of how it arises?
Mr. WOOD. Well, I am restricted to the superior court, I would not be called,
upon to defend that kind of a case because I have no jurisdiction in the police
Those came up in the police court.
court.
Chairman WALSH. Your jurisdiction, then, is only in the superior court?
Mr. WOOD. Only in the superior court.
Chairman WALSH. I didn't understand it. I understood you to say you
defended in the lower court, and when they are defended in the lower court
by regular attorneys, you assume then that they have the means, but you have
no jurisdiction except in felony cases?
Mr. WOOD. That is all. Well, not only felony cases, any cases in the superior
-

court.

Chairman WALSH. Anything in the superior court?
Mr. WOOD. That is the way the law reads. A case like these picketing cases
would come in the police court, violation of the city ordinance, and I would not
have any authority

to go there at all.

Chairman WALSH. Under your ordinance, the punshment

is optional, both
and imprisonment?
Mr. WOOD. Nearly every time.
Chairman WALSH. Nearly every time?
Mr. WOOD. Yes.
Chairman WALSH. And there is no public defender and no department of your

fine

office

that takes

up that

field?

Mr. WOOD. No.

Chairman WALSH. How about the cases of wife and child abandonment, do
they not come in the inferior courts?
Mr. WOOD. Why, they are felony charges.
Chairman WALSH. Felony charges in this State?
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"Sir. WOOD. They go before one of the branches of the superior court for preliminary hearing and the judge who has the preliminary hearing does not keep
the case. They are referred to one of the regular criminal divisions when

contested.

Chairman WALSH. Do you defend such cases?
Mr. WOOD. We do, a great many of them.
Chairman WALSH. Is there any agency here outside of the

district attorney's

any welfare board or anything that prosecutes such cases?
Mr. WOOD. No regular official whose duty it is. A number of them take an
interest in those cases, sometimes, when they hear one side, but the prosecuting
attorney is perfectly capable of conducting that branch of the law. I think in
facr out office does probably more good in that department than anything else.
Chairman WALSH. Is your criminal court in session at the present time?
Mr. WOOD. Yes.
Chairman WALSH. How many divisions have you?
Mr. WOOD. Two divisions all the time, that is, two divisions devote their
entire time to criminal work. There are two other divisions which devote part
of their time to criminal work, the failure to provide, and the juvenile courts.
Chairman WALSH. What percentage of cases is there in which the public
office,

defender is called for?
Mr. WOOD. The public defender is defending all of them now; where they
are without means, which is somewhere around 40 per cent, probably.
Chairman WALSH. Forty per cent. Prior to that time then you had to do
the defending of indigent persons charged with a crime to appointment by the
court?
Mr. WOOD. Yes, sir.
Chairman WALSH. Specific attorneys at the bar?
Mr. WOOD. The court appointed attorneys. But there were a number of
attorneys who made it a practice of being around the jail and trying to pick
up crumbs', and they often got them before it got to the period of appointment.
We have discontinued that practice very largely now by the public defender law.
Mum-man WALSH. Under the old law was there any fee provided for the
attorney that defended an indigent person?
Mr. WOOD. NO, sir. There is none provided now in this State.
Chairman WALSH. Have you gathered any idea from the incumbency of this
office that might suggest future development of such a line of activity, public
defender?
Mr. WOOD. T think the public defender's duty should extend to all the courts.
Chairman WALSH. The lower courts?
the government provides an attor.Ah-. WOOD. Unquestionably.
I don't think
ney 10 prosecute, and there ought to be somebody available to toll the accused
what his rights arc. Sometimes they plead guilty because they believe that
is rhe best way out of it, when they are not really guilty.
Chairman WALSH. Does the line of demarcation still exist between the prosecutor's oilier and yourself just like it did in the old days between the defendant's lawyer and the prosecution? Are the lines drawn? Are you at war
or is there a sort of understanding?
Mr. WOOD. We are not at war, but we represent our respective clients just
as faithfully as under the old system, except we are trying harder to carry
on the work with the object of bringing about justice, and I think we can go
to the district attorney and have, cases dismissed at times when we tell him
what the evidence is that we have. He will take our word for it.
Chairman WALSH. They will take your word for it quicker than under the
old paid system?
Mr. WOOD. Yes, sir; I think so. We had a murder case here the other day,
for example. The question was the man's sanity. That was the only defense.
Ir was a very close case.
We united in asking the court to appoint an expert.
We did not go out and each hire experts for the county to pay, but we asked
the court to hire the experts, and we would take their judgment, as far as expert opinion went. That would be the only expert opinion in the case. That is
an example.
Chairman WALSH. Does your office offer pleas of guilty in cases after you are
retained and after you consult your clients?
Mr. WOOD. Nearly half of them plead guilty.
Chairman WALSH. Nearly half of them plead guilty?
Mr. WOOD. Nearly half of the men brought before the bar plead guilty.
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Chairman WALSH. And in such cases do you endeavor to take care of the
degree of the offense ami the amount of punishment?
Mr. WOOD. I think that is the most important work we have to do. Nearly
every time there is something to be said for the man accused. He has a starving family or something of that kind or is on a great debauch which changes
the motive, and we endeavor to find employment for them under those circumstances.

Chairman WALSH. You say after the man is relieved of his punishment, his
term is over, you try to obtain employment for him?
Mr. WOOD. W e get employment for him in a great many cases because \\
can get him out. on parole. We lay the facts before the court and show mitigating circumstances, and the court a great many times give's what we call
probation in this State. We are looking for work for men continuously.
Chairman WALSH. Have you observed whether or not there are a greater or
lesser proportion of pleas of guilty since you have established the oilier o<;
public defender?
Mr. WOOD. I don't believe there would be very much difference, and it will
be impossible to determine as' comparing the present system to the old system,
for the reason that a number of lawyers were hanging around the jail picking
these fellows up, men we get now. They would get the man before they got
T

>

to the period of appointment, so that I don't believe I will ever be able to
a.

make

comparison.

Chairman WALSH. How many civil cases do you have on an average?
Mr. WOOD. We had a little over 28 on each work day since the 1st of July.
July, August, and September.
Chairman WALSH. How many of them finally go to final litigation?
Mr. WOOD. In civil cases?
Chairman WALSH. Yes, sir.
Mr. WOOD. Very few. WT e are able to adjust at least three-fourths.
Chairman AVALSH. Is it your policy to settle them like in ordinary private
practice, that is, to try to bring them together on a lesser amount, and so forth?
Mr. WOOD. We never file suit without first writing a courteous letter to the
other side, and in nearly every case we meet with a response, ami we often hold
hearings in our office. They bring their witnesses up and leave it to our judgment before we go to court. We go to court very little.
Chairman WALSH. How are questions of costs taken care of in those cases
civil

cases?

Mr. WOOD. Sometimes they are not taken care of. Sometimes they forfeit
their rights because the costs are too onerous.
Chairman WALSH. Are any of these magistrates or inferior courts still on a
fee basis here for their compensation?
Mr. WOOD. No, sir. I think they are all on salary. I would like to add to
my last answer about the costs.
Chairman WALSH. Very well.
Mr. WOOD. The charter provides the costs shall be paid in these matters we
handle, but no provision has yet been made.
Chairman WALSH. That is, the county charter provides in these rjtses of
poor persons in civil cases where they fail to gain their suit, the costs assessed
that the county pays the costs for the individual?
n gainst them
Mr. WOOD. No, sir. We are supposed to be supplied with costs to file suits
ourselves, but no provision has been made for that yet.
Chairman WALSH. Prof. Commons would like to ask a question.
Commissioner COMMONS. You are familiar with the so-called industrial court
in

Germany and other countries?
Mr. WOOD. Not enough to discuss

it

intelligently.

Commissioner COMMONS. Could you say how nearly your system appro
those systems?

Mr. WOOD. I have been so rushed with work since I have been in there that I
haven't had time to study conditions in other countries. I am not enough
familiar with it.
Commissioner COMMONS. It evidently takes care of a large proportion of the
cases that they handle. I presume your settlement out of court would le the
same thing as their arbitration? That is, they are on the basis of arbitration
or hearing by a nonjudicial officer outside of court. That is about what you
accomplish.

Mr. WOOD. To some extent. A letter from our office with a picture of the
courthouse on it will bring the recipient up nearly every time, and if they have
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get

tell us and we try to give justice to both sides, and if we can't
them together, and we think- our party has an enforcible demand, then we

file

suit if he provides the costs.

a defense they

Commissioner COMMONS. You know the municipal

legal aid societies in the

country ?
Mr. WOOD. I

know something of them.
Commissioner COMMONS. How does yours compare with them?

You do not

go as far?
Mr. WOOD.

I do not know anything worth while about any except in Los
Angeles. Here in Los Angeles the legal aid society did not have a lawyer in
the office at all. and people came in a good many applied for relief and the
party who was in charge of the office, noi being a lawyer, could not handle the
work as it should be handled and could only refer the matter to the practicing
attorneys.

Commissioner COMMONS. That is all.
Chairman WALSH. Say, have you observed what niighl lie called the social
effect of your work? As we go about throughout the country here it appears

crops mit every place there is a feel ing on the part of persons against what
might be called the inadequacy of the law to take care of them and protect
them. Have you observed any social effect that your work has had? If so,
it

state

it.

I think that our experience has conclusively shown that the preThe very
vailing idea of the law being for the wealthy is in a measure true.
fact that men come in there to collect wages and other small demands, when
they have nt. sometimes, the price of a meal. We have had just such cases.
Men sleeping in the park, who have gone to work for mushroom companies
and did not have the price of a meal or to buy a bed to sleep in. We have taken care
of those men as best we could. 'Fhe fact that it costs considerable to file a suit
we figure about six dollars and a half to bring a contested action to trial in
if they had to pay that and
the lower court alone, to say nothing of apical
pay an attorney besides, a man with a small claim wouldn't find it worth while
to try it. The result would not be worth it.
Chairman WAI.SH. I >o you think that the whole plan has any deep signififor social betterment?
cance, has a force for a better feeling socially
Mr. WOOD. I think it is a part of the general upward movement, nnd I
l;a\e noticed a great many magazines throughout the country have commented
favorably on the inauguration of this movement.
Chairman WAI.SH. Are yon the person in charge upon whom the responsibility v ill be to suggest further developments of it to the government?
Mr. WOOD. I suppose it is my duty to do as much as I can to further the moveI
am trying to do it all the time. I had printed a little pamphlet,
ment.
which T am sending to the legislatures in as many places as I can.
Chairman WALSH. From whence did the law come? What was the genesis
of the law? What was the sentiment for the law. or did it just come from some
Individual legislator?
Mr. WOOD. I do not know who was the original party. Several years ago a
charter for the city was provided with a great ni.iny features, and it was defeated, but this particular issue was not discussed during the campaign. When
the Los Angt les County charter was adopted the board of freeholders proposed a charter, and this was one of the important changes, and the public
found they had a public defender without ever having really discussed this
particular feature.
Chairman WALSH. Have you found any protest among the defendants in
these cases against the expenditure of public funds in this way?

Mr. WOOD.

Mr. WOOD. None whatever.
irman WALSH. Commissioner Oarretson would like to ask you a question
*

or two.

Commissioner GARRETSON. In the creation of the position, is it supposed to be
the direct opposite of the prosecutor, or I believe your California practice states
the district attorney.
Mr. WOOD. Xo, sir; I don't consider that the object of the office. It would be
to defeat justice if that were the case. We are to bring out the facts and the
law in favor of the accused. That is my conception of the object.
Commissioner GARRETSON. It has no application on one side of initiating investigation such as attaches to the prosecutor's office?
Mr. WOOD. Xot in criminal matters; no. sir.
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Commissioner GARRETSON. In criminal or civil matters.
Mr. WOOD. In civil matters we take the initiative as a rule. We sometimes
defend in civil matters where people are abusing the processes of the courts,
but ordinarily we are on the side of the plaintiff in civil matters and supposed
to do whatever is proper and necessary to bring about redress.
Commissioner GARRETSON. Has it come to your attention that what you believed was an absolute industrial injustice under the law, existed as applied to
a considerable body of the community? Is there any power vested in your
office to take up and investigate and if need be bring action to right the wrong
that is done?
Mr. WOOD. The law does not give me any authority to do that.
Commissioner GARKETHON. Could, in your opinion, the broadening of the power
of the public defender to make it actually for the defense of the average man
what the prosecuting attorney is in matters of initiative and investigation?
Do you believe it would be a desirable agency in building up confidence in the
law, instead of the distrust of the law, if it was so broadened and applied?
Mr. WOOD. In criminal matters?

Commissioner GARRETSON. Criminal and civil. The wider its scope, would it
add to the confidence of the average man who now distrusts the law?
Mr. WOOD. I don't think it would be practicable to put on the shoulders of
the public defender duties such as you suggest. I think we might broaden the
sphere of operations to other courts. I think the day may come when we will
defend all criminals, when they won't have witnesses spirited away, and we will
have trials conducted with the object of bringing out justice rather than getting
the

man

off.

Commissioner GARRETSON. And the average laws

PMSSIM! in regard to penaleither criminal or civil, are initiated largely through the prosecuting attorneys of the various types?
ties,

Mr. WOOD. Undoubtedly.
Commissioner GARRETSON. Almost exclusively.
Mr. WOOD. Depending on the complaint of the individual.
Commissioner GARRETSON. This knowledge comes to him on his own initiative,
or is he required to do certain things, and isn't that for the benefit of society?
Mr. WOOD. I want to qualify my other statement. It is the duty of the sheriff
to arrest and bring people to the bar.
Commissioner GARRETSON. What is that?
Mr. WOOD. The sheriff of the county and the police force; it is their duty to
arrest men, and it is the district attorney's duty to lay the matter before the
court. The district attorney in San Joaquin County, there was an effort made
recently to remove him from office because he didn't close up the red-light district a few w eeks ago, and the court held it was not his duty to do that, it was
r

the arresting

officer's

duty.

Commissioner GARRETSON. On the other hand, the whole series of acts, like
the hours of service act I am taking now the Federal acts, the safety appliance act who has the initiative, the district attorney, or who shall start?
Mr. WOOD. I do not think it is correct, Mr. Commissioner. The district attorney in many cases takes the initiative upon himself, but there are other officials
whose duty it is, primarily, to do that.
Commissioner GARRETSON. They are the only ones named for instance, take
the hours of service act.
Mr. WOOD. Well, I am not familiar with the Federal statutes.
Commissioner GARRETSON. I am only dealing with the Federal now as a type.
Mr. WOOD. I should have to withdraw' my answer, then, with regard to the
Federal statute, because my duties don't take me into the Federal court, and I
am not familiar with it, as I am with the State law.
Commissioner GARRETSON. But if the prosecuting attorney has duties of that
character, they are for the purpose of aiding society by seeing that the laws
are properly carried out. Wouldn't that be the natural conclusion?
Mr. WOOD. That is the duty of the district attorney.
Commissioner GARRETSON. Then would not the broadening of the powers of
the public defender, taking the initiative where knowledge came to him, seemingly, that an improper condition existed, wouldn't the rights of society be better
served by such broadening of those powers?
Mr. WOOD. No, sir; because I think the district attorney has to do that.
Commissioner GAKRKTSOX. That is all.
Chairman WALSH. Just a question or two suggested by Prof. Commons. Now,
as I understand your statement of the law, it is your duty to defend all indigent
;

r
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defendants, either upon request of the defendant or upon the order of the
court ?
Mr. WOOD. Yes, sir.
Chairman WALSH. And it is your duty to prosecute all claims under the sum
of $100 for poor plaintiffs?
Mr. WOOD. The language of the act is very carefully worded.
Chairman WAI.SH. How is that?
Mr. WOOD. I say the law is very carefully worded. It has eliminated the word
"
poor."
"
He shall also, upon request, prosecute actions for the collection of wages
and of other demands of persons who are not financially able to employ counsel,
in cases in which the sum involved does not exceed $100, and in which, in the
judgment of the public defender, the claims urged are valid and enforcible in
the courts.
"
He shall also, upon request, defend such persons in all civil litigation, in
which, in his judgment, they are being persecuted or unjustly harassed."
There are a number of those cases where we defend a number of them
where they sue poor persons to recover up to $100.
Chairman WAI.SH. What would be a typical case of harassment that it would

be your duty 1o defend?
Mr. WOOD. There are a number of {hem. The most common is the unscrupulous collection agency who at turbos, places a garnishment upon men's wages,
when he knows they are exempt, when he knows he has no right to take them.
And lots of them lose their jobs, when they are working for some large company they don't want to have their men's wages attached, and they will harass
him and add costs to try to make him pay, and do other things; and thereby
they are using the process of the courts, which is really an abuse of the process,
in cases like that I speak of.
Chairman WALSH. You have rases of excessive charge of interest?
Mr. WOOD. Wo liave been the means of forestalling a great deal of that trouble,
on the part of loan sharks. The law provides that 2 per rout interest per month
is the maximum, and we have a good many applications for assistance in mattors of that kind.
Very low of them ever got into court. We give them advice
as to what they can do, and generally they go to the company and tell them that
they are advised by the public defender not to pay that they do not have to pay
more than 2 per cent per month; and the result has boon one of these companies wrote to us that tlx'y were going to discontinue their policy.
Chairman WAI.SH. Do 1 understand that the State of California, the labor
department of the State of California, lias attorneys employed for the purpose
;

of collecting

wage

claims.

Mr. WOOD. They refer them to us.
Chairman WAI.SH. In Los Angelas they refer them to you altogether?
Mr. WOOD. Yes. I do not know what they do outside of Los Angeles.
Chairman WAI sir. Prof. Comni"!i< a^kcd you whether you had made a study
of free legal aid bureaus.
Mr. WOOD. Only in Los Angolos.
Chairman WAISH. You have not studied them in Now York and Chicago and
Kansas City?
Mr. WOOD. I have studied their reports, but I do not believe it would be
possible to sludy them from a distance or from reading the reports.
Chairman WAI.SH. That is all unless you have some suggestions.
Mr. WOOD. I have, in view of your suggestion, I have enumerated most of
them.
Chairman WALSH. Do you think you have covered them in your answers to
these direct questions?
Mr. WOOD. Most of them, I think. The office has been a great saving to the
county in the matter of expense. I was very much surprised to find that out
myself, when one of the judges of the superior courts stated in a letter which
I have printed in my pamphlet, that we had saved the county money in the
criminal department. That is brought about by advising pleas of guilty in
proper cases, by asking for no delays on the part of the court, and by trying
cases more rapidly than the attorney appointed by the court under the old
system. The conduct of criminal cases has been raised to a higher plane,
the district attorney and public defender both realizing that it is the duty of
each officer to try and bring about exact justice. We are able to assist the
district attorney's office work a great deal.
He has made an effort to look after
the interests of the defendants when they were afraid to talk to him.
I had
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one man who was in the last stages of tuberculosis, and he did not know
enough to call for the district attorney. He had been really given a trial, but
was only held there on a technicality. I think the conduct of criminal cases
is on a higher plane, both realizing that it is the duty of each officer to try
and bring about exact justice. Now, I think in the matter of civil cases I
have enumerated or touched upon all of them in my testimony.
Chairman WALSH. Very good. Will you just kindly submit that?
(Booklet entitled "The Ofli<v of Public Defender," dated June, 1914, was
submitted in printed form. See also Wood exhibit.)
Chairman WALSH. Mr. .lanss.

TESTIMONY OF MR. EDWIN JANSS.
Chairman WALSH. What
Mr. JANSS. Edwin

your name?

is

.lanss.

Chairman WALSH. What

is your business?
Mr. JANSS. Real estate subdivide!-.
Chairman WALSH. How long have you lived in Los Angele-V
Mr. JANSS. Twenty-two years.
Chairman WALSH. What, is the name of your firm?
Mr. JANSS. Janss Investment Co.
Chairman WALSH. How long has it, been operating in L'>s Angeles?
Mr. JANSS. Subdividing, seven years.

Chairman WALSH. What
Mr. JANSS.

I

is its

capital .stock?

think $175,000.

Chairman WALSH. And have you engaged extensively
subdividing of estates?
Mr. JANSS. We have.

We

have localized exclusively

in

or otherwise in

tin*

southern California.

Chairman WALSH. Are you developers?
Mr. JANSS. Yes,

sir.

Chairman WALSH. You build a
Mr. JANSS. Yes,

lot of

houses and

sell

them?

sir.

Chairman WALSH. Do you handle the

1

financial part of

it

yoursei;

?

Mr. JANSS. Sir?

Chairman WALSH. Do you handle the

financial part of

it

yourself?

Mr. JANSS. Yes.

Chairman WALSH. When you
debtor?
Mr. JAXSS.

We own

a home here your company becomes the

sell

the building ourselves.

Chairman WALSH. You yourself build?
Mr. JANSS. Yes,

sir.

Chairman WALSH.

A number

of questions have been submitted to you, I

Mr. Janss?
Mr. JANSS. Yes, sir.

believe,

Chairman WALSH. And if you will as briefly as possible and as fully as
them up seriatim we will be glad to have you <io it. \\v do not
want to hamper you, though.
Mr. JANSS (reading)
We subdivided and placed upon the market this
1. Belvidere
Jlcif/litx.
big property, composed of 16 different tracts comprising over 5.000 building
The prices averaged from
lots, and sold them almost entirely to wage earners.
$300 to $600 each, and the payments were $15 to $25 down and $5 to $10 a
possible take

:

month.
As to
A. Approximately one-half of this number has now been deeded.
subsequent transactions by the owners we are not informed.
B. The remaining one-half is still on contract with various balances ranging
from a few to several hundred dollars.
C. There are now approximately 2.050 families living in Belvidere Heights
due entirely to our subdividing these tracts, building streets, laying sidewalks.
ding g.-js and electric light service, and bringing to this property an extenThis placed these lots for investment or for homesion of the street car line.
building purposes easily within the reach of the salaried man.
>
and sold nearly 1,200 houses, ranging in price from *tiT,
I). We built
These prices
$2.500, on terms of $50 to $75 down and $12 to $17 a month.
included house and lot.
1

t
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E. The class of homes here offered and the payments extended over a number of years has enabled the workingman with no bank account to own his own
home on what he previously paid for rent.
This property we opened up and placed upon the market
2. Ramotui Acres.
in the form of 14 tracts, approximately nearly l.(X)0 acres, just outside the
city limits about 22 minutes from down town and divided into acre and halt"
acre lots. Nearly all sales were made to wage earners, the payments ranging
from $25 to $50 cash and the balance $10 a month.
A. Approximately 30 per cent of this acreage now deeded.
B. About 500 families are no\v living on this property in homes built by
them and by the company. IN I any of them are making a living and banking
money from the vegetables and other crops they jire growing on their land.
C. Many of the purchasers a Her securing deeds placed a mortgage upon'
their property and from the proceeds build or improve their place.
In this tract of 749 lots we have sold 391 on payments of
3. Sierra Park.
cash and $10 a month. This property appeals to a little higher class of
J?'J.~i
wage earners than either Ramona Acres or lie lielvidnv Heights.
A. Of these sold, 150 have already been deeded and the balance is still being
carried under contract.
15. The company has built 35 houses and sold
them at prices ranging from
$1,800 to $2.750. Over 100 families an- MOW residing on the tract.
This is a tract of ."..-"on a-ros of orange and lemon land
4. Yorlm IAIK/H.
that was sold out by us within two years upon very easy payments extending
over 10 years.
Iready over 50 per cent of this acreage is deeded and 250 families are
now residing thereon.
I>. One
thousand nine hundred acres have been set out by purchasers to
I

young lemon and orange

f

C. Practically all of this land was sold to wage earners unable to make very
large payments, but hero was given them an opportunty to invest their small
s of big profit upon our easy payment plan and of soon
savings witli
owning an orange or lemon grove that would yield them an independent income
for
We have also sold a great number of other tracts which
appealed more to other classes of people. As an example. Hie big Van Nuys
Lankorshim lands, a tract of 47,500 acres, where mammoth improvements were
inaugurated, sti'-h as electric lighting, double roadway boulevards, rock-balasted electric car line extending for 1'.' miles, etc. This type of land appealed
more to investors, farmers, oivhardists. and high salaried men because of the
heavier payments, they being 25 per cent cash and the balance in three years.
I>uritig a period of about two years and a half we sold over $2..~iOO,0<)0 worth of
these lands, and thousands of acres were set out in 5 and 10 acre tracts to
\\V have also .sold
lies, apricots, plums, walnuts, etc., for country homes.
ft
larger tracts. They were mainly la;
They did not deal with
vago earner.
The extent to which wage earners in 1.
ea own their own homes?
Statistics show that the percentage of \\a-e earners owning homes in Los,
Angeles is greater than that of any oilier city on the American continent.
i"
''eiruros of those properties on account of nonpayment of contract ar-

rangement have been

averaging less than 3 per cent on all
very lo\\
our tracts. This may possibly be because of the lenient treatment afforded
them by this company which has always expressed a desire to help when it was
possible worthy IKS-SOUS who were trying to get a start toward owning a home,
causes of forfeitures from information which we have received have been
,

allows:
(1) Family troubles; (2) sickness and loss of employment; (3) overspeculaAll these reasons are beyond
tion
(4) competition with cheap foreign labor.
the control of the company selling the property.
'lenoral or average value of homes owned by wage earners: The average price
of houses sold to wage earners by this company during the past four or five
years has been from *<;25 to $2.500, wiih a general average of about $1,300 for a
house and lot. The terms on these properties were from $50 to $75 down, and
;

$12 to $15 a month.
1'olative taxation assessment: It is difficult for us to give correct data along
this line.
Our properties are all in the county, and the taxation assessment
is based entirely upon the value of the property and the extent of the improvements as set by the county assessor.
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Our suburban tracts are improved before placing on the market with the regular improvement, such as water, graded and oiled streets, gas and electricity
where possible, cement sidewalks and curbs.
Regarding the open-shop policy in Los Angeles Establishment and maintenance of a high standard of living for all classes: A greater percentage of
the wage earners of Los Angeles owning their own homes suggests a far better
condition than that met with in other cities where tenements are the place of
abode.
The environments surrounding the home owner and his family, such as schools,
churches, civic and social associations, and improvement associations, tend to
create a much higher standard of living and make for better citizens.
Our agents have taken hundreds from apartments and rented quarters where
they were unable to save a cent, to homes of their own where, by the payment
of a small sum each month, sometimes not as much as the rent had been, they
were enabled to accumulate a substantial home investment of their own. The
good results of such action toward the coming generation can not be overestimated.
Right in line with that we have received great assistance from the employers,
because in many instances the wage earner would inquire from them relative to
owning a home, buying a lot, and they have practically always encouraged it,
and in fact, in some instances, they have even advanced the first payment.
Assurance of regularity of work and decrease of unemployment The open
shop in Los Angeles has undoubtedly brought to this city a great number of factories and a vast amount of eastern capital for investment, which has done a
great deal to build up Los Angeles and assure regularity of work to the wage
:

earner.
Protection of the industrial and civil rights of the individual The open shop
in Los Angeles presents an equal chance to the union man and the nonunion
man to make a living, and the character of his work and the ability of the man
alone determines his wage, independent of any affiliation. Each man is .judged
according to his own merits, thus providing competition between the different
individuals.
General and technical education and the ability to secure thorough mastery
of a trade: With the open shop having no regular set scale of wages, it
remains with the wage earner who is ambition to so improve his work and
man's recompense
increase his efficiency so to add to his earning capacity.
is based entirely upon the character and class of his work and his ability.
In this way there is undoubtedly a greater inducement to more thoroughly
mastering his trade in shorter time, because on this depends his salary and
:

A

advancement.

Employment of labor: Our operations upon the many tracts placed upon
the market by us have involved the employing of considerable labor, both
skilled and unskilled, in all branches. We have operated and are now operating grading outfits, surveying gangs, cement gangs, building gangs, and ranch
gangs. The working-day for our help is eight hours and the wages paid equal
to and better than that of the union schedule. We operate on the open-shop
plan, paying and advancing a man according to his ability and his work.
The range of our wages is as follows Carpenters, $4 per day carpenters'
engineers, $100 per month
painters, $3.75 per clay
helpers, $2.50 per day
superintendents, $125 per month gang foreman, $5 per day cement workers,
$3.75 per day teamsters and other unskilled help, $2.50 per day.
We have never had strikes or labor troubles of any kind to contend with.
The company always has in its employ from 50 to 200 men.
Along that line in our building department and grading work, where we
employ labor, it has always been our policy to direct our foremen that they
are not to expect a man to do but a day's work, and in the event he don't do
it he would have to be discharged, and if his work was superior in quality
or quantity his wages were either increased or he was promoted to a higher
:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

position.
I have some photographs here relative to the different characters of the
houses we build that I could submit.
Chairman WALSH. Be very glad to have you submit and put them in the

any that you may have.
(Ten photographs, showing various properties described by Mr. Janus, were
submitted but are not printed.)
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Chairman WALSH. Can you estimate the total number of miles in this city
occupied by wage earners as owners either fully paid up or under contract
of payment?
Mr. JANSS. The number of miles?
Chairman WALSH. The number of miles in the city, street miles, occupied
by wage earners as owners.
Mr. JANSS. I have never computed that.
Chairman WALSH. You have never computed that?
Mr. JANSS. No.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. I want to ask a few questions. I understood you
to say that you had homes that were built that the lot and building only cost
$600?
Mr. JANSS. Six hundred and twenty-five dollars; yes, sir.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. What kind of a house would that be?
Mr. JANSS. I have a photograph there.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Photographs don't tell us anything.
Would it
have a cellar? Tell us all about that house.
Mr. JANSS. What we call a California house.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. A California house?
Mr. JAXNS. You probably call it a shack.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. A shack?
Mr. JANSS. Yes it is just two rooms
;

;

just a franio house,

frame construc-

tion.

Commissioner O'CONNELL. What is the cost of that to build?
Mr. JANSS. The house costs about from $150 to $200.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. What is the lot worth?
Mr. JANSS. The lot Is worth, possibly, a couple of hundred dollars.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. You sell it for $600?
Mr. JANSS. Yes, sir.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. What would be the profit; $200 in that?
Mr. JANSS. Two to three hundred dollars profit: yes. sir; along that lino.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Just a moment. Is that located some place in Los
Angeles?
Mr. JANSS. Yes, sir; right adjoining the city of Los Angeles.
Commissioner >Vo.\ NKI.L. Adjoining the city?
Mr. JANSS. Yes, sir.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. How far out?
Mr. JANSS. Why, it takes about 20 minutes, I presume, on the street car.
Commissioner O'CoivinELL. What kind of a family can live in that house?
Mr. JANSS. They are laboring people; probably be a man that will get around
$2 or $2.50.
Commissioner O'CONNKI.L. Row many of them; father, wife, and how many
children?
Mr. JANSS. Why. I presume two or three children.
Commissioner O'CONNKLL. In two rooms?
Mr. JANSS. Yes, sir; two or three rooms.
Commissioner O'CONNKLL. Now, is there a largo number of these houses top'lhor there?
Mr. JANSS. No; that is simply tho cheapest form of house.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. How much ground is attached to the house?
Mr. JANSS. The smallest lot 50 by 150.
Commissioner O'CONNELL, Fifty by one hundred and fifty?
Mr. JANSS. Yes, sir.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. What is the next grade of house above that, say
(

$1,000?

Mr. JANSS. A thousand dollars.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. What would be the difference between those two?
Mr. JANSS. Well, the style of house would be larger, contain more rooms.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Would have a bathroom?
Mr. JANSS. No, sir.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Let us get a bathroom house.
Mr. JANSS. The house that we put the bathroom in would run from $1,400

to $1,650.

Commissioner O'CONNELL. Where would that be located; right in the city?
Mr. JANSS. Be within about a block of the car line 5-cent car line.
Commissioner O'CoxNELL. What would that be, a four or five room house?
Mr. JANSS. Yes, sir.
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Commissioner O'CONNELL. What would be the cost of that house?
Mr. JANSS. I couldn't say ofThand. I haven't got any figures of the cost. It
would simply be a guess.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. You build in large numbers?
Mr. JANSS. We build them 25 to 50 at a time.
Commissioner O'COMVKLL. How do these people purchase homes, by weekly
or monthly installments?
Mr. JANSS. Monthly.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. You take a $600 house, what do they pay down?
Mr. JANSS. Fifteen to twenty-live dollars.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Fifteen to twenty-five?
Mr. JANSS. Yes, sir.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Then how much money a month do they pay for
the installment?
Mr. JANSS. Seven and one-half.

Commissioner O'CQNNKLL. Seven and one-half?
Mr. JANSS. Seven and a half to ten.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Why is the difference between seven and a half ami
ten?

Mr. JANSS. Depends upon

some people pay down more than seven and

a

half.

Commissioner O'CONNELL. Take the seven and a half per month payment,

how many payments must

they make?
Mr. JANSS. Our average house we figure should pay out in seven years.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Seven years?
Mr. JANSS. Yes, sir.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. What would be the total amount paid in. in that
time; total amount of interest?
Mr. JANSS. You mean the interest? I don't know. I never figured (hat up.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. I want to get at how much money a man pays for
a $600 house.
Mr. JANSS. I have never figured it.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Does he pay $1,000?
Mr. JANSS. I never figured that. That would depend entirely on how he kept
his

payments up.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Suppose he kept the payments regularly every
month? I suppose there is additional interest to be charged. I suppose some
of these weekly or monthly installments go to the purpose of reducing the
original principal?
Mr. JANSS. Yes.

Commissioner O'CONNELL. What I want to know
pays into your company to own a $600 house.
Mr. JANSS.

I

haven't figured that at

is

how much money

a

man

all.

Commissioner O'CONNELL. Never figured it out?
Mr. JANSS. No I have never figured it out.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. You say your company is building up property and
selling it and doesn't figure out to know what the total amount will figure up
at the end of the time a building is paid for?
Mr. JANSS. It undoubtedly has been figured up, but I personally have never
;

figured

it

up.

Commissioner O'CONNELL. Can you tell us offhand how many people in Los
Angeles and vicinity of this property you have been handling are paying into
your company monthy payments?
Mr. JANSS.

How many

people?

Commissioner O'CONNELL. How many have you on your hooks?
Mr. JANSS. I don't know. We have great numbers, thousands.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Tousands?
Mr. JANSS. Yes, sir.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Can you give us some idea is it 10,000?
Mr. JANSS. It is. not 10,000. I couldn't give it to you accurately. That has
never been computed either, because we have four other departments, and we
have got a great number of tracks, and that has never been figured.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. You say you have thousands of men on your books
and yet you don't know how many are paying t'<r homes?
Mr. JANSS. Yes, sir.
Commissioner O'CONNELL.
does your firm handle?

What

percentage of the business of Los An
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Mr. JANSS. Very small.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Very small?
Mr. JANSS. Very small.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. It is fair to assume there are tens of thousands of
pcr>ons in Los Angeles paying for their homes on the same basis that you sell

them ?
Mr. JANSS. Yes,

sir.

Commissioner O'CONNELL. And that they don't know, nor the companies don't
know, how much at the end of the time they pay for it?
Mr. JA.NSS. They might. I don't know. 1 have never asked them.
Commissioner O'CONNKI.L. I notice in the statement, you say that there is M
largvr percentage of laboring people owning their homes iir Los Angeles than in
any other city in the United States?
Mr. JANSS. Yes. sir.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Where do you gather those statistics?
Mr. JANSS. I have seen those statistics a number of times, but I couldn't toll
you exactly where I got them. I have seen them a number of times.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Did I understand you to say they were owning
their own homes or paying for their homes?
Mr. JANSS. I mean by that owning their homes.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Outright?
Mr. JANSS. Yes, sir; outright.
Commissioner O'CMNNKI.L. Have b.-eti paid for?
Mr. JANSS. Yes. sir; paid for.
)'Co\ NKI.I.. I have bad figures.
I have been interested in
!i>i;iis-i.>i!er
I
have had some figures looked up. I
this question l'r some little time.
have had court bouse records here gone over, but it took too long a time to get
the last census figures
and there
V-V have aken tbe census figure*
them.
may be some changes. Tin-so are for 1010. The total homes owned in Los
Anglos, as shown by tbe census of 1910, was 78,678; the total free homes
without mortgage, 17.'J-11>: number of ivnled homes, 4'J.()00. The total proportion of homes owned or being paid for by the people of Los Angeles, including
is 4 per cent.
Now, it is fair to assume tint there are a larger
ponvi.tage of business men. wealthy men, the middle classes, who own their
homes (.ut right, than there are of the wageworkers, that they are largely
vho are paying for their homes, niid yet out of the 78,000 homes in
Los Angeles t!>eiv are only 111 per cent of them that are free of mortgage. Now,
tel! us whether those figures will bear up your statement that Los Angeles has
more home owners among ihe wageworkers than any other city of the United
<

<

1

Mr. JANSS. You are taking the 1910 figures, and those are not the proper
figur

o.\ VKI.I
They are the only accurate figures we could get.
understand: but what 1 mean to say is our great building
I know the L. A. Investment Co., our comnt was from 11HO on.
and the other builders of the homes wc-re very active from that time on.
Commission, r O'CONNKI.L. What is the average priced home that is. such ax
what d-es it cost; or what is it worth,
the mechanic of Los Angeles lives in
rather?
Mr. JANSS. Why. with us it is about the $1,300 or $1.400 sells for that.
I would like to know what, on your plan of colimlaBloaef o'<
lecting these payni:
month, whatever they are, how much money that
man would pay in to your company to own that home? If you haven't got the
3, will you look them up and send them to us?
Mr. JANSS. Yes. sir; I can give it. I can give that for you. You see, it is
not always the same along that line, because, while it takes seven years for a
man to pay up if he keeps up his payments, the great percentage of people
pay up in a great deal shorter time than that, because after they get any
equity that amounts to anything rhoy take a great deal more interest in keeping up their property, and they pay for it a good deal more rapidly.
Commissioner O'CONNKI.I.. Of course a man wants to be more successful, ami
the sooner he pays for it the better it will be. naturally. But what I am
getting at is the extreme case, the man that goes to the extreme.
Mr. JANSS. Yes.
Commissioner O'CONNKLL. Now, as to equities. What percentage of the sales
that you have made have the purchasers gotten equities and then you have to
close them out?

aini.ssioner

Mr. JANSS.

<>'<

1

.

1

,
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Mr. JANSS. Three per cent.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Three per cent?
Mr. JANSS. Yes, sir.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Have you any figures I mean in numbers?
Mr. JANSS. No; I haven't in numbers. We figure that out at about approximately 3 per cent.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. In dollars, what would it mean?
Mr. JANSS. Why, it wouldn't mean very much in dollars, for the reason that
in the great number of these instances the men that lost had no equity at all.
For instance, a man would pay $25 on a house, and he would move into the
house and live there three or four months, possibly five months, and then he
would leave, and he really was indebted to us when he left he had no equity.
Then, in other instances, where on payments a man would have an equity, but as
a rule it is very seldom that a man puts an equity to amount to anything in a
building that he forfeits.
Commissioner O'CONXELL. What do you figure the rate of interest?
Mr. JANSS. Figure 6 and 7 per cent.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Six and seven?
Mr. JANSS. Yes some contracts are 6 and some contracts are 7.
(Commissioner Weinstock acting chairman.)
Acting Chairman WEINSTOCK. Any questions?
Commissioner GARRETSON. I have one, on the rate of payment, Mr. Janss,
that you have mentioned, I am taking your own figures, if I understand it, on
this $600 property you pay, I think you said, $15 to .$2.") down.
Mr. JANSS. Fifteen dollars to twenty-five dollars down yes, sir.
Commissioner GARRETSON. And $7 a month?
Mr. JANSS. Seven and one-half to ten.
Commissioner GARRETSON. Seven and a half?
Mr. JANSS. To ten.
Commissioner GARRETSON. I was taking the lowest limit. I was trying to
;

;

;

amounted to, as to when the man got out
month would be $84
Mr. JANSS. But it is $7.50.
Commissioner GARBETSON. Well, $90.

find out

what

payment

at $7 a

it

in seven years, his

Mr. JANSS. Yes.
Commissioner GARRETSON. That would put it just about $600, a little bit in
excess of it, with the $15 to $25 down payment. Where is the interest?
Roughly the interest would run, at the current rates for the whole amount,
while not accurate, about the rate of interest for half the time; that is,
approximately it.
Mr. JANSS. I presume so.
Commissioner GARRETSON. And it would run along $130 or $140?
Mr. JANSS. I presume so.
Commissioner GARRETSON. For the three years and a half, if the time is
seven, the whole amount of interest, and on the basis of $90 a year it would
take him well up toward two years more to pay the interest alone?
Mr. JANSS. You are taking the lowest cash price that we have ever sold for.
You are taking the lowest you are not taking the average at all ?
Commissioner GARRETSON. I am not taking the average at all?
Mr. JANSS. No.
Commissioner GARRETSON. I am rather careful, because I come in contact
with these time payments rather intimately at home, and the average man
paying that close to the rental wage, usually has unfinished payments on the
judgment day. If your other payments are as close to the line as that one,
how do you get your seven-year average?
Mr. JANSS. We have computed the average, when I say $7.50 to $10, we
compute the general average. Well, now, you take that, that is the very lowest
that we let a man have a contract on. The man practically always pays more
than that.
Commissioner GARRETSON. But you take a $2,000 house on the same basis, it
would be $15 per month payment?
Mr. JANSS. No, no, no. On a $2,000 proposition they pay from $15 to $25.
Commissioner GARRETSON. I took the wrong amount, $2,000 $1,200, he would
make $15 payments.
Mr. JANKS. No; he would go from $15 to $25; somewhere around in there.
Commissioner GARRETSON. When do you make deeds, when payments are
completed ?
;
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Mr. JANSS. If a man has paid in half, we will give him a deed.
Commissioner GARRETSON. In reality then, the issuing of the deed is no evidence that the man owns more than a safe equity in the home? Or a safe
guaranty?
Mr. JANSS. We will give a man a deed, but it is very seldom that they ask
for it.
We issue very few deeds until a man has paid for the property entirely.

But if a man has paid in half, we will give him a deed.
Chairman WALSH. That is all. Thank you.

TESTIMONY OF MR.

H. H. LYON.

Chairman WALSH. What is your business?
Senator LYON. Assistant deputy labor commissioner.
Chairman WALSH. How long have you been assistant deputy labor commissioner?

Senator LYON. Four years.
Chairman WALSH. Will you
not hear you?

Have you

Senator LYON. Yes,

pitch your voice higher, please, because we can
official position in the State of California?

held any

sir.

Chairman WALSH. What?
Senator LYON.

Member

of the State senate.

Chairman WALSH. How long were you a member of the State senate?
Senator Lvox. Four years.
Chairman WALSH. 1 am going to ask you first, before I get to the question,
whether or not you had anything to do with the passage of the so-called workIIM-II'S compensation act of California?
Sc nator Lvox. I did.
Chairman WALSH. What was it?
Senator Lvox. I was chairman of the committee of labor and capital that
handled the measure.

Chairman WALSH. What, was the attitude of the employers toward this act
while it was before the legislature?
Senator LYO:;. They fought it.
Chairman WALSH. Have you any explanation for the fact which seems to
exist here that those same employers now are heartily in favor of it?
Senator Lvox. I would like to make a statement in that connection.
Chairman WALSH. .lust make your statement in your own way, as concisely
us you can. Senator.
Senator Lvox. The act was regarded as the big measure to be put through
the legislature by (lov. Johnson.
It was prepared by the industrial accident
commission and \\as in charge of Judge Wiliis 1. Morrison, of this city. On
account of the fact that it v\as regarded as an administration measure, and
on account of the opposition of the insurance companies, there was a campaign of vindication and misrepresent ai ion carried on throughout the State
by the newspaper organs owned and controlled by ihe interests, such as the
I. .s Angeles Times, the San Francisco Chronicle, and the San
Diego Union.
In the insistent criticism of this act its enemies went to the extreme. They
drew pictures of ruination visited upon all small industries and small emThe act was referred to as the " industral paralysis act," and the
ployers.
press referred to and drew vivid pictures of the industrial calamity that would
result if it was enacted into law. showing how employers would have to close
down their industries, thereby throwing countless thousands out of employment
and causing the industrial ruination of the State. Articles such as this were
published not only periodically, but each day while the act was before the
legislature, and copies of these papers containing full-page attacks on the act
were placed on the desks of each member of the legislature. An article which
appeared in one of these papers was usually copied by the others, and such
other papers in the State as were opposed to the administration or were controlled by the insurance fraternities or interests.
I have a good many of these
clippings from the newspapers which tend to show the attitude of the manufacturers at that time.
Chairman WALSH. Will you kindly submit those?
Senator LYON. Yes. But I want them back.
(The clippings referred to by Senator Lyon are as follows:)
For example, the Times of May 4, 1913, says: "This act now before
the legislature is condemned by its origin, by its supporters, as well as by its
It was sired by crime, mothered by graft, and if born \vill be one
provisions.
38819
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greatest legal monstrosities ever produced from the bruins of legislators.
manifestly."
of April
says; "There Is no such law in
existence on earth, nor is it conceivable that such a one should he proposed
outside of a lunatic asylum or the California Legislatuiv."
The San Diego Union of April IS says: "The bill whi. -h thus masquerades
under a title designed to appeal to many is probably the most sham
measure that was ever seriously considered by a lawmaking body."
A Stockton paper of April L.O says: " Tbe workman's compensation bill is
misnamed. It should be called the Bully burglars' best bid for votes.'" The
following is a fair sample of the headlines used: "Would drive out busiT:
Investors will seek other fields."
Senator LYON. The employers also at that time sent telegram after telegram
to each of the members, and insurance companies had their personal friends
send them telegrams protesting against the passage of the bill.
Chairman WALSH. Commissioner. Weinstork has some questions that he
would like to ask you in regard to the operation of this bill before I go to the
other.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Have you attended any of those hearings. Mr.
tin*

The purpose of the law is graft,
The San Francisco Chronicle

.-}

'

Lyon?
Senator LYON.
Commissioner
Senator LYON.
Commissioner

Of this commission here?
WEINSTOCK. Yes.
Just one

is all.

WET x STOCK.

Well, have you followed the testimony as pub-

lished in the press?

Senator LYON. Somewhat; yes, sir.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. You have noticed, then, that the employers tha;
have appeared before this commission large and small employers are a unit
in approving the plan and in expressing the opinion that they would not wipe it
out if they could?
Senator LYON. I have; yes,

sir.

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Well, that would make it clear, then. and. as a
rule, they have all testified that in the beginning they were hostile to it?
Senator LYON. Yes, sir.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. That they believed it would prove a serious burden
on their industry and would cripple their possibilities? Well, in view of those
facts, then, it must be evident that in the beginning those men were misled and
misinformed. Do you hold the local newspapers like the Times responsible
for deliberately and willfully misleading and misinforming the employers and
causing them to look upon this thing as a great menace, when in fact it was a
protection ?

Senator LYON. I would not say just that no, sir but I believe that the
press has poisoned the minds of the business people of the State as to what
I don't believe the manufacturers themselves at the
really the bill did do.
time understood the measure. They were entirely ignorent of it; they were
just reading these newspapers and, as I say, it just completely poisoned their
minds.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. Now, what was the purpose of the newspapers
here and elsewhere, as you have read from your clippings there, to intentionally and deliberately and willfully poison the minds of the employers
toward what has since proven to be a most beneficent legislative measure?
Senator LYON. The only thing I can say is that certain newspapers had an
understanding withT the big business interests and the insurance companies.
Commissioner
EINSTOCK. You believe, then, that they did it not in good
faith?
Senator LYON. I believe that they were misled.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. That the papers themselves were misled?
Senator LYON. More or less; yes, sir.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. You are connected with the labor bureau here,
;

:

W

Senator?
Senator LYON. Yes,

sir.

Commissioner WEINSTOCK. That, brings you in touch with the workers?
Senator LYON. It does; yes, sir.
Commissioner WEINSTOCK. From the various spheres of activity, what have
you found to be the sentiment of the workers toward the workmen's compensation act?

Senator LYON. Well, they

all

approve of

it;

very greatly pleased with

it.
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Commissioner WEIXSTOCK. Have you heard any comments from small employers?

Senator LYOX.
Commissioner
Senator LYOX.
lias spoken in a

No, sir; that

is,

not against the measure.

WEINSTOCK. No adverse comments?
No. sir. Everybody that I have hoard speak of the measure
friendly manner.
Chairman WALSH. Commissioner Garretson would like to ask you a question.
Commissioner GARRETSON. What was the date of that newspaper campaign.

Senator?
Senator LYON. Just afrer the legislature convened in March. It continued al!
through the month of March.
commissioner GAIIRETSOX. March what year?
Senator LYON. 1913.
Commissioner GAKKLTSON. I noticed there that you read statements that were
made by these newspapers in regard to the fact that such legislation was
unheard of outside of an insane asylum or the California Legislature?
Senator LYON. Yes, sir.
Commissioner GAKHKTSOX. Would that appeal to you as a willful misstate-

ment of

fact.

Senator LYON.

I thought
Commissioner G AKUKTSOV. Or utter dense ignorance.
laid it to the fact that they
Senator LYOX. I thought so at the time, but
were opposed to the present administration.
Commissioner CAHKKTSON. Isn't it a fact that compensation legislation was
at that time either under consideration or actually effective in half the States
of the Union?
See,.-, tor LYON. It had been passed in several States, but just the exact number
I can not tell yon.
Commissioner GARRETSON. Well, it had been in force and effect in many, and
I

v as being considered in at least half?
Senator LYON. It had; yes, sir.
Commissioner C \RI:KTSOX. At that time?
Senator LYOX. Yes, sir.
Commissioner GAKUKTSON. Was it not a fact that at the same time it had
been adopted and made effective in every European country, possibly except
Turkey, and the Swiss period adopted and went back and readopted?
Commissioner WEIXSTOCK. It prevails in every European country.
Commissioner GARRETSON. That is the history in Switzerland, with the possible exception
although I think it had been reonactcd iti Switzerland.
Senator LYON. That was the understanding, and that was the suggestion
that was made to us that it had been passed in practically all of the European
it

countries.

Commissioner GARUKTSOX. As
the newspapers evidently
least?

f;nle<l

a niolder of thought and a purveyor of facts,
in their mission, in the latter part of it, at

Senator LYON. I think so; yes.
Commissioner GAKKKI\SON. That is all.
Chairman WALSH. Now. Senator, have you made any particular study of
labor conditions in the street railways of Los Angeles?
Senator LYON. Some; yes. sir.
Chairman WALSH. What was your connection that caused you to make this
study
Senator LYON. Complaints coming in as to long hours of work.
Chairman WALSH. In your department?
Senator LYOX. Yes, sir.
Chairman WALSH. I mean complaints that came to the labor department?
Senator LYON. Yes, sir; complaints that came to the labor commissioner's
':

office.

Chairman WALSH. I wish you would state, as concisely as possible, the labor
conditions of the street railways of Los Angeles as you have observed them.
Senator LYON. In Los Angeles the street railway company that is, the
Los Angeles Railway Co., the men will average, for instance, about 10 hours a
Some of the men work longer hours than that. We have a good many
day.
complaints, especially from men known as extra men. These extra men report
in the morning at about 4.40, wait for a run an hour or two, get maybe a;i
hour's run, then lay around, and it is probably 10 or 11 o'clock at night before
they get through, and they have put in about five hour's actual time that
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they get paid for. They probably earn about $1.75 for the day. Some of them
Some of the men are kept at the barn, for inonly make 90 cents a day.
stance, on the waiting list by the foreman. They get 15 cents an hour while
they wait. They will be kept there three hours, then go out on a baseball
run or something of that sort, which pays 25 cents an hour, and run about
an hour and a half. That means that they will earn about 90 cents. The
interurbans will work all the way from 9 to 16 hours a day, especially in
the summer time. Last year some of the men stayed 17 or 18 hours right
along Saturday, Sunday, and holidays.
Chairman WALSH. How does your department what action does your department take with reference to complaints of that character?
Senator LYON. None at all.
Chairman WALSH. Do you keep a record of them?
Senator LYON. Yes, sir.
Chairman WALSH. Will you be kind enough to submit to this commission at
your early convenience the record that you have of the complaints of that
character from the Street Railway Co. of Los Angeles or vicinity?
Senator LYON. I will. I might say in that connection that the reason that
no action is taken in reference to that matter is because we have no law that
limits the time in regard to a street railway company.
There is a State law
regulating them to 16 hours, but nothing to regulate the 10-hour men. Now, in
3909 and 1913 there was an effort made to pass a 10-hour law. In 1909 and
1913 the street car company put out some of their inspectors and had petitions
signed by the men, got two or three thousand signatures, and sent delegations of
men to the legislature to protest against the passage of the 10-hour law that
The result was that the bill was
is, they sent the conductors and motormen.
never passed. The men themselves wanted the measure. I received dozens of
letters asking us to pass it and to pay no attention to the petition sent in by
the company, or pay no attention to the men who come to protest against it,
because their expenses had been paid by the company to go and protest.
Chairman WALSH. These petitions you referred to, were those signed by any
of the purported employees of the company?
Senator LYON. Well, they were signed by the employees. They were signed
because the inspectors of the street railway company or some person would
bring them around and they were given to understand if they didn't sign them
to look out.
Chairman WALSH. How great would you say that was? What proportion of
the employees who signed such petitions protesting against the proposed law?
Senator LYON. Every one it was presented to.
;

Chairman WALSH. About how many
Senator LYON.

I

in

number?

suppose about 2,000.

Chairman WALSH. Practically

all

of the employees petitioned against a change

of the hours?

Senator LYON. Yes,

sir.

Chairman WALSH. From whence did the requests come to ignore those petitions and pass the law anyway?
Senator LYON. In the form of letters and also some of the committeemen
sent by the company themselves, said their expenses were paid by the company.
Chairman WALSH. What did they say about their actual personal viewpoint
toward the legislation?
Senator LYON. Some of them thought it was all right on account of getting
paid by the hour, that they wouldn't draw so much salary if the bill was passed.
Others thought it would be a good thing.
Chairman WALSH. To shorten the hours?
Senator LYON. Yes, sir. Of course, that was not talked before the committee
when they appeared there to protest against the passage of it.
Chairman WALSH. Are there any other observations you made that would
be illuminating to the commission as to the system of the street railway? I was
asked to ask you particularly about this.
Senator LYON. The question has been asked a good many times as to the conIn the State of Caliditions of the street railway which "relate to the union.
fornia there are three companies Sacramento, San Jose, and San Francisco
that have what is known as a carmen's union. Those three cities pay bigger
money and shorter hours to their men then the city of Los Angeles.
Chairman WALSH. Can you sketch briefly what the wages are, by way of
comparison?
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Senator LYOX. In San Francisco, on its municipally owned road, they work
day and receive $3 a day for it. Should occasion demand that
they work over eight hours, then they get time and a half for any time put in
over eight hours. In Oakland the wages run from 32 to 42 cents an hour. They
work 10 hours a day, or 60 hours a week. The Sacramento pays 29 to 32 cents
an hour. They work 9 and 10 hours a day, and run up to 65 or 70 hours a
week. Los Angeles pays 25 to 30 cents an hour and works all the way from
10 hours up.
eight hours a

Chairman WALSH. Anything else?
Senator LYON. That is all.
Chairman WALSH. Your department, I believe, has a bureau through which
wage claims are collected?
Senator LYON. It has; yes, sir.
Chairman WALSH. Is there any other character of claims collected, except the
wage claims?
Senator LYON. No,

Chairman WALSH.

sir.

what is your authority for doing that?
duty imposed upon us at all by law, but there was
so much trouble in this city and no one to take care of those who could not
afford to employ a lawyer and attorney, etc.. that the governor instructed us to
do what we could to help out, and the result is we collected about .SI O.(MK) a
month for those who are unable to secure the services of an attorney. We
also have a public defender, as you well know.
Chairman WALSH. He has testified here.
Senator LYON. Yes, sir.
Chairman WALSH. Upon the appointment of a public defender at Los Angeles
did he take up the entire duty of collecting wage claims in this jurisdiction?
Senator Lvov. No, sir. He has been of great assistance, no question about
that, but we divide the work between us.
Chairman WALSH. The State department still engages in the same duty?
Senator LYON. Yes, sir.
Chairman WALSH. What is your organization, briefly?
Senator LYOX. We have four men and four women.
Chairman WALSH. I >o you have an attorney at the head of it?
Senator LYOX. In San Francisco, not in Los Angeles.
Chairman WALSH. Do you employ an attorney outside, where the necessity
Senator LYOX.

Briefly,

It is not a

aria

Senator LYOX. No, sir; I do the prosecuting myself.
is under your individual
barge?
Senator LYOX. Yes. sir.
Chairman WALSH. What do you find or have you made any observation as
to the social benefit of such a tiling?
Senator LYOX. There is no question but what it has in on of a great deal of
'em-tit in every way.
Chairman WALSH. Did you find there was much bitterness on the part of
these men that thought they had been imposed upon in what was to the employer a very small way. but what was to them a very large one, by not getting their compensation and getting it promptly?
Senator LYOX. No. sir. We found all the merchants and others cooperating
with us, and willing to do so.
Chairman WALSH. Willing to help you?
Senator LYOX. Yes. sir.
Chairman WALSH. Ho\v did that make for good feeling in the community?
Senator LYOX. It created, of course, a good feeling among the working cla'ss
of people, and there has been no opposition shown to it at all.
Chairman WALSH. Was it a distinct cause of social injustice that there was
no way to provide for these small claims for those who could not afford or did
not have the means to go into court to prosecute?
Senator LYON. It was; and during the year of 1913 I introduced into the
legislature a bill known as the industrial court act, which would have taken
care of these cases, but the trouble is getting around the right to file demurrers
and such as that. It takes so long. At the present time we are working on a
measure of that kind in the labor commissioner's office and intend to introduce
it at the next session.
Chairman WALSH. Do you find the present plan is reasonably efficacious;
that you get the money promptly that way?
Senator LYOX. We haven't got power sufficient.

Chairman WALSH. That

1
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Chairman WALSH. Do you

find

any resistance on the part of the debtors in

these cases'?

Senator LYON. Yes,

sir.

Chairman WALSH. To the State assuming any such
Senator LYON. No,

Chairman WALSH. Commissioner Garretson would
1

activities?

sir.

like to ask a

fe\v ques-

ions.

Commissioner GABRETSON. Senator, have your investigations given you information or opinion as to the extent which espionage of the men of Ihe street
railway company is indulged in?
Senator LYON. What is that'.'
Commissioner GABRETSON. Espionage, as to whether they belong to the union?
Senator LYON. No, sir; very few. I hardly think there are any of the street
car men who belong to the union. I don't believe they would be employed if
they belonged to the union.
Commissioner GABRETSON. How about the suburban system, the Pacific
Electric?

Senator LYON. It is the same condition.
Commissioner GABRETSON. Has your experience led you to believe that the
rate of mortality is heavy if they belong to the union V
Senator LYON. I can't say that that makes any difference.
Commissioner GARRETSON. They don't discharge them for it?
Senator LYON. They discharge them if they find they belong to the union.

They don't get

in.

Commissioner GARRETSON. Then

it is a fatal disease to join the union out
here?
Senator LYON, In the street railway ; yes. sir.
Commissioner GAKRETSON. The statement was made here that the I>ro\vn
system of "discipline was in use, but that there was no accumulation of
"Brownies that would cause a man's discharge, or marks.
Senator LYON. They have a system for instance, a man will get a little bit,
a minute behind or something of that sort, and he receives a letter notifying
him of that fact, and after he receives two or three of them he is simply laid

off,

that

is all.

Commissioner GABRETSON.
discharge?
Senator LYON. No,

It

does not take a great

many

of

them

to

produce

They have too many men.
Commissioner GARRETSON. Have you known of any instances here where
these local companies have sent delegations of employees to the legislature to
defend industrial legislation?
Senator LYON. Yes, sir.
Commissioner GARBETSON. Have you ever had any reason to determine
whether those men that were sent there were in sympathy with the purpose of
sir.

their sending or not?

Senator LYON. They were generally paid lawyers or something of that sort
there to fight the measure.
Commissioner GABRETSON. But if they sent delegations of employees, actual
operating men?
Senator LYON. That has been done, as I say, in the street railway company.
Commissioner GABBETSON. I know they don't with the steam railways, bnt
with the street railway.
Senator LYON. The street railway sends men in.
Chairman WALSH. At this point we will adjourn until 2 o'clock this after-

who came

noon.
p.

(Whereupon, at 12.30 o'clock p. m., an adjournment was taken until 2 o'clock
m. of the same day, Tuesday. September 1o, 1014.)
AFTER RKCKSS

2

P.

M.

Met pursuant to adjournment. Present as before.
Chairman WALSH. Is Senator Lyon in the room?
Senator LYON. Yes.

Chairman WALSH. Senator, please resume the

stand.
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H. H.

LYON

Continued.

Commissioner GARRETSOX. Senator, in your capacity as inspector of the labor
department, have you had any occasion to take action against any large employers of labor in the vicinity in regard to violation of either the safety or
sanitation laws?
Senator LYON. I have yes, sir.
Commissioner GARRETSOX. Have any been convicted?
Senator LYON. Yes, sir.
Commissioner GARRETSOX. Are the court records available thereon?
Senator LYON. Yes, sir.
''>mrnissioner GARRETSOX. \Vhat employers have been convicted of violation
of those laws?
Senator LYON. The Baker Iron Works on two counts, for not having proper
That law prescribes, Mr. Commissioner, that every floor
flooring for the men.
above the second floor must have a covering or floor so as to prevent the
dropping of bolts and such us that from striking any of the men bt>!o\v.
Commissioner GARRETSOX. Has there been any action under the hours of
service the eight-hour law?
Senator LYON. Yes, sir.
Commissioner GAUKKTSON. Convictions?
Senator LYON. Yes, sir.
Commission*'!- IAKKKTSOX. Against whom?
Senator LYON. Well, I expect about 50 of them.
Commissioner GAXRET8ON. Any of them that have given testimony during
;

(

<

those investigations?

Senator LYON. The Alta Planing Mill, I believe, gave testimony. They were
convicted on one occasion.
Commissioner GARIIKTSON. Have you known of any action being taken by
r:ssoriations to which they belong, disciplining them for a violation of. the
State law?
Senator LYON. No, sir.
Commissioner GAI:I:KT>ON. And at the time the workmen's compensation net
W:H trader discussion and during the period of irs passage, do you know of any
instance where large interests that were affected induced people to send telegrams at their expense protesting against the passage of the law?
Senator LYON. Yes, sir.
Commissioner G AKIIKTSOX. What interests?
Senator Lvov. For instance, insurance companies went to personal friends of
mine with telegrams arid had them sign them and send thorn to me.
Commissioner GAKKKTSON. The expt-nsr being borne by the requestor?
Senator LYON.

I'.y

the insurance

Commissioner GAKIJKTSON. That

ipanis.
is all.

Senator LYON. Yes.
See Lvon exhibit.)
i

Chairman WALSH. That
.Mr.

is all,

Mr. Lyon

:

thank you.

/eehandelaar.

TESTIMONY OF MR.

F. J.

ZEEHANDELAAR

Recalled.

Chairman WALSH. Mr. /eehandelaar, I understand you have some additional
Statement to make, and some statements you desired to make in rebuttal.
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAE. Yes, sir.
Chairman WALSH. I will let you just go ahead in your own way as briefly as
the matter will permit.
Mr. /EKHANDKI.AAU. I do not intend, Mr. Chairman, to review the testimony
that lias been given here at length and the wrong constructions that have been
placed on some of the actions of the employers, or the intent of them. I shall
simply in a brief way refute some of the statements made here on certain
phases of your investigation; for example, the question of employment.
The conditions that existed here last December. It certainly is evident to
you that the same problem that confronted Los Angeles in the unemployment
question was found in every populous center of the United States. Even San
Francisco, that isn't: advertising herself or her climate, and that is working
under closed-shop conditions, was confronted with the same circumstances.
But that the number of unemployed is largely exaggerated than ever existed
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here, I desire to read to you a brief synopsis from the first annual report of
the municipal charity commission. It says:
"
Late in December, 1913, it was reported through the press of the city and
of the Nation that there were over 30,000 unemployed who were starving in
Los Angeles and who could not secure work. While many of those closely in
touch with the city's problem felt the number was exaggerated, nevertheless
every effort was put forth to bring immediate relief. The charities and schools
as well as individual philanthropists provided the necessities of life without
deep inquiry as to the efforts of the dependent to provide for himself.
"
Those in charge of the free employment bureau hastened their efforts and
developed plans by which temporary work could be provided for the needy while
permanent
positions could be found.
"
There were four groupings made of those in need of employment and temporary employment furnished in accordance with the conditions. These were,
first, heads of families for whom effort was made to procure work in the city
The unmarried unemployed citilimits at $2 for eight hours' work per day.
zens of the United States to whom three meals and lodging were furnished in
return for four hours' useful work daily.
"
(3) The aliens, chiefly Mexicans, many of whom, brought by the railroads,
were disci larged when no longer needed and did not return home, and
"
(4) Those who insisted on living on public charity and by theft, which
cases were called to the attention of the police department.
" In order to
provide the needed temporary arrangement which should supply food and lodging in return for four hours' useful work daily, two camps
were established in Griffifth Park, one for white labor, the other for Mexicans,
the great difference in diet necessitating such separation.
"
The \vork provided w as tree planting and work in the parks, labor known
as piek-and-shovel w ork. The capacity of each camp was 300, and at no time
while they were maintained, which was from January 5 to March 30, was the
number of residents in either camp greater than 108. All laborers were brought
back from the camp to the city as soon as permanent work was found for
them. The numbers sent to the camp were as follows January, 301 Mexicans,
789 white; February, 46 Mexicans, 148 white. By March the need for the camps
ceased, and they were closed.
"
Some strong side lights on the question of unemployment were secured in
the the process of dealing with this situation.
"
In an especial inquiry into a district where 14S Mexican families were receiving support from the charities, only one member, a lad of 19, was willing
to work. The others said that they did not need work, as the charities schools
When 65 heads of families
or certain individuals were looking after them.
were notified that they would be given work at the park on a certain day, 48
appeared at headquarters. To these, car fare to the park was given, but only
129 arrived there.
"
All the activities for relief owing to this close cooperation, not only with
each other, but with the bureau of employment, were able to check up the
situation and to separate those who only wanted an opportunity of common
justice and a fair chance from those determined to live in some way or other
the public bounty.
upon
"
Los Angeles in her determination that the able-bodied should earn their
support lost many undesirable citizens.
" The
greatest problem which the bureau faces is the finding of efficient
workers. The majority do not arise above the mediocre class, and desirable
positions go begging because the employee has not attained the efficiency which
is his most desirable asset in the labor market.
"
Ignorance is the chief cause of mediocrity, as- it is of delinquency and
dependency. Its only cure is knowledge. Those who deal with the unemployed,
those who see the masses of the inefficient forced to a role of greater or less
dependency, realize the vital need of the training, especially vocational, which
irives to the child the tools by which he is enabled to procure for himself steady,
efficient progress toward higher standards of comfort and power."
The total amount appropriated for the unemployed was $3,500 for tree plantingthat was not paid out in charity $3.000 for tree fund $3,063.06 and
$636.94 or less than $7,000 during the unemployed period.
I would like to incorporate that in the exhibits, please.
(Document entitled "First Annual Report of the Municipal Charities Commission of the city of Los Angeles, <."al.," July 1, 1913, to July 1, 191.4, was submitted in printed form.)
r

r

:
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Chairman WALSH, Commissioner Garretson says he would

like to ask

you a

question.

Mr. ZEEHAXDELAAR. Yes, sir.
Commissioner OARRETSO.X. Tn connection with the charity bureau, isn't it a
fact that the chairman of Unit charity bureau used means of his own to stop
the influx?
Mr. ZEEIIAXDELAAK. That what?

Commissioner GAKKKTSOX. To stop the influx.
Mr. ZEKHAXDK!. \AI:. The chairman of the commission?
Commissioner GAKUETSOX. Yes.
Mr. /EKTiAXDELAAii. Not to my knowledge.
Commissioner GARRETSOX. How is that?
Mr. XKKHAXDKLAAR. Not to my knowledge; T don't see why he should.
Commissioner GAKKKTSON. To stop the influx of just the class of labor that
was then unemployed by using his personal influence to hinder the extension of
time on contracts and thus cost some of the companies that had been bringing
in that class of
Mi-.

at

all.

men

a

very considerable

ZKEHAXDEI.AAR. I don't think
I simply give yon his report

Commissioner GAT;KI:TSOX. That

amount

so, sir.
;

That

1

of

money?

have no personal knowledge of

is all 1

it

kno\v.

is all.

Mr. ZKKHAxnF.hAAR. Some reference lias b-en made to the merchants and
manufacturers' association, nnd by the way, from the testimony that lias been
given hero, the association is responsible for all sins of course, that is understood
that the association refused to attend a meeting that was called to solve
that problem of the unemployed. The reasons were simply that we had a body,
a municipal body, that had the authority to do anything that was necessary in.
had authority of law. that could handle the situation without
the
taking it up by individual organizations whereby the ultimate outcome would
he that subscriptions would be solicited from the public, and we believed that
it was the duty of that commission to do as subsequent ly was shown, to apply
the public funds for that purpose. And in connection, I will call your attention
to this fact, that the merchants and manufacturers' association in 1S1M5. when
the- city faced a similar condition, raised JV'_'<;.IMM) from among our members and
public-spirited rjiizcns, and put them to work', relieving .~>(H) men, married men
and families, to the number of 4.SIM) people, in improving Klysian Park. That
simply shows that when occasion requires and the public demands a general
movement, that the merchants and manufacturers' association is willing to cooperate, ;iiid ready to cooperate, and generally takes the initiative in any measure
j

in any way relieve the conditions.
also to refute the statement that has been made that the association
N responsible for the alluring puhlicity that is being sent out to attract immiIt is not .within the province of our
grants and the working classes here.
have never done anything of
association to distribute any literature.
that diameter.
I'>ut. on the contrary, of the hundreds of letters that reach
me weekly almost certainly monthly from people all over the Tinted States
asking for opportunities to work 1 either send them to the associations with
winch their trades are connected, or "I always write to them never to come
here unless they are tirst assured of steady employment.
The next Question that I would like to take up with you is that of the police
protection and. violence. In justi<v to the police department, as well as to the
sin-riffs office, I want 1<> state emphatically that they have never done anything at our request unless they themselves found it necessary to assert their
authority.
In all the testimony that has been introduced here and the attacks that have
been made upon the subserviency, so railed, of the police department to the
employing classes I have yet failed to hear one word whereby it was shown
imed that the police department has at any time refused to give that
same protection to organized labor if it was asked and if the necessity arose.
the duties of the peace oflicers are to maintain and support
I, take it that
law and order and enforce the ordinances, and that it is just as much their
duty to prevent violation of laws and to prevent crime as it is to detect it.
Certainly if your house catches fire you are not going to wait until it is
burned to the ground before ringing in an alarm. At the tirst sign of danger
you call up the lire department to save what is possible. That is just exactly
what is being done in labor disturbances. The reason that there was no violence was simply because of the precautionary measures that were taken to

that
I

may

want

We

prevent

it.
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The antipicketing ordinance lias been under discussion here and has received a great deal of consideration at your hands. No\v. the question has
been asked several times, and I have seen a look of surprise on the faces of
some of the commissioners, when it was read and whereby it was made an
offense to talk. There are two ways of talking. You place yourself in the position of a man who has taken the place of a striker. You will admit that you
can not force a man to work if he doesn't want to. His personal liberty is at
stake, and there is no law to compel him to continue in that vocation if he
does not so choose. The same is true with the man who desires to work.
Chairman WALSH. Go ahead.
Air. ZKKHANDKLAAR. I don't know.
I was not. present when Air. Baker was
on the stand. But during that strike when the man came from work he was
surrounded by a crowd of the strikers. It was reported to our oflice that
not only was the choicest language indulged in in approaching those men, but
they were threatened, their lives were threatened, their families were called
upon by committees when the man went to work, and the wives were told that
if he should continue to work she would never see him back alive.
That is
the kind of talk. It was not a tea party, by any means.
Mr. Butler testified that during the teamsters' strike no arrests were made.
Why? Because that strike was conducted in an orderly, law-abiding manner.
If organized labor was ever in fear of any overt act on the part of the employing classes I am satisfied that they would get the same protection, the
same cooperation, and cheerful cooperation of the police department and the
sheriff's oih'ce as the employing people.
I am going over those things very briefly, Air. Chairman, because I understand you want to get through and I don't want to detain you much longer.
Some reference has been made to hick of amusements and recreation that
the wage earners can indulge in. We have in the last six months three parks
in the council, paid for entirely by voluntary subscriptions of the merchants
and public-spirited citizens. Certainly the number of moving-picture shows
that \ve have here and the vaudeville houses, the cheap ones, 5, 10, 20 cent
ones, show that they are patronized by the wage earners to such an extent
that they can be supported in large numbers in this city. We have got our
playgrounds. I submitted to 'you views of some of the playgrounds. Whenever
the weather permits you will find that on Sundays and holidays the street-ear
lines have not less than 10,000 to 30,000 people going to the different beaches
at the rate of 50 cents a round trip. They go there. I don't believe there is
a city in the United States where the outdoor life is so extensively participated in by the wage earners as in Los Angeles.
Those are the main points, Mr. Chairman, that I wanted to bring to your
attention. As I said in the opening, there are a great many things that have
been said here that could be easily refuted, but it is a lengthy proposition, and
There are some
1 don't think it would be of any benefit to you or to me.
statistics here.
During the progress of the investigation Cr. Bontilio was
asked to submit a list of the Japanese and Chinese laundries. I have the
list

here.

Steam laundries, white laundries, 38

in

number; inside employees,

2,'.).~>1

;

drivers, 463.

Hand

laundries (American and French), 12.
Japanese laundries, hand, 21. They work from 12 to 10 hours.
Japanese laundries, 2 steam plants; Chinese laundries, 84. They work all
the way from 12 to 24 hours. During normal times that number of employees in white laundries reaches something like 4,000 people.
I have also here a statement that I believe was desired from the foundry
men's association, and with your permission I will read it
-

:

"To the Commission on Industrial Relations in session at Lo.v Angt'Jcs,
"GENTLEMEN: I would like to correct some of the statements which
a few days ago in Blanchard Hall.

Cal.
I

heard

"Air. Buzzell stated that the conditions in the pattern simps in our city were
and from my intimacy with them and frequent visits to them I am
sure that he is not correct.
"If I understood him correctly, he said that the wages of the molders
ranged from Ti\ cents to 37 cents per hour and would not average over 8:>.'
"This is not true, for I have a record of all the shops, and the rate is from
37* to 50 cents per hour, and no mokler working as such receives less than
37* cents per hour.
*

rotten,'

;

.
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"

of t\vo men working as helpers while work is slack who are getting
30 cents per hour, but they are not working as molders owing to there
being no vacancy in that line for them, and they are glad to accept positions
as helpers under these circumstances.
"One man testified I think it was Mr. Buzzell that not a dozen of the
men who went out on the strike were ever reemployed.
"
This is not true, for I have a record of the names of over 50 of these men
who have been given employment in our shops since they went out on the
I will also state that in regard to wages paid to molders among our
strike.
members that I have a list of the names of the men now employed in our
shops who are receiving I'rom 40 to 50 cents per hour, and they number 127;
.f them get from 4-H cents up.
7.1
"Our office is a free employment bureau, and no man has ever paid a cent
for a position, and we have given work to many hundreds of them.
"Any man is at liberty to quit his job, and if any other shop wants him I
always give him a card to that shop to go to work.
"
We do not stand for one shop hiring men away from another shop, which
is the cause of the impression that a man can not work where lie pleases.
L'.~

I

know

to

"

Respectfully.

"WM.

Chairman WALSH. That

is

Mr. ZEKir.\M)Ki.AAi:. That

is

P..

HOSWKI.I,. Nrr/r./a ;;/."

all?
;:11.

ask some questions.
Chairman WALSH. Mr. oVi.nnell would like
What is being done by your association or other
Commissioner O'i
Minns in the city for the unemployment that may occur this winter?
\

Mr. ZKKHAXHKI.A.MS. Well, we can not look into the future. I suppose, if we
witli the same conditions next winter as last winter, the matter
That lias absolute juriswill be subject To tin* municipal charities commission.

were confronted

It is n>t right that whenever a condition arises of unemployment that:
pn-vails in other cities that the merchants should always be called upon to
relieve that condition. It should be paid out of taxation, as was done last year,
and as will be done, undoubtedly, this year when the occasion arises. That is
the only way that a situation of that kind can be handled justly to the unemployed and justly to the citizens.
Commissioner <)'Co\\i:ii. Have you taken up the question of the seasonal
occupations in California, and have you any idea as to what might be done to
Ct, as far as can be. the evil of this seasonal employment, in large numbers
of the men being put on the market at odd times?
Mr. ZKKHAMH.I.A \R. That is not a condition that arises in this city.
Commissioner O'COXXKI.I.. No; but the city cerrainly ought to be interested

diction.

in

it.

Mr. ZKKHAXUKJ.AAR. Ye- but I can only speak. Mr. o'Coimell, for our association, and we have not taken that matter up. beeaiise there are similar organizations in the sections affected by conditions of that character: therefore it is left
If we were going to take up conditions
to them to solve their own problems.
that arise all over the State we would not be wholly a local organization.
Therefore we only look at the local conditions.
Commissioner O'COXXKI.I.. P.ut you look after matters of legislation that
:

affect the entire State.

Mr. ZKKHANDKI A \n. Yes and it affects our city also.
'.miissioner O'COXXEU.. There are large numbers of unemployed come from
;

the fields into the city.

Mr. /K!
\;:.
municipal charities.

Is not that a fact?
comes, as I told you,

Tt

under the jurisdiction of the

imissioner O'CoxxEi.!.. Has there been no effort given to the subject as t>
to correct that in any way? For instance, there are apparently going to be In California, owing to your seasonal growth here
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. Yes.
Commissioner O'CONNEIYL. A large number of people that you must have
that at certain periods of the year there is not enough employment here at hand
for everybody. Where would this labor come from to take care of this seasonal

what might be done

growth ?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. There has never been a surplus of labor, to my knowledge,
in the agricultural or horticultural sections.
There has always been a lack of
labor. They have offered as high as. at times, $3 a day and room and board and
then could not get them. There has never been a surplus.
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Commissioner GARRETSOX. You drew a very nice simile there from the fire
department.
Mr. ZEEHAXDELAAR. Yes, sir.
Commissioner GARRETSON. Is it a practice in Los Angeles that whenever a
load of wood or a tank of oil goes down the street you call the fire department?
Mr. ZEEHAXDELAAR. If it catches fire.
Commissioner GARRETSOX. If it don't catch fire?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. If there is a spark. I simply said at the first danger.
That danger does not arise when the gasoline tank simply passes through the
street.

Commissioner GARRETSON. Your opinion was that the material was there and
the spark might come along, then?
Mr. ZEEHAXDELAAR. Exactly.
Commissioner GARRETSON. We have had a good deal of testimony from the
spark here.
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. Yes, sir.
Commissioner GARRETSOX. Do you believe that the largest employer in the
State of California is any more entitled to credence than the dollar-a-day man

who works

for

him?

Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. No, sir; when he can back up his statement.
Commissioner GARRETSOX. Whether he can back it up or not, until

it

is dis-

credited?

Mr. ZEEHAXDELAAR. No, sir I should take any man's word as long as he
showed himself reliable and had proper regard for truth.
Commissioner GARRETSOX. As long possibly as he didn't show himself unreli;

able; wouldn't that be a better way to phrase it?
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. Not necessarily.
Commissioner GARRETSON. All men are not honest, then, until convicted of

dishonesty?

Mr. ZEEHAXDELAAR. I will say this to yon, Mr. Garretson, that wherever there
might have been shown to be a spark, that the employing classes have never
applied the match.

Commissioner GARRETSOX. The testimony of lockouts would demonstrate that
would it?
Mr. ZEEHAXDELAAR. I don't know that we have any lockouts. The metal-

fact,

trades strike certainly
lockout.

a lockout

was not a

lockout.

I don't know of any evidence at all
in the city of Los Angeles.

The brewers' strike was not a
here showing there ever has been

Commissioner GARRETSOX. The testimony not only of the workers themselves
that has been given here, but of others disinterested in a large degree, that
there was no. violence at the time, is not to be given the same weight as testimony of others that there was going to be a fire?
Mr. ZEEHAXDELAAR. Now you are going to mix up the fire and the violence.
Commissioner GARRETSOX. The fire came from the illustration as to the
violence.

Mr. ZEEHAXDELAAR. Yes, sir.
Commissioner GARRETSON. It didn't come from the commission.
Mr. ZEEHAXDELAAR. No, sir.
Commissioner GARRETSON. It came from the witness.
Mr. ZEEHANDELAAR. Yes, sir. Now, I said to you that in strikes like the
teamsters' strike no arrests were made. In other words, if \ve provide protection and take the precautions against violence, then the chances of violence are
lessened, and no man or set of men who do not intend to violate the law and
ordinances need fear that precaution.
Commissioner GARRETSON. No. A man that hasn't been enslaved yet need
not fear a law creating slavery; is that it?
Mr. ZEEHAXDELAAR. Well, you put your own
are entitled to that.
Commissioner GARRETSOX. I thought I was.
Mr. ZEEHAXDELAAR. Yes, sir.

interpretation

to

that.

You

Commissioner GARRETSON. The police department would give protection to
the other side just the same as it would the one they did give it to. If your
statement in regard to the kind of language is correct, how do you explain the
fact that out of four hundred and odd, I believe it was, arrests, there was only
a half a dozen convictions, \vhen the kind of language you gave was easily a
matter of proof?
Mr. ZEEHAXDELAAR. I didn't catch that.
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Commissioner GARRETSOX. You made the statement that there was two kinds
of talk?

Mr. ZEEHAXDELAAR. Yes, sir.
Commissioner GARRETSOX. And then you proceeded to amplify the kind that
was deadly threats. If all these arrests were made for that kind of language,
how do you explain the fact that out of over 400 arrests there were a half dozen
convictions only?

Mr. ZEEHAXDELAAR. I did not say they were made for that offense.
Commissioner GARRETSOX. What were they made for?
Mr. ZEEHAXDELAAR. I don't know. The police records will show that. But,
coming back at you again, now, since you desire to know why the police were
If you are held up, or you go home
called in, and using another illustration.
at night and somebody tells you to throw up your hands, and you see a billy
in front of you or a revolver, are you going to stand there and let them kill
you, or are you going to defend yourself or are you going to call for the police
or run, or what are you going to do?
Commissioner GARRETSOX. I have had it done, and I have done both things.
I h:ive run like a towhead and I have thrown up my hands.
Mr. ZKEHAXDELAAR. You are not going to call for the police when you are
going to be knocked down and beaten, if you can help yourself.
Commissioner C.ARHKTSOX. I think I should call for them when I was down,
at any rate.
Mr. ZLEHAXDEI AAI;. That is just exactly it.
Commissioner <!AKI:KTSO\. The -47.") men that were arrested were at least
given protection by (lie police?
Mr. /i:i:iiAM)Ki.AAU. I think so. They were given protection by the police
because (lie men they attempted to assault probably, as American citizens,
would have defended tliems< l\s and a riot was not precipitated.
Commissioner GAKIJKTSON. That is all.
Chairiii'an WALSH. That is all; thank you.
Mr. Wolfe.

TESTIMONY OF MR. FRANK

E.

WOLFE.

Chairman WALSH. Your name is Mr. Frank Wolfe?
Mr. WOLFF:. Frank K. Wolfe.
Chairman WALSH. What is your business?
Mr. WOLFE.

I

am an

editor.

Chairman WALSH. Of what?
Mr. WOLFE. The Western Comrade.
Chairman WAI sir. How lonir have you been editor nf the Western Comrade?
Mr. Wou E. About four or five months.
Chairman WALSH. Is that published in Los Angeles?
Mr. \Yoi

.:

,:.

'i

68, sir.

Chairman WAI. sir. How long have you lived in Los Angeles?
Mr. WOLFK. Twelve years.
Chairman WALSH. Have you made any study of social and
tions in

Mr.

industrial condi-

Los Angeles?

Wou

i:.

A

study from

1

my

observations from day to day; yes. sir.
a list of questions to which the

Chairman WALSH. Wore you served with
commission invited an answer?
Mr. WOLFE. Yes,

sir.

Chairman WALSH. Would you be kind enough to take them now?
Mr. WOLFE. With your permission, the questions that were submitted

to

me

have virtually been covered by others giving their testimony, so that that
portion the first portions, covering blacklisting and other discriminations,
on of employers have virtually been covered.
Commissioner COMMONS. There are certain parts that have not been covered that you wish to speak of?
Mr. WOLFE. There are phases of the struggle in the city here that have come
under my observation that are not contemplated in these questions.
Commissioner COMMONS. And have not been covered?
Mr. WOLFE. They have not been covered.
Commissioner COMMONS. Please proceed, then.
Mr. WOLFE. A number of years ago I went into the employ of the Los Angeles
Herald, a morning daily newspaper published here, owned secretly by H. G.
Otis.
It was democratic in its complexion, and was published near the corner
of Second and Broadway.
At the corner of First and Broadway Otis ran a
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Republican newspaper, a nonunion newspaper, while at the corner of Second
and Broadway lie ran a Democratic, union paper.
The walking delegate of the merchants and manufacturers' association who
is now wailing, by the way
didn't make very many visits to my office.
He
visited the Times office quite frequently, and the communications he had for
me usually went through Mr. Otis and dov.ii through the regular channels of
his business manager or the titular president of the. company, thus reaching
me. This is the way I got my orders indirectly from Mr. Zeehandelaar.
I was glad to see my old master giving testimony here.
Glad to hear him
relate the story of the success of his paper and of the millions of dollars that
it

has earned him, and to observe that
Chill penury has not suppressed his noble rage,
froze tho genial current of his soul.

Nor

Had he not appeared here, I think I would not have taken up this phase
of the subject, and I think I would have been the last to " molest his ancient
solitary reign."
great deal has been said about the open-shop policy and the prosperity
of this city owing to the open-shop policy, and about the sincerity of the
merchants and manufacturers' association as an organization in regard to
open-shop matters; their belief and their statement that the merchants and
manufacturers' association was organized for the benefit of this community,

A

the whole community.
We ran, as I say a closed-shop office at Second and Broadway owned by Mr.
Otis, and an open-shop office at First and Broadway, which is about the
measure of sincerity of that particular group the merchants and manufacturers' association and the Los Angeles Times, which is the father and mother
of the merchants and manufacturers' association.
While we ran that newspaper, and I make this confession, that I was at least
a tacit conspirator with the proprietor of the Times, we buncoed the Republicans at First and Broadway and buncoed the Democrats at Second and

Broadway.

The editorials written for the most part \vhile I was managing editor of
The editorials written by those at
the Herald were written by Socialists.
the Times I am convinced were written by anarchists. At the same time we
were Republicans at the Times and Democrats at the Herald, but the editorial
departments of both papers were evidently written by anarchists and Socialists.
That this was unknown to the proprietor of the Times is unthinkable, because
at one time he mentioned that we had a Socialists staff on the Herald, and that
was true. And it was known quite extensively in the city that the Herald
staff were Socialists, because in labor troubles and at times when the merchants and manufacturers' association and labor came into conflict we always
took the side of labor and the Times took the side of capital.
We took the side of progress on progressive measures Avith our paper; that
is to say, one of general's papers took the side of progress and the other
took the side of the reactionaries.
In the city election the organ of the merchants and manufacturers' associaWe played the
tion took one set of candidates and we took the other set.
people for if I may use a slang expression we played the people of this community for suckers, both at the Times and the Herald.
It made no difference which administration was elected, the general had one
of his papers which had backed the administration, and it gave him a powerful pull and an opportunity to dictate legislation along the line of labor legislation.

They ran in the Times nonunion flapdoodle, and down at the Herald we ran
twaddle about the unions. We played both ends against the middle.
He kept the record of the Herald transactions with the Herald, in a book
which he labeled "My farming interests." The Herald was his farming inThe objection was
terest, and I am convinced it was rather dry farming.
made that we might not get circulation because it would cut into the circulation of the Times.
There was objection made against us getting advertisements, and they absolutely controlled the advertising, and the objection was
that if we got a dollar of advertising it was 90 cents out of the Times. Therefore, we got along on the crumbs, as it were, and this in spite of the fact
that we ran a very creditable paper. Mr. Otis called the Herald his skeleton
regiment, and certainly he starved it to the point of being a skeleton. Every
time the business manager of the union Herald went to the antiunion business
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of the nonunion Times to get the weekly pay roll for there was
the business manager and cashier roared
deficit on the Herald
sometimes heard it clear down at the
like trained seals in a side show.
Herald office. However, the general came across with the pay roll every
time except one time when the typographical union served notice if they did
not pay within one hour of starting time, they would start an hour later. They
starred an hour later and set the paper back an hour, but that was the last
time.
The titular president of the Herald, and a man who took a great deal of
honor for the things we \\ere achieving, was Thomas E. Gibbon, a Democrat
and lawyer of this city. Some of our people believed there had been a wash sale
made to Uibhon and other parties. The fact is. however, that the general
never lei go of the Herald, as was demonstrated by the fact that he kept it
about 10 years, and only sold it recently to the Hearst interests on the understanding they would make it an evening paper. It has always been a union
paper, run as a union paper, and was union as far as the mechanical department was concerned for all time, and the pretense of the nonunion open-shop

manager

always a

We

proprietor >eems lo me to fall through with that.
P.oih pap P8, however, played the real estate bunko game.
That is to gay,
we were unanimous in whooping it up for the sunshine and glorious southern
California. This all parties joined in at that time, and we concealed froiii the
people ill ib:' r.;;>i who read our papers that .os Angeles was a real estate
conspiracy rather than a municipality.
I h.:
ed in this hearing in noticing the amount of conversation or testimony there has been on the other sid: concerning the magnificent
homes of the working classes. I believe* he called it one of the witnesses
this morning said you would call the California house a shack, and I think
you would probably call it a kennel if you sa\v it. They have submitted pho'hs to you here of these beautiful homes in which these workingmen
live.
They failed to submit to you a photograph of the mortgages on those
homes, which niortga'-res. a San Francisco wag said, when they showed him the
photographs of the bungalows, if they were laid out from end to end would
reach from here to Santa P.arbara. I don't know about that, but I do know
in the city there is at least one vacant lot for iwo lion.An estimate has been made that there are from one hundred and twentyfive to one hundred and eighty-five thousand vacant lots in the city, showing
that this real esiate is being held for speculation in anticipation of an unearned increment.
There is a real estate conspiracy largely to persuade easterners and to bring
large numbers of people here from the Kast. preferably people with money.
They are very little interested in people unless they have money, except they
want to tlood the labor market here with an overplus of labor. This has IK-CM
dorir here every year.
1
wish to read a resolution passed by the city council last December.
It
I

I

is

brief:

"Whereas

a large number of unemployed in Los Angeles, many of
who have been attracted here by climatic conditions and misrepresentations that there was a superabundance of work at high wage-

them

there

is

floaters,

to be

found

:

and

"Whereas

the city council has been compelled to appropriate funds to provide
additional employment for the class of citizenry that has enjoyed a 1.1*
months' residence: and
"Whereas the city is unable to provide employment for more workers than
are now within the city confines: Therefore, be it
4>
/iV.w/v/. That the city council of Los Angeles does hereby warn and advis
all nonresidents unemployed not to come to Los Angeles with the hope of securing employment: and be it further
"l!<-x(tlrcif. That the city council request the newspapers and press associations to give this resolution the fullest publicity throughout the country, in
order that those who are contemplating coming to Los Angeles may be fully
advised of the real conditions of the labor market in this municipality."

Mr. Chairman, every year this city has been filled
Commissioner (>'Co.\.\EI.L. Was this published by the pre.Mr. WOLFE. This was published this clipping is ostensibly taken from the
Los Angeles Record.
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Commissioner O'CONXKI.I..
l>y all

Th<> resolution
of the papers in the city?

oi'

the council,

was

that published

am

not aware it was published by all the papers in this city.
This paper bus just boon handed to me. I
I was in New York at the time.
bring it in here because the man who just testified ahead of me had something
to say about the unemployed in this city.
I want to present to your attention some of the methods that the members
of the merchants and manufacturers' association of the city use in their efforts
to hold down any unruly editor of the subsidized press, if that be necessary.
Most of the editors and a great many of the reporters are men of considerable
intellectual attainments, and men who have some vision and some understanding of social conditions. The result of this, of course, to my mind, is that a
great many of them become Socialists and some of them become radicals, and
all of them ultimately destroy their earning power in the capitalist press.
When they become a little bit radical they are inclined to print stories that
don't exactly set well with the capitalist class, the exploiting class. This hap-

Mr. WOLFE.

I

pened to me.
One or two occasions, I think, will show these attempts to coerce. The first
occasion of this that I wish to call to your attention was when the merchants
and manufacturers' association of this city took up the proposition of an aviation meet at Dominguez Field. That was managed by the walking delegate of
the merchants and manufacturers' association. This man gave out the concesI went to the Dominguez Field personally after the meet had been runsions.
ning a few days and found conditions so abhorrent there that I came back and
wrote a story about it. Not only the sanitary conditions, but the fact that
there was, I think, 14 or 16 "blind pigs" running. That is an establishment
where they illicitly and illegally, against the law and peace of the people of the
Commonwealth of California, were selling liquor under concessions given by
the secretary of the merchants and manufacturers' association. I was a little
bit indignant about that, and especially by virtue of the fact I had been robbed,
a thing newspaper men all resent, in various ways by the concessionaires.
And I wrote a story especially about insanitary conditions that they maintained
and about this selling of liquor on the grounds.
Immediate reprisals came through the M. and M., which controls all the advertising placed in the papers of the. city, by way of taking out from the
Herald the advertising of a certain department store, the manager or proprietor
of this department store being one of the chief moguls at the aviation field.
They took their ad. out, and the business manager came storming in to me, as
they always do in cases of this sort, to see who wrote this story. And when I
told him that I wrote it myself from facts that I had, it didn't set him back a
bit, because he wanted me to print an apology, a thing that, when I have
printed a story in any publication at any time that is based upon the truth, I
have not yet done. And I told him that I would not apologize, and this advertisement was removed from our paper. It occupied considerable space, and
by virtue of the fact that department-store advertising is the chief supporter
of all newspapers therefore all newspapers all over the State, and with one
exception in the United States that I know of with one exception are controlled by the department stores, the exception being the Day Book, of Chicago,
which does not take any advertising, the only newspaper that I think is left,
the only daily paper that I have any ambition to work for, because it is the
only newspaper that I know of where the management is not utterly prostituted to capitalism.

When Mr. Gibbon came to me concerning this " unfortunate incident of
printing this story regarding the M. and M.'s management, very much outraged
because I had kicked this ad. out of the paper, I made him a proposition that I
was to take this space each day and print the truth concerning things that I
knew about the M. and M. and about the manager of this department store and
the way they treated their employees, especially the little girls and some of the
older girls, just to print some little incidents or side lights on Los Angeles after
twilight, and some of the history of some of the members of the M. and M.. and
other information that I thought I had and was available. Mr. Gibbon was
considerably shocked by my proposition, and said he didn't believe that that
would work that he intended to write, and I think he did write, a letter to
And I think he had a personal interthe owner of this department store.
view in which he conveyed to him something of my intention or my request.
At any rate. J told Mr. Gibbon that if lie wanted this ad. back that I would
stake my life that within 10 days I would have it back at double the space and
;

"
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double the rate, if he wanted it. He didn't accept it, but he went up and interviewed this Individual and the ad. came back, at what rate and what amount
of space I am not able to state.
Shortly after that I printed a story based upon affidavits of employees of
the Los Angeles Aqueduct, which was then in the course of construction, another monumental real estate conspiracy, which cost the people of this community something over $30,000,000.
I printed a story about the intolerable, insufferable conditions in the Desmond
I based it upon affidavits, and was convinced that it was true.
mess, camps.
Tliis brought instant reprisals by the brother of this Mr. Desmond, who ran,
and does run an extensive haberdashery in this city. Mr. Desmond came
swinging into the office, and I knew him as a prominent and not uninfiuential
member of the M. and M., with their gentle and refined methods of repressing
the truth, and told me that if I didn't print an apology the next day he would

remove

his ad. from the paper.
responsible employer was Mr. Gibbon, and he was in New York, and I
fell sure I could get away with another edition.
Inasmuch as this man had
bellowed in my local room, before the reporters and editors, with whom I had
long worked, and whose respect I held I hope hold it yet he came in such
a manner that my dignify, at least, prevented me from yielding to his demand,
and I think that my language was about as warm as his, when I told him he
could take his ad. out of the paper, and where he could go with it. And then
I called his attention to the affidavits, how much worse th;y were than the
story, and invited him to take his ad. out, and said that I would print the

My

;

evidence, in full in

my

story.

could give you a number of instances of similar methods of coercion which
was done over and over and over again. The members of the merchants and
manufacturers' association watched the columns of this paper as they watch aft
papers, and the first inclination of labor trouble, when 1 would be likely to
print a fair story, they put the pressure on and pi-evented me.
Unquestionably, the owner of the open shop which is the closed shop to
union men the Times proprietor, knew that I was a Socialist, knew that I
had a record as a labor-union man. knew that my entire staff was Socialist
that wo were all of us labor men. and he owned the paper, and made the pretense that he was for the open shop.
So much for that special brand of what I may be allowed to cull hypocrisy
on the part of this labor-hating organization in claiming they are for the open
shop first, last, and always.
I would like to take up the method of handling ihe problem of the unemployed in this community. Last winter there were 4U.OOO unemployed men in
this city; San Francisco and other coast cities, as you probably know, were
in about the same condition.
These unemployed are usually broke, and thereThese men are arrested and
fore they are in the eyes of the law vagrants.
placed on the chain gang in great numbers. These chain gangs they work on
In some instances, at least, these public highways are in
public highways.
themselves a deliberate real-estate graft, a conspiracy to use the money of the
people of this county that automobile roads are to be built that are only used
by the rich. A conspicuous example of this is the automobile road built at
Topango Canyon. Not one-tenth of the population of this city knows where
that is. They arrested some of what they call the "blanket stiffs" in this
community and put them on the chain gang and worked them up in this canyon.
The conspiracy part of it, of course, is to enhance real estate values up there
in a mountain district which the population of this city does not even know
I

exists.

The State law provides that men working on the chain gang and they never
have any difficulty at any time of the year in arresting men under this vague
charge, vagrancy the State law provides that counties may pay these men a
dollar and a half a day during the time of their involuntary servitude. They
work them in these camps. The supervisors of this county, when it was suggested to them by the grand jury which is now in session, that they comply with
the State law and arrange some remuneration for these chain-gang prisoners,
proceeded to pass a law making the wage of these chain-gang victims from 10
to 30 cents a day. depending upon behavior.
Behavior, of course, means what
the particular guard or captain of the guard that has them in charge thinks of
them. Ten cents a day probably is about the minimum and maximum wage of
these men working there.
38810
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At the end of the 28 days or 30 days of their servitude they are liberated
broken, crushed, and brutalized in spirit, working under these inhuman chaingang guards, those men return to the city. They have just enough money to
retire to the secluded shady precincts of Main Street and get drunk, and just
about enough vengeance against society to go out and take a piece of lead pipe
and slug some one. Then the papers are filled with horrible stories. We have
a great many of them every winter.
Now, the gentlemen on the other side have deplored violence. They hav? hud
a great deal to say about the intemperate utterances, and something specifically
was said about the intemperate utterances of newspapers; of, course, the newspapers did not quite agree with the M. and M. organ. I shall, with your permission, read extracts from editorials printed in the Los Angeles Times. And
in reading these I wish the commissioners would keep in mind the fact that I
deplore violence. I regret violence of any kind at any place. I am a Socialist;
and therefore am a member of that particular group of humanity, and there
are about 50,000,000 of us who hold this belief unfortunately some of that
50,000.000 are perishing on the fields of Europe that all violence should be
avoided at all times. We are opposed to murder, individually or collectively.
We are opposed to murder under the guise of war. We are opposed to armed
militiamen shooting down workmen and their women and their children. We
are opposed to murder under whatever label, and we are especially opposed to
legal murder that comes from men in uniform, and more especially are opposed
to murder by the gunmen of capitalism shooting down workmen in camps in
times of labor trouble.
Mr. Chairman, I feel that one of these editorials at least points directly to
me, because I have gained some measure of reputation of being an agitator.
And, being an agitator, I come at least under the ban of this one editorial
printed in the Times of November 11, 1911. I. at least, was known as being
what they call an agitator, because I had preached the doctrine of discontent,
the doctrine of discontent with slavery and 'chains, and it i-; my intention t<>
continue to preach that doctrine.
Here is an editorial from the Los Angeles Times of Sunday, June 11, 1911.
This was printed on the editorial page in column live of that paper. I am reading just a portion of it, because it is a column long. It is headed
"

THE GBEAT COMBINE.

*
*
*
And soon it has begun to happen already the plain citizen of
every country will form a combine. Its object will be the suppression of sedition and anarchy in the persons of the professional agitator.
" There will be a
It
big, powerful, effective, but very unostentatious revolt.

will

work

quickly, surely, silently.
*
The first the plain citizens' combine will accomplish is the quiet
removal of these gentlemen. They won't be blown up; they will just quietly
disappear from human ken. There will be a little inquiry at first, but it will
*
*
*
The plain citizen combine is not being
die down ever so quickly.
mouthed abroad and is not seeking members or subscriptions, but it is growing
rapidly, nevertheless, and it is a very real and very tangible thing.
"
With the itch removed, the great disease of unrest will soon be cured, and
the world will settle down for another half century."
Mr. Chairman, the world-wide discontent of labor, the world-wide unrest
with conditions as they exist to-day are, to the mother and father of the M.
and M., an itch to be cured by removing a few of us agitators quietly from
human ken.
Personally, I have no fear at this hour of being removed by the plain citizen
combine, but I have some fear of the plain citizen combine and citizens' polic^
murdering men and women in these United States in every labor trouble that
" *

*

arises.

Another editorial, of June 11, 1911 another excerpt. Speaking of labor
troubles, they say
"
Back of the police is the sheriff with power to swear in an armed posse
comitatus to preserve the public peace and arrest the offenders. There is no reputable citizen of Los Angeles who would decline membership of such a posse,
and in an hour, if necessary, a brigade could be organized and armed with pick
handles that would drive the lawless union laborites, closed-shop, murderous
vermin into the sea."
:
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This, gentlemen of the commission, is an editorial from a newspaper owned by
a witness here who said he deplored the methods of violence of union labor.
1 submit to yon, gentlemen of the commission, that these inflammable statements may bring about conditions that have all the elements of civil war.
One more editorial and I will be through with them. Another from the

Times

:

When

their homes and their proj.>erty are seriously threatened by the cohorts of disorder they will look for protection first to the police, next to the
militia, and then to the Federal troops, and if. as is not even remotely possible, these should prove inadequate, there should be seen a force of thousands of
'

merchants and manufacturers and lawyers and bankers and nonunion workers
and home owners of Los Angeles armed and marshaled for the protection of
life and property, and the carcasses of ,some of the labor leaders who instigated
disorder and dynamiting and murder might possibly he seen dangling from
telegraph poles."

Now. gentlemen of the commission, we do not want to dangle. We do not
want to decorate any of their ornamental lamp-posts.' nnd we are not as murderous and dangerous as they make us out to be.
With this advice from the chief spokesman of the labor exploiters, the labor
balers of southern California, the city administ ration which always has been
in pm>vr, having been elected by this particular class, has fallen in with their
plans on about every occasion.
The antipicketing ordinance was written in the oflice. I am told, of the
M. and M.-by the M. and M. attorney at !) o'clock in the morning, passed by the
council at lo o'clock, signed by the mayor at 10. 'JO o'clock, and at 11 o'clock
doxens of men. who were not violating the law an hour- or so previous, were
This is the method of expediting
arrested and incarcerated in the city jail.
force in this community whenever the plain citix.ens' combine gets ready to
Manifestly these men were not violating
operate against inoffensive citizens.
any law in the morning. In the afternoon they were criminals, locked in the
city jail.

On

the chief of police of Los Angeles asked for an appropriation to
add to this armed camp that we maintain here. Why, this
Siale is so well heeled as to tin-anus that the Thirty-ninth Legislature of
California, over the opposition of labor, passed a law to make it permissible
and note that we fought the military authorities on that occasion to make
every high school which has 4O pupils in this State an armed military camp;
to provide them with Krag-.Jorgonsen guns, with ball cartridges, and this was
t;d<en advantage of all over the Slate.
They have here more different kinds
of arsenals and armed camps than you would dream of.
Why. even Gen. Otis
maintained an arsenal in the Times office.
Wbon Mr. Hearst and the Los Angeles Kxaminor. yielding to the import uni'f union
labor of this city several years atr<. came t<> Los Angeles, labor
held a gre-'t ceN-bration, which, to me. is an evidence of how easy it is to bunko
labor- as well as capital; they had a great celebration and had a big parade.
I
was in the Times otlice the night of that pnrado. Shortly before the parade
was to start they brought out bunches of Springfield ritles and ball and cartridges .4r>-.7<) as to caliber, capable of killing a man at a great distance, a thoroughly effective weapon about the same type of weapon that was USH! in the
Philippines during the war and a man came by and picked up one of the
weapons while I was in the room, and almost everybody in the room scrambled
to get under the table.
They have tinned camps right in the Young Men's Christian Association,
th" president of which testified on this stand yesterday, or Friday, I believe
He was then president of he Young Men's Christian Association and
it was.
owner of one of the big department stores in this city. I saw in the Young
Men's Christian Association great rows of lockers, and when they were thrown
open they were tilled with Springfield rifles and bayonets, one of the most
April

'_'."

buy 40 guns

to

1

deadly weapons ever designed by murderous man.
In the Young Men's Christian Association we had the Triangle Cadets, we
liad the United Hoys' Brigade, and the judges of the superior bench join with
the clergymen in promoting this martial spirit in the community. We have
the delightful institution, supported by the Powder Trust, known as the " Boy
Scout movement." The mothers of this community are bunkoed by the people
into believing that this is something that it is not.
One mother recently told
me it made her boy so large ami such a broad chest. I suggested to her that
he would make an excellent target for a bullet.
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I do not suppose there is any community in the United Stales where there is
as many armed camps as there is here. Everybody, every group that I know
of has an arsenal, except union labor; in every sort of an organization here,
and in many of them, excepting the Socialists organizations and other labor

have their own rifles.
April L!r> the chief of police asked for an appropriation for 40 guns. The
following is taken from the minutes of the city council of May 5; this is of this

bodies, they

On

year
"

:

We

recommend that the sum of $700 be transferred from the general expense fund to the police department fund for the purchase of emergency guns
and ammunition," and so forth. "Mr. Langdon moved, seconded by Mr. Bryant, that it be adopted, which motion was adopted by the following vote:
Ayes, .Messrs. Bryant, Conwell, Langdon, Wheeler, Williams, Whiffen, Koberts, and Snowden
I wish to say in

none."
eight. Noes
behalf of Councilman Wheeler that on May 15 he made a
ringing speech in the council and said that he didn't know that he had voted
for this measure, and asked permission that his vote be changed from aye to no.
This was unanimously consented to, and is so spread on the minutes.
Then Mr. Wheeler offered a resolution against an organization calling itself
the citizens' police. The matter of appointing 200 citizen police officers was
referred to the safety committee, and there the matter rests.
The safety
committee of the council is composed, I believe, of three councilmen, who were
not elected by union labor. And as I have shown you in regard to the .expediency with which they put through the antipicketing law, I haven't the
slightest doubt that one hour's time would enable that safety committee of the
council, and the very willing mayor, to arm and put on the streets 200 or r>00 of
these pick-handle men that Gen. Otis mentions, or any number of deputy
in other words, Baldwin-Felts or Burns
sheriffs that they have described

gunmen.
Here you have inflammatory editorials leading up to this. Here you have
your action of the city council, which only smothered this citizen police proposition a few months ago, probably because Councilman Wheeler insisted and
These guns were
probably explained to them that it \vould be unhealthy,
frankly designed to kill men and women in the street. Now, Mr. Commissioner,
with your permission, I would like to offer here as an exhibit one of those
guns.
[The witness rises.]
Mr. Calvert [addressing a bystander], will you give me that compulsory arbitrator? [A repeating shotgun was handed to the witness by a bystander.]
By your permission, Mr. Chairman, if I may stand up here. [The witness
leaps from the witness stand to the stage and stands beside the members of the
commission, with his back to the audience.]
thugs,

This is one of the sawed-off shotguns, recently bought by the city council,
which we of the laboring class believe, and we think we have reason to believe,
will go into the hands of Baldwin-Felts or Burns or other private gunmen of
capitalism in case of a labor struggle in this city. [The witness holds the gun
at arm's length, swings the same about, exhibiting it to the commission and to
the audience.]
The operation of this gun is very simple. [The witness operates the reloading mechanism.] Loaded with 21 No. 1 buckshot at a distance, we will say, of
CO feet, about the width of the city streets, I would assume that within one
second a good handy Burns thug could kill or wound 25 or 30, at least, men
and women and babies, because these people don't draw the line.
With your permission I will show you how rapidly it may be operated. |*The
witness goes through the motions of rapidly firing and reloading and firing the
gun, operating the reloading mechanism many times, all in the space of a few
This end of the gun
It will make 25 widows within that time.
seconds.]
indicating the muzzle] is designed for the working class; this [indicating the
stock] for the capitalist class. [Applause.]
1 will have
Chairman T ALSH. Let us have perfect order, madam [hisses]
to ask you to retire if you can't hold in your feelings.
Proceed.
Mr. WOLFE. Mr. Chairman, it is my belief, as something of an expert with
firearms, that had the Baldwin-Felts detectives, disguised as militiamen in
Colorado, had that sort of weapon in their hands at the time of the Ludlow
massacre, instead of taking five or six hours to kill 28 men, women, and
children, they might have killed them all ; they might have, armed with the
Los Angeles weapon, within five or six minutes, set fire to the tents and burned
|

W
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the babies alive, and been on tbe way to their court-martial to get their whitewash within a half hour.
Of course the .30-.30 and the high-powered gun with flat trajectory will kill a
man at great distance. But in the city of Los Angeles it is not contemplated
to kill them at a great distance.
It is short-range shooting here that they seek.
a.

These inflammatory editorials from the representatives of capitalism indicate
to me, and I think they indicate to a large number of the working class of this
community, that these men intend to declare war, and that it means death to
everyone who is foolish enough to stand in the streets at the time they do
declare war in time of labor trouble.
A great railway strike was threatened at the time this action was taken. It
was believed that all of the railroads west of Chicago were likely to be locked
up in a strike. No city in the whole country would probably be more immediately affected than we would had this strike occurred.
They contemplated
doubtless the use of this weapon.
The Southern Pacific Railroad, without any violence whatever, has hastily
thrown up its barricades and built its fences around its shops and taken all
precautions to prepare for war. They have supplied the torch and the oil.
I mean they have done this in times past, notably the time the machinists'
strike broke out here.
These guns are the sort of compulsory arbitration that we think that capitalism, the M. and M., and the labor balers of Iliis city intend to use upon
the working class in time of struggle. These hundreds of these citizen police
will not be headed by the walking delegates of the M. and M. ; they will be
headed by gunmen.
You have been told here by the spokesman of the
M. and M. that they prefer deputy sheriffs what they call deputy sheriffs.
The simplest way of putting a Burns murderer on a legal basis, so that he
may murder without fear or let or hindrance, is to take him up and swear him
in as a deputy sheriff.
I feel that this is their intention.
Personally I have the highest regard for the police. I think that the chief
of police in taking this action merely takes orders from the master class,' and
as far as the average policeman is concerned labor does not fear him.
Labor
only looks on him as being a workingman who perhaps is going to carry out the
orders of his boss. He will shoot us in the street, but he does not provoke
labor to overt actions, and it has never been called to my attention that a
uniformed policeman ever acted as an agent provocateur at any time or in any
labor trouble.
Wo have in this city 570 police officers, which is not a high
are
average for the population, but a sufficient force to police this city.
not a turbulent people.
We are almost a bucolic people. There is *no particularly turbulent element here.
There are 75 paid deputies in the present sheriffs office, and he has only
deputized 3,007 men. These, however-, are mostly what is looked upon anil
sometimes spoken of as the " Rube constable," the fellow that is out in the
country and wants to wear a tin star. He is utterly harmless and takes no
part in the labor struggle. There would be no difficulty in having our city
police increased in time of labor trouble.
Jnst one more word and then I am through. You were just told that there
had been no lockouts. If I had dared to present here the amount of matter
that has been offered me by the labor side of this controversy, it would take
me eight hours to attempt to present it, but I have turned it all down except
tins one.
A notable case of the lockout was the labor dispute with Bishop &
Co. They locked out their employees in the cracker industry when they found
We wanted to submit considerably more
that they were talking organization.
than this, hut our witness in that case has been called away.
Mr. Chairman, I want to submit here an invoice of the purchasing agent of
the city of Los Angeles when he purchased these sawed-off shotguns. The
number of this particular gun [indicating the gun produced before the commission! is 308716: that is the number marked on this invoice here, and it is
numbered underneath the gun on this spot [indicating number on the gun].
This gun cost us, we of the working class paying for it, $14. It cost 50 cents
to get it sawed off to make it the murderous man-killer that it is.
It was
purchased from the Tufts-Lyon Arms Co., Mr. Tufts being a prominent member
of the M. and M., I think an officer of that organizations.
I note that part of
these guns were purchased from William H. Hoegee Co.. and Mr. Hoegee was
kind enough to saw off 23 barrels of the guns for $3, whereby Messrs. TuftsLyon. of the M. and M.. sawed off 17 of them for $8.50.
I think, Mr. Chairman, that finishes all I have to say.

We
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to are printed as

(The invoices referred

Chairman WALSH. That

Wolfe

exhibit.)

is all.

Mr. WOLFE. Mr. Chairman,

I

would

like to offer this report.

I

mentioned

I
the aqueduct as being a real estate conspiracy.
mentioned also the conditions of feeding the workers on the aqueduct, and by request of Mr. Grow I
wish to offer the report of the aqueduct investigation board of the city of Los
Angeles, which will authenticate what I said concerning the real estate conspiracy and carries considerable illuminating matter concerning the way the
wr orkers were treated.
Chairman WALSH. Jus*t submit it to the stenographer. That is all then.
Thank yon. Mr. Switzer.

TESTIMONY OF MR. JOSEPH

E.

SWITZER.

Chairman WALSH. Your name, please?
Mr. SWITZER. Joseph E. Switzer.
Chairman WALSH. Your occupation?
Mr. SWITZER. Carpenter.
Chairman WALSH. Where do you live?
Mr. SWTTZER. I live in North Commonwealth out in West Hollywood East
Hollywood.
Chairman WALSH. How long have you lived in this county?
Mr. SWITZER. Seven years.
Chairman WALSH. And how long have you followed the occupation of carpenter?
Mr. SWITZER. About 30 years.
Chairman WALSH. I would ask you were you served with some questions, Mr.
Switzer. that the commission desired you to answer?
Mr. SWTTZER. Why, no I don't know as I have.
Chairman WALSH. Well, I will ask you the questions as handed to me by Mr.
Manly, to give us an account of the employment of craftsmen in your craft
with construction companies or home-building companies of Los Angeles, which
you suggest are peculiar to this community, and somewhat widespread.
Mr. SWITZER. Why, it has become and has been quite customary in building
trades that a great many of the companies insist on the men buying stock of
the company to get a job with them and weekly deducting the amount a
certain per cent of their wages to pay for the stock.
Chairman WALSH. How widespread or how general is that practice, Mr.
Switzer?
Mr. SWITZER. Well, in my case I have been duped twice since I have been
here in seven years, and I have been told to-day of two companies that I
haven't known of before, and then I have a copy of a contract in my pocket
that was made by the Los Angeles Investment Co. with one of their employees,
and they will not or would not when they were on earth employ a man that
would not buy stock of them.
Chairman WALSH. Well, now. I wish you would describe how the companies
operated that you have personal knowledge of.
Mr. SWTTZER. Well, this one that I have I was foreman on a flat building a
30-flat building
a brick building this summer and we employed from 20
to 30 men part of the time. And there was no man worked there, with very few
exceptions, but what were compelled to subscribe for stock.
Chairman WALSH. Well, to what extent, I wish you would, just as far as you
can. give us the details.
Mr. SWTTZER. Why. we had a few men there that we paid a dollar and a
half a day that is, that we deducted that much from their stock every Saturday night taken out of their pay check and they were given receipts in lieu
of cash.
For instance, we had t\vo laborers there; one man that drew $2 a
day he had a widowed mother to support and they took 50 cents a day off of
him. I had another laborer there who drew $2.25 a day and they took 50 cents
off of him.
He had a wife and two children. I had carpenters there I had
one man there, as good a mechanic as there was in the city, who worked for
,$3.75 a day and they took $1.50 off of him.
And I had another man there that worked for .$3.50, and they took $1.50
off of him, but off of the carpenters they would not take less than $1 a day.
And they represented to us that the stock would be valuable and would pay
a dividend, when the facts developed at the end of the contract that the stockwas not worth anything and could not dispose of it at any price, and I don't
;

;
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was any of the boys presented their receipts and had stock issued
They have just merely got a bunch of receipts.
And there was one man he was an M. D. from the East, and you know

think there
to them.

the California laws are very strict with regard to issuing permits for doctors

from other States to practice medicine here. And he evidently was a poor
man had to get in and hustle to keep the wolf from tlie door. And he
worked. He was a pretty handy man, as good as the average of carpenters,
and they gave him $3 a day, and they took a half a dollar off of his pay a
day. and he didn't take any stock. That was pure graft.
Chairman WAI.SH. Did any of these carpenters and other laborers belong
;

labor organization?
Mr. SWITZER. Some of them did; yes, sir.
Chairman WALSH. Now, have you the time books, the stock receipts, and a
copy of the stock agreements that you refer to?
Mr. SWITZEK. Yes, sir; I have.
Chairman WALSH. Would you be kind enough to submit them to the secretary of the commission?
Mr. SWITZEK. There is the time book.
"
(The time book referred to is printed as Switzer Exhibit No. 1.")
And there is a bundle of receipts, and there is an agreement in there.
"
Switzer Exhibit
(The receipts and agreement referred to are printed as
No. 2.")
And here is a copy of tlie agreement I spoke of with the Los Angeles Investto a

ment Co.
(The agreement referred

to

is

printed as "Switzer Exhibit No. 3.")
get the copy of the agreement of the

Chairman WALSH. Where did you

Ls

Angeles Investment Co.?
Sir. SWITZKU. It was handed to me to-day.
Chairman WALSH. Did I understand you that the Los Angeles Investment
Co. had gone out of business?
Mr. SWITZKU. Why, I don't think they are doing any building now. If they
are I don't know it. They have been doing considerable.
Chairman WALSH. What are the names of the other companies with whom
you had this experience?
Mi*. SWITZKI:. Well, there is one that I don't care to give up. for personal
reasons.
It might have a reaction on myself.
Chairman WALSH. Well, would you give it to an investigator of the commission privately?
S v.'.T/.F.it. Yes, sir.
And there is another one the Western Construc.Air.
don't know where its otlice is. And I was told to-day of
building a string of bungalows or bungalets, or some
fancy name, down Tropico way, and they are employing men and taking a
per cent of their wages in stock paying them a per cent in stock.
Chairman WALSH. Was there any representation made to you before you
went to work as to the value of this stock, if any?
Mr. SWITZEK. Why, I didn't make any investigation of it. I took the fellow's
word for it. I had been looking for work for some little time, although I
have not lost very much time since I have been here. Of course I made up
my mind the money I made out of it I would have that much money, and I
didn't count much on the stock anyway, because I had been beat before.
Chairman WALSH. Are you a member of a labor organization?
tion Co.. I believea company that is

Mr. SWITZER.

I

I

am.

Chairman WALSH. What one?
Mr. SWITZER. One hundred and
Chairman WALSH. Carpenters?

Jifty-eight.

Mr. SWITZER. Carpenters' United Brotherhood.
Chairman WALSH. Is there any other statement you wish to make to the
commission. Mr. Switzer, that you think might throw light on the inquiry here
If so, you may state it now.
that I haven't asked you about.
Mr. SWITZKI:. Why, there has been considerable said about this employers'
liability act.

Chairman WALSH. Yes; the workmen's compensation act.
Mr. SWITZEU. The workmen's compensation act. Well, there is one of those
fellows that worked for me out there on that job. When he got through there
he went to work for the Sound Construction Co., at Fifth and Main, I believe
it was, and in some way he got a red-hot rivet dropped on the back of his neck,
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it give him a pretty had burn, and lie wasn't able to work for some time.
Their doctor treated him, the company's doctor, and at the end of two weeks
the doctor told him that he was able to work again. He didn't think so.
AnyAvay the company didn't have any further work for him. Well, to my way
of thinking, I think the man was entitled to some compensation for that acciI just tell you that to give you my views on the comdent, but he got none.
pensation act.
Chairman WALSIT. Now, did you hear the testimony this morning of Mr.
Wood, the public defender?
Mr. SWITZER. No. sir I came in later.
Chairman WALSH. When did this occur, now, this fraud which you claim
was perpetrated upon you? What were the dates of that, approximately?
Mr. S WITHER. The beginning of the job is in the time book. It seems to me
that the job began in April some time.
Chairman WALSH. Of this year?
Mr. SWITHER. Yes, sir and ended about September.
Chairman WALSH. Do the working people here generally, are they aware of
the fact that there is a public defender, a part of whose function it is to prosecute cases for poor plaintiffs?
Mr. SWITZER. I think there is; yes, sir. I went to the public defender with
this case
the men, 20 or 30 of them, told me that I could do as I liked with it,
and I went to the public defender and he listened to me and advised me to
"
You have got a case against the people,"
go and employ an attorney. He says:
but he says, " my advice to you would be to go together and employ an attorney." That was his advice to me.
Chairman WALSH. Well, did you make any request of the public defender to
bring proceedings for you or any of the men?
Mr. SWITZER. No; I think not. He said that it would be rather an expensive
thing to institute so many suits. He said it would be better to go together
and have it put all together in one suit.
Chairman WALSH. Do the working people generally understand the function
of the public defender?
Mr. SWITZER. I haven't heard very much talk about it, but I would suppose
they would from what we have read in the Record. I think the working people
here usually read the Record, and the Record has given the public defender a
Chairman WALSH. Did you make a report to those that you represented as
;

;

to the advice that

you received

in this particular case?

Mr. SWITZER. I did not no. I haven't been back to them. I have been
advised recently to report their case to the prosecuting attorney, but I haven't
seen fit to do it. I don't know as I will until after election.
Commissioner O'Connell will ask you a question
Chairman WALSH.
T
Mr. SWITZER. Y es.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. What was supposed to be the value of the shares
;

of this

company?

Mr. SWITZER. One dollar par.

Chairman WALSH. What?
Commissioner O'CONNELL. What?
Mr. SWITZER. One dollar par.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. One dollar?
Mr. SWITZER. Yes, sir.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. And how much did you pay into it?
Mr. SWITZER. Sixty-six dollars.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Sixty-six dollars?
r
Mr. SWITZER. Y es, sir.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. That is the last time?
Mr. SWITZER. Yes, sir.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. The first time how much?
Mr. SWITZER. The first time I paid $500 in good hard money.
dispose of the stock now I suppose I could get $1.25 for it.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Is that company still in existence?
Mr. SWITZER. Yes, sir.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Has it ever paid dividends?
Mr. SWITZER. Yes, sir.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Does it pay dividends right along?
Mr. S WITHER. No, sir; it has stopped.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. What dividends has it paid?

If I

was

to
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Mr. S\\ -IT/EH. It paid 10 per cent on par.
Commissioner O'CONNKLL. For how long?

Why I should think it paid dividends two years.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. How long since it has paid dividends?
Mr. SWITZER. About six months.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Were you supposed to pay that installment on the
stock regularly whether or not you were employed?
Mr. SWITZER. No just during employment.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Just during employment?
Mr. SWITZER.

;

Mr. SWITZER. Yes, sir.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. That
Mr. SWITZER. Is that all?
1^

is all.

Chairman WALSH. That is all; thank you. Mr. Switzer. Is Mr. Kuhec here?
Mr. C. J. Kuhec in the room? [No response.! Is Mr. K. A very Martin here?
The SERGEANT AT ARMS. Mr. Martin is not present Mr. McCarthy is.
Chairman WALSH. Mr. McCarthy, please take the stand.
:

TESTIMONY OF MR.

E.

AVERY M'CARTHY.

Chairman WALSH. Your name, please.
Mr. MCCARTHY. K. A very McCarthy.
Chairman WALSH. Your business, please.
Mr. MCCARTHY. Jteal estate.
Chairman WALSH. What is the name of your concern?
Mr. MCCARTHY. The McCarthy Co.
Chairman WALSH. And how long have you been engaged in business in Los
Angeles. Mr. McCarthy?
Mr. MCCARTHY. Twenty-six years, partly in Los Angeles and partly in San
Francisco, and the last 10 years entirely in Los Angeles.
Chairman WALSH. The McCarthy Co. is a corporation, 1 take it?
Mr. MCCARTHY. The McCarthy Co. has been incorporated i_'2 years.
Chairman WALSH. Under the laws of California?
Mr. MCCARTHY. Yes, sir.
Chairman WALSH. Now this commission has been advised, Mr. McCarthy,
that you had some additional data that might prove to be valuable in our hearHas it been indicated to you what the commission desires?
ing.
Mr. MCCARTHY. Yes.
Chairman WALSH. I wish you would kindly, just in your own way, state it.
Mr. MCCARTHY. If I may use it as 1 have tabulated it.
Chairman WALSH. Very good: yes. Now, if you will be kind enough to pitch
your voice a little higher, the audience will be able to understand.
Mr. MCCARTHY. The specific points indicated to me are these: "First. The
\tent to which wage earners in l.os Angeles own their own homes." The first
heading under that "With clear titles." From my experience of 26 years in
the real estate business in Los Angeles and San Francisco, the last 10 years
of which has been continuous in Los Angeles in the building and sale of small
homes and home lots in the south and southwest of Los Angeles City, that
section of the city used mostly by wage earners for homes, I would say that
about 10 per cent of wage earners who own homes in Los Angeles, own them
clear of incumbrance.

Chairman WALSH. What per cent, please?
Mr. MCCARTHY. Ten per cent. During the past 10 years the McCarthy

Co.

has subdivided in the city of Los Angeles 29 tracts of its own, aggregating
3.393 home lots, in the south and southwest of the city of Los Angeles, upon
which are built 1,233 homes. The percentage of the homes owned and occupied
by wage earners is 90 per cent; and of these lots sold and not yet built upon
the per centage owned by wage earners is about 80 per cent.
Commissioner GAP.RETSON. Are you using "owned" as paid for or in process?
Mr. MCCARTHY. In process, in process.
The second heading, " Homes mortgaged or otherwise encumbered." From
so to 00 per cent of those homes and home lots purchasers are paying up on
easy installment or monthly payment plans. These places are being carried on
contracts, at least down to the point where one-half of the purchase price is
thereafter frequently they are carried on mortgages.
paid
During the last
few years it is no unusual practice for a builder to obtain a loan for the
amount of the building, and when the place is sold, sell it subject to this loan
;
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or take a trust deed for the balance of the purchase price. The McCarthy Co.
does not operate in this way, hut sells on straight contracts from itself to the
purchaser direct, and the McCarthy Co. carries these contracts direct, or
through a hank in some, instances. These deferred payments are carried on 7
l*er cent interest, and the monthly payments are usually applied to interest,
the balance to principal.
The standard of terms of installment payments in Los Angeles is recognized
as 10 per cent of the purchase price in cash, and 1 per cent of the same per
month hut much easier terms than these are the rule and the specialty of the
McCarthy Co. and of some other real estate dealers, who buy as we do, at wholeTerms of sale of small homes are as easy as
sale, and sell as we do, at retail.
.$50 to $100 cash; $12 to *2."> per month, and it is possible to buy a lot on a
minimum payment of $10 down and $5 per month, and to build a temporary
house or shack on the rear to save rents.
Commissioner GARRETSON. A thousand-dollar property, then, under your system, would a $50 payment be accepted down?
Mr. MCCARTHY. Yes, sir.
:

Commissioner GARRETSON. And what payments per month?
Mr. MCCARTHY. About $10 to $12 or $14 per month.

Chairman WALSH. Proceed.
Mr. MCCARTHY. The next heading, "Percentage of homes on which payments
From actual experience this perare started by workers and given up."
centage is extremely small, 1 to 5 per cent, more apt to be 1 per cent than 5,
though in the past year the percentage has been greater than in previous years,
but I attribute this almost entirely to the extremely small amount of the first
payments. In my observation the only ones who actually fail are the ones
who have never been able to save enough money to make a fair payment on a
house and lot, and would pay only $25, $50, of $75 down, depending upon the
size of the house; then when their payments run behind a few months they
are out nothing more than the amount of a moderate rental, and give it up
and move into another place. The percentage of those 'who absolutely fail and
have to give up places at a loss is extremely small, and would be covered by
1 per cent.
The attitude of the McCarthy Co. has always been one of leniency to the
delinquent, and that seems to be the general tendency in Los Angeles. This
tides over temporary inabilities to keep up payments, allowing purchasers to
pay up or resell without loss. As a matter of actual experience the McCarthy Co. has foreclosed upon only one house and three lots in the past 10
years the house was not that of a wage earner. The lots were those of purchasers who had gone away and could not be located, and the action was
necessary to clear up titles. The general tendency is toward adjustment and
to give and take rather than insistence upon the pound of flesh.
The next heading, " General average value of homes owned by wage
earners." Taking the city as a whole, would place the average value of such
:

homes
"

at $2,000.

Value of lot." Present values are from $500 to $1,500, with an average
of $750. Over a period of 10 years the average cost to purchasers I would place
at about $500.
"
Value of buildings." From $250 to $2,500, making a mean average of
$1.250 to $1,500.

"Relative assessment for taxation purposes. On unimproved property."
One-fourth to one-third market value. The principle seems to be low assessments upon newly subdivided properties, grading upward each year, as its usefulness grows, until a normal assessment is reached.
"Real estate and improved property in working-class districts." One-third
to one-half market value.
" Real estate and
improved property in better residence districts." Same
proportion.
"
Property in business districts." Relatively the assessment is higher in the
business districts owing to the fact that property in the business districts
pays a good income to the owner, and should bear a greater proportionate

tax than the homes in the newer districts.
The next heading, " What has the open-shop policy in Los Angeles done for
the community as regards the establishment and maintenance of a high standard of living for all classes?" I consider that the open shop has been the
The
greatest drawing card that Los Angeles has, not excepting the climate.
general feeling of Americans, from the time the Declaration of Independence
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The European
drafted, is expressed in that one word ''independence."
standard is imperialism, and the open shop does more for independence and
In
for developing the independent spirit of the American than anything else.
the European countries, it a man is born a carpenter, his son must almost
surely be a carpenter, and his son after him. In the United States of America
B. carpenter's son may be an attorney, a painter, a jeweler, or any other craftsman that he chooses as a irade or profession, and for which he feels himself
host fitted or most inclined, and a city that stands for the highest ideals of
independence and Amercanism will surely draw more people than any other
city in the country with or without climate.
I believe that the feeling of the wage earner who comes to Los Angeles is
that if he is a carpenter, but is also a tolerably good painter and can make
more money painting than at carpentry, and is free to work at either, the
I think it is well
feeling is one of security in living in that community.
recognized that in any craft there are at least three grades of workmen the
indifferently good workman, the good workman, and the first-class workman.
1'nder ordinary conditions each grade expects a different rate of pay; under
other conditions each grade receives the same pay. This latter would seem
I have
to be a tendency toward lessening the efficiency of the good workman.
known of instances, in another city, where a good man was actually told he
must not do so much, as the poorer workmen on the same job could not
keep up with him.
I
believe that any policy that tends to increase the efficiency of men of
any line, trade, or craft leads to an interest in and a maintenance of a higher
standard of living: and where an artificial value of labor is maintained in a
community the adjustment of the weekly or monthly pay is made by the
lessened number of days of employment and results in a constant change of
employment and of enforced idleness between the days of employment.
I ha\e actually witnessed in another California city refusal of employment
by idle men of work that they were well able and tit to do because it was not
within the craft of their union. Such a thing is not possible in an open-shop
If work is slack temporarily in his own
cily where a man is willing to work.
craft he may take other employment offered.
"Assurance of regularity of work and decrease of unemployment." I believe
thai the open-shop policy tends to greater regularity of work, because the employee makes his own individual effort, to maintain a standard of efficiency to
maintain a regular employment, while another system often leads to carelessness of manner with employer and with fellow employees, on the assumption
that if employment is not furnished at that particular job it must be furnished

was

elsewhere,

"Protection of industrial and civil riirhis of individuals." I believe that the
open-shop policy is an automatic self-protection of the rights of individuals, as
one stands upon his own individual and personal worth in the community and
is not bolstered up by any oilier standard.
neral and technical education and the ability to secure thorough mastery
of trade."
I believe that the open-shop policy gives the right to each young
person to select his or her own trade, with the assurance that, this trade may
be followed at his or her own individual bent depending upon his own special
worth and value without reference to any res) rid ions placed upon same from
any other source, and that the master efficiency in any trade depends only upon
the individual and gives the npt. steady, and thoughtful workman the opportunity to constantly better his condition, until he becomes by natural graduation
an employer instead of an employee, a wage payer instead of a wage earner;
and of such the open-shop city has many and always will have many.
"
What distinction have you made in employment of labor between union and
nonunion?" Absolutely none. The last thing I want to know of an employee
is whether he is a union man or belongs to any union; the hint person 1 wish
to see on any work under my control is the arrogant walking delegate.
The
theory of unionism is fine; its practice is abhorrent. My own idea of the open
shop is one that asks no more of any employee than a fair day's work for a failday's pay, with no let or hindrance of the fellow workman, whether he be
union or nonunion the live and let live policy; the best pay for the best workman, a lesser wage for the deficient. How to accomplish this without strikes,
bombs, cracked skulls, and bloodshed, common in some communities that arc
more belligerent than this, I know not. This is for the commission to determine
and recommend. It may be that we are coming to a happy medium. I believe,
we are, because the pendulum has gone to both extremes and in all fairness to
;

;
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to it seems {<> me that such extremes are but the natural
result of excesses of ionic ago on the part of the employer; not. the fault of this
decade, but the result of abuses and practices of past decades bolstered by the
But it seems sure to me that one
political uses and abuses of the same times.
thing is a determining factor in these days in the establishment and maintefor
all classes <>f wage earners in any comnance of a high standard of living

methods that we object

munity, and that is that they own their own homes, and thus become* not a
class by themselves in a community but an integral part of the community in
which they live. I believe that it is possible to have ideal open-shop conditions
of labor and for wage earners in Los Angeles, because we keep open house to
them because we have no tenement district to compress and depress because
we make it possible for every wage earner to have his own garden, his own roof,
his own vine and fig tree, and when he has that lie is going to be a good citizen
and when you have said that a man or woman is a good citizen you have said
almost everything of any man. Efficiency, and not hours of service, gives value
;

;

;

wage earner, and individual effort leads to efficiency.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Your company employs union men, Mr. McCarthy?
Mr. MCCARTHY. We have union men in our employ, but we do not ask them
the question whether they are union or nonunion.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. I take it from your statement of the open shop
you prefer to have nonunion
Mr. MCCARTHY. No; we have no preference. We only want the workmen
who will do a fair day's work for a fair day's pay.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Did you hear the gentleman who preceded you?
to the

j

i

Mr. MCCARTHY. No.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. He told of the system of his company building
houses a building company who compelled their employees to take stock in
part payment for their wages. Does your company operate anything of that
kind?
Mr. MCCARTHY. No. We have never sold stock. It is a family, or a closed,
corporation.

Commissioner O'CONNELL.

i

It is a closed shop in the family?
Mr. MCCARTHY. It is a closed shop in the family in that respect.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Now, you build homes, I suppose, that you sell for
about $2,000?
Mr. MCCARTHY. Yes, sir.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. That would be considered a fair rate?
Mr. MCCAKTHY. Yes that is about it.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. What would that home be like?
Mr. MCCARTHY. That would be a four or five room fully plastered house,
with all plumbing, on a lot of a standard size, about 40 by 135.
Commissioner O'CONXELL. With a bathroom?
Mr. MCCARTHY. Yes.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Now, what would that probably cost to build?
Mr. MCCARTHY. The property itself would probably cost about eleven hundred dollars the house you speak of.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. The house?
Mr. MCCARTHY. Yes.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. You build those in large numbers at a time, I
suppose?
Mr. MCCARTHY. Several at a time.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. And that is the average cost of the number?
Mr. MCCARTHY. Yes, sir of that kind of house.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. Now, what would ihe buyer be supposed to pay
per month on a $2,000 property?
Mr. MCCARTHY. About $20 $18, $20, or $22.
Commissioner O'CONNELL. What would he pay down as the first payment?
Mr. MCCARTHY. Ordinarily about $100.
Commissioner O'COXNKLL. What would it cost him to buy the property?
What other costs are attached to his purchasing the property, for instance,
the looking up of records, deeds, and insurance policy? What would the first
is that covered?
cost be that he would have to pay in addition to the $100
Mr. MCCARTHY. That is furnished in the sale of the property without extra
;

"

;

;

cost.

Commissioner O'CONNELL.
payment?
Mr. MCCARTHY. Yes.

All the necessary costs are covered by that firgt
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Commissioner O'CONNELL. Of $100?
Mr. MCCARTHY. Yes.
Commissioner O'COXXKI.I.. How long is lie supposed to pay $20 a month to
your company before he owns that property?
Mr. MCCARTHY. Until the amount of principal together with the interest
that accumulates on the unpaid balances only are paid off.
Commissioner O'COXXKLL. Well, now, when that is done, how much interest
has he paid your company?
Mr. MC-CAKTHY. That depends upon the amount of payments. On our plan
payments may be so much a month or more.
Commissioner O'COXXELL. Suppose he pays you the $20 a month every month
that is, simply $20 a month how much money has he
until the last month
paid you at that rate?
Mr. MCCARTHY. That is simply a matter of computation of the actual amount.
Commissioner O'COXXELL. Haven't you figured out what it would amount
to, or your company?
Mr. MCCARTHY. Yes. sir; we figure it out where the payments are all made
regularly; no more and no less. That is purely a matter of computation.
Commissioner O'COXXELL. Do you think in round numbers it is $3,000 or
$3.500?
Mr. MCCARTHY. No. The accumulated interest on a period of the average,
seven, eight, or nine years on $2.000, would run about $400, $500, or $600. That
>'< 'onnell.
In other words, from your
is just purely a ma Her of calculation, Mr.
question I gather that you are getting at the system that we don't use here;
that is, the building and loan plan is not much used in Los 'Angeles. The
building and loan plan contemplates a certain fixed payment monthly, and the
plan here is much more flexible. The pun-baser has the right to pay as much
more as possible, and whenever a larger payment is made the interest ceases
immediately upon that excess payment.
Commissioner O'CONNKI.L. What is the provision in the documents that are
signed by the purchaser as to a forfeiture of payment?
Mr. MCCARTHY. There are no different forms of contract, and the usual fixed
Some conn-acts do not even have that;
forfeiture clause is a f)0-day clause.
hut those usual clauses, usually time is the essence of the contract.
Commissioner O'COXXELL. And usually a 90-day forfeiture payment would
result in, if taken advantage of by the seller, a sale of the property, resale of
the property?
Mr. MCCARTHY. If taken advantage of. It is not usual in Los Angeles to
take advantage of those.
<

1

Commissioner OVoxxELi.. What is he fixed interest rate, you say, upon
which you base your sales for these payments?
Mr. MCCARTHY. Seven per cent.
Commissioner O'COXXKI.I.. Is that the highest?
Mr. MCCARTHY. Eight per cent is the highest rate now upon small loans.
Commissioner O'COXXELL. Eight per cent?
Mr. MCCARTHY. During these particular times we are going through.
Commissioner O'COXXKM,. Is there any that runs up as high as 12 per cent?
Mr. MCCARTHY. The building and loan rates are said to be high. Very little
property is handled in Los Angeles on that plan building and loan societies.
Commissioner O'COXXKLT.. It is possible to run up ns high as 12 per cent?
Mr. MCCARTHY. It is possible. I do not know of one now that would show
|

that rate, or near

it.

Commissioner O'COXXELL. Will you please can you furnish the commission
and send it to us such literature as you have that outlines the policies and
plans under which you sell property and build on it?
Mr. MCCARTHY. I would be very glad to.
Commissioner O'CoxxKi.r.. And file it with the commission?
Mr. MCCARTHY. Yes. sir.
(The witness subsequently submitted in printed form several forms of contracts and newspaper advertisements.)
Commissioner COMMONS. The house, you say, that cost $1,100 is about four

rooms?
Mr. MCCARTHY. Yes,

sir.

Commissioner COMMOXS. Does that mean a bathroom?
Mr. MCCARTHY. No. The bathroom is never counted as a room with us
(Commissioner COMMOXS. What would be the size of these rooms?
Mr. MCCARTHY. They would be about 10 or 11 by 12 each.

here.
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'ommissioner COMMONS. That you
MCCARTHY. With the lot.

sell for

about $2,000?

Mi-.

Commissioner COMMONS. With the lot put in. about $900.
Mr. MCCARTHY. The lot would be about $750, and tin- prolii. say, 10 to 15
per cent in a property of that kind on the profit of the house.
Commissioner COMMONS. What rent would a similar family have to pay for
renting such property in town?
Mr. MCCARTHY. $15, $16, $17, and $18; very nearly the amount of the
monthly payment.
Commissioner COMMONS. The monthly payments would be $20, and they pay
about $15 or $16 a month in town for house accommodations of that kind?
Mr. MCCARTHY. Some of them pay as much in rent as they afterwards pay
oil the purchase price of the house, but their rental property would be closer in.
Commissioner COMMONS. It means about $4 a month for each room to pay
rent; is that about what it runs?
Mr. MCCARTHY. Yes,

sir.

Commissioner COMMONS. The average workman?
Mr. MCCARTHY. Yes,

sir.

Commissioner COMMONS. Do you know the rent paid by the poorer
workmen that only get $2 a day?
Mr. MCCARTHY. Yes,

class, the

sir.

Commissioner COMMONS. What rental do they pay by the room?
'Mr. MCCARTHY. By the room their rent would run something like $2 a room.
Commissioner COMMONS. A month?
Mr. MCCARTHY. A month.
Commisioner COMMONS. Take the Mexicans; can they rent as low at that?
Mr. MCCARTHY. Yes; I think they can. I think they get along with less
than that.
Commissioner COMMONS. You think that is all they pay?
Mr. MCCARTHY. Yes; unless they are in very close in the center.
Commissioner COMMONS. What would you call the center of town; where
would a man of that kind live?
Mr. MCCARTHY. Well, I mean the business and center; somewhere around
Seventh and Broadway, the city hall. That is a matter of opinion.
Commissioner COMMONS. I mean what section; where most of the mechanics
live.

Mr. MCCARTHY.

We

are not very familiar with that.

We

don't have prop-

erty in those sections.

Commissioner GARRETSON. Is the man a man buys a house, we will say,
and pays $2,000; that is its value, or that is the selling price. We have made
some pretty strenuous efforts here this morning or to-day to find out what that

man

paid for the property in the long run as a total. Is it a trade sen-ret?
Mr. MCCARTHY. Not at all, Mr. Garretson.
Commissioner GARRETSON. If the representatives of the two real estate interests that have appeared here to-day on the subject are typical it would seem
they had a small knowledge on the subject, and commissioners have a better
idea than the real estate men seem to have.
Mr. MCCARTHY. Possibly.
Commissioner GARRETSON. If a man buys a $2,000 house and pays the price
down that you name, and the amount per month, how much will he have paid
in when the property is his?
Mr. MCCARTHY. He will have paid the amount of principal together with
the interest on the unpaid payments, whatever the unpaid balance is it may be
he pays interest on.
Commissioner GARRETSON. That is an illuminative answer.
Mr. MCCARTHY. I would say it is merely a matter of computation, if you
want it and would like to have it computed absolutely.
Chairman WALSH. Possibly I can ask a question, just to save a little time.
How much has a man paid in if he pays it in the shortest time specified under
the terms of the contract? It is a matter of mathematical calculation. If he
paid $2,000 and about $500 in interest more in seven years.
Mr. MCCARTHY. Interest on one-half for one-half the time for one-half the
amount of the principal. If it is on a 10-year basis, if it pays out in equal payments in 10 years.
Commissioner GARRETSON. We have got our tables that will tell.
Mr. MCCARTHY. You must take a certain length of time, Mr. Garretson,
if you will say any particular length of time.
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Commissioner GARRETSON. On that basis, if you made the payment of a
amount per month you would have a good deal more in the way of interest?
You are trying to merge interest and principal.
.All-. MCCARTHY.

set

Commissioner GARRETSON. Sure, I am. I am the man that pays to the McCarthy Investment Co. What would the man pay to the McCarthy Investment
Co. before the house was his under warranty deed without any incumbrance?
Mr. MCCARTHY. If you will state the amount $2,000, payable $'20 a month, I
can figure out in three minutes for you; but the reason we have not any
schedule is this, that the terms of the payments are extremely flexible. If one
workman wants to pay $18 a month, all right; another $20, another $22, and
another .$2.r and he may pay a lump sum at some time and reduce il. The
comracis are so made in Los Angeles that the moment a payment, whether $1
or SUM), on the property is made, the interest on that amount stops immediately.
Commissioner GARRKTSON. That is a very common form.
Mr. MCCARTHY. The old building and loan plan was a payment of so much a
month.
Commissioner GARRETSON. In the statement that you had prepared, when a
man acquired a property he became a cili/en; when he acquires more property
Is the citizenship measured by a new
does he become a better citizen?
>

;

standard ?
Mr. MCCARTHY. No; it is not.
Commissioner GAHRKTSON. It is possible even for the blanket
"
blanket stiff" I have heard referred to here, to be a good citizen?
Mr.

MCCARTHY.

It

man,

the

is.

Commissioner GARRKTSON.
Mr. MCCARTHY. No.

Is

it

If

lie

probable?

sir.

Commissioner GARRKTSON.

acquired property he would acquire good

citizenship with it?

Mr. MCCARTHY. Not necessarily.
Commissioner GARRKTSO.N. That is

all.

Chairman WAI.SH. Perfect order, please, ladies and gentlemen.
Several
persons have made requests to submit suggestions in writing to the commission.
Any who have those suggestions hand them to Mr. Dower, the chief clerk,

who sits at that desk,
Any who have them

for the next hour.
after will please transmit

them to the headquarters <>f
the United States Commission on Industrial Relations at Washington.
(See voluntary statements.)
The hearings at Los Angeles are adjourned without day.
(Whereupon, at 4.30 o'clock p. m., of Tuesday, September l.~i. 11M4, the hearings at Los Angeles, Cal., were adjourned sine die.)

STATEMENT OF MR.

R. H.

ARNOLD.

ALT A
l.n*
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IN*; MILL Co.,
Xf'iitcnihcr 10, JOI'i.

AN

.l/j.f/r/r.v.

COMMISSION ON INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS.
Having been subpoenaed by your body to appear before you in
your hearing held at P.lanchard Hall, and having spent considerable time at
this hearing and swing the amount of work before this commission, and not
being programed to appear only as a substitute witness, I have taken the liberty

To

1

the honorable

>KAR SIRS:

to hand in the answers to the questions mailed to me, thereby saving the time
of the commission, as our views along these lines are practically of the same
routine as other witnesses examined before the commission.
Thanking you in advance for being allowed to state our views along these
lines, and hoping that the inclosed answers will be sufficient for your purpose
and any further information desired will be cheerfully given, we are,
Very respectfully,
ALTA PLANING MILL Co.
By R. H. ARNOLD.
1.

no

I

am

official

a

member

of the Southern California Mill Owners' Association, with

capacity.

2. I operate an open shop, as I believe it is a benefit" to all concerned, not
being subjected to drastic rules laid down by unions, and come more in contact
with our men and hear their personal grievances and not operating through a

walking delegate.
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3. We operate our plant nine hours per day, while our men on the outside
construction work eight hours per day.
Our wagi's ran.uv from $12 to $50
per week.
4. We do not recognize any union, but employ a great many union men.
5. We have had occasion to do work under closed-shop conditions, also under
We find that the closed shop tends to cut down the
open-shop conditions.
efficiency of the employees, tends to limit the quantity of work produced,
thereby raising the cost of the product, under the present conditions existing
in Los Angeles.
6. We have had no occasion to como in contact with the union organization,
in relation to the mill industry.
7. I do not know of any competition under union conditions.
8. I find it good business policy to spend money for the safety and sanitary
conditions of our employees. These conditions are also inspected by the State
authorities and have been found to be in a first-class condition. We have always
adjusted any grievances individually, employee having the power to bring his
grievances to his foreman's attention or to mine.
9. As a result of my industrial experience, I believe that the open-shop
policy, working the nonunion and the union men together, regardless of any
The majority of our men are
affiliation, the most successful way of operating.
industrious and thrifty, owning their own homes and having savings-bank
accounts. Our ability to deal with our employees on the open-shop basis, we
think, speaks for itself, having had practically no industrial dispute of any
consequence.
10. The purpose of the Southern California Mill Owners' Association is to improve the working conditions of the employer and employee of the mill of
southern California.
11. This organization maintains a free employment bureau and clubrooms for
the employee, and all mills belonging to this association telephones the secretary
in charge for any labor wanted, which makes it very convenient for any men
out of employment, not having to travel the entire city, from mill to mill, looking for employment. To my knowledge there has never been any condition
arising wherein the association has been called on to sign any contract with
union labor. In the employment of men, it is not asked whether the man is a
union or nonunion man. In my opinion, men are perfectly at liberty to organize
and present their grievances by committee. We have not recognized any outside representative of the employee not in our employ.

STATEMENT OF MR. WM.

B.

HOSWELL.

FOUNDERS AND EMPLOYEES' ASSOCIATION,
Los Angeles, CaL, September 14, 1914.

To the COMMISSION ON INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS.
GENTLEMEN I would like to correct some of
made a few days ago in Blanchard Hall.
:

the statements which I heard

Mr. Buzzell stated the the conditions in the pattern shops in our city were
and from my intimacy with them and frequent visits to them I am
sure that he is misinformed. If I understood him correctly, he stated that the
wages of the molders ranged from 27 to 37$ cents per hour and would not
average over 33J cents. This is not true, for I have a record of all the shops,
and the rate is from 37 J to 50 cents per hour, and no molder working as such
receives less than 37* cents per hour.
I know of two men, molders, who on account of slack work, are working as
helpers at 25 and 30 cents, owing to there being no vacancy for them as molders,
and they are glad to accept the positions of helpers for the time being.
One man testified, I think it was Mr. Buzzell, that not a dozen of the men
who went out on the strike were ever reemployed. This is not true, for I have
a record of the names of over 50 men who joined the strikers who have been
given employment in our shops since that time. I will also state that in regard to wages paid to molders among our members that I have a list of the
names of men now employed in our shops who are receiving from 40 to 50
cents per hour and they number 127, and 75 of these men get from 44* to 50
cents per hour.
Our office is a free employment bureau and no man has ever paid a cent for
We frea position, and we have given work to many hundreds of them.
rotten,
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but this
qm'iitly hear it said that a man can not work where he pleases,
not true, and that impression lias obtained from the fact that we do not stand
Any man is at liberty to
for our shops hiring men away from each other.
work wherever a shop wants him. and I always give him a card to go to any

shop were he

is

wanted.

Respectfully submitted.
I

W.

was not
P..

called,

WM.

P>.

HOSWELL, Secretary.

hence had no opportunity of testifying to the above.

H.

STATEMENT OF MISS BELLA KELLY.
UMTKD

LONG BEACH, September .10, 1914.
STATES COMMISSION- ox INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS.
Blanchard Hall, Los Angeles.

SIRS: I wonder if yon will kindly listen while I try to say a word or more
Of Hie open shop, which you are investigating.
am a woman linotype operator. I was a hand compositor, having worked
i
for De Vinne, on the Century, in New York, and numerous other lirms as
reputable as IV Vinne from New York to Los Angeles. When I worked for
Je Viiino it was nonunion. Wo were well treated and happy.
On coming to the mast San Francisco it was necessary to join the union
For 10 years T was a member, attended meetings, and
in order to get work.
paid dues. Hand composition was not Bailed for any more, so I paid $00 to
learn the machine. In order to enter such a school I had to have a permit from
the union.
I had often heard that it would be useless for a woman without a "pull" to
get a position in a unior office, but I thought if I perfected myself I surely
Mould sun-eed. Not so. indeed. After my tuition was ended I found myself
with only one thing the ambition to earn my living by the machine. I was not
competent for am thing but an apprenticeship, and that I could not get. I
e in Oakland for work, being advised by the then
applied at the KM-:
I was told
secretary Mr. White, I think, was his name in San Francisco.
by the head foreman. Mr. Reid, at the Enquirer ofhYo (union), that I would be
permitted to practice by paying him $."> per work, and he would give me some
work in the composing room ,n handwork. This T did for seven weeks. Even
then 1 was not able to take a position where ,'>O,(MM) or more ems was required.
S. .-ame to Los Angeles, hoping t<> get work on the Times. I was permitted by
Mr. Hay, of the union, to work at the Times oilice if I could get on, but not to
say I was a union member. My speed on the machine was yet so slow that the
Times people could only give me work in the job department on handwork at
I
was still ambitious to go on with the machine and when the
a small salary.
Examiner was started in Los Angi-ies I applied for the position of copyholder.
hoping that when they became acquainted with me they would at least let me
I finally got to the place
by r< maining after work at 3 a. in. to
practice.
practice, or coming down afternoons when I could ask to be put on the sub
T asked for it and was refused.
I was told by Mr. Fennessy to go to San
list.
Francisco. He did not offer me any posilion there merely to go there. I preferred to remain in Los Angeles, and as I knew there was no hope of a position in a union office I applied for work as a machine operator in a nonunion
For four months 1 went on at VI :t night and worked until 8 next
oflice.
morning. To prove thai I was competent to work in a union office my first
week's salary was $1*4. The work was by the piece so much per 1,000 ems.
The union immediately took steps to suspend me and put a fine of $200. I was
not nc.fi lied of such action, but was told by members that it was for " ununionlike conduct in going to work in a nonunion office."
A member of the union
would pretend friendship and come to this nonunion place and while I was
putting metal in the pot would put the machine out of order not once but
three different times.
I was persecuted in every way possible.
This is the
usual means taken by the union if one of its members (lares to do other than it
dictates to drive them -out of town. After a terrible knocking about I finally
found a day position in the Journal office and held it for three years. I
cleared off a mortgage of SL'.OOu in that time.
Then the eight-hour law for
women came and my position required more than eight hours, but my employer arranged it by my taking some hours off when we were not busy.
(
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have given portions of my history in connection with unionism to let you
that unionism is not best for the worker or employer. In all the meetings I attended I never once heard anything to indicate that you was to do
your duty by the employer, quite the contrary. The religion of the union man
the workingman is lord of the earth; capital is
is "Socialism and unionism
only the result of labor; then labor must always be on the defensive." I have
worked so long in both offices that I prefer the nonunion, because the employer is the boss. The foreman has nothing to lose. lie has his favorites or
those he receives favors from. I know numerous dead beats holding positions
because the union protects them. The union composing room is closed to the
owner as far as knowing anything that goes on there.
There is one certain oflice in Los Angeles where everything that could be
done for the worker has been done. Each man has his locker. It is a safe
place to keep his bottle of whisky, and when the paper goes to press he has
made numerous trips to it. In speaking of this I have said to my informant
"
But Mr. II. and Mr. So-and-so, who were good and straight 10 years ago, are
"
not let into anything of the sort." And the answer was,
They are all in the
-same boat." In a nonunion office this could scarcely happen, for the employer
would sooner or later see it.
Then, again, night work is demoralizing. When I hear a newspaper man
When he says, "I work
say, "I prefer to work at night," I tremble for him.
at night because I have to," there is hope for him.
In a union oflice the moral worth of a person is not taken into account if
combined with ability. I know a young woman at the Examiner office, a copyShe has not in years held
holder, who has for years been a union member.
a union position (copyholding not being under the union).
She pays her
dues regularly so as to come under the old-age pension. This young woman
belongs to a family of girls who have had a father and mother to care for.
For years this young woman has given half of what she earned to her mother.
That she might be able to give more she endeavored to learn the machine.
She got the privilege of practicing at the Examiner office and when, after three
months, she was commencing to get- speed, she was told by Mr. Fennessy she
could not have any more practice. It was a great disappointment. The machines are idle all day and after the paper goes to press, and an employer,
knowing a deserving case like this, would allow practice free until competent.
Then there are so many bosses in unionism. Every one is a petty boss.
There is the foreman a.nd assistant; the ad man and assistant; the chairman
of the room. If the foreman gives an order the chairman of the chapel can
countermand it if he wishes, and all the time the owner has nothing to say.
The chief thing for the worker is not less hours nor less work so much as
good morals and good character and the desire to do his duty and honestly
earn his wages. This the union does not teach.
I read in the papers of the testimony of Mr. Grow that McXamara, the
Times dynamiter, was not a union man. I have been informed in Indiana
last year that he wasi that he had been a member of Indianapolis union.
I
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stands to reason that his brother, being a secretary of structural ironworkand he a printer, he was a union man.
have to smile in sadness when I read the testimony of this or any other
union man.
There are some things in favor of unionism for the worker, but there is
nothing in favor of the closed shop. There is "no strictly nonunion shop in
Los Angeles. Posted conspicuously are the signs This is an open shop." This
is as it should be.
It gives preference to the competent worker, whether union
or nonunion.
If the Government looks into conditions, it should force all employers to have
well-ventilated, cheerful workrooms, and an employer should have the right
to discharge incompetent workers.
I have already written more than I intended, but there is still so much to
I am not looking for notoriety
say, as I have always been vitally interested.
and hope sincerely this will not be published, but I wished you to know something of the real workers' troubles with the union.
I am at Long Beach, at Reider's Tent City, and shall hope most sincerely
you will not decide in favor of control by unionism but for the open shop.
It
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STATEMENT OF MR. ALVIN
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The following statement was submitted in writing by Mr. Alvin H.
attorney, 1417 S. Hoover Street, Los Angeles, Cal.:
THE MAXIM I'M DAY AND THK MI MM

I'M

Low,

DAY.

Much is being said and written in favor of establishing a minimum wage by
The State of Washington has enacted such a law and a commission for
law.
that purpose lias already prescribed a minimum wage in some, if not all of
the industries. California has made a commencement, and the same is true
of some of the other States. It is a subject of great importance and should be
It is my purpose to analyze it and see if there
treated in a scientific, manner.
is a scientific basis for it. and if so, to support it, if not, to give a reason, and
if I can, show a better way to abate the evil which this measure is intended
This proposition is kindred to that of the maximum day,
to lessen, or remove.
discussed as the eight-hour day.
The eight-hour day is in world-wide demand by wage earners, and it must
The husi:>s it has a natural basis in the very constitution of mankind.
xv.n-hl is becoming conscious of this, and concessions an- being made to it
almost daily, even without the requirement of law, although many States are
making the eight hour the legal workday.
K\|>erience and observation have taught us that eight hours is the limit of
time that the average adult human l>oing can continuously exercise his physical
or menial powers without overstrain, which weakens the whole system, and
if persisted in. inevitably results in permanent inrlHciency or death.
Involution is speeding up in the industrial world, and a few years hence we
will be wondering how a longer than the eight-hour day was ever tolerated.
Now, 1 lind no natural law, such as demands a maximum workday, to apply
to a day's wage, or the price of a day's work.
Prices, both of labor and the
products of labor, are subject to another natural law as binding as that of
health, and th;> tendency of thought seems to be toward doctoring the symptoms
In discussing the maximum workday, ethics has had
instead of the dts< ase.
The issue is between the employer and the
little or no part in the argument.
How long can a person, as an ox. work out of the 24 hours and be
employee.
How much less than eight hours work a day, if properly directed
etlicient V
and distributed, would suffice to meet all the needs of well-organized society,
and to what uses the spare time would be put is as yet hardly been asked.
can safely leave that to the individual members of society it is not a matter for
(Jovernment control, further than to keep l!n> peace and see that no one shall
trespass upon the rights of another.
How much work can a person endure ;;t a >: retch? What wage must he
have to sustain himself at the working point of ellicien<-y? No ethical questions these.
Put as thy are in full view of modernized industry, they embody
the assumption, that the only thing the employer is called on to consider is,
what is the largest amount of service h<- can get for the least, wage. Viewed
from the ethical standpoint, justice between employer and employee seems to
demand that the employee should earn all he gets and get all he earns.
The law passed by the California Legislature in 1913, creating an industrial
welfare commission, authorizes That commission, among other things, "to fix
a minimum wage to be paid to women and minors engaged in any occupation,
trade, or industry in this State, which shall not be less than a wage adequate
to supply to such women and minors the necessary cost of proper living and
to maintain the health and welfare of such women and minors.
Second, the
maximum hours of work consistent with the health of women and minors
engaged," etc. Now, who can question the ethical or philanthropic spirit which
prompted this legislation? Who can defend it as either scientific or practical?
As to wages, it simply forces the employer to take care that those he employs are able to earn the minimum wage fixed by law. What of those
would-be workers who can not come up to his requirement? This legislation
is an official recognition of the fact that our present industrial system is
unjust.
It, however, strikes at the effect instead of the cause of the injustice.
It attacks the apex instead of the base of our industrial pyramid.
What
criterion, let me ask, has the commission for fixing the minimum wage, so
that it shall be sufficient to pay "the necessary cost of proper living"? There
.
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is a wide range of cost of food alone, between the diet of the people who subsist
principally on rice, ami that of the rich, whose daily food costs more than a
months' wages of the average American laborer. What point between the
food of Lazarus and that of the Roman Emperor, whose horse was fed on
gilded oats, will be adopted? But, in the name of freedom, what ethical right
lias the State to limit the comfort or luxury of any man or his family who
earns his " bread in the sweat of his face "?
While society was in its primitive state, and all business was conducted
single-handedly, no concerted and forceful opposition to the very natural, if
very brutal, requirement of the employer was urged. In a comple state of
society, such as exists to-day, and has existed in a less degree for ages past,
with the right of property guarded by law more sacredly than the right of
life or liberty, and with the ever-increasing centralization of wealth and its
attendant centralization of power, we are bound, if popular liberty is to survive, to grapple with this savage propensity of the individual, and curl) it to tit
present conditions, which are the latest phases of industrial evolution.
Big business has come to stay, if we are not going to put back the hand on
the dial of human progress; but big business, if it is to remain, must conform
to the necessities of the body politic, for it is by permission of the body politic
that it exists at all. When the interests and conduct of the few become inimical to that of the community in general it is the duty of the community to
establish proper regulation.
Such regulation has been commenced by the
Nation and the States, and is in some degree under way; but, has not yet
reached the scientific stage, and there is much confusion and a great variety of
processes being tried, to the delay instead of the progress of tiie work. It
seems to me that the minimum-wage process must fail of its purpose, since its
enforcement is in opposition to natural law. Except where the employer is
both producer and consumer, as a city or a State, having a monopoly of the
business, it is inevitable that the employer in any industry open to competition,
both in the labor market and in the commodity market will, and generally
must, pay the lowest price for which he can get a given service, as in the
market for his commodities he will have to take the lowest price for his goods.
Except in case of Government monopoly, as I have stated, it is imposible to
regulate or fix the demand for anything by arbitrary law. What greater consistency is there in attempting to regulate or lix by law the cost of producing
a commodity? What must we expect as a natural effect of the minimum-wage
law upon the inefficient or those who can not come up to the requirements of
the employer? Must they be forced to die of starvation, because their .strength
does not meet the standard fixed by statute law, or will the community, which
has cut them off from the use of their powers, such as they are, provide for
them in compensation for the wrong done them? Here is disclosed an ethical
element that can not be ignored. In trying to remedy one evil let us not perpetrate another quite as bad or worse.
The object of every industry is gain. I prefer the word gain here to that of
profit, because of the ban under which the latter word has fallen by a political
party dogma. To promote justice should be the prime object of every human
must not only consider who
must get more ethics into our laws.
law.
There is a remedy for
will be benefited but who will be injured by the law.
every wrong. There may be more than one. The sovereign remedy, however,
is the one which attacks the root of the evil.
Th crux of our politico-economic problem is the legal restraint necessary to
insure the largest benefits with the least injuries from big business. There is
a striking analogy between the prevailing attitude of the owners of big business, as conducted generally now, and that of the large planter in our Southern States prior to the Civil War, with the ethical or humanitarian consideraThe owner of chattel-slave laborers found
tion, if any, in favor of the latter.
it to his interest to keep the working power of his laborers up to the working
They were his property, and the supply was
point, as with his horse or ox.
The employer of
limited, and to replace one killed or worn out cost money.
the wage slave, on the contrary, has no such concern. His interests require
that he get the largest amount of service out of his laborers in the shortest
time, regardless of consequences to the worker, and when Iiis employee can
stand the strain no longer he is discharged and another of the many, who are
waiting and begging for the chance, takes his place. While unprotected by
legislation, the wage slave is quite as much an object of commiseration as was
the chattel slave. This injustice I charge to the system, not to the individual
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well-established rule of business to buy in the cheapest market and
the dearest. T'nder a system of open competition anyone who ignores
The rule may be gradually rethis rule will sooner or later go to the wall.
laxed in a growing business, up to the stage of monopoly, where the management controls both the supply and to a large extent the demand. When this
point is reached, however, the principle still holds good, avarice being insatiable.
The primary moving impulse in the initiation and conduct of every independent
business is increase. And now, since the volume and constancy of demand for
anything produced by man is always an unknown quantity beyond the ken
even of monoply, it follows as a matter of course that the gain in any specific
business enterprise is as equally uncertain; therefore he who goes into a business lakes a hazard, and very logically claims all the gain, if any, as well as
It is
for the use of his capital, the second factor in the act of production.
after all principally for the use of this factor that the employer takes the
lion's share of the inciv
Capital is the stronger factor in every industry, from the fact that it can
survive longer without being employed than can labor. It is the wages of, or
I-rice paid for the use of capital, therefore, which demands our closest scrutiny,
and which is open to control by legislation. The menace to personal liberty
iuvolved in legislation dictating the price a citizen shall ask or receive for his
personal service need not enter into the question of fixing the rate of interest,
tiie price paid for the use oi' capital
because, while neither the supply of labor
nor the demand for the products of labor can be regulated by law, money, the
current representative of capital, if not capital
self, can he supplied by law
to meet the demand for its use at a fixed price, and that, too, without inand if this price be just, both the
justice or the violation of any natural right
unhampered price for labor and the prices of the products of industry would
he equally jus!,
iiut
before treating more specifically of the remedy here
suggested, let us take a second glance at the situation as it stands.
Labor aiid capital are the \vo and only factors to be reckoned with in solving
our industrial problem. Much the larger part of the business of this country,
i!' not of the world, is done on
borrowed money. No increase can return to the
business until the interest, the price for the use of the money invested, has
been earned and paid; and where the owner of the business does not borrow,
but invests his own money, lie reasonably expects and demands as much for
the use of it as he \vouM have had to pay if borrowed.
Generally speaking,
there is no legal limit to the price for the list of money or capital.
In the
absence of such limitation, it' is natural, if not ethical, for the owner of the
capital to claim all the trade will bear, and he does so.
Thus far we have not discussed the relative rights of property and the
The rights of man, among which are the right to life, liberty,
rights of man.
and the pursuit of happiness, are natural rights recognized in our organic law
and which our (lovernmem is in duly bound to maintain and enforce. The
It is wholly conventional
right of property has no such natural foundation.
and established by man ostensibly for the good of society. It is improbable
that any considerable development of human society could have been made
without laws permitting and guarding the private ownership of property.
The right to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness would be barren almost
to a mockery, in any conceivable state of society, without the legal
right to
Hut the right of property is a
acquire, own, hold, and alienate property.
human invention, and as society develops, it becomes necessary to amend the
Unvs enacted for the good of the whole body politic, to meet the changes which
social development and the general welfare demand.
To deny to society the
right, to make such changes in the laws is to make the creature greater than
the creator, and for lack of such amending legislation it has come to pass that
that our legislators and our courts have accorded to capital rights that carried to extreme, as in some instances they are being, defeat the very object for
which the right of property was originally established, to wit, to secure to mankind as a whole the largest degree of happiness attainable.
Xo\v, with monopoly eliminated, the capitalist is still subject to limitations
in his operations as well as is the laborer.
His success or failure depends
upon one of throe, or upon all three facts relating to his business, over
which he has little or no control namely, the price he must pay for labor,
the rate of interest, and the market price of his product. To ignore either of
these may mean failure.
In order to hedge, therefore, he ignores all ethical
considerations, and hires his labor as cheaply as possible, pays the lowest
interest for which he can get the use of money, and demands the highest
It
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market will hear for his <>ut[>ut. With all this strict compliance with
business principles, he may, and frequently does, fail; as, for instant, the
recent failure of the H. 15. Clallin Co., caused, as we are told, by the going out
ol' fashion <" the petticoat, on the sale of which the business largely depended.
Now, one can hardly imagine the rebellion which would be caused by a law
requiring the iadies to wear a garment not in fashion, or whether so or not,
an;I lo purchase it at a price fixed by law at that.
A law fixing the price of any
other article of use, arbitrarily, in an open market, would be just as unnatural
and oppressive.
Now, then, it will be asked, are we to secure to labor and to capital just
compensation for their services and use, since we can nor wisely nor justly
dictate by law either the price of services or the price of commodities'.-'
Were
it not for the great centralization of wealth, with its monopolistic accompaniwould
not
have
this
to
solve
but the problem i.s
problem
ment, we probably
before us, and the solution we must and will find.
I
as
have
has
come
to
and
must
said,
Big business,
stay,
stay. It is the most
economical and practical and necessary to the higher development of s<.
its evils we must eradicate.
Its benefits we must retain
Great wealiii is great power, and great power carries great responsibility.
The right to carry on a business is conferred by the laws of society, and withPartisan politicians,
out society, the community, no business could endure.
recognizing that something is wrong in our economic adjustment, are arrayed
against each other in discussing the questions presented, and while they are
engaged in forensic warfare the evils grow, and have brought the contending
Were
dictate by law either the price of services or the price of commodities?
war, threatening our whole fabric of civil government.
"
Private monopoly is intolerable," although
One political party declares,
every big business is in a measure a monopoly. Another political party says,
"
We must foster big business, but regulate it." Another says. " Let alone big
business is all right and should be allowed to manage its own affairs." And
still another party says, "Abolish all private business arid have the people
price the

;

;

through their Government run it all."
Now, while this warfare is going on, with neither party strong enough to
demonstrate the wisdom or folly of its contention, little or no progress can
be made toward a peaceful and scientific settlement of the trouble.
It is quite possible, very probable, almost certain, that each of these theories
has at least one germ of truth which is common to them all. If this is a
fact and we can get each party to see it there is hope that concessions may
be made that will bring all into harmony, to the general felicity of the whole
country. In the face of the obstacles disclosed any attempt to arbitrarily fix
by law the price of either labor or commodities is unscientific, if for no other
reason than that it is contrary to natural law. There is no power residing
in national, State, or municipal government to supply either labor or commodities in an open market to meet the demand at any price for any length of
time.
The attempt to fix prices by law is evidence of a consciousness of the
existence of an evil which should be remedied.
Perhaps this is the one fact
upon which all parties are in perfect agreement. There is another fact, which
will be admitted as soon as stated, that is that money is an important element
in every business.
Without money modern industry would languish and die.
A medium of exchange and measure of value is absolutely necessary to civilized society as we know it. Money is the lifeblood of commerce, and as necesMoney, however, is the
sary to it as natural blood is to the human body.
invention of man.
It was invented to meet a human necessity.
Conceding
that organized society is the outgrowth of human evolution, in response to a
demand of nature, money is a natural necessity, indispensable to man's natural
development. Here is one element of modern industry, therefore, over which
our Government, under the Constitution of the United States, has the legal.
not the undisputed, right of control.
In that charter of our liberties it is provided that "the Congress shall have
*
*
*
and fix the
power to coin money and regulate the value thereof,
standard of weights and measures." Money is the measure of value, and our
money system is as much a measuring system as is our systems of measuring
It is not, however, as scientific and perfect a system as
length and weight.
either of those, for the reason that our Government has only partially j>erformed the duty imposed on it by the Constitution; inasmuch, as it has only
prescribed of what the unit of value shall be composed, but has left the value
of that unit unfixed and subject to the fluctuations of supply and demand.
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is the only thing in commerce that government can fix the value of
without violating a natural law, and this it can not do without providing a
supply of money to meet the demand at the price or rate pi-escribed, and
this
can do. And this Congress has never done. To say nothing of other
countries, this country lias been struggling along industrially *for over a hundred
years with this unscientific measure of value, and, if I am right in my analysis,
the principal element of injustice in our industrial system is excessive interest
and the want of stability in the value of money. Now money, however imperfect, being the standard measure of value, its value is the standard measure
of the pri'v of everything for sale, labor and commodities alike. How important,
then, is it that that standard be fixed, certain, and just?
The power to coin
money is not restricted to the coinage of metal money, but includes credit
or paper money as well.
It is a sovereign function of government, and can
not be delegated to private persons or corporations without great danger to the
(iovernment and great wrong to the people. It is properly a monopoly, and the
Government is the only disinterested power who can and will administer
it with entire impartiality to all; but from the very establishment of our
f'.ovornmont it has shared that power with private corporations, organized
for this special purpose, resulting in the exploitation of the people, to the profit
of the corporations and the corresponding distress of the community.
This
fact has not been generally recognized until quite recently; but, through the
untiring endeavors of tin- few who have taken the pains to inform themselves
and to arouse the great public to a sense of the wrong being perpetrated by
the old system, sufficient pressure has at last been brought to bear upon the
nmenr. and in spite of a most thoroughly organized and immensely powerful opposition of the special interests Congress, in December, 1913, passed
ihe currency law, kium n as the Federal reserve act. This act reserves a larger
control over the money system to the Government than it had formerly exercised, although the regulation of the value of the money, which can only
-ulated through the supply, is still committed to the hanking corporations.
One step of tremendous importance, however, toward the entire regulation by the (Iovernment of the value of the money was taken in that act.
Section 7 of that act reads in part as follows: "After all necessary expenses
Federal reserve bank have been paid or provided for the stockholders
shall be entitled to receive an annual dividend of 6 per cent on the paid-in
After the aforesaid divicapital stock, which dividend shall be cumulative.
dend claims have been fully met all the net earnings shall be paid to the
''nited Slates as a franchise lax, except ihat one-half of sn<-h net earnings
shall be paid into a surplus fund until it shall amount to 40 per cent of the
paid-in capital stock of such bank." Therein is the key to our economic problem for therein is asserted the right of Government to fix the maximum
The same act empowers the Federal
profit of at least one class of business.

Money
it.

;

;

rve F.oard, which it creates, to prescribe the rate of interest which the
Federal res, rve banks may charge each other for their accommodations. We
have only to carry this principle of control into every other class of business
which is of interest to the public and apply it justly to restore to the ri:
of the people the opportunities rightfully belonging to them for the full e'njoyment of life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness, of which they have so
long been ruthlessly despoiled.
There is another method, however, which I have long advocated and shall
continue to urge because more just and scientific, which is that the Government prescribe a just rate of interest and maintain it by loans direct to the
j.'.-ople on good security at that rate sulficient to meet the demand not ni"t
8 banks, which would break the banking monopoly, still the most gigantic
monopoly on earth. I have searched diligently but in vain for the authority
which has assumed that 6 per centum, or any other rate, per year should be
I am forced to the conclusion, therethe standard rate of interest or profit.
fore, that it is the law of custom only and was introduced and is maintained,
similarly as our fashions are introduced and maintained, by the parties most
in the latter case the customers, in the former the money lenders.
interested
r as I have been able to discover there is not and never has been a
legal and scientifically fixed value to money nor any fixed value for any length
iime.
In this enlightened age it should not be necessary that we be reminded that
the value of a thing is its use, or that interest is the price paid for the use
of money. As the interest or the price for the use of money fluctuates, other
c
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things being equal, the price of everything else fluctuates in the opposite
direction, for the reason that money, being the measure or' value, the value of
everything else for stile is compared with the value of money. No\v, in view
of these facts, and as money is the only factor in the industries the supply of
which is in the power of Government to control, and that power of Government being unlimited, it is obviously the plain and imperative duty of the
Government to exercise that power to its fullest extent compatible with justice.
The one remaining vexed question then is, What is a just rate of interest?
Establish that, and rents and profits will follow it, for they are synonymous in
essence, all being the price paid for tlie use of things comprehended in the
word "capital." If, then, labor is only required to pay what is just for the
use of capital, they being the only parties to be considered in the division of
the gains resulting from their cooperation in any industry, the share of the
increase remaining must belong to labor and be necessarily as just,
Ethics, it seems, should play an active part in determining the rate of interest to be fixed by Government. The question involves the rights of man as
against the rights of property, or vice versa. Property alone has no rights.
Property rights, as they are called, are simply the right of persons to acquire,
As necessary as these rights are to orderly sohold, and dispose of things.
ciety and human progress, even they are disputed by some.
As we are discussing present conditions, principally, we can say that in
every business where the capital is owned by one party and the labor power
by another the laborer pays for the use of the capital for his benefit, or the
Whichever
capitalist pays for the use of the labor power for his benefit.
power is the stonger, other things being equal, can and does fix the price of
both and, with human nature and human avarice unrestrained, it is a matter
of course that injustice will be done to the weaker party, whence comes the
never-ceasing cry for justice.
Now, since nature has not provided us with a money system but has left us
to devise one for ourselves, a duty which we have long since entered upon
and performed with some degree of success, and since our invention shows
defects and does not answer its purpose perfectly, let us treat it as we do any
other useful but imperfect invention improve it by discarding the useless or
badly working part and replace with that which is better. The Federal reserve
act just mentioned appears to be the best yet devised framework for a money
system, taken as it is in company with the coinage of metal money already in
vogue, although it still retains the, to me, objectionable feature of a partnership between the Government and private money lenders in this, one of the
most important functions of Government, with the exercise of the greater share
of power still in the hands of the latter. One more step in the right direction
would do much in avoidance of the evil of this partnership. In preparation
for this step, the Government must, through a commission, if necessary, ascertain what is a just rate of interest. In hope of expediting the inquiry, I venture the suggestion that such rate wall be lowest at which capitalists will lend
their money or employ it in the industries, rather than to consume it, let it lie
idle, or, if in the form of machinery, leave it to rust and decay from nomise.
The first application of the new rate should be made to the 7.000 or more
This
national banks, the principal beneficiaries of the Federal reserve act.
would be done by amending that act, by providing that not only the Federal
reserve banks but also the national banks be allowed to earn the just rate per
annum, and that all excess or surplus shall belong to the Government as a
franchise tax. The motive for the banks to earn an excess over the prescribed
rate would thus be eliminated, and the injustice of high interest would cease.
This done, every other business of a public nature in which the public is immediately concerned should be brought under the same rule. This would in like
manner remove the motive for oppressively low wages and extortionate prices
for the necessaries of life. The only method for capitalists of increasing their
incomes would then be by increasing the volume of their business, which would
increase their demand for laborers and put employers into competition with
each other for the services of labor, instead of laborers competing with each
other for the blessed privilege of working for a living, as n<>\v. and, with a
given supply, correspondingly increase wages. With a just standard of value
and with such regulation in vogue, the demand of labor for justice will have
been answered and industrial peace established, as has not been known since
money was invented or since one man first sold his labor power to another.
With the stimulus which would be imparted to all business by this reform,
;
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expedient of a minimum wage will, with many others equally unscientific,
bo abandoned as crude and uncalled for. and the problem of the unemployed
t!ic

have been

will

sol veil.

Respectfully submitted to the Federal Industrial Relations Commission.
Yours, faithfully,
A. H. Low.
Los AXCKLE.S. P.M... Frjrfonlirr ]'.

STATEMENT OF MR.
The following statement was submitted
A FIXKD AND FXCIIANCI:

\i:i

K

E. I.
in

MeCLTJRE.

writing by Mr. F. L. McOluro

MOXKY

:

STAXi>AKi> or YAi.VK.

All authorities agree that there is no possibility of attaining a fixed and unchangeable standard of value, for the same reason that perpetual motion is
impossible. All commodities fluctuate in value with changes in supply and demand, therefore there is nothing that is possible to use for a. standard that
Mould remain fixed ami unchangeable in value.
That the law of supply and demand regulates all values is a truism uniThe air we breathe has no value because it is superaversally accepted.
bundant. You would not buy air from anyone, nor can you sell it to anyone
else, because the atmosphere surrounds everyone and we merely have to breathe
T.ul if you were confined in n cabinet and
to supply our lungs with oxygen.
were gapping for breath you would give all ihe wealth in the world for enough
air to breathe.
Supply and demand makes the price or value of air the same
If yon were perishing on a desert, though you owned a
ns all olher vilues.
mountain of gold, you would give it all for a loaf of bread or a drink of water.
There is no such thing as intrinsic value the thing popularly believed

innate in gold coin -and that delusion is what gives financiers their inpower to rule the world.
All economists admit that if equilibrium could be maintained between the
supply and demand for money there would be no fluctuation in the value of the
dollar but further consideration of the question is dismissed and tabooed, be<aiise anything that is superabundant has no value, and value begins only
when fluctuation in supply and demand occurs.
nition of what "value"' and "supply and demand" mean is prerequisite
i'or anyone to comprehend the significance of the money system about to be
T believe the self-evident truth of the inevitable effect produced
described.
under the predicaments described make the law of supply and demand plain,
and prove the quantity theory of money. The definition of value makes its
i!ic-:ming equally plain and unmistakable: "Value is created by human necessities and
nd fluctuates with the intensity of and the difficulty in satto

1>

vincible

;

,

human

necessities and desires."
The de-tails of a scientific money system, in brief, may be described as folThe United States (Jovornment will adopt a complete credit financial
system, capiialixing the entire wealth of the Nation as a total available money
by demonetixing gold, and adopting the Nation's time notes as the
'fandard of value and the sole legal tender at their face value for the payment
of ;>11 debts public and private: and maintain equilibrium between the supply
.-iid demand for money by issuing bonds to equal each money issue of notes.
i> si>n'-so the notes, and deposit the bonds in depositories throughout the country. making notes interchangeable for bonds, or bonds for notes, on demand
without cost. Depositaries will detach the interest coupon for the current half
I'rom the bonds exchanged for notes. Bonds presented for notes must have
<li
miniatured coupons attached. The Treasury will issue paper money (and
bonds to equal same) on the date of the change from gold coin to paper money
as the standard of value, as follows: (1) To pay all outstanding obligations of
ihe Fnifod States of every kind, including bonds, notes, and outstanding budgets,
(2) to redeem all coins issued by the United States mint if presented wr ithin
a certain time limit, (3) to pay all outstanding obligations of States, municipalicouuties, and all subdivisions of government, on application for a money
issue and complying with Treasury regulations, (4) to pay all future budgets
of ( ongress. State, municipalities, etc.
Money supply will be as superabundant as air. and all doubt or question of
money supply or value will coincide with common consciousness and belief in
;

-'g

.

;

1
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all other standards that are fixed and
tation, circulation. respiration, etc.

the pound weight, gravi-

unchangeable

Every dollar issued will he a time note of the Nation payable at maturity
Taxes will be levied and the money collected from t!i"
interest.
The
people, to meet the payment of the. principal and interest on the bonds.
interest on bonds remaining in depositories will he credited to interest-received
fund of the Treasury. Exact bookkeeping records will be kept with each nole
and bond, equal to bank records of bills payable and bills receivable.
United Stales banks of deposit and exchange will be opened in every community requiring banking facilities. All deposits will be kept on hand either in
legal-tender notes or United States bonds the bank reserve will always remain at 100 per cent of the total deposits. There will be no risk from loans
nor any necessity for expensive financial experts, as Government bank oilicials
will have no other duties to perform but to receive deposits, pay checks, and
issue exchange.
The penalty of treason will be fixed for the crime of issuing or passing any
coin, note, check, or anything else in payment for money, except legal-tender
notes, or checks drawn on a deposit in a United States hank.
Banking will be
monopolized by the United States the same as the post ofhee, and all the profit
of banking will be the revenue of the State, including interest on deposits, unclaimed depostis, checks lost or destroyed, notes, and bonds lost or dev.ithont

stroyed, etc.

Borrowers will never fail to find unlimited capital seeking loans at the
current rate of interest, which will be in the hands of all men who have accumulated wealth and hold the superabundant supply of bonds in circulation.
The supply of bonds can not diminish by use, but must remain a constant total
in circulation, either in bonds or money.
Banker and usurer will become obsolete

words

in

our vocabulary after

sci-

money has extinguished them completely from existence, the same as
brigand and murderer will become obsolete words after the human species has
entific

reached the maturity period of development and all normal individuals are
perfect types of manhood with no disposition to do wrong.
Scientific money will be a greater boon to mankind than all other discoveries
since civilization began, not excepting fire, speech, writing, printing, an, science,
and religion, for notwithstanding all these the disparity in the distribution of
wealth between labor and capital increases with every invention and discovery
that reduces labor in the production of wealth. It will make credit and prosperity as constant as gravity, and will release all men from the peril of depreciation and possible bankruptcy, which threatens every business and all employment whenever a panic occurs.
Civilization has multiplied the efficiency of labor by the thousandfold, but
the defect in the money standard gives financiers a subtle and invincible power
to limit the wages of labor, which has concentrated wealth in The hands of the
few, while the laborers who produce all wealth are doomed to inevitable poverty
jind degradation.

No

prosperity

is

possible with stringency in

money

supply, no matter ho\v

abundant the crops or the amount of wealth accumulated. The following
truism depicts the supreme potency of money in producing prosperity: Any
virile population inhabiting barren rocks, in the most inhospitable part of the
world, if they had unlimited money supply, would be the most prosperous people
in the world, supplied with everything the world produced, brought to their
doors, in competition for their trade, by all other nations. Genoa, Florence, and
England illustrate the truth of the assertion, although their prosperity was
limited by money manipulation and concentration of wealth in the hands of the
few, which has caused the decadence of every nation in the past, and is certain
to destroy all nations that do not remedy the fatal defect in the money standard.
The balance of trade must be paid in the money of the credit country, which
the debtor country must buy with any wealth it has to offer that costs the
least.
Financiers can create a panic in any country by exporting gold, and
gold fluctuates in value correspondingly the world over.
Scientific money \vill release the total gold supply in the United States and
make it available to pay foreign balances without any disturbance of the
money supply in this country. The United States could cheapen foreign prices,
for the benefit of home consumption, by locking up the gold in this country,
and when balances were favorable and high prices were desired for our exports
large deposits of our gold could be made in the banks of foreign countries, to
cheapen money and raise prices that is, supposing that our business efhics
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continue to be dishonest and no one can deny that universal selfishness and
competition compel everyone to be dishonest or suffer the inevitable penalty
of.

poverty.

dollar contains 25.8 grains, 0.9 fine, and the value of the
On th*> day of the
dollar is regulated by the supply and demand for money.
change to scientific money the dollar will have a certain fixed value that can be
slated and recognized, by making a list of prices of all leading commodities;
and if scientific money maintains equilibrium between the supply and demand
for money thereafter, the dollar will remain a fixed and unchangeable standard
Gold will thereafter be sold by the ounce and priced in dollars and
of value.
cents the same as silver and other metals, and the demand for gold in the arts
will greatly increase under perpetual prosperity.
Only a small per cent of the
people can gratify their taste for gold in ornamentation and decoration, but
when everyone has wealth, the increased demand will increase the price of
gold by the thousandfold, and it will not injure anyone but those who foolishly
invest in gold beyond their means.
!ian: r e rates to all points in the world will be fixed at par permanently in
It does not cost the Government any more :<
'nlted Slates banks.
ntitie
money in one place than in another, and therefore all charges for exchange will
!>' abolished.
Usury will also be abolished by the natural law of atrophy.
The superabundant supply of bonds in circulation, bearing the lowest rate of
interest, will create an unlimited demand for the current rate of interest; and
all borrowers with security to offer can select from the multitude of bondholders the one he may choose to favor with the current rate of interest, when
usury will be relegated to historical reminiscence.
Sound credit rests on ability to pay, and when money is placed in reach of
who have wealth to exchange, beyond the possibility of anyone to place
lill
money out of reach, nothing can disturb credit, and prosperity will be perpetual, because all wealth is produced by labor, and the demand for wealth is
unlimited, while the supply of labor is limited to the population. The. law of
supply ami demand (no longer manipulated by financiers to limit the wages of
labor) will release all laborers from the si rain and menace of idleness and
r
poverty to certain employment, and the wau es of labor will be the product of
labor.
It will stimulate industry and produce such a superabundance of
wealth that poverty will be as ridiculous and preposterous as nakedness, and
sustenance will be in reach of all with less exertion than oxygen.
1
will close with Bacon's apotheosis of truth:
"It is a pleasure to stand upon the shore and to see ships tossed upon the
sea: a pleasure to stand in the window of a castle and to see a battle and the
adventures thereof below: but no pleasure is comparable to the standing upon
the vantage ground of truth (a hill not to be commanded and where the air in
always clear and serene) and to see the errors and wanderings and mists and
tempests in the vale below; so always that this prospect be with pity and not
with swelling or pride. Certainly it is heaven upon earth to have a man's mind
move in charity, rest in Providence, and turn upon the poles of truth."

The standard gold

I

ADDITIONAL STATEMENT OF MK.

P. J.

McDONALD.

STATKS COMMISSION o.\ INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS:
As we understand the purpose of this honorable commission is to investigate
the wages, working hours, and general conditions of labor, I will therefore try
to confine myself to these subjects relating to my employees only from personal
knowledge of these conditions.
I bought out the old Los Angeles Planing Mill on San Pedro Street in 1901, at
the time known as a union shop. We made no changes for some time, preferring to let things run along as they were until I got better acquainted with
actual conditions. Within one year, however, I was convinced that some
changes were necessary and accordingly made them. This brought about a
When we opened again many of our old
strike and shutdown for some time.
employees returned and several we did not want owing to their disposition to
be disturbers and breeders of trouble among the men.
We ran along about a year when a committee waited on me one morning
and presented their grievances, which were that two men in the shop refused
to join their union and must be discharged; that after that date they would run
but eight hours per day; that a boy about 17 years old (a son of one of my old.
employees), who was running a band saw, should give way to a man. They
I'.MTK!)
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me that my shop was thoroughly unionized and that I would have
comply with the union rules, which were that these two employers were to
be discharged and that this young man working on the hand saw should give
v\-;>.y to a man; that my shop should run eight hours; and that I should recognize a shop steward on the premises. All of which 1 refused to do, with the
result, another strike, all hands but the two nonunion men and my engineer
walking out.
We remained shut down for about two weeks. When I started again I gave
preference to the old employees with few exceptions, with the understanding
ihat hereafter I would not recognize a union shop, but that I would not discriminate against union men.
Shortly after this an organization of mill owners was established for the
purpose of furnishing employment to the mill employees regardless of their
We also furnished them a large reading and club room, where
affiliations.
they could pass the time when not employed, and same is still maintained, this
organization having nothing whatever to do with hours of work, wages paid,
or shop conditions, its only purpose being a free labor bureau to promote
harmony among the men and a better feeling between employers and the men,
Jill of which I feel it has accomplished.
About this time the mill owners' association recommended to its members
an eight-hour day. Several of us tried it out; some for a short period, others
for some time.
I continued this policy for 18 months and was the last to
return to the nine-hour. We found it not a paying proposition, as we consider
r.n eight-hour day not profitable where machinery is concerned.
We had at
that time 26 employees, many of whom we still have on our pay roll, and we
have had, until very recently, as high as 175 men employed.
We do not discriminate against union men, nor never did, except that we will
not hire a union foreman, for a union foreman means a union crew and closed
We find that a mixed crew of men get along much better, attend
to outsiders.
more strictly to their business, and are not annoyed by the walking delegate
or shop steward that they are closer to the foreman, superintendent, and the
general management, and thereby give better results.
We have many union men in our employ, and they are some of our oldest and
most trustworthy men. We treat our men humanely, adopt all the latest safety
devices, and keep the shop in a sanitary condition, all of which is a paying
investment and good policy for any employer of labor, and we have had no
also informed

1

to

;

trouble for many years.
We. run nine hours per day, six days per week, and have not lost any time
during the past 10 years. At the present time have 70 employees, wages $2.25
Our average pay
to $5 per day ; in the office we pay $75 to $250 per month.
per day of nine hours is $3.25.
We are strong advocates of the open-shop policy for many reasons: First,
because the foreman, superintendent, and management in general are in much
closer touch with each individual. Secondly, that there are no disturbances in
the shop and no strikes, therefore steady work for the men. Thirdly, that the
pride of the American workingman is such that he would much prefer to deal
with the superintendent or management than to be dictated to by a shop
steward or walking delegate.
Because of this the men are better contented and show it in the output of
every day's work. That the sentiment of this community is overwhelmingly in
favor of it. That the spirit of the American citizen is at all times for independence and against anything that tends to curtail that spirit, and that because of these conditions, general prosperity and contentment among the wage
earners.
From an actual canvas of my shop nearly 65 per cent of the employees either
own their own homes or are paying for them. If this is a fair percentage of the
number of wage earners owning their own homes in this city, then the effect
can not but be felt for good, because it makes for a higher class of citizenship^
who are interested in the welfare of their city government, take an active interest in all civic affairs and can be relied on to decide weighty questions to
the best interest of its citizens all of which has been proven here when ocIt is our desire to have these conditions continue here and
casion required.
expand to o'her communities less favored.
Yours, very respectfully,
,
LOS A.XfiKLKS Pl.AXIXO Ml 1. Co.
P. J. Mc'DoxAi.D. Pr<'Hi(l('nt.
1.
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STATEMENT OF MR. CLARENCE LYMAN PARKER.
Los ANGELES, CAL., September 11', 101-'].
To Voters:
I would recommend that you promptly investigate our registration and primary-election laws, which 1 claim are unreasonable, unproiitable to the people,
and that they strongly tend to retard industrial progress. Oil account of not
being able, in many instances, to choose representatives because of the present
system of registering and of voting at the elections, this system is plainly
wrong and irrational, compelling the voter to name his politics, while, wherever the Australian ballot is adopted by law, as in the State of California,
he has right to the secret ballot. This right he does not now have, practically,
except he write in the ballot his choice which is largely impracticable.
The method now prevailing handicaps the voter. If he stands for Government ownership of industries and is an employee of a firm, company, or corporation opposed to change in the present crafty method, such a body, having
access to the books of registration, might let voters politically opposed to
themselves out of their job, and possibly put them on the black list, making
it well-nigh impossible for them to obtain employment.
To avoid all this, many voters feel compelled quite contrary to their own
inclination to regi>lcr alliliation falsely, though under oath, to the party approved by their employers. Furthermore, naming, when registering, their pretended political affiliation, prevents them from voting any other ticket at the
primary. Thus they lose their nominating power for their own representatives.
At the general ;!<-,[ ion. however, their vole will be cast for the party of their
own choice it' nominated. The present method thus trains citizens to false
swearing, yet largely defeats their nominating power.
Also, while the false
naming, when registering, of their political affiliations prevents them from
voting their own ticket at the primary, the true naming makes it easy for
politicians to figure from these registrations the probable primary vote, thus
i'-r to the disadvantage of the industrial class voter.
affording advantages
Further, 1 would suggest that each public election day be made a strict legal
holiday, because some \oters are afraid, wisely, of losing their job if they take
two hours or thereabouts off of their day's work. In this way they lose interest in (lie elections; this results in not attending to the duty of intelligently
voting, and thereby not naming representatives to look after their interests and
\

j.ua-d

We

i

heir rights.

know the significance and intent of the Australian ballot; and we of
the industrial ranks strenuously object to its defeat in practical politics.
hope those who are able will see to it that the Australian ballot is carried out
to its true intent; that is to say: Do away with registering our political affiliations; adopt the system of one ballot to accommodate all parties.
I suggest
that this one ballot be made to fold once, leaving one side blank, so requiring
less work for the election boards. ]e^ paper, and being less cumbersome.
The
::tvd si/.e is in practice already varied from.
Another matter, the election boards. Last primary election I was a clerk.
There was one lady clerk and two quite elderly men on my board. One of the
"
latter declared:
1 would not care to again put in continuously as
many hours
(30) for $25." There were many boards at work much longer than ours.
had six different tickets six times the signatures to sign required by the oneballot system and much more expense to the city, amounting to thousands of
dollars worse than uselessly spent and imposed upon the already overburdened
and complaining taxpayers.
all

We

We

CLARENCE LYMAN PARKER,
401 Xorlh L'n nuint Arena?, Lox Anyclcs, Cal.

STATEMENT OF MR.

A.

M. SCANLAN.

Los ANGELES, September 12, 19I.'/.
UNITED STATES INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION.
GKNTLEMLN: I would like to call the attention of your honorable body to the
<lass of which I am a member, and which is numerically stronger than
any

other class in this country.

I refer to

the floating population

the

men who
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build the country's railroads and aqueducts, its power plants and pipe lines.
You will find us in the lumber woods and on ranches in fact, anywhere where
there is demand or might possibly be demand for surplus labor. As we lack
You
organization, our condition is the most miserable of all the working class.
will find that many in our ranks are above the average in intelligence and education, our misfortune being due generally to the fact that we lacked opportunity to learn a trade or specialize on some subject.
You will also discover the reason for at least some of the discontent ami
When men, after working from 7 a. m. until
unrest permeating our ranks.
9 p. m. thrashing in a bean Held are refused permission to sleep in a burn but
are compelled to lie in the open, exposed to heavy dew, with probably the
Or if one has
lightest covering, they can't be expected to be very amiable.
worked two or three months in some railroad camp, sleeping perhaps on tinsecond floor of a two or three story bunk in company with a lot of Mexicans.
debarred during that time from even the sight of a woman, one can't expect
When one carries his bed on his back, over country
to be very conventional.
roads and through towns, is looked at askance, perhaps sneered at as
tramp, do you wonder at one becoming radical? When a native of this country,
who perhaps has had a father or brother die for his country, upon asking for
work is laughed at and told to change his color, as there are none but Mexicans
employed, would you expect him to be patriotic?
and there is no doubt but
It is said that revolutions start from the bottom
that there are many embryo revolutionists in the lower rank of labor; and it
will be only by removing causes as indicated above, besides many others, which
can be easily discovered by your body, that radicalism will be eliminated.
Respectfully,
A. M. SCANJAV.
;>.

;

332 East Second Strcrt.

STATEMENT OF MRS. DRITSIE

E.

STEELE.

Mr. WALSH The testimony of employers yesterday was in favor of the workman's compensation act. I happen to know a case tried out in court recently
the man injured for life, yet, through the process of court proceedings which
seemed brutal and autocratic, the man got nothing. The man's witnesses were
"
Look at these cattle; what are they? " (Some
swept aside by defense lawyer
such remark, which I can not quote positively.) Not one was allowed to be
heard; the wife and wife's mother were not allowed to tell their story; the
judge sustained the defense every time; the foreman went back on what he
had told the wife and mother, presumably to hold his job. They had a certain
hospital where nil their accidents were treated the signing of a paper by the
man when he was not in his right mind, and which his wife asked him not to
:

;

sign the agent
hospital free to
judge sustained
Angeles. I can

them that it was only to secure hospital services ;it the
the man, so he signed it. It. was held aloft in court, and the
told

them. This is about the history of court proceedings in Los
give you the names of the plaintiffs, and I am urging that they
I wish you
try it again, having learned a little about courts in Los Angeles.
might have time to question them as to testimony of actual working' facts.
Mrs. DIM; si K E. STEELE,
Mt Hyperion Avenue.

STATEMENT OF MR. W.
SUGGESTIONS

FOR

H.

STUART.

THE IMPROVEMENT OF ECONOMIC,

1

POLITICAL,

AND SOCIAL

CONDITIONS.
1. Strict public regulation of all public utilities in regard to service, rates,
wages, and capitalization; profits on operation to be restricted to reasonable
returns on actual capital invested, with ultimate public ownership in view.
2. Large industry to be under strict governmental regulation, efficiency of
labor, of administration, and in improvements in machinery and technique
tending toward the conservation of energy and elimination of waste to In*
encouraged, with the view of increasing wages and reducing trust of products
Unfair competition to be prohibited. Pooling and concento the consumer.
1

A

Mr. Stuart also submitted, in printed form, a pamphlet entitled
to the Solution of the Labor Problem."

Key

"

Scientific

Taxation
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rat ion of capital under proper rest rict ions not to be discouraged, remembering
that the nearer a business approaches a monopoly the simpler the rules for its
management, the less business risk, and the easier to maintain fair prices and
If governmental regulation prove
reasonable protits on actual capital invested.
ineffective, then public ownership and operation, the only other alternative.
3. Progressive taxation of incomes.
4. Taxation of the unearned increment of land values, commencing at 5 per
cent and increasing in that ratio yearly.
5. Progressive tax on inheritances, from 5 to 50 per cent, according to the
amount of inheritance. Collateral heirs to pay double tax. Distant collateral
heirs to lose right of inheritance. Bequests to direct heirs under $10,000 ta
be exempt from tax.
6. Incomes up to $1.500 and home sites up to value of $3,000 to be exempt
from taxation. Direct taxation to be encouraged. Taxes to be levied as
nearly as possible on unearned or surplus wealth, or the surplus over the
amount necessary to maintain a reasonable and rational standard of living.
7. Election of President by direct vote of the people.
8. Direct legislation and the right of recall of all public officers, including
the judiciary. Recall of judicial derisions. Trial by jury in contempt cases
where the contempt is not in presence of the court.
!>.
Proportional representation.
In. Legalising trades-unions with right of boycott and picketing under proper
restrictions in regard to public rights.
1

11.

A minimum wage.
Minimum workday

for men in all kinds of factory and certain other forms
of industry.
Special restrictions in regard to hours of labor of women an. I
children, with special reference to the age of children.
13. Industrial accident insurance for workmen.
Pensions for widows with
14. Old-age pensions, instead of the poor farm.
children, instead of the orphan asylum.
l.~i.
Free schoolbooks and free meals where necessary. Compulsory edu12.

cation.
1G. City, State,

tire and life insurance at cost of service.
the public service. Deductions in pay from all
public employees or ollicials for absence from work or service except for sickness or permitted absence, particularly Members of Congress.
18. Absolute right of free speech where such speech does not advocate
Severe penalties for public officials or others suppressing the right
violence.
of free speech.
food and drug laws and vigorous enforcement of the same, and
11). Strict
against all fraudulent or misleading advertising.
20. Blue-sky law, to safeguard investors and prevent fraudulent promotion
schemes, and punish fraudulent representations or operation by corporation

17.

and national

The merit system

in

officials.

21. Strict regulation of the liquor traffic,

with a view to the diminution of

and of its ultimate extinction.
Kqual suffrage, irrespective of sex.

its evils
_'_'.

Penal institutions object
vengeance.
Respectfully submitted.
23.

of

to

be the reform of the criminal,

not

W. H. STUART,
Los Angeles, Cul.
118

NORTH ORAMKKCY PLACE.

STATEMENT OF MR. FRANK

T.

WIDNER.

UNDERWOOD TYPEWRITER

Co.

(INC.),

Los Atif/clcx, CaL, October 27, 191.'/.
T'N-MKi) STATES BI-HKAT OF INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS,
Ckwago, III.
DEAIJ MR. OIJIFKITH This office recently received a letter from your Chicago
office inquiring into the wage condition in Los Angeles as shown by our office
records.
Inclosed please find a copy of our September report, and also an
average of weekly and monthly salaries for the past nine months.
:
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Please take into consideration the fact that our office gels a larger number
tf the better office calls than most any other local oiti<-c. and that may account
partly for the higher average than might otherwise exist here.
Any other information we can furnish you on tliis siibje<'t will be cheerfully
furnished.
Yours, very truly,
UNDERWOOD Tvi'EwinTKii o.,
Per FRANK T. WID.VKU,
Alumiyvr
1

(

Ix

lii:

RKI'OKT you

Sj-;t'TEAini-;i:,

Ii)l4.

Los ANUEI.KS, CAI,., October 6',
TYJ-EVKITKU Co.,
30 Vcsey Street, New York City.
GENTLEMEN: We be# to submit the following report of work done in our
employment department during the month- of September, 1914:Inquiries for help: Male, 20; female, 200; total, 220.
Positions secured, permanent: Male, 10; female, 30; total. 40. Temporary:
Hale, 7 female, 162 total, 169 grand total, 209.
Inquiries received but not filled, 11.
Summary of salaries: Total weekly salaries for 209 positions filled. $2,881.50;
average weekly salaries, $13.73 average monthly salaries, $r4.!)2.
One thousand seven hundred and eighty-five positions. Average weekly wage,
;.:woon

;

;

;

;

,$13.70.

This experience covers a period of nine months.

Average monthly wage,

$54.72.

Respectfully submitted.
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EXHIBITS.
OTIS EXHIBIT.
OFFICK OF TIMES-MIRKOR
Lax A

)i(i<l( x.

Cul., (h-tolx

>'

Co.,
20, 191

'i.

Mr. LKWIS K. Hitowx,
Xr/Tf (aril ('fnni>iix*i'>n

t>tt

ltnin*lrinl Ih-ftitiuHH. Cliicntio.

IKAI; Siu: In compliance \vitli my promise heretofore made, and with your
own request, I am sending you herewith the originals of the only papers in my
possession, or in the possession of my oflioc. which are in the nature of contracts \vith our workmen, copies of which the commission desired.
Those papers are:
1. A mere unsigned slip, marked 1SO<*. containing fhe names of three classes
of workmen in the composing room, with the several rates of compensation paid
to the men in these three classes, viz, 4'J rent*. 4.~> cents, and 47 cents per hour,
These !is;s represent the classifications to which I referred at
respectively.
one point in my testimony.
Schedule, etc.. dated March 1. 1007. "for the payment of regular salaries
12.
and wages in different grades," together with four different rates paid to our
men, vix, 47 cents. HO cents. .':* cents, and (>0 cents per hour, respectively. This
list is followed by "notes and instructions" which explain themselves.
3. Letter dated January 1.'?, 10OO, addressed to the foreman of the Times composing room, relating to rales, hours, rules, and other subjects: the letter being
signed by myself on behalf of the Times-Mirror <'>.. and the rates and other conditions having boon accepted by an authorized committee acting on behalf of the
different workmen affected concurred iti by the foreman, and ratified and continued on the 14th day of January, 1000. by the Times-Mirror < o. through myself as president and general manager.
F may say. in addition to supplying you with the foregoing information, that
il
1ms never been the policy of this company to make written contracts with its
workmen, which are liable to be troublesome. On the contrary, our general
policy (to which there have been the foregoing exceptions) has been to offer to
applicants for employment a schedule of payments established in the different
departments, leaving the applicant to accept or reject the rates and the employment, according to his own judgment and preference. The plan has
worked well throughout, and the occasions for differences and trouble have been
few and far between. Employment and positions in the office of the Los
Angeles Times are widely sought and are highly prized by successful applicants.
Hoping the foregoing information will meet all reasonable requirements of
the commission, 1 am.
:

1

Yours, truly,
II.
/'/

P. S.

your

T

xhlrnf an<!

('<

G. OTIS,
Mtnuiycr.

n< nil

thank you to return these original papers in compliance with
Also the inclosed personal letter from ox-Senator Thomas It. liard.

will

offer.

of this State.

OFFICE OF TiMEs-Miiraon Co.,
Ln* Anfii-lrst. fV/7., Jiiituan/ IS, 1 !)()!).
S. W. CRABILL. Foreman.
DEAR SIR: After considering

Mr.

all the statements of fact and all the arguments
contained in your last letter, dated January f>. 1009; after having considered
all statements bearing on the subject of the proposed new scale made on behalf

38810
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of the men, and after the making of mutual concessions, I now submit tin* following revised scale for the acceptance or rejection of the workmen affected:
Hour irork.
1. Hand (tdrrrlixhn/ composition
'lass 1, 56 cents per hour;
class 2, 53 cents per hour class 3, 50 cents per hour; class 4, 47 cents per hour;
estimator. 00 cents per hour.
2. Linotype composition by tlie hour.
Seven machines, as at present, including one head machine, working eight hours per day. at the rate <u $4.50, $r>,
and $5.50 each for the operators> classified as you already have them $0 for
Freeby, including all extras, and the head man .$4.7."). The rates tirst named
in this paragraph are for superior operators, elassilied according to merit.
3. Linotype jtirccirork for corrected matter.
Brevier, 13 cents per 1.000 ems;
minion, 13 cents per 1,000 ems; nonpariel and agate, 12 cents per 1,000 ems. In
order to reduce the waiting charges to a minimum, it is understood and agreed
that hour men working on machines are assignable to hand work (distributing,
etc.) during s.uch portions of the working day and night as their machines are
necessarily idle for lack of copy.
This schedule is to be in effect from and after January 10, 1909.
I trust all the men concerned may be able to see their way clear to the acceptance of this scale cheerfully and in good faith. The office does not wish
to lose a single man of the force. It holds in vivid remembrance the facts and
events of the past, when the proprietors and their loyal workmen stood together, back to back, for mutual protection, for independence, justice, and fair
play between man and man, and against the. despotism of the typographical
These considerations keep me and my associates of one mind, as we
union.
have been in the past, in respect to the reliable force of fraternity men whom we
have so long employed, so long defended, and so steadfastly favored at all times
and in all emergencies, when it required nerve for us to stand up against the
assaults as well as the blandishments of the opposition, and also required
similar nerve on the part of the men.
I fully recognize the right of every workman not under specific contra
This is fraternity doctrine also, and I
quit his employment at his pleasure.
shall not feel that I have the right to object should any of our workmen decline
Xeverthelto continue in our service under the revised scale of wages.
again express the hope that they will all remain with us.
You are authorized and requested to communicate the contents of this official
Your own steadletter to the men, but it is unnecessary to make copies of it.
fast contention for the interests of the workmen should satisfy them as to your
(

;

;

attitude.

H. G. OTIS,

Yours, truly,

For the Tittup-Mirror

Co.

The foregoing revised scale of prices for machine and other composition
hereby aceented on behalf of the different workmen affected.
WILL N. GOFF.
J. A. CAMPHF.LL, Jr..
L uthorized Com m it tec-.

is

.

Concurred

in.

S.

W. CKABILL, Foreman.

Ratified and confirmed this 14th day of January. 1909.

THE

By H.

TiMKs-MrRitoK Co.,

G. OTIS,

President and General Manager.

1896.

Highest. Mack, Pettit, Hall, Raker. Didricksen. Hunt, Rennie, Edwards,
Bingham, Hatlow, Ford (J. D.). Sergeant. Gulliver 47 cents.
Medium. Underwood. Shanahan, Taylor, Goodwin, Yarnell (H. A.). Yarnell
(J. E.), Patter, Schooley, Kaiser, Ludrty, Caress (C. M.), Moore (J. D.),
Ford (C. L.). Caress K. L.), Wasson 45 cents.
Lowest. Boothby, Bennett. Miller, Thornton 42 cents.
.

(
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[Calculated on a daily

and

and weekly hash.]

COMPOSITION ROOM.
[Not including piece men.]

Per day.

n-(njex in the different

<j,
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ADDITIONAL STATEMENT.
OFFICE OF THE TIMES,

Los

Autjclcx. Xc]t<-inbcr 11,

Hon. FRANK

P. WALSH,
Chairman Commission on Industrial Relations, Los Angeles.
DEAR SIR In compliance with your request and my promise, I now have the
:

honor to make certain additional statements relating to industrial conditions
here, the same being supplemental to my first statements before the commission
at its opening session on the 8th instant. The slight delay is due to time consumed in gathering statistics from an outside source bearing upon the question
of the comparative tests showing the results of linotype composition done by
This exhibit will be found under
the week and by the piece, respectively.
subdivision

3.

SUPPLEMENTAL STATEMENTS.
I. While I was on the stand at that session the chairman requested me to
produce figures showing the different rates paid by the Times to skilled labor
in the several mechanical departments at this time. I give the rates herewith
:

COMPOSING ROOM.

Weekly icage

Number

of

workmen

receiving each

rates.

week
1

$46.15
39. 00
35.00
30.00
25.00
24.00
21.00
20.00
15. 00

1

2
1
1
1
1
1

3
12

Total employees as listed
Average weekly wage, $26.68.

Hour

rates.

of men employed at the hourly
81 cents
71 cents
65 cents
62*. cents
60 cents
56 cents
50 cents

wage

Number

of

Total employees as listed
Average hourly wage. $0.624.
Average weekly earnings based on an 8-hour day for

2
1

2
24
1

4

3fi

days, $29,95.

Piece rates.

Number

of

workmen employed

at

13 cents per 1,000 ems
11* cents per 1,000 tms__
Total piece employees as listed
Average wage per 1,000 ems, $0.1272.
Average weekly wage for
days based on a 7-hour day,

5

$35.10.
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IT.OOF-KKAIHXC; KOOil.

Hour

rates.

Kuiubcr of workmen employed at the hourly wage of
68 cents ____________________________________________________________
(52 J cents ___________________________________________________________
(50 cents ___________________________________________________________
cents ____________________________ _________________________________
r."i cents ________________________________ _ ___________________________
50 cents ___________________________________________________________
45 riMltS ________________________________ ___________________________
81 cents ___________________________________________________________
.">('>

:

,

Total employees as listed __________________________________________
Average hourly wage, $0.447.
Average weekly wage (0 days) based on a 7-honr day. -S1S.7S.

1
1

2
2
1
1

8
1

17

LOOM.

STKIIKOTYI'K

/.'/

Nuniber of workmen i-eceivinir eacli \ve<'k
s:;s. -in
_______________________________________________ j __________
I27.no
__________________________________________________________
24.00
10.50 ____________________________________________________________
ns. oo ___________________________________________
_______________
10. 00 _____________________________________________________________
Total employees a< listed

Av<

,

________________________________________

1
1
1
1

i

2
7

$22.80.
I'lIKSS

,7//

Number

of

workmen

reci-ivim: each

$85. 00__

K'flftr >'tlt<

.<?.

week
______
_______________ _ _________________ _

1
i

28. :.o ____________________________________________________________
_____________________
25.50
24. 00__
___________________________________
22.50
.__
__________________________
21. 00__
IS 00 ________________________________________________________
_
10. 50__
______
15.00 ___________________________
_________

2

Total employees as listed _________________________________________
Average weekly wage, $20.70.

18

.moo__

G K N KK A L

M K(

'

II

1
1
1
1
2
1

7

A X 1C I A N S.

i'-(i<ic

rates.

Nnml>er of woi'kmen receivinir each week
$43.35 ____________________________________________________________
24. 00 ____________________________________________________________
21.00 ____________________________________________________________
15. 00 __________________________________ _ ______ ___________________
i

Total employees as listed ________________________________________
Average weekly wage, $22.05.

1

1
2
3
7
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COUNTING ROOM.
[Including advertising- d'p rtimMit and women.)
; i

rules.

Number

'

workmen

of

receiving e:u

li

week

$62.50 _____________________________________________________________
50.00 ____________________________________________________________
45. 00 _____________________
35.00 _____________________________________________________________
32.00 __________________________________________________ _ _________
30.75 ___________________________________________________
30.00 _______________________________________________
25. 00 _______________________________________________
28. 85 __________________________________________________
28. 50 ____________________________________________________
27.00 _________________________________________________
23.05 ___________________
22. 50_________________ ___________________________________
20.75 ___________
20.50 ________________ : ___________________________________________
18.45 ____________________________________________________________
17.30 ____________________________________________________________
17.00 ________________________________________________ ___
16.15 _____________________________________________________________
15.00 _______________________
__________________________

Total number of employees as
Average weekly wage, $24.38.

listed ____________________________

_'

1

1
:>

4
'

1
1

1

1

9
3

10
4
:',

2

<;.">

CIRCULATION DEPART M EN T.
[Including clerks and solicitors.]
HVr/v7// iratic rnlc.x.

Number

of

workmen

receiving each

week

$50. 00 _______________________________________________________

.__

75 _______________________________________________
00 _____________________________ ______________________________
50 ____________________________________________________________
50 ____________________________________________________________
27.00 ___________________________________________________________ _
25.00 __________________________________________________________
24.00 ______________________________________________________________
22. 50 _____________ - _________________________________
22.00 ___________________________________________________
21. 50 __________________________________ - ___________ ______________

30.
30.
28.
27.

-,

00 ___________________________________________________________
20.75 ____________________________________________________________
20. 00 ____________________________________
18.45 ___________________________________
18. 00 _____________________________________
17. 50 ____________________ _ ___________________
17. 30 ____________________________________________________________
16.00 _________________________________________________________
15. 00
21.

Total employees as listed
Average weekly wage, $21.75.

T1MKS-M

IIJROH

PRINTING AND HINDINO

Weekly wage

Male workmen

Number

of

rates.

:

workmen

$60.00
40.00
35. 00__

receiving each

week

1
1

4
1
'2

1
1

8
~>

1
1

1

12
4
1
1
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workmen Continued.
Number of workmen receiving each week

Mali'

!.

Continued.

50

1
1
7
1

32. 5:>

30.00
28.00
27. 50

4

2700
2M)0

2
1
7
3

2300

2

21'.

7
1
4

26.
25.

00__
on

1

22.<>0

21.00
20.00

8

2
1
1

50
18. 50
10.

IS. IK)

2
1
1

17.00
50

If}.

15.

oo
00

II

13.

1
1
1

12,

G

14.

oo
oo
11. 00
10. 00

1
1

2

>

8.00

7.00-

4

00

1

\.

Women

workers

Number

of

:

women

receiving each

\\

1
1

(10

24.oo
15. 00
15. oo

2
1

2
2
5
4

12. 01.

11.
10.
I).

00
00
00

i

1

o

1

II. I was also requested by Commissioner Commons to produce the rates paid
to skilled laber at ditt'erent periods running back to 1Xf)o. following the strike of
that year.
Fortunately. 1 have data ai my command, notwithstanding the
Ions period that has elapsed, which enables me to answer these questions also.
T

summarize as follows:
In

4(5

181)0

cents,

(later portion of the year only)

:

The

and the average weekly earning, on

rate of hand composition was
0-hour basis, for six: days,

a

averaged $4.00 per day.
In 1805: Rates for rime work, on a 0-hour basis. $3.75 and $4 per day. respecweekday workmen. Machine composition Piecework.
tively, for two
14 cents per 1.000 ems of nonpareil and minion, respectively, and 15 cents for
These pio--e rates having subsequently been found much higher than
brevier.
the average rates paid throughout the country for like work, were reduced
later on.
This scale was in force for about live years.
In 1890: As already shown in my first statement, these different wage scales
for time were adopted by the office, agreed to. and accepted by all concerned,
viz: Lowest rate, -12 cents per hour, equivalent to $4.05 per day; next, higher
rate. 47 cents per hour, equivalent to $4.23 per day of 9 hours.
;

:
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In 1000: The following scale went into effect, hand composition, three
classes
First. 42 cents per hour, or $3.78 per day
second, 45 cents per hour,
Floor men, $4
or $4.05 per day; third, 47 cents per hour, or $4.L)> > per day.
per day. The rates paid to other workmen by the day or week were in har:

;

mony with

these figures.
In 1905 The above rates, substantially, were in effect at this date.
In 1910: In December of that year, shortly following the destruction of the
Times Building, the following scale of hour rates went into effort, and these
rates are still in force: Hour rates for day workmen, 53 cents, or $4.25 for 8
hours; hour rates for night workmen, 56, 62, and 75 cents, respectively, according to classification, equivalent to $4.50, $5, and $6, respectively, for 8 hours.
To a very few men we are paying as high as $1 per hour.
The piece rales, elsewhere given, are as follows, viz: 11 cents for 5-point
machine composition and 13 cents for 7 and 8 point machine composition, at
which rates, as already stated, the earnings of linotype operators average from
$5.50 to $7.50 per day of 7 hours.
III. On the stand, when delivering that part of my statement which relates to
linotype machine work that is to say, composition by the piece and by the hour,
respectively I boldly made the claim that the former system possesses distinct
advantages both for the workmen and for the office. I declared that piece
operators, working in rivalry with time operators the one class in the nonimion Times office and the other class in a leading " closed-shop " union office
in California
when working under like conditions in other respects, the results
demonstrate conclusively that the Times operators are able to show, and do
show, distinct gains over the other class in the vital matters of production and
earnings. I declared that our linotype piece operators averaged from $3.50 to
$7.50 per night of 7 hours, as against the union time scale and rate m $5.50
for 8 hours. Now, to prove my claim I offer a comparison of figures covering
actual results under both systems:
Comparison and results. Here is a comparison of composition-room costs
in the two newspaper offices referred to, operating under the two different systems named, the comparisons being for the week ended August 30, 1914. The
totals show these striking results:
Los Angeles Times (nonunion): Number of columns of matter set, 1.S20;
number of workmen engaged, 62; total labor cost, $2,281.05 (17 men working
on the regular 7-hour basis and 45 men on an 8-hour basis)
average labor
cost per column, $1.25; average earnings per man, $36.80 for the entire week.
Now for the contrast:
Another California newspaper ("closed shop") Number of columns of matter set, 1,473; number of workmen, 68; the total labor cost. $2.363.25 (all the
men working on an 8-hour basis) average labor cost per column, $1.60; average earnings per man, $34.75 for the entire week.
This is a contrast and a demonstration that can not be successfully challenged, nor can the facts be gainsaid.
They prove 'our contention that the
piece-rate basis for linotype machine work results in a larger production with
a less number of men and machines and in higher wages per man, coupled
with lower cost to the office and greater efficiency.
IV. In the affair of the unsuccessful strike of 1890, I made while on the
stand an oral addition to my typewritten statement to the commission, which
addition I now reduce to writing. When taken in conjunction with my first
statement it completes the narrative of the essential facts in that old case.
About 18 months after the strike occurred we received certain indirect overtures from the union, looking to the securing of reemployment for a small number of union men in the Times office; that is to say, places for union men which
they had themselves thrown away a year and a half before. The negotiations
resulted in the reemployment by us of five members of the local typographical
union. Their employment continued for a period of about 18 months, at the end
of which time the men were "pulled out" by an edict of the local union, which
had failed, through our steady refusal, to secure the complete unionizing of the
office.
That act on the part of the union and of the men concerned put an end
to all relations between the Times and the local typographical union in our
newspaper composing room. There never was any agreement that this department or any other would be or was completely unionized by the tentative arrangement already recited. On the contrary, I specifically stipulated, in writIng, before the live union men were employed that the act did not constitute a
unionizing of the Times office and was not to be so construed, these men having
been taken back upon the express condition, made in writing, that they were
:

;

:

;
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not to bring their unionism back with them into the office, but must accept without question the wages then paid, besides complying with all the requirements,
conditions, and rules of the establishment, which was then nonunion in principle
and fact. These men reentered our service with that distinct understanding on
their part and on the part of their organisation. The "papers in the case" are
not now available, they having been destroyed by Strike, I believe, when the
lirst Times Building was destroyed.
I
make these additional explanations not bemuse the matter is of present
importance, but merely for the .substantial completeness of my narrative of that
old affair, now ancient history. The conflict occurred nearly a quarter of a century ago and we care little or nothing about it now, because the strike and boycott both failed through our steadfast resistance to the unwarranted demands
upon which they were based; and we have ever since continued to go steadily
forward about our business without paying more than passing attention to the
doings and the wild assertions of the deluded and defeated ones, who long ago
ceased to have anything to do witli the establishment, the owners, or the indusAnd never since ihen has the Times been forced to
trial policies of the Times.
engage in the making of a tight for the unhampered control, under law, of its
own affairs; but it has been and is equipped to contend sleadily. fearlessly,
broadly for liberty under law; for nation-wide freedom in the industries; for the
natural, legal, and equitable rights of all independent, unshackled workers,
without regard to "organization"; and equally to contend for the just rights
of all employers pursuing any lawful occupation in a lawful way.
V. As to union-labor violence in Los Angeles, to which reference has been
made in the testimony adduced, I might produce a fairly complete narrative and
a convincing one by consulting files of the Times, but perhaps a better way
would be to go to the records of the police department and those of the sheriff's
office -Hid ti,,. merchants and manufacturers' association, all of which bodies
have had more or less to do directly with the subject ami the facts. Then' has
been union-labor violence here during recent years not a little of it. The facts
a'-e notorious and can not be controverted.
A notable instance was the destruction of the first Times Building by a bomb
set by a member of "organized labor," to wit, .fames 1',. McXamara. the convict, who by occupation was a union printer.
The proof and the confession
are of official record in the trial of this notorious case, the facts having long
since- been elicited in court and proved beyond the question of a doubt.
I
"
"
in the
quote from the record in brief, which shows that the plea of
guilty
>u December ">, when asked
McXamara cases was entered December 1. 1JH1.
by Judge Bordwell. prior to sentence, what business he hail followed, the re"
been a printer." In proof
the
said
he
had
case says:
,T. B. McXamara
port
nouncing sentence, the judge said: "You, a< a printer, knew that gas was being
used in many places in the (Times) building, and that many men were employed therein."
It is proper to say here that of all the trades-unions in Los Angeles, the only
one that seems to have hurriedly passed resolutions condemning the deed was
the typographical union. The report of its action was published on December
The San Diego Typographical Union took the same action on the same
4. 1!H1.
day. using practically the same language that was employed by the Los
Angeles union printers. Some other printers' unions did the same.
These opposing fads may also bo properly stated here: There was a pretense
on the part of certain union printers, at that time, to lend assistance to the
Times in its groat emergency and dire distress: but this offer was more than
offset by the persistent efforts made by a larger number of union people to persuade our nonunion workmen to leave the service of the Times forthwith. In
the efforts the cunning yet bold misrepresentations were made that any workmen reeutering our building at. that perilous juncture would do so at their own
risk; that further assaults, injuries, disaster, and danger to life were sure to
follow, and that everyone who valued the safety of his person and life should
"stand from under." These vicious misrepresentations were successful in
some cases, and a number of our workmen were either frightened away or
cajoled into the disloyal act of leaving the Times at the most awful hour in its
history and accepting employment in some union establishment. The main body
of our men. however, stood fast loyally and honored themselves in ihe act. The
Times rawer missed an issue.
These further statements, pertinent to this phase of the case, are also true,
to wit: Prior to the dynamiting and the succeeding total destruction of the
Times Building, practically all of the mule members of the mechanical forces of
<
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tht> office
\v;is

It

wore being intimidated, coerced, and besieged

common

for our

men

and to receive threatening
annoyed in offensive ways;

t> join various unions.
to bo followed to their homes by union emissaries
letters.
members of their I'amilies were
and tliere was really no time of any length during

Women

the whole boycotting period of 20 years when tin* activities of union members in nearly all crafts against the Times ceased entirely. lint, the Times has
withstood all these assaults, and all others, and stands to-day where it is, as a
visible evidence of the sound policy of standing fast for industrial freedom.
VI. The number of home owners among our workmen at this time is more than
1 .")(>;
included in this total are those who are paying for their homes.
It may
properly be said, in connection wiih this pertinent and interesting subject, that
many of our workers are young men and women who have not yet reached the
home-owning and home-occupying stage. But the possibilities are ever before
them, for "hope springs eternal in the human breast." These young people of
ours will he able to own homes sooner or later if they continue in the service id"
our establishment and save money from the good wages paid them. I am not
able at this moment to give the proportion of married to unmarried persons in
our employ.
The detailed list of home owners is as follows, covering all the principal departments and subdepartmenjs. It includes persons who either ov/n or are in
the course of acquiring homes of their own
:

Editorial department
Counting room (including subdepartments)
Mechanical department (including web press and stereotype branches)
Composing room (average number of persons employed in this department.
74), home owners
Times-Mirror Printing & Binding House
ployees, 80), home owners

]!)

4<)

(average number of male em-

may be considered a creditable showing, ami it is
there is another daily newspaper establishment in the entire
show as high an average of money -earning, money-saving, and
ployees as is here shown.
VII. Concerning the "union label," I neglected in my first
This

20
4<)

is

doubtful whether
country that can

home-owning emstatement

to

pay

respects to that much-paraded labor emblem, the mark of proscription and
"
b.
exacting trades-unionism. The Times has never marched under that
with a strange device," and, without apology, exercises its prerogative of deI hold that no free American citizen should
clining to make obeisance to it.
stand in awe of it, or be made to suffer in his person, his property, or his busiThose
ness, his profession or his politics because he may choose to ignore it.
who believe in it are privileged to place the sign of the union label upon themselves, their publications, products, and principals; but as for me. I prefer the
Union flag as an emblem.
VIII. An unsigned list of questions was passed up to me at Tuesday's session, the first of which related to my alleged connection with a land and water
"
San Fernando County." I know of no county of that
enterprise located in
name in California, and assume that the inquiry, which appears to have come
from some badly informed outside source, was intended to relate to the San
Fernando Valley, where I do own modest interests in connection with and on
the line of the great Owen River Aqueduct. My direct relations there are
with the Los Angeles Suburban Homes Co., purchasers and subdividers of
near-by fertile land on a considerable scale, and I work with four stalwart,
upstanding associates in the board of control of that company. We are carrying on a legitimate enterprise, and have nothing to conceal in respect to our
Our aim, broadly
operations, which have continued for now about live years.
stated, is to make two or more blades of grass grow where only one grew
before; to subdivide the land into small tracts; to encourage home seekers
and home builders; and to create a great producing section at the northern
gates of the city, where large numbers of industrious people have already
carved out farms and built homes. The magnificent Owens River Aquoduci.
the creature of the city and of the taxpayers, will soon water the hind, and
bring wealth, increased production, prosperity, and happiness to thousands of
worthy people, and to the city itself.
I do not, however, go into the subject minutely, though I might do so without
but
fear and without reproach were that course appropriate and necessary

my

:
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the chairman advised me i<> pass this particular inquiry unanswered, because
the subject does not properly come within the scope of the commission's work.
The remaining questions submitted on the same slip ol" paper have been, I
believe, substantially answered, directly or indirectly, in my previous stuteIX. 1 may say, in a broad general way, that the wage rates paid by the
Times have always been based upon fair, open, direct understandings with our
workmen, and that the several scales, being fair and frequently very liberal,
wcn> established without much regard to extraneous interference, complaints,
While, safeguarding the pay roll, as is our right and duty to do,
seisms.
tare a! the same time aimed to satisfy our own men and women en;s and to maintain good relations with them at all times.
Furthermore, we have also steadily maintained the entirely tenable ground
:he intimate and practical matters of employing workmen on bases mutually agreeable as well as satisfactory to the men. and to each of them, in the
matters of conditions, wages, hours, and treatment are subjects that properly
concern them and their employers alone and do not concern outsiders, who
consequently have no warrant for attempting to break into our free, unfettered,
it

triple-plated triple alliance without an introduction or an invitation to "come
Hence the satisfactory status of to-day, which has conin and take a chair."
tinued for so many years. It is a status that the parties in direct interest have
asion to end and which can not be justifiably disturbed by any pe
or persons whatever having no claim upon us, our establishment, or our pay
r!l. Men who madly strike, strike unconditionally and unwisely, without ade(|M;iie

provocation, should,
own acts without

ir

it

seem*-, to

me, manfully abide by the consequences

murmur, recrimination, or complaint, and without

undertaking to reseizo. through the compulsion of the boycott, those good situaSuch attempts are bound, as in
tions once deliberately abandoned by them.
the case here nin'er consideration, to result, only in bringing heartburnings and
"
strikers
and ho.\ colters, without causing
industrial unrest." to the unsuccessful
I'ormor employers to yield and surrender.
If I have succeeded in throwing any light, upon the important, serious, and
feel amply repaid for even that
far-reaching problem undo- consideration,
small fraction of the larue labor which has fallen to me in this search for
1

truth, for
I

it

is

ihe truth that "shall set us

have the honor to remain, Mr. Chairman and gi-nilemen of
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
11
n.ii'l

<;<>!>,<'!

vian^ox

!i!

commission,

\v OTIS.

Tum'M-Wirror Co.,
J-:<lifor Lax .Iniirh-a Times.

M'niti'H-r ttir

ZEEHANDELAAR EXHIBIT
CONSTITUTION AND I.Y-LAWS M:

<

Tin-

':

;

NO.

1.

IUKEUS' ASSOCIATION OF

Los AM,

CONSTITVTION.
rici.K I.

.N

A.MK.

SECTION. 1. The nanVe of this association shall be the
facturers' Association of Los Angeles.

Merchants nnd Manu-

A:;II< I.K TI.

OBJECTS.

The objects of this association shall be the promotion of the common interest
of its members by increasing the facilities for our mercantile and commercial
enterprises; by finding a market for our local manufactured products by coding with the national association of manufacturers; by such social
as may from time to time be introduced to promote better acquaintance
among its members and by taking such intelligent interest in public alfai,
will tend to advance the business enterprises of Los Angeles and vicinity.
;
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I.K

III.

MEMBERSHIP.
SECTION 1. Any person, firm, association, or corporation carrying on a merchandise, manufacturing, banking, or other legitimate business shall be eligible
lo membership of this association, upon receiving the approval of the board of
directors and paying the dues of the current month at date of application.
SKC. li. The dues shall be SI per month, payable monthly in advance.
SEC. 8. Any member being in arrears for six months shall, a Her receiving
one month's notice of his arrearage, be suspended and his name stricken from
the roll of membership. Such delinquent shall not be again eligible for mcm'bership unless by a two-thirds vote of the board of directors.
SEC. 4. Any person desiring to withdraw from this association shall give
written notice 30 days before such withdrawal shall take cfiVct. No resignations shall be accepted unless dues are paid in full.

ARTICLE IV.
OFFICERS.

SECTION 1. This association shall be managed by a board of directors, consisting of 15 members of the association, who shall, at their first regular meeting,
elect from their number a president, first vice president, second vice president,
and treasurer, and shall also appoint a secretary.

ARTICLE V.

NOMINATIONS AND ELECTIONS.
1. The board of directors shall be elected by ballot on the third
of January of each year, and will hold office until their successors are
duly elected and qualified.
SEC. 2. The election of officers shall be held at the rooms of the association,
and shall be under supervision of a committee appointed by the president, consisting of two directors and three other members.

SECTION

Monday

ARTICLE VI.
DUTIES OF THE PRESIDENT.
It shall be the duty of the president to preside at all meetings of the association and of the board of directors. He shall have the casting vote in all cases,
sign all warrants upon the treasurer for the payment of money, and see that the
He shall have
rules and regulations of the association are strictly enforced.
general supervision over all the affairs of the association.

ARTICLE VII.
DUTIES OF THE VICE PRESIDENT.
In the absence of the president the first vice president, and in his absence the
second vice president, shall preside at the meetings of the board of directors
or of the association and shall perform all the duties of the president.

ARTICLE VIII.
DUTIES OF THE SECRETARY.

SECTION 1, The secretary shall keep a record of all the proceedings of the
board of directors and of the association; he shall have general charge of the
hooks and accounts of the association he shall see that the moneys due the
association are regularly collected he shall pay all moneys of the association
to the treasurer, taking his receipt therefor, and countersign all warrants
upon the treasurer that have been signed by the president; he shall present,
when requested by the board of directors, a statement of the financial condition
;

;
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of the association; lie shall notify applicants of their admission and perform
any other duties of which he may be officially instructed; he shall give such
bonds as the hoard of directors may require.
SKC. 2. It shall )>< the duty of the secretary to call special meetings of the
hoard of directors and of the association, as provided in the by-laws.
Ar.Tici.i-;

IX.

DUTIES OF THE THEASTKER.

The treasurer shall have charge of the funds of the association
regular account thereof, subject to the inspection of the board of
directors; he shall pay only such warrants as boar the signatures of the
president and secretary; he shall be required to give such bonds as the board
of directors may direct.
SEC. '2. It shall be the duty of the treasurer to make a special deposit of all
moneys collected by him other than the regular admission fees and dues of
the association, such special deposits to be drawn upon as may in each case be
directed by the board of directors.
rrox

and

1.

keei> a

AKTICI.K X.

i>rni> or

THI-: I-.OAKD 01

IHKECTOUS.

SK<TIO\ 1. The beard of directors shall have a general supervision of all
matters that come up before the association, and shall do what they deem in
their judgment proper. They are to adopt such other rules for the government
of the association as are not provided for in the constitution.
SEC. -. They shall ap|xiint three of their number as a finance committee, to
whom every claim against the association shall be submitted, and who shall
report in writing upon each claim presented In-fore it can be submitted to the directors for linal action.
They shall require such bonds as may be deemed iH-vsxary to be given by the
secretary and treasurer.
In event of any dispute arising between members of the association
the matter shall be referred to the board of directors, who shall appoint three
of their number to investigate such differences.
M.( 4. When a director has failed to attend four consecutive regular meetings
of the board without leave of absence his oflice may be declared vacant by the
board of directors.
.">.

.

r.v

LAWS.

AI:TK

I.E

I.

MEETINGS.

SiciioN 1. Regular meetings of the board of directors shall be held on the
second and fourth Mondays of each month at the ollice of the association.
Si.c. '2. Special meetings of the board of directors can be held subject to the
call of the president.
Notice of time and holding of such meeting must be given
by the secretary in writing a reasonable time before such meeting is held.
SEC. 3. Special meetings of the board of directors may also be held at the
call of the secretary upon the written request of six directors.
SEC. 4. The regular meetings of the association shall be held on the third
Monday of each month.
SEC. f>. Special meetings of the association may be held at the call of the
president, or upon the call of the secretary, at the written request of 15 members.
Notice stating time and object of such meeting must be sent to all members not later than five days prior.

ARTICLE

II.

COMMITTEES.

As soon

as practicable after the first regular meeting of the board of directors
after the annual election, the following standing committees shall be appointed
by the president, with the approval of the board On public improvements, 5
:
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muniri]vil affairs, T> members: on transportation, 5 members on
trade and commerce, 5 members; on manufactures, 5 members; on grievances.
3 members; on statistics, 3 members; on membership,
members; on finance, 3

members; on

;

:-J

members.
ARTICI.I:

III.

ADJOUBNMENTS.
In the absence of a quorum at any meeting of the board of directors or of
the association, the members present shall have the right to adjourn such meeting from day to day until a quorum shall be obtained.

ABTICLE IV.
ORDER OF DEBATE.
Questions of order of debate shall be decided in accordance with the rules
down in Roberts's Rules of Order.

laid

ARTICLE V.

AMENDMENTS.
These by-laws may be amended at any meeting of the board of directors, a
majority of the whole board concurring therein.
ARTICLE VI.
ORDER OF BUSINESS.

The order of business shall be as follows (1) Roll call, (2) readingmihut.es
of previous meeting, (3) reports of committees, (4) applications for membership, (5) unfinished business, (0) new business.
:

ZEEHANDELAAR EXHIBIT

NO.

2.

Los ANGELES CHAMBER OF COMMERCE,
Los Aiif/flrs. Cal., November 21,
Mr. F. J. ZEEHANDELAAB,
Secretary Hfcrchants and Manufacturers' Asxoeiatimi,
/yo.s-

DEAR SIR

.

\twcles, Cal.

In response to your request of recent date for figures showing the
shipments of citrus fruits from southern California covering the period from
1904 to date, we take pleasure in submitting the following
:

:

Year ending
Oct. 31
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Los Anyclc* wr/H//* hn/;*

ilcpoxilx

ami

NO.

3.

tirpoiitorx, -hilji 1.

/.<)/.'/.
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ZEEHANDEIAAB, EXHIBIT
AiiiDAvrr or MISS :>IAKY

NO.

n ORGAN, SALESWOMAN
FUSENOT

A.

8.

ix

TIII-:

KM PLOY OF

CO.

disposes and says tliat she is a saleswoman
the employ of A. Fusonot Co., also known as the Ville de Paris. That
the business of said firm is a dry goods store on an extensive scale and one
of the oldest estahlished business houses in the city of Los Angeles.
That she has been in the employ of said firm for the past 11) years and is
now section manager of one of the departments and has under her direct
supervision n number of salesladies.
That during all the years of her employment she has come in daily contact
Avith a large number of the employees and is personally acquainted with nearly
That she knows from her personal knowledge that a general feeling of
all.
satisfaction and appreciation exists among the employees.
That they are loyal
to the interest of the firm and thoroughly satisfied with the treatment they rereive at the hands of the owners of the store and its managers. That,
from her knowledge and belief, at no time during said employment has she ever
heard discussed the advisability or necessity of belonging to any retail clerks'
\inion or any other branch of organized labor, and that she believes that if any
attempt of that character was made few, if any, of the employees would be
induced to join a movement of that character.
That the feeling between employer and employees in said firm is most congenial and satisfactory and that the greatest attention is being paid by the
firm regarding the comfort, health, and general uplift of all employees.

Mary Horgan. being duly sworn,

in

Miss MARY ITonoAN.
Subscribed and sworn to before
[SEAL.]

My

me

this 5th of September, 1914.
,T.
C. LADEVEZE,

Notary Public In and for Los Angeles County, Xtatc of California.
commission expires January 30, 1915.

ZEEHANDELAAR EXHIBIT
AFFIDAVIT OF RICHARD

E.

NO.

9.

BARRY, SECRETARY OF A. FL'SENOT

CO.

Richard E. Barry, being duly sworn, deposes and says that he is now the secretary of the A. Fusenot Co., also doing business under the firm name of the Ville
de Paris.
That he has been employed by said firm for 25 years in different capacities,
such as salesman, department manager, New York and European buyer, and that
he is now the general manager and secretary of the company.
That during that period of employment he has become thoroughly acquainted
with the intricate details of said business and the employees of the firm.
That without hesitancy he can state that the feeling among the employees is
one of great satisfaction and happiness, and that among the many methods
employed for the health, safety, and welfare of the employees he enumerates
the following:

That at least one-fifth of the entire working force has been employed by the
firm for periods varying from 8 to 30 years.
That hospital rooms, with the attendance of a qualified maid, is provided for
employees who may be taken ill during the hours of employment.
That in the event of any of the employees being compelled to leave the store
at any time on account of sickness no deduction is made from their salaries on
account of such absence, and if such sick employee is unable to reach home
without assistance an automobile and attendant is provided to see them safely
to their places of residence.
That during a period of 15 years the store has been closed at 1 p. m. on Saturdays during the months of July and August, in addition to all legal holidays,
nnd that the store remains closed during the period immediately preceding the
holiday trade.
That permission is granted the employees to attend to urgent private business
Avithout loss of pay.
That it has been the custom of this firm to give a substantial financial appreciation at Christmas time of the services of the older employees, and, further,
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to give each employee n merchandise glove order
$2.50, according to length of service, and every

varying in value from $1.50 to
boy and girl messenger in the

employ of the concern receives $1 bill at that time.
That all employees are entitled and receive a liberal discount on all merchandise bought by them for their own use or that of their families.
That every employee who has been with the firm for six months prior to vacation period is allowed one week's vacation with one week's full pay.
Well-ventilated and sanitary lunch and lavatory rooms.
That the employees organized two years ago an employees' association to take
care of their invalid associates. This organization now has $1,200 in bank, and
that the firm made a substantial donation at its inception and is ready to financially assist whenever it is necessary. This fund is absolutely under the control
of the employees and by them distribulcd according to requirements.
That the following is a list of the number and pay of each female employee
per week:
Messengers: 4H at $ 1.50.
3 at
Cashiers and wrappers: "2 at $5,
at $6, 1 at $0.50, 7 at ST. L> al $7.
."><>,

$8, 1 at $12.

Clerks: 2 at $6. 1 at $6.50, 2 at $7, 1 at $7.50 (young girl apprentices) 4 at.
$8, L'2 at $9, 1 at $9.50, 29 at $10, 11 at $11, 4 at $11.50, 18 at .$12, 4 at $12.50,
8 at $13, 7 at $13.50, 7 at $14, 18 at $15, 1 at $16, 1 at .$16.50, 1 at $17, 1 at
:

$10, 7 at $20, 2 at $22.50.

Other female help: 16 at
apprentices)
.S

1

;

3 at

-SO.

12.50, 5 at S14, 7 at
at S35, 1 at $40.

1

at

$1-",,

5

(

messenger and looker

s<;.r>o.
1

1

.-it

at $17.50,

markers,

girls,

1

RICHARD
Subscribed and sworn t" before
fsKAi..

me

tliis

5th

.T.

Public

'-"Mimission expires

hi <uifl

ANNA

all

f

.

P>AI;I;V.

li>14.

LAOKVKZK,

for I.OK Aiiirrlix ('nnulir, stair of Cnlifornin,.
30, 1915.

January

ZEEHANDELAAR EXHIBIT
AFFIDAVIT or MISS

E.

day of September,

I

^|>t(li]l

M\

etc.,

at $10, 2 at $11.50, 6 at $1.2, 1 at
at $18., 11 at $20, 2 at $25, 3 at $30,

s7. 11

MAICIIKI.. SAI.F.SWOMAN

NO.
i\

10.

THK

i:.\iri.ov

OK THI:

.T.

w.

KOl-.INSO.N CO.

Anna Maichel, being duly sworn, deposes and says that she Ls a saleswoman
employ of the .1. YV. Kobinson <'<>.. also known as the Boston Store.
That she has been in the employ of the said company for the past 19 years,

in the

and has occupied different positions, and has now charge of the ribbon department and has under her immediate supervision a staff of 12 saleswomen.
That in her daily work for the past 19 years she has come in close contact
with nearly every employee of said linn, and that she is fully aware of tin?
sentiment prevailing among said employe*^ and has frequently discussed with
said employees affairs of said firm.
That she is further fully advised of the satisfaction and appreciation expressed by said employees regarding their .treatment by said tirm, and that a
strong fooling of appreciation pervades the entire department, realizing the
comfort, health, and fair treatment liberally accorded every employee of said
firm.

Among the many benefits derived from said employment, at the suggestion
of the president of the company, a mutual benefit association was- organized
about five years ago among the employees for the purpose of assisting said employees financially and morally in case of sickness or distress, and, in order
to enable said organization to be more efficient in its workings, the firm made a
very liberal cash donation.
That notwithstanding periods of trade depression, at no time during my
employment have the salaries of the employees been decreased or the number
of the employees been reduced.
That at no time to my knowledge have the employees discussed considering
or found it necessary to organize or become part of any retail clerks' union or
any other movement of organized labor, and the knowledge exists that no
li*
-tits could be derived by said employees by joining or encouraging any
i

si

3&819

S.

Doc. 415, 64-1

vol 6

52
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union, as the treatment ami consideration received at
could not he improved under any circumstances.

Suhserihed and sworn to before

me

this 5th

and for

Public, in

tlir

County of

T.os

A. B. GOLEM AN,
Angeles, State of California.

ZEEHANDELAAR EXHIBIT
AFFIDAVIT OF JOHN

II.

hands of this firm

Miss ANNA MAICHKL.
day of September, 1914.

[SEAL.]

Notary

(lie

NO.

L.VSHUHOOKE, SECI5KTAKY OF

11.

THE

-I.

W. KO1MNSON TO.

John H. Lashbrooke, being duly sworn, deposes and says that lie is the secretary of the J. W. Robinson Co., also known as the Boston Store, said firm having
been in business in the city of Los Angeles for a period of 31 years.
That he has been employed by said company for a term of 15 years, and
among the duties assigned to him he has entire and direct charge of all employees, and therefore is fully acquainted with all the working conditions of
said employees.
That among the benefits accruing to the employees of said firm are the following:
One week's vacation each year, with full pay, is granted all employees who
have been with the firm since the previous 1st of January.
For the past 10 years the establishment has been closed at 1 o'clock on
Saturdays during the months of July and August, for which no deduction is
made in the salaries.
Within the last year the firm has inaugurated the custom of closing its
place of business at the usual time every evening preceding and up to (Christmas Day, thereby eliminating the former custom of keeping open in the evenings
for a certain period preceding Christmas holidays.
The store opens each day at 9 o'clock a. m. and closes at 5.30 p. m., excepting
during the months of July and August, when the store opens at the usual
time and closes at 5 p. in., and on Saturdays at 1 p. m.
Employees are. given permission at all reasonable times to absent themselves
from the store to attend to personal business, for which no deduction in salary

made.
Employees are not fined for being tardy or for errors made in the transactions of their sales or in making change, as cashiers, or any other position where

is

money

is

handled.

has been the custom of the firm for the past 10 years to present to all
employees on Christmas eve a cash donation amounting to 25 per cent of their
monthly salary without regard to length of service.
Within the last six months the firm inaugurated the custom of allowing all
female help one day's absence during the month for illness, for which no deduction in pay is made.
Rest rooms are provided for employees, and in case of illness comfortable
It

1

and properly qualified attendants.
Seats are provided for employees in the departments sufficient to accommodate the entire force, and which are used when the employees are not actually engaged in the transaction of business.
Employees are allowed discount on all purchases for themselves or for the
use of members of their family.
All salespeople are paid, in addition to their regular salary, a further allowance of 1 per cent on all their sales, such extra payments being made in

cots, medicines,

monthly installments.
Deponent further says that he is fully acquainted with the pay roll of said
firm, and that as far as the female help is concerned the cash girls, of whom
there are 20, receive $25 per month stock girls, wrappers, and auditors, of whom
there are 63, receive $30 and $35 per month and that the following is a correct
and true statement of the number of the female employees and their monthly
salaries September 1, 1914: 30 at $40. 52 at $45. .",4 at $50, 16 at $52. 26 at $55,
:

:

12 at $60. 26 at $65. 4 at $70, 13 at $75. 4 at *SO. 4 at $85. 4 at $90. 3 at $100.
at *130. 4 at sl50. 1 at $200.
1 at $110, 2 at $115. 1 at $125.
JOHN H. LASHP-KOOKE.
1

Subscribed and sworn to before

me

day of September. 1914.
A. B. COLE MAN,
Notary Public in and for the County of Los Angeles, State of California.

[SEAL.I

this 5th
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SCOTT EXHIBIT.
INTERNATIONAL TYPOGRAPHICAL, UNIO*,
CHAS. T. SCOTT, REPRESENTATIVE:,
Los Angeles, Cat., September i?'/. 11U',.
Mr.

FRANK

P.

WALSH,

Chain/inn Commission on Imliixtrlnl Rclntiotis,
Chicago, III.
I>i;.u; MR. WALSH: While on the witness stand before your honorable commission at one of the hearings in Los Angeles n question was raised regarding the
wages ].aid by Mr. Otis in the composing room of the nonunion Los Angolas
Times. T believe tbe question was put to me by Commissioner Weiustock. who,
I think, misunderstood a statement by Mr. Otis, while on the stand, that men
in his composing room
linotype operators made more than the union scale.
As Mr. Otis was permitted to present to the commission a supplemental Statement on Monday, September 14, 1914, the day before the adjournment of your
hearings in Los Angeles, which contained his pay roll, I ask the Industrial
Relations Commission, through you, to allow this statement of mine to become
a part of the record also.
In this statement 1 desire to make a comparison of the wages paid in the
nonunion Times, a morning paper, and the waires paid in union composing rooms
I
will use Mr. Otis's figures, which are on file with your
of Los Angeles.
commission.
I would not ask this indulgence on the pan of your commission if I had had
time to prepare a statement In-fore the adjournment of your hearings; that is,
after Mr. <>iis had made his final statement.
I am using only the figures of the composing room, that branch of (he business

my lesi.iniony covered.
Jn Mr. Otis's testimony he refers to the union eight-hour scale. Union printers in Los Angeles on newspapers only work seven and one-half hours.
Under "weekly wage rates" IL' employees are listed. Only 4 out of the 12
receive as much as the union scale calls for $.'VJ for seven and one-half hours'
work. Our scale is strictly a minimum scale, many employees receiving more.
I'nder "Hour rates" 36 employees are lisle-!.
Only 3 our of the 30 receive
as much as the union scale calls for. which is 71 cents an hour for a seven and
one-half hour day. All over seven and one-half hours is paid for as overtime,
price and one-half.
These of) men receive single time for overtime. And all of them are not
guaranteed a night's work when starting. They are compelled to take what
they get.
"
The average is given as $3.1.10.
L'7 employees are listed.
I'nder " piece rales
The minimum wage for union linotype operators is .<>32. The working day is
But Mr. Otis, in his testimony on Sepgiven as seven hours in the Times.
tember S, 1014. in speaking of the working da\ of his "piece" employees, says:
"Thus the working hours go up as high as from
to 11 on the later days and
nights of the week, owing to the exigent demands of the large Sunday issues."
I'nion
working as long hours, with their overtime, would make as much
thai

mm

and more than do Times employ
I'nder proof-reading room, "hour rates." IT employees are listed.
Not one of
the 17 receives as much as the union scale calls for.
In union offices in Lou
Angeles proof readers are members of the union and receive at least $5.:I3 for a
seven and one-half hour day.
The agreement entered into bet \veen Los Angeirs Typographical Union and the
Los Angeles Newspaper Publishers' Association provides that none but members
of Los Angeles Typographical Union No. 174 shall be employed in the composing
rooms of the publishers* association newspapers. This, of course, does n.>i.
include apprentices.
This agreement provides that journeymen on morning papers shall re'-eiv-.*
not less than $5.33& per day of seven and one-half hours, the working day being
eigiii hours (including 30 minutes for lunch).
Overtime shall be paid for at the rate of time and one-half.
Members put to work shall be given a full day's work.
If this supplemental statement of mine can be made a part of the record of
your honorable body, will you kindly notify meV
As I was questioned very closely while on the stand in regard to the points
contained in this report, I trust that this statement will be placed Itefore your

commission.
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Feeling sure that the investigations as conducted by the Industrial Relations
will result in much good to the people of the entire country, I am,
Sincerely, yours,
CIIAS. T. SCOTT.

Commission

Mr.

Los AxtiKi.Ks,
M. MANLY,
In Charge of Public Hearings,
Transportation Building, Chicago, IU.

BAM

CAI...

UclolH-r 77,

I!)!}.

i.

I>KATt Sin: Herewith is sent to you my reply to the questions of your honorable commission contained in your letter of October 1, 1914.
These answers are made after a lapse of many years, but my participation
in these events and my recollection of them enable me to assure the commission
that they are in the main correct. I have endeavored to lay aside any bias I
may be thought to entertain as a lifelong union man and have confined myself
to facts as they come back to me.
Outside of union matters I had always considered Mr. Otis as a friend, and
I was comI believe he took an interest in me while I worked in his office.
paratively young when I went to work for him, and many a time he took the
trouble to give me the benefit of his knowledge of how the work should be
done, and I really believed he disliked to see me leave his office and employment.
Therefore I would not knowingly say anything but the truth, arid I sineroly hope that what I have said will assist your honorable commission to a
Hearer understanding of the methods employed by the Times in its dealings

with union labor.

I am,
Very respectfully, yours,

W.

J.

BUCKINGHAM.

1. Question. Representatives of the Los Angeles Times who participated in
the making of this agreement?
Answer. Col. Woodard, business manager of the Times then and also a
"
writer under the nora de plume of " Jayhawker
Mr. Hamburger, of the
in
whose
interest
the matter was caused by
now
Hamburger's,
People's Store,
the union boycott on his store as an advertiser in the Times; and Mr. Otis
himself, I think, but I would not say positively as to him.
2. Question. Representatives of the typographical union who participated in
the drawing of the agreement?
Answer. A committee was appointed by the union, of which Frank C. Eddy
(now deceased), who was foreman of the Times before and up to the time the
trouble with the union occurred, was chairman. Mr. Eddy was appointed
because of his previous relations with Mr. Otis and the belief of the union that
he could secure the best terms for us in the negotiations.
3. Question. What meetings were held by these different representatives?
;

Answer. Many meetings were held, at which Mr. Woodard and Mr. Hamburger were the ones principally in evidence.
The agreement was finally reached at one of these meetings, of which it was
"
banquet," at which the Times representative, the
whispered that it was a
versatile Mr. Woodard, was host, and good things to eat and drink were
plentifully provided by the host, the liquids, no doubt, having a decided effect
upon the result of the negotiations which proved so disastrous to the hopes of
the union.
As a result of that convivial meeting the agreement was made by which the
committee signed away all the advantages the union had so laboriously gained,
and the owner of the Times laughed in his sleeve at the way he had " put one
over " on the " un-American boycotters," the " jawsmiths," the " assassins of
industrial freedom," and the bearers of like epithets which the editor and
proprietor of the Times alone knew how to bestow.
4. Question. What was the general character and conditions of the agree-

ment?
Answer. While

it was supposed to be a "secret" document, the understanding among union men was that the Times office would be unionized throughout
as soon as possible. Of that there is absolutely no doubt.
Speaking for myself, I Avill make affidavit to the fact that I was so assured
by a leading member of the "secret" committee, Frank C. Eddy, who, unKnowfortunately, is now dead, and can not atlirm or deny my statements.
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ing Mr. Otis so well, and aware of his bitter resentment toward union men
(principally for their lack of appreciation of him and his determination to
"run his own office" in his own way), I had no desire to work among the
people lie had imported from Kansas City to take our places on his paper. But
my scruples against "going back, and my lack of confidence in Mr. Otis's word
he might enter into with union men, were submerged,
or any
agreement
and I became one of the " entering wedge," which we were confidently urged
to believe would end by making the Times altogether union and Mr. Otis our
'

friend.
I mention these personal matters to impress on the mind of the commission
the fact that at first, at least, the committee left no stone unturned to make
the agreement good on the part of the union, as they really believed the Times
would live up to its part in the agreement, especially when they had Mr. Otis's
assurance that (and these are his words as reported to the union) " Everything
was going on well in his ollice and the chances are they will be better before
long/' meaning, as they believed, for the union; but he evidently said one
tiling and meant another, which is his "playful" manner.
As the union had been actively boycotting the Times and its principal advertisers (especially Hamburger's Department Store), part of the agreement was
that this boycotting cease, and this was publicly announced in the Times and
in the Workman, a paper published by the union.
For this the Times opened
news and job three in
its office to about five union men in two departments
the news department, of which I was one. This union force was to be gradually increased until the Times oflire was union throughout.
:

AVas the agreement signed, and, if so, by whom?
Answer. That I can not say, but as it was made at a meeting of Mr. Otis
and the committee and is quite lengthy it is my opinion that it must have
been signed by those present.
6. Question. What use, if any, was made of this agreement by the Los Angeles Times?
Answer. My belief is that the Times made use of the agreement to deceive
the public as to its actual feeling toward the union, and to make the public
believe the trouble had been amicably settled.
The basis of the agreement was that, in consideration of the union men
being allowed to work in the office and that soon the office would be all union
again, the boycott against the Times and Hamburger would be declared off,
and so stated officially in the Workman, the union publication. That being
accomplished the agreement was ignored as far as the Times was concerned,
and gradually the union became convinced there was no hope of making the
office union, even with our men employed there; so they were withdrawn and
the Times has since gone on its way rejoicing happy in the thought, I presume, that it had dealt a body blow to the Los Angeles Typographical Union
and held it up to the ridicule of the public.
Another use to which the agreement was put was it allowed Mr. Otis to
boast that his was an open shop, but since- the union men were called out the
last time no union man has worked in the office, to my knowledge.
And I
believe the people that get out his paper now have sense enough to know that
with union men in the office their situations would be minus, and no union
man has any chance there.
7. Question. By whom was the agreement repudiated and on what grounds?
Answer. By the Times, in refusing, after the boycott before mentioned was
raised, to admit additional union men to work in the office according to the
terms of the agreement, and in refusing to allow the union men there employed
to put on union substitutes the nights they wished to lay off, in direct violation of tly> agreement.
It soon developed that the whole obe.jct of the Times
in entering into this agreement was to relieve itself and its advertisers of the
boycott being waged by the union, and thereafter that was accomplished it
had no intention of living up to its terms, especially that part of unionizing
5.

its office

throughout.

The union took the stand that as Mr. Otis had made no steps toward further
unionizing his office and there was no prospect of his ever doing so, the agreement had been violated by him, and the union men were called out the last
time.

One of Mr. Otis's excuses for his repudiation of the agreement was that as
he had introduced the typesetting machines into his office he no longer had a
composing room, in the sense of the agreement, and that gave him the right
(or was it the opportunity) to break the agreement.
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The union could not possibly have been guilty of repudiating an agreement
which was all in its favor. It had a fV\v of its men in the enemy's camp, and
it thought the prospects bright for more and eventually for all.
lint, alas, it
did not know the man with whom they were dealing, and when the union
lifted the boycott it put away the only weapon that had ever brought it anything and the only weapon of which he Times had any dread.
Again the agreement was repudiated by the Times, because Mr. Otis had undoubtedly determined from the very first strike of union men on his paper
fight the union to a finish, and I believe he entered into this agreement knowing that, as far as he was concerned, it would never be kept.
Then, with superlative cunning, it seems to me. the animus of the withdrawal of union men from his office was forced on the union by the conduct
Union men were supposed to be allowed to work there, but
of affairs there.
no more ever got in. The Printers' Protective Fraternity (an organization of
"rats" and nonunion men) was getting stronger in the office, no more union
men were getting in, and the situation became unbearable, the union men were
called out, and the fight against the Times was begun all over again.
I

t

\V.

GROW

J.

BUCKINGHAM.

EXHIBIT.

AGREEMENT.
This agreement, entered into by and between the firm of Rrownsioin-Louis
Los Angeles, Cal., party of the first part, and the United Garment Workers of America, party of the second part, witnesseth that in consideration of
the use of the trade-union label of the party of the second part, the party of
the first part agrees to abide by the rules and conditions governing the party
of the second part, as prescribed by their international constitution and this
agreement.
1. All employees engaged in the manufacture of garments for the party of the
The
first part must be good standing members of the party of the second part.
party of the first part further agrees that during the slack season the work will
he so divided that each employee will receive approximately an equal amount
of work.
2. All proper sanitary conditions shall be observed in all shops manufacturing goods for the party of the first part, who especially agrees to comply
with all the requirements of the State la\vs relating to workshops.
3. Said shops shall not be operated longer than 48 hours in any one week, to
end Saturday at 12 o'clock noon.
4. The party of the first part shall manufacture only in shops owned and
operated by said party, and equipped with mechanical power.
5. The party of the first part further agrees that they will not use any of
said labels after notification that the privilege to use same has been withdrawn,
or when said party of the first part abrogates this agreement.
6. The said label shall be in charge of a member designated by the party
of the second part, employed in said shop, who shall keep an account of same.
The label shall at all times be considered the property of the party of the
second part, and all labels on hand shall be returned to said party immediately
upon notification that the privilege to use the same has been withdrawn.
7. The party of the first part agrees to pay for the use of labels that have
been sewed in garments in the process of manufacture only, at the rate of $1.10
per thousand labels; payment to be made to the local label secretary, exclusively by check made payable to the order of B. A. Larger, general secretary,
Co.,

until further notice.
8. The party of the first part shall abide by the union conditions observed
in the respective branches of the trade.
9. Should any differences arise between the firm and the employees, and
which can not be settled between them, the said differences shall be submitted
Should this not
to the general officers of the U. G. W. of A. for adjustment.
prove satisfactory, the subject in dispute shall be submitted to an umpire to be
mutually selected for final decision.
10. Party of* the first part agrees to abide by the conditions further specified
This agreement is not valid
in the supplementary agreement hereto attached.
unless approved of by the general executive hoard of the United Garment
Workers of America.
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The parly

<>i' the iirst part
shall forfeit for one year the privilege of said
proven that said party has aided or abetted in the violation of article
10 of the constitution relative to the rules governing the use of the union label.
The pany of the second part agrees to do all in its province as a labor
organization to advertise the goods and otherwise benefit the business of the
party of the first part.
This agreement to go into effect oil the 27th day of January, 1913, and terminate one year from said date.

11.

label if

April

1,

1914.

Signed by the party of the

parr, lirownstein-Louis Co.

iirst

:

HENKY W.

1

,01 is.
:

Signed by the party of the second part. United (Jarment Workers of America

MAKGAKET
Executed at Los Angeles. r a

i

,,

M

t]

u

>

C.

:

DALEY.

jyth day of .January, 1913.

St'PPLEM ENTAKY AuKEEMEiST.

As provided for in section 10 of the label agreement entered into on same
date between Brownstein-Louis Co.. party of the iirst part, and Local No. 12"),
Said supplementary agreement to go
I*. (T. W. of A., party of the second parr.
into effect September
1914, and continue in force until April 1, 1914, during
which time the following scale of prices and shop rules shall prevail:
Forty-eight hours to constitute a week's work with the exception of those
weeks in which legal holidays occur. The following days shall be recognized
as legal holidays, and no others: .January 1 (New Year's Day), February 22
(Washington's Birthday), Decoration Day, September (Labor Day), July 4,
September 9 (Admission Day), Thanksgiving Day, December 25 (Christinas),
all Sundays.
Except ing any oilier legal holidays which may be declared by the governor
,

of the Stale of California.
All time worked over the regular working hours, as set by the union, shall
be considered overtime and shall be paid for at the rate of time and one-half
for overtime for week workers, price and one-half for pieceworkers, double
time and double price for Sundays and holidays. All temporary time work will
be paid for at the rate of the pieceworker's average work, taking two full
omsecutive weeks' wages for such average and paying the average plus 10 per
cent.
After one week average wages of piecework is to apply.

a new garment is introduced all employees working on such gardo so on time work until prices have been satisfactorily adjusted.
Any employees of the party of the first part receiving more than the minimum
scale of prices or wages mentioned in this agreement shall suffer no reduction
of wages on account of the terms mentioned in this agreement.
Any prices or wages found unsatisfactory to the employer or employees shall
be amicably adjusted by a conference with an authorized representative or
commit iee from the union. Should both parties not agree, then the matter will
be sen led according to SIMM ion 9 of label agreement.
It is further agreed that the price committee shall consist of one S. N. and
one P. N. girl in shop where prices aiv being made, and the price committee
from corresponding department in other shop. Furthermore, all prices must
be reported in detail to the union and ratified by same before it is finally

Whenever

ments

shall

accepted.
The party of the first part, or his representative, shall have, at all times,
the right to discharge any of their help, providing there is just and suHicieni
cause for such discharge, but the union is duly bound to protect its members;
therefore, the union shall investigate any grievance at once.
All work must be manufactured on the premises by the party of the first
part, and employees will not be permitted to take work home.
Work shall be
arranged in all departments so that employees will not have to wait for work.
are
for
Operators
only paid
operating, and the system of workroom shall lv,
such that all employees should have steady work. In dull seasons no new help
should be hired. During slack season the work will not be divided with any
employees who have been members of Local Union No. 125 for less than nine

months.

The belts and machines will be kept in. proper repair. Operators to receive
proper attention at desk when seeking information about work or asking for
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thread or any thing el.sc Unit is necessary for the construction of their work,
so that they can work steadily while in the factory. Any neglect on the part
of week workers to wait on the operators shall be reported to the president
of the local union, then in turn to report to the representative of the firm.
Parties employed about the factory who are not eligible to membership in
the U. G. W. of A., but who are eligible to become members of the union of
their own crafts, are required to joint said union at their earliest convenience.
No person under 16 years of age shall be employed in the factory using the
label of the U. G. W. of A.
Any employee entering the factory who is not a member of the U. G. W. of A.,
Local No. 125, must affiliate with said local union within 30 days from the
time of entering upon such employment.
Any employee who ruins or damages machines or any part of machinery,
or garments or part of a garment, or causes waste or loss willfully or carelessly,
shall pay for such loss, or damage, or waste at actual cost price.
Operators must not trim work, but report to forewoman. Work should come
from cutting department in such condition that the operator will not have to
be delayed with trimming or fitting work. All operators will trim their threads
so as not to delay inspecting. All work should leave machines clean and
without threads. Any operator who is obliged to trim or fit work for any reason
must be paid for their loss of time.
For young girls taken into the factory for working on trimming, stamping,
or marking, wages for such beginners shall be not less, per week, than $6;
bundle boys, to begin with, shall receive not less, per week, than $7; all other
week workers not herein specified shall receive not less, per week, than $8.
It is understood, however, that this does not prohibit any member of the
party of the second part from exercising his or her individual privilege of asking for an increase.
The authorized business representative of the party of the second part shall
be admitted, at all times, to the factory of the party of the first part.
When any new or improved machines are placed in the factory old operators
must be given preference in operating the same. Where prices set by the
U. G. W. of A. on any new or improved machines does not enable the operator
to earn as much as on old machines at old prices, the price set on new machines
must be raised to cover such deficiency. Any individual arrangement or agreement will not be recognized by the union.
All goods manufactured by the party of the first part must bear the union
label of the U. G. W. of A.
No goods jobbed by the party of the first part to bear the brand ticket of
the factory unless such goods were made in union shops. Goods made for the
party of the first part by nonunion houses are not to be packed in boxes bearing a ticket sewed on garments for other factories. No goods can be manufactured by this firm for firms running nonunion shops. Manufacturing goods
for other factories and putting on their brand tickets is prohibited unless such
ticket bears the name of the manufacturers also city and State and lot number
and size of goods.
Workrooms where women are employed must be adequately heated so that
the employees can work comfortably.
Journeymen cutters to receive not less than the minimum scale of $22.50.
Such journeymen shall be members in good standing in the united garment
workers. No apprentices shall be taken in cutting rooms until the apprentices now employed and working in factories using the label of the U. G. W.
of A. are given an opportunity of learning all branches of the trade.
All men in cutting room running cutting tables, either on shirts or overall*,
For first cutter, one apprentice; for every
to receive the coast scale of .$22.50.
three cutters or a majority fraction thereof, one additional apprentice.
If perforated patterns are used, the cutters must be paid the perforatedpattern scale, which is .$24 per week. One man must not do all the marking
or cutting to the detriment of the other men in cutting department. No man
shall be discriminated against for enforcing this agreement.
When hiring new men preference must be given union members.
Men or boys will be employed who have time and strength to carry bundles.
List of abbreviations used in following: U. S., union special; I). N., double
needle; S. N., single needle: S. S., single stitched; D. S., double stitched; 1 S.,
one stitching; 2 S., two stitchings, etc.; B. S., button stand; S. M., special
;

machine.
Lot No.
tended to

Two

side swing pockets ex40. Kiron-fihold i>< (>-toi> conJuro)/ ixtnts.
oue inserted watch pocket extentop, one facing each, not turned
;

;
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sion buttonhole tab on lined B. S. lined fly to top of waist; two tacks in fly;
two single-corded hip pockets; two facings each, not turned; two lined pointed
flaps S. S. inserted in pockets; darts 2 S., with buckles inserted; pockets
close,!: dean finish; side buckle straps; seam wing welt on U. S.
fork joined
and stayed short tape in crotch pockets, belt loops, and buckle straps S. M. ;
curtain joined, hemmed, and turned in, with top of pants 1 S. ; 2 extra tacks
on curtain; five belt loops and paper ticket; bottom hemmed and cuff tacked.
;

;

;

;

Fronts

58
86
18
.24
95

$0.

Backs

.

Closing
Side seam
Finishing

.

I*.

S

'.

.

Total for operating, per dozen garments
tacking

2.81
20

Hemming and

.

Lot JVo. 1800. Ftronfiliold peg-top corduroy pants. Two side swing pockets;
one inserted watch pocket closed by S. M. one facing each, not turned; lined
two single-corded inserted hip
fly and B. S. to top of waist
fly one tack
pockets closed on S. M. darts 2 S., with buckles inserted side seam corded
on U. S. clean-finished pockets; four tacks; side buckle straps; back and in
seams D. S. by S. N. fork joined and taped; curtain joined, hemmed, and
tacked; turned in with top of pants 1 S. 3 extra tacks on curtain; five belt
liM].>: side straps and loops made by S. M.
paper ticket; bottom hemmed and
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

cuff tacked.

Fronts
Hacks
<

$0.52
.49
18
.12
95

'losing

.

Side seams V. S
Finishing

.

Total for operating, per do/en garments _____________
tacking ____________________________________

Hemming and

2.26
.20

Lot \oft. /'/.?/. frtro-HtiJiolrf Mark ronlumji pint*. Two top swing pockets.
facing each, unturned, one inserted watch pocket closed S. N., lined fly
and U. S., to top of waist, extension tab sewed on B. S., 1 cord, two tacks
in fly, two single corded hip pockets closed S. M., two facings each, unturned,
lined buckle straps inserted in darts side seam D. S., in and back seams D. S.
by S. X., fork joined and tacked, curtain joined, hemmed and turned in with
tp of pants, 1 S., 3 extra tacks uii curtain, paper ticket.
1

Fronts __________________________________________________ $0. 56
Hack ____________________________________________________
54
Seamin- S. N ___________________________________________
.24
________________
83
Finishing _____
.

.

Total for operating, per dozen garments ____________

Extras: Risers 5 cents,

2.17

crotch pieces ." cents, 1 S.
Lot \o*. J7. 18,
>K.
>7. 301, 303, 2>t l. Mronulioltf fn*ti<tn pant*.
,7,
Two
side swing pockets extending to top, one turned facing on each, one inserted
watch pocket, lined B. S. and fly, two tacks, two single corded hip pockets, two
turned facings on each pocket, lined button tab S. S., darts D. S., buckles inserted, all pockets closed by S. M., pockets clean finished, four tacks, side
buckle straps, wing welt seam on U. S., back and in seam D. N., curtain
joined, hemmed and sewed on with canvas, one extra S., at top and tacked,
three extra tacks on curtain, five belt loops, paper ticket, bottom hemmed and
cuff tacked.
1

S.

;

Fronts __________________________________________________
Back _________________________ _ __________________________
Closing -------------------------------------------------Side seam V. S ____________________________________________
Back and in seams 1>. N ________________________________
Finishing _____________ ___________________________________
Hemming and tacking ___________________________________

$0.

Total for operating, per dozen garments _____________

2.

50
64
20
.23
.14
.68
19
.

.

.

58
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Lot No. 5. Stronghold whipcord pant*. Two side swing pockets, one turned
facing on each, one inserted \vatch pocket, B. S. cut: on, finished lly I>. S.,
fork joined and tacked, two single corded hip pockets, t\vo facings turned,
darts D. S. buckle straps inserted, all pockets closed by S. M., side buckle
straps, pockets clean finished, tour tacks, side seam corded by S. M., back
and in seams D. X., four-piece band facing sewed to front pocket, 1 S. on
top, back of band stitched to pants, five belt loops and paper ticket, 2 in. hem
on legs.
$0. 41

Fronts
Hacks

.

Closing
Side seam

IT.

Back and

in

S
seams D.

N

-MJ

.

20
12

.

1

.

4

.55

Finishing,.

Total for oiK'raling, per dozen garments

1.88

Lot No. 15. Stronghold khaki peg-top pants. Two side swing pockets, one
facing on each, turned, one inserted watch pocket, B. S. cut on, finished fly
D. S., two single corded hip pockets, two facings turned on each, and butlonhole tab S. S., inserted, darts D. S. and buckles inserted, all pockets closed
by S. M., pockets clean finished and four tacks, side buckle straps, fork joined
and tacked, wing welt seam V. S., back and in seams D. N., four piece band
facing 1 S., on top, sewed to pocket in front, 2 S. and stitched to pants in
back, five belt loops, paper ticket, three inch hem at bottom, cuff turned
and tacked.

Fronts

$0.

Backs

.,

Closing
Side seams U. S

Back and

seams D.

in

.

*.

N

Finishing

43
(1

20
.23
.15
48
20

.

.

Hemming and

tacking

.

Total for operating, per dozen garments

2.

30

Lot No. 111. Stronghold khaki pea-top pants. Two side swing pockets,
one facing on each turned, inserted watch pocket, B. S. cut on, finished fly
D. S., two single corded hip pockets, two facings, turned, buttonhole tabs
S. S., darts D. S., buckles inserted, all pockets closed on S. M., pockets clean
finished and four tacks, side buckle straps, fork joined and tacked, wing
welt by U. S., back and in seams D. N., four piece hand facing 1 S., on top,
front sewed to pocket 2 S., five belt loops, paper ticket, three inch hem at
bottom, turned and cuff tacked.
Fronts

42
GO
.20
.23
.15
46
19

$0.

Backs

.

Closing
Side seams U. S

Back and

in

seams D.

N

Finishing

Hemming and

.

tacking

.

Total for operating, per dozen garments.

Lot No. 110. StronaJtold khaki peg-top pant*. Two side swing pockets, one
facing on each, turned, one inserted watch pocket, B. S. cut on, finished fly
D. S., two single corded hip pockets, two facings turned, dnrts 1). S., buckles
inserted, all pockets closed by S. M., pockets clean finished and four tacks.
side buckle straps, fork joined and tacked, cord seam on U. S., back and in
seams 1>. N., four piece band facing 1 S., on top, front sewed to pocket 2 S.,
back of S. to pants, five belt loops, paper ticket, threo inch hem at bottom,
turned and cuff tucked.
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Front*--

$0. 12

Backs

.

Closing
Side seam

Back and

.

12
.14
49
.19
.

in

seams

,_

Finishing

.

Hemming and

tacking

Total for operating, per dozen garments

Lot No. 110A.

44
20

2.00

Two

khaki

side swing pockets, one facing
on each, turned, one inserted
B. S. cut on, finished 11 y D. S.,
two single corded hip pockets, two facings, turned, darts D. S., buckle inserted, all pockets closed by S. M.. pockets clean finished and four tacks,
side buckle straps, fork joined and tacked, corded side seam by U. S., back
and in seams on D. N., four piece band facing I S., on top front sewed to
pocket, 1 S. to pants in back, five belt loops, paper ticket, bottom hemmed,
turned and cuff tacked.

Fronts

Stroiiftholtl

pan-ix.
watch i>ocket,

$0. 42

_

Hacks

.44
20
.12
.14

Closing
Side seam U. S

Back and

in

.

seams

I>.

N

Finishing

Total

.

-10

.

11)

'

Hemming and

tacking

for

._

opiraiing, per do/en

garments ___________

2.00

Lot \o. 12. xti-oiif/holrf khuki pantx. Two side swing pockets, one facing on
each, turned, finished tly B. S. cut on, fork joined and tacked, two single
corded hip pockets, two facings turned, all pockets closed by S. M., darts
1
S., buckles ins'-rh-d. pockets clean finished, four tacks, side buckle straps,
corded side seam by I". S., back and i"n seams 1 >. N., four piece band facing
1 S., on top front sewed on pocket, band S. to back, live- belt loops, two inch
).

hem

at

bottom and paper

ticket.

Fronts

_______ $0.42

Bucks

_______________________________________ ____________
(Moving _________________________________________________
Side seams U. S __________________________________________
P.ack ami in seams 1
N___ _______________________ ______
Finishing. . ______ ^ ______________________________________
,

>.

.

H

.20
.12
.14
57
.

Total for operating, per do/en garments

Lot .To. IO J. Xtronahold khaki pant*. Two side swing pockets, one facing on
each, unturned, one inserted watch pocket, finished fly B. S. cut on, two
single corded hip pockets, two facings unturned, all pockets closed on S. M.,
darts 1>. S.. buckles inserted, pockets clean finished and four tacks, side
buckle si raps, wing weir se.-un by I'. S.. back and in seams I). N., four piece
band facing 1 S., on top, sewed to front pocket, band S. to back, five belt
loops, paper ticket, bottom hemmed, turned and cuff tacked.
(

Fronts

Backs

$0.41
.44

_

Closing
Side seam V. S

Back and

in

seams

.:_

I >.

N

Finishing

Hemming ami

tacking

Total for operating, per dozen garments

.

1S

.21
.12
.46
.19
2.

01

Lot Xo. 20. RtronffJwld khaki pant*. Two side swing pockets, one facing on
each, unturned, one inserted watch pocket, finished 11 y B. S. cut on, front
joined and tacked, two single corded hip pockets, two facings unturned, all
pockets closed by S. M., pockets clean finished and four tacks, corded side
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seam by F. S., back and in scams I>. N.. four piece band facing
sewed to front pocket, back stitched through pants, five belt
"2

ticket,

inch

hem

1

S.,

loops,

on top,
paper

at bottom.

Fronts

$0. 41

Backs

.38
13
.12
.12
.53

Closing
Side seam U. S

Hack and

in

seams

.

I>.

X

Finishing--

1. 69
Total for operating, per dozen garments
Lot No. /.?/?. Ktronflhold khaki riding pants. Two top swing pockets, facing
cut on and turned 1 S., and four tacks, one inserted watch pocket, finished fly
B. S. cut on, fly 2 S., fork joined and tacked, double placket facing on leg, three
plaits in knee, two single corded hip pockets, two facings turned, buttonhole tabs
S. S., double placket facing on leg with tacks, back seam 3 S., inseam I). S.,
inside saddle piece joined in back 3 S., sewed on front and back with 2 S.,
side seam D. S., inside legs hemmed with 2 S., four piece band facing 1 S.,
on top, front facing hemmed, back stitched through pants, six belt loops,
paper ticket.
Fronts
$0. 55

Hacks
Seaming and saddle piece

_

f>9

.

1.05

^

Finishing

.

55

^_ 2. 74
Total for operating, per dozen garments
Lot No. 22. fit roil f/Jiold denim pants. Two side swing pockets, one facing
on each, one inserted watch pocket, finished fly B. S., cut on, fork joined and
tacked, two single corded hip pockets, facings not turned, all pockets closed
by S. N., pockets clean finished and four tacks, back, side, and in seams on
D. N., hemmed band joined in back, lined buckle strap, two inch hem at bottom, paper ticket.
_ .$0.42
Fronts__
Backs
36
.

losing
Back, side, and in seams_
Finishing____
<

Total for operating, per dozen garments
Lot. No. J{- !i.
Price

Made same

13
21

.

53

1.65

as lot No. 22.
1.

Deduct bund

Add

.

.

.

65
20

1.45
.21

for curtain

Total for operating, per dozen garments

1.66

Lot No. ?J. Stronghold boy's corduroy bike pants. Two side pockets, two
unturned facings, lined fly B. S., one tack, fronts faced under fly, fork joined
and tacked, inserted watch pocket, pockets closed, clean finished, 4 tacks, two
single corded hip pockets, S. S. flaps, lined band with buckles on legs, eight
plaits in leg, leg opening hemmed and tacked, five belt loops, side seam 1 S.,
back seam 1 S.. and taped, inseam S. S., crotch tape, seat pieces double stitched,
paper ticket, all on S. N., belt loops on S. M.
Total for operating, per dozen garments, $2.70.
Lot K. Stronghold boy's scout khaki pants. Two side swing pockets cut
down 2 inches, turned and stitched, sewed to front 1 S., pieces extending on inside turned and stitched, one turned facing closed with two tacks, pockets
D. S., inserted patch watch pocket S. S., B. S. cut on, fly D. S., fork joined and
tacked, piece sewed on bottom of leg, two stitchings forming facing, tongue
hemmed on three sides, stitched on with outer stitching, three-cornered stay
on center of top, plaits in knee D. S., one inserted hip pocket, facing turned, all
pockets closed S. X., side, back, and inseams D. N. four-piece band facing, front
f
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half hemmed, one .stitching on top. six belt loops tacked one end, lined buckle
straps, paper ticket, bottom lined with narrow strip.

Fronts

10
.20
33
72

_ $1.

Hacks

Seams

.

Finnishing

.

Total for operating, per dozen garments

2.35

or covert pants. Two side
2 S. one inserted watch
pocket, pockets 2 S M finished tly D. S., B. S. cut on, two single corded hip
pockets, back, side, and inscams on 1). N.. live belt loops made on S. M., fourpiece band facing, front half hemmed, 1 S., on top, back sewed to pants, side
buckle straps, paper ticket, 1-inch hem at bottom.
I\os. 17.j and 1.23. Stronghold chambray, crash,
pockets, 1 facing on each, turned, sewed to front

Lot

f

Fronts

45
35
03
.08
09
a 61

$0.

Hacks

.

J Jack
seam
Inseam
Side scam

.

.

Finishing

.

Total for operating, per dozen garments
1.02
Lot No. 2880P. Stron<jl>l<l lxnj'x khaki i>nlx. Two side pockets, 2 facings on
each turned, pockets I). S., finished tly and J'>. S., frok joined and tacked, one
inserted hip pocket, closed, ] S., pockets clean finished and four tacks, top
ished with hem 2 H., narrow hem at bottom, cloth ticket.

Fronts

Seams
Finishing

.

20
18

.

17

,$0.

Backs

fin-

.30

j._

Total for op -rating, per dozen garnh-nts _____________

.1)

Lot \o. ^.s/N. Htronuliold boy's military khaki pants. Two side pockets, 2
lacings on each, not turned, pockets closed 2 S3., stitched to front 2 S., unfinished liy and B. S., S. S., front joined and tacked, one patch hip pocket hem
turned, back. side. ;uid inseams D. N., top hemmed 2 S.. narrow hem at bottom,
cloth ticket.

Fronts ________________________________________

_________ $0.24
.06
03
.14
36

Back pocket D. X ________________________________________
Back seam ______________________________________________
Side and inseams ________________________________________
Finishing ________________________________

.

.

Total for operating, per do/.en garments
.83
Extras; buttonhole waist baud, 10 cents; plain buckle straps, 7 cents.
Lot 2800K. Stronghold hoy's khaki bike pants. Two side pockets, 2 facing
on each, unturned, stitched to front 2 S., pockets L). S., unfinished My and B. S.,
1 S., fork joined and tacked, one inserted hip pocket with S. S. flap, bottom
of leg plaited, band and buckle attached, two-piece band facing on top, cloth
ticket, four belt loops, back, side, and inseams on D. N.

Fronts
Hacks

Bark seam
Inseam
Side seam
Finishing
Total for operating, per dozen garments

$0.
.

30
:;s

.03
06
07
09

.

.

.

1.

53

Xos. 241-301-302-303. Stron ahold fnstian norfolk coat. Front yokes
D. S., facing sewed on and turned, D. S., inside edge hemmed, 3 D. S. pockets
with D. S. 1-inch hem, 3, pointed lined flaps D. S., two inside game pockets
hemmed on top and sewed in side seam and front facing with hem on bottom,
Lot

5910
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two buttonhole tabs under patch pocket, two D. S. belt loops on front In-top pockets and lower flaps, straight yoke in back D. S., two body and shoulder
seams felled by S. N.. two plaits on back S. S. edge, belt opening eight tacks,
two-piece sleeve felled on elbow scam, inseain S. S.. sleeve in D. S., one-pieee
outside cuff D. S.. top and bottom, lapel collar T>. S.. quilted canvas lining, belt
one point S. S., hanger loop, paper ticket, all on S. N.
Price for operating, per do/en garments. .$0.11.
Front faced D. S., two D. S., round
Lot K. Stronghold boys' Iclialci xrnut coat.
patch pockets S. N., two D. S., round patch pockets with plaits stitched through
center, four pointed I>. S. tlaps. military collar, canvas lined
S., turnover
section I). S., two-piece sleeves hemmed, full cuff D. S., five body and two shoulder seams, sleeves seamed and in D. N., bottom hemmed D. S., paper ticket.
.">

Pockets and fronts
Sleeve seams D. N
Sleeves in D. N

$1.00
12
.20
.24
19
.64

.

,

Sleeve hem and cuff
Body seam D. N

.

Finishing

2. 39
Total for operating, per dozen garments
Lot No.- 16. Stronghold men's and boys' kJinki norfolk coats. Two round
pockets, turned hem, pocket D. S. by S. N., lapel collar D. S. and blind stitche,
loose facings, edges hemmed D. S. to shoulder, button side of facing lined,
sleeve and bottom of coat hemmed, four plaits and belt on S. N. or D. N.,
two-piece sleeve seamed and inside and shoulder seams D. N., paper ticket.

and

Plaits

belts S. or D.

Pockets S. N
Facing
Sleeve hem
Sleeve seams D.

X__

*<>. r>3
.

12

07
.12
.

N

Sleeves in

Body seams

12
.42
.

Finishing

1. 92
Total for operating, per dozen garments
is sewed on D. N., plaits and belt are 48 cents and

Extras: Where yoke
I'oke is 10 cents.

Lot No. 12. Stronghold men's plain khaki coat. Two large and one small
patch pocket D. S. by S. N., loose facing edges hemmed D. S. to shoulder, button
side of facing lined, lapel collar D. S., sleeves and bottom of coat hemmed,
paper ticket, sleeve seams, setting in sleeve, back, side, and shoulder scams
on D. N.

Pockets

S.

N

Sleeve seams D.
Sleeve in D. N
Sleeve hemmed
Body seams D. N

,

$0. 18

N

12
.20
.07
14
34
.39
.

.

Facings
Finishing

.

Total for operating, per dozen garments

1.

44

Lot No. 2818. Stronghold boys' military khaki coat. Front facing cut on 1 S.,
two patch pockets 1 S. by S. N., pockets and sleeves faced, shoulder straps on
by D. N., plain military collar, bottom hemmed, cloth ticket, two-piece sleeve,
setting in sleeve, shoulder, and side seams by D. N.

Fronts

Inseam on sleeve and body seams
Elbow seams and setting in sleeve

Trimming D. N

___'

Finishing
Total for operating, per dozen garments

$0.22
13
25
OSi
22
.

.

.

.

.004

Lot Nos. ll-1'.**~l,W-1.'tl. Stronghold dnuiui cHijincrr'x coat. Fronts faced
to collar S. N., round corners, two large patch pockets, one divided pocket ou
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S. N. or P. N.. one large patch pocket inside
two-piece collar 1 S. outside, body seams, two-piece sleeve, sleeve ia
D. N., two-piere cuff, facing on sleeve, bottom hemmed, cloth ticket.
1).

X.,

I>.

S..

ono combination pocket on

Pockets D. N
Facings
Sleeve facing:

$0.20
19

.

1~>

.04
.06
10
.18
06
24

Piecing sleeve

FJbow seams
Body seams

.

.

.

'

Setting in sleeve
Inside pocket

^

.

Finishing

.

1.22
Total for operating, per dozen garments
Extras: Blind stitching facing, 3 cents; pockets S. N., 3 cents; piecing facing,
2 cents setting in sleeve on S. N., 6 cents.
;

Lot

No.

\o.

/X/. Xtrouf/liold

irhitc

denim cnyinrrr's

coat.

Made same

as lot

Jl.l.

22
.06

Pi ice

$1.

Off for inside patch pocket

Total for ..penning, per dozen garments

1.16

t/intjfinni mirk coat. -Facing cut on, hemmed 1 S..
two S. S. patch pockets, hem unturned, one-piece sleeve, one-piece cuff S. S.,
one-piece collar S. S.. sleeve seams, setting in sleeves and shoulder seams D. N.,

Lot \o.

.>HI.

Sfront/ltold

bottom hemmed, cloth

ticket.

Fronts and pockets

$0.20

Selling in sleeves and sleeve seams
Shoulder and side seams
Cuffs
Finishing
Sleeve -jore

.'21

.07
.

]_>

.

L"J

.03

Total for operating, per do/en garments _____________
/;.
Lot \o.
/'. ]'in-rhrrk
roat, rif/fit xHtrhru to the inch.
Two patch
S.. three-piece turned-over collar 1 S., one-piece sleeve hemmed facing
pockets
cut on and hemmed, back, shoulder, and sleeve seams D. N.. selling in
',!)

1

sleeve D. N.

Fronts and pocket S. N _________________________________ $0.20
Slee\e seam
N ________________________________________
.06
N ____________________________________
Setting in sleeve
.1.1
seams
N
D.
)H>
________________________________________
Body
sleeve
----------------------------------------<MJ
Hemming
L'L!
Finishing ________________________________________________
1

>.

I

>.

.

.

.

Total for operating, per do/en garments

Piecing sleeve. 4 cents:
2 seams, $0'.04 extra.
i:\tras:

i>encil

pockets

1

S..

2 cents.

If sleeve

has

OVERALLS.

Lot \o. l',n. StroHt/Jtold ntfirinr orrrnllx. Two side pockets, two facings
turned, sewed to fronts D. S.. white i>ockels D. S.. inserted watch pocket,
finished fly 2 S., B. S., cut on, fork joined and tacked, extra piece in crotfli
sejims, two inserted hip pockets 1 S.. two-piece band facing I
S.. two side
"
"
V
in back, turned hem
S., sewed in two S..
pockets ] S.. on top. 7-inch
on
cloth
in
ticket,
side.
back,
and
on
i
seams
fjicing
X.
legs,
two-piece
>.

1

>.

Fronts
Hacks S. N
Side seam
Back seam
Inseam

Finishing
Total for operating, per dozen garments

I

so.

42

.;>,;
.

<)!)

.03
oS
.71
.

1.

5912
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Lot No. }6.9. WE. R. Marine overalls. Two side pockets, two facings turned
sewed to front D. S., white pockets I). S., fork joined and tacked, finished l!y
2 S., B. S. cut on, inserted watch pocket, four-piece band facing 1 S. on top,
T "
in back, turned hem 1 S., sewed in 2 S.,
two S., to side pocket, seven-inch " A
narrow hem at bottom, two patch hip pockets D. N., back, side, and in seams
//

D.

N., cloth ticket.

Fronts

Hack pockets D.
Side seam
Back seam
Tnseam

$0.39
09
.09
.03
08

N

.

.

Finishing

59*

.

Total for operating, per dozen garments

1.

27*

Stronghold engineer's overall. Two front swing
pockets, facings unturned, one patch watch pocket D. N., B. S. cut on, hem
1 S., fly side hemmed, fly pieced, finished fly D. N., white pockets D. S., tacked
top and bottom, top of fly tacked, fork joined and tacked, bib seam D. N., combination pocket on bib, bib joined to front with band facing by U. S. one operation, bib and sides of front hemmed with ring tabs, side facing on back, two
patch hip pockets, one rule pocket, backhand, side and in seams on D. N., one
S., across end and top of backhand, cloth ticket, bottom hemmed, suspenders
with web inserted, no buckles.

Lot Nos.

Il-fi-121-l36-l-'i0.

Facings
Fronts D. N
Closing and bib pocket
Sewing on bib facing on U. S

Hemming

_

08
.09*
20
on
17
02
03
.09
.08
05*
12
05
.06
07

$0.
.

.

top and sides of bib with ring tabs

.

N
Back seam D. N
Side seams D. N
Inseam D. N
Back band D. N
Back pockets D. N
Side facing S. N
Bib seam D.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Hemming bottom
Finishing

.

Suspenders with web inserted

.

1

1

Total for operating, per dozen garments ______________ 1.28
Lot No. llliH. Stronghold denim high-lack engineer'* orcrull.- -Made same as
lot No. 114

:

Price __

Off-

_

Finishing band _______________________

Suspenders __________________________

.$0.

Back band ___________________________
Side

Add

f.

SN ___________________________

Total for operating, per dozen garments
finishing

.

_

,$1.23

07
11

.05*
.05

1

Q

.

J-O

.

10*

-

.28*
.

99&
.25

Total for operating, per dozen garments
1. 2-l
Lot No. 777. Stronghold carpenter's denim overall. Two large patch pockets
on front, B. S. cut on and hemmed, fly side hemmed, finished fly D. N., flypieced, fork joined and tacked, double nail pocket divided into two pockets
with extra piece forming two pockets and one pencil pocket stitched on garment
1 S., combination pocket on bib, bib facing sewed on by U. S. one operation,
two patch hip pockets, two hammer straps 1* indies wide, straps made for
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hammer
hemmed and sewed on

strap and one rule pocket by D. X, high-back straps
D. S., crossed in diamond D. S., bottom hemmed, side
I'acLng on back, paper and cloth tickets, bib, back. side, and in seams by D. N.
operator, one

Half facing and pieced

Fronts D. N
.Making nail pockets
Closing and bib pocket
Bib facing on U. S

Hemming

$0.07
.11

fly

18
14
.05
15
02
.03
.09
.08
19$
.06
30
.

.

top and sides with ring tabs

Bib seam D.

.

N

.

Back seam D. N
Side seam D. N

Inseam D. N
Back pockets
Hemming bottom

.

Finishing

.

for operating, per

dozen garments

1.47$

Lot A'o. J17. Ktrongholfl plasterer's cn-ginccr overall. Two swing pockets,
facing unturned, one patch watch pocket D. N.. B. S. cut on, hemmed 1 S., fly
side hemmed, pieced fly, finished fly by D. N., top of fly tacked, fork joined and
tacked, white pockets D. S., brush pocket on hip D. S., bib joined to front with
band facing by U. S. one operation, hemming top and sides of bib with ring tabs,
side facing on back, bib seam, two patch hip pockets, hammer straps under hip
pockets, one scissors strap, one rule pocket, all on D. N., back and highback straps hemmed, sirups sewed to back and crossed S. S., turned knee
patches, cloth ticket, bottom hemmed, all pockets have raw edges, buckles put
on after garment is completed.

Facing
Fronts
(

1>.

$0.20
.09$

X

'losing

Brush pocket
Bib seam on I). X
Bark seam I). X
Side seam D. X
Inseam
X
Back pockets on I).
Hemming bottom

.

I >.

X

"_

06
.28
.

Finishing
Total for operating, per dozen garments
J.ot

.Vox.

12
.05
.17
08
.02
.03
.09
.08
.18$
.

facing on I". S
Hemming top and sides of bib with ring tabs

Bib

J,s.?-.}.'> /;/?.

PJfixtcrrr'x rntnnrrr overall.

1.46

Bib cut on, one patch and

one pencil pocket on front, unfinished lly and B. S. cut on, fork joined and
tacked, bib felled S. X., one patch hip and one rule pocket D. N., back seam,
risers and inseam I). X., back and sides of back hemmed with plain strap sewed
on and crossed 2 S.. side facing on front, hemming top and sides of bib with
buckle tabs, knee patches inside, cloth ticket, bottom hemmed.
Fronts
$0.37
Pockets D.

X

.11$
13
.41

Seams

.

Finishing
Total for operating, per dozen garments
"

1.

02$

Bib cut on, pencil and one patch
pocket on front, finished fly and B. S. cut on, one S., bib felled S. N., with side
and
hemmed
with
buckle
facing
tabs, fork joined and tacked, all pockets have
unturned hems, one patch, one rule pocket, risers, back, side, and in seams on
D. N., back hemmed with corner pieces, bottom hemmed, cloth ticket, straps
-ifWK.'' Phi-clicrl-

crossed with

38819

web
S.

etifthieer's

overall.

inserted.

Doc. 415. G4-1

vol 6
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Fronts
Bank pocket

I).

N

Back seams

I).

N

SO.

Side seams

.

Inseam

.

Hemming bottom

.

Suspenders with web inserted
Finishing

:i-~.

.07
.05
00
0$

.

.

_.

.

Total Cor operating,

pT

do/.en

garments

Of>

11
n;

.96*

Lots Nos. .//.J-..'/. ?-.?//. Stronf/hold hoys' engineers overalls. Two swing
pockets, facings unturned, hemmed to front 1 S3., pencil pocket on bib 1 S.,
white pockets D. S., finished fly 1 S., B. S. cut on, hem 1 8., back and sides
of back hemmed, one-piece bib hemmed with ring tabs, sowed to front with
facing, 2 S., on S. N., back, side and in seams on D. N., one patch pocket 1 S.,
by S. N., two patch hip pockets, hem unturned, on D. N., high-hack straps
hemmed, crossed, and sewed on D. S., hemming bottom, cloth ticket.
'2

Fronts, one operation

to 12.

13 to

$0.41
.07*

Hack jackets 1
Buck seum
Side and in seams
Hemming bottom

S<).

.OS

.08

.

VI

.

13

.

<).">

.

<>r*

.

Total for operating, per dozen garments

o:t

.

.07

Straps
Finishing

10.

4;i

.07

17A

.11)

.93

.98*

Lot Nos. 101-108. Stronghold denim band overall. Two swing pockets, facings
unturned, pockets stitched to front by D. N., white pockets D. S., pieced fly
sewed on by D. S., B. S. sewed on, 2 S., fork joined and tacked, two patch
hip pockets, hem turned, one patch watch pocket, risers, back, side, and in
seams and band by D. N., one stitching across band, bottom hemmed, plain
buckle straps, cloth ticket.
Fronts D.
Facings

N

('losing

Hip pockets D.
Side seams D.
Inseam D.
Risers D.

N
N

Back seam D.
Band D. N

10

.

11

.11
08
.00
.08

N
N

.

N

.

o."

.

<tf

.08

Finishing

.

Total for operating, per dozen garments

Lot No.

SO.
-

102. Xironyhold &O//V

band

overall.

Made same

Price __
Off for boys' size

::*

.1)4

as

lot
_

No. 101.

$0.94
.

Total for operating, per dozen garments ____________

.

10

84

Lot Nos. 264-364- Slmnfihold hand chambray overall. Two top swing pockets,
facings unturned, pockets closed 2 S., finished tly and B. S. sewed on, one
patch watch pocket S. S., pockets sewed to fronts S, S., fork joined and tacked,
two patch hi]) jvockets, hem unturned, D. N. band, back, side, and in seams by
D. N M five belt loops tacked on one end, side buckle straps by S. N., sewed
in by D. N., 1 S., across top and end of band, cloth ticket, buckles sewed on,
bottom hemmed, side straps and belt loops on S. N.
Com. pockets on

boys',

$0.06.
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Fronvs

0. "12

Back pockets D. S
Band and belt loops D.
Belts

N

1).

Back seam D.
Side seam D.
Side straps D.

Inseam

5915

>.

0<>4
11

.

N
N
N

.08
.03
.09

'

.(ft

N

I).

Finishing

.

N

.07
.29

_

Total for operating, per dozen garments ____________

124

1.

.Vox. jK'i-.'iQKK. Pdi-Htt'r'x hand
edged tly and B. S. cut on, two

Lot

nrcralL Unturned knee patches on inside,
raw
patch pockets, one rule pocket, hems unturned. hand, back, risers, inseam, side seam by I). X., 1 S., across top and end
of band, bottom hemmed, plain buckle straps, cloth ticket by S. X.

Fronts _________________________________________________
Risers and back seam D. N _____________________ _ ________
Side and in seams D. N _________________________________
Band D. X _____________________________________________
Back lockets ___________________________________________
Finishing ______________________________________________

$0. 1S4
.1)5

.10
.OS
10*"

.

i

T!al

21

.

for operating, per do/en garments ____________
tly and B. S., 2 cents.

.71)

Kxtras: Finished

\<>. mi.*, stniuf/liftld <nit()riiol>il<> unit.
Front plait 2 S., finished with
crotch seam and long tack, button side faced, side opening hemmed with
2-inch
facing on bark, four
tacks, two patch pockets on front I). X., one patch
X.. two-piece sleeve with hemmed owning and rubber inpocket on back I
serted. bottom hemmed, one-piece band collar S. S., cloth ticket, setting in
slce\es ;ind slcrvr seam, shoulder, back, side, and in se;tms on [>. X.. one rule
pocket, two hammer straps, made for operator on >. N.. sewed on by S. X.
l.itl

I>.

S.,

>.

I

Fronts.
Pockets
'uff

_____________________________________________ $0.23

X ______________________________________________
and hem ____________________________________________
I

.2:5

>.

.14

Sleeve seams D. N ________________________________________
Setting in sleeve 1 >. X _____________________________________
Side <eams I). X _________________________________________
Inseam D. _____________________________________________
Back seam D. X __________________________________________

.

.

N

do/.<-n

garments ______________

]

_>

ox
.00
03
.

Shoulder seam ___________________________________________
Finishing _________________________________________________
Total for operating. per

]()

.20

.

l.rrj

cents.
operator has to make hammer straps with raw <dge, extra
Suit
made after contract was signed, add $0.01 to nun. pkt. per dozen garments.
.1/r/f.s //.rr-'/.v/or h<nnl <>i-< mil.
Unfinished fly and B. S., two swing pockets
S. S., one wat-h pocket, one hip pocket. S. S.. risers and back seam
felled,
plain buckle straps, band 3 S.. side and in seams 1 S., side 2 S., twelve inches
below pocket, bottom hemmed, cloth ticket, all on S. X.
Total for operating, per dozen garments. $0.77.
Lot A'o. 522. 7>'/;/'.v K.rrclxior bib overall. Bib cut on with unfinished fly and
B. S.. 1 S.. one patch hip pocket S. S., risers and back seam felled, back and
sides of buck hemmed with plain strap sewed on, bib felled and hemmed with
buckle tabs, bottom hemmed, cloth ticket, all on S. X.
Total for operating, per dozen garments. $0.64.
Lut No. '/J.7. Ft roii ah filrt Jiirkorit ri'tt. Two patch pockets, hems unturned, by
I). X.. two-piece sleeve by I>. X., one-piece cut S. S., with hemmed
opening, large
buckle strais, one-piece facing on front and around neck S. S.. back hemmed,
If

."

cloth ticket.
1'ockets

T).

X ____________________________________________

Sleeve seams D. N __________________________________
Setting in sleeves D. N ______________________
S. X. work. ___________________

Total for operating, per dozen garments

$0.08
.

]<)

.

ifi

1.00
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Lot Nos. oSl-'{J{6. Excelsior denim xliirt jumper. One-piece collar S. S., sleeve
gored, one-piece band cuff with hemmed opening, one patch pocket S. S., front
with plaits open all or halfway, button side hemmed, bottom hemmed, cloth

on S. N.
Total for operating, per dozen garments, $0.70.
One patch pocket, turned hem,
Lot No. 199. Strong/hold denim girl's overall
pocket D. S., top of front and back faced, plait facing on side, two buckle tabs
on bib. lined straps sewed on back, front, side, back, and in seams by D. N.,
B. S., on side.
ticket, all

.

Side and front D.
r.ack

and

in

N

seams D.

07
.08
.68

$0.

N

Single needle

Total for operating, per dozen garments.

Lot No. 200. Stronghold girl's cliambray orcrall. Two patch pockets 1 S., top
of front and back faced, plait facing on side, buckle tabs on bib, B. S. on side,
front, side, back, and in seams by D. N., bottom hemmed, lined straps and
cloth ticket.
S. N. operator
D. N. work
Pacing pkts. D.

63
11
.02

$0.

.

N

Total for operating, per dozen garments

.

70

Facing pkts., S. N.-2. R., ex., ,$0.01 per doz. pkts.
Lot No. 198. Stronghold boy's eliainhrtnt union suit. Two patch pockets, one
point, faced by D. N., pockets 1 S., boy's fly, back and bottom of waist hemmed,
band on back 3 S., divided collar 2 S., one-piece sleeve with hemmed opening,
faced cuff, bottom hemmed, cloth ticket, front, back, shoulder, sleeve seams,
setting in sleeve, side and in seams by D. N., band across front D. N.
Front and back seam D.

N

Setting in sleeve and shoulder seam on D.
Underarm sleeve, side and in seams on D.
Band D. N
Facing pockets P. N

_

N
N

$0.
.

16
.04
02
84
25
.

.

Fronts
Finishing

.

.

Total for operating, per dozen garments

Facing pkt.

05
09

S. N., ex., $0.01

per doz. pkts.

Band on

.

95

front, S. N., ex., $0.08

per dozen.
Lot No. 999. Stronghold girl's chambraij rompers. Fronts seamed by D. N.,
gathered on yoke with felled seam, one patch pocket S. S., straight cuffs put on
before sleeve is closed, bottom hemmed with elastic inserted, divided collar,
with 2 S., belt made on D. N., sewed to back with hem, back and bottom of
waist hemmed, side, shoulder, back and in seams, and sleeves in on D. N. paper
ticket.

Back, front, shoulder, and sleeves in on D.
Closing D. N
Belts
S. N.

N

work

11*
.13*
.08
.67

$0.

1. 00
Total for operating, per dozen garments
Lot No. 888. Stronghold girl's chambraji romper, No. 2. Front seam D. N.,
yoke felled on front by S. N., one patch pocket S. S., turned corners, cuff on
sleeve before closing, belt on D. N., back and bottom of waist hemmed, back of
pants hemmed and belt stitched on, seams by D. N., cuff opening hemmed,
cloth ticket, bottom hemmed with elastic.

S. N. work__
Belts
Closing D.
Sleeves, shoulder, fronts, and back on D.

N

80
OS
15
.13

- $0.
.

.

N

Total for operating, per dozen garments

1.

16
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Stronghold

rhambraii romper,

r//r/'.s-

A'o. 3.

Made same

as

cuffs

.

1C
10

Total for operating, per dozen garments

1.

26

Price

Add

chamhray romper
$1.

six plates

and trimming on neck and

Mron-f/hold girVs cliambray r(npcr,Xo..'i. Fronts gathered and frocedon yoke,
one pa tcli pocket 1 S., cuffs with hem opening, bottom hemmed with elastic,
divided collar with piping, belt on D. N., back and bottom of waist hemmed,
belt sewed on S. N., side, shoulder, back, front, inseam, setting in sleeve on
D. N., side closed three inches below opening on S. N cloth ticket.

N. work._
Kelts D. N

$0.90
.08

S.

(V)llar,

on attachment

Front, back, shoulders, and setting in sleeves
Inseam and sleeve closed 1). N

L).

.07
ll?
.13*

N

Total for operating, per do/en garments

.

1.30

AI'KO.NS.

KtronflJioJd c<tri>< ///</'* nitron

hammer
S.

Eight pockets, large one double 2 S., two
Ion;: simps, four tabs and ticket, all on

.V.V.

straps, four short straps,

two

X.

Total for operating, per do/en garments. .$0.79.
Five porkets 2 S., four short and two
Stronghold- ruriH-Htfrx tiiiroti, \o. ^.
long straps, one rule pocket, one hammer strap, four tabs and ticket, all on
S.

N.

Total for operating, per dozen garments, $0.63.

Lot Noft. 12-13. Carjicnlrr'x <n'<>n ^<>. ;?. One large divided pocket, three
long and four short straps, four tabs and ticket, hems, all on S. N.
Total for operating, per do/en garments. ,vn..V..
Lot Xox. 10-11. Short round mrpcntcr's nitron \o. .}. Three pockets, 2 S.,
long straps, ticket and hem. all on S. X.
Total for operating, per doxen garments. So. 25.
Made with sirap. S. X. Total for
Stroiif/hold -irditrr'x and Fmu-h apron*.
operating, per dozen garments, .$0.15. Made with tape S. X.. total for operating,
per dozen garments, $0.10.
HtrtHwhold cook'* apron. Made with straps S. N. Total for operating, per
dozen garments, SO.iM. Made with tape S. X.. total for operating, per dozen
garments, $0.20.
:

:

Separate belts for khaki pants with harness buckles
Same with slide buckles, per doxen garments
(Yoteh pieces on overalls, one operation, extra, per doxen_Crotch pieces on pants, one operation, extra, per dozen

14
.11
.03

$0.

.

05

All orders and samples, price and one-half for six pairs or less.
All duck, regardless of color, per dozen garments, extra, $0.10.
Extra sixes on overalls and coats: From (and including) 44 to 52, extra, 12
cents from 52 to 60, extra, 24 cents over 60, extra, 36 cents.
Division for extra sixes on overalls: Facings, 1 cent; closing, 4 cents; back
seam and risers, 1 cent; inseam and side seam, 1 cent; finishing, 3 cents;
bands. 1 cent ; back pockets, 1 cent total, 12 cents.
Division on coats Fronts, 4 cents ; sleeves in, 1 cent ; body seam, 1 cent ;
sleeve seams, 1 cent; pockets,.! cent; finishing, 4 cents; total, 12 cents.
Extra sizes on pants based on pants' schedule All sixes over 42 to 48, per
dozen garments, extra, 12 cents; all sixes over 48, being double extra sizes, per
dozen garments, extra, 24 cents.
If the fronts on engineer and high-back overalls are made by a single-needle
operator, total price of the said garments are to remain the same.
Extra on stifel goods : Heavily sized stifel goods, per doxen garments, extra,
10 cents; extra heavily sixed, or hard finish, stifel goods, per dozen garments,
extra. 15 cents.
;

;

;

:

:

Extra on khaki Lightweight khaki drill, per dozen garments, extra, 15
medium-weight khaki goods, per dozen garments, extra, 20 cents heavyweight khaki goods, per doxen garments, extra, 25 cents; corduroy goods, per
:

rents

;

:
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cents; for all khaki goods shrunk before making, an
dozen garments, extra.
additional charge will be made for goods to above prices, per dozen garments,
."><

extra, 10 cents.
All belt loops, side buckle straps, and the 14-inch straps on back of carpenter's, white duck overalls, and autombile suits, are made on special machines.
Single-or-double-noedle operaior only to sew same on garments.
On all overalls, coats, and pants. 10 stitches to the inch, unless otherwise
stipulated in this agreement.
When gore is added to denim sleeves, per dozen garments, extra, 3 cents.
If button stand on liy is sewed on any garments herein described in place of
cut on, per dozen garments, extra, 2i cents.
Patch pockets on S. N. Single-stitch patch pockets, per dozen pockets, 4
cents; double-stitch patch pockets, per dozen pockets. r> rents; if hem is turned
1
in, per dozen pockets, \ cent; patch pockets on D. N., per dozen pockets,
cents; if patch pocket has two corners turned, i>er dozen pockets, extra, 12
cents; pencil division on patch pocket, per dozen pockets, 1 cent.
If sleeves r.re sewed in by single-needle operator, per dozen garments, extra,
G cents.
:

Rivets and buttons (marking not included)
Patent buttons by machine, per 100
$0.03
Rivet stronghold band overall, per dozen garments
.08
o5
Rivet stronghold, jumpers, per dozen garments
IS
Rivet, stronghold, aprons, by liquid, per dozen garments
Hooks on knickerbockers, per dozen garments
.05
nr>
Apron jumper, grommets, per dozen garments
Rivets by machine, per 100
03
Buttons sewed on Singer machine with high-speed thread-cutting
<MJ
attachment, per 100
Button patches, under buttons, per dozen garments. _
.01
Buttons on pockets of corduroy pants, per dozen garments
or.
Tacking or barring:
Tacking on new Philadeplhia high-speed thread-cutting machine,
or>
per 100 tacks
Tacking on new Philadelphia high-speed thread-cutting machine,
when two tacks in garment only, per 100 tacks
.07
Tacking on machine without automatic thread cutter, per 100 tacks.
06|
Tacking on machine without automatic thread cutter, only two tacks
in a garment, per 100 tacks
OSJ
Buttonholes
O4J
Fly buttonholes on Reese small, high-speed machine, per 100
.054
Fly buttonholes on Reese old-style machine, per 100
Fly buttonholes on Singer high-speed thread-cutting machine, per
100
.04|
.05
Fly buttonholes on high-speed Singer machine, per 100
buttonholes
100
Fly
.on old-style Singer, machine, per
05|
Buttonholes on Singer high-speed thread-cutting machine on coals,
union
100
.08
suits, girl's overalls, per
rompers,
Buttonholes on Singer high-speed thread-cutting machine on engineer's overalls, per 100
09
Buttonholes in band garment, one in a garment, on Singer highspeed thread-cutting machine, "or Reese high-speed machine, per
100
11
Buttonholes on finished garments on small Reese high-speed ma.07
chine, per 100
0:~H
Buttonholes on pocket flaps, per 100
Buttonholes on suspenders on small Reese high-speed machine, per
100
Of)
Buttonholes in suspenders on Singer high-speed thread-cutting ma.06
chine, per 100
Buttonholes on coats, rompers, union suits, girls' overalls on big
09
Reese high-speed machine, per 100-cord
Buttonholes in engineer's overalls on big Reese high-speed machine,
10
per 100-cord
Buttonholes in all khaki garments, regardless of machine made on,
.01
per 100, extra
OoA
Eyelets on Reese machine, per 100
Marine metal eyelets and lace, per 100
.05
01*
Marking for buttons and buttonholes, or eyelets ,per 100
:

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

:

.

.

.

.

:

.

.

.

.

.

.
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Inspecting: inspecting gargeut once, per dozen garments, $0.05.
inspectors not to take care of repair work or to inspect any garment twice
unless paid extra for second inspection.
It is agreed by both parties hereto that operators and inspectors are not to
carry bundles, but the party of the first part agrees to provide for the carrying
away and delivering of bundles.
Where curtains are not sewed on wrong side of waist, but operator has to
hold edge of curtain and waist together when sewed on with one operation, per

do/en garments, extra, $0. 06.
Pressing with or without pressing machine, minimum per week shall he not
less than xiii.
Any presser at the present time who is receiving more than the minimum of
sr_' shall suffer no reduction in salary.
SHIRTS.

Shins

made on 61 Singer and Union

special machines.
on four needle I'. S. and two new lie I'. S. Button stand on two
needle U. S. and by single needle operators. Cull's, yokes, plackets, pockets,
and collars on 61 Singer by single needle operator. Hemming on Singer highspeed and Standard machines. Shoulders joined, sleeves pieced, sleeves set iu
and sides closed on two needle F. S. Buttonholes and button sewing on Singer
high-speed thread-cutting machines.
The garments mentioned in this agreement are made with l.~> and 17 stitches
Work shirts are to be based on 10 stitches to the inch.
to the inch.
All orders or samples will be paid time work according to the average earning, taking for their average two full consecutive weeks pins 10 per cent.
No extra charge for extra sixes, and no reduction allowed for youths' and
are.

Front

plait

boys' sizes.

Where parts

of shirts

sii'-h

as collars.

-uffs.

poi-kei>. etc.,

by operator they will be paid for extra as follows
Matching stripes and collers, per dozen collars
Matching stripes on front plait, per dozen shinMatching stripes on plackets, per dozen shirts
Matching stripes on cuffs, per do/en shirts
Matching stripes on pockets, per dozen porueis

to be

matched
$0.02
.

.

;

F. S

be paid for

\*>.r

dozen

$0.01
OOA

S

N., U.

Finished plait
Two dozen pockets
Negligee collars.
ollar sewed on

.

.

.

.

.

1

Yoke

O'Ji

.

Placket
I

<MH
O2

.(KM
Ol"
01

<

(

02

:

Box plait, 4 X..
Button stand, 2

1

o:i

.03
01

All shirts stitched with silk or mercerized thread will
shirts, extra l.~ cents, and lo be divided as follows:

Negligee style

ha\e

:

.

nff

irj

.

lemming

00^
OOi
.Ol"

.

Shoulders joined, F. S

.

Sleeves pieced, U. S
Selling in sleeve
Sides dosed. F. S _

.01

.01

Total

Coif coat style:

French front
French collar
Finished

Two

facings, U.

S

plait

.01
.

^

.

dozen pockets with flap

I

Hemming

00

.021

Neckband on
Yoke
Market
Cuff

02'.

Ool
01
.01
02
OOi
.

.

_-

.
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Golf coat style Continued.
Shoulders joined, U. S
Sleeves pieced, r. S
Setting in sleeve
Sides closed, U.

00$
01*
.01
.01

.$o.
.

S

Total

.

Lot Nos.

Ji03-.'iO-'i-103.

Chen it

I'lnnnbraii

and

15

nil inc.

Box

_ $0. 03$
plait on 4 N., U. S
B. S., on S.
,04~
Finished plait
04
Two S. S. pointed pockets with laps cut on S. S
14
.06- .07
Straight S. S. yoke and ticket
Placket stitched on edge and underside hemmed
.12- 1(5
Trimmed neck, notched collar and sewing on
14$
D. *S. lined band collar with extension and buttonhole tabs
l(U
hand
ends
turned
and
S.
S.
all
around
and
joined,
Due-piece cuff,
by
lined
17
Hemming and gussets
.05$
on
S
U.
.04"
Piecing sleeves
Shoulders joined on IT. S
.03$
in
on
sleeves
U. S
Setting
.07$
closed
S__
Sides
on U.
.08

N

.

.

.

.

.

.

Total for operating, per dozen garments
stitches to the inch.

1.

20

Above garment made 15

Lot Xo. 600.

Box

plait 4 N., U.

Liffht-icciyJtt

MuHc

sateen.

S

_

on S. N
Finished plait
B.

S.,

034
04
04
.09
06$
12
16$
14$

$0.
.

.

:

One D. S. pointed pocket with laps cut on and
One straight S. S. yoke, ticket and size tag

I).

S

.

Placket, not stitched on edge, and under side hemmed
D. S. lined band collar with extension and buttonhole tubs
Trimmed neck, notched collar, and sewing on
One-piece cuff, ends joined, turned by hand, single stitched all around,
no lining
Hemmed with gussets
Piecing sleeve on U. S
.Joining shoulder on U. S
Setting in sleeve on U. S
Closing sides on U. S

Total for operating, per doxen garments
stitches to the inch.

.

.

.

.

14

.

05-A

.

04

.03?.

.

07*
08

1.

124

.

Above garment made 15
Lot Nos.

Box

plait 4 N.,

J/Ol-'iOZ-'iOo-JjOG.

Chambray and

giptccn.

U.S

$0.04
.03
05
24
.06

cut and hemmed
Finishing short plait
Two D. S. turned corner pockets with laps sewed on and D. S
Straight S. S. yoke and ticket
Placket, not stitched on edge, and underside hemmed
D. S. lined band collar with extension and buttonhole tabs
Without lining in band or collar
Trimmed neck, notched collar, and sewing on
B.

S.,

Sewed on with no lining
Two-piece round-corner lined

cuff,

turned by hand and

S. S. all

.

.

.

1-

.

17$

.

15$

around-

Hemming and

.09

Piecing
Joining
Setting
Closing

.08$

gussets
sleeves on U. S
shoulders on U. S
sleeves on U. S
sides on V. S__

Total for operating, per dozen garments

1.

47
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f.fit

Box
B.

plait on 4

S.

X., V.

\o. 710.

Imitation xoistttc.

S

$0.04
.04
04
.24
.06
12

sewed on

Finishing plait
Two D. S. turned-corner pockets with laps sewed on and I). S
Straight S. S. yoke and ticket
Placket, not stitched on edge, and underside hemmed
D. S. lined-band collar with extension and buttonhole tabs
Trimmed neck, notched collar, and sowing on
Two-piece rounded-corner lined cuff, turned, by hand and

.

.

.

.

.

S.

S.

around

25
.054
.04
.04
.08
.08$
.

Hemming
Tiering
Joining
Setting
Closing

with gussets
sieves on U. S
shoulders on r. S
in sleeves on T. S
sides on U. S

_'__

Total for operating. per dozen garments
Lot

Box

17$
16$

all

\.

1.43

!>n

plait 4 X., r. S __________

_________________ $0.04
.03
.05
Finishing short plait ________________________________________________
Two D. S. turned-corner pockets with laps sewed on and D. S __________
.24
.06
Straight S. S. yoke and ticket ________________________ _ ______________
.12
Placket, not stitched on edge, and underside hemmed ________________
D. S. lined band collar with extension and buttonhole tabs ___________
.17$
Trimmed neck, notched collar, and sewing on _________________________
.16$
lined
turned
hand
round-corner
and
S.
S.
all
cuff,
Two-piece
by
around ___________________________________________________________
25
Hemming with gussets _____________________________________________
.09
.04
Piecing sleeves on I' .S _____________________________________________
.04
Joining shoulders on F. S ___________________________________________
Setting in sleeves on U. S ___________________________________________
.08$
Sides closed on U. S _______
________
.08$
B. S. cut on and

hemmed ___________________________________________

.

Total for operating, per do/en garments ________________________

Above

shirts

Lot

made

-Vox.

15 stitches to

til

,//"

.'/.'

.'/.;.

tlie

1.47

inch.

Cotton

f/oo//x.

imitation xoixrttc.

N.. I. S
French front facings and P.. S. on
_________________________
Finishing French front plaits _________________________________________
One I). S. pointed pocket with hem ___________________________________
One D. S. llap ______________________________________________________
Straight S. S. yoke and ticket _______________________________________
Placket, not stitched on edge, and underside hemmed _________________
S. S. lined military collar ____________________________________________
One extra stitching through band -----------------------------------Trimmed neck, notched collar and sewing on _________________________
French-lined cuff, turned by hand and S. S. all around _________________
Hemming with gussets ________________________________________________
Piecing sleeves on U. TS _____________________________________________
S ___________________________________________
Joining shoulders on T
Setting in sleeves on U. S ___________________________________________
Closing sides on U. S ______________________________________________
i'

.

Total for operating, per dozen garments ________________________

$0.0."",

.04
.07
.12
.or,
.

1U

.20
.01
.17
.32
.09
.04
.04
08$
.08$
.

1.50

Lot Xos. 801-326-315. Mripal goods.

French front facings and B. S. on 2 N., U. S -------------------------Finishing French front plaits ---------------------------------------One S. S. pointed pocket with lap sewed on, S. S., and corner stayed __
Straight S. S. yoke and ticket ________________________________________
Placket, not stitched on edge, and underside hemmed _________________
Three-ply neckband with cushion ------------------ ----------------_t

05
.04
.08
06
12
11

$0.

.

.

.
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Trimmed

neck, notched baud, am! sewing on
;>n. and S. S.
turned by banHemmed, with gussets
Piecing sleeves on U. S
Shoulders joined on U. S
Setting in sleeves on U. S

French

cuff, lined,

Sides dosed on U.

around

OO
.04
.04
<84
.0x4
.

ll

Total for operating, per dozen garments
-Vox.

I

l.j.-i-1'.t't.

French front facings and K. S. on
Finishing French front plait

One D.
One D.

S.

pointed pocket, with

LUXi

N/n>v/ Mntlmx.

2 X.. r. S

_

_

$0.0.1

___

.04
.07

hem

S. flap

.

Straight S. S. yoke and ticket
Placket and B. S
_
Three-ply neckband, with cushion
Trimmed neck, notched band, and sewing on
French cuff, lined, turned by hand, sewed on, and
Hemming, with gussets
IMecing sleeves on U. S
Shoulders joined on U. S
Setting in sleeves on U. S
Sides closed on U. S

S. S. all

annnul__

Lot

A'o.s-.

plait on 4 N., U, S
B. S. on 2 N., U. S
Finishing short plait
One D. S. pointed pocket, with hem
Ooe D. S. flap
Straight S. S, yoke and ticket
Placket and B. S
D. S. lined band collar, with extension and buttonhole tabs
Trimmed neck, notched collar, and sewing on
Two-piece round-cornered lined cuff, turned by hand, sewed on, and

11

H5i
:\'2

00
.04
.

.

>4

.0x4
OS 4
.

1. 4.~>i

04
,02i

_ $0.

.

.

.

.

.

or>

07
rj

06
174;

.10'.
S. S.

25
00
.04
.04
.

Hemming, with gussets

.

Piecing sleeves on U. S
Shoulders joined on U. S
Setting in sleeves on U. S
Sides closed on U. S

.ox.'.

Total for operating, per do/en garments

Lot No, 1003.

1.

474

$0.

04*

*S'o/sv/7r.

S

-

-

Two

D. S. turned-corner pockets, with laps sewed on 1>. S
Straight S. S. yoke and ticket
Placket and B. S
D. S. lined band collar, with extension and buttonhole tabs__
Trimmed neck, notched collar, and sewing on
Two-piece round-cornered lined cuff, turned by hand, sewed on, and
all

.

.

around

plait on 4 N., U.
B. S., 2 N., U. S
Finished short plait

<n;

1027-J02X-IO.U. Imitation xuixcttr.

Box

Box

12

.

.

Total for operating, per dozen garments

all

;>2

.

.

S

Lot

HU

-S'->.

all

.25
.

OfiJ

.

10J

-

04j

S. S.

around

Hemming, with gussets
Piecing sleeves on U. S
Shoulders joined on U. S
Setting in sleeves on TT. S
Sides dosed on U. S
Soiserte label--

Total for operating! per dozen garments

-02
1.

59J
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Lot Xo. 900. Mediuni-wrijilil

l*htck

I'. S ________________
Box
B. S.. out on. and hemmed ___________________________________________
Finishing short plait _____________________________
Two D. S. turned-corner pockets, with lap sewed on. and I>. S ______
Straight yoke. S. S.. ticket, and si/.e tag! ____________________
One reinforced yoke, raw edges (round) _____________________________
I'iaoket, not stitched on edge. and underside hemmed ______
D. S. lined hand collar, with extension and buttonhole labs ______
Trimmed neck, notched collar, and sewing on _________
Two-piece round-cornered lined cuff, turned hy hand, sewed on, and S. S.
all around _________________________________________________________
Hemming, with gussets ______________________ _________________ -----Piecing sleeves on T. S _______________________________________________
Shoulders joined on V. S ____________________________________________
Setiing in sleeves on V S _____________________________________________
Sides Hosed <>n V. S__

*0. 01

plait 4 X..

.

.Vo.

/,//

Box
B.

l/cnrii-irritiltl

l>Inclc

*

.

la]) sewed on, ;md
:md sixe tair
One reinforeod round yoke, edge unturned
T>.

I

>.

S

_'

collar,

1

.04',

.04}-

.00

'

<'<>

.

.~>fU

*0.

OU

.

O.'U

.

1SS

17

S. S.
.116

.00*
.04*
.041

Piecing sleeves on r. S
Shoulders .joined on U. S.
Setting in sleeve^ on r. S
Sides closed on 1 T S__

.()!)'.

.

Total for operating,
f.ot \<>.
'

.

.

Hemming, with gussets

lalt

<><U

O7A
.MM
.10

around

|

-<">

.

.

with extension and huttonhole tahs
Trimmed neck, notched collar, and sewing on
Two-piece round-cornered lined niff, turne hy hand, sewed on, and
all

.

.'27

S

hand

S. lined

10*-

.<).">

:ht S. S. yoke, ticket.

Plackef ;m d

I'JJ

.18

"

1

I).

0<>?

Kiifccn.

hemmed

Finishing short plait
Two >. S. turned-corner pockets, with

.

.

1

S

4 .V. T.
cut on. jind

!>!ait

S..

LiOn.

Of>

.OS

.

Total for operating, per do/en garments

J

O.'H

.

v

-

pel-

dozen garments _________________________

Hon.

l.ifiht-irriirlil

004

.

0-"

><;,<>!

- ____________

i
.

.

cut on and hemmed ____________________________________________
------- ----------Finishing short plait ______________
Two D. S. turned corner pockets with box plai! in center. S. S. across top
Two I). S. sateen-lined flaps _________________
Straight S. S. yoke, ticket, and si/e t:iu' _______________________________
:

Placket and II. S ___________________________________________________
S. S. lined military collar ___________________
One extra row of stitching through band _____________________________
Trimmed neck, notched collar, and sowing on _______________ , _________
One-piece cuff, lined, ends joined, sewed on. and S. S. all around ________
_______________________________________________
Hemming with gussets
Piecing sleeves on 1 T S _____________________________________________
ShoUldors joined on T. S ____________________________________________
Setting in sleeves on r. S ___________________________________________
Sides Hosed on T. S__
.

.So.ou.

O'H
0.5
.

.

n:;

.26
.074
.

LM]

.01
.17}
.20
10
04
.

:

.

.

{-

04*,'

.10
,

10

Total for operating, per dozen garments.

Lot

\<>. 7IO.i.

Mrtliinii-irriiilit rotioti. Jlnnucl.

Box

plait 4 X.. U. S _______________________________________________ $0. 04i
'-">i
I'. S. cut on and hemmed ______________________________________________
0.~
Finished short plait ___________ - ____________________________________
(

Two
Two

D. S. pointed pockets _______________________
D. S. sateen-lined flaps _________________________________________

.

-o
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Straight S. S. voke. ticket, and size tag
Placket and B. S
S. S. military collar, lined
One extra row of stitching through band
Trimmed neck, notelied collar, and sewing on
One-piece cuff, ends joined, sewed on. and S. S.
Hemming with gussets
Piecing sleeves on U. S
Shoulders joined on U. S
Setting in sleeves on U. S
Sides closed on U. S__

so. (M^

.ISA
.20*
.01
.17.}

.

all

around

.

Total for operating, per do/en garments

Lot

\<>.

11'. in.

liliic

17
OJH
.04}
.04!
.

i

so. 04*
.

I/if/ltt-ireiyJit

.

2(>

.07*.
.

13

17
1H
17
.09*
.04*
.04*
.

.

.

.09
09
.

1.4(1

French

flannel.

on 4 N., U. S___.
cut on and hemmed

-

plait

Finishing short plait
One D. S. pointed pocket with hem
One D. S. pointed flap
Straight S. S. yoke, ticket, and size tag
Placket and B. S

$0.
.

04*
Ofi

.09
.12
07*
.19
.21
02
17*
.

S. S. lined military collar

Two

extra stitchings through band
neck, notched collar, and sewing on
French cuff, lined, turned by hand, sewed on, and
Hemming with gussets___
Piecing sleeves on U. S
Shoulders joined on U. S
Sleeves set in on U. S
Sides closed on U. S

0.'U

.05

Total for operating, per dozen garments

B. S.

IK)

cotton flannel.

Straight S. S. yoke, ticket, and si/.e tag
Placket, not stitched on edge, and underside hemmed
D. S. band collar with extension and buttonhole tabs
Trimmed nock, notched collar, and sewing on
One-piece cuff, ends joined, sewed on, and S. S. all around
Hemming with gussets
Piecing sleeves on U. S
Shoulders joined on U. S
Setting in sleeves on U. S
Sides closed on U. S__

Box

o<)

.

1.(i'.tA

Box plait 4 N., U. S
B. S. cut on and hemmed
Finishing short plait
Two I). S. turned pockets with lap sewed on and D. S

Lot No. 1101.

.

.

Trimmed

.

S. S. all around __

.04*

.09

Total for operating, per do/en garments__

.__

Lot Nos. 11'03-11'0>i-nOo. Pressed irool

Box plait on 4 N., U. S
B. S. cut on and hemmed
Finishing short plait
Two D. S. pointed pockets with hem
Two D. S. flaps
Straight S. S. yoke, ticket, and size tag
Placket and B. S
S. S. lined military collar
One extra stitching through band
Trimmed neck, notched collar, and sewing oii____.
One-piece lined cuff, ends joined, sewed on. and S. S.
Hemming with gussets
Piecing sleeves on U. S

1.

70*

flannel.

$004*

07*

all

around--

w
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Shoulders joined on U. S
Setting in sleeves on U. S
Sides closed on U. S

$0.05
.10
10
.

Total for operating, per dozen garments ________________________

Lot No.

Box

jf?J.?.

Blue flannel

S3

1.

(licurii

S ________________________________________________ $0.06
B. S. cut on and hemmed ___________________________________________
04*
.05*
Finishing short plait ____________________________________ __________
Two D. S. turned corner pockets with laps sewed on and I). S _________
.28
Straight S. S. yoke, ticket and size tag ______________________________
08*
Placket and B. S __________________________________________________
.20
1>. S. band collar with extension and sateen facing in band and buttonhole tabs ________________________________________________________
18$
Trimmed neck, notched collar, and sewing on _________________________
17$
.18
one-piece cuff, ends joined, sewed on and S. S. all around _____________
.11
Hemming and gussets ______________________________________________
Piecing sleeves on U. S _____________________________________________
.05$
Shoulders joined on U. S ___________________________________________
.05$
.11
Setting in sleeves on U. S __________________________________________
Sides dosed on U. S
._
.11
plait 4 N., U.

.

.

.

.

'

Total for operating. per do/en garments
Lot tfoi.

!*',

In

/\.'/;

(<:rrri,ting

1.70

_i

Xos. 1821 and 1822).
Silk mull,

P...X

Imitation

lot

silk.

No. 1800.

on 4 N.. V. S
cut on and hemmed

$0.06
.05
.06
.08
.14

Straight S. S. yoke, ticket
Placket and B. S
Three-ply neckband with cushion

.-1
.11

Trimmed

.20$

$0.08
.07
.07
.10
.16
.11
.22
.11
.21$

.36
.12
.06
.06
.12$
.12$

.38
.13
.07
.07
.16
.16

B. S.

plait

Finishing plait
one I>. S. pointed pocket

One

D.

S.

tlap

.

neck, notched collar, and sewing on
i'n-nch cuff, lined, turned by hand, sewed on, and S. S. all

around

Hemmed

with

gussets
Pien'ng sleeves on U. S
Shoulders joined on U. S
Sotting in sleeves on U. S
Sides closed ou U. S

Total for operating, per do/en garments

Lot Xos. 1900, 1901,

Box

plait
B. S. cut

100?,,

H>o.l.

0!>

1.85$
I in

i

In t ion

on 4 X.. U. S
on and hemmed

Finished short plait
D. S. pointed pockets with hem
D. S. flaps
Straight S. S. yoke and ticket
Placket and B. S
,_
I). S. lined band collar with extension and buttonhole tabs
Trimmed neck, notched collar, and sewing on
Two-piece round corner lined cuff, turned by hand, sewed on and

$0.08
.07
.06
.18
.27
.11
.22
.21$
.21$

Two
Two

,

around
Hemming and gussets
Piecing sleeves on U. S
Shoulders joined on U. S
Setting in sleeves on U. S
Sides closed on U. S
all

Total for operating, per dozen garments

2.10$

Rajah.

S. S.

31
13
.07
.07
.16
.16
.

.

2.

32
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L'>1

.\tj.

IH10. Ituitution

i><>,

T

S
P,ox plait 4 N.. T
B. S. cut on anil hemmed

$0.06

.

.Of

Finishing short plait
Two I). S. turned corner pockets with laps sewed ,,n I >. S
Straight S. S. yoke and ticket
Placket and B. S
I>. S. lined band collar with exu-nsjon :ui<l buttonhole tabs
Trimmed neck, notched collar, and sewing on
Two-piece round cornered lined cuff, turned by hand, s.-.vc.l on, and
:

S.

S.

all

around

with gussets
Piecing sleeves on V. S
Shoulders joined on U. S
Setting in sleeves on V. S

\<>.

_______

_____________

S ________

I

>.

_______________

Total for operating, per dozen garments
N(>9. IQO.'i,

121
12A

1. 9:;

$0.

S __________________________________________________

Lot

<*>

J1DO. I

Finishing short plait ________________________________
One I). S. pointed pocket with hem _____________________________
One D. S. flap ____________________________________
Straight S. S. yoke and ticket _______________________________________
Placket and B. S _______________________________________________
Trimmed neck, notched collar, and sewing on ______________________
___
Three-ply neckband with cushion _________________________
S. on top
French cuff, lined, turned by hand, S. S. on edge.
Hemming with gussets _________________________________
Piecing sleeves on U. S __________________________________________
Shoulders joined on U. S __________________________
.__
Setting in sleeves on U. S _________________________________
Sides closed on U. S__

Box

12

.

.

Lot
IT.

.

.

Total for operating, per dozen garments

plait 4 N.,

2K

.06

Sides closed on U. S

P>..\

.

.19*
.214

Hemming

B. S. on 2 N., U.

.06
.27
.09
.21

I'.lO.l,

l<HHi. Cliimi

s-,7/,-

OS
1

.

<MJ.

.

.

14

.

2<J

.24
.11
.

4!

.

1T

.

.

10

10

.

1f

.

19

2.

44|

an

V. S _______________________ _________________________ $0.10
10
B. S. sewed on _____________________________________________________
Finishing short plait _______________ _____ _ __________
.00
Two D. S. turned corner pockets with laps sewed on ami D. S _________
!">
Straight S. S. yoke and ticket ___________________________________ 3H
Placket and B. S _________________________________________ - ________
D. S. lined band collar with extension and buttonhole tabs_.
.T>
Trimmed neck, notched collar, and sewing on
Two-piece round cornered lined cnfT. turned by hand. S. S. on edge and
D. S. .on top ________________________________
Hemming with gussets __________________________________________
Piecing sleeves on U. S __________________________________
10
Shoulders joined on U. S ____________________________________________
-*<J
Setting in sleeves on U. S^ _________________________________
*'>
Skies closed on U. S__
plait 4 N.,

.

.

.

.

^

.

.

.

Total for operating, per dozen garments

Lot

Box
B. 8.

plait 4 N., U.

A'o.y.

3. ->0

/S.^-/,SJ/. C:

S__

sewed on

$0. 10
.

10

Finishing short plait__
Two D. S. pointed pockets with hem.

Two

D. S. flaps
Straight D. S. yoke and ticket..,
Placket and B. S
Three-ply neck band with cushion

.

.07
ir
.10

.

><

.

17
:l">

.11
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Trimmed

and sewing on
S. S. on edge and D.

neck, notched baud,

French cuff

.Hemming

lined, turned
\vitb gussets

by band.

8.

$0.35
.49
.18
.12
-.10
.26
.20

across top
-i

Piecing sleeves on U. S
Shoulders joined on I". S
Setting in sleeves on U. S
Sides closed on U. S__

Total for operating, per dozen garments __________________________

Work

3.

63

shirt, 10 stitches to the inch

__________ $0. 03
x plait 4 X., U. S ____ .__
.02
S.
N., U. S _____________________________________________________
Finish box plait _________________________________ _ ___________________
.04*
one S. S. pointed pocket with unturned hem and straight slay in eorner_
.05
Straight S. S. yoke and ticket ________________________________________
Hemmed opening in sleeves _______________________________________
12
S. S. lined band collar with extension _________________________
.11
Trimmed neck, notched collar and sewing on, band unlined ---.10
One-piece cuff, no lining, sewed on, and S. S ___ --.041
Hemming with uusscts ______________________________________________
.03
Piecing sleeves on U. S _______________________ , ---------------------"'
Shoulders joined on U. S ____________________________________________
06
Setting in sleeves on U. S ____________________________________________
Sides closed on I". S _______________________________________ -" __________
.061
P,.

'_>

.

(

.

.

.

Total

1'"f

operating, per dozen garments ________________________

Hemming work

shirt with No. 60 thread

.77$

and high-speed machine with wide

heniiner.

The

total price in the

or silk.

foregoing garments does not include mercerized thread
is made for goods, it is included in the total price.

Where extra charge

NKiHT SHIRTS.
Lot .Vo. Xti. l-'hic Ifinri cloth nifiJtt xhirtx. 1~> xtitrhrx to tin inch.
Sewing on
"
neck facing sewed on and down front, turned and stitched
extension front, " V
on outside edge with tape, tape stii ii-vl with two rows of stitching, one straight:
yoke S. S. and ticket sewed on, outside cuff facing on sleeve sewed on and
hemmed at bottom, top of cuff stitched on to sleeve with tape, tape sewed with
two rows of st iteliing, braid sewed on outside edire of front plait extending
around neck and down one side of front, braid sexved with two rows of stitching, hem and gussets, sleeves felled in on two needle, shoulder joined, sleeves
pieced, also sides closed on two-needle machine.

Divided as follows
S. X. operator ______________________________________ $0.92*
Piecing sleeve _______________________________________
.04|
Setting in sleeve ____________________________________
.08$
sides
_______________________________________
.10
("losing
.07
Hemming and gu>
:

Total for operating, per dozen garments
Lot No. 95. " V" neck outing flanm-l nijiht shirt. Made same as

Total for operating, per dozen garments

Divided as follows
S. N. operator
Piecing sleeve

No. 86.

1.",

.83

'.

o

:
,

Closing sides

Total.

1.

2H

:

Setting in sleeve

Hemming and

1.

lot

gnssets

_.

t

.08
.11
.07
1.

13
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Lot No. ?'J. Striped cotton twill goods.. Front facing sewed on, turned and
stitched on both edges, standing collar in two pieces, braid sewed on top of
coller and down one side of front with two rows of stitching, S. S. yoke on back
with cloth ticket, two-piece sleeves with one-piece cuffs, facing sewed and hemmed
on bottom of sleeve, one row of braid on top of sleeve sewed on with two rows
of stitching, shoulders joined on S. N. sleeves set in, sides closed and sleeves
pieced on 2 N., hemming bottom, one single stitched pointed pocket stayed in
corners, one row of braid at top with two rows of stitching.
f

Divided as follows
S. N. operator

:

,$0.83

Piecing sleeve
Setting in sleeve
Closing sides
Hemming and gussets

04
.08
.11
.07
.

_-

Total for operating, per dozen garments

Lot Nos. 79-06. Cotton and outiny

1.

13

/Itinncl niyht xliirtx.

Box

$0.06
plait on S. N., with two rows^of braid
1
04
Sewing on plait and staying
04
B. S. cut on and hemmed back
One S. S. pointed pocket, lap cut on and stitched under, raw edge, braid
08
sewed on outside
00
One straight yoke S. S. and ticket
One straight band collar, made with braid sewed on, top with two
.14
rows of stitching
14
Sewing on band collar
outside cuff facing with braid sewed across top with two rows of stitch15
ing, bottom of cuff hemmed
.07
Hem and gussets
Shoulders joined on U. S
04J
.

.

.

:

.

.

.

.

04i
.08

Sleeves pieced
Sleeves set in
Sides closed

.

Total for operating, per dozen garments

.

12

1.

06

PAJAMAS.
Lot No.

and

Cheap cotton pajamas, 15 xtitclicx to the inch.
B. S. cut on and hemmed and fin. at top.
o.

Coat

fronts, facings, extending
tions

Has shaped

around neck sewed on with three opera-

,

Shoulders joined on U. S
Piecing sleeves on U. S
Stayed
Military collar

fac.

made and sewed on

of coat with 1-inch hem
Outside cuff facing sewed on with three operations
Sleeves set in
Sides closed
Cloth ticket
Four dozen frogs S. S

Hemming bottom

Total for operating, per dozen garments

24
.04
.04
.06
15
.08

.$0.

.

14
.08
084
02
40
.

.

.

.

1.

33J

Pants to match above coat.
B. S.

and

cut round on top, buttonhole side lined with two rows of
round extension at waist, finished off, all edges turned

fly

stitching,

Joining fork to

Making

fly

strings on S.

.$0.

M

Hemmed top of waist and
Hemming bottom

.

inserting strings

Back seam ou U. S
Inseam on U. S
Side seam on U. S__
Total for operating, per dozen garments.

14

03
09
15
07
03
.08
.10
.

.

.

.
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Lot

JVo. 7.

Out hi f/

pants,

Add

S.

\1

have 2 .shaped

Made same

fac.,

as lot No.

one shaped like the top
5.

Price: Coat, $1.33*;

$0.01).

Lot Xo.
Price

W

flannel.

one to form thickness for B.

'i.

I nutation silk

pajamas.

Like

lot

No.

Pajaina coat.

7.

_ $1.

_

S. S. round yoke
Four dozen frogs

.07
40
.25
15
50
.

Braid
..
Mercerized or sik thread

.

Goods

.

Total for operating, per dozen garments

Lot Xo.

4'

Pa jama

pant*.

Made same

2.

as lot No.

Price

Add

33i

:

5.

TOi

Pajaina pants.
_

$0 GO"

:

Goods

.

Mercerized or silk thread _..

in

.10

Total for operating, per dozen garments ________________________ 1. 00
neck short sleeve cheap work shirf. 10 stitches i tin- inch.
Total price for operating, per dozen garments, $0.79.
Lot No. 2014, short sleeve, Sd. sport shirt; lot No; 2014, long >!ee\e, Sd. sport
shirt (D. S. 2 pc. round cuff all around).

"V"

Box

plait to

bottom of

shirt.

oil ticket, per dozen shirts _________________ $o. on
Cuffs 1). S. at top, per dozen shirts ________________________
.02
Cults ]). S. all around, per dozen shins ______________________________
or,
or.
Finishing extended plait, per dozen shirts _________________________
05
Finishing short plait, per dozen shirts _______________________________
Finishing box plait on negligee shirts, per dozen shins _____________
.04
Finishing French fronts, per dozen shirts ____________________________
.04
Finishing plaits on shirts, without pockets, jx-r dozen shirts, extra ____
.02
If cuff is lino, per dozen shirts, extra _________________________________
.03
If collar is lined, per dozen shirts, extra _____________________________
.01
If collar band is lined, per dozen shirts, extra ____________ ___________
.01
If collar is D. S., per dozen shirts, extra ______________________________
.02
Light-weight khaki drill, per dozen shirts, extra ______________________
.10
Khaki drill, per dozen shirts, extra __________________________________
.15
Khaki duck, per dozen shirts, extra __________________________________
.20
Light-weight sateen (no extra charge).
Medium-weight sateen, per dozen shirts, extra ________________________
.06
Heavy-weight sateen, per dozen shirts, extra _________________________
.12
Soisette (until agreed to by both Org.), per dozen shirts, extra _________
.05
<'lieap light-weight llannel, per dozen shirts, extra ___________________
.07
.10
Heavy-weight cotton flannel, per dozen shirts, extra __________________
Light-weight French flannel, per dozen shirts, extra __________________
.15
.15
Medium-weight pressed flannel, per dozen shirts, extra ________________
Medium-weight pressed wool flannel, per dozen shirts, extra ____________
17$
lilue flannel, per dozen shirts, extra __________________________________
20"
P.I no wool flannel, per dozen shirts, extra ____________________________
.28
All imitation silks, per dozen shirts, extra ____________________________
.40
Silk mull, per dozen shirts, extra ____________________________________
r>~>
Imitation Rajah, per dozen shirts, extra _____________________________
(>5
Satin-striped silk, per dozen shirts, extra _____________________________ 1.00
Genuine pongee and all silks, per dozen shirts, extra __________________ 2.00
Operator making detached collar by week shall receive not less per week

Changing thread for sewing

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

than ------------------------------------------------------------- 12.00

Size tag on shirts, per dozen shirts, extra ______________________________
1 lining in 1 flap marking for buttons, per dozen shirts, extra _______ ___
Negligee cotton shirts, per dozen shirts _________ ____________
]

Golf, per dozen shirts _______________________________________________
Flannels, per dozen shirts ___________________________________________
Silk, per dozen shirts _______________
_____________________________

OOi
.Ol"
03
.02
02
.03$
.

.

.
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Mutton

.le.a'iiiif

tui

luyh-xpeed thre<nl-etittiny

Buttons on cotton shirts, per 100 buttons _____________________________ .$0.05
Burtons oi'. cotton shirts, under colloar, per 100 buttons ______________
(HJ
Hiu tons on all silk shirts, per 100 buttons _____________________________
.OS
Knl tons on all sik shirts, under collar, per 100 buttons ________________
11
Buttons on all imitation silks, per 100 buttons _________________________
05
Buttons on all imitations silks, under colloar, per 100 buttons _________
.08$
Muttons on tlannel shirts, single breasted, per KM) buttons __________
.05
Buttons on tlannel shirts, double breasted, per KM) buttons __________
.08
Buttons sewed on by hand, two buttons under collar, per dozen shirts ___
.04
Ends of tape turned under and buttons sewed on, per 100 buttons ______
.06
.

.

.

Buttonhole*

on, liiffh-specd

ttircad-cuttiixj ni'iehinex.

Buttonholes on all cotton shirt, per 100 ___________________ _
Buttonholes on all cotton shirts, under collar, per 100 ________
Buttonholes on all imitation silks, per 100 ____________________________
Buttonholes on all imitation silks, under collar, per 100 ______________
Buttonholes on all silks, per 100 ____________________
Buttonholes on all silks, under collar, per 100 _________________________
Small buttonholes in flannels, per 100 ______
Buttonholes in flannels, under collar, per 100 _____________________
Large buttonholes in flannels, 5/8, per 100 _______
Marking for buttonholes, per 100 ____________________________________

.

Inspecting,

week

shirts, per dozen shirts ________________________________
cotton shirts, per dozen shirts __________________________
silk shirts, per dozen shirts ______________________________________
imitation silks, per dozen shirts _________________________________
flannels, per dozen shirts _______________________________________
detached collars, per dozen collars ________________________________

Signed by the party of the

first

part

.

.

OS
10
10

.

l.ii

.

14

.

.

.

.

16
01)

10
11

.01$

or piemrork.

Common work
All
All
All
All
All

$i).

.

.

o4i
0<J LV

OiH
07i
.071

.

.

.

01

:

BimwrssTKiN-Loujs

By HKNKY W.
Signed by the party of the second part

LOTTIS,

Co.,
Sr.

:

UNITED GAKMKNT WOUKKKS or AMERICA,
By MAR<;\RKT C. DALEY,

Member

of O. E.

Jt.

EDITH SUTKR,
I>

DAISY

A.

resident of

f,.

U.,

A

r

o.

125.

HOUCK,

Secretary of Committee.
Attested by

ROBERT NUEN,
General Secretary Vnwu-Mofle

Garment

M f<irx.

.\xxoe.iation of

AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE MATHIE BREWING

America.

Co.

AND THK INTERNATIONAL ASSO-

CIATION OF MACHINISTS.
[Both parties of Los Angeles Cul.]

SECTION 1. The employer agrees to employ only members in good standing of
the International Association of Machinists. Machinists' work shall consist in
he making and repairing of all machines that have been built by machinists,
also the aligning of all machines, motors, shafting, and engines that may be
installed in the plant, except new machinery that may be contracted for, said
machinery to be erected by union machinists.
SEC. 2. The employer agrees that should they place a contract for machinery
or repair work, coming under the jurisdiction of said machinists' union, that
they will insist that the work done on same shall be done by strictly union men
if possible to do so.
I
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A

SEC. 3. Machinists defined.
machinist includes a member of the union,
classed as a journeyman machinist, who can with the aid of drawings prosecute
the work of construction and the erection of special types of machines, carrying
same to successful completion within a reasonable time. Machinists shall also
include hands operating lathes, planers, Standard and Universal milling innchines, universal tool grinders, Jones & Lamson, Gisholt, or American turret
lathes, whenever such men are required to do a general variety of work, either
from drawings or repairs, and can so undertake, prosecute, and complete such
work to the required finish within a reasonable time on any of said machines.
A machinist shall also include dissembling and assembling of all metal parts
of all machines, erecting floor and vise work.
SEC. 4.
The chief engineer or engineer in charge shall have supervision of all
machinists' work being done at the employers' plant.
SEC. 5. All machinists' work shall be done by machinists. Handy men ami
helpers shall not do machinists' work. Chief engineers or foremen of departments shall not do machinists' work.
SEC. 6.
Eight hours shall constitute a day's work, working hours to be between 7 a. m. and 5 p. m. with one hour allowed for dinner.
SEC. 7. The minimum rate paid to machinists in all plants owned and controlled by the employer or firm, or on any and all machinery, shall be 56i cents
per hour except overtime work. Machinists' apprentices, 20 cents per hour for
the first six months and an additional increase of 35 cents per six months until
the expiration of the fourth year, when the standard rate paid to machinists
shall be paid.
This clause applies only when machinists' apprentices are

employed.
SEC. 8. All automobile and autotruck work or repairs shall be machinists'
work, and such work or repairs shall be done by machinists, except where machinists, apprentices are employed, they to be under the direct supervision of
the machinists in charge. Machinists employed on autotruck or automobile
work may start work at other than the hours specified in section 6, eight consecutive hours to constitute a standard day's work.
Overtime rates shall be paid
as follows: Time and one-half for the first seven hours after the first eight
worked and double time then-after until quitting work.
SEC. 0. All overtime after the regular time in force shall be paid for at the
rate of time and one-half up to midnight, and double time thereafter.
Double
lime shall be paid for Sunday work. Holidays shall be paid for at the rate of
time and one-half. The following holidays shall he observed: New Year's Day,
May Day, Decoration Day, Fourth of July, Labor Day, Thanksgiving Day, and
Christmas Day. Should any of the above-named days fall on Sunday, the day
designated by the State or Nation shall be observed.
SEC. 10. In case of a reduction of force, the time shall be divided equally
among the men as near as possible, with due consideration of preference to be
given to the oldest employees and married men and those having others dependent upon them.
SEC. 11. The union concedes the right to the employer to discharge any machinist for insobriety, willful negligence, or incapacity while on duty.
Should
a machinist, on account of sickness or injuries, he compelled to quit work, he
shall upon recovery be permitted to resume his former duties.
He shall report

for duty immediately upon recovery.
SEC. 12. The employer agrees to employ only union men in all departments.
SEC. 13. The union agrees to exert its power as a labor organization, to recommend and make all reasonable efforts, to benefit the business of the employer.
SEC. 14. All machinists or machinists' apprentices shall be employed through
the local machinists' union.
SEC. 15. All places where work is done rUiall be sanitary and protected from
the elements.
SEC. 16. The employer will at all times receive a committee, or representative
of the union, to adjust any differences that may arise as to the interpretation or
terms of this agreement, and if no settlement is reached said differences shall
be referred to a board of arbitration consisting of two members selected by the
employers and two members selected by the union, the said board so formed
to select a fifth disinterested party, and the decision of the majority of the
whole board shall be binding on both parties to this agreement. This agreement
shall be binding between the parties hereto, and to remain in full force and
effect from the (late of signing of this agreement until the 15th day of May,
1017.
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It is

further agreed thai

.'>()

days before the expiration of this agree-

ment the new agreement will be submitted.
In witness whereof the parties hereto set their hiinds and seals, by their respective representatives, tin's l;">th day of May. 101.
Los Angeles Lodge No. 311, International Association of Machinists:
By C. F. GKOW, 7? M.V /;/<** Itrprcxcntatirr,
Mathie Brewing Co. of Los Angeles;
By ED\V. MATIHK. President
'I.

.

IT.

Lox

R.

1

Anf/elex,

( <il.,

To icltoiir it i)i<ty concern:
The reason Mr. Harris was discharged was because he
Labor Day, and did not have a good reason.

BOYNTON
Hrptcnihrr

failed to
II.

R.

Co.,
:

1913.

>.

come

to

BOYNTON

work
Co.,

Per O. E. LYON.

CINCINNATI, OHIO. Aur/uxt js,
Mr. WILLIAM B. HASWKLL.
PEAK SIR This will introduce to you Mr. John O'Brien, machinist.
:

Yours, truly,
J.

R. KLINE.

INSTRUCTIONS,

Take Washington Street car in front of depot, go
mid Spring, and immediately ring up Mr. Haswell.
Home phone A5138. Sunset Bdwy. BHT'J.
(

to

HHllenhork Hotel, Second

'ONTKACT.

This agreement made this 17th day of August, A. P. 1010. by and between
the Pounders and Employers' Association of Los Angeles, Cal., party of the
first part, and John O'Brien, representing himself to be a first-class machinist
of large experience in general machine-shop work, including lathes, shapers,
planers, and milling machine work and .job work, party of the second part,
witnesseth that the said party of the second part desiring to move to California
and to enter the employment of such members of the Founders and Employers'
Association to whom he may be assigned upon arrival in Los Angeles, agrees in
consideration of the terms and conditions hereinafter named to proceed at
once to Los Angeles and to promptly enter upon the said service upon arrival
as soon as properly assigned by the executive committee thereof, promising
that to the best of his ability lie will render faithful service such as shall be
for the best interest of his employers, and he further promises that during the
term of this agreement he will not become identified with nor influenced by any
labor union or their agents or walking delegates, but that he will preserve his
independence, permitting no outside influence to interfere with or dictate in his
affairs with his employers.
He further promises to continue in said service
for a term of not less than six months from the time he commences work.
The party of the first part for and in consideration of the foregoing pledge
and agreement on the part of the party of the second part agrees (with the
understanding that the said party of the second part is capable and willing to
render good service such as may be expected from experienced machinists) to
give him steady employment for not less than six months and to pay therefor
35 cents per hour, the usual day's work being nine hours.
THE FOUNDERS AND EMPLOYERS' ASSOCIATION.
By J. R. KLINE, Agent.
JOHN O'BRIEN.
TJIK

KKYSTOXK IKON WOKKS.

Los Angeles,

Cal.,

Mareli

10.

ID 1 3.

Mr. PAVID JEROME, 002 N. Broadway, Citji.
PEAR SIR: As per my promise I am mailing you a cheek for -ST. 20 as payment
in full for your services while at the Keystone Iron Works.
It is based on
20 cents per hour, which I feel is giving you the better end of it. You hired
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out to me personally as a machinist, and in your letter of March 5 you make
a demand ou the Keystone Iron Works for wages as machinist helper. It looks
as if you misrepresented yourself to me, and endeavored to obtain machinist
wages from our firm, when in realty you are only a poor helper.
Trusting this amount will be satisfactory, I am,
Respectfully,

FRANK LIVINGSTON
(Name

of president of

company

is

li.

(?)

Livingston.)

WILSON & WILLARD MFO.
Los Angeles, CuL,

Co.,
-July 9, 191$,

The INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF MACHINISTS.
Labor Temple, Los

An</clcx. Cal.

GENTLEMEN: On May

30, 1010, your representative, C. F. Grow, visited our
to make his presence as disagreeable for us ;ts he could.

plant and proceeded
We have always believed that it was well for Mr. Grow's health that the
writer happened to be out of the city at the time.
We believe that individual has not favored us with a visit from that time
until to-day.
^Yo did not recognize him, and did not know who he was until
some time after he was gone.
Of course his mission was along the same old line, which means trouble for
(he employer and employee and revenue for the labor boss.
Will you please inform Mr. Grow that the next time he plans to visit our
tell him it might be
shop, it might be better for him to visit our oflicer lirst
better for him.
Yours, very truly,
;

WILSON
I'rr

I-:.

C.

MET A
/.o.v

\-

Wii.i.ARi)

Mm.

Co..

WILSON.
i.

TRADES COUNCIL,

Aiifjelcs, Cal.

(no (fate}.

(Chalmers) Maximum. -10 cents per hour; working time irregular, from 9
to 1T> hours; also have men employed who wait for jobs to come in without pay:
sot time on work to ho done; must bo done in that time; some occasional times
charge employees for work spoiled. They have a card system, name and number
of owner and number of job; if mistake is made on number no pay is allowed
employee. Have Packard; also Pierre-Arrow have men who wait for jobs without pay.
Chalmers pay only straight time for overtime hours: men who refuse
to work overtime when requested are discharged.
;

W.

F. MORRIS.

Kmory wheels

dangerous condition, and mechanics are compelled to
on the cement
under the c:irs to do the work.
Chalmers, Packard. Pa-rce-Arrow, Cadillac.
in
lloor

lie

letter.]

METAL TRADES Corxrir,,
Los Angeles, CaL, May IS, 1910.
GF.N LKMI;X We, the undersigned committee, representing the metal trades
council of Los-Angeles, Cal., are desirous of entering into a working agreement
with your firm and have herein inclosed a copy of the proposed agreement
which we have submitted to every employer in this city for their consideration.
Our purpose in wishing to enter into this agreement with you is to keep pace
with the constant change in industrial conditions throughout the country. As
workingmen, we desire recognition and protection.
desire to increase our
pay in accordance with the increased cost of living.
desire to give to our
employers as much of our time in the shops as justice to our family and our
health will permit, keeping for ourselves a sufficient amount of time to travel
to and from our work and for recreation and rest.
trust that you appreciate the position that we are taking in this matter
and that you will not feel that we, as workingmen, are antagonistic to your
rights and interests as, employers, as it is our earnest desire to agree and
i

:

We
We

We
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cooperate with you, to give to you the best service that we have, and to work
to that end that both the employer and employee shall be mutually benefited.
This move, perhaps, is a new departure from the old system of doing business
in Los Angeles, but one which the changing industrial conditions was bound to
bring about sooner or later; and, now that this time has arrived, we sincerely
hope that the employer will show the same kind of feeling and give us the
same consideration that we have shown to them in order that a settlement may
l>e reached that will be agreeable and beneficial to both parties.
If there is any part of this proposed agreement that you would like to take
up with us we would only be too pleased to meet you and discuss it with you.
Mease send your answer to Labor Temple, Room 201, by May 25, if possible,
or at least by June 1.
Thanking you in advance for whatever consideration you may show us, we
I

remain,

Very

respectfully, yours,

METAL TRADES COUNCIL,
GEO. GUNBEY,
G. DAWSON,
B. H. MlSNER,

AGREKMENT.

Agreement entered into between the metal trades council of the city of Los
Angeles, Cal., composed of the following crafts: Machinists, molders, patternmakers, blacksmiths, boiler makers, brass workers, sheet metal workers, ami
employing firms of the aforesaid crafts of the city of Los Angeles and vicinity.
SECTION 1. Eight hours shall constitute a day's work.
SEC. 2. The minimum rate of wages paid shall be $4 per day for mechanics
$3 per day for helpers.
SEC. 3. All time worked after the regular eight hours per day shall be paid
for at the rate of time and one-half up to 10 p. in. and double time thereafter
double time shall be paid for Sundays and holidays, namely, New Year's Day.
Washington's Birthday, Memorial Day, Fourth of July, Labor Day, Thanksgiving Day, and Christinas Day, except shop repairs, for which time and onehalf shall be paid.
SEC. 4. The employment of apprentices and their numbers shall be governed
by the general established custom of the various crafts.
and shall remain in
SEC. 5. This agreement shall become effective on
effect until May 1, 1911, and thereafter until such time as either party desires
a change, in which case 30 days' notice shall be given to other party of proposed
change.
Signed for metal trades council
T> v
i'j
:

;

-

__

:

.

Signed for employers:

By
By

BAKER EXHIBIT.

We

are unable to find the old time records for the year

1.880,

covering the

number of employees during our first strike. As I stated before, my recollection is that we had 175 men on the pay roll and that all but 17 went out.
We were paying the best mechanics in all departments $3.50 per day for 10
Foremen, I think, getting 50 cents per day extra.
were paying our laborers for rough work as low as 18 cents an hour, up
to 22i and 25 cents.
After this strike of 1880. we paid the same rate per hour as we weiv paying

hours' work.

We

men receiving $8.50
we put on and some of

for 10 hours received $8.15 for
the old ones that we took back,
we advanced the wages until they were getting a sufficiently higher rate per
hour to make their daily earnings equal to what they formerly got under the 10hour day, as they were making good in doing as much work in the 9 hours as
they formerly did in the 10.

during this

9 hours.

strike, so that

New men

that
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BAKKK IKON WORKS, Los
Pay

roll

A.NGKLES, CAL.

data for week ending June
[Just before strike of 1910. J

RECAPITULATION.
Number.

5,

1910.
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Pay

roll data for

vale

<',irl!/i(/

June

5,

1910

Continued.
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J\nj roll data for

irccl;

ending June

.'>.

1910

Continued.
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KEPOKT
Pay

(>!<

roll

CO AF MISSION ON INDUSTRIAL KKLATlONri.
<]<it.<i

for

//w/- cu'/iny

June

.->,

1'JIO

Continued,

OPEN AND CLOSED SHOP CONTROVERSY IX
Data from
Number

HT

of

shopmen

i><ui roll
at

:

cents per hour

for \rcek cndiiift

.?/.

I.OS

/.O/O

AN<JKLKS.
1

f <ontiime<l.

5939

5940

pr-:roET
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Dufn/.'nn pay

roll for -week

ending August

~'J,

1910

Continued.
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Doltifrom pay

roll for wccl:

ending August 21, 1910

Continued.

5942

REPORT OF COMMISSION ON INDUSTRIAL RELATION'S,
Pay

roll for

u:c<'J:

|

ontinfi

()<-1oi>c-r

Alexandria Annex.]

KECAIMTCLATION.
Number.

.-?,?,

OPEN AND CLOSED SHOP CONTROVERSY IN LOB ANGELES. 5943
ray

roll for u'eek

ending

O<'fnf er

.'->',

1910

Continued.

5944

REPORT OF COMMISSION OX
Pay

roll for /'vr

<'n<Y>n[i

INl)i:STKJAL RELATIONS.

Oc'oltr

;/.?,

1910

Continued.

OF'F.X

AND CLOSED SHOP COXTEOVEBSY IX LOS AXGELES. 5945
Pay

roll for

week ending October JJ, 1910

Continued.
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Data from pay
office

roll for

iwl

ending August

:

City buyer, single-periuonth-- $200. OC
105.00
Shipping clerk, single-do
single
operator,
Telephone
57. OC
per month__
I"-"'. Of
do
Clerk, married
*">.
Stenographer, single __do
S4. 50
do
Do __
05.00
do
Clerk, single
single
operator,
Telephone
<>2. 00
per month"-..
do
175.00
Cashier, married
C>5. 00
do
Clerk, single
75. 00
Stenographer, single __do
110.00
do
Cost clerk, married
<>o. oo
do
ri-rk, single
34.67
do
(trice boy, single
do
Collector, married
'78.00
Stenographer, single__do
.'>'
do
Office boy, single
120*5. 07
Pipe salesman, married-do
!<>. 00
do
married
Clerk,
05.00
do
Clerk, single
married
Klevator salesman,
125. 00
per month
Structural salesman, married
135. oo
per month
do
71.50
Clerk, married
Structural salesman, married
OO
mouth
1:55.
per
Mechanical engineer, married
175. 00
per month
do
52. oo
Clerk, single
i3. 17
do__
Do
married
Plate
salesman,
_
mouthS7. 50
per
Structural salesman, married
month
oo
100.
per

Continued.

Continued.
Structural salesman,
single
per month __ $100. 00
Structural salesman, married
135. 00
per month
Elevator salesman, married
month
2115. 00
per
married
Plate
salesman,
month
240.
00
per
Superintendent's clerk, married
150.00
month-per
Structural salesman, married
225. 00
per month
lien
Assistant superintendent,
marri"d
month
275. 00
per

: '>-"

<

2, * 9* 4

C.eneral office

1

)raft ing

room

:

Draftsman, single_per month
Chief
married
draftsman,
per month

Draftsman,

single
single

Apprentice,

Draftsman,

married
married

Engineer,
Tracer, single
Draftsman, single
Engineer, married

Draftsman, married
Apprentice, single
Tracer, single

Draftsman, single

Do

Draftsman, married
Apprentice, single
Tracer, single

Draftsman,

single

Do

Draftsman, married.-.

Do
Office,

janitor, married

do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do
do

71.

50

130.00
100. 00
104. 00
114. 83
41. 17

78.00
130.00
00. 00
1

::t>.

S3

43.33
00

100.
1

7:'..

<;<:

00.

00

-'1.67
1

4! ,.

33

104. 00

.1
El

<li.
<

S>0.

78.
58.

00
00
50
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Data/ram pay mil for wel-

entlhuj

August

,

1914

Continued.
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Datafrom pay

roll

for

u'ccl:

cmliinj

Auyuxt

,.',

/."/-/'

Continued.
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Data from pay

roll for u-cck citdhifj

August

2,

1914

Continued.

5950

REPORT OF COMMISSION OX INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS.
Datafrom pay

Length
ofservice

(years).

roll

for

in-sl:

ending September

6,

1914

Couiinued.
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Data from pay

roll for v:eek

ending September

6,

1914

Continued.

5952
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Data from pay

roll for iccck

ending

N' i>t<nil>cr 6,

/.9/.J

Continued.
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BAKER IKON WORKS

- SHOP ORDER.

Order No. 7,800. October, 1910. 787.
Order received from contractor November 2(5, 1909. Salesman, FL B.
Date: December 4, 1909. AS.
Charge to Bilicke-Rowan Fireproof Building Co.
Mail address: Parkinson & Bergstrom, architects.
Ship to Spring Street Annex of Alexandria Hotel.
Furnish and erect all structural steel and cast-iron bases for Spring Street
addition to Alexandria Hotel Annex, as per plans and specifications of Parkinson & Bergstrom, architects.
We to have steel ready to commence erection on or before July 1, 1910.
Architects to furnish drawings so they will reach the mill not later than
February 15, 1910.
Our work to be completed by November 1, 1910.

Commenced

erecting July

G,

1910; finished erecting onober 31, 1910.

List of injuries on Al< .nunlria Antie.i'
To

(5

A. J. I'inkcsy

S4-1U.

:;

&L Buakowiti

4n.<;.">

Anc.

T-*

Thos. Writfht

'.

Anir.

Ul

Aujr.

Lawson

Neil

Sept.
Sept.

1

Louis JofYrios

1.

W. H.

JS.pl.

(j.

E.

11.

StnufTi-rn

U ay lord

$00'.).

j<>h

S.-pt. 27.
4.
Oct.

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

.'.O

4~>. (o
4, 72."i. (()

2.00
1.

at Fifth au<l

Streets.

Lou Lowmfin

$1.50
1.50
3.00
1. 50
2.00

r. T. (Jaulko
15. r. A. Milam_.
6.

li.

IX Lolia

W. Galloway.

50

5.

S 1 0. S5

[Foreman, Louis Pieuing.]

Name of building, Alexandria Hotel Annex, Spring Street near Fifth.
Class A. Name of customer, Bilicke-Rowan Fireproof Building. Order No. 7800.
short
Name of architect. Parkinson & Bergstrom. Folio 787. October,
span.
Type,
Stories, 13.

1910.

Cubic feet, 2 ,27-2,200. Size of building, 96 feet by 159 feet.
Cost per cubic foot, s.02 cents. Con tract price per ton, 169.50 on 2, 664
{Jg.
Weigh, t per cubic foot, 2.36 pounds. Estimated weight 2,r><>5 tons. Actual weight, 2,677 tons.
Total price, $1S5,214.23; per ton, $(>9.20. Cost, $182,462.07; per ton, $6.S.lt>. Profit, $-',752.16; per ton, $1.04.
,

Material:
Steel cut and fabricated at mill. 5,329,906, at $60.50
Small steel furnished, 24,312.
Erecting labor:

.

CbrOKC and handling
Switching S. P. derrick

Foreman and

3, 432. 11
r
. >33. 00

clerk

Erectors
Hiveters, number rivets, 46.000; rivets per ton,
cents
Field painting

*

$161,209.86 \ $60.501 .
Ib0< 37
411. 38 /
/

1, 191. 54
7,431.36

Is; cost

each, 4.4

5.57
2, 040.

24

None.

"Watchman

2i7.

M

14fi.

9

ll.s%.0s
Erecting expense:
<
eneral expense
Planking
Bolts, washers, etc
Electrical material
Pipe and fittings
Small tools bought.
Rope wire and manila
Coal and coke
Tools made and repaired

1

!

Electric

,

1,

air

015. 48
372. 84

234.25
175. 99

7.

16

342. 31
690. 76

83.87
619. 07
235. 57

power ( Edison Co.)

Water
Hose and

1

1.

59

Free.
400. 55
581. 24

gun parts

Miscellaneous

5. 898.

Credit returned

1

,

87
647. 12

4,251.75

Depreciation expense:

Compressor
Hoist, 3 Flory

240. 00

for

3,621.00
00
1, 377 00

Derrick 3 for

4, 982.

,

Tank

,

all

.

Employers'

.63

liability
10 per cent on

6.3

10,222.00
10, 663. 00

per cent on

1,022.00
671. 00
182,462.07

S. P. originally

cents per ton.

charged for use of wrecking derrick,
Latter item only is considered herein.

etc., $1,970.11,

but

68.16

later rendered credit to equal 20
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BUTLEE EXHIBIT.
Local -unions,

Name.

-initiations

and dues.
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Data

No.

supitlial

l>\j

J/V.

Arthur Lett*, of Los A injch'S

Continued.
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No.

nuiJif licit

by Mr. Arthur Lcltx,

/

Lot

.lnyt'.l-cx

<

'<nlimi'<l.

Ol'EX
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nnfn supplied
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/>//

Mr. Arthur

Le.ttx.

of Lot

IN LOS
.

I
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Mr. Arthur
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Data supplied by

No.

^[r.

Arthur Letts, of Los Angeles

Continued.
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mi Mil ic<t

No.

hit

Mr. Aiiliur Lett*, of Los Angeles

Continued.
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Data supplied by J/r. Arthur Letts, of Los Angeles

No.

Continued.
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No.

xuwlif'il by

Mr. Arthur

l.cllx,

of l.n* .\nyclw

Continued.
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l)ntti

No.

vuin-Hcil ly Mr.

Arthur L<U*. of Los Anyilcx

Continued.
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No.

hii

Mr. Arthur

/,r//*,

of

/.o.s

.

l/i//r/r.s

ContiniUMl.
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Data supplied

No.

J>i/

Mr. Art/nir Letts, of Los Angeles

Continued.
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V
CHAMBERLAIN EXHIBIT.
A.

HAMBURGER & SONS

EIGHTH AND BROADWAY, Los ANGELES,

(!NC.),

SEPT. 19, 1914.
f
:s

Sales people
2

paid mule employees.

:

$12 00

CAL.,
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V'ayes paid female employees.
Sales people

:

Inexperienced
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The clubs furnish the waiters wiili ihir uniform and keep same
rn-ifornix.
Waiters furnish their own uniform at all other
at expense of club.

ch-an

houses and keep same clean at their o\vn expense.
LocAvr room*. The clubs, hotels, and cafes where several or more waiters
are.employed furnish a room with lockers in which to keep their -uniforms and
where they can change clothes. These locker rooms are kept in a fairly clean
condition. Other houses furnish no locker room and the waiters are compelled
to change clothes in some pan of the kitchen, pantry, storeroom, and in some
cases the dirty, musty cellar, where they are oftentimes within plain view of
women and girl workers and sometimes within view of the public.
Waiters in cafes and restaurants where oyster forks, carving
Drjtoxlts.
sets, chafing dishes, etc., are used are compelled to leave a deposit with the
In a great many
cashier, checker, or steward before same can be served.
houses the waiter is compelled to put up a deposit on all ketchup and sauces
before serving same at the table, thereby compelling a waiter to have a bank
roll equal to an average week's pay before going to work.
Buss boys. In houses where buss boys are employed the waiter must pay
for any services rendered on his station, and in some houses a certain amount
is deducted from his wages for the buss boys.
Hours. Steady men, 10 to 12 hours per day, 7 days per week. Two-meal
men, 5 to 7 hours per day, 7 days per week. Lunch men, 1 to 3 hours per day.
Relief men receive the same wages and work the same hours as the man
The condition of the balance of the culinary workers in Los Angeles
relieved.
is the same, with the except inn of wages and hours.
Below is given the wages
received and hours of work of the cooks of Los Angeles and vicinity:
Wnffcs- and hours of kitchen help.
Steady men, 10 to 12 hours per day,
within 15; 7 days per week. Relief men work same hours and receive same
wages as man relieved. Chefs, $20 to $40 per week. Second cooks. $10 to $25
per week. Third cooks, $10 to $20 per week. Kitchen help, $7 to $10 per week.
HciHtirks.
Under the present system of being compelled to work 7 days
per week the men and women working in hotels, cafes, and restaurants have
almost no time at home to become acquainted with their family (in many
cases our children are born and almost grown up before we get to see them in
daylight), they being asleep when we leave for work before daylight and are
asleep when we reach home after dark at night, as it takes about 15 hours
within 15 to get in a day's work, counting the time going and coming, as we
must live a long ways out to obtain cheap enough rent. Also on the low
wages paid the waiter must almost force our guest to tip that we may exist,
thereby looking to the customer for our salary instead of the boss whom we
are working for as we should.
Waitresses. Conditions sanitary, etc., are about the same as set forth in
the cooks' and waiters' report. In a number of places they must dress in the
same dressing room as the men. We have an eight-hour law in the State.
There are any amount of houses in which the law is not lived up to, and
the girls work from six to eight hours a week overtime. The way the watches
are cut up it requires a girl to spend 13 hours to work 7 seven days a week
from 6 a. m. to 7 p. m., such as 6 to 8 a. m., 11.30 a. in. to 2.30 p. in.,
;

and 5

to 7 p.

m.

hours: Steady, seven days. 5S to 57 hours per week.
three hours. 35 cents. Extra, lunch, three hours, 50
hours per day, seven days per week, $3.50 to $5.
three to five hours, $1.
Union hours: Steady, six days, 4S hours per week. SS. Steady, lunch, 21
hours or less, 60 cents. Kxtra. lunch. 75 cents. Two meals, five hours per day.
six days per week. *('..
Banquet scale in the city, first two hours. $1.50;
cents per hour thereafter.
Beach and s-umnirr retort xrnlc. Open hours: l^xtra, S to 10 hours per day,
no fare.
$1.50; no fare. Lunch, week days, three hours, $1
Union houses: Extra, eight hours per day, $2 and fare. Lunch, weekdays.
2* hours or less. 75 cents and fare.
Short Jioiu-s Sun-ddii* ami Jiolirtinm. Open houses: four hours, $1.25. no fare;
six hours, $1.50. no fare.
Union houses: four hours, $1.25 and fare; six hours, $1.50 and fare. In
union hours only one break in the watches.
So-called open
$3 to $7. Steady, lunch,
Two meals, five
cents.
Banquet scale in the city,

Waflc*.

L'.~>

:
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PLATFORM.
1.
2.
.",.

Organization of all workers into trades-unions.
Equal pay for equal work.
Eight-hour day.

4.

Living wage.

;".

Full citizenship for

women.
NAME,

The name of this organization shall be
National Woman's Trade Fnion League.

the Los Angeles

Committee of the

MKMUKliSHlP.

Membership of this committee shall consist of trade-unionists in good standing, and of pel-sons who sympathize with the object of the committee.
OBJECT.

The

object

of

this*

organization shall

be

to

investigate

the

conditions

of

working women, to promote the best type of trade-unionism in existing organisations, and to assist in organizing trade-unions among women.
OFFICERS.
Sec. 1. The oMicers shall he a president, vice president, secretary, and treasOfficers shall be elected to serve one year.
urer.
Sec. 2. The president shall j>erform the usual duties of the office.
Sec. 3. The vice president shall perform all the duties of the president in

her absence.
Sec. 4. The secret a r\ shall have charge of all the correspondence of the
committee and shall perform the usual duties pertaining to the office.
Sec. T>. The treasurer shall receive and take charge of all money paid into
the committee and shall deposit it in a bank approved by the officers, and iu

the

name

of the committee.
I:\K(

rmK

KOAKD.

Sec. 1. The executive board shall consist of four olficers and three members
elected at an annual meeting.
Sec. I'. The majority of the executive Ixtard shall be trade-unionists in gnnl

standing.
Sec.
The number of the executive board present shall constitute a
after due notification has been given.
.'{.

COM M
Sec.

1.

quorum,

IT!

Standing committees shall be finance,

legislative, investigation,

immi-

gration, and auditing.
I

Sec. 2. The president shall appoint
rum the executive board.

the

chairmen of standing committees

Sec. 3. It shall be the duty of the auditing committee to examine all vouchers and accounts ami to audit the financial affairs of the committee quarterly.

DUKS.

The dues

of the trade-unions, other affiliated organizations, and allies, shall
be sf per annum.
For individual trade-union members the presentation of a
trade-union card, showing paid-up membership, is a substitute for annual dues.

MEETINGS.

Regular meetings shall be held once a month unless otherwise arranged by
the executive hoard after due notification to (lie members.

AMENDMENTS.
A majority of those present and entitled to vote at any committee meeting
shall have the power to amend this constitution, 80 days' notice having been
given to all members.
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KUHRTS EXHIBIT
Los Angeles RtiiJimy

Statement men

NO.

oinihif/

1.

or lm \ihiii home* and

renters,
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Under the present plan they can present
talk freely with the district attorney.
their side of the issue to the public defender, often resulting in the charge being
reduced to a smaller offense or in the district attorney himself taking steps to
release the prisoner.
5. The office has been a great saving to the county in the matter of expense.
This is brought about by advising pleas of guilty in proper cases, by asking
for no delays on the part of the court, and by trying cases more rapidly than
the attorney appointed by the court under the old system.
6. The conduct of criminal cases has been raised to a higher plane, the
district attorney and public defender both realizing that it is the duty of each
officer to try and bring about exact justice.
7. The district attorney has been assisted in his work and relieved of the
responsibility of trying to safeguard the rights of the defendant, a task which
was very difficult, if not impossible, for him to do where there was no responsible
official charged with the duty of representing the defendant.
CIVIL DEPARTMENT.
1. The public defender has made it possible for a very large number of
persons to secure legal redress in cases in which the litigants are entirely
without means of paying the expense of litigation. In most of these cases
the claimants are wage earners seeking to recover small sums due for wages.
2. Defense has been mfule in many cases in which indigent defendants were
harassed by unscrupulous collection agencies, the process of the court being
abused under the cloak of the law. The most common of this class of cases
are those in which the wages of men supporting families have been seized for the
purpose of harassing the defendant when the plaintiffs knew that they had no
legal right to seize them, the defendants often losing their positions with their
employers.
3. Advice has been given on legal matters to many persons who are entirely
without means of paying an attorney, the applicant being in each case entitled
to know his rights.
Many domestic difficulties have been adjusted.
4. Many disputes have been settled by being adjusted through the public
defender's office, an effort being made in each case to adjust disputes without
recourse to the courts wherever possible, both sides generally being willing
to accept the judgment of the public defender.
Frequently the parties to a
dispute meet with their witnesses in the office, and adjust their troubles without recourse to the courts.
5. The opinion prevalent among so many that the courts are only for the
wealthy is being dispelled in Los Angeles, provision being made for legal representation for the poor as well as the wealthy.
0. Many helpless persons have been relieved from the clutches of the loan
sharks in cases in which the latter have attempted to collect an unlawful rate
of interest, the work of the office resulting in the discontinuance on the part
of some of the money lenders of the habit of charging unlawful rates.
7. Aid of the bar association has been enlisted and a list of lawyers ready
to assist the public defender has been furnished by the association.
These
lawyers will undertake any litigation for persons not financially able to employ
attorneys in matters in which the public defender is not authorized to appear.
The lawyers on this list are recommended in alphabetical rotation.

LYON EXHIBIT.
CONDEMNS

BlI.L FOR LIABILITY.

EMPLOYERS OFFER SUBSTITUTE FOR UNION MISFIT PROPOSED LAW WOULD WORK
OKKAT HARDSHIP ON INDUSTRIES. SAY MEN WHO MEET TO PROTEST AGAINST
DRASTIC PROVISIONS CUNNING HAND OF LABOR BOSSES REVEALED.
Tn a rousing meeting of employers at the chamber of commerce last night
the administration-favored Boynton employers' liability bill was unqualifyingly
condemned as an unholy attempt of labor unions to loot the State treasury,
override the courts, and defy justice in their eagerness to get their fingers on
the throats of the men who are pushing this State to the fore in a manufacturing way.
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In its place Norman S. Sterry, attorney for the employers' legislation committee, offered a modified employers' liability bill, removing the fangs from the
r.oynton

bill

and inserting various clauses based on the good rule of common

sense.

This bill received the strong approval of those present, and the legislation
committee, composed of President Llewellyn, of the Llewellyn Iron Works, and
Secretary Kennedy, of the Baker Iron Works, was empowered to join with
other employers' associations in a concerted attempt to have this bill substituted for the Boynton measure.
"
We are not opposed to an employers'
liability bill," said Chairman Kennedy
"
Some things we recognize as inevitable, but we
of the legislation committee.
are not going to stand for quack nostrums."
Kennedy then proceeded to gently, but deftly raise the hide from the Boynton
bill and to disclose Will J. French, of the present industrial accident board,
former labor boss and stanch unionist, as the hand that had guided Boynton
in the making of the more objectionable features of his bill.
Kennedy further asserted that the pernicious safety-appliance paragraphs of
the bill had been entirely written by French, and that the other two members
of the industrial accident board had had a hand in creating this bill to forever
perpetuate the board as a court of last resort in fixing compensation for injury,
regulating the industrial welfare of the State, and conducting the now notorious State insurance business.
"
I tremble for the industrial
Sterry was even more caustic in his remarks.
future of this State if this bill becomes a law," he said. " The sky is the sole
limit of the power that would be thrust on the three commissioners, and, barring
a few limitations, no court in the State would have power to undo what the
commissioners had done. If their inspectors and the bill gives the commissioners unlimited power to appoint inspectors and to pay them, too should
order you to-day to remove certain machines and install others, you would
have to comply, even though another set of inspectors came around the third
day and ordered you to put in some others."
George W. Doonan, commercial agent for the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce of the Department of Commerce, who was present as the guest
of manufacturers and jobbers, told of the work the bureau is doing in upbuilding foreign commerce, and asserted that the 150 per cent increase in our
manufacturing output the past 20 years means that the time is approaching
when we must seek a market abroad. He also said that the Southwest had
a rich future market in South America, and bespoke cooperation with the
bureau in establishing trade relations.
[Los Angeles Herald, Mar. 20.]

PROPOSE

NEW

IDEAS FOR LIABILITY BILL.

Modifications, tempering the extreme points of the

Boynton employers'

lia-

bility bill, will be presented to the legislative committee next Monday night
a committee represented by "Reese Llewellyn, D. N. E. Little, and Warren

by
CJ.

Kennedy.
Employers' liability for medical service to injured employees is fixed at $130,
three months' attendance; employer and employee may settle without the interference of the proposed State industrial accident commission.
Farm hands and domestic servants arc exempted from the employment class.
[Los Angeles Times, Mar. 21.]

LAW

TO DRIVE

OUT MANUFACTURERS.

H. W. Foote, of this city, has presented an exceedingly able argument against
the passage of a bill introduced at Sacramento by Senator Boynton called an
employers' liability bill.
"
"
It ought to be called," says Mr. Foote,
an act to promote governmental
paternalism, and build up a political machine at the expense of the industries
of the State." The bill places Chinese, Japanese, Indians, foreigners, and hobos
floating about the country on an equal footing with hard-working American
mechanics having wives and families to care for. It provides for a commission
of three to be appointed by Holy Hiram, and gives this commission legislative,
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judicial, and administrative powers possessed by uo Federal, State, or municipal
officers in all the land.
The patronage placed in the hands of the commissioners is " something
fierce."
They are given unlimited powers to appoint an attorney, secretaries,
clerks, stenographers, managers, superintendents, actuaries, inspectors, accountants, and referees. No specific mention is made of messengers, janitors,

chauffeurs, cooks, or chambermaids, but those are provided for by a general
clause that they may appoint "us many more employees as they deem necessary to carry out the provisions of the act."
They are einiKmered to fix salaries without limit for all their employees,
and to make contracts with physicians, surgeons, and hospitals for attendance
and care of the injured. No time limit or price limit is imposed upon the
doctors, and no provision whatever is made for the appointment of a chaplain
or other spiritual adviser.
The judicial powers grained exceed those of any court in the world. There
can be no appeal taken from their decisions.
The Constitution of the United Stales, which recognizes the common-law
right to a jury in damage cases, is not recognized, and the commission is
made a probate court in cases whore the dependent of an employee killed is
a minor or incompetent.
Public corporation* and employers are authorized to insure against compensation liability under this act, provided they insure with a State insurance
trust, hut they are denied the right to buy insurance in the open market
The insurance commission is to be amply provided with money to try experiments and pay their salaries, for the bill provides for an appropriation
No data in support of the odd $'>0 is assigned. It
S4ij.i;;o to start with.
is doubtless a guess, for, as Mr. Fooie says, "there is no actuary in the t'nited
Stales that has the data to fix the cost of compensation insurance for the
different classes of business which will not have to be largely a guess."
The effect of this measure as a law would be to force industries to retire
from the State in many cases and to deter others from coming in just at a
!'

is most necessary to offer them every inducement
to come.
If Caliit
fornia gets any benefit from the opening of the Panama Canal, it will have
to have something besides fruits and he;ms to offer as a return cargo.
That
siren song has been good enough to attract tourists, but no manufacturers.
No sane man will invest capital where by statute la- is taxed directly and
indiivctly so as to make it inu>ossible for him to get adequate returns on

time

his investment.

The law

It
is sulliciently
gives ample compensation to workmen.
and it gives the employer tin* right to take his
chances under the State compensation act or that of common law.
In conclusion Mr. Foote says, both wisely ami wittily:
"This act is so absolutely absurd as an ad for the general welfare of the
]x>ople of the State that it can only be Hassed wilh a law which provides the
death penalty for a crime, but gives the condemned man the choice of being
hanged, shot, or electrocuted, all of \\hich must be ;i comfort to him so long as
he has got to die.
"On account of its many provisions which would conjlici with law, it was
-ary that this commission should be placed above the courts or even
the Constitution.
Through it all are the earmarks of the politician, as well
as the doctrines of the labor trouble maker."

drastic

for

of

1!11

his

T1IK

protect ion,

WILL OF THK PEOPLE AND THE

WI1.I.

OF THF MACHINE.

The referendum will probably be invoked to ascertain " the will of the
people" in relation to the abatement bill recently signed by the governor;
and this form of appeal will certainly be resorted to if the so-called "workmen's compensation bill " becomes a law.
The opposition to the abatement bill is developing its greatest strength in
San Francisco, but the antagonism to the "compensation" measure is statewide.
In both instances the criticism carries accusation of the most sinister
is openly charged that the compensation
bill
character.
It
is a politicalmachine measure using the prejudice of the working classes as a vehicle to
promote the interests of the existing State administration and to perpetuate it.
The chief objection to the abatement bill is that it will render the owners.
-.
and manager of every hotel, lodging house, and apartment house in
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California subject to constant menace from blackmailers. It will be impossible for these persons to gauge the moral" status of the men and women
who apply for rooms, and the law makes no excuse for ignorance in this
regard, nor does it relieve the owners or managers of responsibility upon
proof that they used every precaution to prevent their premises from being
diverted to immoral purposes.
Moreover, it is insisted that by abating the segregated districts the women
and their criminal consorts will be driven under close cover, especially in the
larger cities, necessitating enormously increased expense to the taxpayers for
police and the cost of the prosecutions that will arise from the blackmailing
complaints and the legitimate enforcement of the law.
Aside from its rank aspect of political graft, the compensation bill is a
flagrant injustice upon every employer in the State. lie is completely at the
mercy of every unscrupulous employee, every drunken or careless workman,
and every person who deliberately injures himself to procure the " compensa"
which the bill provides. Another class that will profit by the measure
tion
will be the shyster lawyers who, like jackals, are ever on the hunt for the offal
"
of litigation. And over all is the
machine," the political operatives of which
can oppress every industry in the State unless they come through with the
graft that is usually exacted under the provisions of laws like this one.
No doubt the constitutionality of both bills will be attacked, but the " progres"
of California have placed another weapon in the hands of " the
sive reformers
people," and it will probably be used with sufficient efficiency to stultify the
"
referendum " is the sword of Damocles
legislature that passed these bills the
that hangs over the heads of the artisans that forged it.
The outlook for a delightful possibility of gloating over the discomfiture of
"
element of Californian politics is well within the ken of those
the ** reform
whom the " reformers " have called " reactionaries."
If the referendums carry in these instances it will be a body blow for the
invented the device; and it will be a death thrust for the puritans
people who
"
and the " machine at the same time.

THAT WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION BILL IT is UNJUST, OPPRESSIVE, AND DANGEROUS
AND WILL BE ENACTED AS PART OF A POLITICAL TRADE.

By the so-called workmen's compensation bill, which the administration is
rushing through the legislature, the interests, the rights and the ability of
employers are absolutely ignored and trampled under foot. The men whose
capital, energy, and business ability make industry and employment possible are
made the slaves of those whom they supply with the means of -living.
It is the result of a political trade in which blocks of votes for a political
machine are exchanged for relief of employees from all risks inseparable from
their occupation, which are saddled upon the employer to his possible ruin.
It even goes further and would deprive the employer of the protection of the
courts and deliver him bound hand and foot to the jurisdiction of a biased
political commission.
No court can even consider a case until there has been application for a
second trial before the commission. After that the aggrieved party may apply
"
No new or addito the courts for a writ of review as to which the bill says
tional evidence may be introduced in such court, but the cause shall be heard
on the record of the commission as certified to by it. The review shall not be
extended further than to determine whether or not
"
1. The commission had acted without or in excess of its powers.
"2. The order, decision, and award were procured by fraud.
"
3. The order, decision, rule, or regulation is unreasonable.
"4. If findings of fact are made whether or not such findings of fact supaward under review."
That is unadulterated despotism and tyranny. What has become of Magna
Charta which the remote ancestors of many of us fought for and for whose
principles the fathers of the Republic pledged their lives, their fortunes, and

port the order, decision, or

their sacred honor.

What has become of section 7 and article 1 of our State constitution which
reads: "The right of trial by jury shall be secured to all. A trial by jury
may be waived in civil actions by the consent of the parties signified in such
manner as may be pi-escribed by law."
This bill absolutely denies the right of trial by jury whether with or without the consent of the parties.
Is it worth while to strike down liberties
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which our forefathers fought for for the vole purpose of setting up a political
machine?
But that is not all. Should this hill become a law and be enforced what
becomes of the guaranty of the Constitution of the United States which says:
"
No State shall make or enforce any law which shall abridge the privileges
or immunities of citizens of the United States; nor shall any State deprive
any person of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law, nor deny
to any person within it* jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws."
Is it not a privilege of our people to have a civil issue decided by a jury?
this bill not. propose to abridge that privilege? Is a political commission
a court, or its proceedings due process of law?
Tt is obvious that the promoters of this preposterous bill do not expect any
of its provisions which do injustice to stand, but, as in the case of other bills
for establishing other political machines,
"

they seek to secure themselves in

main design by the following astonishing section:
If any section, subsection, sentence, clause, or phrase of

this act is for

any

reason held to be unconstitutional, such decision shall not affect the validity
of the remaining portions of this act. The legislature hereby declares that it
would have passed this act, and each section, subsection, subdivision, clause,
and phrase thereof, irrespective of the fact that any one or more sections
(and so forth) is declared unconstitutional."
In other words, the machine shall stick and the $412,130 be delivered to it
wherewith to do politics, no matter what becomes of the workmen.
It is not possible in these columns to deal in any adequate way with the 59
pages of undiluted iniquity contained in this atrocious bill. The whole bill is
unreasonable, unjust, and unnecessary. A fair bill, showing due regard for all
And we have n
interests, might be passed with the good will of everybody.
good law now.
But what the administration wants is a political machine and it means to
get

it.
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the world is replete with descriptions of how the people have
their rights and have secured them from autocrats, kings,
The barons of England arose to compel
queens, and swell-headed despots.
King John to give them the Magna Oharta and the right of personal liberty
and trial by courts. The people of France arose in their might and leveled
the Bastile to its foundations as a token of their determination that oppression should cease.
And yet there is no oppression so unbearable, no despotism so destructive,
and no tyranny so grinding as the tyranny of the crowd under the suggestion
of a ruthless politician.
To-day the people of the State of California have an administration and
legislature at Sacramento concocting bill after bill for depriving them of
There is nothing
rights which popular government is supposed to secure.
sacred to the machine that devised the bills that comprise the 10 commandments of the administration, which bills are marked to be passed, whether
the individual legislator likes them or not.
The rights which the people are being deprived of are specified in these bills,
some of which have passed and we are told that all of them will pass.
The compensation bill wipes out the power of the courts to deal with the real
issues arising under it and permits only two
the appellate and supreme
courts to interfere even for a minute with the autocratic powers of the commission which it creates, and then these courts are limited to four technical
propositions.
All employers, all miners, all storekeepers, all contractors and every human
being employing another human being are deprived of any right' to go 'into any
ourt to protect themselves or their property from put-up jobs or dishonest
combinations. They must either go out of business or submit to risks which
may result in their ruin, and to pay taxes to support a political machine under
the name of a State insurance department.
Then there is the immigration bill misnamed. It is not an immigration
bill, as it specially provides that no money shall be
spent by the commission
under this bill to aid or induce immigration. Its real object is by the interference of the commission to prevent any workingman or fanner coming into

The history of
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the State. What right have they to wipe out the inalienable rights our forefathers fought for the right to seek homes in new lands where they will be
secure in the possession of private property.
This bill stales distinctly that the commission shall have the right to invade
homes, manufactories, business houses, or any place they see fit to examine into,
i'.d the books, papers, and accounts, and insist on statements and take the
<>ny of the family of the employer or any other person on any question
And Cod only knows what this has to do
that this committee sees fit to ask.
with immigration.
The $50,000 given to the commission may be thrown away in publishing
documents in any language; in sending its representatives or members into any
part of the world to prevent immigration to California, because the bill proIn fact, the result of tins bill is to destroy the
hibits its aiding immigration.
individual rights of the business man, the family and the domestic circle by
investing political appointees with autocratic powers.

JOBBERY IN TIIK (iUlSK OK KKX KVOLKNTK.

There may be some persons who think that although the so-called workman's
compensation act. would build up a gigantic political machine, that measure
should be passed because it would make for social justice and generally for the
righting of wrongs. But it may be doubted that any intelligent man or woman
who has read the text of the pending bill would reach that, conclusion, except
on the theory that the way to right wrongs is to indict greater ones. Unfortunately, few persons have even glanced at a published synopsis of the measure,
much less the proposed act itself, which, in printed form, makes a volume of
over .~>0 pages.
Nevertheless, persons who, in trying to follow the tortuous,
muddy channel of legislation at Sacramento, have examined the workmen's
compensation bill are at loss to decide whether it is the more objectionable
because of the political machine that it would create or because of the outrageous oppression which the operation of the measure would cause to rich
and poor alike.
The popular idea of that act is that it would hold to strict accountability
corporations and other large concerns that hire many men and women, and
which commonly resist in the courts attempts to recover damages because of
injuries sustained in such employment. Everybody knows that in these cases
justice sometimes miscarries, although as a matter of fact, not generally
known, the employer may suffer as often through the miscarriage as the emBut the prevalent idea, and the one which the politicians behind the
ployee.
bill seek to inculcate, is that the proposed law will simply insure compensation
to injured employees who might not be able to get it through the courts. And
it would open wide the door for the payment of all manner of fraudulent claims
for damages.
Under the act every man or woman in California who hires only a single
person is liable for any injury that the latter may receive, even though it was
d by the employee getting drunk or willfully doing himself harm. Contributory negligence cuts no figure in the case. The employer must pay damages
to be fixed, not by a jury which hears both sides and seeks to do substantial
justice, but by a commission of three men who can ignore all evidence showing
that the employer was not responsible and that the employee had only himself
to blame.
Under this method of administering justice by commission and nor
by law, an employer must compensate injured employees and their dependents
for five years, and in some instances must pension them for life.
Of c<
in the case of small employers
those with slender capital who hire only three
or four persons only one or two awards under the workman's compensation
act would suffice to put them out of business. Moreover, the members of the
commission, no matter how outrageous their finds, can not be called to account.
They may bankrupt an honest employer by mulcting him for an accident for
which he had no more responsibility than the man in the moon, but he has no

The act declares:
The commission shall not, nor

recourse.
"

shall any commissioner, officer, or employee
thereof, be personally liable in his private capacity on account of any act performed or contract or other obligation entered into * * * in connection
with the administration, management, or conduct of the State compensation

insurance fund."
N >r has any employer any right of appeal from a commission's ruling, no
matter how unjust, except to the appellate and supreme courts, and to
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on only very narrow grounds. In effect, those tribunals are forbidden by the
And the impudent job holders who are backing
act to do substantial Justice.
the measure even had the effrontery to warn the tribunals of the State that
That can be the
they may not declare this infamous law unconstitutional.
"
If any section, subsection,
only meaning placed upon this language of the act.
.subdivision, sentence, clause, or phrase of this act is for any reason held to be
unconstitutional, such decision shall not affect the validity of the remaining
portions of this act. The legislature hereby declares that it would have passed
this act and each section, subdivision, subsection, sentence, clause, and phrase
tin -P. -of irrespective of the fact that any one or more sections, subsections, subdivisions, sentences, clauses, or phrases is declared unconstitutional."
in! the commissioners and their salaried army of underlings do not contemplate merely hearing and passing upon such cases or injury, real or preI

rendc.i. as may be presented to them.
They will go through the land hunting
trouble and making it. The proposed law authorizes them to enter home, shop,
and factory, and if in any there are mechanical devices which the commissioners
<!o not approve they may order the installation of new ones and dictate the
A man may have approved safety appattern of which the latter shall be.
pliances in his establishment, the best, that money can buy. but if the commissioners take a fancy to appliances of a different design, the employer must,
This feature of the workman's cominstall them or be prosecuted criminally.
o flagrantly bad that, it is almost an insult to intelligence to
pen>;iiion
'Tiie suggestion, however, may be olTered that if it were the dediscuss it.
liberate purpose of in- !. '-Mature to create opportunities for graft and blackmail, that end could not b more effectually attained than by this proposed law.
Tr is an asionisliing fact that in these da\s when professional reformers
io enact some peculiarly iniquitous measure, it is put forth in the
of
social justice" the "moral uplift" and benevolent designs toward the
Hut in the case of tin? workman's compensat ion bill, those cundear people.
ning fellows appear i<> have fairly eclipsed their former performances of that
i

sort.
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Senator P.nynton's workmen's compensation bill, proposing a complete system of dealing with industrial accidents by providing fixed
compensation for injured laborers, with State insurance for employers, and
Senators
safety requirements, was passed early to-day by a vote of 30 to 5.
Cogswell, ('nrtin, Juilliard, Larkins, and Wright voted "no."
ate began at 10 o'clock, and the determination of the author to force a
vote on the merits of the measure resulted in a cali of Hie senate at midnight.
when the members present d';idlo-k.-d on an amendment offered by Cogswell.
Absent members were routed out of bed by (lie seruvant at arms and brought,
to the bar.
Cogswell proposed to strike out the dame providing that in case
any one section of the act was found unconstitutional, the rest would stand.
14
We would look foolish." he said, "if the supreme court struck out the insurance provisions." The amendment tinally was defeated, as were others
A previous amendment offered by Larkins
offered by Cogswell and ('aminetti.
was defeated. -"> to 9. Larkins proposed to exempt from the present industrial
accident law. which the Hoynton bill does not repeal, stockmen, farmers, orchard.!'.>.

and others.
Tin' P.oynton bill specially exempts employees engaged in stock raising, farm,
dairy, viticultural or horticultural work, poultry raising, or domestic service.
ists,

:-n.

The

not being mentioned in the bill, are presumed to bo exempt.
appropriates $187,000 for the installation of the system.

bill

VOTE

IN

SENATE FAVOKS INDUSTRIAL PARALYSIS.

KOUTED OUT OF BED TO BREAK DEADLOCK PRIZE FTCiHT AND WATKR
r.n.i.s
(jo
OVER ANOTHER DAY BRYANT'S MEASURE TO ABOLCSH
CAPITAL PUNISHMENT FAILS AFTKC HARROW IS GRILLED IN DEBATE.

l.AW.M AKKltS

SACRAMENTO, April

20.

After a debate lasting several hours, and after a

number of senators had been routed out of bed to break a deadlock over an
amendment, the Boynton workmen's compensation act, one of the most pernicious measures introduced during the session, was passed by a vote of 30 to
.")

in the senate.
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bill,

which provides for compensation for employees injured in indusnot go to the assembly for approval.
Senators who led

trial accidents, will

the fight for the bill predict to-day that it will pass the lower house.
Senators Larkins and Cogswell offered amendments to the bill before the.
roll was called.
Every amendment was voted down. Farmers and dairymen
arc exempted from the bill, which includes a provision for a State insurance
i'und for injured employees.

COMPENSATION
SOLO\S SIT

ft-

ISAM TIIK

r.n.i.
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SACRAMENTO, April 2.9. Senator Boynton's workmen's compensation bill, proposing a complete system of dealing with industrial accidents by providing
tixed compensation for injured laborers, with State insurance for employees
and safety requirements, was passed early to-day by a vote of 30 to f. Sena"
tors Cogswell, Curtin, Juilliard, Larkin, and Wright voted
no."
Debate began at 10 o'clock, and the determination of the author to force a.
vote on the merits of the measure resulted in a call of the senate at midnight,
when the members were routed out of bed by the sergeant at arms; and
brought to the bar. Cogswell proposed to strike out the clause providing that
in case any one section of the act was found unconstitutional the rest would
" We would look
"
stand.
if the Supreme Court struck out
foolish," he said,
the insurance provisions."
The amendment finally was defeated, as were
others offered by Cogswell and Caminetti. A previous amendment offered by
Larkin was defeated, 25 to 9. Larkin proposed to exempt from the present
industrial accident law, which the Boynton bill does not repeal, stockmen,
farmers, orchardists, and others.
The Boynton bill specifically exempts employees engaged in stock raising,
farm, dairy, viticultural, or horticultural work, poultry raising, or domestic
service.
Seamen, not being mentioned in the bill, are presumed to be exempt.
The bill appropriated $187,000 for the installation of the system.
[Fro^no IlonuliHc.-m, Feb.
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INSTRANCE CONDEMNED BY JETNA MEN.-

MEETING OF INSURANCE MEN HELD YESTERDAY TO ITEAR OPPOSITION
AT STATE IN SCI! ANTE DECLARED TO HE FAILURES.

ALT.

ATTEMPTS

At a meeting of the insurance men of Fresno yesterday afternoon and evening at the Chamber of Commerce Building, ,T. Ii. Molony, Pacific coast manager
of the .-Etna Insurance Co., addressed the meeting regarding economics of State
insurance and the bills which were introduced at the last legislature providing
for workingmen's compensation and employers' liability.
Throughout his address, Mr. Molony conducted a strong opposition to the principle of State insurance in general, pointing out the results of the same on the Continent and in
the States where it has been tried.
Previous to the opening of the meeting, pamphlets were distributed among
the insurance men entitled "A Discussion of California's Proposed Venture in
Socialism," and from the arguments outlined in this publication the speaker
drew his deductions.
Declaring that the Roseberry law was ill-advised and unwise legislation and
that whatever experience the industrial accident board received from the
workings of that law would be such as to lead it astray, the speaker launched
into a statement of statistics which were given to show that all reports made
under the law were of necessity incomplete and in many cases untrue because
of the fact that they were required immediately following the accident and
before an investigation could be made. He further urged that the percentage
of employers who insured under the law was so small that no adequate idea
of the working of State insurance could be obtained by the industrial board
from this experience. He asserted that the members of this board are proclaiming that they have solved the problem of State insurance in the face of
the fact that 22 continental companies have unsatisfactory methods and in the
face of the fact, that only one member of that board has ever been beyond the
boundaries of the United States, and thus could not therefore have had an
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opportunity to study State insurance first hand in other countries, despite the
Same.
"
The board dec-lares that the only opposition to the State insurance which
The employers are
it would put into force in the State is from the farmer.
all against it, .and for the reason that the present administration is asked
by the industrial accident board to commit the people of California to a program of social insurance similar to those in effect on the Continent and which
in Germany for the year 1913 will have produced a charge upon the German
industries of approximately ,$300,000,000. A similar program could not be
adopted nationally in the United States with a charge of less than $600,000,000
to $700,000,000, California's proportionate share being from $15,000,000 to
$30.000,000 annually, which, under the plan proposed, will be borne directly by
the employers and not by the State or general taxpayers of the State."
The assertion of the industrial board that the State company proposed is not
to be operated for profit was branded by the speaker as untrue upon the advice
of Prof. Whitney, of the State university, who, according to Mr. Molony, had
assured him that it is the intention to establish an insurance rate bureau and
to add to the basic cost of insurance 5 per cent for profit with which to first
repay the capital borrowed to establish the company and then to establish a
sinking fund.
That the history of State and social insurance has shown that increased rates
have followed the instituting of such forms of insurance was inserted. It was
further stated that the constitution would not allow the taking of money from
the general taxes, in case the State company faced a deficit in any stage of its
development, and that because of this impossibility the only way to do away
with a deficit would be by raising the insurance rates. "This program of
sorial insurance appeals to the laboring man, and once it is started there is
no backing up, for the reason that the politicians will not have nerve enough
to take from the laboring man his protection even should they desire to do so."
All of the forms of social insurance which have been tried wore explained by
the speaker, who declared that the individualistic system of Great Britain
which the industrial board says can not be worked out here is the only system
which would be feasible in America.
[San Francisco Chronicle, June
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THEY INVOKE THE REFERENDUM?

The governor has signed the

so-called industrial accident commission bill, a
which includes appropriations necessary for the creation of an Insurance company and other machinery for carrying it into effect. It is now up to
the people to decide whether they wish it to become a law.
This act is an attack on every individual in the State of California who emanother. Every farmer using any kind of machinery on his farm, every
miner, every householder with any mechanical appliances in his house, every
storekeeper, every contractor, and every manufacturer, no matter how small,
may be compelled to work for the rest of his life for accumulated pensions or
exaggerated damages that may be fixed by the commission under this bill.
No State in the Union has such an outrageous law, one which deprives every
person employing another of any defense, in case of injury, on the ground that
the person injured had brought on the injury intentionally or by his own
ignorant or careless act. Under its provisions employers must submit to the
ire

arbitrary decision of three politicians called the commission. The law forbids
them to apply to any of the superior courts of the State for relief and places
them in a position of helplessness.
This bill, in addition, provides for an insurance company, the creation of
which will force the State to engage in a speculative business with the taxpayers' money. The primary object of this company to be composed of hireis to create a great political machine at the expense
lings of the administration
of the taxpayers of tins State. All the main provisions of this bill prove positively their intent and object.
There was no necessity for this bill. There is to-day on the statute books a
compensation law administered by a commission appointed hy the present governor that covers the case thoroughly and protects the employee legally in securing his rights. The Chronicle favored this bill and favors it now.
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The new lill just signed by the governor was passed with the sole object of
To win favor with the
finding an excuse to create a great political machine.
tagBMB all sorts of unjust privileges were grants! to them, and employers
throughout the State were deprived of every right,
The commission's power is unlimited. Its agents may enter any man's house
where a servant is employed and compel the employer to do anything.
The commissioners are given the right to have labor-Having machines of their
own selection put into any si ore, mine, fann. or factory which in their personal
interest or in their judgment, should be purchased by the employer.
I'sing this clause of labor-saving machines as an excuse, they are authorised
to be called "museums"
to hire stores in various parts of the State
and t.<>
employ "lecturers." All know thai these museums will be political headquarters
and tin so-called lecturers political accents of the administration. Their duty
will be to do politics all over the State at the cost of the taxpayer, the whole
nirning out when the demands of politics call for them.
This bill is one of many put through by this administration t<> hamper or
The
destroy business and prevent development in the State of California.
governor having signed it, if no further action is taken, the hill becomes an
effective law.
What are the people going to do about it? Are they going to sit down and
submit to it, or are they going to make an effort to relieve themselves? Shall
il be referred to the people?
The referendum places it. in the power of the people to decide whether they
want this law. If they do not want it they should have a chance to vote it
down. At any rate, the people should vote on it.
If 20,000 signatures are attached to the referendum petition the hill will he
shelved until an election lakes place. Tn the regular order of things no election
to decide the question would take place until November, 1014,
1

1

Times, Apr. 17,

101.,.]

SENATOR WRIGHT'S STATEMENT.
In speaking of the bill to-night, Senator Wright said " The effect of the bill,
should it becomes a law, on the industries of California would be calamitous. It
A number
involves risks which no small manufacturers could afford to take.
of manufacturers and business men have told me they will never take the risks
provided by the bill, but will close down their plants and import the commodities
which they sell. It would hamper industry at every turn and throttle legitimate
business. The bill will go through with but little opposition unless the business
men of the State get busy with the legislature."
Tt is not merely the proposed law which the small manufacturer, farmer,
and householder fear, it is the host, of official inquisitors which the bill would
create for the purpose of making trouble, and a horde of greedy lawyers and
No employee could receive any injury without being at
shifty politicians.
once beset by the shyster class of attorneys, whom the law assures of their
" fees "
Nor can any employer, however well
at the expense of the employer.
That is.
paid on the spot.
disposed, protect himself by proper compensation
" commission "
and its understrappers and attorneys
expressly forbidden. The
who would butt in must handle every case.
Opponents of the bill here say that if enacted into law it will injure employers by unduly increasing the risks of the industry and hurt the industrial
situation by driving industries to other States and countries.
They declare
it would retard and demoralize industry by the excessive and ever-increasing
cost of insurance. Also that it would increase the number of reported accidents
to an incredible extent.
AN INSURANCE PI!
:

The only argument that has been made in favor of the insurance phase of
this bill is that it will prevent insurance companies from charging employers
high rates. The fact is that no employers have asked the State to take this
When confronted with this fact and asked other than a political purpofl*
step.
could have prompted its incorporation in the act the memtero of the s
mittee had no answer.
Several of them admitted that, they had not read the bill.
When the protest was made that Go i*r cent of the weekly wage is too high
a compensation rate the reply was that such a rate was in force in Wisconsin.
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lustrating the ignorance of the men who are trying to rush this nof
"
on orders," it is pointed out that the maximum weekly wnge on which
per cent is proposed to be allowed in (Vdiiornia is $;>'J, whiie the maximum
Hence the maximum compensation in Wisconsin
in Wisconsin is but $14.42.
The nmxirmim which those who sought to amend the bill asked for
/:s is $0.68 a week higher than the maximum amount allowed
'h*- highin the country.
But tlie State
Mi thai
I this law on the people does not care that it
earn >s \viih it a penaJry upon California production that will be more disastrous
than a North I'o'e winter.
The featii'-e that most interests the Stale political machine is that the art
provides for more agents to be appointed l>y the machine than there are
postmasters in California.

gh

"
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sure of putting tiie ad through the legislature the machine
farmers lie eliminated from is operation. There Is a joker
which puts all farmers using mechanical power under the act, but the machine
hopes the farmers will not notice this until the bill has become a law. With
Tn order to
dictated that

make
r!ie

>f the other
industries of the State it was
.1
to the
that the bill might be killed.
As a result of this elimination if it is an actual elimination the storekeeper
in a farming rown employing one or two clerks would come under the act,
If one ot ihe clerks dropped
but bis customer, owning lO.OOO acres, would not.
a keg of nails on his feet the small storekeeper might have to support that
clerk for the rest of his life.
Tt might be urged Miat the small stoivk.
would have insured his risk, but it is a well-known fact that the smaller the
rces of the individual the less likely he is to take the precaution of in-

their proi

i
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shitors have liven flooded with letters from the rural districis urging
their concerted opposition to the workmen's compensation act unless it unThree members of the asequivocally eliminates he agricultural interests.
sembly have declared that it must In' shown conclusively that the farmers are
not included in the provision of the act or else their votes will not be in the
aye column. Some question has arisen as to whether the law in its present
state does this.
The passage of the bill will probably In- but a mere matter of form, Boyn!er in the tipper house.
He
ton, who offered the bill, is the adminis<
is in direct charge of the measure.
He declared to-night that it will go through
the senate by a big majoriiy.
Proponenfs of the bill say it will have at
:50 votes on final
Senator Wright is the only senator who has had
the courage to stand out in the open and light this dangerous piece of redbandanna legislation, advocated and indorsed by the hosanna shouters. Senator Wright will make a speech against tfiv bill when it comes up on the floor
in the next few days.
After it has been jammed through the senate it will be
shoved through the assembly at rapid sj>eed and the governor will sign it.
posthaste. It is one of the governor's pet schemes.
I

:

:

]

WHAT THE

BILL DOES.

The workmen's compensation bill, first of all. changes the name of the industrial accident board to the industrial accident commission.
It provides
that the commission shall have throe members, to be appointed by the governor and confirmed by tho senate, with the term of office for four years and
The preliminary sections provide for the
the. salary of Jjtt.tJOO a year each.
organization of the commission and the appointment of the following by the
t hecommission: An attorney, secretary, assistant secretaries, ma
State compensation insurance fund, superintendent of the department of safety,
"
and to employ such other officers, experts, statisticians, actuaries, accountants,
inspectors, referees, and other employees as the commission may deem necessary to carry out the provisions of the act or to perform the duties an-.l exThe salaries of the
t-rci-e the powers conferred by law upon the commission."
employees are to be fixed by the commission and they are to hold otlice at tho
pleasure of the commission.
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12 provides that liability for compensation, in lieu of any other Ha.
whatsoever, shall, without regard to negligence, exist against any employer for any personal injury accidentally sustained by his employees and
for the death of such employee if the injury shall proximately cause death
in cases where (1) at the time of accident both the employer and employee
are subject to the compensation provisions of the act; (2) at the time of the
accident the employee is performing service growing out of and incidental
to his employment and is acting within the line of his duty and course of his
employment as such; (3) the injury is approximately caused by accident,
either with or without negligence, and is not caused by the willful misconduct
of the employee.
In the event of injury being caused by the employer's personal gross negligence of by an act of failure to act, showing a willful disregard of the life,
limb, or bodily safety of employees, the injured employee may, at his option,
either claim compensation under the act or maintain an action at law for
biliiy

damages.
In cases where the conditions of compensation do not concur, the liability of
the employer shall be the same as if the act had not been passed.
The conditions and schedule of compensation are provided in section 15 as
follows: "The employer to furnish medical, surgical, and hospital teatment for
a period not exceeding six months to cure the injury if the accident causes disability, indemnity shall be payable in advance as wages on the regular pay day
if the period of disability is longer than two weeks; if the accident causes temporary total disability, Go per cent of the average weekly earnings shall be paid
as indemnity during the period of disability if the accident causes temporary
partial disability, 65 per cent of the weekly loss in Mages during the period of
disability; the aggregate disability indemnity for a single injury causing temporary disability shall not exceed three times the average annual earnings
of the employee, nor shall the aggregate disability period for such injury in
any event extend beyond 240 weeks from the date of the accident. If the
accident causes permanent disability, the percentage of disability to total
disability shall be determined and the disability indemnity computed according to a graduated scale. For a 10 per cent disability 65 per cent of the weekly
wages shall be paid for a period of 40 weeks for a 90 per cent disability 65 per
cent of the weekly wages for a period of 240 weeks and thereafter 30 per cent of
240 weeks and thereafter 20 per cent of such weekly earnings during the remainder of the life of such injured employee; for a 00 per cent disability 65 per
cent of the average weekly earnings for a period of 240 weeks and thereafter 30
per cent of such weekly earnings during the remainder of the life of such
injured employee for a 100 per cent disability 65 per cent of the average
weekly earnings for a period of 240 weeks and thereafter 40 per cent of s\ich
weekly earnings during the remainder of the life of such injured employee."
From a study of the above-quoted, what will happen to the small employer of
labor when this wonderful law is in effect? Take the case of an employer of
three laborers, running a small plant on a limited capital. One of his employees
is injured while in the shop, but through no fault of the employer.
The commission estimates that his injuries amount to 60 per cent disability. The sentence
on the employer is that he shall pay 65 per cent of the man's average weekly
earnings for a period of five years. Or suppose that one of these laborers were
Then the employer would have to pay him a pension of 65 per
totally disabled.
cent of his wages for five years and 40 per cent of lu's wages for the rest of the
;

;

;

;

workman's

life.
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" The commission is vested with
power and jurisdiction over and shall have
such supervision of every employment and place of employment in the State as
may be necessary adequately to enforce and administer all laws and lawful
orders requiring such employment to be safe, and requiring the protection of the
life and safety of every employee of such employment or place of employment
and every frequenter of such place of employment.
"The commission shall have power, after a hearing had upon its own motion
or complaint
"To declare and prescribe what safety devices and safeguards are best
adapted to render the employees of every employment and place of employment
and frequenters of every place of employment safe as required by law.
"
To fix and order such reasonable standards for the construction, repair, and
maintenance of places of employment as shall render them safe."
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Tn this section the bill roadies the climax of bureaucratic infringement on
type of legislation that has been before unknown in America.
These paragraphs would give to this commission of three and its agents absolute legislative power over all employers and their places of employment.
Under the authority which it is thus proposed to delegate, the commission
might intrude on private premises and make domiciliary visit*, laying down the
law
property owners as to what style of construction should be adopted and
what particular style of safety devices used. The opportunity for unlimited
graft is apparent at once.
If the employer doesn't happen to be in right with the machine, then the commission orders him to install new machinery at once. Its word is law. Failure
to obey this commission-made law would mean that the unfortunate employer
would be mulcted of excessive damages for any accident that might occur after
eived the "order." If he had insurance ir would be invalidated.
civil rights, in a

t

JMl'OSINt;

"The term 'employer'

OX \VKH-

mean and

include every person, firm, voluntary
manager, representative, or other person
having control or custody of any employment, plare of employment, or of any
shall

.Association, corporation, oflicer. agent,

employee."

This so-tion is a good illustration of ti;e broad manner in \\hich this act is
drawn. It would make a man, left by a contract")- in charge of a couple of
The
laborers, liable in damages for any accident that might happen to them.
designation of an employer, as including "any agent, representative, or other
person having control or custody of any employee."' is plain language.
[Los Angeles Times, Mar. 17, 1913.]
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In<lignation at the so-ral!ed

which would paraly/.o production and industry

workmen's compensation
and which

in California,

been thoroughly exposed by the Times, has heroine State-wide. The
.Johnson administration plan to create an enormous poliiical machine, composed
of faiihful "battlers for .Johnson.'" at the expense of
avers of California is condemned on every hand.
Senator lioynton, "Progressive" leader, who offered the vicious concoction,
admits that the bill is not based on any popular demand whatever. He offered
It was concocted
it, he says, at the request of the industrial accident board.
by that board for the purpose of making its own job permanent and creating
a political machine for the perpetuation of The present Johnson administration.
has

:

ITS

i

LICE.

Its proper name is not a workmen's compensation bill, but a hill for compensating administration heelers from the public, treasury. So far as workmen are concerned the law if enacted would be certain to deprive a multitude

workmen of employment of any kind, for the bill involves risks which no
small employer can afford to take, and which none will take who can avoid it.
It creates powers of visitation and arbitrary "regulation" which are sure to
breed corruption. It is a direct invitation to oflieial holdup men. It is an
administration bill, pure and simple. Being such there is hardly a soul in the
Senator Wright, of San Diego,
legislature who dares say a word against it.
has submitted a minority report, it being the. only opposition to the iniquity
which has thus far showed itself in the legislature.
of

A15TKS1A

NEWS.

It would seem that we can trace Jhe beginning of all tilings i<
the Chinese.
hese people wore highly civilized when our ancestors were half naked, howling
savages, roaming through the woods of Kurope. To tlmn. it is claimed, is due

'(
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the credit of the invention of gunpowder, and which, being a peac^-loving
people, tlioy have not used to any -Tent r-xtcnt in 1)1 owing their fellows into
. men's.
When our remote ancestors began cautiously the
uiirecogni>
navigaiion of the great sens, and were carefully steering their frail boats by
(lie ;fnl of UK- stars, the ( hines.told, knew all the mysteries of the
b-'foj-t: tiiiiU'siber;: made knowledge possible and transmissible
i-or.,p;
by UK' art of prin'iug, t!>o I'hinose had printed books, and so on with regard t->
ail other matters on whi"h we ;-<> miK'h pride ourselves.
lint who Avoiil'd ever have thought that they had invented anything like the
1

-

employer's liability Jaw? This, at least, is one thing that we fondly l>elieved
of. yet something very much like it has existed among
no Chinese o\
the Tanars. who an- lirst cousin of \'
-ly an employer's liability law. but a law which makes an inuo<-ent parly responsible for
the acts of others and makes him pay for damages done by others in whom
he has no earthly interest. Here is an extract which will illustrate this process.
It is from the writings of M. Hue, who traveled through that country in
1843 and noted down the peculiarities of the Chinese ami Tartars, and this is
certainly a broad application O f our own beneficent law:
"According to Tartar law, when the animals of a caravan go astray, whoever
is in the neighborhood is bound to go in search of them, and even to give oihers
This would appear a very strange
in their places, if they can not be found.
law in Kurope. You come and camp in the neighborhood of a Mongol without
his consent, without his kno\vledge; yet for your cattle, your baggage, your men.
he is responsible; if anything disappears the law supposes him to be the thief,
or at least th accomplice."
California has not re-ached to this extent in making one man responsible for
another's ads, but then we have not been civili/,Ml as long as China.
i

.

[San Francisco Chronicle, Apr.
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The small employer can not afford to take the risks imposed by the workman's compensation bill, no]- in the present state of knowledge can any form
of insurance be devised which will protect him at rates which he can afford to
Nor does it make any difference whether the insurance is given by the
pay.
State or by private companies. Insurance costs money.
is possible to pay
only compensation which
except directly by taxais what the industry can pay without impairing its ep.ic-vncy. ami in detion
termining that amount the measure of the ability is the a'oility of the small
employer. Nor is any method of compensat ion just to which each p
it.

not contribute in the ratio of his contribution to the risk.
The outrageous character of the compensation bill which is lxing jammed
through the legislature may be reali/od when it is rememlered that it proceeds
in defiance of all these fundamental principles.
it
imposes rates which nor
1 small employer in 10 could pay in case of serious accident, and their en-

forcement would mean his ruin.
The farmers and householders protested so vigorously that the bill was
amended apparently io relieve them, and then ihHr representative* in a most
dastardly manner turn avoutid and vote to impose he risks on others probably
iile to- endure them than themselves.
But the legislative machine is well greased with '\ei-uiive patronage, and
those who e<"i;r,;i ii are determined to grind out whatever they put into the
hopper. And they put nothing in the hopper which does not come out in the
form of a new. independent, and more and more powerful machine with which
he cost of the taxpayer, and in this case t.,
to do administration i><
he ruin of oi>r indush
There has been no study of t'-u- subject and no debate on it worthy of the
name. What shall we say of senators who laugh at protestants, unless, like the
i

i

1

;

Or of senators who refuse
farmers, they control large Mocks of votes?
even to consider the protests of terrified employers? It can only be said of
them that the interests of the people have no influence upon them; that they
are utterly indifferent TO me existence of our industries; that they care nothinsr
for the prosperity of th- Stare; and that they are there only to vote as they
are told to vote, by tills inquisitorial, merciless, and utterly reckless adrninistra-
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When the whip cracks they jump to their harness. jam their breasts
against the collar, and pull for all there is in them lest they feel the l?sh upon
For they know they will tret it if they don't pull. They rememl>er
their bucks.

t'on.

Senator Works.
This bill is not in the interest of labor, for it must enormously decrease employment. It is a bill whose sole purpose is to create a costly administration
political machine, even if the result is the murder of California industry.
Bulletin, Apr.

SKXATK rrrs Tiumrmr
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SACK. \MKXTO, A^ri! .W.
By a vote of 30 to 5 rhe senate early this" morning
d the most important measure of the session. Senator Boynton's accident
The negative vote.s
prevention and compulsory workman's compensation act.
were cast by Cogswell. 'urtin, Juilliard, Larkins, and Wright.
This is the most effective and comprehensive measure over devised in the
rnited States to do away with the crime of killing or maiming thousands of
workmen every year and pauperizing the victims of industrial accidents.
hi an attempt to clear his party of the discredit accruing from the Democratic State central committee's attempt to defeat the bill Senator Camineiii
made a hitler a! tack on the Bulletin correspondent for declaring in an article
'ho committee had circularized the Stale against the measure.
The
-a ins that .1. J. Scott, secretary of the committee, son]
loners to
Democratic newspapers all over the State making an unfair attack on the bill
Mid asking editors to oppose it. The letter bore the letterhead of the Sta>
4i
Ira
Se-r--i arv."
committee, and under Scott's signature appeared the title
S-'oit Is still secretary of the committee, and J. (). DavK iH chairman, has not
repudiated him. Scott says the letter expressed his personal views, but his use
of oflicial letterheads and of his title nullities such a claim.
The P.uileiin correspondent once asked ( 'haii-man Davis about the letter and advised a state(

I

ment repudiating it, but no such statement was forthcoming.
When the Compensation bill was being considered by the senate last week
>r I.en-y Wright, reactionary Republican, offered amendments designed to
On roll call his only supporters were Senators Owens, John, (.'ampdestroy it.
bell.
Senators Caminetli and Shannhau
'urtin, and .Tuilliard, all IVmo.-rats.
are staunch Progressive Democrats, and the Bulletin has never failed to give
full credit.
aminefli's attack on the Bulletin was in line with h
Ti-rical speech at the conference \\ith Brvan and obviously intended for political
<

<

1

:

<

-

now goes to the assembly, \vher-of Los Angeles, tried to reduce the rate of compensation
from <>."> to ."() per cent of loss of earnings, but he wax voted down. '24
Cogswell Sot the support of P.ivd, Campbell. ( olm, Curtin. Oui-Juilliard. Larkins, M<>tt. Rush, Sanfoi-d, and Wright.
Senator Boyuton's able championship of the bill contributed greatly to the
The compensation
Senator

1

(

bill

o' r s\\(>ll,

1

.

result.
[Sail Di<-K. riilnii, Apr.

THK STKAM
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\\'(KI-:.

the pr'--s of (he administration steam roller the so-called workman's
ion bill, the most dangerous piece of legisSa.ioii ever contemplated, is
Some amendments of the original
1-oing steadily forced toward final passage.
bill have been made.
Without an examination of the printed, text, which is not;
available, it is not possible to estimate the precise effect of most of these
changes. As to one of thorn, however, no misunderstanding is possible. This is
the eleventh-hour proposal, to pay the three commissioners $5,000 annually
instead of $15,000, as originally proposed.
It may be gravely doubted whether
any one of the favored trio could earn $3,f>00 in a year, or even half of that sum,
as a private citizen, but as men in charge of a greater political machine than
has ever been known in the past they are deemed worthy of drawing $5,000 of
t! e dear people's money.
Truly, like the laborer, the reformer who bosses the
uplift is worthy of his hire, in the opinion of those battlers for "social
and the privilege of taking property without due process of law.
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However, if this infamous bill is to be enacted into law, as appears probable,
the few trumpery amendments of it cut very little figure. Ostensibly for the
benefit of the poor and hailed with delight as a measure for mulcting the prosperous, its operation, in spite of those amendments, will be oppressive chiefly to
persons of small means. Senator Wright, who has probably studied the act as
closely as any member of the legislature, makes this estimate of the workings
of the bill
"Big business, always alert, ever csuilions, shrewder even than the State,
It will
will, so far as possible, guard against the ruin threatened by the act.
put in the best safety appliances and take out insurance, but bow about the
struggling tradesman, the small manufacturer, or the little shopkeeper, with
from $2,000 to $5,000 invested and perhaps a borrower to the full extent of
One or two accidents would drive such a business man to bankhis credit?
ruptcy and ruin. Business men find it difficult enough to-day to borrow money,
but with the workmen's compensation act in full swing the business man with
small capital will find the banker and money lender less ready to extend credit
and the rate of interest going up. When the haxard of doing business increases
somebody must pay for it. Somewhere society is going to feel the stress and
In my opinion it will fall with fearful results upon the small tradesstrain.
manufacturer, and business man with little capital.
man,
"
The industrial board is not subject to recall by the people. In ibis respect it
is above the governor and the supreme court.
None of its proceedings can be
reviewed by the superior court, and in controversies arising out of accidents its
Injustice runs rampant throughout the bill.
findings of fact are conclusive.
A rancher worth $100,000 might be exempt from its provisions, while a blacksmith with $500 invested might be ruined by it. The family of a workman
killed in a vineyard might be left without a cent, while an employee in a pickle
iactory would be paid for the pinching of a finger."
Were it the sole purpose of those behind the compensation act to render
justice more certain, to hold an employer liable when responsible for the
injury of his employee, the way is easy enough. A few suitable legislative
enactments would remedy the inequalities of justice as administered by courts
But this was not the object. It was desired to build up a
in damage cases.
And the first step Mas to lay a foundation for it in the congivat. machine.
So this amendment was submitted to the voters in
stitution of the State.
ocober, 1911:
"
The legislature may by appropriated legislation create and enforce a liability on the part of all employers to compensate their employees for any
injury incurred by said employees in the course of their employment irreThe legislature may provide for the
spective oC the fault of either party.
settlement of any disputes arising under the legislation contemplated by this
section, by arbitration or by an industrial accident board, by the courts, or
by Hi her, any or all of these agencies, anything in this constitution notwithstanding."
This simply means that a California employer may be compelled to pay
compensation for injuries for which he is no more to blame than his next-door
neighbor who is not an employer. It means that the Legislature of California
may decree the confiscation of property. This outrageous provision, which
appears to be plainly in violation of the Constitution of the United States,
was voted into the organic law of California at a time when many .of the
people were fairly obsessed by .Tobnsonism. There was a prevalent eagerness
the "moral uplift" and ''social
to take any bait that was labeled "reform"
"
terms had not been invented in those days.
justice
So the foundation was thus cheerfully and enthusiastically laid, and upon
it the men who dominate in this State purpose to erect a political machine that
has no precedent Jind which can scatter pecuniary ruin all over California
among persons in moderate circumstances.
:

;.N
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INDUSTRIAL PARALYSIS PARSES SECOND READING.

HACKS ITS WHIP AND PET MEASURE IS RUSHED THROUGH DEVEHEMENT PROTESTS AMENDMENT TO MAKE ACT ELECTIVE IS DEFEATED
SENATOR WRK.HT DECLARES LAWMAKERS HAVE REACHED STAGE OF "LEGISLA-

ADMINISTRATION

(

SPITE

-

-

TIVE DELIRIUM.''

SACRAMENTO, Aitril .}. The workmen's compensation bill, the pet measure of
the administration, which has caused so much criticism throughout the State
oj'
the extraordinary powers it confers upon an appointive comlu-ratist.
mittee and the almost unlimited opportunities it offers for abuse in the hands
of an unscrupulous State political machine, passed the Senate on second reading to-day.
It had been agreed between Senator Boynton, the floor leader for the administration and author of the bill, and the opponents of the measure that the debate on the bill should occur at this time and that the battle on the amendments should be fought out now rather than on the third reading.
It was realized by the opponents from the start that the bill with practically
all of its objectionable features intact was to be rushed through at the crack
of the administration whip.
Senator Cogswill asked if the employer would
be liable for damage resulting from a willful act of an employee. Boynton
admitted this to be the case under the bill. "Aren't you putting a premium
on willful damage V" Cogswell asked, and pointed out that the bill precluded
the employer from insuring against damage from the wrongful act of an
employee.
Senator Campbell asked Boynton if there was any limit placed in the bill
on the salaries which the commission might pay its own appointees. Boynton
admitted there was none. He said, however, that an amendment had been
:;<-repfed raising the salaries <f the commission from $3,600 to .$5,000 a year.
Throughout the debate Boynton was coached by one of the three members
of the present industrial board, who supplied information in a whisper when

was hard pressed.
Boynton asserted the bill would put an end to litigation in damage cases.
Senator Wright asked Boynton if he was not aware that under a similar law
in (Jennany litigation of that kind had been increased.
Senator Larking* pointed out the deception upon the- farmers in the attempt
to make them think they are effectually excluded from the operation of the
the floor leader

bill.

Senator Wright insisted that the bill attempted to legislate on three discompensation, insurance, and safety appliances and was therelie said he would therefore propose his motions against
'iconstitutional.

tinct subjects
encll of il:-se

features separately.

LEGISLATIVE DEI

UI I'M
I

.

"

I am not sure but that we have reached a stage of legislative delirium,"
he said. "We have heard the protests that have come from every part of the.
State against this bill. Let us make haste slowly. L^t us make this bill
The authors of this bill have heard from home, consequently they
elective.
struck out the farmer, then the stockman, then the dairyman. Now let us go
further and make the bill completely elective."
Senator Cohn spoke against the bill from the standpoint of the small em-

ployer.

Senator Curtin denounced the inequalities and injustice in the bill. Besides
Boynton, Senator Shanahan was the only member of the administration forces
who attempted to answer the questions of the opponents; the others waited to
do their duty by following orders on the roll call.
Senator Wright declared the proposed step "dangerous and experimental"
legislation that has been considered by the members from only one standpoint.
He ottered a motion to recommit the bill to the committee on labor and capital
with instructions to strike out sections 36 to 50, inclusive, which deal with the
insurance features. Speaking to his motion, he asserted that the appropriation of $187,470 with which to establish State insurance gives the policyholders
frail security.
He refused to be convinced when Senator Curtin pointed out
that section 3<j of the act. creating the "State compensation insurance fund,"
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gives Uu- poliryholders all th> .security any person ran doxiro through a revolving t'ui id. He also took the position that the legislature has no power to
make appropriations for purposes for which the State can not levy a tax.
Senator Hoy n ton, in closing the debate, defended the legality of the appropriation creating the industrial insurance funds questioned by Senator Wright.
All of the amendments submitted by Senator Wright were defeated with such
unanimity that it was not necessary to resort to a formal roll call. The senate
with the same unanimity adopted the committee amendments proposed by
Senator lloynton, after which the bill in its entirety was ordered engr
and to the third reading.
I

i;rx

HOUSE GANTLET.

It now goes to final passage, and then will bo sent to tbe assembly
passes the senate. It has not appeared on the assembly file yet.

[Redding

Si-nrcli)ii(lit,

if it

really

Apr. 25, 1913.]

ACCIDENT UOAIIH TO ADJUST YOUNG CLAIM.
INIirsTKIAL BODY TO

HEAR CASE AdATNRT POWKR COMPANY TO-DAY.

There will bo a crossing of legal bats to-night by opposing attorneys when
the industrial accident board of the State goes into session at 5 o'clock in the
Hotel Lorenz to adjust the claim for damages made by Mrs. Tlhodie Young,
mother of Alex Young, against the Northern California Power Co. Young died
in a blizzard last winter while doing line work for the company near Ooram.
Tbe only witnesses will be George Whitson, Young's companion, and Tom
Mo<Juinnoss, manager for the Northern California Power Co. at Kennett. A. J.
PiHsburg is chairman of the board.
The claim for damages is based on these provisions of the State law:
Where, at the time of the accident, the employee is performing service
growing out of and incidental to his employment and is acting within the line
of his duty or course of his employment as such.
"
Where the injury is approximately caused by accident either with or without negligence, and is not so caused by the willful misconduct of the employee/'
|H;m Francisco Chronicle.]

THE
IT

WILL

1!K
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<

'OMPENSATIOX ACT.

THE VOTE OK THK PEOPLE OF THE

STATE.

The employers' federation, composed of about 2.500 employers in all parts
of the State, proposes to see whether the people of California desire to drive
out of the State all industries which can get away by the enactment of a socalled compensation act for the alleged benefit of workmen, which would be more
appropriately called a confiscation act for the destruction of industry. The
federation will therefore at once start a referendum petition upon senate bill
lHh"> and get the judgment of the people uixm it.
The federation is not opposed
to reasonable compensation for injured employees, or to a law which shall
make its payment compulsory and with no expense to the workmen. On the
contrary, the federation favors such an act, which is now being drafted and
will he submitted under the initiative.
Nor is it expected that this will be a fight between employers and employed.
<)n tbe contrary, the federation believes that its movement will have tbe hearty
indorsement of the nonpolitical workingmen, who will recognize it wholly in
their interest as tending not only to a certainty of reasonable compensation to
the injured, but of continued and profitable employment to the uninjured, which
oven more important.
Moreover, tbe movement will be supported by the great class whoso members
are ii.-iiber employers nor what are termed "wage earners," and whose parais

interest lies in large production, and especially large home production.
:reater the output of the production of a community the more abundant
,.)oyment and the cheaper the commodities. With high cost of production,
pi-ires must be correspondingly high or the producers will go broke and the
faciory shut down. There is no disposition to reduce the wage cost of com-

mount
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modifies, which is probably higher in this Siate than anywhere. else in the
world. It is desired to reduce the total cost by increasing the output produced
under :i given overhead. That menus greater capital and larger investments.
California is now ideally situated for the establishment of manufactures on
We have the raw material, an increasing western populathe largest scale.
tion as the foundation market, and the opening trade of the nations bordering
on ihe Pacific for expansion.
The question for our people to decide is whether California shall welcome
opportunity when it knocks at our door or slam that door in the face of our

would-be visitor.
We have in fids State a pestilential crew which would slam the door. Ami
the issue may as well come on this compensation act as elsewhere.
Whoever produces in California must produce in competition with comni"<li! is's which are the product of communities where reason prevails, and the
loudest shouterx for such drastic laws as this compensation act will be found
ih
first to buy cheaper commodities produced under better conditions.
At any rate. the employers will appeal to the people.
[Sacramento Bee, Fob. 28, 1913.]
I.vsruANi K
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VIKW ON LIAIULTTY BILLS.

LOCAL KMPI/)YKKS 1DKAS ON LKCHSI.ATFON.

Molony, a San Francisco insurance manager, addressed a gathering of
insurance \vrit-rs at the Sacramento Chamber of Commerce yesterday
afternoon on the bills before the legislature that affect insurance -men.
!.a>;
night a. If. Mickneli. also an insurance man of San Francisco, addressed a number of business men a no! employers of labor, together with several laboring men,
at the chamber.
Senate bill No. Oofi was discussed, dissected, and explained from the viewpoint of an insurance man by Mickneli.
According to the speaker there are
"jokers" galore In the bill, whiHi he termed a vicious socialistic measure that,
is the most advanced legislation of its kind ever tried by
any Commonwealth.
Mickneli said. iho State industrial accident board would be the court of last
resor! if the senate bill r^cs through.
There would be no appeal from the
judgment of the board. This hoard would have vast political power, for,
according to Mieknell, if the State starts a mutual accident insurance company
and secures a monopoly on the business of the State, it will take 2,.r><H) agents, In-s.
He declared those
administrators, etc.. to carry on the business.
2,rw men \\culd probably be appointed because they could get votes and
would i>e a big factor in elections. Also, ho said, the administrators of the
industrial accident awards would be appointed by the board and would serve
without lK>nd. No civil service requirements are demanded.
Mii-knell said that if the State industrial accident board began to distribute
about s:W.(X M),o<iO a year to laborers and their families, it would mean votes
"o party in power.
According to Mickneli the bill provides for "compel i-iv insurance on a fair basis," but he says this would be impossible,
me the State insurance company would have free office rent and its inspection would be done free, as would the appraising of the awards.
In addition
the state insurance department would borrow $100,000 from the State without
interest and would have everything free.
.T.

It.

local
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I>AX<;EKOT:S.

Owing to the large number (1,717 in the Senate and 2.021 in the assembly)
of lulls Introduced at the first half of our current session of the California
iature it is impossible for anyone to digest in full the meaning of all the
proposed measures.
Undoubtedly they are full of jokers and many are exhave pointed out some of the faults of the Gate*
tremely dangerous.
and the Bloodgood " blue-sky " laws.
Another very objectionable class of legislation which is being attempted
to i.-(. foisted upon our citizens is covered in a number of liability bills.
These
were introduced by the State industrial accident board, and if possible, will
a
burden upon our industries which will be ruinous to many or drive
place
them out of the State.

We
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figured by experts in -casualty ami liability underwriting that the proplace a tax of from $15,000,000 to $80,000,000 upon the manuWill our industries stand up under
facturers and employers in this State.
this tremendous tax?
The measures as proposed by the State industrial accident board are more
drastic, more specific, more radical than those ever tried in any other State
in the Union or any foreign country.
Is it an opportune time for California to begin a series of experiments
It

is

posed

bills will

socialistic when our prosperity depends upon the encouragekinds of industries?
After a severe defeat in their efforts to establish the closed shop in California it would appear that the labor unions were uniting with the alleged
reformers, and were now resorting to State control to regulate all lines of

which are purely

ment of

all

business.

In France under the compensation act the tax has run as high as 90 per
cent of the net profits.
Insurance agents and business men should study these liability bills and
write to the members of our legislature, entering vigorous protests against the
passage of any freak measure.

WOLFE EXHIBIT.
[Sample copy.]
Ileq.

242.

Order 7475:

To the honorable supply committee.
GENTLEMEN: The police department requires material or supplies as shown
below. The prices stated are the best obtainable and just and reasonable.
It is respectfully recommended that this order to cover be approved.

ARTHUR BAKER, Purchasing Agent.
William H. Hoegee Co.: Please furnish the following material or supplies
to the city of Los Angeles, care of police department, 32G West First Street
:

12 new shotguns, Winchester, 12-gauge, at $18.23 each
1 shotgun, Winchester, 12-gauge, secondhand
1 shotgun, No. 398716
1 shotgun, No. 467479
1 shotgun, No. 242872
1 shotgun, No. 326147
1 shotgun, No. 520082
1 shotgun, No. 269458
1 shotgun, No. 42179
1 shotgun, No. 385195
1 shotgun, No. 294905
1 shotgun, No. 194990
500 shotgun shells, 12-gauge, No. 1 buck
For sawing off 22 barrels to 20 inches

$218.70
16. 88
14.00
12.00
14.00
11.00
12.00
11.50
11.00
13.00
12.00
11.00
14.00
3. 00

374.14

Total

Less 2 per cent discount if paid by May 10, 1914. Immediate delivery.
NOTE. The above purchase is made in accordance with provisions ef section
12 of ordinance 26552, N. S., and i.s issued with the approval of F. J. Whiffen,
chairman of the finance committee, who, with Chief Sebastian, selected the
material in question. The price is declared to be reasonable.

Appro veil April

28,

1914.

SUPPLY COMMITTEE.
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Sample copy.]

248.
Order 7470.

Keq.

To the honorable *'<^>/// cont'inittce.
The police department requires material or supplies as shown
,'K.XTI.KMKX
below. Tlie prices stated are the best obtainable and just and reasonable.
It is respeci fully recommended that this order to cover be approved.
ARTHUR BAKES, Purchasing Agent.
<

:

Tul'ts-Lyon Arms Co.: Please furnish the following material or supplies to
ciiy of Los Angeles, care of police department, 326 West First Street:
17 new shotguns, Winchester, 12-.Lrau.tre. net *1S.23 each
$309.90
8.50
For cutting off barrels of 17 jruns to 20 inches, f>0 cents each
i

In-

Total

318.40

i

2 per cent discount if paid by May 10, 1914. Immediate delivery.
XOTK. The above pun-has*' is made in accordance with provisions of section
12 of ordinance 2<;r r>i_. N. S., and is issued with the approval of F. J. Whiffen,
The price is
wh<>. with Chief Sebastian, selected the material in question.
deHared To be reasonable.
Approxed April 2S. 1914.
*s

)

Sri'IM.Y
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SWITZER EXHIBIT

NO.

3.

Los ANGELES, GAL., September

$36.oO.

30, 1913.

Tn installments and at the times hereinafter stated, after date, for value
received, 1 promise to pay the Los Angeles Investment Co., a corporation, or
order, at its office in Los Angeles, Gal., the sum of thirty-six and 50/100 dollars,
with interest at the rate of 1- per cent per annum, from date until paid, interest
payable monthly. The above principal and interest to be paid in monthly installments of one or more dollars each, on or before the 1st day of each and
every calendar month, beginning Nov. 1, 1912. Each of said monthly payments
shall be credited as follows: First, on the amount of interest then due, and the
remainder on the principal sum, and interest shall thereupon cease upon the
amount so paid on the said principal sum. Should default be made in the paymem of any of said installments when due, then the whole sum of principal
and interest shall become immediately due and payable at the option of the
holder of this note.
Principal and interest payable in goUl coin of the United.
Siai.
I hereby pledge as collateral
security for payment of this note, or any other
debt or liability from me to said company, due or to become due, or which may
be hereafter contracted, the following property, viz, 10 shares of the capital
siock of the Los Angeles Investment Co., standing in my name, represented by

certificate

And

number

.

hereby give to the secretary of said Los Angeles Investment Go. full
of stock in my name, with full
power of attorney to indorse said certificate
power and authority to sell said stock at public or private sale at any time or
times hereafter on the nonperformance of this promise, or on the nonpayment
of any liability or liabilities above mentioned, without demand, advertisement,
or notice, such demand, advertisement, or notice being hereby expressly waived;
and in case of such sale said secretary of said company shall apply the proceeds of said sale to the payment of interest and principal of above note, and
return the overplus, if any, to me. I further agree that all dividends on all
stock in the said company, owned by me, may, at the option of said company,
its successors or assigns, be applied on this obligation.
MTTRRRA MAUVIX,
633 k Bonsall Avenue.
I

